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1971

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMnMIr'EE ON WAYS AND MEANS,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met at 10 a.m., pursuant to notice, in the committee
room, Longworth House Office Building, Hon. Wilbur D. Mills
(chairman of the committee) presiding.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee vill please be in order.
Our first witnesses this morning are Dr. John L. Simons and Dr.
William S. Day.
You are combining your testimony, I understand, and each of you
will make a presentation; is that right?
Do you want to lead off, Dr. Simons?
JOINT STATEMENT OF DR. JOHN L. SIMONS, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN
CHIROPRACTIC ASSOCIATION AND DR. WILLIAM S. DAY, PRESIDENT, INTERNATIONAL CHIROPRACTORS ASSOCIATION; ACCOMPANIED BY HARRY N. ROSENFIELD, WASHINGTON COUNSEL,
ACA AND JOSEPH P. ADAMS, COUNSEL, ICA
Dr. SImoNs. Yes, sir.
Mr. Chairman, this is a joint statement of the American Chiropractic Association and the International Chiropractors Association.
As President of the A CA, I will present the statement and Dr.
William S. Day, president of the ICA will respond to the committee's
questions.
Also, this is ICA's counsel, Joseph P. Adams and ACA's Counsel,
Harry N. Rosenfield.
SUMM ARY OF CHIROPRACTIC POSITION

Chiropractic supports national health insurance, just as it previously supported Medicare.
We believe that a system of national health insurance should provide the American people with the following assurances:
1. Universal eligibility, through comprehensive coverage for all
people in the United States, irrespective of income.
2. Comprehensive health care benefits, including ambulatory, preventive and rehabilitative services, through providing the services
of state-licensed health care providers, including doctors of chiropractic, in any plan agreed to by the committee.
3. Public protection, through appropriate controls over the cost
and quality of health services, including peer review of each health
care profession by members of that profession itself.
(1605)
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ISSUES OF PUBLIC POLICY

We would like to discuss each of these items a little more fully. But
before doing so, chiropractic wishes to identify two basic principles of
public policy which we respectfully recommend be incorporated in
national health insurance.
A. Publicinterestparamountover professionalinterests

Chiroprr.ctic regards as the primary and controlling consideration,
in national health insurance, the public interest of the consumers of
health care and not the special interests of the providers of health care.
The key issues should be what the public wants-it pays for and uses
the health care. The Congress, which represents the American people,
must decide these issues-not the health care professions.
We completely agree with a statement b Mr. George Meany, president of the AFL-CIO last year before a Senate Committee:
The AFL-CIO is talking about health care, and not the professional practice
of medicine ... that is the business of doctors. But we are talking about health
care, and that is everybody's business.

We respectfully suggest that "health care" is the business of the Congress. In legislating on "health care," Congress is dealing with far more
than mere "professional practice of medicine".
We suggest that what some may regard as "the professional practice
of medicine" is not the same as, nor necessarily conducive to the best
"health care" for the American people. The average American may
not be an expert on medical practice, but htie
is an expert on trying
to obtain and to pay for health care. As providers of one form of health
care, the chiropractic doctors of America believe that the interests
of the health care consumer, not those of the health care provider, must
be paramount in any national health insurance system.
B. Freedomof choice
Chiropractic recommends that Congress guarantee the consumer his
freedom of choice of health care provider, both in principle and in
fact, as 'an ironbound right. Only in this way can national health insurance be truly responsive to the consumer's needs and demands.
The Chamber of Commerce of the United States issued a report this
year on the nation's health care system, which contains some illuminatig comments on freedom of choice:
Freedom of individual choice, both by recipients and suppliers of health care,
is a basic human value and an assurance against deterioration in quality or
invasion of privacy.

Elsewhere the same report stated:
For the U.S. medical and health care profession, for the consumer, and for the
society, freedom of choice is preferable because it is more effective in human

terms.

The consumer's freedom of choice, to select among all state-licensed
health care providers, is an essential attribute of any effective and responsive national health insurance. By whatever statutory means seems
appropriate and necessary, the American health consumer should be
guaranteed his right to obtain chiropractic services and all other
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licensed health services in ,any national 'health insurance program
which Congress enacts.
We should now like to return to the three propositions which we
summarized at the outset of those romarcs, whih are crucial to a national 'health insurance that chiropractic supports:
1.

UNIVERSAL ELIGIBILITY

President Nixon stated recently that this country is facing .a
"massive crisis" in health services which threatens a breakdown in
health care delivery.
The United States does not have enough health care providers, they
are not in the places where, and the times when, the American people
need them, and their services are not available at prices people can
afford to pay.
The American public is becoming increasingly and vocally dissatisfied with our 'hetbh care delivery system, and the problems of the poor
and of farm 'and rural residents are even more serious. Our health care
delivery system is sick and desperately needs 'attention from Congress.
We often hear the boast that this country has the best health care
in the world. But that is 'a truly hollow boast since we are constantly
falling 'behind in the availability of such services to the American
people. We will not here repeat what we are sure you have heard often,
that the low rank of the United States among the nations in infant
mortality, death of mothers in childbirth and life expectancy.
The health care crisis facing the average American, whether lie
lives in the big cities or in the rural countryside, is 'his inability to
obtain health care when and where he needs it 'at a cost he can afford
to pay. Therefore, the first achievement of national health insurance
must 'be universal -accessibility of adequate health care. Anything less
would be a denial to Americans of their basic right to obtain necessary
health care.
2.

COMPREHENSIVE HEALTH CARE BENEFITS

National health insurance must go beyond hospital-oriented coverage to the whole spectrum of healthh care, including 'ambulatory, preventive and rehabilitative services. It must provide for access to
the services of State-licensed health care providers, including doctors
of chiropractic. Pluralism of services and healfl-care providers must
be the hallmark of this new health system in the United States.
While assurance of access obviously requires that national 'health
insurance provide a financing device, it must not 'be limited to that
objective. National 'health insurance must 'also assure, in 'addition to
access, comprehensiveness and continuity of health care services. It
must provide America with a system oriented to maintaining good
health 'and avoiding illness, not merely as one that waits until sickness
has 'already occurred. Good -health is 'a national, as well as an individual, asset. Good health requires a system that provides comprehensive
health care and health maintenance.
The program benefits, therefore, should extend to the entire range
of health services, including prevention and early detection care and
treatment and rehabilitation.
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Inclusion of chiropractic in such a comprehensive benefit structure
would be consistent with the pattern already followed under the Internal Revenue Code, where Federal income tax deductions are already
authorized for expenditures for chiropractic care in the same manner
as for "medical" care. None of the bills before this committee specifically include chiropractic care which is the second most demanded and
usedhealing art. We especially request this inclusion.
3. PUBLIC PROTECTION

Chiropractic believes that protection of the public requires the
organization of so-called peer review and utilization review systems,
to monitor the quality, need for and the cost of health services provided to the public under national health insurance. Experience teaches
that the services of a professional can most effectively be reviewed by
members of that profession itself. We believe that it might also be
fruitful to consider including consumer representation or participation in such review systems, not only for the protection of the quality
of service but also to assure reasonable costs and to protect the public
treasury.
Apropos of costs, we express no judgment among the various proposals for financing mechanisms to pay for the health care bills. However, whatever the ultimately chosen mechanism, we believe that public authority-and not the health care profession-should establish
the governing policies, and there must be full accountability to the
public for financial and operational activities. It is appropriate, moreover, to note that a comprehensive program such as we have proposed
would help to relieve the pressure on high cost hospitalization by enabling patients to use alternate services of lower-cost health care providers for both preventative and therapeutic purposes. For example,
an actuarial report recently prepared by the distinguished consulting
actuary E. Paul Barnhart, FSA of St. Louis, Mo., demonstrated that
19 major insurance carriers-which jointly wrote 44 percent of all
accident and health insurance in the 'United States-provided chiropractic benefits with "no significant net change in costs." He reported
that these large insurance companies "detected no a parent increase in
claim costs resulting from recognition of chiropracters."
In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, the chiropractic profession supports
a system of national health insurance that covers all Americans, that
includes all licensed health services, and that protects the American
people in the quality and cost of the authorized services.
This statement was jointly submitted by Dr. John L. Simons, president of the American Chiropractic Association and Dr. William S.
Day, president of the International Chiropractors Association.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you for your fine statement.
Dr. DAY. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to appear here
and I have a very short supplemental statement.
First, I would like to bring to the attention of the committee certain
very important developments among the States in the 1971 legislative
sessions.
Seven States adopted what are known as insurance equality laws.
These statutes require that all insurance contracts written or renewed
in the State after the law's enactment 'which include physicians must
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also mandatorily include chiropractic services for the policy benefi-

ciaries.
Take my own State of Washington, for example. S. 380, which went
into effect August 10, 1971, requires recognition of the services of
licensed chiropractors under both individual group and blanket health
insurance equality laws already on the books. These 26 States incommercial insurance policies covering health services are free to
choose the services of a licensed chiropractor.
With these seven laws passed this year, a total of 26 States -have such
"insurance equality" laws already on the books. These 26 States include 64 percent of the entire American population.
What we are suggesting, Mr. Chairman, is that the American people
should have in national health insurance this same freedom of choice
to obtain chiropractic health services that the States now are guaranteeing them in commercial health insurance.
That concludes my statement, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. We thank you, Dr. Day.
Are there any questions of these gentlemen?
Mr. ULLMAN. I would like to commend the gentlemen, particularly
the doctor from Spokane, Wash., who is well known in the State legislature in Washington, we are happy to have you here.
Dr. SIMoNs. Th.n_!.!: nol, Mr. Ullman.
The CHAIRMAN. We do thank you very much for your testimony and
we appreciate your coming to the committee.
Our next witness is Dr. Otto C. Page.
Dr. Page, we are pleased to have you with us.
Mr. ULLMAN. Mr. Chairman, I am very pleased to be able to present
to the committee an outstanding citizen of the State of Oregon, who
is president of the American Society of Internal Medicine, Dr. Otto
Page.
Dr. Page, we are extremely pleased to have you here and we look
forward to hearing your testimony.
The CHAIRMAN. We are also pleased to have with us Dr. Evans and
Dr. Felts, a lifelong friend of mine.
STATEMENT OF DR. OTTO C.PAGE, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN SOCIETY
OF INTERNAL MEDICINE; ACCOMPANIED BY DR. EDWIN C.
EVANS, PRESIDENT-ELECT; AND DR. WILLIAM R. FELTS,
TRUSTEE
Dr. PA]Fo. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Since we have been identified, I will proceed with the rest of our
statement.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am Otto C. Pwge
of Portland, Oreg., president of the American Society of Internal
Medicine.
I am engaged in the private practice of medicine as a member of
a five-physician group and specialize in the treatment of diabetes.
With me today are Dr. Edwin C. Evans, a practicing internist from
Atlanta, Ga., president-elect of our society, and Dr. William R. Felts,
director of the Department of Rheumatology, George Washington
University School of Medicine, and a trustee of the American Society
of Internal Medicine.
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The American Society of Internal Medicine was formed in 1956,
to study the scientific, economic, social, and legislative aspects of medical practice. Its basic goals have been to advance and maintain the
quality of patient care and assure a high standard of practice in internal medicine. Jt is a federation of State societies with a total membership of 11,600. All members are qualified internists and the majority of
them are providing primary health care, although many are involved
with teaching and research.
Our organization firmly believes that every American should have
comprehensive health insurance coverage. We are aware of the complex problems confronting this committee in developing a health care
program which may provide services for more than 200 million people,
and the resultant strain that could be placed on our national economy.
This task is made more difficult by the fact that the Nation's health
care needs will just not be solved by simply providing more medical
services. These needs are equally dependent upon such other factors as
adequate housing, sanitation, transportation, job opportunity, education, clean water, and clean air.
Much publicity has been devoted to the existence of a "health care
crisis" but specific identification and priority assessment of its coinponents have been conspicuous by their absence. Unlimited medical
services alone cannot substitute for the correction of social, economic,
and environmental defects, and such attempts will inevitably be ineffective, disappointing, and very costly. Twenty-five cent's worth of
kerosene in a cold house might well be more effective than $25 worth
of medical evaluation in a warm clinic.
The primary physician is the person who will be both frustrated
by, and blamed for, failure to improve poor health caused by social
and economic conditions which are not correctable by simply providing
more medical care. Indeed, professional competence can be a sterile
achievement when social and economic conditions prevent the full and
effective use of professional training and experience.
We hope the committee will not forget that the provision of primary
medal care is a highly personal service and, in the last analysis,
involves the relationship of a patient and a physician. It is the personal nature of this relationship that 'limits the systems-analyst approach to solving delivery problems. This is also the reason why the
organization of physicians, hospitals, and allied health groups into
one superservice is very different from the problem of organization
in any business.
QUALITY ASSURANCE

As internists, we are primarily concerned with the quality of medical
care provided, although we realize this is inseparable from both the
financing and delivery systems. One of the principles approved by our
national society's house of delegates last March on the subject of
universal health insurance is that:
The System must be dedicated to the provision of high quality medical care,

including such factors as consumer and provider satisfaction. In addition, it
must provide for assurance to the public that quality care is being delivered.

Quality medical care embodies a scientific approach to the establishment of a diagnosis, the institution of appropriate therapy, and
the care of the patient, so that the overall needs will best be met. Such
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care must be readily available, efficiently rendered, and properly
documented.
Quality of the care provided by physicians can be evaluated only by
other physicians. Sin'e optimun medical care will vary with the
environment in which it is provided as well as the social, economic,
cultural, and educational factors affecting the recipient, the physician's local peer group is in the best position to evaluate the quality
of care given in relation to the situation under which such care is
provided. Convinced that the establishment of effective local peer
review mechanisms is essential wherever medical care is provided, the
trustees of the American Society of Internal Medicine in September 1970, set the development of such peer review mechanisms as
their highest priority goal. This will be necessary, not only for cost
containment, but more important, for improving the quality of medical
care.

Finally, we believe it is through such effective peer review mechanisms that a meaningful type of recertification can be implemented
based on the physician's actual day-by-day performance in meeting his
patient's medical care needs. Most physicians agi ee that this is the
only way that meaningful recertification can be accomplished.
DELIVERY SYSTEMS

A second principle for assuring quality care at a reasonable cost
is the avoidance of a rigid, monolithic structure for a delivery mechanism that will suddenly disrupt all existing delivery systems.
A pluralistic approach allowing for such variables as geography,
population density, culture, and education should be taken instead.
Innovation in medical care delivery according to local needs should
be encouraged in an orderly and evolutionary manner.
It is unfortunate that the term "Health Maintenance Organizations"
(HMO) has been chosen as a label for any system which provides
health care financed on a capitation basis. This implies -thatsuch financing will cut the cost of medical care by promoting health. Except
for immunization, maintaining a state of health in adults is much
more dependent on heredity, ecology, and personal health habits
than it is on providing personal preventive medical services. The
periodic history and physical examination as well as multiphasic health
screening have been considered a part of preventive medicine; and
while they are of value, it is a myth elevated to the status of a
truism by frequent repetition that either of these measures will decrease
the cost of health care by early diagnosis of chronic disease. Indeed,
Dr. D. L. Stackett, an internist and epidemiologist who served as the
chairman of the Committee on Criteria for Multiphasic Screening
Programs for the American Public Health Association, has concluded
that multiphasic screening could have the opposite effect on health
care costs.
He has stated:
Failure to follow a rational approach to this issue guarantees only one sure

effect, and that is the marked further increase in health care costs that accompanies the further evaluation and long-term treatment of pre-symptomatic disease.
Since health care costs are already rising at a rate several times the rise In gross
national product, it seems imperative that finite resources be allocated to preventive and curative health services in such a fashion that the public health
is indeed served.
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COSTS

While incentive plans, such as capitation systems which involve
risk taking by the providers of medical care, may be effective in controlling costs, we should, in all honesty, recognize that such cost control
is obtained by decreased utilization and not by "maintaining" health.
The American Society of Internal Medicine views the HMO delivery-financing mechanism as an experimental module which has not
yet been proven to be the answer in guaranteeing high quality medical
care while containing costs. Transferring the Kaiser Permanente
experience with a relatively low risk and low demand population to
the population as a whole is fraught with the possibility of severe
miscalculation. The experience of the Harvard community health
plan (HCILP) which projects t '2 years' operating deficit of $2
million, should, at the very least, signal t "go slow" approach to the
universal ap)l ication of this deliver y -financing system. Paul M. Elwood, Jr., M.D., executive director of the American Rehabilitation
Foundation, who developed the HMO strategy for the administration
has recognized the threat to quality medical care in this "strategy" and
has called for the establishment of a regulatory agency to enforce
standards of quality. In a letter to the chairman of our Health Care
Systems Committee, Dr.Robert van Hoek, the Associate Administrator
for Operations, )epartment of Health, Education, and Welfare, recognizes that utilization or underprovision of services, for a system
which rewards the provider for not providing services.
Although our first concern is to provide a high quality of medical
care, which will be costly, we are aware that cost must be of real
concern to physicians as well as to those who provide the funds. We
believe that the total cost for medical care will continue to rise because
of medical advances which result in new services, the increased availability of care, the increase in our population, the threat of malpractice
action, higher construction costs, and payroll increases as well as many
other factors.
Many medical services are in fact a result of social problems that
require and deserve early and high priority attention by this Nation.
for example, lead poisoning in children. We question the propriety of
including, as a medical care cost, the costs of the social problem of
custodial care 'which includes housing, feeding, and attendant supervision. These costs should be identified and cost-accounted separately
from medical care.
There are legitimate areas for cost containment which will not impair the quality of patient care. Some of these are:
(a) The avoidance of duplication of services such as laboratory and
X-ray procedures.
(b) Encouragement of office and outpatient care when appropriate.
(c) Direct patient involvement in medical care costs.
(d) Establishment of patient and physician profiles.
(e) Improved systems for documentation, retrieval and transmission of medical records.
(f) Increased delegation of tasks to existing allied health workers.
Patient profiles are important not only in cost control but in educating the public to a more realistic relationship between patient
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demand and medical needs. Education of the public on preventable
health hazards, and the measures to obviate such hazards, offers the
greatest potential for significant reduction in health care costs. Again,
it should be stressed that provision of realistic peer review is the best
method for containing costs without impairing quality.
MANPOWER

We are concerned that the sudden unlimited availability of health
insurance coverage to all, without direct involvement of the insured
in health care costs, will overwhelm existing manpower resources.
Future physician manpower needs are hard to predict, and they depend
on such variables as:
(a) The rate of population growth.
(b) Changing disease patterns.
(c) The rate and degree of delegation by physicians to individuals
with lesser training.
(d) Rate at which automation and computer technology move into
the mainstream of medical care in support of the primary care
physician.
In a society moving toward shorter workdays and workweeks, it is
unrealistic to expect physicians not to conform to this trend. Therefore, a further strain on physician manpower could result from the
possible decreasing willingness of physicians to continue to accept
a 60-hour workweek. Nevertheless, we all agree there is a great
need to increase the availability of medical services, and increasing
physician productivity should receive equal emphasis with increasing
the number of physicians.
We feel obligated to challenge any plan that will suddenly and with
unproven techniques shorten medical education programs to increase
manpower. Medical technology, with all its advances, will not soon
reach a point where there is no need for the thoroughly knowledgeable
physician who can evaluate, assign medical priorities, and guide
patients through the maze of consultative and data-gathering procedures so as to arrive at a sound professional decision. Adequate
knowledge for this purpesCe cannot be hurriedly acquired. Inappropriate reduction of educational experience will eventually result in
lower quality medical care. However, we do support any and all
proven methods for increasing manpower, efficiency, and productivity.
FUNDING

Health insurance should be available within the economic means
of everyone, and incentives should be developed to discourage nonparticipation in a program. It is unrealistic to expect the Government
to fund insurance at all levels. Funding should continue to depend on
the private sector to the extent of its demonstrated capability. ASIM's
principles for universal health insurance state that financing should
be from the private )ol)ulation sector for coverage for basic benefits
for the nonindigent, and for corridor benefits for this group in scaled
amounts according to family size, adjusted gross incomes, et cetera.
For the indigent population., funding should be from the public sector
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for all levels of coverage. Catastrophic coverage for all citizens would
also be in the public sector.
We are aware of the proposalss before this committee that call for
a total financing commitment on the )art of the Federal Government.
We urge rejection of this concept as we believe that it will result in a
monolithic system with ultimate bargaining for tax dollars at the expense of adequate health care for our l)ol)ulation. Destroying the existing systW;m through ove.rcomnitmient by Government in the area of
benefits can only Iower the quality of medical care and, at the same
time, severely tax the national economy. ihlis would, of course, be at
the expense of other needed social and enviromnental reform, equally
as important in improving the health of our population.
One must tllso consider philosophy ically whether the American social
and economic system should be modified eventually to provide health
care as a basic right. If so, should similar reasoning a)ply to legal services, adequate housing, nutrition, all levels of education,
and
transportation.
A)MII NI STATION

Administration of any national insurance program should utilize the
accumulated experience ad expertise of the private sector in medical
care financing, using the private health iiid ustry for major insurance
processes, ad Federal and State agencies to enforce )enefit and financing standards. For stability and continuity, we suggest that the
administrative structure be modeled after the Federal Reserve Board.
Americans are traditionally pragmatists, for the best of minds cannot fully anticipate the results of new and untried programs. Wise
men, then, avoid rigid commitments to new methods which do not allow
for modification as w%'ealknesses become apparent.
It is our belief that practicing )hysicians will offer all reasonable
cooperation to assure the success of National Health Insurance to the
extent that they are actually involved in its development, implementation, and administration.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, thank you for this
opportunity to l)resent our views on, this important matter. Dr. Evans,
Dr. Felts, and I will try to answer any questions you may have.
The CWl\ n~r.\N. *Xe thank you, Dr. -Page, Dr. Evans, and Dr. Felts,
for bringing to the committee your very fine testimony.
Mr. Ul Iman, will inquire.
Mr. ULL-MAN. Mr11'. Chairman, I want to also add my commendation
for a very thoughtful, well considered presentation this morning.
The CHAIRMA-,N. Are there any further comments or questions? If
not, we thank you again for bringing us your testimony.
Our next witness is I)r. Emerson Walden. Will you come forward
please, sir. We are glad to have you and your group with us. Would
you identify yourself and the group, and we will be glad to recognize
you.
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STATEMENT OF DR. EMERSON WALDEN, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, INC.; ACCOMPANIED BY LOY KIRKPATRICK, LEGISLATIVE ANALYST; DR. A. L. THOMAS, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON GRANTS AND PROPOSALS; AND DR.
GEORGE TO:BERT, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON RURAL HEALTH
SYSTEMS
1)1'. WALDEN. To my right is I)r. Andrew Thomas, chairman of our
Committee on Grants and Proposals. To my left is )r. George Tolbert,
head of our rural and urban program. And to my far right is Mr. Loy
Kirkpatrick, a legislative analyst with us.
Ihe C ,AIwTIxN. We appreciate having you with us, D)r. Walden,
and those at the table with you.
I)r. WALDEN. I have a prepared statement which is published and I
believe circulated. I would like to read it and ask that it be made a part
of the personal record.
I am Dr. Emerson Walden of Baltimore, Md., president of the National Medical Association, which is headquartered here in Washington, 1).C. On behalf of my association, I wish to express our gratitude
in leaving been invited to testify before this committee concerning national health insurance-a matter of extreme importance to the future
well-being of all our fellow citizens. But first, a word about the
National Medical Association.
The National Medical Association was founded in 1895 in Atlanta,
Ga. At that time, black physicians and black patients had no effective
mechanism to communicate their hopes and aspirations concerning
the training and development of health workers and health care prograins vital to the needs of our communities. In the word of our founders, however, the organization was "conceived in no spirit of exclusiveness, but born of the exigencies of the American environment."
Thus, the National Medical Association attemps to act in a manner
which will promote the quality of life through the eyes of health for
all Americans. In this context, our association at its 1962 convention in
Chicago, became the first body of organized physicians to support medicare. Although we felt very proud of our position at a time when professionals generally were opposed to Government subsidy of health
care needs of various segments of our population, we know that the
job is far from being done. Consequently, we reluctantly supported the
passage of medicaid. We felt then as we do now, that "tacked on" programs, especially when ill conceived, fail in their mission when we offer
second-class programs to any segment of our population. The relative
success between medicare and medicaid is like the difference between
day versus night. Obviously, this situation is symptomatic of the health
"gap" we have to bridge between all segments of our population. Happily, we can see trends in that direction.
]Puring the past two decades there have been slow, though barely
perceptible, changes in the concept of "Health," the delivery of health
services, and the degree to which each citizen has access to providers
of health care. Since the 1960's we have witnessed changes occurring
at a more accelerated pace and, in many ways, the rapidity of change
has been related to increased Federal activity in the field of health.
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Not only has there been more and more legislation, but implementation
of major health care programs has moved forward inllan unprecedented fashion-medicare, medicaid, OEO- and IIEW-sponsored
neighborhood health centers, et cetera. The relative success of each of
the new programs has been far from uniform in quality, both within a
given category and betweenn categories. Nevertheless, what is a major
significanwe is that several key public policies has been developed
regarding the provision of health to citizens in the United States.
One of the most lucid, and yet siml)lest stated, concepts marking the
shift in policy was stated by the then Surgeon General, William H.
Stewart., speaking to the National Iealth Advisory Council of 1966
in reference to the passage of the "Partnership for Health Act."
Every person ihould have ready access to high quality personal health services andi every lrerson should live in an environment which is safe from prevent-

able hazard and conducive to helthfiil and productive living.
The first. thrust is to remove the inequities and inadequacies in access to and
quality of personal health care. The second is to assure maxiniuni protection
against diseases and hazards in the environment.

The aforementioned policy declaration, the implementation of certain programs and the rising tenor of public debate have affected, to
some degree, most aspects of society; our peol)le, our institutions, our
units of governmelit and our wealth. In recognition of current policies

and projected needs it is clear that some direction is necessary in order
to fucus more l)recisely on matching needs with well defined solutions.
Ve would like to share with this august committee some thoughts on
how that direction can be achieved. Let us, then, summarize the problems we face.
SUMMARY OF PROBLEMS

In recent years, the ability of our Nation to provide adequate health
services to all of its citizens has undergone careful scrutiny. The
ever-expanding national debate, involving the public and the private
sector, has embraced various issues as the dialogue has progressed.
The issues involved are many and very detailed. However, there is
general agreement that our ability to provide adequate health care
is intimately related to, among other things, our ability to develop
and sustain adequate manpower pools to deliver the increased services
being demanded by the total population. To adequately serve our
people, whether rich or poor, aged or young, male or female, we must
understand the nature of the demands. The increased delnands for
services do not reflect a low rate of growth in the manpower pool of
health facilities.
In fact, according to the 1)epartmnent of Health, Education, and
Welfare, the number of hospital beds per 1,000 people increased from
12.4 in 1963 to 13.5 in 1968. The departmentt of HlEW has also indicated
that between 1950 and 1966 the number of people in health occupations increased by more than 90) percent, while the general population
increased by only '29 percent. Similarly, the civilian work force contained 2.9 percent in health occupations in 1950 whereas, in 1966, there
were 3.7 percent.
Other statistical data from the I)epartment of Health, Education,
and Welfare reveal that the supply of physicians increased 34 percent between 1950 and 1966, during a, time when the populationn ox-
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panded by only 29 percent. Extension of this data shows that between
1966 and 1970 the supply of active physicians grew at twice the population rate, causing a distinct shift from a physician to population ratio
of 141 per 100,000 in 1967 to 155 per 100,000 in 1970.
Nonetheless, despite the gains in facitities and personnel it is clear
that there is a relative shortage of facilities and personnel in certain
areas of the country and limited access to them when one views the
problems in health care affecting the most needy in our population.
it can, therefore, be concluded that distribution of health facilities and
health l)ersole1 creates a 1)rofound shortage in certain communities.
The shortage in manpower and facilities is real and, therefore, make
the statistical data meaningless when translated into human concerns
as viewed by many of our citizens.
When one surveys the, health status of the American population,
the, most striking problem is the wide disparities that exist. These
disparities unquestionably express one's socioeconomic status in
American Society. Such a situation has set in motion various conflicts between many of our fellowmen, whether dealing with the question of health or other activities in our society. Compounding the
difficulty is the declaration, made a few years ago, that it is a policy
that every American has, as a right, the availability of good quality
health care. That declaration has been underscored by the passage in
Congress of several pieces of significant health legislation during the
past few years.
Although these legislative items represent a gigantic stride toward
meeting the American commitment of guaranteeing quality health
care for the total population, it becomes increasingly clear that the
job is far from complete.
There are certain critical needs among the minority and poor that
require closer analysis.
1.

MANPOWER DEVELOPMENT

Fewer than 3 percent of the Nation's 300,000 physicians come from
Black and other minority groups, although they represent about 15
percent of America's population. It is most urgent that this trend be
reversed. The steps necessary have been well defined in the Sloan
Foundation Task Force Report or April 22, 1970. Additionally, the
cost estimates have been made in that report as well as through organizations such as the National Medical Association. We must fully support those efforts that are underway and are limited only by the
financial support being given by government and private industry.
2. HEALTH CARE DELIVERY SYSTEM

It is obvious that when, in America, we have in various parts of
our country severe malnutrition and infant mortality rates that are
worse than some of the so-called underdeveloped countries of the
world, unchecked presence of various infectious diseases such as tuberculosis, which is supposedly under control, we must conclude that the
health care delivery system is not even delivering minimum care to
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those who are in need. Therefore, we must support improved facilities
and services which would include:
(a) Capital funding for professional individuals and organizations to enable the de)riVed coiniunitiCs to have available the needed
resources for iniproed health care inaintenance and prevention of
those diseases that are known to be conquerable by medical science
and technology.
(b) We must promote the involvement of total communities in
health planning and development of programs which would encompass
the needs they percei ve themselves.
(c) We must seek to bring universities and inedical centers to the
people in need or take the people to those centers through a transportation network that would guarantee accessibility to and availability
of quality health care.
(d) Modifications in the delivery system must include the concept
that the total envioinnental circunistances will dictate our al)ilities
to sustain il)roved health ('are. This would mean eliminating 1)roblems of j)overty and education as necessary steps which must go hand
in hand with the iniproveient in health care.
3. ETHIINIC DISEASEE PROIILEM[

Despite the billions of dollars spent to date in research, relatively
little has been used in the study and control of various diseases that
are unique to our minority populations. Additionally, the few dollars
that have been expended have been oriented in such a manner that the
diseases that kill the vast majority of the minority groups have suffered from inadequacy of support in research and medical care
programs.
Therefore, we must support a program of massive financial assistance to those who would study diseases and implement programs that
are vitally necessary to imprn-oved health care among our minority
groups.
Thus, in general, one must conclude that improved health care is a
strong component of the multiple steps that must be undertaken forthwith and simultaneously in order to improve the quality of life in
America. But improved quality of life in America cannot be had
without first improving the quality of life among the. 15 percent who
are most affected by the circumstances of the American environments,
a result of which leaves them in dire straits and forces them to be locked
into a vicious cycle of poverty, disease, and ignorance. The Federal
Government must lead the fight to break the cycle as we move toward
rehabilitation of a huge human resource that is presently unavailable
to our Nation to reach the greatness of which it is capable. Clearly, we
must have a Government subsidy to guarantee good health as a basic
right.
NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE

Given the background of the social circumstances that have led to
widespread poverty, disease, and ignorance, each component of the
problem feeding on the other in a vicious cycle which causes a breakdown, not only in the health care delivery system but more importantly,
in the total quality of life in the Nation; it is clear that certain funda-
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mentals must be considered when attempting to redress the imbalances inherent in our current value system. If the basic commitment
is made to improve the quality of life, then we can address ourselves
more specifically to the health components which influence that quality.
Fundamentally we must commit ourselves to medicine as to a broad
concept which influences the growth, development, and ultimate death
of the human organism.
Anywhere along the pathway from birth to death it is clear that
whether we observe the human organism being attacked from within
or without by disease factors, the body will require some degree of
rehabilitation oriented toward enabling the body to return as closely
as possible to a normal level of productivity and enjoyment of life.
Under this concept, it matters not whether 'we are speaking of disease
or injuries that are acute, subacute or chronic in nature. Obviously,
the greater the degree of chronicity and/or morbidity, the greater the
degree of rehabilitation needed anld the less likely will it be the case
that we can assume total normalcy. Therefore, the design of a national
health insurance program must be viewed as a financial mechanism
to aid and abet our system for restoring the individual as closely as
possible to his normal life style. In developing the system, it then becomes clear that an insurance program, financed in whole or in part by
governmental funds will nonetheless be essentially a declaration of
public police that our Nation is committed to a system of insuring that
each individual, whether in good health or not, deserves the right to
realize his fullest potential. In pursuit of this goal, any legislation
must contain certain components which encourage the widest degree
of freedom of practitioners of the art of and science of medicine to
experiment, innovate and practice within the framework of reasonably acceptable standards in pursuit of the national goal.
The physician, the most highly trained member of the health care
team, must assume the primary leadership for implementing such systems. He then becomes the guardian of the public's interest and his
integrity must., therefore, be enhanced rather than destroyed in the
process of delivering care to individual patients in full view of the
overall societal commitment to our primary goal.
If we focus on the patient's needs, we find the following:
1. He needs to be able to enter the health care system at a point
that is easily accessible and, if not easily accessible, the system must
come to him. This means transportation systems and mobile care units
must be inherent in our model.
2. Once in the system, he must be moved along a pathway that insures the maximum degree of care at the critical moment he needs it
and at the least possible cost.
3. The cost of his care should diminish in relationship to the improvement in his health status.
4. Facilities must be geared toward accepting the patient and arprogram such that, whenever he reaches a
his treatment
ranging
given defined
area of care, lie may enter that component of our health
care system without delay.
(a) Such consideration requires a recognition of "graded" care.
(b) It also requires clusters of facilities and/or one-roof facilities.
5. Financing our model system requires a very efficient financing
arrangement which, in turn, must rely upon the basic integrity of
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the vast majority of physicians rather than the present system where
it is assumed that dishonesty is inherent in each physician and he
is guilty until proved otherwise. Experiences with medicare and medicaid indicate that this approach is extremely expensive. However, we
can overcome these expenses by using a different approach.
(a) Appropriate allocation of governmental and private funds
to insure predictability of cost.
(b) Payment should be made, particularly to institutions, on the
basis of the aforementioned predictability.
(c) Bonuses should be given to facilities and personnel on the basis
of innovations which lead to savings in costs while not sacrificing the
ideal of care.
(d) Maximum use must be made of allied health personnel, thereby
freeing the leading members of the health care team to plan the orderly
development of more efficient and thereby, more economical systems
of care.
6. Preventive medicine must be made the strongest possible colnponent of any system develol)ed. Under present circumstances, much
of the cost leads to great waste by requiring that the care be rendered
on an episodic basis. For example, under medicare arrangements,
it is iml)ossible to do a Pap Smear on a )atient without a disease entity
existing even though the leading cause of cancer deaths in women
is related to the easily prevental)le cancer of the cervix if appropriate preventive measures are instituted, such as early diagnosis
by virtue of "routine" performance of the examination.
7. A broad system of manpower development must be inherent in
transforming our system of care into a system which encompasses all
elements of society regardless of ability to pay.
Mr. Chairman and committee members, we recognize the complexity
of the tasks facing this committee and Congress. Although our organization had conceived of a distinct "health bill" of its own, we believe
these concepts given today can be incorporated in "the bill" that will
leave this committee. On that assumption, we have not belabored you
with exhaustive details, but wish to advise that members of our association are on call to provide continuing consultation to the committee
in drafting a program of "National Health Insurance."
We are working very closely with the congressional black caucus,
and various other professional and community organizations. We
would like to believe that the concepts embodied herein have widespread support, and will hopefully gain the support of this committee.
In conclusion, we believe that a system of "national health insurance"
must be viewed as a financial mechanism. Its use must be constructed
so as to leave intact the l)luralistic system of health care delivery.
Individuals must be free to change 'from one mode to another in
order to preserve other basic rights. Freedom of choice and the personal nature of health services.
We must finance a health care program that permits graded care that
is, firstly, preventive in nature and, secondly, one which permits
proper care for the acute onset of illness thi'ough the time one is
restored to his fullest potential.
Our Nation has the wherewithal to guarantee proper health care for
all Americans without regard to his ability to pay. A method of taxation can be devised whereby each of us contributes in a manner to in-
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sure that those of us who have, help to underwrite the less privileged.
Then and only then can we be sure that we have met the democratic
commitment so vital to our survival as one people.
It is in this spirit that we have appeared before you today. We
:must, however, underscore the fact that, if the less privileged have
poor health, the nation's health is poor in direct proportion. Though
we represent a distinct constituency, we share the concerns and hopes
of all Americans that we obtain from the Congress a sound, comprehensive program to finance our health care needs. Our health provide .5and
consumers can, and must work together to insure the orderly implementation of those steps necessary to create those health systems
which will guarantee every American his right to good quality health
care.
Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Walden, we thank you very much for a fine
statement. We appreciate your bringing those at the table to the hearing room with you.
I have some questions I want to get orally and then if I may, I
would like to submit further questions to you and ask you to respond
by providing the answers in writing for the record.
I want to get to some matters that I think you can answer.
What is the National Medical Association's conception of consumer
control in the Neighborhood Health Centers?
Dr. WALDEN. We feel that is a very important contribution, sir, and
that it should take an advisory role, perhaps.
We feel in the inner city, consumers should be given the opportunity
of ownership in nonprofit comprehensive-care facilities.
The CHAIRMNAN. Does the National Medical Association see a problem in relating HMO's to the feasible coordinated utilization of existing agencies as related to comprehensive health service delivery?
Dr. WALDEN. As the legislation, as we understand it as presently
worded, we do see some problems. An outstanding one would be the
lack of an economic mix. We feel in the inner city where we are concerned there is a problem financing facilities.
These are financed-starved areas in a sense. The financial mechanism
proposed would be hard to come by so we would like to see 100 percent
financing of construction and operating costs.
The CHAIRMAN. Would you take the time to give me some of the
other problems in writing in response to that question?
Dr. WALDEN. We will.

(The information requested was not received by the committee at
the time of printing.)
The CHAIRMAN. What does the National Medical Association believe should be done to assure that health services are made readily
acceptable to all residents and furnished in a manner which would be
more responsive to their needs and to their participation?
Dr. WALDEN. I think as we indicated earlier in the statement, there
should be some sort of facility or system which has input from the
community, accessibility, transportation units, education, all these
things, and certainly relief of the manpower problem to help deliver
the care.
The ChAIRMAN. In other words, what you are saying is not just
sufficient in this type of situation to make a program of National
Health Insurance available. It has to be supplemented?
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Dr. WALDEN. It has to work, yes, sir.
The CIIlR RAN. Is the mechanism of wage deduction a viable one
for the financing of health in this country ?
Dr. WALDEN. If one has a wage, yes, sir, but we are concerned about
those low-income people or those who have no income and who are on
welfare.
Ie CHAIRIMAN. And those who have no wage?
Dr. WALDEN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMInAN. SO, just a wage deduction would ]lot cover manfily of
the people in many instances with which you are concerned ?
Dr. WAr,1N. T'hat is corree.t.
The
'1
IAIIMAN. lIow does your organizat ion iperteiye

the delivery

of health services not in the, urbaii areas which we lave (iscusse(,
but in the rural area?
Dr. WALD.N. I wOUhl like to have l)r. Tolbert answer tlt. lie is an
expert on it.
Dr. 'Ioi-,iwwr. Very briefly, I feel the rural areas are quite unique
not only because of lie, trans.otal in l)robleins l)lt b,., se of the
general level of consumer education in many of the areas with which
we are concerned.
We feel that mobile units and we fe(,l witllin the rural area that we
have to develop a system that brings the health service to the people
or we have to heetin to bring the peol)le, to the, health services.
11e feel that not only must we have IIMO's and neigli)orhood health
centers but they will not work without a unique transportation system.
A typical problem which we have envisioned is that of the Howard
University Mississippi project in which the National Medical Association has viewed as virtually a health disaster area. WYe find that even
if one could provide physician; and facilities without a transportation mechanism where one does not exist, health is still inaccessible
to those individuals.
The CIAIRMAN. We had an experiment actually in operation in a
part of the district that I represent. It was sponsored l)y OEC funds.
It was more of a screening program than anything else. A mobile
facility was available that wevent to the homes of people in rural are.-s
and in so many, many instances, they had not l)een checked by a
physician in many years and in some instances, they would find active
tuberculosis within the family and the family did not, even know it.
About 62 percent of the people who were screened were referred
to a physician because they had something wrong with them. That
is why I am asking you this question about the rural situation because
poverty exists there. maybe not in the same percentage but to the same
extent where it does exist just like it exists in the ghettos or in the
inner cities.
Dr. TOLiiErT. We found that it is not only true but another figure
which may interest vou in the rural area, we found if one examines
the kids in the head Start i)rogram in the rural areas, 85 percent of
them on a single stool specimen were found to be seriously infested
with parasites.
This was true of other members of the family. We also found about
10 percent of the children under 4 years of age tested positive for
a routine skin test for tul)erculosis.

The CHAIRMAN. That is a very high rate.
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Dr. WALDEN. For all practical purposes, it, seems some ,of the rural
areas have just moved into the city and you will find the same situation in the urban areas as vell as the rural areas.
The CHAIRIAN. The lack of health services is predominantly found
in the inner city and in the rural areas as I view the situation; am I
right?
Dr. WALDEN. That is correct.
The CHAIRMUAN. What do you as an association, perceive as the
answer to the manpower shortage and maldistribution that exists?
Dr. WALDEN. I would like to ask Dr. Andrew Thomas to handle
that question since he is chairman of a very exciting program we have
in the National Medical Association.
Dr. TiioAIAS. We have 'I project called Project 75, Mr. Chairman,
that is named that way, first, because of the recognition of the 75th
anniversary of the National Medical Association in the year of its
institution in 1970 and the fact that we hope by 1975, with the support
of the Office of Economic Opportunity, to insure the presence in the
Nation's medical schools, of about 15 percent, of the students from
medical schools. Only four groups are currently underrepresented in
the medical professional and those are Mexican-Americans, blacks,
Indians, and Puerto Ricans.
Through this recruitment retention service, again underwritten in
part by the Office of Economic Opportunity as a service of the National
Medical Association, we hope to gain more students from such groups
who will then be the most likely ones who will go into the areas where
there are dire needs both within the inner city, of the Indian reservations and in our rural communities such as Appalachia.
The ChAIR.A.N. Thank you, Dr. Thomuas.
Let me go back to Dr. Tolbert on this question.
What does the National Medical Association feel would be a profitable first start toward solving problems of health in rural America?
I am not talking about health services delivery only.
Dr. TOLBERT. We feel we must start with many, many things. We
must start with better nutrition. We must start with more outreach
clinics. There must be both geographic and economic development.
We feel that the biggest l)roblems in the rural area are what we call
social diseases, diseases which people have virtually no control over
because of the life these people live. We feel in this country, parasitic
infections can be prevented and we certainly feel that tuberculosis can
be Prevented.
We certainly feel that many of the things we see in the rural areas
are not necessary.
So, coming within the health program, there must be a program of
social development.
The CHAIRMAN. What do you as doctors see as happening in both the
ghetto and in rural areas with respect to our young children both
from the point of view of malnutrition and lack of medical services?
Dr. THoMrAS. Mr. Chairman, we find generally there are several common points in the inner city ghettos, the Mexican-American barrios
or the Indian reservations or our rural areas where the concept of
malnutrition and the preventable diseases, if we were to utilize Government services in particular to help immunize people for serious
conditions which are preventable, for example, in Chicago where I
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come from, we have a mobile health project which is funded in part
by the American Medical Association, l)y our local )lack chal)ter of
the National Medical Association, the State of Illinois and the Chicago

Board of Health.
So, in that project, we have a multiplicity of funding, patterns representing professionals, lay organizations and our Government units.
We do massive immunizations of total couininities. We find that
there are people in some of these areas who have never had smallpox
vaccinations even though our Surgeon General has found we have
sufficiently conquered that in this area and%we need not immunize people for smallpox.
But in our ghettos and rural communities that are isolated, some
of our people have not had some of the fundamentals. In some of our
Southern communities, we ha\ve a more aggressive form of public
health service where if it is against the law to enter school without
a smallpox vaccination you will be vaccinated by the public health
nurse w110 gets out to see you.
But we are beginning to see a lackadaisical attitude setting in, ill
not relating to the fact that relative isolation of the tiner city areas
and our rural areas is occasioned by the fact that the upsweep of the
drift, of society is such that, we assume certain things that did exist
that did not exist.
The kids don't have the money to get medical examinations, for
examl)le, and in these kiiids of projects we provide them as services of
the medical profession in the city agencies and so on.
I was just going to say the mor e preventive you make the services,
the less costly will be the Nation's health care bill.
The CHAIRMIAN. Dr. Thomas, this last statement is really what I
was seeking.
I have been told by meml)ers of th medical profession that if a
child suffers from malnutrition from the time of birth to about age
6, a 1)erfectly normal child when born, and does not receive proper
medical attention during those years that not only is the child's
physical body affected but the child's mind is affected. Is that true?
Dr. Tio-%rAS. That is true, and we can predict that child will be
slow in school, he will eventually be a dropout or pushout more relevantly, because he will make bad grades and the teachers sometimes
can't recognize it; and the public health campaigns now try to call
attention to the fact that, if they can't eat, they can't study; and
if they can't study, they can t stay in school.
If they can't stay in school, they can't get a job; and if they can't
get a job, they will go on welfare or death or whatever, and it makes
it more costly for our Nation to supl)ort it..
The CHAIRMAN. I hate to take so much of your time, but I am
very interested in these points.
I have been quite concerned about the absence of an effective
enough program of any sort-State, local, or Federal-that directs
its attention to the proper medical care of children from prenatal
to 6 years of age at least. If we are going to break the poverty chain
or the welfare system, it seems to me we have to start with these
youngsters.
I)r. WALDEN. We agree, Mr. Chairman.
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The CiIxII 3AN. Putting it solely in terms of dollars, I think it
would cost much less for such a program to operate than it would
cost to maintain these people, who are without these services, for the
rest of their lives, as a result of the cycle you have just so vividly
described; is that right?
WVALDEN. That is right, and another important cycle is the
Dr.
involvement of the mother.

The CHAIRIMAN. She is affected also.
Dr. TiiolAs. Mr. Chairman, I might mention we will be exploring some of these problems in greater depth in a national conference
in Nashville, Tenn., on the 9th 10th, and 11th at Meharry Medical
College, and we would certainly invite the committee members to
come in. Certainly, we will insure that the results are made available
to the committee.
The ChAIRMrAN. I would like to have you do so.
I will not take any more time of the committee. I have actually nine
or 10 more questions. Let me get one more, and then I will ask you
to supply me the answers in writing. What does the National Medical
Association feel should be the role of the consumer in self-help and/
or health education especially as related to the supplying health
services?
Dr. WALDEN. We feel there should be this involvement. WVhen one
thinks about physician assistants and that sort of thing, we have
some programs going on, and I am thinking about Lee County in
Arkansas. There is no physician.
I think there are two medical residents who have come and manned
a clinic. It is funded by OEO. The patients actually are their own
chauffeurs, their own nurses aides, that sort of thing. They deliver
each other back and forth to the clinic.
These are actually patients who have problems, and those who are
better off can help those who are not.
We also have undertaken a program with the American Red Cross.
We were down in Tornado Alley, which you have probably heard of.
There was a disaster back in February.
These are people who live in an area which is addicted to, if you
want, tornadoes. For some reason or another, they can't get out, so
with the Red Cross we have undertaken a program where they are
being instructed in not just warnings, but also what to do in times
of danger.
We see from this a tremendous spinoff in health manpower. The
younger people are particularly interested.
One of our big problems in the manpower shortage has been the
motivation of our young blacks and minorities into medicine. They
have not seen medicine as a life goal. Once we started this program,
the response has been tremendous of those who are now interested not
only in being nurses aides or assistants but coming up the ladder.
We think this should be a vertical type of thing, and the opportunities are very wide. We feel that people can be involved in the
health industry, and we would like to see more of that.
Dr. THoM AS. We should reiterate that a State project involved
in northern Mississippi, Tennessee, Arkansas, and Louisiana, and
these are considered Tornado Alley.
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The people we have trained in first aid cannot read and write. WVhat
we did innovatively was to create text material that relies upon pictures to teach them. We just. graduated 67 graduates in that first 1)rogram on Tuesday, and we hope to expand this nationally to demonstrate that to the consumer, whether he can read or write or not.
Then comes the job of the professionals to train them with his basic
senses, which we have clearly demonstrated in this project.
The CHAIRTMAN. This is great evidence of the great work your association is doing.
Dr. TOLBERT. One of the more important programs is that no longer
will the consumer in this particular area, who has this training, have
to wait for someone to come in and help him in time of disaster. By
training individuals in the area, disaster relief starts immediately
after disaster, when consumers can help themselves and are educated
enough to know more about their help so they can l)egin to help each
other before the Red Cross or the National Medica.l Association or any
other services are able to get on the spot.
We find this in itself is lifesaving. We find it will also play a big
role in physician shortage and scholarship programs in the future.
The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask one more question, and then I will desist,
since we have a long list of witnesses.
What does the National Medical Association feel about physician
assistants programs and what should be their role in relation to the
physician? Should they or should they not in some areas actually
replace the physician in contact with the patient?
Dr. WALDEN. I think we could all answer that vigorously. I dont
think a physician's assistant can replace the physician, but' we think
the physician in his new role-and he does have a very active social
role-must receive some type of help. We feel allied health personnel
is a must in whatever type of health care we develop.
In the rural area, if I can use it as an example, we find one program
that works is that of the nurse's midwife. In rural areas where there
is insufficient physicians, this program works very well. The University of Mississippi has a formal curriculum for nurse midwifery. We
find this is lifesaving in counties where there are no physicians.
Dr. WALDEN. The National Medical Association does not want to
lose sight of the goal of increasing minority doctors and nurses. We
think there is a need, but we don't want it to end there ii terms of
increasing the manpower.
We don't want to see these people used predominantly in the inner
cities or the ghettos. XVe feel they, too, should be on a vertical ascendancy aud be able to go up the ladder if they wish to.
It is adjunctive but we don't want to see it stop there in terms of
satisfying the manpower problem.
The CiAIRINA. Let me ask this final question. I am very much interested in your responses to my question.
You referred to the fact, that among the blacks there are some special
diseases that they have more than other groups in our society.
Did I understand you correctly? What are'thev, if you would give
them to me. I always understood tuberculosis was one.
Dr. WALDEN. Malnutrition, sickle cell anemia, lead poisoning.
Dr. TOLBERT. One of the things most prevalent among blacks, particularly black females and they have the highest rate of any group
in the world, is hypertension.
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The CHAIRMAN.

I did not realize that.

Dr. TOLBERT. The black female has the highest rate of hyptertension as any group in the world.
Dr. TitoNAs. Generally speaking, the black population is generally
afflicted by other parts of the black environment or afflicted by-but
the peculiarities of being afflicted by certain controllable diseases due to
the absence of certain programs, such as the Easter seal program, but
recently attention has been paid to sickle cell anemia and in glucose
6-phosphates dehydroginates, which is a devastating disease in terms
of early death if certain substances are used.
These scattered collection of conditions plus what are viewed as
common conditions such as hypertension, collectively destroy 99 percent of the black population at earlier ages than they should go.
We feel that they can be controlled and adequacy of research funds
would not only prove beneficial to the blacks and other minority Americans but all Americans because hypertension is a disease across-theboard.
The CHAIR-MAN. Is it still true that tuberculosis is more dangerous
to a black person than a white person or have we been able with the
new drugs we use in the cure of tuberculosis to equate that situation?
Dr. TiiO:rAs. Biologically, it works the same in blacks and whites.
A person would pick up tuberculosis because of the environment in
which he lives. After going to a sanitarium and returning to the same
environment, might have a relapse but a person, say, on Park Avenue
who got it and went to the sanitarium, his environment would afford
a better opportunity for recovery.
We see health as a total concept based on not just dispensing medicine but clearing up conditions like housing and other environmental
problems in the ghetto which lead to death and destruction.
The CHAIRMAN. Of course there is nothing you can do to maintain
the health of a person who is subjected daily to malnutrition.
Dr. TIOIIAs. That is right, unless you clear up the malnutrition and
that saves the doctor's bill later.
Dr. WALDEN. This is the role in which the black physician finds
himself every day in practice.
Dr. rOLBERT. Socioeconomic diseases tend to make diseases in certain
persons more rampant.
The CHAIR1AN. )r. Thomas, our mutual friend, Congressman
Metcalf, wanted me to express to you his regret that he could not
attend the hearing this morning. lie gave you quite a buildup with me.
Dr. TnO:N[xs. Thank you verv much, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMNAN. As well as the others of you at the table.
Are there any other questions?
Mr. Schneebeli?
Mr. SCIHNEEBELI. Dr. Walden, I was very interested in your analysis
and the fact that the medical profession, as well as the medical facilities, have outstripped the population growth although the demand is
even greater than that and you talked about the maldistribution of
manpower and I think Dr. Thomas said the four groups that were
interested in securing 15-percent educational minimum group repre-

sentation in medical schools, how are you making out in that regard?
I gather within the medical school students there is a. desire that 15
percent of your four groups are represented.
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Dr. IVALDEN. We a-kre very pleased with the results.
Dr. Th[O'%As. We have unquestionably begun to tap certain resources
that previously were escaping us in terms of producing health
manpower.
For example, we found under the Sloan Foundation rask Force,
the problems of the pools of minority students that roughly 6 percent
of all college freshmen wio are from these minority groups enter
school interested in medicine but by the time they reach their fourth
year, 4 to 41/2 percent have dropped( out of that interest-range.
So, our results are directly related to the fact that. we are trying to
retain that 41/2 percent interest level along those who enter.
We have now, for example, just this fall some 700 to 1,000 students
scattered around the country who are interested in nmedicine who normally would not have expressed this interest.
The purpose of our organization's program is to not only find out
who is interested l)ut to lead them through the career p)athway and
help them overcome the ol)stacles such as financial aid and counseling.
Mr. SciINEEB]uL,. What are your chiief Iimitations, financial, scholastic background or interest ?
Dr. TiIOMIAs. Financial barriers hell) to motivate them. Counseling
services have not always been available to them in high school and
college and the racial issues are diminishing although they are still key
in some institutions.
We feel overall that key barriers would be in the counseling field and
in financial aid area and our l)l)ose is to help them overcome that.
Are you getting a lot more scholastic and financial
Mr. SCIINEE1ELI.
help. ?
Dr. TOM-NAs. National Medical Fellowships Organization, which we
coo)erate with, is the chief agency that funds most of the minority
students privately and the Sloan Foundation alone gives about $1
million to them every year. This year, there will be $1.8 million
distributed.
This provides an average grant of $1,500 )er student at each medical
school and I believe we have given 1,200 scholarships for this academic
year.
That is far from adequate because the total cost, of a medical education today in the average medical school is $5,000 per year.
Mr. S('mNiEEBEmj. About 30 percent ?
Dr. TrI0IIFxs. That is right. With the special program we have with
the Secretary of HEWV, the guaranteed loan program, we have been
able to supplement some of the students that way, but e wish to note
that the current bills before Congress regarding manpower payments
of support are very vital and we support the principle of trying to hel )
subsidize health workers particularly.
Mr. SCILNEEBELI. Your financial needs are relatively minimized.
Dr. T-o1fAs. That is right.
Mr. SCIINEEBELI. In your concern for more medical assistance, not
only is the ratio necessary, that you have a proper ratio in medical
schools, but that you have enough medical schools.
Do you find that our medical schools are increasing in number to
demand for medical services ? We are increasing the number of medical
schools but is it in proportion to the increasing medical demand?
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Dr. Tihom3Ns. I think there are atteml)ts at the medical schools
around the country to ada)t to the changing cir(.unstances in light of
the publicc clamor for them to do so. I believe there is much more that
our medical schools can do to exl)and their class size.
You see, when we take a large medical facility, such as Columbia, for
example, they would not have to build a sin1e building if they decided
to go on a 12-hour school day.
I believe, for example, that we have to adjust to those kinds of realities. We can increase the use of facilities as our elementary and high.
schools (10.
Mr. SCIINEEB'L. Do we have enough people who are interested in
being teachers in medical schools?
Dr. Tho-.NAs. We can in the same way the health care keamn decided
we need more allied health workers, we too can have more allied
teachers.
We think the manpower exists for teaching. In places like down in
Atlanta, with five major institutions producing some 25 l)ereent of 'all
college graduates among black students can sustain a medical school
ond we would like to see a medical school built, in that particular city
that would focus on the needs of the minority group.
Dr. ToImwl'. I just wanted to add that there must be, a trend toward
2-year me(lical schools. If one looked at, the clinical level, every year
there is an opening for about 6,00() juniors but we don't have people
to fill the positions. If tlmere was a-Itendency towardmore 2-year medical
schools, we would find it less expensive and we would find we would
be al)le to produce clerks who could easily be absorbed under the
present system.
There has been some progress in that direction. If you look at. the
only two l)rivate medical schools built in the last, 10 years, they are in
financial troui)le because the 4-year medical schools under our system
is ext remely expensive.
Mr. SCIINEEBEI. What do you mean by "private"?
Dr. Tomiu'irT. I should say medical schools started with private
fun ids.
Mr. SC1INFEm. We have one such in my district, in Hershey, Pa. I
think the 1Iersiey Foundation gave $50 million for the establishment
of this medical school which they turned over to Penn State University.
Is that one of them?
)r. T|oMt,ks. That is one of the outstanding medical schools. We
were there f"or a conference just several months ago.
I think. your whole testimony has been very imMINr. SCIINEmIA.
and honesty certainly shows through and
sincerity
your
l)ressi-e and
you have been thoroughly objective about what you have given us.
I am very much impressed by your completence and concern and
your ability.
Thank you very much.
Mr. Conable?
The CIImAIIIMA.
Mr. CONABE. Thank you, Mr. Ohairman.

I haveo kind of delicate question. I wonder if I could get your frank
assessment of how much duplication and waste there is in our medical
delivery system as a result of racial discrimination?
I have, for instance, in my district, a number of lacks, many of
them migrants, who have some resistance to going to essentially white
70-174 0 - 72 - pt. 8 - 4
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hospitals because of the feeling that they are not treated there with
the same care and concern that the local residents, predominantly white,
are treated.
There has been a tendency to try to get separate clinics that would
be, at least in their view, more hospitable. If there is this widespread
feeling still with respect to medical treatment, I can understand the
problems it creates. I can understand it possibly would result ultimately
in a preference for clinics which may not have the same high degree
of medical competence that many of the established 'hospitals do.
I am wondering if in your view this is a serious problem affecting
the utilization of our medical delivery system.
I am not sure it can be dealt with any easier than other racial problems, but are there specific ways we can mitigate the medical delivery
waste implicit in this kind of situation?
Dr. WADEN. I am very appreciative of your sensitivity. That is
exactly the reason, I suppose, why we are here.
Many people ask: Why do you have a National Medical Association?
It is because problems like this exist that people don't know about. If
we were not in existence to know about them because we live with
them every day and articulate them they would never come to the attention of our elected officials and all who are concerned.
This was the reason for the founding of the National Medical Association 76 years ago. Unfortunately, we still have that problem to
deal with. We deal with other things, but the exigencies of the American Society still permit this type of thing.
Dr. THOMAS. I would like to comment further and demonstrate that
one of the great wastes of money from the Federal till is in our current
public hospitals.
We believe that charitable medicine should no longer exist. We now
have in Chicago a recurring crisis in our monstrous Cook County Hospital where from time to time many Members of Congress have been
out there.
It is a public hospital operating with public funds but also some 80
percent of all of the people entering those doors have some form of
insurance.

Now, if it were to close tomorrow, as has been threatened by some
of our House staff officers out there, we would find a tremendous strain
placed on the ability of the private hospitals to cope with that disaster
because for so many decades, they have used our public hospital as a
dumping ground for unwanted people.
It just turns out that most of them are from the black, MexicanAmerican and Puerto Rican population which constitute the major.
minority groups there.
We would hold that the best savings in cost in terms of adequacy
of utilization would first look at the inequitable barriers that we have
established for the movement of patients to whatever facilities that
are available.
So, we would feel facilities primarily supported by Government
funds should be in the leadership position such as our clinical center
at NIH.
There is excellent work that comes out of there even though it is
a 100-percent wholly owned medical facility of the Government.
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Mr. CONABLE. I can see also, however, that a medical delivery system
that was inflexible could enhance this problem for people in a terribly
sensitive area like health. They would want to have the opportunity
to choose their own physician and their own type of care.
It is one of the dilemmas that led me to ask the question in the first
place.
Dr. ThONAS. That is why we support the pluralistic approach. If
we make the basic commitment that all Americans, regardless of their
economic status, will receive adequacy of health care coverage.
Then, the pluralism that will necessarily develop and be strengthened with some of the old stuff we have, sGin e of the old things would
be modified and some of the new thoughts that are coming into vogue,
we believe we can live very comfortably with an excellent health care
system for all people.
Dr. TOLBIRT. I was going to mention for these same reasons the National House Stalf attempted to bring together those individuals who
are young and concerned with health and concerned with serving in
hospitals so there would be whatever system of health that they practice under so there would be dignity.
To this end, some 300 interns and residents and young physicians
gathered in St. Louis in April. One of the sections of the proceedings
that came out of that pa.rt.icular meeting was dignity and racialism
in the hospitals. In serving on that committee, it was gratifying to me
that young physicians are thinking about that problem, and young
physicians are moving today in this country to place that kind of
service in the background.
Mr. CONABLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Pettis?
Mr. Pm-rIs. I have just one quick question.
We have had testimony from medical societies and associations here
the last few weeks. They all seem to indicate that one of our problems
is getting the physician out into rural areas.
I am talking about white and black, in the rural areas.
Do you feel that there is any difference between the graduating black
physician and the white physician ?
It seems to be bucking human nature for a young physician to want
to go back to a rural area where there is not much opportunity for
advancement, medically, or in a specialty field.
Is there greater idealism rising in your group in this aref?
Dr. WALDEN. I would comment, sir, following what Dr. Tolbert has
said, I think the younger physicians coming out like to be called physicians in training and not medical students and they seem to be more
socially oriented.
I would suspect, many of them will be going to the rural areas. I get
a number of requests for letters of recommendations. I have two sons
who are in medical school and they are talking about doing more for
the poor and going to th areas where physicians are needed.
I think we are a little optimistic that the new breed coming out will
go to these deprived areas.
Mr. PErrus. I have come to the conclusion that one of the problems
is with the doctor's wife. Maybe we will have to work on the women
to make them enjoy rural America a little more than they do the city.
.Dr. TiiO~\S. I think it would be instructive to note thie experience
of the Sears, Roebuck Foundation which over 14 years provided capi-
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tal funding for rural committees to build excellent health facilities to
attract doctors to their communities. They closed the doors of that
foundation this past week and announced after 14 years they had
considered that the program had really been a failure insofar as the
facilities were 'built, the doctors could be attracted temporarily and
then they would be in search of another doctor.
If you compare that experience with another experience where the
Illinois State Medical Society in just the past 2 weeks had a fair where
community people came together as you would like any other fair,
and they introduced some doctors to their community.
We had some 100 foreign-born, foreign-trained and recently trained
with internships in the United States who were interested land who now
under Illinois law will be able to take the licensure as of January 1
without having to become citizens.
This will unlock an immediate source of physicians for some of our
more rural-oriented areas.
I think if the public policies are developed whereby the underwriting
of the massive costs of meical education extracts a commitment from
the student, then if the public is going to help pay for his education,
then necessarily lie must work out some kind of a mechanism to help
show 'hisconsiderations for what the public did.
I would feel, looking at,the total spectrum of our program in terms
of scholarship aid and what the students feel 'they need, it would be
very helpful to attract them that way.
The CIAIRMAN. Are there any further questions?
If not, again, Dr. Walden, Dr. Thomas, Dr. Tolbert and Dr. Kenney,
we appreciate so much your coming to the committee.
Not only has your statement been helpful, but the response to our
numerous questions also have 'been very helpful.
Thank you very much for coming.
Our next witness is Dr. Marshall.
Mr. Schneebeli?
Mr. ScIINEEBMA. As a fellow Pennsylvanian, I would like to welcome
you to this committee. You might be interested -in knowing that one
of our very capable staff here on the committee said that not only
is Pennsylvania in the forefront on the matter of peer review mechanisms which our state has been working on for about a dozen years,
but that you are one of the leaders in this very important field, and
that the staff is looking forward very eagerly to your testimony.
It is a little unusual to have our staff indicate they are looking
forward to any testimony but it is because they consider you an
expert in this area.
We 'are very happy to have you here with your known competence
in this field and welcome to this hearing.
The ChAIRNMAN. Thank you, Mr. Schneebeli, and we are pleased to
have you with us, Dr. Marshall. We are glad to recognize you.
STATEMENT OF DR. MATTHEW MARSHALL, JR., CHAIRMAN,
PENNSYLVANIA MEDICAL SOCIETY
Dr. MARSHtALL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity of appearing before
you today to outline the efforts of the Pennsylvania Medical Society to
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resolve some of tile problems of financing and delivering quality health
care.
In viev of the develol)mefts, over the past few years, it appears
the health care field is ini the early stages of a period of extensive
experimentation with various systems to deliver and finance health
care.
Obviously, the several pending proposals for a national health insuran<ce program will receive considerable attention. We support the
AMA nmedicredit plan as a reasonable approach to the solution of the
problems of financing lalth care. Hopefully, the ultimate action taken
by Congress on tise prol)osals will result in a program that will
provide incentives for better health c-are rather than a program that
must rely on fiscal coercion and goverinmenttal regulations. We believe
a sound health care system canl)e developed by utilizing many of our
present resources.
In considering the enactment of a national health insurance progrant, I believe Congress should consider the following questions
recently posed by a leading health care economist:
1. What would it, (national health insurance) do toward relieving
critical shortages in health manpower and facilities?
2. What would it. do toward containing costs and their prospective
escalations'?
3. What would it do toward improving the system for delivery of
medical care and its availability for everyone?
4. What would it do toward encouraging new assurances of good
quality in medical care?
5. What would it do toward providing assured financial support
of the services for the whole population ?
Our Society's Medical Care Appraisal project is being developed
as a means of improving the productivity of the health care collar
and the quality of health services. We feel our efforts are closely
related to the issue of national health insurance and, therefore, believe
the attainment of our objectives will represent favorable responses to
the questions posed above.
This research and development project will establish comprehensive, computerized claim processing, medical audit, and utilization
review systems utilizing, where appropriate, the resources of organizations such -as Blue Shield, Blue Cross, and the Hospital Ittilization
project (HUP). Following the developmental phase, the Pennsylvania
Medical Care Foundation will adapt these systems to health care
service plans to be offered to consumers on a dual choice basis as an
alternative to present methods of delivering and financing health care.
The foundation should qualify as an agency to take leadership in
developing a professional stan(lards review organization (PSRO)
and a health maintenance organization (HMO) and will assist other
prel)aid health care plans in developing more al)l)ropriate quality and
cost control mneehanisms. The foundation will encourage hospital medical staffs to develop more effective medical audit programs for the
benefit of all patients, including those who do not participate in the
foundation program. This program is intended to complement and
assist. in the development of the postgraduate medical education prograins sponsored and/or coordinated l)y the Pennsylvania Medical
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Continuing Education Institute. We anticipate full support of the
Pennsylvania Osteopathic Medical Association in these activities.
The Medical Care Appraisal project has been partially funded
by a grant from the U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare's National Center for Health Services Research and Development
and additional funds are being raised from contributions by medical
societies and other private sources. We anticipate that additional
funds for the further development and testing phases of the project
will be available from the provisions of the Bennett amendment which
we believe should be promptly enacted.
Last year, in testimony before the U.S. Senate Finance Committee,
we described the various peer review mechanisms which have been
in effect for the past 13 years in Pennsylvania. These programs have
been quite successful in arresting the trend toward increasing length
of stay for the diagnostic categories covered by our Hospital Utilization project and appear to show a decrease in utilization of hospital
days in comparison to other eastern hospitals.
I would like to emphasize that our experience with the Hospital
Utilization project indicates that when utilization committees function
effectively, the changes in patterns of practice tend to apply to all
patients regardless of their payment mechandism. Hence, the efforts
of the foundation to institute more effective medical audit programs,
and guide educational programs to where they are most needed, will
serve as a benefit for all patients.
Some authorities have pointed out that, if utilization of hospital
beds and medical procedures were confined to those procedures that
strictly conform with professionally set criteria, reductions of utilization with resultant savings could theoretically be achieved with no
loss of quality of care. This theory has been established as having
practicable application by the California Medical Society Foundations
and organizations of physician groups such as the Kaiser Permanente
Plans. Obviously, requiring voluntary compliance with standards of
performance greater than those required by law cannot be mandated.
However, those physicians and patients who are willing to sacrifice
some change in their custom of health care procedure may, hopefully,
be able to achieve financial savings and more effective health care. If
successful, the competitive stimulus of the Medical Care Foundation
should motivate the broader-based community health care plans to
reevaluate their cost and quality control procedures and develop better
programs for their subscribers. In other words, we stimulate a competitive influence which would be to the benefit of the patient.
The Pennsylvania Medical Society believes that it is the right of our
citizens to have available a high quality medical care. However, we
recognize that understanding what high quality medical care means
may be unclear or mean different things to different people. Probably
the most appropriate definition is health care according to professionally recognized standards. We have defined appropriate medical
care criteria for major diagnostic categories.

Obviously, these must be professionally set and require professional
leadership to help the public achieve them. This is our objective. It is
the reason there must be a board of directors composed of physicians
involved in this project. However, to assure consumer input, cooperative relationships can be developed with the comprehensive health
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planning agencies. To assure that, the board acts ill the public interest,
knowledgeable public representatives will be elected to membership
on the governing board.
We further recognize there is public demand for some sort of Govermnent monitoring of private health i insuratce plans and we would
hope this would be equally applicable to governmental plans. Since
this involves standards of quality, obviously the medical profession is
uniquely needed to work with l)ublic representatives to make such
efforts successful. A potentially apl)ropriate relat ioship has been described in the Bennett amenlment to the social security amenlmhnents
of last,year.
I ai sure you have e)eell besiegedd with arguments that additional
outpatient benefits, extended care, health evahtlation programs, home
health care programs, I I M)O's, other types of rein)ll)I'.semIent f()iriliilas,
or different third party or Government payers Will help to reduce
health care costs only to find that, while the benefits may be desirable,
the cost savings are not. apparent amnd that the created demand may
have sul)stantially contributed to the inflationary spiral of health care
costs. 1 hope we have all learned that health care benefits cannot be
added without controls. These controls need to be professionally develol)ed rather than del)ending oin gimmicks or regulations. However,
well intended, improperly instituted controls can increase the costs,
promote hostility, noncooperat iou, and waste.
For examl)le , the Pennsylvania I)epartment of Public Welfare has
become so enthusiastic al)out addit ional certifications, checkoll's, onsite
visits, and a unique program for utilization review for its medicaid
recil)ients that the time, and frustration of the program easily erodes
alny of its benefits and detracts from the aj)propriate review of 1)atients
covered under medicare and private progralns. For these reasons, we
feel it is imperative that appropriate quality and cost control procedures be developed before publicly offering a health care service plan
to tie p)ublic. Therefore, we are hopeful that. Congress also recognizes
the need for developing appropriate quality and cost. control mnechanisms before finalizing any national health insurance program. The
primary objective of our project, in Plennisylvania, is to develop such
systems.
In closing, I would like to repeat that the Pennsylvania Medical
Society believes quality medical care should be available to all of the
people. Tlhis includes the poor. The medicaid program in Pennsylvania
certainly has failed in this obligation. It can only be said that it actively
discourages 1)hysiciais from caring for the poor. While many physicians continue to care for the poor Without charge, we believe that all
citizens need to be enrolled in an adequate prepaid health care program. However, the poor should have a choice of the Blue Cross-Blue
Shield Plan or a health maintenance organization plan, such as our
Foundation, that will tend to bring them into the mainstream of
medicine, although we recognize there are special problems iincaring
for the poor. Therefore, we believe a better health care 1rogr'am for the
poor should have immediate priority.
Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to appear here today
and present these comments.
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Dr. Marshall, your testimony is extremely helpful.
Do you run a health maintenance organization in Pennsylvania?
Dr. MARSHALL. No, sir; I guess everyone is a little confused as to
what a health maintenance organization is.
We recently received another application for notification that such
applications are being received at the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. We do spend a considerable amount of time filling
out forms for the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare and
we intend to make application for an VHMO. I do not believe we will
be operational until January of 1973.
I think we are unique. Everybody else has described programs and
gone about trying to find doctors to man their programs and then
when things went out of control, aften they were substituting gimmickery for controls.
We hope to do things backwards by developing the controls before
we offer the program.
Mr. ULLM'AN. That makes good sense to me.
Are there other questions? Mr. Schneebeli?
Mr. SC-NEEBELI. I see you quite strongly endorse the Bennett amendment and I assume you are aware it is part of the administration
program?
Dr. MARSHALL. I realize it has not been passed and I would like to
see it passed as quickly as it can be passed.
Mr. SCINEBEL. I presume after the first of the year, we will be
getting into that exercise of final passage of H.R. 1.
You mentioned as a result of the peer review mechanisms in Pennsylvania you have been able to arrest the length of hospital stays.
Do you have any outstanding examples of what you can effect in
savings?
Dr. MARSHALL. I could supply more detail to the staff.
The PAS statistics are not entirely comparable to HUP statistics
for technical reasons, but if we compare these statistics with those collected by PAS's for western hospitals it appears 0.6 day less in average
length of stay than in the hospitals in the eastern areas.
Mr. SCOINEEBELI. If yOU have some information that would be
helpful, I think it would be a good thing that might be suggested to
other parts of the country as well.
I am sure it would be very helpful if you could furnish it.
Dr. MARSHALL. Some of these have been. The Blue Cross organization has bought the computer methodology of HUP and is actively
promoting this. The AMA has promoted peer review and included our
accounts in its booklet.
Mr. SCHNEEBELI. Blue Cross was here earlier and they made a significant contribution from the point of view of what we have on 'hand.
There has been a constant criticism of lack of facilities and guidelines
and information.
Mr. ULLM AN. If there are no further questions, thank you very much
for coming before us. You have been very helpful.
Our next witness is Dr. H. Wesley Wray, vice president, Physicians
Health Congress.
If you would identify yourself for the record, we will be pleased to
recognize you.
Mr. ULLMAN.
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STATEMENT

OF DR. H. WESLEY WRAY, VICE
PHYSICIANS HEALTH CONGRESS

PRESIDENT,

SUM M A\lY

I. National Health Insurance-ananaly.is.-Would National Health Insurance
provide more efficient and higher quality medical car? No.
Is there a doctor shortage? What is its nature, ;tmd would a program of
National Health Insurance, in any way al!oviate it'! National Health Insurance
would not alleviate it--indeed, it would exal(erlbate it.
How does medical care in America compare with that in other countries?
American medical care equals that of any other natiwi and is superior to most.
Does National Ilealth Insurance pose a ihreat to ititmvidual freedom? Yes.
What would National Health Insurance system na-a in terms of individual
health costs? Would it provide a more economical system of medical care?
National Health Insurance would provide a lower quality of medical care at a
higher cost.
II. Recent Articles Relevant to National Health Insurancc.-Several authorities are cited to show the drawbacks to further government involvement in medical care in the United States.
III. Some spokesmen for medical organizations have chosen to opt for "watereddown" versions of National Health Insurance not because they favor their programs as such, but because they are territikd of the (-alamity that they ,see in an
all-encomi)assing National Health Insurance system. lhry fe-el that some program will be implemented, therefore they espoused a les-ser evil hoping to avoid
a greater one.

Dr. WIVRAY. My nmme is I-. Wesley Wray, and I am a practicing
physician in San Francisco, Calif. My areas oft special medical interest are internal medicine and cardiology.. I am vice president of the
Physici ans IIealth Congress, a v)litI Iary orga nization
i
of office practicing physicians in California. In the interests of my patients and the
patients of the other members of tlie. Physicians Health Congressindeed in the interests of fall patients in the Ui ited Stats-I would
like to testify against any forim of national health insurance. I wish
to thank the Ohairiian and other itiiibel-s of this committee for the
opportunity of beiiig here today.
My l)resentation may be broken dowA into three sections:
I. National health insurance-an analsis :iTe first appended document to my statement is a booklet which stands out in that some of
the printing is in blue. The booklet is entitled " National Healith Insurance an Analysis," and it contains the documentation and substantiation of points I shall make here.
This doculnent was prepared bly the Coimunittees for Quality Medical
Oare, and by Private Practice, a ma azin(, ivhic h is the Journal of the
Congress of County Medical Societies. This is read by 165,000 practicing physicians.
The first general point to which I shall address s myself is (a), would
national health insurance provide more efficient and higher quality
medical care?
1. While A merican patients stay in i;he hospital about 6 to 8 days,
in Germany, with a system of national health insurance, there is an
average 24-day hospital stay. A recent study of medical practice under
socialized systems concluded that, "None'of the European systems
studied offered substantial incentives to doctors to do a superior job."
2. In Sweden, another society with a nationalized medical system,
there is hardly a single hospital where there are not long waiting lists
for all kinds of hospital care. It is estimated that in Stockholm alone
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there are more than 4,000 persons waiting to enter hospitals, 1,800
for operations.
3. The London Economist assessed the situation in Great Britain,
under a national health system, this way: "* * * The British people
soon found that as taxpayers they had to spend more money than they
had done before 'as patients."
4. Rather than providing more efficient health care, systems of national health insurance tend to do precisely the opposite.
(b) Is there a doctor shortage? What is its nature, and would a
program of national health insurance, in any way, ,alleviate it?
1. In the United States today there are 318,000 medical doctors. That
is an average of one doctor for every 640 persons. No other major
nation enjoys anything close to this ratio.
2. Of these doctors, only 169,656 are engaged in full time private
practice. The problem is not that there are not enough graduating doctors, but that too few are in direct patient care. The basis of this lessthan-optimal distribution of physicians can be traced to prior intervention by Government in the medical marketplace, well-intended
though it was.
3. Those countries with socialized medicine are rapidly losing their
doctors. A national health system father than alleviating any doctor
shortage would compound it. and drive young men into other fields
and professions.
(c) How does medical care in America compare with that of other
countries?
1. Recognizing that in questions such as this, one must compare
similar ethnic groups, according to a Brookings Institution report, no
great nation has among its white population better health than prevails
in the United States.
2. American doctors are much more active in the new ,and promising
field of preventive medicine. Five times as many Americans as Germans, for example, seek preventive medical care.
3. Those who use infant mortality rates as a basis for arguing that
American medicine is, in some sense, inferior to that of other countries
distort the nature of the rates and tables being used.
You gentlemen have -already 'heard testimony today that 'had reference to infant mortality rates. If you will read the documentation
which is contained in this presentation, you will find the facts behind
the infant mortality tables.
4. American medical care equals that of any other nation, and is
superior to most.
(d) Does national health insurance pose ,a threat to individual
freedom?
1. A German physician, writing in Private Practice magazine, noted
that, "The more social security is guaranteed by the government, the
greater becomes the control over social behavior; lie here has reference
to medical aspects of the system.
"One danger of a social security system guaranteed by the State
is that personal freedom may be limited because the institution that
has to pay for all the risks of health may demand that members
avoid circumstances which may be a risk of health * * "
2. The British National Hetaltl Service is already discussing such
"forward thinking" possibilities as euthanasia.
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3. Under a national health syseliii the trailitional doctor-patient
relationship would be seriously all ted and Iiireaucratic regulations
would be a more iinjportait. considt,ration iii medical care than individual clioice anjd decision.
(e) What would a system of nia ional ]eald insurance mean in
terms of individual health costs? Would it provide a more economical system of medical care?
1. Those sponsoring the Kenned -Reuther plan estimated that if
their plan had beein in effect, in fist';l 1969, the Federal Government
would not only have silent. the $9 ill ion it (li( ipend for all personal
health service programs, but would( have reiciiired an additional $6
billion from general tax revenues.
2. Those countries which have wntional 'health systems have seen
an increase, not. a decrease, iii medical costs. In France, the health
fund will run a deficit of $165 million this yoar, and it will rise to
$1.8 billion in 1975 if left unchecked. The Swedish citizen pays 20
percent of his taxes for health.
3. Medical care would be far more costly under a nationalized
system than it is today. People would tend to overuse and overcrowd
existing facilities and the cost of the bureaucratic administrative naclhinery which would accompany a national health insurance system
would be staggering.
II. The next general area concerns itself with recent articles relative to national health insurance. Each of the articles to which I
have reference is contained in phot(ocopy in my prospectus.
(a) The first is Harry Schwartz, who is a number of the editorial
board of the New York Times. lie is currently writing a book on
health care in the I Tnited States. Al steady published are the following articles:
1. "Health Care in Anmi'ica: A eroticalal I)iagnosis"; The Saturday Review, August 14, 1971. He (oncludes: "If the revolutionary
proposals for transforming medicitie are adopted, medical care in
this country will cost more while providing" less satisfaction and
poorer treatment forimillions."
2. "Forrester's Law;" the New York Times, June 14, 1971. He
describes a maxim which holds that: "Iii complicated situations efforts to improve things often tend to make them worse, sometimes
much worse, on occasion calamitous." Ie points out that while some
seek to improve medicine by maki i" it more organized, more of a
system, that it might be more appropriate to, permit medicine to
become much more of a " (ottage industry,' otie in which more people could have intimate contact with their doctors."
3. "Too Few Doctors?" The New York Times, June 28, 1971.
"Millions of Americans would bettefit more from changing their
dietary habits, losing weight, exerciling, sto i ug cigarette smoking
and culting down or endingr their consm ptiot,, of alcohol and other
drugs than from haviiig more phyicians a(I more hospitals availalble to treat them after their bad fi i hits laid tlem low."
4. "What Health Crisis'?" The Ntw York Times, October 8, 1971.
Citing recent figures on life exp)oetfalcy in flie United States, he
asks: "If Americans are living long-er than ever, if fewer babies are
dying than ever before, then is theeo really imnperative reason to go
in for revolutionary quick changes? Perhaps there are strengths as
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well as weaknesses in the existing structure, and caution is advisable
lest the existing strength be damaged in any sudden and far-reaching
changes which'would bring at least short-run confusion and chaos."
(b) Michael J. Halberstam, M.D., is a practicing )hysician here
in Washington. Harry Schwartz in the above-mentioned New York
rimes article "Forresters Law" refers to an article in the New England Journal of Medicine, May 27, 1971, by I)r. Ialberstam.
As indicated earlier, a photocopy of tlis article is contained in
this document.
The title of the article is "Liberal Thought, Radical Theory and
Medical Practice." The abstract of the article states: "Many authorities criticize American medicine for being underorganized and
inefficient. Their proposed solutions involve varying degrees of industrialization and larger groups of physicians practicing together.
A central malaise in American life today, however, is depersonalization, and the radical analysis of our society calls for smaller, less rigid
units of service. In the long run these may be more efficient than
larger units planned by the cost-accounting method."
Here I break away from my quotation to observe that these larger
units which are being proposed to the members of this committee are
now being questioned by the cost accountants; I have more on that
below.
Resuming the quotation from Dr. Halberstam :
"Medical care, being a personal service, may develop dis-economies
of scale early on. Any reform of American medicine must be based
not only on the need to get care to all people, but also on growing
demand of all citizens, especially the young, for personal, humanistic
services."
(c) Richard M. Bailey is an associate professor of health economics
in the School of Public Health, University of California, Berkeley.
He has an article in Medical Economics, September 2, 1969, entitled
"Group Practice More Efficient? Not So." Having studied specialists
in internal medicine working in groups and specialists in internal
medicine working by themselves in solo practice-le noted that the
men in solo practice not only were more productive than their
conferees in group practice but also worked more hours. The patientss
thereby gained on both these counts: More medical care and more
efficient medical care. Group practice did give the doctors more money
for less work, but those who advocate massive programs of group
practice-such as Health Maintenance Organizations-do not indicate that this is the reason that they wish them implemented.
Professor Bailey has written other articles which reached the same
conclusions. Similar findings were made in two recent Rand Corp.
reports, "The Economics of Group Practice" by Joseph P. Newhouse
and "Ambulatory Care in the Good Samaritan Medical Center" by
Vincent D. Taylor and Joseph P. Newhouse.
(d) Sidney'R. Garfield, M.D., is director of the Kaiser Foundation
Health Plan and Hospitals. He was the originator of the system. In
an article entitled "The Delivery of Medical Care" in Scientific American, April 1970, Dr. Garfield concluded that if national health insurance were legislated today, "It would create turmoil."
A copy of this article is also attached to my prepared statement.
(e) Enoch Powell, Member of Parliament from Wolverhampton,
was Minister of Health from 1960 to 1963. Britain's National Health
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Service was in his charge. He and Henry Miller, professor of neurology, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, had a discussion centering on the Nationial lh,alth Service which was printed in the British M[edical
Journal of March 4, 1967. Professor Miller well summarizes Enoch
Powell's main thesis when he says to Mr. Powell, "A medical service
furnished 'free at the point of consumption' itIl)l ies direct anid detailed
1)olitical control of expenditure through a inminister responsible to
Parliament, and that any other arrangement t is unthinkable. To you
most of the faults and failings of the service result from this monolithic
arrangement aid are inescl)able." Mr. Powell hammers home the
l)oinit rel)eatedly that, the serious in adequacies of the National Iealth
Service are inlerent in the system itself and not a result of the particular party in power at any given tile or even t'he amount of goverinment monies which might be pum)ed into it.
Il. Why do those who represent some medical groups, including
the American Medical Association, of which I am a member, seek
further government involvement with medical care?
Most, American physicians are frightened mito death of any allencompassing national health insurance program. They recognize
how their patieiits---ancd they themselves-would suffer under such a
system. So great is their fear of such a calamity, and so certain are
Somie medical leaders that some tyj)e of national health insurance
plan will indeed h)e implemented, that these leaders have advocated
watered-down versions of national health insu race. Few of them favor
the programs that they esl)ouse as such, but they feel that it is better
to opt for a lesser evil and thereby seek to avoid a greater one. Their
intentions are the best, they share my concern with patients' interests.
I agree with those who hold that the Committee on Wmys and Means
has not reached any conclusion concerning national health insurance.
This point of view considers hearings- such as these to be a forum for
a fiull and frank disclosure of what concerned citizens and groups of
citizens feel. I regret that those who speak for certain medical organizations have chosen to advocate measures which they consider to be
evil-albeit lesser evil, no matter how honorable be their motives.
I respectfully suggest to the members of this committee that as
they hear medical people testifying in favor of this or that further
involvement of the Government in health care, that they try to decide
if the person so te.stifying truly believes within his own heart that
the measure which lie espouses is proper. One might seek to discern

how such an individual would respond to the question, "If you had the
choice of your particular plan for more government in medicine or
t continuation of America's present system of health care-with perhaps less government involvement than pres.nt-which would you
truly prefer?"
As vice president of the Physicians Health Congress, and as a
practicing physician, I would like once again to thank the chairman
and members of the committee for the opportunity of being here
today.
Mr. UTTJ1AN. )r. Wray, you lhave given us an interesting point of
view and well-documented paper. While it would not be proper to
put it all in the record, without objection, apf)ropriate parts of the
addendum material will be included in the record.
(The material referred to follows:)
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NATIONAL IIEALTH INSURANCE
an oaolysis

Would National Health Insurance provide more efficient and
higher quality medical care?

SUMMARY
1. While American patients stay in the hospital about six to eight days, in
Germany, with a system of National Health Insurance, there is an average 24-day hospital stay. A recent study of medical practice under socialized systems concluded that "None of the European systems studied
offered substantial incentives to doctors to do a superior job."

2.

In Sweden. another society with a nationalized medical system, there is
hardly a single hospital where there are not long waiting lists for all kinds
of hospital care.

It is estimated that in Stockholm alone there are more

than 4,000 persons waiting to enter hospitals, 1,800 for operations.

3.

The London Economist assessed the situation in Great Britain, under a
National Health System, this way: ".

.

. The British people soon found

that as taxpayers they had to spend more money than they had done before as patients."

4.

Rather than providing more efficient health care, systems of national
health insurance tend to do precisely the opposite.
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Would National Health Insurance provide more efficient and
higher quality medical care?
Comparing our system of medical delivery
with that of societies which have forms of socialized medicine, and comparing the socialized
medicine in those countries with the private
medical practice which preceded it, leads to the
conclusion that better health care is by no means
the result of National Health Insurance systems.
Writing in Private Practice, Dr. Klaus
Rentzsch, of Hamburg, West Germany, stated
that while American patients stay in the hospital
about six to eight days, on the average, in Germany, with a system of National Health Insurance, there is an average 24-day hospital stay.
Although Germany has more hospital beds per
number of inhabitants than the United States, he
said, all hospitals are overcrowded throughout
the year. Part of the reason, according to Dr.
Rentzsch, is that there is a lack of interest by the
patient in regaining health as soon as possible.
In addition, he said, doctors have no concrete feeling for the costs that could be avoided if the hospital stay were shortened.
A recent series of articles in The Philadelphia
Inquirer compared American medical care to the
European systems. The reporter, Donald C.
Drake, makes this point: "None of the European
systems studied offered substantial incentives to
doctors to do a superior job. In England it is
traditional for a British GP to swiftly send a
patient off to the hospital if his care requires
anything more than superficial treatment. In
Sweden and Germany, patients are kept in expensive hospital beds for excessively long periods more than twice the U.S. average- simply because there is no need to move them out and
tradition says this is how it should be done.
British hospital doctors are reluctant to discharge
patients because they are afraid the overworked
GP is not up to the task of handling post-hospital
care."
Sweden provides another case in point. At
the time nationalized medicine was initiated in
Sweden, 70 percent of the Swedish populations
was already covered by private insurance programs. In the name of equality, those 70 per-

cent were forced into a compulsory governmentadministered program in order to provide for the
remaining 30 percent of the population not privately insured.
Today thore is hardly a single hospital in
Sweden where there are not long waiting lists for
all kinds of h )ipital care. It is estimated that in
Stockholm alone there are more than 4,000 perions waiting to enter hospitals, 1,800 for operations. In some cases, waiting periods for minor
operations may be more than half a year. The
same situation exists not only for surgery, but
for internal medicine, outpatient clinics, neurological section, and various specialization clinics.
The situation is worse in state-administered
mental hospita-; where there were 800 patients
waiting for entrance in 1964, a situation which
has since become even more critical. Extended
care hospital., nursing homes and homes for the
aged are desperately understaffed and overcrowded. In some caces there are waiting lists numbering 2,000 persons.
What has caused these conditions in a society
which has the highest standard of living in
Europe, which has no lack of educational facilities, and which has not suffered recently from
war? One of the chief problems is the tremendous increase in the use of hospital facilities at
the inception of the medical program. Although
the number of hospital beds increased by 25 percent during a period when the population increased by only 10 percent, there are still not
enough hospital beds. Although the number of
doctors has doubled since 1960, and the number
of nurses has tripled in that time, there are still
not enough to handle the demand.
Swedish writer Nils Eric Brodin explains:
"The increase in utilization of existing facilities
comes from those who demand 'hospital vacations.' When the tensions of life or home get too
intense, many will 'rest up' in a hospital. Often
a patient stays in a hospital a week before he is
diagnosed and exen then the diagnosis may be
hasty and inadequate. 'I'm paying for it . . .
I've got it coming' is the attitude."
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Dr. Dag Knutsson, head of Sweden's medical
association, estimated in the first years of the
medical plan that half of the patients in Sweden's
hospitals "need not be there."
A similar situation exists in Great Britain.
The London Economist assessed national medical
care this way: ". . . The British people soon found
that as taxpayers they had to spend more money
than they had done before as patients." In The
Genesis of the British National Health Service,
Oxford Professor John Jewkes and his wife,
Sylvia, stated the system adopted in England
may have "positively hindered the growth of the
British medical services."
Professor Jewkes
served on Britain's Royal Commission on Renmuneration of Doctors and Dentists.
Medical initiatives are also stifled under a
national health system. Economist Arthur Seldon
recently pinpointed a glaring weakness of the
British system by including the following paragraph in an article in GP, a newspaper for English
family doctors: "The NIS stultifies preventive
medicine by its ritual dogma that access to medical care should be equal for everyone. This is a
recipe for paralysis. Experimentation with pre-

ventative techniques cannot set the pace for
others to follow if nothing can be done unless it
can be done for all. If this had been the rule in
the last century, medical science would have been
stifled in its infancy. And since a medical service financed collectively by public revenue cannot
politically declare the contrary principle-that
some people in some surgeries or hospitals in
some parts of the country may have to benefit
before other people in other surgeries in other
parts-it must at best slow down the rate of
innovation of new techniques, even if it had more
money than it has."
Rather than providing more efficient health
care, systems of national health insurance tend
to do precisely the opposite. The citizen no longer
deals with his physician in the traditional doctorpatient relationship. Instead, he must deal with
a bureaucratic government agency. The inefficiency of such agencies is no different in the field
of medicine than in other areas. A heavy burden
of proof, it would appear, rests with those who
argtue in behalf of a system of National Health
Insurance, for they are arguing against most of
the available evidence.

OCCUPANCY
PRESENT
IF STAY WERE,OCCUPANCYWOn)D BE
OCCUPANCY
9.6 DAYS
8.2 DAYS
6.1 DAYS
(OCHSNER) (TOURO)
(SARA MAYO)

'IV

Ochs ner
Touro

$67.0
78. 1

9.61 days

$648

8.20

$640

CHARITY

72.27

49.3%

42.07.

31.27.

USVAN

84.5%

36.9%

31.5%

23.4

USPHS

77.07

41.87

36.17

26.5%

$552

Hotel Dieu

71.2

Flint

49.6

10.4

7.74

$514

Baptist

60.9

7.9

$480

Mercy

68.0

6.86

$467

Sara Mayo

64.2

x

6.10

=

$592

Charity

45.3

x

14.1

=

$637

UsVAH
USPHS

49.6

x

22.0

= $1093

52.0

x

17.7

=

$922

Chart at left compares average hospitalization costs at
seven private hospitals, one state hospital (Charity) and
two federal hospitals (Veterans Administration and Public
Health Service) in New Orleans. Although per diem
charges are less in the government hospitals, overutilization which stems from free care results in a much higher
average duration of stay and a much higher average
hospitalization cost. Chart above indicates that if excessive
utilization were eliminated, government hospitals could
greatly decrease their occupancy rates and make possible
the merger of federal hospitals into fewer structures.
(Charts from Congressional testimony of the American
Association of Councils of Medical Staffs of Private
Hospitals, Inc., September 16, 1970).
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Is there a doctor shortage? What is its nature, and would a program of National Health Insurance, in any way, alleviate it?

SUMMARY
1. In the United States today there are 318,000 medical doctors. That is an
average of one doctor for every 640 persons. No other major nation in the
world enjoys anything close to this ratio.

2. Of these doctors, only 169,656 are engaged in full time private practice.
The problem is not that there are not enough graduating doctors, but that
too few are in direct patient care.

3. Those countries with socialized medicine are rapidly losing their doctors.
A national health system rather than alleviating any doctor shortage
would compound it and drive young men into other fields and professions.
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Is there a doctor shortage? What is its nature, and would a program of National Health Insurance, in any way, alleviate it?
In the United States today there are 318,000
medical doctors. With a national population of
roughly 200 million, that is an average of one
doctor for every 640 persons. No other major
nation in the world enjoys anything close to this
ratio.
Of these doctors, 169,656 are engaged in full
time private practice and 19,586 are engaged in
part-time private practice. The remainder are
engaged as follows: 28,105 in government service,
17,726 on full-time hospital staffs, 10,452 in full
time medical faculties, 33,247 in resident training,
9,102 in internship, 4,919 in preventive medicine,
and 2,653 in administrative medicine. The remainder are retired or in some type of work other
than the practice of medicine.
The problem, it seems clear, is not that there
are not enough graduating doctors, but that too
few are in direct patient care. In fact, it is government involvement in the field of medicine
which is, in large measure, responsible for this
situation. Discussing this point, Dr. Walter C.
Bornemeier, president of the American Medical
Association, stated that "A little over 10 years
ago, Congress... appropriated substantially more
than was requested for research. In order to
use this money, it was necessary to train a great
many research people. Once more hundreds of
our best young men, just finished their specialty
training and ready to go into practice, were
persuaded to accept a research trainee-ship which
was a training program of several years duration.
In order to accommodate this influx of research
money, it became necessary for medical schools
to provide housing for this activity so great research laboratories were built. The school hoped
to benefit from the teaching that would be provided by the research physicians. But as it developed the research grants that became available
carried with them rigid restrictions on time spent
in unrelated activities. So-instead of a plum,
the medical school may have picked a fruit of a
different color."
Today, the scarcity of research funds might
persuade many of these physicians to return to
patient care where they are desperately needed.

The medical schools could convert the research
laboratories into teaching facilities and greatly
increase their enrollment. Research could be
left principally to those medical schools with
large endowment.s, the many foundations whose
principal interest is investigative, and other
selected centers of research excellence.
It is not only research which has drawn doctors away from private pracice. Many thousands
are occupied in government and administrative
work, a number which would increase by many
times were a national health system to be initiated. The more than 30,000 doctors now in government and administrative work, if in private
practice, would be adequate to care for three
cities the size of Los Angeles.
Many programs are now being developed to
make doctors in private practice even more
efficient. In Washington, D.C., a computer is
now beiihg used to interpret electrocardiograms
of patients at the Hartford Hospital in Connecticut. Computers are being used in automated
history-taking at several centers including the
University of Wisconsin and the Lahey Clinic in
Boston. Research on computer-aided diagnosis
is underway at the University of Utah Medical
School and at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology.
Would there be more doctors, and would those
doctors who are practicing be more productive
were we to have a system of National Health Insurance? The evidence seems to indicate that
under a system of government-controlled medicine the situation would be far worse.
Discussing the British National Health Service, Dr. John R. Scale, writing in Northwest
Medicine, noted: "The state has . . . used its
immense power over physicians, nurses and other
health professionals to obtain their services inexpensively. Those professionals are partictilarly
vulnerable when faced with a monopoly employer
because they will not harm their patients by
striking against their employer."
Britain, as a result, is rapidly losing its doc-
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tors. In the 10 years of the 1930s, before nationalization, an annual average of 27 doctors with
British degrees registered for practice in Australia. But since the early 1960s the annual rate
has been more than 225. In one year, 1960, more
doctors (162) trained in England and Ireland
passed their State Board examinations in the
United States than in the whole 10 years of the
1930s. The reason for their departure, according
to Dr. Seale, is that ". . . In Australia and North
America the professional freedom of doctors is
greater, and the opportunity to practice medicine
well, particularly in general practice, is greater,
and the financial rewards are more appropriate to
the years of study, the long hours of work and
the -heavy responsibility involved."
For the United States to have the same kind
of medical system now established in Great Britain we would have to reduce the number of
doctors, reduce the number of hospital beds, and
increase taxes-not a very pleasant prospect.
The situation is similar in Sweden. The
Swedish government is placing pressure on private
physicians in many ways. They may not treat
private patients in hospitals, and only a few of
the doctors in hospitals may have private patients.
All private and semi-private care is being gradually eliminated as something "anti-egalitarian."

There are very few private (and no denominational) hospitals, and private nursing homes are
being forced out because of excessive taxation.
The number of private physicians in Sweden
is diminishing. Of the 8,500 doctors left in the
country there are only 1,200 private physicians,
one fourth of whom are over 70 years old. Only
30 percent of Swedish patients are treated by
private physicians and because of heavy taxation
private physicians do not work more than 6 to 8
months a year.
The Swedish government, in order to relieve
the shortage of doctors, has shortened medical
studies by two years, filled many positions with
interns and medical students, and imported a
large number of foreign doctors. Sweden today
has fewer physicians per citizen than the United
States, West Germany-even Austria and Italy.
How many young Americans would want to
enter the medical profession if it became similar
to that in Great Britain and in Sweden, as the
advocates of National Health Insurance urge? It
would appear that National Health Insurance,
rather than alleviating any doctor shortage, would
compound it and drive young men into other fields
and professions.
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Of seven countries compared in the above study, the United States has by far the best doctor-patient ratio.
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How Does medical care in America compare with that of other
countries?

SUMMARY
1. According to a Brookings Institution report, no great nation in the world
has among its white population better health than prevails in the United

States.
2. American doctors are much more active in the new and promising field of
preventive medicine. Five times as many Americans as Germans, for example, seek preventive medical care.

3.

Those who use infant mortality rates as a basis for arguing that American medicine is, in some sense, inferior to that of other countries distort
the nature of the rates and tables being used.

4. American medical care equals that of any other nation, and is superior to
most.
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How Does medical care in America compare with that of other
countries?
A study issued as long ago as 1948 by the
Brookings Institution entitled The Issue of Compulsory Health Insurance, stated that no great
nation in the world has among its white population better health than prevails in the United
States. This was the same year that National
Health Insurance was instituted in Great Britain.
The report, prepared by George W. Bachman
and Lewis Merriam, notes that "it is apparent
that the United States under its voluntary system
of medical care has made greater progress in the
application of medical and sanitary science than
any other country . . . There is every reason to
believe that these trends will continue unabated
under our present system of medical care."
In an important series of articles concerning
medical care in Europe and in America, The Philadelphia Inquirer expressed the view that while
"none of the systems, theoretically at least, dictate the way doctors should practice medicine,"
still "in England the system is set up in such a
way to hamper if not discourage initiative."
The Inquirer notes, for example, that American doctors are much more active in the new
and promising field of preventive medical care;
the average length of stay in American hospitals
is many days shorter than in Sweden, Germany
or England, countries that have centered their
health systems on the most expensive unit in the
medical scheme; American doctors on the average spend more time with patients than European
doctors, even though they are less likely to make
a house call. (American doctors seldom make
antiquated house calls now because much better
equipment is now available to analyze the
patient's problem and treat it properly in the
doctor's office or in the hospital than the physician can take to the patient's home. Modern
medical practice demands the most efficient use
of a doctor's working hours, and frequent house
calls do not represent such an approach to the
treatment of patients.)
Is medicine in Europe, under socialized medical plans, more efficient in serving the needs of
the patient? According to Dr. Klaus Rentzsch

of Hamburg, Germany, writing in the medical
magazine Private Practice, tonsilitis caused the
average patient in Germany to be laid up for 21
days in 1927-and in 1967. "In those 40 years,"
wrote Dr. Rentzsch, "therapy developed from aspirin to sufonamides to penicillin and the other
antibiotics. Every medical progress shortened
the process of tonsilities. But not one day cut
off the time the average patient was out of work.
This may show what happens when all the risk of
a sickness, including the income loss, is completely
covered. The will of the patient to take up his
work as soon as possible is paralysed."
U.S. patients stay in the hospital six to eight
days on the average, while in Germany the average hospital stay is 24 days. "The situation,"
notes Dr. Rentzsch, "is comparable in every
country with a total medical care program . . .
There is an evident lack of interest in the patient
in regaining health as soon as possible. Also doctors in the hospitals . . . have no concrete feeling
for the costs that could be avoided if the hospital
stays were shortened."
In concluding its series on comparative medical systems, The Inquirer expresses the fear that
"The very real danger that exists at this time is
that the reformers are ready to blindly throw.
away many of the advantages in the U.S. system
for the sake of emulating the European plans..."
Those critics who advance the view that
American medical care is, in some sense, inferior
to that of other countries use as their basis the
comparison of infant mortality rates. They
charge that countries such as Sweden, the Netherlands, and Norway have lower infant mortality
rates than our own. The statistics which are
used as a basis for this charge come from the
World Health Organization, but W.H.O. does not,
in fact, present the figures as comparable or
based upon similar standards of data reporting.
Statistical methods of recording infant mortality are not uniform even within the United
States. Each state has its own laws and requirements; reports are tabulated in the National
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Bureau of vital Statistics and a national average
is reported.
Dr. Edward Hyman, of the Council of Medical
Staffs in New Orleans, argues that "it is nearly
impossible to compare data from one country with
data from another."
"There are many reasons why a death in a
newborn in one country is not counted as such in
another. Sweden reports the lowest death rate of
the newborn. However in Sweden a birth need
not be recorded for five years, and a neonatal
death may never be recorded. In many of the
foreign countries referred to, the father, not the

physician, voluntarily reports births and neonatal
deaths, and again some are not reported and not
counted.
In Sweden abortions are legal. A poor pregnancy or one in which the mother had German
measles will be aborted. In the U.S.A. a deformed baby goes to term, is delivered and dies. This
becomes a neonatal death.
Until there are uniform criteria of reporting,
uniform responsibility for reporting, uniform
criteria for abortions, uniform tax laws, and
above all, uniform integrity of those who are
heard, the comparative statistics are worthless."
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Does National Health Insurance pose a threat to individual
freedom?

SUMMARY
1. A German physician, writing in Private Practice Magazine, noted that
"The more social security is guaranteed by the government, the greater
becomes the control over social behavior. One danger of a social security
system guaranteed by the state is that personal freedom may be limited
because the institution that has to pay for all the risks of health may
demand that members avoid circumstances which may be a risk of
health..."

2. The British National Health Service is already discussing such "forward
thinking" possibilities as euthanasia.

3.

Under a national health system the traditional doctor-patient relationship
would be seriously altered and bureaucratic regulations would be a more
important consideration in medical care than individual choice and
decision
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Does National Health Insurance pose a threat to individual
freedom?
While those who advocate a nationalized system do not seek such a system in order to deprive
citizens of their freedoms, the fact is that there
are certain very real dangers inherent in a nationalized and centralized medical system.

injury upon the accepted code of behavior built
up by 2,000 years of Christian religion. It may
be, however, that as the problem becomes more
acute it will itself cause a reversal of generally
accepted values."

One is that the traditional doctor-patient relationship would be seriously altered and bureaucratic regulations would be a more important
consideration in medical care than individual
choice and decision. Discussing the British National Health Service, Joan Hobson, writing in
Private Practice, provides one example of the kind
of bureaucratic regulation which interferes with
prompt and efficient medical care: "A man crossing the highway outside Epsom hospital, after
visiting a patient there, was knocked down by
a car. IHelay bleeding and seriously injured for
25 minutes because rules prevented the staff at
the hospital from touching anyone outside its
walls. The hospital's ambulance was already out
on a call and another vehicle had to be summoned
from four miles away to convey the injured man
the 20 yards into the hospital building."

Lord Longford, who, as leader of the House
of Lords, left the Front Bench to speak against
an Abortion Bill, said he was shocked by the bill
but far more so by what he thought lay behind
it. To Professor Williams' statement, Lord Longford said: "So the execution time of the old people
may not be so very far off."

There are, however, far more serious dangers.
In a June, 1968 symposium on euthanasia, Dr.
Eliot Slater, editor of The British Journal of Psychiatry, stated that even if the elderly did retain
their vigor, they suffer from the defect of an
innate conservatism. "Just as in the mechanical
world, advances occur most rapidly where new
models are being constantly produced, with consequent rapid obsolescence of the old, so too it is
in the world of nature." (The London Times, July
5, 1968, Page 10)
British Professor Glanville Williams recently
presented the argument for euthanasia in front
of millions on television. IHestated: "At present
the problem has certainly not reached the degree
of seriousness that would warrant an effort being
made to change the traditional attitudes towards
the sanctity of life of the aged. Only the grimmest necessity could bring about a change . . ,
that . . .would probably cause apprehension and
deep distress to many people and inflict traumatic

The prediction was not inaccurate. In March,
1969, a Voluntary Euthanasia Bill was introduced
in the House of Lords. The London Times for
March 24, 1969, opposed it on several grounds,
including what it call "the slippery slope:" "The
progress of the law of abortion (where the legal
grounds for destroying the fetus have expanded
from the life of the mother, to the health of the
mother, to the welfare of the children already
born) confirms the suspicion that euthanasia once
legally admitted would be similarly expanded."
Every area which is entered into by government involves serious limitation of freedom for
the people affected. Discussing the socialized
medical system in West Germany, Dr. Klaus
Rentzsch, who practices in Hamburg, Germany,
writing in Private Practice, notes that "The more
social security is guaranteed by the government,
the greater becomes the control over social behavior. One danger of a social security system
guaranteed by the state is that personal freedom
may be limited because the institution that has
to pay for all risks of health may demand that
members avoid circumstances which may be a
risk of health . . . A system that gives free medical care and payment for income loss will, of
course, try to keep things under control. But
control in medicine is a bad thing. Such controls
limit the doctor's freedom, his therapy, and even
regulate how long a patient stays away from
work. All systems of national health insurance
believe in this control."
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What would a system of National Health Insurance mean in
terms of individual health costs? Would it provide a more economical system of medical care?

SUMMARY
1. The plan's sponsors figure that if their plan had been in effect in fiscal
1969, the federal government would not only have spent the $9 billion it
did spend for all personal health service programs, but would have required an additional $6 billion from general tax revenues.
2. Those countries which have national health systems have seen an increase, not a decrease, in medical costs. In France, the health fund will
run a deficit of $165 million this year, and it will rise to $1.8 billion 'n
1975 if left unchecked. The Swedish citizen pays 20 percent of his taxes
for health.
3. Medical care would be far more costly under a nationalized system than it
is today. People would tend to overuse and overcrowd existing facilities
and the cost of the bureaucratic administrative machinery which would
accompany a national health insurance system would be staggering.
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What would a system of National Health Insurance mean in
terms of individual health costs? Would it provide a more economical system of medical care?
The price tags for the various National Health
Insurance proposals now before the Congress are
vague. Estimates of the annual cost of providing
"free" medical care for everyone in the United
States range between 15 billion and 40 billion dollarsa year.
The so-called Kennedy-Reuther plan, drafted
by the Committee for National Health Insurance,
would be financed by general tax revenues plus
employer and employee payroll taxes. While the
employee would pay little or nothing for any
private health insurance, his payroll deduction
would be approximately triple what he now pays
for Medicare.
For an indication of foreseeable costs, using
the Committee's own figures, which are conservative, the plan's sponsors figure that in fiscal 1969
the federal government spent over $9 billion for
all personal health programs. If their program
had been in effect then, they say, it would have
disbursed most of that amount and would have
required an additional $6 billion from general tax
revenues.
Costs of all government programs tend to rise
significantly above initial estimates. Thus, an
article in The New Republic by Washington health
affairs writer Mel Schechter states that Medicare alone, without any changes, needs more payroll taxes to meet a 25-year projected deficit of
$236 billion in hospital related benefits. This is
a shocking overrun of nearly 100 percent.
In the voluntary doctor-payment plan (Part
B) the original $3 monthly premium paid by the
elderly themselves reached $5.30 in June, 1970, as
the trust fund almost went dry. The hospitalization deductible, originally $40, now is $52. Coinsurance rates are up similarly.
The financial fate of France's system of partly
socialized medicine provides an important case
in point. The cradle-to-grave system of social
security started in its present form in France
just after World War II and has become one of
the touchiest political issues in the country.
The system runs three funds, onc to cover
health costs, one for old age pensions and one for
family allowances.

The health fund will run a deficit of $165 million this year, and the def icit is expected to double
next year. According to experts of the Government Planning Commission, it will rise to $1.8
billion in 1975 if left unchecked.
According to The New York Times, "As a result of all of the advantages which the system
accords, its officials have noted with rising alarm
but general helplessness, there is an overwhelming eagerness among Frenchmen to take good
The doctors, the medical
care of themselves ....
laboratories and the pharmaceutical industry,
both manufacturers and retailers, are prospering
as the deficit grows." Frenchmen in increasing
numbers are seeking medical care in instances
where they do not, in fact, need it. It is, they
argue, "free," and as a result hospitals are filled
and costs are increasing.
Involving the federal government in direct
control of medical care would, according to Ralph
R. Rooke of the National Association of Retail
Druggists, "produce an admiistrative nightmare,
with federal officials . . . working out contracts
with 6,000 hospitals, 25,000 nursing homes, 700
visiting nurse groups, and, later, with 208,000
The
doctors and 55,000 retail pharmacists."
paperwork involved in processing the millions of
resulting claims "staggers the imagination. An
extremely large force of government workers
would undoubtedly be required to do the job."
And, in the end, would American health services be better than under our current system? A
report on the British National Health System by
Professor John Jewkes, who served on Britain's
Royal Commission on Remuneration of Doctors
and Dentists, concluded that "The average American now has more medical services than the
average Briton" and "the gap between the two
has been widening" since the inception of the
National Health Service.
More and more Britons, according to the evidence presented by Jewkes, are seeking medical
care outside the National Health Service. These
people, the report notes, are "ready to make
sacrifices in other directions in order to enjoy
prompt hospital and specialist treatment, free
choice of consultant and private accommodation."
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To make things even more difficult, there is a
massive exodus of doctors from Great Britaina reaction against the regimentation of the National Health Set-vice.
It seems clear that medical care would be far
more costly under a nationalized system than it
is today. People would tend, if the experiences
in England, France and Sweden are indicative, to
overuse and overcrowd existing facilities. Writing in Private Practice, Dr. Klaus Rentzsch of
Hamburg, West Germany, notes that while U.S.
patients stay in the hospital about six to eight
days, on the average, "In Germany we have a 24
days average hospital stay. The situation is comparable in every country with a total medical
care program such as ours. There is an evident
lack of interest by the patient in regaining health
as soon as possible. Also doctors inthe hospitals,
in this system. have no concrete feeling for the
Criticisms that physician fees and medical service costs
have risen at an excessive rate are frequently based on
figures which compare medical costs with the cost of
living. Medical care, however, consists essentially of
services, while consumer price indices include both
goods and services. Chart at right indicates that services
generally have increased at a higher level than com
modifies. The increase in medical care costs is comparable to the increase in service costs which has
resulted from the national inflation. Chart at bottom
left indicates that increase in physician fees has actually
been less than the increase in general wages in most
recent years. (Figures from the book "Medicare," by
Robert J. Myers, former chief actuary of the S3ocial
Security Administration, ("Medicare," McCahan Foundation, Bryn Mawr, Pa., 1970, page 202.) Chart at bottom
right indicates that the cost of medical care has risen
at about the same rate as many other items in the
family budget-- and less than some.
Table 10-5. Comparison of Ainual Increases in Physician
Fees and in Wages

CalendarYear-

Average
tl'gas in
Differential
Physician
Covered
Increase of
b
Fee
Employment Physician Fees

1956
1957

3.1%
4.4

5.7%
5.0

1958

1.4

3.3

-2.6%
-1.1

.1

1959

3.9

93.

.6

1960
1961
1962
1963

1.8
2.6
3.1
2.2

4.)
9.1
4.2
2.4

-2.5
- .$
- .9
- .2

1964
1965
Average, 1956-65
1966
1967
1968
Average, 1956-68

7.9
3.9
3.0
5.9
7.3
5.5
9.7

3.1
1.6
3.6
4.4
6.9
7.0
4.2

-

.0
1.7
.6
1.5

1.0

- 1.9
-.. 5

*Increat fromJuneof previousyearto Juneof Yearlistedfor Antcolumn
and ino A t quarterof previousyearto firstquarterof yePrlistedforlast col.
am.
6 As measured
by C jumerPriceindexof physicrian1
fee.,

costs that could be avoided if the hospital stays
were shortened."
In addition, the cost of the bureaucratic
administrative machinery which would accompany a National Health Insurance system would
be staggering. The Swedish citizen, for example,
pays 20 percent of histaxes for health.
Dr. Francis Davis, publisher of Private Practice, has noted that the administrative cost of
Medicare and Medicaid is estimated to be greater
than the doctor cost while the administrative cost
of private insurance programs is estimated to be
only 30 percent of the premium. In addition, the
over-usage by patients of so-called "free" programs is estimated to account for 25 percent of
Medicare-Medicaid costs. These items indicate
that a national health system, rather than being
less expensive, would increase the medical costs
for all.
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Mr. ULLMAN.

Are there questions?

Mr. Schneebeli?

Mr. SCIINEEBELI. Dr. Wray, I am very stimulated by your rebuttal.
This is the first presentation we have had that tries to balance the
scales here. It has all been one way.
Whether we agree with you or not, I think your thrust is not only
interesting, stimulating, and thought provoking, but I think we need
something like this in rebuttal.
Dr. WRAY. Thank you, sir.
Mr. SCJINEEBEL1. Your statistics about infant mortality will be interesting to study, because I think this has been blown out of proportion. It has been dramatized and overemotionalized, if that is a word.
I, for one, am very happy that you came here to give us these facts
and figures.
Dr. WninY. Thank you very much, sir, and you will find the infant
mortality data in the statement.
Mr. ULLMAN. Mr. Pettis.
Mr. PETrIS. I want to welcome, a little late because I was on the telephone a moment, to welcome Dr. Wray to the committee. This is not
the first time Dr. Wray and I have had an opportunity to discuss his
views on medical care in the United States. His testimony has been
stimulating, as my colleague from Pennsylvania has indicated, so we
are very happy to have you here today.
Dr. Wn-AY. Thank you very much, Mr. Pettis.
Mr. ULLMAN. Our next witness is Mr. Charles C. O'Donnell, an old
friend of the committee.
Mr. BURKE. Mr. Chairman, I would like to have the privilege here of
presenting Charles O'Donnell to this committee. He is very well known
in Massachusetts. He has been in the vanguard fighting on behalf of
health rare and for the elderly for over 45 years. His reputation up
in Massachusetts is renowned. He truly can be called one of God's
great noblemen.
At his own expense, he has worked down through the years, and he
is here in Washington this week to give testimony to this committee as he has done in the past, and I know he will make a great
contribution.
Mr. ULLMAN. Thank you, Mr. Burke. Mr. O'Donnell is well known
to the committee. We are very happy to have you here today, Mr.
O'Donnell. You may proceed.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES C. O'DONNELL, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
SENIOR CITIZENS AND ASSOCIATES OF AMERICA, INC.
Mr. O'DONNELL. I want to extend the sincere thanks of the officers
and members of our society for furthering increased benefits and social
security payments, and to our veterans of all wars, especially the increase to service-connected disabled veterans.
The United States spends more on health care than any other industrialized nation in the world. Last year, the expenditure was around
$70 billion.
There are some significant facts related to this vast outpouring of
money, that indicate that money is not the total answer to solving our
Nation's health care needs. For example, our health care system is so
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deficient, despite our skills, that more American males are dying in
their 40's and 50's than in 15 other countries.
Our infant mortality rate is 23.4 deaths per 1,000 live births, compared with an average of less than 20 per 1,000 live births in Western
Europe.
It is a well-known fact that 25 to 30 million Americans are living at
or close to the poverty line today. How do these people get health care?
What about their children? What about the rapid escalation in costs
of medical care that has hit the elderly no less than the general population, regardless of medicare and medicaid?
America needs intervention in this business of health care. One reason is that only about one-third of consumer health expenditures are
covered by private insurance. Some 30 million Americans, it is reliably
estimated, have no coverage at all. Finally, the cost of health care has
soared twice as rapidly as cost-of-living increases in the past decade.
It can hardly be denied that our health care system is wasteful, disorganized, and inefficient; that it is a complex of public and private
programs which provide little incentive to organize our health care
delivery system; that more appropriate and effective use must be made
of our vast medical resources; and that the present financial, geographic and social barriers to comprehensive and reliable health care
services-for all Americans-must be removed.
There is only one answer: The United States desperately needs a
national health system that will provide care for all Americans as a
matter of right. Every American, regardless of income, race, creed,
color, or sex, has the right to high-quality and even long-term health
care.
Many of our chronically ill are in nursing homes, and they have a
few thousand dollars. With a weekly payment of $100 or more, it is not
long before their funds are exhausted. After this, they become, much
against their will, public charges at a high loss of personal dignity and
future home.
Is it not better that systematic, planned program be adopted that
will benefit the majority, rather than a hodgepodge of individual
action leaving so many millions of deserving and needy Americans
without proper health care?
Health care is an inherent human and legal right of all Americans.
A chronic illness, disease or injury is a basic determinant of an
individual's health.
Ohronic illness, disease, or injury may evolve into a catastrophic
health condition; thus, the care and treatment of the chronically ill
must also be a fundamental part of any comprehensive program of
national health insurance for Americans.
I ask, Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, that you give
close attention in your current deliberations to the special needs of the
poor, the chronically ill, and the elderly in your decisions on a national
health care program.
I urge you to enact a comprehensive health program.
May God bless you, and if I get up to the pearly gate before you do,
I will say a good word for you.
Mr. ULLMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. O'Donnell.
Mr. O'DoNNELL. We are very fortunate in having a Congressman
from our district, Congressman Burke, who has the milk of human
kindness in his 'heart and is always ready to listen.
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Mr. ULLMAN. We on the committee know that, and we are glad you
recognize it, too.
Mr. O'DONNELL. Back in the State legislature, he stood by ine for
32 straight hours sharing consideration of landmark legislation for
elderly and they kept moving the clock back and called it an additional
day. Thank you.
Mr. BURKE.. I just want to commend you, Mr. O'Donnell, for the
excellent presenetation you have made here today. Actually you would
put a lot of bhe young witnesses to shame here with your presentation
of the facts as they are, and you presented it as it is today, and thank
you very much. We are very proud of you in Massachusetts.

Mr. O'DoNNELL. Thank you.
Mr. ULLMAN. Thank you very much.
Our next witness is Dr. Wolfe.
Would you further identify yourself, Dr. Wolfe, and your colleagues, and we will be very happy to recognize you.
STATEMENT OF DR. AVA WOLFE, EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE, NATIONAL MEDICAL COMMITTEE FOR HUMAN RIGHTS; ACCOMPANIED BY CAROL KAUFMAN, R.N., M.P.H.; AND DR. DONALD W.
HORTON
SUM MARY

1. Provide easily accessible, comprehensive services that include educational,
preventative, diagnostic, therapeutic and rehabilitative elements of physical and
mental health to all people residing in the United States without charge.
2. Health care should be financed by a progressive national tax on total wealth.
3. End profit making in health care. Abolish all health insurance. Create a
federal non-profit corporation to produce and distribute drugs and medical
supplies. No one should gain monetarily from another's sickness.
4. Health care facilities and programs should be administered and controlled
locally by consumers and health workers.
5. Vastly improve the training and utilization of health manpower by providing
viable career paths and job mobility for all workers within the health system.
An end to discrimination and the hierarchical system within medicine is paramount to increasing availability and improving the delivery of medical care.
Minorities, women, and the poor should be justly represented in all fields of
health.
6. There should be better allocation of resources (both facilities and personnel)
so that no geographic area is left out and so that there is not an excess of specialists when general physicians are still in great demand.
7. Public accountability within the health care system must be greatly increased. Quality control and humaneness of treatment must be under consumer
surveillance, and there must be a complaint mechanism providing fair and
effective redress of grievances.

Dr. WOLFE. I have with me Carol Kaufman, a nurse, interested in
health manpower and training, and Dr. Donald W. Horton, a pathologist, who is working in industrial health and safety.
We are here to represent the National Medical Committee for Human
Rights.
Mr. ULLMAN. Thank you very much, and you are recognized.
Dr. WOLFE. Despite the infusion of Government moneys, institutional health care providers face a virtual collapse of the old methods
of financing. Private hospitals are threatened by skyrocketing costs.
This in turn endangers the drug and hospital supply companies who
depend on hospitals as retail outlets. Blue Cross rates leap higher and
higher, and subscribers protest. Trade unions must allocate an in-
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creasing portion of wage hikes merely to maintain their present level
of medical benefits. The swollen costs of employee health benefits shrink
corporate profits. State and local government cannot afford the rising
costs of their medical programs. Finally, not only poor but middleclass consumers find medical costs beyond their means.
The solution embraced by the providers and financiers of medical
care is some form of national health insurance. The new ingredient
in the old struggle for national health insurance is the powerful array
of forces now favoring its enactment-private hospitals, parts of the
medical-industrial complex, Blue Cross, management, and Federal,
State, and local government.
While there are significant differences among the various health
ir3urance proposals, all are essentially schemes for financing medical
care. While some of the proposals encourage group practice, none seriously confronts the fundamental issues about the American health
system-profiteering, public accountability and consumer control, accessibility, and racial and sex discrimination. All the national health
insurance proposals, no matter how liberal, would give public funds
to the profitmaking private sector to do with as it wishes.
The national health care plan proposed by the Medical Committee
for Human Rights begins where the most progressive of the current
health insurance proposals, Senator Kennedy's Health Security Act,
leaves off, and addresses the fundamental inequities in the American
health care delivery system.
1. Health care is a right, not a privilege. All people residing in the
United States, whether citizens or not, are equally entitled to comprehensive and preventive health services, easily accessible in their own
communities and without charge. Rich and poor should be serviced in
the same facilities without temporal, spacial, or medical record
separation.
We oppose deductibles, coinsurance, limitation on services, means
tests and eligibility requirements. These mechanisms are incomprehensible to most patients, discourage needed health and preventive care
and increase administrative costs and paper work.
The health care nonsystem which we now have, should be converted
into an orderly arrangement of community health centers, general hospitals and specialty medical centers. The comnmnity health center will
provide a wide range of treatment, preventive, educational and rehabilitive services, including dental, mental health, specialty care, optometric care,'X-ray, laboratory, and pharmacy services. Transportation,
child care and home services will be essential components of the community health center. Care will be provided by interdisciplinary teams
of health care providers. A major emphasis will be placed on door-todoor preventive health care screening and education. Early case finding
will reduce costs to the patient and society.
Each community health center will be linked to a general hospital
for hospitalization, specialty consultation, or specialized diagnostic or
treatment procedures. General hospitals, in turn, will be linked to regional specialty hospitals for particularly difficult problems. This organizational plan combines the need for high quality, unfragmented
personal care in the patient's neighborhood, and the need for specialized and technical medical knowledge and equipment. NCHR believes
that poverty, malnutrition, racism, occupational hazards, war and pol-
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lution are major underlying causes of disease. Here we speak only of
the structure of the health care delivery system, but the true prevention
of disease requirements solutions to these social and environmental
problems.
2. Health care should be financed by a progressive national tax on
total wealth. Current national health insurance proposals would be
financed by employer-employee payroll deduction, which fall heavily
on working people, or income taxes. Because of loopholes and tax gimmicks, the very rich do not contribute their fair share of income taxes.
MCHR proposes that the health plan be financed by revenue collected
by strict application of the principle that those most able to pay be
taxed at a higher rate than those less able. All forms of income and
wealth including salaries, savings, stocks and bonds, inheritance and
real estate, will be taxed; no tax advantage should be gained by placing
one's wealth in particular loophole categories. In this way, tens of billions of dollars will become available as public funds.
We propose that these tax moneys be distributed directly to regional
and local boards on an adjusted per capita basis rather than through
a multiplicity of channels, each of which must divert funds into salaries for the persons doing the necessary processing. Community control is a farce if their boards cannot do the priority setting for financial
distribution.
3. No profits in health care. The profit motive seriously disorts
medical practice; necessary operations are performed; useless or
even dangerous drugs are pandered onto the public; patients are
hospitalized who could be cared for at home; unnecessary tests are
performed and money is spent on expensive, sophisticated technology
to the neglect of primary patient care. Billions of dollars for health
care are diverted by drug and medical supply companies, health insurance companies and nursing homes into profits, advertising and administration. All the current bills would to some extent perpetuate or even
strengthen these inequities.
MCHR believes there should be an end to profitmaking in health
care. Nobody should gain monetarily from another's sickness. Health
care is a human service, not a business. The operation of profitmaking
hospitals, nursing homes, drug companies and medical supply companies will be turned over to nonprofit public control. Insurance
companies will no longer have a role in the health care delivery system. Physicians will no longer be paid on a fee-for-service basis
because it encourages the profit motive to enter into medical decisions.
Health personnel should all be paid on a modest salary scale, with
better pay for those at the lower end of the scale and a comfortable
but not exorbitant wage to doctors. Excess hospital spending for
unnecessary operating costs and expansions should be curbed. The
increased demands that a financing mechanism will generate would
make such cost controls imperative. Government regulatory agencies,
without as much public as corporate input have been inadequate.
4. Community control. IIealth care institutions now are controlled
by the same people and interests who profit from health care delivery
None of the current national health insurance proposals challenges this
concentration of power. The Kennedy bill is the only one of the three
major proposals which so much as mentions consumer participation.
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MCHR believes that control of health facilities should reside with
its consumers and health workers.
Every institution providing health care will have i democratically
selected policymaking body composed of people who use or potentially
use the institution and work in it. Communities containing significant
racial or cultural minorities would insure proportionate representation of these groups in the policymaking body. Groups might wish
to set up facilities organized along other-than-geographical lines.
Health care services in factories and other places of employment will
be controlled by the employees rather than the owners. Community
worker bodies will also be involved in policy formation in the area of
environmental ,and industrial health.
MCIIR feels strongly that if the needs of the patient are to be
satisfactorily met and his dignity is to 'be maintained, the consumer
of health care services must be permitted to play a decisive role in
the shaping of the policies of the institutions which lie uses. To this
end we would reverse the Kennedy hierarchy of control from the
top. Local boards would elect from themselves representatives to
reffional health boards, and these regional boards in turn would elect
deTegates to a national board. rhe boards would select their own
expert medical advisors.
Community control does not preclude individual members of a community from selecting the facility or doctor of one's choice. It is hoped,
however, that community control would foster institutional improvements to the extent that the individual would select to utilize his local
facility.
5. Mobilizing health manpower. Minorities, women and the poor
should be justly represented in all levels of health jobs. At this time,
doctors who are at one end of the polarity in terms of status and earnings, are almost exclusively white affluent males, while nurses' aides
and maintenance staff are mostly poor, black women. There is almost
no job mobility for health workers because of legal constraints, educational rigidities and professional associations. The current national
health insurance proposals would perl)etuate the present hierarchical
and racist structure among health workers.
MCHR proposes that underrepresented groups be preferentially
admitted into medical schools and the curricula adjusted to meet their
remedial needs. Training of all health workers will be done at public
expense to eliminate economic barriers to training. Integrated health
workers schools at the regional level will replace the present fragmented collection of medical, dental, nursing, laboratory technician
and dietician schools. Tphe curriculum will be tailored to the student's
past experience, including his work experience, and not merely to his
or her academic credentials. Vertical mobility amongst health jobs
will be insured and encouraged. The increased number of health workers needed can in part be filled by increased training of paraprofessionals. Continuing education for allied health workers is as essential
and as necessary as it is for physicians. One should look at the existing
health manpower pool and critically evaluate urrent practices in
manpower utilization; it is deplorable.
6. Allocation of resources. Reorganization is i
ssary to produce a
more efficient allocation of resources--both facial
and personnelso that no rural area or ghetto is left without a cli,
or a doctor. Each
70-174 0-72-pt. 8-6
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community must be insured the health personnel it needs. One mechanism might be that recent, medical school graduates work several
years in communities unable to attract enough doctors. Health students
should be actively recruited from these areas, be educated in their
own region, and encouraged to stay there to practice. Public health
service physicians could be assigned to spend at least 2 years in such
areas of need. If necessary, the number of physicians/population ratio
could be restricted in urban areas, so that the available positions are
largely in areas of need. There must be limits placed on the excessive
numbers of specialists trained until there are enough general physicians for everyone everywhere to have a personal or family doctor.
Clinics, hospitals and health schools must be built in those neighborhoods which do not have these resources. This will be given priority
in initial distribution of national tax moneys.
7. Public accountability. There must be a much greater degree of
public accountability within the health care system. Quality control
should include continuing physician education and peer review, but
also consumer review of certain elements of patients' records, periodic
external audit by the regional boards, and relicensure of physicians
and all licensed personnel every 5 years.
A complaint desk should be a part of every, clinic, emergency room,
and hospital, staffed by persons not paid by the institution. They
should have immediate recourse to legal channels for just redress of
grievance.
The administrators of health facilities would be accountable to the
community board. However, purely medical decisions affecting patient
care would be made by appropriate professionals and nonprofessional
team members.
MCHR presents its plan for consideration by the American consumer and other health workers. It is an invitation to dialog rather
than a legislative proposal. It is a draft to be revised and added to,
rather than a finished product. The vision embodied in the plan can
not be legislated. It can only be realized by the growing aw areness and
concerted action of the people most deeply affected by the inadequacies and inequities of the present health care system.
Mr. ULLMAN. Does that complete your testimony, Dr. Wolfe ?
Dr. WoLFE. Yes, sir.
Mr. ULLMAN. You have presented a very well thought-out paper,
and we appreciate your bringing it to this committee.
Dr. Woix" . Thank you.
Mr. ULLMAN. Our next witness is Frederick Jaffe.
Will you further identify yourself, Mr. Jaffe, for the record, and we
will 'be happy to recognize you.
STATEMENT OF FREDERICK S. JAFFE, VICE PRESIDENT, PLANNED
PARENTHOOD-WORLD POPULATION, AND DIRECTOR, CENTER FOR
FAMILY PLANNING PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT
Mr. JAFFE. I am Frederick Jaffe, vice president of Planned Parenthood-World Population, and director of the Center for Family Planning Program Development.
I am pleased to come back before this committee to testify on national health insurance.
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Mr. ULLMAN. We are always happy to have you before the
committee.
I notice you have supplementary materials. Without objection, they
will be placed in the record at the conclusion of your testimony.
Mr. JAFfE. Mr. Chairman, last year our organization served in excess of 413,000 women at some 660 separate clinic facilities. I would
like to submit for the record a statement on national health insurance
which the Board of Planned Parenthood-World Population adopted
on May 15 of this year and address myself briefly to some of the general principles which we believe must be adopted in any health insurance plan which this committee will propose.
I will then deal specifically with the implications of national health
insurance for the area of health care in which our organization has
direct expertise. Let me add that our organization, with the assistance
of Professor Mueller of the City University of New York. and in
cooperation with the Prudential Insurance Co., has been developing
a model insurance package which would include all maternity care
and comprehensive fertility services. We hope to finalize our work
shortly and will submit the material to the committee for study.
The goal of any national insurance program must be to provide access to high quality medical care to every American citizen on an equal
basis. The achievement of this goal is costly and will require not only
substantially increased Federal expenditures, but the restructuring
of our current medical care system and the cooperation of all major
segments of our society. It may well be that the more comprehensive
proposals actually would, at least in the long run, prove cheaper and
more effective than various schemes which attempt to "patch up" one
or more problematic aspects of the current system or others which
seek only limited reform. Since no pending proposal envisions the immediate provision of universal and totally3 comprehensive insurance
for all, it is crucial that we evaluate all proposals in the light of how
their adoption would further or hinder the, eventual achievement of
this goal. We must guard against establishing schemes which may be,
at the moment, fiscally and pragmatically tempting, but which would
prejudice the ultimate development of a truly equitable, efficient, and
comprehensive national system.
We urge, therefore, that coverage and any proposed plan be both
universal and mandatory. Voluntary participation plans will only
result in the de facto exclusion from the system of those who are most
in need of coverage. The experience with medicaid, the uneven performance of private health insurance companies with, or without,
State supervision, the numerous State restrictions against group practice, also indicate that an effective coherent national system will require strong Federal initiative and supervision, with both positive
incentives for compliance and realistic enforceable penalties.
We view with particular concern the institutionalization in the
health insurance program of separate categories of health care. Regardless of good intentions, such categorization has always resulted
in inferior access and, all too often, demeaning, inadequate cam for
low-income persons. The transfer of eligibility from one category to
another cannot avoid being cumbersome and hazardous to continuing
coverage, and it often results in inequities of benefits. If comprehensive
coverage is not immediately achievable, a minimum standard package
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of benefits should be established. This minimum standard can be supplemented immediately for special population subgroups by standardized additional packages which can be gradually extended to the
entire population.
Although we recognize the "notch" problem which several bills seek
to address, we believe that the unrealistic income ceiling proposed and
the intricate coinsurance and deductible system outlined under the
family health insurance plan--and to a lesser degree in the National
Health Insurance Standards Act-would severely limit access to medical services for low-income families to catastrophic care and only a few
other priority services. They will deter this group, which has a disproportionate number of health problems, from using preventive services and from seeking treatment for minor conditions before they become seriously aggravated. The administration of these complicated
eligibility standards is bound to be cumbersome and costly and, again,
will serve to deter utilization by those least able to cope with the
intricacies of elaborate bureaucracies.
Since there is considerable debate over the services to be included
in a national health insurance plan, we should consider the relative
impact of the services to be provided on the health of the American
people, the relative costs of these services, and the savings which
might be affected by the provision of a particular health service. The
administration's proposal properly singles out preventive child care
services, maternity services and filmily planning as high impact and
high priority 'programs for low-income families under the family
health insurance plan. Those three services are of course interrelated
and mutually reenforcing. The beneficial impact of family planning
services on maternal and child health has been amply documented.
An HEW study, as early as 1966, found that. family plaining services
were the single most cost-effective measure to reduce infant mortality
and the incidence of mental retardation and birth defects.
In 1967 this committee saw to the inclusion of family planning
services in the maternal and child health amendments, in both the State
formula grants for maternal and child health and the project grants
for maternal and infant care and provided the necessary legislative
earmarking to insure the early development of these services.
Although the problems and risks related to pregnancy are more acute
among the economically disadvantaged, they exist at all income levels.
The rate of infant mortality even among our more affluel)t families
still compares poorly to the rates of many developed countries. The
same pattern prevails in terms of pregnancies which are unwanted
by the parents at the time of conception. Between 1960 and 1965,
there were an average of 780,000 unwanted births a year. The incidence
of unwanted pregnancy was significantly higher among the poor, for
whom contraceptive information and services are less available. But
it was nevertheless quite substantial among other income groups as
well. In the 1965 National Fertility Study found that 19 percent of
all births during this period were described by one or both parents
as having been unwanted at the time of conception. While 32 percent
of births occurring to poor and near-poor couples were so described,
15 percent of births to those with higher incomes were -also reported
as unwanted.
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We, therefore, l)el ieve that the administration was correct in exempting family planning services from the deductible and coinsurance
requirements under the Federal health insurance plan, but we question
its rationale for not continuing this exemption for those with incomes
over $5,000 a year. The approach to the provision of family planning
services taken l)y Representative Burleson's bill, in which both services
and drugs are covered without cost, sharing for all enrollees, appears
to us far superior. The proposed continued exemption for child care
services under the Healtlh Insurance Standards Act recognizes that, for
all but perhaps the most affluent, there are strong economic deterrents
to tihe use of preventive medical services. As a matter of policy, this
aspect of the administration's proposal is based on the premise that
these deterrents should be removed, at the very least, for those services
suoh as child care which will have impact long outlasting their immediate benefits.
I might add that, as Mr. Mills mentioned this morning, the potential
impact is particularly great on the poverty cycle.
W fully support this proposal but we submit that the removal of
the economic deterrents to the voluntary utilization of family planning
services not only would have substantial benefits for the health of
mothers and children in the short run, but economic implications in the
long run which go far beyond the scope of a health program. Ihe
5-year plan for family planning services which DHEWV recently submitted to the Congress reiterates the point that
To wait until families increa.,e to the point of becoming classified as poor or
near-i)oor before subsidized family planning care is provided, would defeat the
program's secondary objective of helping individuals and families to avoid the
dependency which may be caused by the birth of an unsought child. The universe
of need for family planning would, therefore, include a group of individuals
larger than that which already falls below the official poverty line.

The influence of family size and timing of the births of children
on economic, well-being cannot be ignored. Accidental pregnancy can
interrupt the education of the young woman, often precipitating dependency, or early marriage with its associated effect on lifetime earnings. The reduction of per capita income within the family and the
risks, for the unwanted child, of developmental impairment of educational inadequacy interferring with future earning capacity will have
adverse effects on the family and the community.
We question also the exclusion of single individuals and married
but still childless couples from subsidized coverage under H.R. 7741.
These individuals clearly cannot afford the cos:. s of the insurance pools
which would provide them with minimal protection at best. The shortsightedness of this exclusion is particuarly- well illustrated when it
comes to the provision of family planning services since it appears
that the price to pay to be eligible for subsidized family planning
services seems to have at least one child-in or out of wedlock. This,
indeed, is shortsighted.
Mr. Chairman, our existing health financing mechanisms, and
particularly our current private health insurance programs, do very
Iit tle to assist American couples to avoid unwanted pregnancy. In fact,
there is evidence that many current plans actually create a disincentive
to the provision of family planning by physicians and its practice by
American couples. In our files, for example, we have a recent communication from one of the Nation's largest health insurance programs,
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specializing in staff of educational institutions, disallowing coverage
of the insertion of an intrauterine device-(IUD)--on the grounds
that such a procedure does not "represent necessary medical care and
treatment," but is rather like a physician's recommendation of "a
Florida vacation for the nerves."
Mr. Chairman, in today's America, the practice of effective family
planning is hardly the equivalent of a luxurious "Florida vacation"
but a necessity for people in all walks of life to avoid unwanted pregnancy and to preserve and enhance their health and well-being. Any
national health insurance plan must reverse this kind of obsolete and
self-defeating approach to family planning. We believe that our coinmittee will be acting in behalf of all Ainerians if it enacts specific
provisions for family planing in its adopted proposals.
In summary, we would make the following recommendations:
1. Comprehensive voluntary fain ily plann ing services should be
mandated among the services provided by the plan and made available
to all persons covered by the plan regardless of age, marital or parental status, or income.
2. Family planning services should be provided without fees, deductibles or coinsurance to al,l
families regardless of incom-1e status.
3. Contraceptive drugs and devices should be provided without fees,
deductibles, or coinsurance.
We believe that the costs which would be incurred as a result of
the inclusion of these provisions are only apparent since they would
be more tlhan offset, even in the shor-t run, by a reduction in claims
upon the system for prenatal, delivery and infant care services.
Before I close, I would urge the committee to give special consideration to the extension of the project grant provisions of the title V program after June 30 of next year. Even if we assume that the Congress
will adopt comprehensive coverage of maternity and infant care and
family planning services, it will be several years before the insurance
plan becomes effective and the system's capacity is fully built up.
We feel that there are grave dangers in too abrupt, a shift to general
health financing, and in too comfortable assumptions that services
previously financed through grants-in-aid will automatically be provided through the new system.
The tremendous progress which has been made in recent years in
the provision of family planning services is attributable in great part
to the funds provided by this committee under title V, particularly
through the project grants for family playing.
These funds, ivihich account for roughly $30 million of current. Federal expenditures for family planning services, have been supplemented recently by the family planning services and Population Research
Act but-they remain ,acrucitol source of support.. Their elimination next
year would be a substantial blow to the emergent program.
(Attachments to Mr. Jaffe's statement follow:)
RESOLUTION ON NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE BOARD OF DIRECTORS, PLANNED
PARENTHIOOD-WVORLD POPULATION MAY 15, 1971, WILMINGTON, DEi,.

There is broad agreement that the nation is confronted with a crisis in the
availability, accessibility, and cost of essential health services. The present
health care system delivers inadequate and costly care for all, and inferior, of ten
demeaning, care for the low-income population. PP-WP believes that reform of
the system is imperative and urges that the following principles guide the prompt
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development of a health insurance program capable of providing quality, coordinated health services to all Americans, without regard to their financial means:
The fulfillment of essential medical care needs is a basic right of every resident
of this country . Ac('ess to high quality services must not in any way be conditioned
by income, by race, or l)y pla(e of residence. The goal can be no less than a oneclass system of medical care for all, with universe l participation.
The present priority of crisis-oriented, fractioned medical care must give way
to a comprehensive and (o)rdinte(i apl)proach to individual and family needs.
A primary program objective should be the effective delivery of both promotional
and preventive health (care.
"Insurance" alone is not a sutlicient answer to the nation's health care needs.
An effective national health program is one which combines the financing of
essential health services with a mecha nisin to ensure the development, coordination and delivery of these services to the individuals who need them, with special
emphasis u)on the development of quality services to areas where they are in
short supply (most notal)ly, inner city neighborhoods and rural areas).
Responsible monitoring and curtailment' of costs is an essential feature of a
national health program. This would entail the promotion of cost-effective delivery
techniques and close surveillance over the cost of services delivered by institutions, individual practitioners and other health care providers.
Mechanisms must be estal)lished to ensure accountability. Consumer representation should be assured at all levels of program administration.

Family Planning Provisions
Our experience as an organization indicates that if comprehensive family
planning services are to be truly available and accessible to all, as a matter of
right, certain requirements will need to ie niet in whatever health insurance
plan is eventually adopted. These requirements are:
1. Comprehensive family planning services (including infertility services)
should be mandated as a basic element of medical care which is available to all
persons covered by the Plan, regardless of age, marital and/or parental status,
or income.
2. The health plan should operate without waiting periods for eligibility for
service. However. if a waiting period for benefits is legislated, maternity services and family planning services should lbe exempted from this requirement.
3. Family planning services should be provided without fees, deductible or
coinsurance to all persons, regardless of income status.
4. Contraceptive drugs, devices and all necessary laboratory services should
l)e provided without fees, deductibles or coinsurance.
5. Reimbursement for services should cover the costs of patient education,
casefinding and follow-up.
6. The benefits should not be limited to services provided in a physician's
office, comprehensive health center or hospital, but should also include licensed
clinics ,and other facilities which have been approved by the appropriate
authorities.
7. There should be an automatic extension of benefits to protect against
other than the ordinary expenses related to fertility control.
8. The size of the bnefit should be sufficient to reiml)urse or cover the cost
of the entire fertility control service.
Our current arrangements for the provision of health services have resulted
In great inequities. They have been wasteful of our financial and manpower
resources. We urge that they be replaced without delay with a rational system
capable of providing quality health care for all.
PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT,
New York, N.Y., November 16, 1971.

CENTER FOR FAMILY PLANNING

Rep. WILBUR MILLS,

Chairman, Ways and Means Conmmittee, louse of Representatives, Washington,
D.C.
DEAR MN. MILLS: I much appreciated the opportunity to appear before the

Committee on November 5 and discuss the question of health insurance. As I
mentioned in my testimony, we are working on an analysis of the impact of
full coverage of fertility control services in a national health insurance plan,
which we will make available to the Committee as soon as It is completed.
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There is one matter which was inadvertently omitted from my testimonythe question of uniform recordkeeping for all providers of health care. Regardless of which insurance proposal prevails, I believe it is essential that a
uniform system of recordkeeping, employing standardized definitions, be established and that funds to develop such a system be provided in the authorizing
legislation. Such a system could be developed in such a way as to allow maximum
regional and local variations and to facilitate regional and local processing.
But the critical element is that it be nationally designed to yield data not only
on costs but also on the nature of the medical services for which payments
are made. In other words, its purpose should be to facilitate program evaluation
and research for improved methods of delivery of care, as well as fiscal control.
While such a system would be complex and expensive, I believe that the
absence of such a system will prove even more expensive and make very difficult research to improve the delivery system. The absence of such data from
Medicare and Medicaid and the private health insurance industry and the
collection of different items of data and of information in ways which make
the results largely incomparable, has made research and evaluation of existing
programs, and health services planning, extremely difficult, if not impossible.
The mistakes of the past will be avoided only if the legislation carries a statutory requirement for such a system and the funds with which to develop it.
I would appreciate it if you would bring this additional point to the attention of the members of the Committee.
Sincerely,
FREDERICK S. JAFFE, Director.

Mr. JAFFE. I would like to add a personal note of appreciation to
Mr. Schneebeli for his expression of his views to the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare recently on the eligibility criteria
for the family planning program.
Mr. CORMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. SCHNEEBELI. In reply, I am sure you are aware of the interest
that former Congressman Bush, who is now our U.N. Ambassador,
and I had in 1967 in funding or increasing the funding, at least, of

your family health planning program.
In communication with your Director recently I did write to HEW
asking that the income level of eligibility be raised. I did put in the
Congressional Record my communication with them. I assure you
that you have a lot of friends on the committee because I feel for
such a small organization you 'have done a tremendous good to this

country in having some foresight in this very vital area of family
planning.
I compliment you and your group for the fine work you have done,
and we will see what we can do to continue to fund your very worthwhile programs. Thank you for appearing here.

Mr. CORMAN. We appreciate your appearance, sir, and thank you
very much.
Mr. JAFFE. Thank you.
Mr. CORMAN. Our next witness is Mary Lynn Fletcher, chairman,
Student Health Care Committee.
Miss Fletcher, we are pleased to have you appear before the
committee.
I have a statement that Congressman Fulton wanted me to read to

you and for the record.
Please express my appreciation to Miss Mary Lynn Fletcher, Chairman of the
Student Health Care Committee, University of Tennessee, for her tremendous
contribution to health care program. It is my regret it was necessary for me to
be in Nashville on this date.
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STATEMENT OF MARY LYNN FLETCHER, CHAIRMAN, STUDENT
HEALTH CARE COMMITTEE, UNIVERSITY OF TENN.ESSEE

Miss FL ETC1IE 1. The UJversty of Tennessee, on October 16-17,
hosted a debate onii national health insurance for the Southeastern
regional schools in Knoxville, Tenn. It was a conference for students
of all disciplines. The students came from as far away as Texas and
Virginia. Twenty-five different Southeastern colleges and universities
from 11 States participated as well as different departments within
each school.
The conference was called originally to create interest in the
congressional proposals on national health insurance and to discuss
specific problems of the health crisis. What we learned was that we
did not need to create an interest because the students were well advised of the problems and that our main function was to supply
specific information about the congressional proposals.
The theme of the conference: "the 'right' of health care." We are
very concerned with the right of the individual for we believe that if
the individual is to make use of his basic rights that we take for
granted, we must first consider if lie has the physical capacity to do so.
It seems to us paradoxical to say men have the right of education
and the right to work whenlie ldoesii't have the -basic right of good
health. Tlie criteria that we have submitted to you for your records in
advance of this testimony is a result of work sessions within the conference. It is also the result of a year's concentrated study by the Student Health Committee on the congressional proposals as well as
recognizing specific problems we, in rural areas, are facing in the
health delivery system. It is by virtue of the fact that we are from rural
areas that we recognize some crucial and desperate problems in health)
delivery systems . If labels are to be applied we would be labeled conservative students. We have read that the idea of a national health
insurance program is a liberal ideology which would be unacceptable
to the mainstream of our society.
It is for that reason that we, as students, made a concerted effort to
raise the money to come to Washington and testify that we are not
involved in a philosophical debate nor academian debate-these problemns are real. Many of us could give long lists of instances that we
have either experienced or seen of the invidious discrimination in our
delivery system.
We have made specific recommendations in certain areas to elevate
manpower shortage in low status jobs in the delivery system and educational considerations. Also, we have made specific observations regarding private health insurance companies, and in l)articular the
insurance polls into which the poor and uninsurables would be thrown.
We think it important, as few of these bills are not based on tested
principles, that research and developmnelit in improving the health
delivery system be an integral )art of any national health insurance
program. As students, we are also concerned that few bills offer edicational opportunities in the way of scholarships in order to promote
more participation in health care. The financing of health care has
received the most public attention but this is only a small part of the
problem in health care. Administration and structure are as important,
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for to continually pour money into the same system, without charge,
would be to perpetuate the same old problems.
We feel that the Nixon administration fully recognizes the problems
of health but we feel that so many bills have been put before Congress
that they are attacking the problems separately instead of dealing with
them as one large problem. We must deal with the immediate problems, high inflation and lack of access to care, but there must be a
longer term comnmitment to studying, testing, research and development to improve the delivery system.
The foregoing considerations, in our opinion, will bring us to the
level of anticipating our problems rather than fighting "brush fires"
as we are now doing in our health delivery systems.
Of all the bills pending, the one that closest meets our criteria is the
Health Security Act. But even it is lacking in several important areas;
mental health, custodial care, transportation problems and specifically
how we are going to meet our manpower shortage.
I would now like to read our recommendations.
RECO

M1ENDATIONS

AND BASIC CRITERIA
INSURANCE

FOR NATIONAL

HEALTH

I. Any national health insurance program should be established on
the right of everyone in the United States, to health care.
II. There should be full consumer participation at the community
as well as the national level, in association with those individuals who
are experienced by their expertise to establish policy.
III. The program should be nondiscriminatory. It should be administered to everyone equally.
IV. Attention should be given to education in the following areas:
(a) There is an immediate need for the redefinition of rolls in our
concept of medical care. True, we have a basic shortage of doctors
estimated at 50,000, but could not some of those responsibilities presently given the physician be transferred to trained personnel as in
supportive related medical fields like paramedics and community
trained nurses? Looking at the problem now it would seem we need
new medical schools but we better stop and do some studying for it
takes a faculty of over 200 that will be turning out an estimated 40
graduates annually after the basic 3 to 4 year training period.
(b) If there are needed medical schools, they should be situated in
areas that have already existing facilities and libraries that can support a new institution, for example in rennessee. We are presently
studying the feasibility of another State medical school. There is a
definite need for another school but the point of controversy is in what
area it will be placed. For it to be placed in upper Tennessee where the
population and medical facilities could not support a new institution
would be a waste. Whereas Knoxville has not only the main campus
of the State university but is a city that has a research hospital associated with the University of Tennessee and three other large existing
hospitals.
We do, however, recomemnd after extensive study the following
things:
(a) Increase of money available to scholarships in the following
areas:
1. Medical-dental, podiatrists-students.
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2. Nursing schools including both hospitals that have 3-year
programs in addition to universities that have 4-year programs.
3. Public health graduate work.
4. Paramedical fields.
5. Developing programs for technicians in paramedical fields.
6. Health related fields: psychology, sociology, and so forth.
V. The development of-intern-programs in the undergraduate
and graduate university areas. The student may elect to serve in the
community of the university for academic credit and a small stipend
with the following objectives:
(a) To alleviate the manpower shortage in health and health related
fields in the lower status jobs.
(b) To give the student practical experience in socioeconomic policy
by being directly involved in the day-to-day care and administration
of those problems.
(c) This would also give the undergraduate student an opportunity
to see if this is the field of work he wants to go into on a lifetime basis.
(d) Some of those agencies for consideration would be:
1. Public hospital emergency rooms.
2. Public hospital clinics.
3, Public health departments.
4. Family planning agencies.
5. Social welfare department crisis clinics.
6. Public mental institutions.
7. Physical medicine and rehabilitation.
By using the academic credit system, it would encourage full participation and a commitment to the agency in which the student is working. Additionally, this intern program would reduce the money that
would be immediately needed in the full expansion of health care facilities and services. A student would not be paid a salary but would receive
a stipend in accordance with his expenses incurred while working with
some of these agencies.
VI. Catastrophic coverage.
(a) There should be no cutoffs for catastrophic coverages. As is in
the Nixon administration proposal, to cut off catastrophic illness at
$50,000 with a $2,000 per annum would mean many people would be
cut off in childhood. For an example, by the time I was 14 years old, in
the 1960's, my parents had paid in excess of $65,000 for my rehabilitation of poliomyelitis.
(b) There should be no published maximum expenditures for "outof-pocket" payments before an individual is eligible for catastrophic
coverage.
VII. The middle income group.
(a) To alleviate the financial burden of the middle-income person
by:
1. Raisin the cutoff taxable income
as is in H.R. 22 from
$15,000 to A50,000.
2. The middle-income individual should receive full insurance
benefits through a national program for his entire family instead
of his paying for the poor's care without receiving any benefits,
lest he be on the welfare rolls.
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(b) An agency should be established so a consumer can register
complaints about medical bills or the care he is receiving. This should
be outside the structure of local medical societies.
1. This agency should have the power of action to review complaints and the areas of inadequate care.
2. This agency also should be given the power of review of
service and the qualifications of providers, in association with a
board of expert advisers.
VIII. Community services.
(a) The immediate establishment of community clinics with a
licensed physician directing several clinics because of doctor shortage.
(b) These clinics could be directed by public health nurses or trained
related health individuals or paramedics.
(c) However, there should be a doctor with the prime responsibility
of the clinics.
(d) These clinics could provide: minimal care such as:
1. Immunization.
2. Minor accident cases.
3. Followup on routine testing.
4. Chest X-rays.
5. Referral service to appropriate specialists.
6. Testing expectant mothers that have not heretofore been
given the opportunity for prenatal care.
7. Provide Pap smear tests for women.
8. Family planning information-other such care that could
uplift the quality of services the general public is lacking-I might
add, in our area, especially.
(e) Because of the tremendous problems in transportation in rural
and inner city areas, it would seem that to reach the largest number of
the populace that a large portion of these community clinics should be
mobile.
1. Mobile clinics have been used very extensively in getting to
those people who need care. In Tennessee, for instance, one of our
largest problems in the public health department is transportation:
transportation to facilities, transportation problems in the continuing treatment of chronic illness.
2. Mobile clinics would cut down traveling difficulties of the
poor, aged, and those without access to travel facilities. It would
additionally begin to instill the idea of practicing preventive
medicine.
3. The mobile clinics that would provide the expansion of medica1 services would necessitate a licensed M.D. as ultimate director.
IX. Preventive medicine.
That we, as a Nation, begin practicing preventive medicine, the idea
of paying for outpatient care in doctors' offices as opposed to only
paying for inpatient hospitalization. We feel the practice of cutoffs
and deductibles and coinsurance should not be in the system.
X. Transportation to extended care facilities.
(a) Development of transportation and facilities to and from the
rural and inner city areas to the facilities for treatment whether for a
short- or long-term basis.
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(b) We view this problem in two ways in regard to transportation
problems as to solution:
1. As has been suggested to circumvent the lack of tiasportation would be to establish community clinics in addition to mobile
clinics-in doing so this would take health services to the people
who need them.
2. The building of extended care facilities or the allocation of
presently existing facilities that would be associated with a hospital, but would be greatly reduced in price, for it would have
services that are geared to transcient patients, that do not require
acute treatment.
3. The reasoning behind the expansion of extended care facilities is to cut costs of being hospitalized and to further the concept
of preventive medicine.
(a) If prolonged treatment is necessary to the patient's health
then the patient should be able to reside in extended care facilities if:
1. Treatment is not acute.
2. Provided the patient can properly care for himself.
(d) These facilities should be at a greater reduced price than a
hospital but must be associated with a hospital, and thus its facilities
and standard-.
(e) The ho-,itals and associated facilities should be in accordance
with federally published standards.
(f) Self-service extended care housing should be made available
to such people needing the following:
1. Psychological and psychiatric care. As in an outpatient
basis where because of distance of traveling treatment would be
an impossibility.
2. Physical rehabilitation. For instance in broken hip situations,
arthritic disabilities, or other such physical rehabilitation
instances.
3. Patients needing continuing treatment for chronic illnesses
as chemotherapy, cobalt treatment, or related diseases.
4. Patients that need extensive testing but do not need acute
care.
5. For those elderly people where traveling would be injurious
to their health could reside in those facilities for their needed
active treatment and testing. This seems to be a beginning to
establishing for the elderly a positive approach toward outpatient care as opposed to the present approach of paying for
only hospital related care.
XI. Custodial care: Mental illness care for the aged.
(a) Realizing full well the need for active treatment and care of
the aged and mental illness, it is necessary that these individuals be
provided with custodial care when such situations and conditions.
demand.
(b) Many mental diseases necessitate prolonged treatment and confinement which, if a short timetable period were a condition in treatmnent, it would tend to produce "false" curse.
(c) We must definitely reorient our society with its existing attitudes about mental illness and the care of the aged. Senator Bill
Brock of Tennessee noted recently that the average stay in mental
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institutions in our State for the average patient is 15 years. This
suggests1. Lack of active treatment;
2. Lack of State funds to promote active continuing treatment;
and
3. A program that can deal effectively with mental illness is
going to require a commitment of money, implementation of
newer techniques, enforced standards, expansion of personnel
and services as well as reeducating the public.
XII. Nursing homes.
(a) That nursing homes for the aged should be immediately uplifted from the "gutter level" that they presently are in or else they
be closed.
(b) It is agreed that nursing homes are indeed necessary but the
conditions, under which most of our elderly patients live, are not only
deplorable but a disgrace.
XIII. Research and development.
(a) Funds should be established for the advancement of research
into the cure of diseases.
(b) Research and evaluation for the development of mechanisms
to improve health care delivery system.
1. Many of the principles established in the bills presently
pending in Congress have not been proven or tested and because
we must develop new mechanisms to make our health care delivery
systems more adequate, it is therefore essential that money be
provided, as well as the means, to create models. Mechanisms need
to be developed whereby parts of a program may be "scrapped"
without the fear of an entire program being termed obsolete.
2. There should be a commitment of long range planning and a
commitment for evaluation of existing delivery systems with an
eye toward revamping and developing future systems.
(c) That the number of years )e established that a physician can
practice before he must return to studying newer and broader advancements in his field.
(d) That moneys and programs be established for the "continuing education" of supportive health fields as well as physicians.
(e) That on a community level as well as nationally there should
exist continuous studies of tie needs in health services in order that
we can effectively deal with problems before they become a "crisis."
XIV. Hospitals.
(a) Because of the growth of independent providers of health
services, there is a competitive race ongoing at present in regard to
achieving facilities and equipment irrespective of planning and cooperation. The community needs are not considered but rather the
hospital's status.
(b) This has resulted in the duplication of unneeded services and no
cooperation among the providers.
(c) ro correct this situation a community should investigate its
hospitals as a group in order to develop the consolidation of services,
sharing each other's facilities where it is deemed appropriate.
XV. Cost controls.
(a) There should be cost controls developed in any national
health insurance system with the idea of bringing down the present
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rate in inflation, that has been so frustrating to the consumer, as well
as to the providers of service. The general public's mistrust of the providers of health services is growing at ail alarming rate due largely to
the expense of health care.
XVI. Private providers.
(a) To date, private providers or private health insurance companies have shown no inclination toward change in their attitudes and
commitments to the consumer. There is nothing wrong witih an organization being in existence for the purpose of profit. Profit in itself is
good if it is not used to the detriment of the consumer. When it becomes evident that the consumer is being cheated and has no recourse
or means of redress against that system to which lie is being a provider
of profit, it is then that something must be done. We therefore favor
a national health insurance program being financed through the public
sector.
(b) If guarantees could be made that the private insurance companies could be forced into line to provide the basic needs for all consumers then it would not be objectionable to use the private sector.
(c) As stated before, they have shown no inclination at being anienable in providing coverage for those individuals who need health insurance but cannot get it.
(d) Those individuals who would have hospital coverage but whose
chronic condition is excluded from coverage by attached riders have
faced and will continue to face discrimination throughout our health
delivery system.
(e) Insurance pools. The present provisions that "throw" the uninsurables and the poor into insurance pools is a cruel hoax because:
1. There are no special guarantees that the rate established by
the State insurance commisioners would be in line with what an
individual can afford to pay. We are referring to the middle income individual with a heavy health expenditure and the poor
individuals.
2. 'rhe poor are guaranteed according to their income free coverage by congressional proposals but with the present system that
some State employ in establishing insurance rates, their benefits
would be questionable, at best.
3. Even the establishment of health advisory boards would not
be helpful to these individuals unless these individuals have direct
representation on the advisory commissions within each State, to
establish insurance rates.
4. Perhaps to be aware of the States' inequities in this area one
may preclude that there will be adjustments as to unbiased ways
of helping the near poor, poor, and individuals having existing
health problems, to at least receive minimal care, but it is doubtful.
However, to promise hope to some would be an extension of what
we have many times done in the past which is to promise alleviation of burdens without backing up those promises. The public
does not want vague promises dangled in front of them but they
want action and most individuals to which we have referred not
only deserve health care but have needed it for a very long time.
XVII. Medicaid programs.
That medicaid programs be taken over in administration from the
State governments by the Federal Government.
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(Attachments to Miss Fletcher's statement follow:)
MEMBERSHIP LIST OF

Akins, B. L.
Allen, Tom
Amyx, Robert D.
Bacon, H. Stuart
Besterman, Bill
Balaski, Phil
Bick, Michael S.
Bond, Diana J.
Bowlin, Robert
Brooks, Tom
Brown, James E.
Buchanan, Mary E.
Cain, Kathy S.
Canady, Penny
Campbell, Katheryn
Campisano, Linda
Carlson, Susan L.
Carlton, Bill
Carlton, Mary Anne
Halbert, Ada
Halsey, Bob
Hammond, Jim
Hankey, Terry
Hardin, Allain
Harris, Bill
Harris, Mary
Hendrix, Nancy
Herman, Mabrie III
Herron, Al
Hill, Bertha
Hochnedel, Ed
Hyder, Jane

THOSE PEOPLE WHO CONTRIBUTED TO BASIC CRITERIA FOR
NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE

Christopher, Charles A.
Cobb, Stephen
Cowan, Dancy D.
Crutchfield, Beverly A.
D'Angelo, Lawrence
Daugherty, John
Davis, Merlin M.
DeMarcus, Tom
DiCanio, Margenal
Evans, Wallace
Fitzgerald, Jan
Fox, Stacie
Fralix, Elaine
Garvey, Patrick
Gordon, Pamela
Hagan, John
Mitchell, Lynn
Moore, Sister Marie
Murchison, Emma
Murray, Charles A. Jr.
Myles, Abbott
O'Brien, R. Michael
Oliver, William H.
Parsley, M. L.
Perry, Bruce
Pilkington, Joe
Pearigen, Julia

Irving, Henry Clay

Radford, Wanda L.

Johnson, Elizabeth
Johnson, Ronald W.
Julins, Clark E.

Samnonsky, Dan
Scearce, Cecelia
Schabhk, Teresa Jane
Sithers, Susanne
Smith, Sam B.
Soden, Kevin,
Stewart, Delores Pressley
Sullivan, Mary Barbara

Kerr, John
Kendrick, Tom
Kintner, Mrs. Elgin
Lichtenstein, Jeff
Lowe, Alvin F.
Mandel, Jeff
Mangold, Bill J.
Mattingly, Kathleen
McCarthy, Michael
Merrill, Berkeley
Merrill, Cynthia W.
Merrill, Dennis G.

Thacker, Mrs. Geneva
Thompson, James W.
Thompson, John
Tollner, Pat
Torbett, Jean
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Whitt, Jon Samuel
Williams, Robert Lee III
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Bohm, Jeff
Bohm, Mary Ellen
Booker, Connie
Clinton, Martha
Cobb, Steve
Conley, Mike
Crawford, Gary
Darter, Mary Jo
Davis, Roger
Derryberry, Jack
Dunn, Bud
DeVault, Bob
Fletcher, Mary Lynn
Fox, Dr. Ken
Frazier, Sam

Hale, Rita
Hammock, Randy
Hartley, Joan
IIarrington, Larry
Hendricks, Nancy
Niedens, JoAnn
Rugh, Jim
Schuller, Dr. Dick
Schulman, Marty
Smith, Dr. Sam B.
Walker, Charlotte
Walker, Clarence
Walker, Kenneth
Walker, Susan
Whitfleld, Rita
Wilcox, Kitty

Mr. CORMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. SCIINEEBEII. Congratulations for putting your ideals to work.
I am rather amazed at the broad, comprehensive recommendations you
have made in apparently the short time you gave this study.
Miss FLETCMER. On a personal basis, I have been involved in this
about 2 or 21/2 years, and the committee has been involved over a year.
I am sure you are the spearhead for all of this
Mr. SCIINEEBEM-.
activity and congratulations. We are very happy to have you appear
here.
Mr. CORMAN. Your specific suggestions as well as your highlighting
some of the shortcomings of our present system is very, very helpful
to this committee.

Miss FLETCHER. Thank you.
Mr. CORMJAN. Our next witness is Mr. Hyman Cunin, who is represnting the Senior Adult Club, Jewish Community Center of Greater
'Washington.
We are pleased to welcome you to the committee. If you would identify those with you for the record, you may proceed with your
statement.
STATEMENT OF HYMAN CUNIN, REPRESENTATIVE, SENIOR ADULT
CLUB, JEWISH COMMUNITY CENTER OF GREATER WASHINGTON;
ACCOMPANIED BY JACOB LEVIN, SOPHIE LEVIN, AND CAROL
COLE
Mr. CUNIN. I would like to say first of all it is nice to be last on this
program today. I trust that we may make a lasting impression.
For one thing, we have a gentleman here who is perhaps senior to
anyone else who has appeared lere today. le has been around-going
on 92 years-a specimen of a senior adult very actively engaged in life,
even without the national health program that we are advocating.
There is Miss Carol Cole here, who is another verve youthful individual
with us, and Mr. Jacob Levin and Mrs. Levin. I trust that we won't
keep you gentlemen here too long.
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We represent about 700 members of the Senior Adult Club of the
Jewish Communiity Center of Greater Washington.

Basically we have come primarily to testify in support of I.R. 22,
with suggestions as to how that bill may be improved. Our testimony
will vary somewhat from the outline included in our letter of October 13.
Briefly, this testimony will relate to the logic that the national health
bill to be reported out by this committee should provide comprehensive
health care equal to that which exists in England and in other European nations that are less affluent than our own. We trust that you
will include in the bill which you finally approve provision for eliminating some unscrupulous medical practicess, particularly the kinds
related to medicare and perhaps also to medicaid, that exist in our
Nation today. We also touch upon the potential assets rather than
added burdens which may result from national health legislation equal
to that in Great Britain. Furthermore, we discuss, very briefly, the
kinds of assistance elderly require, in order that they may become such
assets to our Nation.
We base our statements on a questionnaire to our group of elderly.
That questionnaire inquires into the N ays they might be useful to others, and what they may require, in order to enable them to be useful.
Copies of our questionnaire are attached to our testimony.
Mr. COrMIAN. Without objection the questionnaire will be included
in the record.
(The questionnaire referred to follows:)
JEWISH COMMUNITY
QUESTIONNAIRE

CENTER OF GREATER WASHINGTON
RELATED TO SENIOR CITIZENS

Premise: We older people can do much to help ourselves and others in our
communities. At the same time, we recognize that many of us do need help, so
that we may enjoy years of quiet living with a minimum of stress and discomfort.
This questionnaire has been prepared so that organizations such as this Jewish
Community Center, and others who may join us, may be able to determine our
most important needs, and may be able to provide us with some additional
useful services. Furthermore, and most important, we desire that our nation
evolve a most adequate National Health Insurance program, and more generous
benefits for those of us, and others, who may be in dire need.
As indicated above, we believe not only that we can be of substantial help
to one another, but that we comprise a vast reservoir of help to others in our
communities-that we can I)e "givers"-assets, rather than always merely
"takers."
This questionnaire is divided into two parts, as follows:
I. Our Social and Recreational Interests; and
II. How We May Be Able To Help Others
We expect that the answers to this questionnaire may hell) us in testifying
more authoritatively before congressional committees, and that they may be
useful to the Jewish Community Center. to .elated organizations, and eventually
to all our communities.
We recognize that our usefulness to others may depend a great deal upon
whether or not transportation is made available to us, and that we may require
training to enable us to work effectively in helping others in our communities.
Such handicaps are i)art of our concern, and we want to do whatever may be
possible, to resolve these problems, too.
PART I. OUR SOCIAL AND RECREATIONAL INTERESTS

Note that experience is not necessary for anyone to take part in any of the
programs or activities liste(d. Do not hesitate to check (x) as many of the items

as you may be interested in.
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1. Arts and Crafts:
(a) Painting ( ) ; mosaics ( );sculpture(
);pottery(
(b) Woodworking ( ) ; metalwork ( ) ;
(c) Embroidery ( ) ;needlecraft ( ) ; crocheting
(d) Photography ( ) ; other :

)

2. Games and Physical Recreation:
(a) Card games ( ) ; bingo (
(b) Chess ( ) ; checkers ( )
(c) Keep trim exercises ( ) ;swimnastics
(d) Choral ( ) ; music ( ) ;acting ( ) ; dancing
(e) Horseshoe pitching ( ) ; shuffleboard ( ) ;
() Other:
3. Social recreation:
(a) Discussions ( ) ; book reviews (
(b) Attending lectures ( ) ; other:

) ; seeing movies

41.Social (let-toycthcrs:
(a)

I would enjoy get-togethers with others: more frequently ( ) ; every day
;I
in)homes in my own neighborhood schools or libraries ( ) ; in central
places like JCC and Agudath Achim ( ).
(b) I would like to have meals with others: occasionally ( ); frequently

(

).

(M) I would like to go on outings to places of interest with others occasionally
) ; frequently ( ).
5. I could afford to pay for any of the above ( ); very little ( ) would
depend on cost ( ) ; can afford to pay for my share of the cost ( ).
.6.Other comments, or interests, etc.
PART I.

HOW

WE MAY BE ABLE

TO HELP OTHERS

I would like to hell) provide useful services to others : part time each day ( )
one or more times each week ( ) ; in the following possible ways:
1. Helping working mothers by taking care of their small children ( ).
2. Helping teachers with problem children, or assisting teachers ( ).
3. Helping take care of sick, feeble or handicapped persons in their own homes,
in nursing homes and/or in hospitals by: reading to them or keeping them
company ( ) ; by helping them in whatever other ways may be necessary (
including practical nurse services ( ).
4. I would like to make telephone contacts with lonesome individuals ( ).
5. I can assist: in writing such as for the "JC Tidbits" or "Newsletter" ( )
In typing ( ) ; in record keeping ( ) ; in planning meals ( ) ; in preparing
meals ( ) ; In gardening ( ).
6. I can be useful in: sewing ( ) ; tailoring ( ) ; repairing furniture ( )
or electrical equipment ( ).
7. I can assist in teaching English ( ); grade school math ( ); foreign
language ----------------(kind) ( ) ; handicrafts ( ) ; sewing
8. I speak these languages (please list).
9. Other (explain):
Pay is unimportant ( ) ; desireable ( ) ; for any of the above volunteer
work. I would appreciate supplemental income ( ).
Transportation: is ( ) a I)roblemn. Work at home is preferred: because
of physical handicaps ( ) ; because other reason:

Mr. CuNIN. Our Dec larption of Independence )roclaimed, for the
first time in human history, the beginnings of a government in which
all men were recognized to l)e endowed with certain inalienable

rights-to life and freedom. T his, too, is the very essence of our Constitution, as declared in its preamble-to "promote the general welfare and secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves and our posterity."

Since then, while our Nation was busy expanding its wealth and influence, we failed to remain in the forefront in providing for the genei'al welfare of all our peoples. Thus it came to pass, during this

century, that other nations, far less affluent than our own, advanced
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substantially beyond our own in providing adequately for the health
care of their peoples. We no longer can be proud of our general medical
achievements nor of our vital statistics, compared with Britain, or
with several other European nations.
England provides com rehensive health services delivered to the
elderly patient wherever he may be. Their aim is to provide health
care as soon as possible and to maintain the older adult in his own
home as long as practical.
By delivering such health services quickly, the aged patient is often
restored to an active, functioning stage where long term hospital or
nursing home care would otherwise be required.
In addition, England recognizes the need to help the families of
older adults to keep the patient in his own home or 'hischildren's home
by offering comprehensive auxiliary services. Thse include psychological counseling, economic aid, and social workers who can help
share the burden of responsibility. England also provides day hospitals and all-day centers where occupational and physical therapy are
given, medication offered, and whatever else is required, short of actual
hospitalization.
Arrangements can be made for emergency admittance to hospitals
even if it is only to relieve the families for a few days of the difficult
burden of caring for a sriously ill parent.
We seniors do not want charity but because we have worked and
contributed to our nation and its economy during our active years, we
feel entitled to spend our later years free from the staggering financial
burden of adequate medical care.
We hope that this committee of Congress will take a advantage of the
years of experience of Britain and of other nations. Wt can and should
evolve a,system of national health care as good as--perhaps superior
to-that existing in any other nation. This is the challenge we older

citizens appeal to you to accept.
It is our firm belief that legislation being considered by you should
have, as a major objective, the evolution of a national health program
worthy of the comprehensive, multidisciplined, creative "brain power"
of a nation that has reached the physical moon. We should not excuse
lesser attainment.
We trust that your considerations will include the provision of
severe penalties for antisocial breach of trust and the irresponsible acts
of individuals who stand to gain from comprehensive national health
legislation. Perhaps it is the time to envision the evolution of medical
"ombudsmen" who would be concerned with safeguarding the public
interest, 'and who might be, empowered to prosecute those who might
seek to thrive on unscrupulous practices.
Now just a few words about the expectations of older folks. It seems
that few will question the fact many of them are in dire need of adequate medical care-that medicare provides for but a fraction of their
medical expenses. Medicaid doubtless provides more generously for
those who are indigents and who require medical services. But our
major concern is for those who have always been self-supporting, and
who are now relying on social security perhaps supplemented by additional retirement income so that they do not qualify for, or may 'be
too proud to ask for the benefits of medicaid. Preventive medical care
is virtually unknown to them.
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We trust that another major impression we may leave with this
committee is along the lines that you may consider the wealth potential of the elderly, if their health needs are adequately met. Elderly
can and want to continue to lead useful lives. As such, they remain
an untapped resource in our Nation. Only in health can the elderlyor can any peole-reiain as assets or be considered as potential
assets, to our Nation. An adequate health policy as enlightened as
that which exists in England might thereby, in* actuality, turn out
to be a money saver rather than an added burden upon our Nation.
Evidence that older folk desire to continue to be useful to one another and to their communities has l)erhal)s never l)efore been solicited
in this country. It is therefore likely that a program currently being
advanced by the Jewish (ommiinity Center of greaterr Washington,
together with some associated agencies may, in this, be of interest
to this committee.
We attach to our testimony copies of a questionnaire that is currently being circulated among our senior adult roul), of which part
I1 is entitled "How we may be of help to others." A few sample
questionnaires already collected as a trial indicate that many of our
elderly desire to be useful to others as teacher-helpers, as babysitters,
as hel pers to incapacitated in hospitals, in nursing homes, and so
forth. Some also can be useful in mending and repairing clothes,
furniture, in preparing meals for needy and helpless individuals,
and so on. It. is interesting to note that most of those who are not in
dire financial need state that pay is unimportant foe" any of their
volunteer work.
In answers already received, we are finding, as expected, that
transportation is a major problem that faces our elderly, as it does
virtually all others who do not have )ersonal use of automobiles. We
hope that communities cn.make some progress in arranging for
transportation that will enable elderly individuals to assist their communities, as indicated in the questionnaire.
In conclusion, it is our hope and our expectation that a national
health program equal or superior to that which exists in England
and in other European nations will evolve from these hearings before
this committee. We trust that you will expect to attain better medical
care at lower per 1)eson cost for all peoples, and that the bill which
you report out from this committee will aim to eliminate some of
the problems and deficiencies now current in many aspects of medical
practice.
Above all, we trust that you will envision the elderly as a resourceavailable to this Nation and to their communities, especially if they
can be assisted in keeping usefully occupied, and in good health.
I would like to add a relevant question or two that occurred to me
during the past few hours. I note in your committee print "Analysis
of Health Insurance Proposals," page 78, that a total of over $67
billion was expended nationwide for health care during fiscal 1970.
This sum appears to be 6.7 percent of our gross national product,
which I believe rose to just over the $1 trillion mark, recently.
Should we not question:
1. How does this compare with the ratio of British health expenditures with its gross national product?
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2. How does the gross national product per person produce in
services related to medical care compare with that related to other
specialized services and with average per person production of gross
national product in our Nation?
3. What might be done about this if the ratio here is far greater
than in Britain, especially if health care in this Nation is not quite
,asgood as what it is in Britain?
Are these not pertinent questions for you and your staff to pursue?
We would like to be of assistance to your committee in these matters, and we are certain there are a great many other individuals
in a wide variety of expertise who are concerned and interested and
would also like to be helpful.
Thank you.
liank you very much, Mr. Cunin.
Mr. CORMAN.
I would like to say to Mr. Levin, I think you have accomplished
three things that each of us aspires to. First of all, you have lived
92 years; secondly, with apparent vigor and activity; and thirdly,
you have shared much of that time with a very lovely lady, and I am
sure we all aspire to those same three objectives.
Your testimony has been most helpful and you questions are pertinent. We will certainly look for the answers from our staff and
give them consideration when we finally mark up a bill.
Mr. CuNIN. We would appreciate hearing from you in those respects. As far as I am concerned, nothing is impossible in this Nation.
We have the brains and the multiplicity of disciplines that can certainly resolve all of the confounding and confusing problems that
confront our Nation today.
Mr. CORMAN. Thank you very much.
The committee stands adjourned until 10 o'clock Monday morning.
(Whereupon, at 1:50 p.m. the committee was adjourned, to reconvene at 10 a.m. Monday, November 8, 1971.)

NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE PROPOSALS
MONDAY,

NOVEMBER

8, 1971

U.S. tIousE, OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMIT

E ON WAYS AND MEANS,

Wa8hington, D.C.
The committee met at 10 a.m., pursuant to notice, in the committee
room, Longwvorth House Office Building, I-Ion. Wilbur D. Mills (chairman) presding.
The CIIAIRXAN. The committee. will please !* in order.
Our first witness this morning is Mr. Zalmen Lichtenstein, representing tihe Golden Ring Council, with all of these very fine people
here to help him. lIe has been here many, many times. You are
recognized.
STATEMENT OF ZALIEN 3. LICHTENSTEIN, PROGRAM DIRECTOR,
GOLDEN RING COUNCIL OF SENIOR CITIZENS; ACCOMPANIED BY
MOE DIAMOND, CHAIRMAN
Mr. DI1 oND. Mr. Chairman and your distinguished committee.
The CHAI MAN. Mr. Diamond.
Mr. DIANIOND. My name is Moe Diamond. I am the chairman of
the Golden Ring Council of Senior Citizens. I have the pleasure to
introduce Mr. Zalnen J. Lichtenstein, wtho will testify in the name
of our delegation.
Mr. Lichtenstein is a pioneer in the senior citizens' movement, a
leader in the struggle for improved social welfare and social insurance
legislation for the benefit of the elderly people. His activities are well
known to the distinguished chairman and members of the House Ways
and Means Committee. Mr. Lichtenstein is our program director and
performs his job well, I may say voluntarily.
Mr. Chairman, it is my pleasure to present Mr. Zalmen Lichtenstein.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Diamond, we appreciate you presenting him
to us. I could add a whole lot to what you have said. He is a very
effective director of your program. Te has always got the ear of the
members of this committee and doesn't fail to utilize it either.
We are glad to have you with us.
Mr. LICIIrNSTEIN. Mr. Chairman, our delegation of 45 representatives would like to greet you, and the only way to do it will e( by the
whole deleg-ation standing up in hoior of the chairman and members
of the committee. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. It is a fine-looking group. We appreciate you
coming.
(1683)
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Mr. LICICTENSTEIN. Mr. Chairman, today it is exactly 13 years since
wo have been coming to testify before you and your distinguished
committee. If you remember, we started out in 1958 when a good friend
of yours, Mr. Chairman, was the ranking member of your committee,
Congres-sman Aime 1J. Forand. I will never forget this gentleman, who
is still alive and active. I will never forget our first meeting in New
York City at Carnegie Hall with him as guest, speaker, 3,000 people
gathered May 18, 1958, and then we came down here to testify for the
Forand bill. It ended up naturally in 1965 with the Wilbur 1). Mills
medicare bill.
Now, a.cordig to a Jewish custom, l)ecause it is 13 years since we
are appearing before your committee, it is the Bar Mitzva, and you
always have a party. So we are having a party today in this Congress
in the Rayburn Building. He was a great American, a great legislator.
The building is in his name. The party will be held in room B-339 at
12:30, and we are extending our invitation to all the members of the
committee to come down and meet with us, the senior citizens.
The CHAHMA AI\. It is room 13-339, to be certain I heard?
Mr. LichTENSIEIN. Right, Mr. Chairman; and there is a passage
from your building down to the Rayburn House Oflice Building, and
we will al))reciate the meml)ers of the committee coming. They do not
have to spend all the time with us, but just come in and say a couple
of words of encouragement to these elderly folks, who hope to stay
for years and years, and to come back to this committee to testify.
The CHAiRMAN. We think about dollars on this committee. Tell me
this. Who is going to pay tie bill?
Mr. LiciTTENSITN. That is a good question.
The CHAIwrAN. Go ahead. I am sorry.
Mr. LIc(uTENrSTEIN. Mr. Chairman, this reminds me of a question
which was put to us years ago when we appeared before your committee. One of your members asked us a question, "Who puts you up
really? Who is financing your activities?" Our answer to this member of your committee was, "We follow two principles. One is, 'Do
it yourself,' and the second one, 'Pay as you go.' "
It is based really on the Wilbur Mills principle in taxation and
expenses and budgeting. We follow strictly your principles, Mr. Chairman.
Now, I would like to say it is really a pleaslire for us to come here, not
only because we always go home not emptyhanded. We always return
home with something. It is a question of social security benefits. We
never get what we want.
After all, Wilbur Mills has another principle: "Don't give away the
whole Treasury, give away just part of the Treasury." So we are
getting from you always an increase, not 100 percent, but what we
ask for.
Now, it is a pitty that your bill, 1H.R 1, which passed the House of
Representatives, got stuck in the Senate.
The CHAImAIAN. It got stuck after it got to the Senate.
Mr. LicnlENs'rIN. That is what I say, in the Senate, and we
would be very grateful to you if you could influence the gentleman
from Louisiana to stand iu) and not sit on this IJ.R 1. He has been sitting on it. There are a number of good things in your H.R 1, especially
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for the elderly folks, although one thing we do not like, the increase5 percent is not enough. We would like to get 20 percent.
We hope that when H.R 1 will come back from the Senate and
go to a conference between your committee and the Finance Committee
of the Senate, and we will get next year, let's say not in January, but
maybe in June, instead of 5 percent, 20 percent. I am saying 20
percent because if I would say 10 percent, it is a lost case. But when
we say 20 percent, we will settle for 15 percent.
To us it is not only a question of money, finances. Everybody comes
to Washington for money. We come for money, too, but in addition
to money, we come for some kind of a spiritual uplift, and we are
getting it especially in this room from this committee. To the elderly
people, who went through 50 or 60 years of sweatshops and lived in
cold fHats, coming to Washington and being listened to by the Representatives of our Government, of our Congress; for them it has meaning, and when we return home, these delegates give a report to their
membership, to their clubs.
And were acting as enlightened citizens, and we are very grateful
to you, Mr. Chairman, for this spiritual uplift. Now to the point.
We came down to talk in favor of a national health care program. We
have one, medicare. Mr. Chairman, we wish to say at the outset that
we like our medicare, although we have to admit that we do not love
t yet. The program is far from perfection.
Who fell in love with medicare instantly are the doctors, the hospital
managers, the nursing home, proprietors who fought against it for
years. They are embracing medicare and medicaid affectionately, not
us. They are not embracing the elderly patients, but the huge medicare
funds.
No matter how much money the workers, the employees, the employers, the taxl)ayers, the consumers, and we the elderly pour into the
meclicare funds, it is never enough to satisfy their greed. Up until
now, Mr. Chairman, you were successful with your committee to design
a program of financing medicare. But it is like a gravy train, moving,
moving on tracks; and who gets on the gravy train? Our beloved
doctors, the hospitals, the nursing homes, commercial insurance companies, and so on.
How can we love the medicare system when the deductibles, the
coinsurance and other costs to the elderly people are constantly increased? I have the figures here, and it is amazing. In 1967 all the
health expenses for the people over 65 were $9,473 million. In 1970,
it went up to $15,736 million. Mr. Chairman, it is outrageous, from $9
billion to almost $16 billion.
What do they think, these doctors, the nursing home proprietors, the
hospitals? Where is this going to end?
The first year of medicare was 1967. Now it is 3 years, or 4 years later
and the cost went up from $9 billion to $16 billion. It is interesting.
The elderly people themselves have to contribute from their meager
income-almost $4 billion in 1967 and it went up in 1970 to over $5
billion by paying deductibles, coinsurance and so on.
So our request to you, Mr. Chairman and members of the committee,
is do something about curtailing the exorbitant charges. We must come
to a point that there will be a system of set fees for hospital and doctor
services.
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commissioner igrahanl. Ve ,;ove(l to a certain extent ,the problems
or nursing homes h New York '4tate. Out of about 60,000 beds, we have
only about 6,000 substandard beds. That's good; but now comes the
high cost, constantly increasing cost of these nursing homes.
T have the list of our irsing homes here. It is about a thousand
dollars a month for an elderly l)erson.
Mr. Chairman, an elderly woman or man, gets lets say, $150 a mouth
in social security benefits when this ler"sil is at their own home. When
this person is lucky and has to be placed in a nursing home, this
elderly man or woman is going to live in this nursing hoeo
on an
expense of $200, $250 a week. H,aving no assets the cost of the l)kee p
of the needy sick person has to he covered b) the taxpayer.
Our nursing homes are bealltiful with marbe in the lobbies, wonderf Ill homes. What these sick people eat in the home is most probably
worth $5 a week. That is all, on food, but when it comes to the total
charge it is over $1,000 a month ler patient. It is again the same story
as with the doctors and hospitals and so on. That is why we caine over
here to talk not just for medicare, but for a national health prograil.
You see, we have people in New York and all over, narrowminded,
who are asking us, "What are you going down to Congress for? Didn't
you get your medicare, your medicaid? What else do you want."
But, Mr. Chairman, the majority of the 20 million elderly citizens
are not narrowminded and selfish. They do care -about their families,
the three and four generation American family. We do care 'about the
health and welfare of our children and our grandchildren. Our sons
and daughters, the young workers are contributing billions of dollars
annually to the medicare .and medicaid funds with the )r)mise that
they will derive the benefits when they reach the age of 65.
But now they have to wait. Just contribute to the medicare fund
and pay the viry expensive health care expenses for you and your
family yourself. You see, Mr. Chairman, it is different in the case of
social security. The younger people, the working people are paying
the premiums not only for their future old age and retirement benefits,
but paying for their present benefits in case of disability and survivors'
insurance. So the young people who think social security is only for
the old folks are mistaken. It is also for the young folks, because it
starts with disability and survivors' insurance.
A case in point that is very interesting is that I myself, eligible for
retirement benefits, am still 'gainfully employed, not with the elderly
folks, God forbid. I don't want their money. I am working for a union.
I am not therefore a beneficiary yet, but my granddaughter 10 years
old is a beneficiary of social security, of survivors' insurance, and that
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is why I say social security is for the young people, not only for us,
elderly.
This youngster had to see a doctor. The doctor's fee, X-rays, laboratory fees, amounted to $398 in 1 day. Three monthly benefit checkssurvivor social insurance checks--of this little girl were spent in 1 day
for health care. That is why w,. say that we would like to see in tle
United States a health-care sys, em, Mr. Chairman, for the elderly and
for the young people.
The young people are priced out of the health care market. Middle,
class families are going b)rok,. when, serious illness strikes. We believe
that good health care should start at birth, go on through the younger
years, through m3i(idle age i"Ito the late, years of life. We wouldhave
today more elderly people in good health if we Iad had a national
health program ilim)l(1emitod at the beginning of tils century. They
say this would l)e socialism , comuniuism.
Now, Bismarck was not " Commnnist and not a Socialist iii Germany
and he had started this sys'cemn generations ago.
The second reason foc us coming here today is our belief that
medicare will function 1),'tter wh,.n it will !e part of a national health
care program.
Medicare separated ts from the younger population, sort of segregatedi us. The time his come to unite us with the younger people adllto
have one, national health care program for the entire land.
Now, Mr. (hairlai, we looked over all your bills which are printed
in this little booklet, "The Comnittee on Ways and Means Analysis of
Health Insurance Proposals.' Some of them are very fancy, fancy
names. The official bill submitted by the Nixon administration Is
called Partnership Act; another one by the AMA, which is called
Medi-Credit, and ,soon.
We do not believe in these bills. AMA this time got smarter. Before
they were against anything and everything. Now they figured out
if we cannot fight them, let's join them, so they are joining the parade.
They have Medi-Credit. The insurance companies and everybody is
on this gravy train. These proposed health acts are just a 'bonanza
for the doctors, insurance companies, et cetera.
We like the bill which was submitted by Congresswoman Martha
Griffiths in Congress, but I would be frank with you. It is going to be
at the end, we hope, a Wilbur D. Mills bill, a Wilbur Mills national
health care bill. That is why we are not talking about the Partnership
Act, Medi-Credit, et cetera.
We want to make an appeal today to the chairman and to the members of his committee. Mr. Chairman, take out the best of every bill.
You did it in the past. You did it with medicare. There were a million
and one bills. You studied them, your people did, and then came
out with something which was a synthesis of everything.
We would not like to see in this national health care bill, Mr. Chairman, all these businesses of deductibles and coinsurances, all these
payments. We would like to see a bill not just supply the funds, but
establish a set of fees, not limit the expenses by limiting quantity and
lowering quality of services.
The other day AMA said the doctor is "taking home" on the average $40,000 a year. They didn't say how much he is "leaving in his
office."
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Mr. Chairman, lately you have been traveling around much and we
are following you and looking forward to seeing you in New York
sometime addressing the townhall meeting of the senior citizens at
towifhall in New York.
We want to tell you how this doctor business works in life. My doctor
used to charge $10 for a visit. When medicare canme about, lie figured
out, now it is time to go up to $15. But Blue Shie ld, whi'h. is the
agency in New York for mediciire, says the doctor is entitled only to
$10. Bbefore I used to pay for the visit $2-20percent coinsurance-and medicare $8.
Now when the doctor is charging $15, lie says, "You just give me
the $15 and you apply to medicare for reimbursement." Medicare
sends back a little note which says,, "lie charged you $15. He is recognized only for $10." So you are getting back only your $8 on this bill.
So the cost, to me is not $2, Ihut $7.
What kind of business is this? Our doctors claim that they are in
business like a drug store, groceries, it is private enterprise. P ine. So
let's follow the principles of private enterprise, private commerce.
We know in business, if someone luys a coat in the store, lie pays
let say, $100. The store will pay to tie manufacturer a wholesale,
price for the coats.
The doctor, have now, really a wholesale business, not a retail
l)usiness. Medicare is giving them a wholesale l)usiness of about $2
billion a year, )ut they want to charge and do charge retail prices
for their services to the' elderly people.
I would say when a doctor'is getting from medicare wholesale business, he should charge wholesale )rices, not $15, not $10, but charge
$8, for a visit I)ecause it is a wholesale business. But they say, "No,
we are a l)iusiiess getting wholesale reimbursement hut charging retail
prices." That is why I would like to see, Mr. Chairmari, in your bill
for a national health care program, at system of set fees for health
services, otherwise the whole Treasury will be taken apart.
The total doctor bills went up from $1.5 billion in 1967 to $2.5 billion in 1970. The hospitals went up from $4 billion in 167 to over $7
billion in 1970. There is no end, Mr. Chairman. That is why I say,
Mr. Chairman, we trust that finally you will conie out of your committee with a solid good health care bill for the young people, for the
elderly people, for everybody in the United States.
After all, we are not a poor nation. We are a rich country, we can
afford to have a healthy health care program. rlhat is why we are
grateful to you, Mr. Chairman, and we sincerely believe that your
committee will finally work out a constructive, comprehensive national
health program for the American people.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHATINIAN. We tliank you, Mr. Lichtenstein, for your very
fine statement. I think in deference to those who are here with you,
that it would be well for us to include in the record at this point the
names of the members of your organization who are here and who
stood up.
Without objection those names will be included in the record.
(The list referred to follows:)
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DELEGATION, GOLDEN RING COUNCIL OF SENIOR CITIZENS

Moe Diamond, Chairman
Bella Hyman, Vice-chairman
Z. J. Lichtenstein, program director
Secretaries: Mary Schuster, Harry
Schindler, Jack DiNola
Mrs. Fannie Breslow
Mr. David Dubin
Mrs. Sonia Farber
Mr. Oscar Finkelstein
Mrs. Oscar Finkelstein
Mr. Harry Fried
Mr. G. Garzilli
Mrs. G. Garzilli
Mrs. Sandra Gellman
Mrs. Sadie Glasser
Airs. Lillian Goldsman
Mr. David Horowitz
Mr. Jack Korberg
Mrs. Jack Kornberg
Mr. Abe Kronberg
Mrs. Lisa Lichofsky
Mrs. Fannie Ludin
Airs. Wilhielina Malineniti
Nlr. Sol Mazin

The CHAIRMAAN.

Mrs. Sol Mazin
Mrs. Regina Mansberg
Mr. Thomas Natale
lr. Murray P~hilips
Mrs. Murray Philips
A[rs. Esther Flantzbaum
Mrs. IRosina Prescod
Mrs. Esther Rainey
.Mrs. Rose Reeves
lr. Nithain Refman
Mmrs. Nathan Reifmnan
Mr. A, Ie Rubin
.Nirs. 1liehl 18altzman
Miss 1'ldgel Shapiro
Mr. Jack Slhnan
IMr. Harry Sliberman
Mr. Charles Siracusa
Mr. Abe Sorin
Mrs. Abe Sorin

Airs. Pauline Tauber
Mr. Ben Walter

Mrs. Fannie Waxman
Mr. John Young
Mrs. John Young

Are there any questions of Mr. Lichtenstein?

Mr. ITlhnan.
Mr. ULTAJAN. Mr. Chairman, I want to say that it is really refreshing to hear a statement that lesents the case so directly aln( in words

that nobody can fail to understand, including some of the problems
that are confronting us with resl)ect, to our present system and some
of the objectives that we hope to achieve when we put it all together
n a new system.

I commend you for an excellent statement.
The CHAIRMAN. Are there any further questions?
Mr. LicwrENSTEN. Mr. Chairman, I would like to say a word about
the gentleman who sits on your left, Mr. Byrnes. Mr. Byrnes is the
ranking Republican member on this committee. We are a nonpartisan
organization, all kinds of people, of all kinds of convictions, Democrats, Republicans, Liberals; I have been friendly with you, Mr. Chairman for years. Some people say, "We like only liberals."
If a man is a liberal, there is nothing spectacular if he acts liberal.
My answer to them is we also like conservatives who act liberal.
Mr. Byrnes, who is the ranking Republican member on the committee, is often following the chairman whenever the chairman comes up
with solid constructive ideas, propositions, bills and so on.
I will never forget when medicare was discussed for so many years
and when finally the chips were down and the medicare bill came out
of this committee, Mr. Byrnes joined the majority of this committee.
We hope now, too, that Mr. Byrnes will help this committee to come
out with a good comprehensive, solid, healthy health care bill for the
American people.
Thank you, Mr.Chairman.
The CHAIRIMIAN. Thank you again, Mr. Lichtenstein, for your very,
very fine statement. We appreciate all of you coining to make known
your views on this very important matter. You put Mr.Byrnes and
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me in the position of having to come up with something. We appreciate
that.
Mr. LIOI[ENSTEIN. Mr. Chairman, the luncheon is in 13-339 at 12:30.
We will appreciateyou being there.
Tile CIIRM AN. We will try to be there. Thank you again.
Mr. Lic]ITENSTEIN. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Our next witness is )r. Ingraham. l)r. Ingraham,
we are pleased to have you with us this morning. You are the director
of the health department in New York State, believe, are you not?
STATEMENT OF DR. HOLLIS S. INGRAHAM, PRESIDENT, ASSOCIATION OF STATE AND TERRITORIAL HEALTH OFFICERS

Dr. INORAHAM. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, Mr. Conable.
Mr. CONABLE. )r. ingraham has been in State governent in New
York State since 1934, a large part of that time as the head of the
Department of Health. We are very pleased to have himit here. I realize that le is not here in that capacity, but as the head also of the Association of State and TerritorialI health Officers. He is an extremely
knowledgeable man and a man who has given his life to this important
cause.
It is a very great pleasure to greet himtas a member of this committee, knowing of his long wrvice in our State.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Conable. We are all aware of the
great service that Dr. lngraham renders. We do appreciate having you.
You are recognized, sir.
Dr. INORAHAIM. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee:
I do deeply appreciate the opportunity to appear before you and
to testify as president of the association of State and territorial
health officers and as commissioner of health for New York State.
The association is an organization of the health authorities of the
50 States, the 1)istrict of (olunbia, Guam, 1tuerto Rico, the Trust
Territory of the 1,acific, .and the Virgin Islands. The first meetings of
State health officers were held in the late 1800's9 and in 1902 the
Congress authorized the Surgeon General of the U.S. 1)ublic Ilealth
Service to call annual conferences with State health officers. Such conferences have been held since 1903, and in 1942 the present association
was established.
As president of the Association of State and Territorial Health
Officers-and as commissioner of health in New York State,-I am
here not to endorse or condemn any one of the several national health
insurance plans now under consideration by the Congress. Rather,
I am here to outline briefly the States point of view on the essential
elements of am ideal national health insurance program. Some of these
elements ar(' built into various of thelproposals you are considering.
Others are a,re-ady part of existing Federal health programs. But no
one of the nm, ional health insurance plans proposed to date has incorporated all of these essential elements into a vibflle plan which would
markedly benefit the Nation's health care system-and the people
it serves.
This committee and this Congress have an historic opportunity to
fashion the future course of health care in America through a single
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legislative act. But with that opportunity is a responsibility to fashion
that act in such a way that rather than destroy the admittedly imperfect health care system we now have, you wi 1 instead provide e the
means to improve upon that system in a rational way.
The national health insurance plan elements I will suggest in outline today would incorporate the best Coml)onents of the present system
while introducing a series of interlocking Federal and State control
and incentives designed to bring a new rationale to the ways govern inent can influence, the quality of health care and improve the individual citizen's access to that care.
We in the States believe that a critical element of any success' al
national health insurance program will be the assignment of specific
responsibilities in its implenentationi to the States and territories. Only
through such t creative Federal-State partnership can this Nation
expect to have a in tional health care j)l an that works.
Under this approach each State and territory would designate a
single agelcy--in most cases the department of health-to coaitract
witt the Fed eral Governmenl, on a negotiated cost )asis to cazry out
specific asl)ects of the wogram.
The necessity for tius kind of partnerships is o1)vious and need not
be greatly dettiledl here. Suffice it, to say that the ideal natiolml health
insurance, program will be ideal only insofar as the professional public
health care expertise already available to the States and territories is
ful ly uitilized. 'To create a monolithic nati onal program without full
State j)art icil)ation in its a(lministrat ion would lbe to create a financially
and administratively disastrouis situation which could well nullify
whvat progress we have itl ready made in upgrading the American health
care system.
There is a "big lie" iml)licit in soie of the debate over national
health insurance, namely, that the States have little or nothing to
coiltribute to reshaping health care and access to that care. But the
"big truth" is that, very many of the States have been deeply immersed
in the upgrading of their own health care systems for decades, demonstratingr a remarkable capacity to cope effectively with the, kind of
issues noNA under considerationl in Congress. Nowhere has this been
more true than in New York State where Governor Rockefeller and the
legislature have consistently responded to public health care needs by
voting in the department of health increasing responsibility for shaping the State's health policy.
With help from 1ashington, help in the form of a national health
insurance plan is that it must be founded in an understanding of the
I believe that all of the States and territories would rise imniedifitely
to the challenge and perform the kind of job that could never l)e done
by a Federal bureaucracy alone.
An equally critical ground rule for the successful national health
insurance plan is that it must be founded in an understanding of the
pluralistic health care system we now have. No national program which
erases the lines between pl)ublic and private health facilities, or which
eliminates the concept of free choice on the part of the patient, or which
obliterates the competitive function of private capital in health care
or health insurance-no such national program can survive.
.
Rather than destroyy these desira'l)le features and start anew the
btlsiness of providing health oare, the national program should incor-
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poa'&;-e ,these fetures-but start afresh the business of remedying the
il. t itat have hampered tile existing s,stem from time immemorial.
T, ?se ills are obvious and their symptoms are everywhere. The most
srlieiut symptonf-which one way or another is grounded in each of
tI ,ehealth care system's complints-is inflation.
if here has len runaway inflation in the general economy, in the
l': altl' care economy it has been galloping. Medicare cost estimates
Are k,:cee(Ied consistently. Medicaid cost overruns are occurring in
every State with a prograu1. Health insurance underwriteri,,, in the
- bsence of effective cost controls, are in a seller's market, passing on
IlcrelL;ed( charges to the p)l1 ic, through higher and higher premriums.
And, 'itlal, pric-es for health care services, as has been the case in
lls er, ice industries, have been rising witliout a coiniensii rate increase
in mail.hiour productivity.
It is obvious that any national plan which fails to attack the manifo'd ills which have, puslhied health (!tre costs inexoral)ly upward over
the )ast half century will )e doomed at the outset to costly failure.
IT' the national plan (levelole(l by this Congress incorporates the
six essential elements I 'amabout to outline here, we in the State" believe that we will have at workable program under which national
health insurance will beia force for constructive, rather than disruptive, change in the health care system.
First, the national health insurance prograni must end the unnecessary duplication of health care facilities and services without limiting
access to health care.
These sceiingly haradoxical ends can be reached-iand in very
shot order, as nmiay States have dem onstrated over the past decade. In
New York State, to (ite an example with which I am most familiar,
wuA )ave mnade extraordin ary p)rogiess toward these ends si ice Governior Rockc fellor called on our legislature to vest comprehensive health
i'aeility und stI'vice "franchising" )owers in the State department of
health in 19-6. Under this program any health facility, except Federal
hospitals or those, primarily concerned with mental health services,
which wishes to build, expand, renovate, or add significant new services, must first ol)tain permission from the del)artilent of health. We
review all proposed projects from the viewpoint of tl public need
for the facility or service, the economic, viability of the facility's
plan, and the over-all impact that, the new fiaility or service will have
on the State's health care system. Assisting the department in its review tire regional and State health facility planning councils Nhich
look over the proposed projects and pass along their advice to us.
The net effect on New York State's health care system since 1966,
is best measured in the occupancy rates we are seeing today. Our nursing home beds tre 90.2 percent occupied, bout as close to the ideal as
possible. Our hospitals a-re 83.5 pe eut occupied, the highest rate in
the Nation. Moreover, our controls over hospital construction alone
have saved an estimated $360 million in unnecessary building costs
aver those 5 years along with at least $3 billion in subsequent operating
costs that these needless structures would have generated.
Altogether we have acted on raore than 2,500 applications to establish, construct, modernize, or change the services of health fiilities
since 1966. In that time we have disa)proved construction of 2,000
hospital beds and 16,000 nursing home eds simply because they were
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not needed. We have also cl sed down 31 substandard hospitals containing 3,182 beds; 183 nursing homes with 4,575 beds; and converted
1,400 maternity beds to more essential use.
At the same time we have recorded a marked upgrading in the
overall quality of our health care facilities. For example, in 1966, we
had 42,500 nursing home 'beds in New York State with half of these
failing to meet current standards. Today we have 54,000 nursing
home beds with only 11 percent of these falling in any way below
standard.
Incidentally, we have added another 2,400 coIforming beds since
this was written. Moreover, we have an additional 22,000 nursing
home beds approved for construction in the near future, a number
which will enable us to phase out existing substandard nursing home
beds and which will further ease pressures to construct more costly
general hospital beds.
An essential element in our construction proposal review process is
cost control in the form of a careful scrutiny of what is going into the
capitalization of the new )lant. In not closely controlled the tendency of planners and architects to pursue prestige and frilly features
can lead to a )rohibitive load on the per diem rate that will be established for care in the new facility. Amortization of construction costs
alone can account for as much as one-third of a health facility's daily
rate, even if the construction is made possible under a low-cost, Statesponsored mortgage loan.
This painstaking review process ha yielded major dividends. In
the last 43 construction project reviews, for example, we have trimmed
at least $71 million, or 12 percent, from otherwise sound proposals
simply by eliminating architectural features that would have no bearing on patient care or safety.
There are several other features of the New York State program
which could easily be duplicated in every State under strong Federal
incentives. These include:
State-sponsored, low-cost mortgage loans to provide stable, readily
available capitalization at minimal cost to the health care system for
building or modernizing needed facilities. In New York, we now have
$4.75 billion in State-sponsored loan funds available for voluntary
and public health care facilities--money which has already helped
make possible the building or planning of 15,000 new hospital beds;
25,000 new nursing home beds; 15,000 intermediate care facility beds;
the expansion of hospital and clinic outpatient services in scores of
facilities; and the modernizing and expansion of outdated or outgrown hospitals and nursing homes. It should be noted that despite
this vast amount of State-sponsored mortgage money, New York
State's mix of voluntary, public, and private health facilities has remained essentially unchanged since the start of our program in 1966.
Incentives-both financial and administrattive--for the health care
system continue to evolve toward the optimum mix of acute, chronic
outpatient, and home care services in each geographic area, a mix
which at once assures ready access to the cost appropriate level of
care and eases the inflationary pressures on hospital beds.
Controls and incentives to upgrade the quality of care. The New
York State Department. of Health has dev'eloped the Nation's most
comprehensive health facility operating code, as well as the most
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stringent regulations over the operation of clinical laboratories, ambulance services, and other health service agencies. Similar codes promulgated from Washington and enforced by the States would be absolutely essential to any viable national health insurance program.
The Federal Government-through the Hill-Burton program-is
already in the business of encouraging orderly, nonduplicative health
facility construction. In fact, New York and other States which have
gone into this essential business of their own have adapted many of
the principles and procedures of the Federal program to suit their
individual needs. Expansion of the Federal program-with strong
incentives for the States to make mortgage moneys available-should
be a cornerstone of any national health insurance plan.
Mr. Chairman, I gave a talk recently at the APHA on the New
York State experience with franchising and capital financing of
health facilities, which I would like to include in the record with your
permission.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection that will be included in the

record.
(The presentation referred to follows:)
THE NEW YORK STATE EXPERIENCE 1 uY HOLLIS S. INORAIIAM, M.D., COMMISSIONER,
NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OP HEALTH

Ladies and gentlemen. I am pleased to report our New York State experience
in health facility franchising, capital financing and health planning. I am going
to pass over very lightly the Hill-Burton program and the Comprehensive Health
Planning program, since these are common to all states, and concentrate on our
own state mandates.
First, I shall outline the New York State Health Department's responsibilities
that impinge on these topics.
Prior to 1963, our tasks in the hospital field were limited and fragmented.
Except for the Hill-Burton program, they consisted of control of communicable
diseases and narcotic drugs, and care of the newborn.
However, in 1960 a State Hospital Review and Planning Council had been
established in the department to advise on Hill-Burton administration. The same
legislation also established seven regional hospital councils. This act gave us a
running start on facilities planning.
,Since 1963, the state legislature has each year conferred increasing duties on
the department. In that year, in Article 2 of the Public Health Law, we were
directed to audit the quality of medical care practice in the state.
In 1964, in Article 5, there was added the licensing and testing of all clinical
laboratories and blood banks, including those in hospitals. Also in 1964, Article
35 added the licensing and control of x-ray technicians, and the Metcalf-McCloskey
Act set up a franchising program, dividing authority between the Social Welfare
Department and the Health Department.
That same year, Governor Rockefeller appointed *a Committee on Hospital
Costs, chaired by Marion A. Folsom, which made an extensive survey of hospital
economics. The Folsom Committee's report contained more than 50 recomniendations for reducing hospital costs while maintaining or improving quality of care.
Its major recommendations became law in 1965, when the legislature added
Article 28, which supplanted the Metcalf-McCloskey Act. I shall expand on
Article 28 later.
In 1965, when Medicare was initiated, Governor Rockefeller designated the
State Health Department the responsible state agency.
Also in 1965, in Article 7, the Department was authorized to expend 331/A
per cent state aid grants to counties and to New York City for the construction
of public infirmaries.
In 1966, the legislature amended Article 5 of the Social Welfare Law to implement Title XIX. The Health Department was given responsibility for administer1Presented
at APITA Session "Health Facilities Franchising, Capitol Financing and
Health Planning, Minneapolis, October 12, 1971.
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ing and supervising medical care provided under the program, which included
determining quality standards and recommending rate schedules under which
hospitals, nursing homes, physicians and other providers of health care were to
be reimbursed.
Also in 19066, in Article 28-A, the department was given responsibility, in conjunction with the Housing Finance Agency, for the issuance of low-cost, longterm loans to voluntary non-profit nursing homes.
Further in 1966, in Article 30, the department began licensing of ambulance
services operated for profit, establishing qualifications for their medical emergency technicians, and establishing equipment and service standards.
In 1967, under Article 30-A, the department was required to set standards for
qualifying courses of study for members of volunteer -ambulance services in
emergency medical 1)rocedures and treatment.
In 168, Article 29-A loan funds were increased, and new legislation gave the
department power to authorize nursing home companies to construct health
related beds; permitted the department to authorize limited profit nursing home
companies to build either or both kinds of beds; and established in the department a nursing home development fund of $2 million to make "seed money" loans
at no interest to non-profit nursing home companies, to help them finance developmental expenditures before mortgage closing dates.
Chapter 967 of the Laws of 1968 authorized the department and local health
departments to operate public health centers and medical care clinics for all
types of medical care. This was dubbed the "Ghetto Medicine Law."
Also, the department was authorized to provide state aid to local health departments for such centers and clinics.
In one of the unconsolidated Laws of 1968, the legislature expanded and reconstituted the Mental Hygiene Facilities Fund into the Health and Mental
Hygiene Facilities Imnrovement Corporation, and made loans available for
construction of municipal health facilities.
The Commissioner of Health is one of five members making up the corporation.
In 1969, in an amendment to Article 28, the department was directed to control hospital and other health facility costs by setting up systems for cost finding
and cost accounting, and by establishing standards for the determination of hospital rates. In essence, this amendment directs the depaTtment to set rates for all
hospitals for Blue Cross and Medicaid patients-affecting about 60 per cent of
all patients-which we are now doing.
The department was also given responsibility for considering innovative alternatives for delivery of health care.
Also in 1969, in Article 28-B, non-profit hospitals were made eligible for construction of modernization project loans under conditions similar to those for
nursing homes.
In 1970, Article 28-D established the Nursing Home Administrator Law.
In 1971, Article 44 authorized formation of non-profit medical corporations,
the state version of HMO's, to encourage prepaid capitation insurance. The departmuent is to license and regulate such corporations. Tile state will lend money
to such corporations for capital construction, and grant freedom from local real
estate taxes.
Also this year, Article 37 gave the department the job of determining what
duties physician's associates may perform under physician supervision, and designating what types 6f specialist's assistants may be established, and their duties.
Article 28 is the legal basis for franchising, regulating and costing hospitals
and hospital services in New York State.
It states: "The Department of Health shall have central comprehensive responsibility for the development and administration of the state's policy with respect
to hospitals and related services."
It defines a hospital as ". . . a facility or institution engaged principally in
providing services by or under the supervision of a physician or, in the case of a
dental clinic or dental dispensary, of a dentist, for the prevention, diagnosis or
treatment of human diseases, I)ain, injury, deformity or physical condition including, but not limited to, a general hospital, public health center, diagnostic center,
treatment center, dental clinic, dental dispensary, rehabilitation center other
than a facility used solely for vocational rehabilitation, nursing home, tuberculosis, hospital, chronic disease hospital, maternity hospital, lying-in asylum,
out-patient department, dispensary and a laboratory or centeral service facility
serving one or more such institutions, but the term hospital shall not include an
institution, sanitarium or other facility engaged principally in providing services
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for the prevention, diagnosis or treatment of mental disability and which is
subject to the powers of visitation, examination, inspection and investigation of
the Department of Mental Hygiene except for those distinct parts of such a
facility which provide hospital service."
Franchising consists of two parts.
1. Establishment or incorporation of new hospitals, or new ownership and/or
duties not included in the original articles of incorporation.
This requires approval of the Public Health Council, a body of 15 members
appointed by the Governor within the State Health Department.
The Council must submit information to the State Hospital Review and Planning Council and the regional planning councils, and must give them a reasonable time in winch to submit their recommendations before it takes action. The
Public Health Council shall not take action contrary to the advice of either body
without conducting a public hearing.
Establishment does not apply to state or municipal hospitals.
2. The second aspect of franchising is construction.
Even if established, a hospital corporation may not construct a new hospital
or make any substantial alteration or add new services without written consent
of the Commissioner of Health. This applies to all hospitals: state, municipal,
non-profit and proprietary.
The commissioner is required to forward copies of applications to the regional
hospital council and the State Hospital Review and Planning Council, and may
not act until these bodies have had a reasonable time to submit their recommendations. The commisioner is not required to hold a public hearing if he disagrees
with his advisory council. However, if the applicant i; refused a permit he must
be afforded a public hearing if lie requests one.
In capital financing, we have made full use of Hill-Burton funds. I need not
discus process here; you are all fully familiar. Under this act, $600 million in
hospital construction has taken place in New York State since 1947.
Under Articles 28-A and 28-B, the legislature, at Governor Rockefeller's request, has made $2.95 billion available as low cost loans for the construction of
nursing homes and non-profit hospitals. The money is raised through the sale of
bonds by the State Housing Finance Agency. The loans must be amortized over
a 40 year period. In the event of default, the commissioner of health is directed
to take over the administration of the institution.
Through the Health and Mental Hygiene Facilities Improvement Corporation,
the law now authorizes a total of $1.8 billion for the construction of municipal
hospitals. These are subject to the franchising provisions of Article 28 as to
construction.
I shall mention health planning but briefly. The A agency consist of commissioners of 11 departments of state government, with the commissioner of health
as chairman and the commisioner of mental hygiene as vice chairman. Our executive officer is Ed Van Ness, who came up through the Governor's office and the
State Health Department. Th, Health Planning Commission has designated the
State Health Department as its agency for the facility planning required by federal law.
Two B agencies have taken over full responsibility for health facilities planning under Article 28 of the Public Health Law. It is my policy to work toward
having all B agencies similarly involved ns they acquire competence and funds.
Since Article 28 became effective on February 1, 1966 we've done the following:
1. Processed over 2,500 applications to establish or construct health facilities.
This involves approximately 20,000 hospital beds, 48,000 nursing home beds, 18,000
health related facility beds and 600 ambulatory care projects. There are pending
148 projects with 6,000 beds. At present, there are approved and under construction or ready for construction 11,000 hospital beds, 23,000 nursing home beds and
17,700 health related facility beds.
2. Disapproved construction of 2,000 hospital beds and nearly 16,000 nursing
home beds In areas where there was no evidence of need.
3. Closed 31 non-conforming hospitals with 3,182 beds.
4. Closed 183 non-conforming nursing homes with 4,575 beds.
5. In 1966, we had 42,500 nursing home beds, of which approximately 17,000
would not meet present day standards. Today we have in operation 55,713 nursing home beds, of which only 6,000 or 10.8 per cent, are still substandard.
6. Nearly 1,400 maternity beds have been converted to other needed uses.
In capital financing we began with nursing home construction under 28-A:
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Fourteen nursing homes with 1,636 beds and 149 health related facility beds
are in operation, at a cost of $57 million.
Thirty-four projects are under construction. They will add 6,098 nursing home
beds and 1,102 health related facility beds, at a cost of $262 million.
Sixty-four projects have been approved with 8,141 nursing home beds and
5,535 health related facility beds, at a cost estimated at $607 million.
The total figures under 28-A are 15,875 nursing home beds and 6,786 health
related facility beds, at a cost of $927 million.
Our hospital loan program, under 28-B, is more recent:
Six projects are under construction, at a cost of $73 million.
Four projects are committed, but mortgages are not yet closed, at a cost of
$185 million.
61 projects have been approved, at an estimated cost of $1.1 billion.
The total cost of these 71 28B projects is estimated at more than $1.3
billion.
Under the Health and Mental Hygiene Facilities Improvement Corporation:
Five hospitals and four health centers are under construction or ready for
bid, at a cost of $511 million.
Three hospitals, one nursing home and three health centers are in planning,
at an estimated cost of $136 million.
Eight hospitals and one central laundry are projected, at an estimated cost
of $470 million.
All this gives you an idea of the load carried under our New York State
legislation in the past five years.
In this time, there has been only three public hearings on franchising, and no
court contests. In these hearings, new information was brought forth which
in two instances resulted in decision favorable to the appellant, contrary to
advice of the State Hospital Review and Planning Council and the regional
hospital council.
I believe we can say thus far that as a process the franchising has been highly
successful.
We can also affirm that our capital financing has had remarkable acceptance.
We believe that the $2.95 billion of 28-A and 28-B will be completely committed
within 12 more months, and that the $1.8 million of the Health and Mental
Hygiene Facilities Improvement Corporation will be committed within the next
two years.
The real question is-what have we accomplished?
At present, the answer must be subjective, and as one deeply involved I am
biased.
I believe that we will shortly have in New York State an adequate number
of high quality facilities of a reasonable mix as to acute hospital beds, skilled
nursing home beds, health related facility beds and ambulatory care centers. I
believe these will for the most part be properly sited.
What is a reasonable mix, and what are the best sites, will both be subject to
change, and even at the moment are a matter of onion, not fact. However, In
these factors we will be close to what the best judgments of a large number of
expert and concerned citizens of the state have agreed upon.
Some other observations are pertinent. Privat-e capital investment has not been
deterred by our operations. The ratio of proprietary, non-profit and governmentowned beds has remained at essentially the same level. For nursing homes, the
ratio is 60 proprietary, 20 non-profit and 20 government owned. For hospitals, it
is 10 proprietary, 75 non-profit and 15 government owned.
We have Increased the average size of our hospitals by discouraging development of small institutions. New York State's ratio of one hospital to each 53,000
residents compared with the national ratio of one to 35,000. Our bed utilization
rate at present for general hospitals in the state is 83.5 per cent, which is almost
the agreed-upon optimum. For nursing homes in the state, the rate is 90 per cent,
which is the optimum rate.
What have been the problems?
Actually, the procedures have worked with a minmnum of friction. The major
complaint has been the delays inherent in the system. With construction costs
going up one per cent per month, sponsors have been understandably impatient.
So have legislators. Delay is frequently due to poor plans submitted, and one of
the great virtues of the process is the opportunity for vast improvements in
concept that result from dialogue.
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However, it has been necessary recently to define a reasonable time for the
state and regional planning bodies to submit their recommendations as 120 days
after submission of a complete al))lication. There are complaints that the regional
councils are too independent of local governing bodies, are self-perpetuating,
and are too remote from local problems. All are true at times, all are desirable
at times.
A real problem in capital financial is the temptation of sponsors to build
extravagantly. In New York City, because of 'the deplorable state of some of
the municipal hospitals, haste became all important, and I instructed my staff
to expedite plans review to the utmost. As a result, we were confronted with
having approved a project in which the amortization costs alone oin the then
estimated construction cost amounted to $60 per patient per day.
Since then we have been reviewing all projects more rigorously, and in the
last 43 we have required the sponsors to modify construction proposals so as
to cut 12 per cent or $71 million from estimated cost. These changes, in our
judgment, would not affect quality of service, and did not change the number of
beds.
Making the assumption that our process has )een successful, and hoping that
out of the process come useful results, I will eventure an opinion as to why
the process has worked and what is essential to a successful operation.
1. There must be ain expert, dedicated body of men and women making upI
the State Hospital Review and Planning Council. It consists of 31 persons
appointed by the Governor, including one from each regional council.
However, the Council has largely been guided by, and the work done by, a
corps of experts in the hospital, Blue Cross and medical field. The effective consumer representatives have nearly all been long identified with, and well versed
and experienced in, hospital operation. Labor has made excellent contributions,
and the present chairman is a labor leader.
The work done by this group in advising on franchising, in developing a hospital code and in setting guidelines for cost control has been herculean. Their
services have been contributed without financial compensation. The members of
this body have most successfully submerged self interest in their official duties.
I assert that an advisory body of this nature is a sine qua non.
We have been fortunate also in New York State in having an equally expert,
equally dedicated and hard-working Public Health Council, which, among its
many responsibilities, approves or disapproves establishment of hospitals.
2. It is essential that the regional planning bodies be adequately financied
so as to be able to employ competent staff. Prior to Comprehensive Health
Planning, the total financing for the seven regional councils amounted to about
$2 million per year, of which $500,000 came from the State Health Department.
If financing falls seriously below this level for facilities planning, the regional
bodies will become impotent.
The members of the regional planning body itself need to possess the dedication
I have attributed to our state council. Their expertise is perhaps less important
than their sensitivity to local needs and aspirations, combined with ability to
see the big picture.
3. It seems apparent that some good method of capital financing is necessary
if franchising is to work. Our system is working at the moment. One must bear
In mind that new construction means that costs of operation go up sharply
because of amortization costs. This is particularly true In nursing homes when
you move from antique converted dwellings to modern safe construction.
4. A method of financing the operations of new and old facilities must be
available. With Medicare reneging and Medicaid dying, we need-and soonuniversal health insurance (or I'll be the biggest proprietor of health facilities
you can imagine).
5. A last essential for successful franchising, in my biased opinion, is a central
authority at the state level who is responsible to the legislature and the Governor,
and who has general responsibility for the hospital policy of the state. The State
Commissioner of Health is a logical authority for this purpose.

Dr. INGRAIIAM. Thank you, sir.
Second, the national plan must take the excess costs out of illness
through strong incentives for preventive care.
If we are to reduce the cost of given illnesses, and if we are to ease
the pressures on our hospital beds, there must be financial incentives to
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keep people vertical-by making it desirable for the physician to provide preventive care in his office, in out-of-hospital clinics, in the hospital outpatient department, and in the home. This, of course, is the
essential idea of the President's health maintenance organization plan,
an idea which has met with varying degrees of success in several
States over the past four decades. Where this idea has succeeded, the
resultant savings to the individual patient and to the health care systein have been most promises.
But if this idea is to work on a national scale as ideally as medical
coinionsense says it will, there must be strong financial common sense
built into its practical application. That kind of common sense dictates that single capitation payments cover all levels of treatment, with
savings captured on the costly hospital side of the treatment spectrum
being devoted to providing incentives for even more preventive care
at the least costly doctor's office or clinic side. Since the physician is
the single most important cost-incurring element in any health care
system, explicit consideration must be given to the economic incentives
which motivate his decisions to use hospital beds, operate, or otherwise
deploy our health care resources.
Without such a fiscally sensible interplay of incentives, HMO's
simply cannot work. New York and other States have recognized this
principle in our own versions of the HMO concept. In New York the
legislature has this year authorized the formation of nonprofit medical
corporations which we are now actively encouraging to organize prepaid capitation health care plans covering both preventive and acute
care. We in the State health department are now in the process of meeting with insurance carriers, industry, and labor in an effort to get the
HMO idea launched. We have hopes that this campaign will be successful but we are looking forward to enactment of an IMO component in a national health insurance plan as an additional impetus for
industry and labor to accept the HMO concept.
We have found at our meetings with health insurance underwriters
that a major stumbling block to the formation of HMO's involves the
question of who is going to share in the burden of startup costs. Should
these costs be borne by the underwriters and the subscribers alone or
should the public sector provide fiscal incentives to keep fledgling
HMO's together until sufficient numbers of subscribers are enrolled to
make them self-sufficient?
This question must be resolved in the development of the HMO components of the national health insurance program.
Third, the national health insurance plan must incorporate rigid
health facility cost control.
Again a complex task of immense proportions, but one which must
be accomplished, and which can be effective only if the Federal Government provides string incentives to the States to carry out a full measure
of responsibility for this critical element of a workable national
program.
In New York State, after less than 2 years of experience under cost
control legislation, the impact of the health department program on
hospital and nursing home rates is already being seen. By establishing
prospective rates for Blue Cross and medical payments for hospital and nursing home services, and by demanding uniform costfinding and reporting by all health facilities, we have seen the rate of
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increase in State payments to voluntary hospitals drop from 19.1 percent in the first 6 months of 1970 to 10.2 percent in the first 6 months
of 1971. Other States, just now getting into this kind of program, are
already making similar inroads against institutional health care cost
inflation.
It is axiomatic that controls over the cost of health facility care
will be effective only insofar as they are supplemented by equally
stringent controls over the where, when, and what kind of health facility construction. As I have noted earlier, construction controls, coupled
with incentives to enourage the proper mix of acute and chronic care
services in each geographic area, are the only means possible to insure
that each patient has available the least expensive level of care lie or
she needs. No degree of utilization review-even if we were to assign
every physician in America to that task-will save money unless there
are the right kinds of beds and services available when and where they
are needed.
The ideal national program would incorporate all of these principles
and provide the incentives for the States to carry them out.
Fourth, the national health insurance program must provide essention coverage--but without overloading the capacity of the health care
system.
Again, seemingly paradoxical ends. But these ends can be reached if
the national plan is designed with a clear understanding of the medical care marketplace and if an intelligent rationale is built into the
means by which we finance the various levels of care within the
marketplace.
Medical care may be divided into four quite distinct classes: acute
care, ranging from bandagig , cut finger to removing a gall bladder;
chronc care, which can include nursig home and mental istitution
custodial care; rehabilitative care, which covers both )hysical and
occupational therapy; and preventive care, the kind of care which
helps keep the patient from having to resort to any other level of care.
Once these segments of the market are clearly delineated, we will
need judicious application of both financial barriers such as coinsurance, andl controls which must be present if we are to avoid pandemonium in the medical care system.
For example, there should be no financial barriers to true emergency
care. Too, physicians and other medical professionals should benefit
economically from the savings they are able to make within the system
through preventive care which materially reduces the hospitalization
rate of IMO subscribers. At the same time there should be appropriate fiscal restraints on access to elective care. And there should be
alternate public financing programs for such varieties of extended care
as that provided in rehabilitation hospitals and mental institutions.
These and related issues must be clearly resolved now-in the Con,_ress-before the national program is written into law. Key elements
in the resolution of these issues Jlhould be the involvement of State
health and insurance departments, an involvement which we believe
will be the sine qua non of effective controls to prevent the disastrous
"induced costs" which a less carefully structured universal health
insurance program could introduce into the health care system.
Fifth, the national health insurance ,plan must provide equitable
financing incorporating both the public and private sectors.
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Just as a new national program must be grounded in an understanding. of the pluralistic health care system we now ,have, so must
it recognize the pluralistic means by which we now finance that system.
The national program should be designed not as a monolithic public
health insurance plan covering every man, woman, and child in America. Rather, it should only seek to provide alternative coverage to those
citizens who, for whatever reason, cannot obtain the coverage nandated under Federal law from the private insurance industry. This
dual public-private system would insure that all will have access to
care without wrecking adinijn'. rative and financial havoc on the systern providing that care. Moreover, the dual approach would pl'ovide
a.valid, competitive yardstick by which the performance of the private
insurance industry could bc measured--and regulated. And finally,
continuation of the private health insurance industry would serve both
as a means of restraining the size of the public ,health care bureaucracy
'and as an impetus for innovation in health care quality and cost controls.
In short, we do not need a wholly new way of doing health insurance
business. We do need a wholly new rationale to make our present public and private health care financial arrangements work better.
hlhe new arrangements should incorporate a creative competition
between and among the public and private health oare financing agencies-with the rules for this competition established in the national
program as guidelines to back up the States in their regulation of
the health insurance industry. Many States are already recognizing
-wholly new 'areas of regulatory responsibility over private carriers.
In Now York we have developed tough new minimum benefit and disclosure standards designed to Capitalize on commercial ,health insurance
as a force to prevent, rather bhan cause, health care cost inflation. At
the same time our new rules will enable the consumer to comparison
shop 'more intelligently in wlmat has hitherto been a highly complex
and emotional marketplacee.
Similar rules, covering every aspect of health insurance underwriting from fair disclosure to minimuni'loss ratios and minimum marketing standards, could easily be incorporated into the national program
with specific lelineation of the functions that the States would perform in administering then.
Sixth, the national 'health insurance program must consolidate all
Federal public health care programs -intoone coordinated system.
This final point has to do primarily withlending the fragmentation
of Federal health policy through the egtablithment of a separate
Federal Department of Health with ,aohief officer of Cabinet rank.
I need not detail the existing proliferation of national-health policy
centers. The story is a familiar one, and we need only to look to the
often conflicting policies and programs under which the States-and
even individual 'health facility operators-4must labor on a daily basis.
We believe it is clear that a' national health insurance program will
'have a far greater (hlance for success once all Federal health policy
is developed, promulgated, and coordinated on the executive level from
a single address--and preferably with a single telephone number.
As to this, I am speakingg for the ASTH(O and for myself only and
specifically not for any State administration on the question of a single
Cabinet-level I)epaltment.
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We in the States are eager to work with you in Washington toward
fashioning the kind of national health insurance program I have outlined here. We recognize, as does the Congress, that national health
insurance is an idea whose time has come. What we in the States are
asking is the opportunity--and the responsibility-to help Washington realize the full potential of that idea.
I noted at tie outset of my remarks today that your committee and
this Congress have a historic opportunity to direct this Nation's
health care system down any one of several paths. Speaking as president of the Association of State and Territorial Health Officers, and
as commissioner of health of the State of New York, I most strongly
urge that the path you choose lead to the better health and welfare
of our people through the State and territorial capitals.
Mr. Chairman, I thank you very much for this opportunity.
The CITAIRMIAN. Dr. Ingraham, we thank you, sir, for bringing
to the committee this very fine discussion of the problems of the committee. If I may, I have one or two questions I would like to ask for
purposes of getting information. We have had many witnesses talk
about preventive care. Can you tell us more specifically what is included in that term and how to best cover it under any bill that we
might approve?
Dr. INGRAIIA1W. I think there are many aspects of )reventive care.
I will not cover environmental control. You have to start in, I suppose, at the very beginning of life with careful attention to the
pregnant mother. I think we need to make sure under any program
that the pregnant woman has an opportunity to receive full care
from the moment that she realizes she is pregnant. I think that it is
preventive care to make sure that she is delivered under the best circumstances and, starting with the child, every child does need careful medical attention, particularly during the first years of life.
He must during this time have all of the measures to prevent communicable diseases. It is most important indeed that all of the necessary immunizations be given freely and by every means that we can
induce during the early years of life. Any physical defects should be
remedied. I think thereafter that 1)revelitive care is somewhat fragmented. It depends upon the type of problem that is most common
to the age which we are dealing.
There must be access whenever there are symptoms to the physician's office. Whenever a person enters a hospital we need to make
sure that a number of things are undertaken. These can vary again
according to the need. For instance, children who are of Negro
parentage should be tested for sickle cell anemia as a special instance.
Women between the ages of perhaps 20 and 54 should all have at
the time of hospital entry a Papanicolaou smear from the uterus for
the early detection of cancer of the reproductive organs. Women during this same period of time and later on should have frequent breast,
examinations. This can perhaps be done best by themselves in many
instances. I could go on with a number of others. There are a limited
number of things that are worth finding early like hypertension or
glaucoma, which we can do something about, and of course any early
cancer, but not all of them can be discovered early.
We do need perhaps more than anything else an improved system
of health education. This has been one of the things, of course, that
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has brought us a long way so that now many of the things I am talking about are incorporated into the everyday life of the middle and
upper classes, but they haven't reached all of the underprivileged as
yet.
Health education is a tremendously important part of preventive
care. I have not iiicluded annual health examinations by a physician
as necessarily one of the things that we would be pushing for at this
time simply because there is a question as to whether the cost-benefit
ration from this is worth while.
I think preventive care is something that you have to give very
careful attention to and not blanket in some of the catch phrases
that we hear occasionally. I am sure that I have not incorporated the
full gamut of preventive care, but I think I have outlined more important aspects.
The CHAIRMAN. If we do include preventive care as a No. 1 objective in a national health insurance program, we could expect, I
assume, that that would reduce the overall cost of such a program
versus one that continues to emphasize hospitals and operations
Dr. INORAHAM. I am certain that this is one of the ways in which
we will reduce cost. It may not be too apparent since it is quite obvious that health costs are going up. Every time that you talk about
health, you encourage more people to seek health care and regardless
of how well we do our preventive job, we are not going to see a very
marked drop in the health cost bill. All we can hope -to do is to slow
down the upward spiral.
The CHAmMAN. Dr. Ingraham, I was informed that your department recently proposed that physicians working in a hospital who
are not the patient's personal and consulting physician, must be reimbursed as part of the hospital costs; is that correct?
Dr. INGRATLAm. That is not precisely true. That was an interpretation ;at was given and unquestionably part of the regulation which
I promulgated was to discourage too much splitting off of health
care services from a hospital. The regulation actually was simply a
truth in advertising regulation.
It requires that whenever a Blue Cross writes an insurance program, they must state explicitly what care the patient will receive,
whether or not there will be included radiology or anesthesiology
or other services in the insurance plan. The idea 'back of this is to try
to make it simpler for the patient, but it did not, in fact, require
that these services be included. It simply required that the subscriber
must know what he is getting.
The CHAIRMAN. I understand. I was misinformed. Are there any
further questions of Dr. Ingraham?
Mr. Byrnes.
Mr. BYRNES. Doctor, let me make sure that I got your point
clearly. Is it your suggestion that, in the area of preventive care,
there not be a deductible or co-insurance, in order to encourage people
to take preventive steps, but in other areas then, there would be deductibles or coinsurance?
Dr. INGRAITAM. Yes, sir; preventive care and nonselective care.
Mr. BYRNES. This is the area where you would not have to give
every impetus and encouragement to the individual to avail himself
of preventive care?
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INGRIIAUA.
That is correct, sir.
BYRNES. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Are there any further

questions?
Mr. Gibbons.
Mr. GIBBONS. I have a question.
Doctor, assuming that the arguments that we get are that Americans
have a higher mortality rate than do most of the other wealthy, wellorganized industrial nations and ,assuming that we pay more of our
gross national product for medical care than anybody else in the
world, What is wrong with us? Is it our statistics? Is it our system?
Or is it our American life style? What is wrong?
Dr. INGRAHIAM. Well, this is, of course, an argumentative thing. I
have some very definite views. In the first place, of course, if you are
comparing the 200 million people in this country with a small nation
which is uniform in its tradition and uniform in its ethnic composition,
in some respects we do not compare too well, but compared with any
of the other major industrial nations or if you take any combination
that comes close to our population, we are not quite so far down the
list as we appear to be.
That is not a very good excuse, of course, but for the most part I
think that the explanation is in our life styles. Let's take the length
of life of the American male.
I have no question at all that this is almost entirely due to excess
cigarette consumption, which as you know among heavy cigarette
smokers cuts 8 years off the lifespan and among moderate smokers cuts
off somewhat less. This is a way in which we are most disadvantaged as
compared with any other nation, the amount of cigarettes that are
consumed by the American male.
This also has a smaller effect in the American female, but if we can
eliminate this and reduce it to that of some of the other countries
we are dealing with, we could within a few years have length of life of
the American male almost the same.
In addition to that, we have a greater abundance of food and less
incentives for exercise. On the whole it is more life style than any
other one factor. This certainly true among ithe disadvantaged.
Excessive death rates occur among them within the very shadow of
our better institutions that are open for them. On the other hand,
as you know, our rates for the most, part are improving year by year.
Our health care system is certainly imperfect, but each year it is
giving more care to more people and of a higher quality.
We are headed in the right direction. We still have a way to go
if we ,are going to catch up with places like The Netherlands and
Sweden, but there are segments within this country of the more advantaged whose rates in most respects are very similar.
Mr. GIBBONS. Thank you.

Mr. ULLMAN (presiding). Are there further questions? If not, we
thank you very much for your very fine testimony, Di,. Ingraham.
Dr. INGRATIAM. Thank you, sir.
Mr. ULLMAN. Our next witness is Mr. Alfred Baker Lewis.
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STATEMENT OF ALFRED BAKER LEWIS, MEMBER, NATIONAL
BOARD OF DIRECTORS; NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF COLORED PEOPLE; ACCOMPANIED BY CLARENCE
MITCHELL, WASHINGTON REPRESENTATIVE
Mr. LEwis. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, I appreciate the opportunity to come before you. My name is Alfred Baker Lewis. I am the
national treasurer of the NAACP. The reason I am testifying here in
place of Mr. Clarence Mitchell, whom you all know, is because I have
been a president of an insurance company, originally the Trade Union
Accident and Health Insurance Co., later the Mount Vernon Life
Insurance Co., when they moved to Mount Vernon, N.Y., from New
York City, so that I have some expertise along this line.
Mr. MITCHELL. Mr. Chairman, if I may, I would like to identify
myself for the record. 1 am Clarence Mitchell, director of the Washington bureau, Washington, D.C. I am accompanying Mr. Lewis.
Mr. ULLMAN. We are happy to have you here also, Mr. Mitchell.
You are recognized, Mr. Lewis.
Mr. LEwis. To make a reply to the last question that Dr. Ingraham
was asked, I think one of the most important preventive measures is
immunization, and I can testify to that from my own personal experience. I was on a speaking tour down in Florida a year ago or 2 years
ago when nearly 20 percent of the people in Florida came down at
one time or another with flu. I had had a flu injection and I had no
trouble whatsoever.
The other thing is regular checkups, especially for older people.
I am 74 years old and, to be perfectly frank, 1 think it would be
advisable if I got a regular checkup every year. As a matter of fact,
I wouldn't do it except my wife makes me and as long as she makes
me, I get it done.
I think these two are important parts of preventive medicine that
I want to emphasize. I want to talk primarily about two things: First,
the need and, second, the cost. I think the need is perfectly plain. We
are the richest country in the world. We spend more on health and on
medical research than any other country. We ought to have the best
medical care. We don't.
The best test of good medical care is infant mortality. If we had
the best medical care, we would have the lowest infant mortality. We
don't. We are 14th from the lowest and every single one of the countries that have lower infant mortality than we do has some form or
other of government health insurance.
I may add that this includes at least one Communist country, East
Germany, and two Asiatic countries, Japan and Taiwan.
If we have the best medical care potential but it doesn't get similarly
good results, what is the reason? The reasons are two: The reason is
because we don't deliver it to those who need it most for two reasons.
First, primarily because of poverty in some particular areas. The
poorer sections of the country do not get adequate medical care.
Through the Hill-Burton bill we have tried to reduce this discrepancy somewhat and it has reduced this discrepancy somewhat, but
only somewhat. It still exists. Some of you may have read in the November Redbook a very moving story of Dr. Lee Mizrahi, who had moved
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into a Chicano area in California where there were no doctors for, the
12,000 people and set up a clinic because it was needed.
The poorer areas don't get proper care.
Secondly, we are up against the situation that there is a differential
in the life expectancy between whites and Negroes. Again this is
largely because of the greater poverty from which Negroes on an
average have to suffer. This only emphasizes the fact that we are not
delivering the health facilities which we have to those who need it.
Negroes have a life expectancy between 10 and 11 percent less than
that for whites and this is not because they are not plenty healthy and
hardy. Oh, no. All you have to do is look at the records of the last
Olympic games. In 1964 there was one Negro college, Tennessee
A. & M., with 15,000 Negro students that had seven gold medalists.
There was not any other college in the entire United States that had
more than one gold medalist except the University of California, which
has some 90,000 students, about 90 )ercent of them white. And when
90,000 students turn out two gold medalist white studeis and 15,000
students turn out seven gold medalists, you can't tell me that Negroes
are not hardy. They are.
If they don't live so long, as they don't, it is ,because they don't get
good medical care. In other words, we have good medical care, but it is
not delivered to those who need it. I want to emphasize that.
In my testimony here there is an appendix which gives the infant
mortality rates of countries which are lower than ours. I might add
that for the record you should get the New York Times for Ju!y 16,
which gives the story of infant mortality just a little bit up to date.
(The following material was received by the committee:)
[From the New York Times, July 16, 1971]
HEALTH

OF NATION

LAGS

BEHIND

SCIENTIFIC

GAINS

(By Harold M. Schmeck, Jr.)
WASHINGTON, JULY 15.-American medical science has made spectacular advances in the last quarter century, but improvements in the ,verall American
death :at fnd the infant and maternal mortality rates have leveled off and the
United States still lags behind many other nations.
This phenomenon, along with rising medical costs and the bottlenecks in the
delivery of health care, are key factors in a growing national debate that is
likely to spill over into the 1972 political campaign and is causing pressure for
health care reforms. It is prompting new interest in such questions as: How
healthy are Americans? And how good is the care they receive?
This interest was demonstrated today with the issuance of a statistical analysis of health problems by the National Health Education Committee, which
brought together many of the findings of the public health authorities in government and private agencies.
Like other analyses, this report showed there were no easy answers to the
question of health care.
Despite all the scientific advances, the country is in the grip of at least two
vast epidemics-venereal disease, which in its most widespread form, gonorrhea,
has doubled frequency in the last six years, and heart disease, which is the nation's No. I cause of death.
However, medical science has made tremendous strides in transplanting hearts,
in curing polio and curbing Infectious disease with antibiotics.
The truth is, no one really wants health care at all; what everyone wants is
health. But in the United States, health is a mosaic of contrasts and contradictions. Obesity rubs elbows with malnutrition. Many old killers have heen vanquished, but some remain and others have come forward.
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Moreover, in American society a person's state of health and chances of getting
good medical care depend a lot on who he is, how much money he has and where
he lives. This has always been true, but today the best of care can do so much
that it makes the worst seem (loubly hard.
The middle-aged man who has his heart attack near a hospital equipped with
a special coronary care unit has a minuch better chance of survival than the man
whose hospital lacks one.
The young person with early Ilodgkin's disease has a good chance of cure or
control of that usually fatal illness-if lie goes to one of a handful of major
cancer centers that most patientss never reach.
The kidney patient whose family-or community-can afford the huge expense
of the artificial kidney machine may live. The patient without such resources
will probably die.
Several Americans have lived for more than a year with transplanted hearts.
Several thousand have had kidney transplants. Yet between 100 and 200 persons
each year die of tetanus, an infection that should be totally preventable by
inoculations that have been available for decades.
Statistically, American children are among the largest in the world and probalily among the healthiest. But a few of them have kwashiorkor, a form of infant malnutrition so severe that it is often fatal. The cause is simple lack of
good protein food. The underlying cause is almost always poverty.
Indeed, throughout American life, the problems of poverty and ill health tend
to ie closely linked. Often, too, they are compounded by geography.
RUURAL AREAS ISOLATED

Some of the most acute health problems are in rural areas where isolated communities simply have no care at all. To Government bureaucrats this is a "failure
of the delivery of health care." To the sick person far from the nearest doctor
or hospital it may mean a minor illness made grave through neglect. It may mean
death. Throughout the United States there are 134 counties, with a total population of nearly 500,000, that have no doctors at all in private practice.
In general, Americans are almost certainly healthier and far less prey to disease than they were a few decades ago. The dread infections that used to rage
through whole communities are muted. Diphtheria, typhoid fever, paralytic
polio, whooping cough, undulant fever and rheumatic fever are no longer among
the common risks of life. Their retreat has been rapid since the advent of antibiotics and new vaccines after World War II. Death and disease rates from tuberculosis have been declining steadily for more than 50 years.
But tuberculosis has not vanished, nor have the others. There are nearly 40,000
cases of tuberculosis a year, most of them among the poor, the down-and-out.
Paralytic polio and diphtheria still occur in small outbreaks that seem all the
more tragic because they need not have occurred. The chief cause is lack of immnunization; and the chief cause of that, again, is poverty.
The nation's infant mortality rate has dropped from about 65 deaths per 1,000
live births in 1930 to less than a third of that toll today. Maternal death rates
and over-all death rates have also declined steadily during most of the last 40
years.
But in those indexes of health the United States is behind many of the other
highly developed nations. At least a dozen countries have lower infant mortality
rates than this, according to figures from the National Center for Health Statistics. The rate at which American mothers die in childbirth exceeds that of 100
other countries and the women of six other countries live longer than their
American sisters.
There has been a lot of del)ate over the worth of this kind of score keeping.
Some critics say true comparisons are iml)ossible because of differences between
I)ol)ulations and methods of record keeping. Other public health specialists doubt
that these factors account entirely for the poor showing of the United States.
INFANT MORTALITY RATES

The differences are particularly striking when infant mortality rates are compared. For many decades these rates declined steadily in virtually all of the
world's economically advanced countries. Then, about mid-century, the progress
slowed and there was a general leveling off. A comparative study done by the
National Center for Health Statistics showed that this unfavorable new trend
started five years earlier in the United States than in six countries of Northern
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Europe-England and Wales, the Netherlands, Scotland, Denmark, Norway and
Sweden. No one knows why. In general our rates were less favorable than theirs
before the leveling off and we still lag behind them.
Some experts think it more useful to' consider trends in the United States over
time than to compare this country with others. This exercise is not entirely reassuring either.
In 1949 the average 35-year-old American could look forward to 37.3 more years
of life. During the two decades of medical miracles that followed, the outlook
for the 35-year-old age group improved only little more than a year.
That improvement was less than it was between the years 1900 and 1919before antibiotics, sulfa drugs, heart surgery and intensive care units in hospitals.
There were improvements in health care during those first two decades of the
twentieth century, but, from the evidence, there must have been other factors too.
Better sanitation of all kinds was probably one such factor.
In fact, the over-all American death rate declined steadily from 1900 to about
1950.. About then the improvement slowed to a virtual halt, for reasons that are
still obscure.
"This failure to experience a decline in mortality rates in the United States
since about 1950 is little known, unexpected and extremely important," according
to Dr. William H. Stewart, former Surgeon General of the Public Health Service.
He blames two factors for the new trend.
The first of these is the success of the last few decades in treating infectious
disease. The degree of success was so marked and so rapid, he believes that there
simply has not been room for enough further improvement to make dramatic
changes in mortality.
The second factor, he says, was the emergence of chronic diseases and accidents
as "the great undertone of mortality" today. These causes of death are certainly
not new, but their impact was less when so many died of acute Infections.
EFFECTS ON LIFE STYLE

Paradoxically, the improvements in medical care and public health are also
bringing into sharper focus some of the effects on personal health that are more
related to life style and socio-economic status than to medical care itself.
Experts guess that there are probably more than 200,000 narcotics addicts In
the United States today, many of whom will die young after years of poverty,
degradation and pain. The number of o coholics and problem drinkers runs Into
the millions. Their final problems are always medical, but It was not failure of
health care that first lured these men and women into the grim quicksand of the
drug world.
Even in more fortunate circumstances, life style probably puts a strong imprint
on state of health. This is an area of many complexities and contradictions but
some v lient points emerge.
We cill 50,000 fellow citizens a year with that prime American weapon of
violet e, the automobile.
Het t specialists say millions of Americans eat too much and exercise too little,
and ti 1.t many die early because of this.
Son. cancer specialists say we have virtually created our own epidemic of lung
cancer, killing ourselves at the rate of more than 60,000 a year while we debate
new gimmicks for breaking the smoking habit.
Americans today are also widely believed to be the most over-medicated society
that has ever existed. An official of the Food and Drug Administration estimated
recently that aboui, two billion drug prescriptions a year are written in this
country.
Recent studies suggest that a significant part of all this drug dosage does the
patient little or no good and that many of the prescriptions are for drugs of
doubtful value.
Furthermore, it has been estimated that 1.5 million hospital admissions a year
are caused by bad reactions to medicinal drugs.
While such things put their stamp on the quality of the nation's health care,
the total picture revealed by national statistics is no more than a rough approximation.
Dr. Theodore D. Woolsey, director of the National Center for Health Statistics,
said recently his organization was trying to develop better ways of measuring
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the state of American health. The center has started a continuing nutrition
survey, for example, and is looking into ways of gauging an important aspect
of health that seldom finds its way into the statistics-the population's unmet
needs. It is also looking into a relatively new notion in health statistics, the
concept of a person's years of disability-free life.
SLUM

CONDITIONS

WORSE

It is clear, for example, that American life expectancy has increased markedly
since the early years of this century. 'the child born ill 1900 lived, on the average
49.24 years. The child born in 1970 had an average chance of 70.2 years.
Much of the difference reflects the drop in the nation's infant mortality rate
over those years, but the longevity figures do not tell the whole story. How much
of the person's later years are impaired by serious chronic illness? That is the
important factor the national center is seeking now.
Even with the conventional data available today it is clear that great inequities
exist in American health.
"Some care in this country is superb," said Dr. Lester Breslow of the University
of California at Los Angeles, during a recent interview. "Other aspects are
mediocre, some is very bad-and the poor tend to get the worst."
Indeed, migrant workers, Indians and blacks have more than their share of
ill health. Although not all of the reasons are known, evidence points to poverty
as a major factor.
Nonwhite American babies die at a rate nearly twice that of white babies.
Nonwhite mothers die at a rate four times that for white mothers. On the
average, nonwhite Americans can expect to die seven years earlier than whites.
An indication of the poverty factor in this is information showing that infant
death rates in urban slums tend to be markedly higher than in prosperous
neighborhoods in the same cities.
Yet, in Denver, Dr. Thomas Sbarbaro said his community's neighborhood
health centers had been able to reduce the infant mortality rate among the poor
to the level of the city's prosperous residential areas. The program appears to
have done so simply by providing proper health care for people who never had
it before.
On the other hand, a study in another city showed that chronic disease rates
among adults varied with the amount of air pollution in the neighborhood, and
that the poor lived in the most polluted areas, another hint that health care is
by no means the whole of the health story.
Among the most difficult of the nation's unsolved health problems is heart
disease. Few specialists think any changes in the health care system would
have profound impact on this huge American health hazard. Recent data from
the long-term Framingham heart study, now closed down for lack of Federal
funds, shows why.
The study disclosed that half of all persons who died suddenly, presumably
from heart disease, had no previous evidence of that disease detectable by
doctors. Even among those with known heart disease, almost half of all deaths
occurred quickly and outside the hospital.
The authors concluded that the only road to any substantial reduction in
premature derith from heart attack would be prevention of the underlying disease
itself.
NEED FOR CHANGES SEEN

Some experts think this goal would require major changes in American life
style. Others doubt that anyone knows with certainty what those changes ought
to be. Few, if any, thank the goal could be achieved without a major commitment to long-term research.
Even in heart disease, poverty emerges as a health factor. Rheumatic heart
disease tends to be more common among the poor. Even coronary heart disease,
the kind that often culminates in a heart attack, seems to hit hardest in the
lower income groups. The statistics show that it is not really a rich man's disease,
despite popular opinion to the contrary.
Not only in that health problem, but in most others, poverty and illness are
intertwined in the whole fabric of life. Poverty begets disease and illness begets
poverty.
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Some Statistical Gauges of the Hoalth of Aracricans
Life Expectancy (Inyears)
- Whi--. Nonwhte-%.
Year -Total Maio Female tA11!Female'
1930
59.7 59.7 63.5 47.3 49.2
1932
62.1 62.0 64.5 52.8 54.6
1933
63.3 62.7 66.3 53.5 56.0
1934
61.1 60.5 64.6 *50.2 53.7
1935
61.7 61.0 65.0 52 55.2
1936
58.5 58.0 61.9 47.0 51.4
1937
60.0 59.3 63.8 48.3 52.5
1938
63.5 63.2 66.8 51.7 54.3
1939
63.7 63.3 66.6 53.2 56.0
1940
62.9 62.1 66.6 51.5 54.9
1941
64.8 64.4 68.5 52.5 55.3
1942
66.2 65.9 69.4 55.4 58.2
1943
63.3 63.2 65.7 55.4 56.1
1944
65.2 64.5 68.4 55.8 57.7
1945
65.9 64.4 69.5 56.1 59.6
1946
66.7 65.1 70.3 57.5 61.0
1947
66.8 65.2 70.5 57.9 61.9
1948
67.2 65.5 71.0 58.1 62.5
1949
68.0 66.2 71.9 58.9 62.7
1950
68.2 66.5 72.2 59.1 62.9
1951
68,4 66.5 72.4 59.1 63.3
1952
68.6 66.6 72.7 .59.1 63.7
1953
68.8 66.8 72.9 59.7 64.4
"1954
69.6 67.4 73.6 61.0 65.8
1955
69.5 67.3 73.6 61.2 65.9
1956
69.6 67.3 73.7 61.1 65.9
1957
69.3 67.1 73.5 60.3 65.2
1958
69.4 67.2 73.7 60.6 65.5
1959
69.9 67.6 74.2 61.4 66.5
1960" 69.7 67.4 74.1 61.1 66.3
,1961
70.2 67.8 74.5 61.9 67.0
1962
70.0 67.6 74.4 61.5 66.8
1963
69.9 67.5 74.4 60.9 66.5
1964
70.2 67.7 74.6 61.1 67.2
1965
70,2 67.6 74.7 61.1 67.4
1966
70.1 67.6 74.7 60.7 67.4
1967
70.5 67.8 75.1 61.1 68.2 193Q
1968
70.2
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[From the New York Times, July 16, 19711
FACTS ABOUT KILLING AND CRIPPLING DISEASES

(By Robert Reinhold)
Despite great advances in medical science, heart attacks, strokes and cancer
continue to exact a heavy toll among Americans. Details on these and other major
killers and cripplers were listed yesterday in a study released by the National
Health Education Committee.
Its chairman, Mrs. Albert 1). Lasker, the philanthropist, said that the $1.5billion-a-year Federal outlay on medical research was insufficient and urged
again that more money be spent for research to solve the remaining health
problems.
The study, a compilation of Government and private statistics published under
the title "Facts on the Major Killing and Crippling Diseases in the United States,"
lists four major disorders-heart attack, stroke, cancer and mental illness.
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Other once-dreaded diseases, such as tuberculosis, polio, diphtheria and rheumatic heart disease, have been all but eliminated as causes of death among
Americans.
A summary of the facts about some of the major illnesses today follows. In
most cases, the study is based on figures for 1968, the latest year for which figures
are readily available.
ARTERIOSCLEROSIS

Sometimes called hardening of the arteries, arteriosclerosis is the condition that
underlies heart attacks and strokes and is the leading cause of death in the United
States. In 1968, 927,660 Americans died of artel'iosclerosis-more than 48 per
cent of all deaths from all causes that year. It is estimated that one-quarter of
all American adults have "either definite or suspected" heart disease.

1968 Death Rates, by State, in the U.S.
(Per 1,000 population)
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For reasons not entirely clear, death rates differ mark.
edly from region to region. In 1968, latest year for
which statistics are available, state with highest rate
was Maine, with 11.4 deaths per thousand persons. Low.
est rate was In Alaska, with 4.9. New York rate was 10.7.
CANCER

The second leading cause of death, cancer, killed 318,910 persons in 1968. This
was about one in every six deaths. It is estimated that 625,000 new cancer cases
are diagnosed every year, and that one of every four Americans will contract
cancer at some time in his life unless preventive measures are devised. Of all
cancer deaths in 1967, 44 percent were among persons under 65 and 56 percent
over 65.
MENTAL

ILLNESS

One in every 10 persons, or about 20 million Americans suffers from some form
of mental or emotional illness. Some 2,579,600 persons were treated in various
psychiatric facilities in 1968. The largest number of first admissions to hospitals
was for alcoholism and schizophrenia.
MENTAL RETARDATION

With 126,000 infants born with mental retardation every year, there are about
6 million retardates in the United States. Of these, about 248,000 In 1968 were
confined to residential institutions. Experts believe that as many as 75 or 85 percent of retardates are capable of becoming self-supporting with proper training.
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ARTHRITIS

Second only to heart disease as the most widespread chronic disease in the
United States, arthritis and rheumatic diseases afflict about 17 million Americans.
They cause 12.2 million days of lost work and 205 million days of restricted
activity annually.
BLINDNESS

It is estimated that 5,390,000 Americans have some form of visual impairment;
435,000 of them a1re legally blind. A condition found largely among the elderly,
visual impairment is caused chiefly by such aging-connected diseases as glaucoma
and cataracts. More than 10 percent of all hospital patients are eye patients.
CEREBRAL PALSY

A sever nervous disorder, cerebral palsy afflicts 750,000 Americans and 25,000
palsied infants are born annually. Only one of every five victims of the disease
can be trained to be independent enough to hold a competitive job.
EPILEPSY

Experts estimate that from 1 to 2 million Americans suffer from some type of
epileptic seizures. Anti-convulsant drugs are effective in arresting many seizures,
but large numbers of epileptics do not get treatment.
DEAFNESS

There are 236,000 totally (leaf Americans, and one of every 10 has some degree
of hearing loss. The incidence is increasing as Americans live longer.
MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS

A debilitating neurological disease of adults, multiple sclerosis afflicts about
250,000 persons. Of all multiple sclerosis patients, 70 percent are first diagnosed
between ages 20 and 40.
MUSCULAR

DYSTROPHY

A wasting disease, muscular dystrophy afflicts more than 200,000 persons.
Nearly two-thirds of these are children between 3 and 13-and they almost all
die before adulthood.
PARKINSONISM

Another neurological condition. Parkinsonism claims about 50,000 new victims
every year. Altogether there are 1 million to 1.5 million patients in the United
States. A new drug, called L-DOPA, was recently found to help patients in many
cases.
[From the New York Times, July 16, 1971]
MEDICAL

TRAINING BILLS

SET FOR CONFEREES

WASHINGTON, July 15.-Senate and House versions of a major financial prograin to help train doctors and other health professionals will go to a conference committee, perhaps next week, following passage of two Senate bills
yesterday.
One of the bills authorized the spending of $5.9-billion over five years to aid
the training of doctors and several other categories of health professional. The
other bill, concerned specifically with the training of nurses, authorized the
spending of $1.1-billion over three years.
There were no votes in oposition to either bill. The first was approved by 88
Senators; the second by 81.
Comparable bills were passed two weeks ago by the House.
There are no great differences in philosophy between the two packages but
many differences in the numbers and other details. Both the Senate and the
House versions offer support that would be far more generous than that now
available for medical schools and other components of the nation's system for the
training of health manpower.
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One of the House bills authorizes $2.8-billion to help train more doctors and
health professionals in the next three years. The other calls for $710-million to
aid the training of nurses during the same period.
These differences in the time period and the money packages must be ironed out
by the Senate-House conference committee. There are also other differences that
must be reconciled.
The Senate bill gives in detail the performance requirements medical schools
must make in trying out innovative programs and increasing production of health
personnel.
Although the comparable House bill calls for an increase in the size of medical
school classes and encourages increased emphasis on the training of family
physicians, it tends to be more flexible than the other version.
Even though both Senate and House versions call for sharp Increases in spending, neither has been opposed by the Administration. Indeed Elliot L. Richardson,
Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare, wrote to Representative Harley 0.
Staggers, Democrat of West Vbrginia, commending the House Interstate and
Foreign Commerce Committee for its work on the manpower bill. Mr. Staggers is
chairman of the committee.
The common intent of the bills in both houses is to expand the training of professionals in medicine and public health. The nursing bills are designed to do the
same for that professional category.
Serious shortages are believed to exist in the ranks of most of the health professions.
Representative Paul G. Rogers, Democrat of Florida, principal author of the
House package, said passage of the measures was a first major step in attacking
the health crisis systematically.
Senator Edward M. Kennedy, Democrat of Massachusetts, a chief health bill
sponsor in the Senate, said that the cost of the program would be high, but that
delay in investing in the nation's health services would result only in further
deterioration.

Mr. LEwis. We are 13th instead of 15th in the other one and it also

gives life expectancy. Curiously enough in life expectancy for men we
are 18th and I don't know what the Women's Lib people will make of
it, but apparently we are taking very good care of our ladies, because in
life expectancy for women we are 11th from the top. So that we apparently do a little better for our sex objects than Women's Lib would
be willing to admit.
At any rate, these are the facts. That is the basis for need. I may say
that it is a curious fact that it is utterly and completely absurd that if
you get hurt in an industrial accident, you get now through social
security, through workmen's compensation liability insurance part of
your pay and you get full hospital and medical care until you can get

back to work.
Why should we not do the same thing for people who cannot work
because of illness or nonindustrial accidents? We ought to do the same
thing for them as we are already doing through workmen's compensation liability insurance for those who cannot work because of industrial
accidents. I want to come next to the costs.
This is a pretty vital matter. I want to emphasize that there is absolutely nothing whatsoever in Government health insurance and in
the most complete kind that we can of which in any way increases the
social or financial cost of ill health. I want to repeat that.
There is nothing in. Government health insurance which increases
the cost of ill health. We already pay that cost in full. Either the people
who are ill and sick or injured in a nonindustrial accident pay the cost
or their families do, because they have to cut into savings for old age or
for the education of their children in order to pay the costs or if they
are privately insured, the other policyholders pay the cost or if they
are on welfare, the local taxpayers who take care of most of the welfare
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costs now under our present situation pay the costs. In other words,
the costs are already there. We are already paying the costs and all
that Government health insurance would do is to distribute the cost
in a somewhat more reasonable and more equitable way.
As I said, I want to emphasize that because you will hear from
those who are opposed to Government !health insurance a great deal
of rather exaggerated stories about the gigantic costs of the thing.
I have seen them sometimes add together, and this is done by people
who should know better, all the hospital costs and all the total incomes
for various health personnel, such as nurses and doctors, and come up
with a gigantic total despite the fact that, of course, obviously the
hospital costs and the costs for the income for doctors and nurses to
some extent. is a duplication.
But again, as 1 said, I want to repeat and emphasize that there is
nothing in Government health insurance that adds to the cost. It simply distributes it more reasonably. On the contrary, there is very good
reason to expect that Government health insurance will substantially
reduce the socia ,and financial costs.
Why ? First of all, we can lay more stress upon preventive medicine
and I gave you a couple of illustrations from my own experience in the
start of my testimony. Second, in a great many cases when people now
get sick or feel not quite up to par, they put off going to the doctor
because of the expense involved.
If they did not have to pay out of their own personal pockets something for going to the doctor, they would be more likely to go promptly.
When they put it off, then the disease gets a greater 'hold upon them
and it becomes harder to cure. They lose more, society loses more, their
families lose more because they didn't go early enough.
If we had Government health insurance, they would be more likely
to go early and it would be possible to cut in this respect the financial
and social cost of illness.
The second thing I want to say is that--and in this respect I am
afraid I will have to differ a little with Dr. Richardson. I know from
my personal experience as formerly president of an insurance company that the costs of private insurance for accident and health is far
too heavy.
Why? Because as long as you have private insurance handling this
kind of thing, there are substantial what we call acquisition costs. They
aire competitive costs of getting the business, particularly in advertising in the news media. I don't watch the television very much, but I do
watch the news items and they are chock full of advertising for
different health insurance companies.
There are premiums paid or commissions paid to individual business-getters to go out and get the business. This adds to the cost and it
aldds to the cost unnecessarily. I low )ig are those acquisition costs?
When I was president of Trade Union Accident & Health Insurance
Co., we dealt mostly with group insurance for unions in which the
unions got the employers as part of the collective bargain to pay the
cost. So that our acquisition costs were relatively low, because when we
got at group policy, it would add thousands of people to our list, yet
our acquisition costs were about 15 percent.
I would judge that the acquisition costs for private insurance companies for the whole thing are around 20 percent.
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Now, you can't tell exactly because your insurance companies don't
list their costs that way. I have, tried to find out I)recisely what it is.
You can't get' this information. The information is not availhble. They
don't even tell this to the State insurance commissions, but we can get
some idea from the relative costs of workmen's compensation liability
insurance where it is handled by the. Government in an exclusive State
fund and where they let the private companies in to compete to get the
business.
There are two States, Ohio and West Virginia, where there is an
exclusive State fund for workmen's compensation liability insurance.
In West Virginia about 94 percent of the premiums paid in are paid
out for benefits. In Ohio, when I wrote, to the commissioner for workmen's compensation, they tried to tell me that 100 percent was paid
out,. They obviously had left out the salaries which have to be paid for
administering it, but it, is nonetheless obvious that it, is well over 90
percent of what is paid in for premiums that gets paid out in benefits.
On the other hand, where you have the private companies handling
the business, there only about two-thirds of what is paid in in premiims (rets paid out in benefits. Not all of the difference is acquisition
costs. Of course, a good deal of it is the cost of collection, but a good
deal of it is acquisition costs, and these acquisition costs would be
totally eliminated by Government health insurance.
So that, those are two ways in which the financial and social costs of
illness can be reduced by Govermnent health insurance: First, by
making it possible for people, to go earlier to the doctor when they get
sick, making it easier for them to do it so that more of them will be
likely to go to the doctor l)romptly before the illness gets a tight hold
on them; and, second, by eliminating the acquisition costs and other
unnecessary costs of 1)rihate health insurance.
I may add that I do not know of any private health policy which
does not exclude dental and mental illness, and I may add that nearly
all of them also exclude payment for preexisting illnesses. These are
something which we need. So that costs are not increased by Government health insurance.
How are we going to handle it? Well, for those, who are at,work plus
their families, it is a very simple matter and the costs of collection
would be very little, far 'less than the cost of collection for private
health insurance now.
You would simply add it to what they deduct from their payroll now
for old age benefits: We would deduct something from the payroll for
Government health insurance. Those, who are not working fall into two
categories: First,, people who are retired but not on public welfare and
for such persons we would have to do exactly what we did when we put
in old age benefits, to start, with. We would have to pay this out of general Government funds. When we put in the old age benefits, of course,
this was not of any help to people already old, so that in order to bring
their payments up to what would be provided for old age benefits,
assuming that they had been paying as the younger people started to
pay, why, we had to pay this out of general Government funds. This
will have to be done.
In the second place, the people who are not working or those who
are on public welfare relief, now they get their health costs paid by the
local and State taxpayers who pay most of the costs for illness of such
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persons, and do so, I may add, very inadequately. In New York, for
example, the municipal hospital is vastly overcrowded. They have beds
in the corridors. The care isn't good enough.
The average length of time for an outpatient who goes to seek help
is that he has to wait 1 hour, 2 hours, and sometimes as high as 6 hours
before he gets taken care of.
How are we going to handle this and why? It is going to be handled
by Government health insurance, which means that we transfer to the
Federal Government's tax system the costs now paid by local taxpayers, State and local. This is a good thing from the point of view of
social equity and with all due respect to you, Chairman Mills, I would
like to say that this is one. point of revenue sharing that I think is fair
and just.
Why? 'When the Federal Government pays for the illness of persons
on public welfare relief, it is paid out of taxes which are mainly the
corporation profit tax and the graduated personal income tax. That is
roughly taxation in proportion to ability to pay.
When the States pay it, it is a different story. Most of the States
raise most of their money, although not all of it, from State sales taxes
and a sales tax bears much more heavily upon the poor in proportion
than upon the rich, because pretty nearly every dollar spent by a
poor person gets hit with a State sales tax whereas many expenditures
typical of the wealthy people totally escape a sales tax, such as expenditures for domestic service, expenditures for trips abroad, expenditures
for investments, or for college education, and so on.
So that, insofar as illness of people on public welfare is now paid
by the local and State taxpayer, the poor pay more than their fair
share. It is fair and just to transfer, therefore, to the Federal Government through Government health insurance the costs of the ill health
of those on public welfare.
I would be glad to answer any questions that you might have to ask
about this. I want to thank you very much, indeed, for the opportunity
to appear before you. The need is plain from the fact that although
we are the richest country and we are spending more money on health
than other countries, we do not have the lowest infant mortality, we
do not have the greatest longevity. The cost is plain. We will reduce
the cost by Government health insurance, both the social and financial
cost of illness.
The CHAIRMAN (presiding). Thank you, Mr. Lewis, for your very
fine statement. We appreciate you bringing Mr. Mitchell with you to
the witness table.
Mr. LEwis. Mr. Mitchell brought me, sir.
The CHAIJIUAN. We are l)leased that he did, because you have been
a very fine witness. Are there any questions of Mr. Lewis?
If not, we thank you both.
Mr. MITCHELL. Mr. Chairman, before I leave, I just wanted the
record to show that we appreciate very much the patient and painstaking way that you as chairman and your associates are going about
this matter in trying to come to grips with this problem. I was here
the other day when you interrogated the people from the medical association. All of them are people that I know very well and are men of
great expertise.
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They went away feeling that they had a real chance to present to a
sympathetic ear ,the kind of problems that they have to deal with.
I don't know how many other witnesses have expressed appreciation
to you and the members of the committee, 1 certainly want to go on the
record in that respect.
The CILATIIAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. LEwis. I want to double that in spades.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you both and the other witnesses to whom
Mr. Mitchell referred, Mr. Lewis, have been very helpful to the
committee.
We appreciate it very much.
(The complete statement follows:)
STATEMENT OF ALFRED BAKER LEWIS, MEMBER OF TrIlE NATIONAL BOARD OF DIRECTORS
OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR TiiE AI)VANCEEMENT or COLORi
PEOPLE
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I thank you for this opportunity to appear and present te,4timony on l)ehalf of the National Association for
the Advancement of Colored People on national health insurance, proposals
now being considered by your committee.
My name is Alfred Baker Lewis and I live in Riverside, a part of Greenwich,
Connecticut. I am now and for some years have been the national treasurer of the
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People. and know that we
favor, by convention resolutions adopted unanimously for a good nany years at
our annual conventions, the principle of government health insurance for everyone
under a system which will preserve the freedom of patients to choose their doctors
and doctors to choose their patients.
Actually, this freedom of the individual to choose his doctor, and the much
praised personal relation between the doctor and his patient, are both greatly
overrated in importance. If an ordinary person gets sick, he goes to the hospital
clinic or the doctor for the company that carries his insurance, and takes whatever
medical care the hospital is equipped to give. Even if a well-to-do person gets sick
or injured, say in an -automobile accident away from home, he takes what the
nearest hospital has to offer and has no choice.
I was for some years after World War II the president of what was first
called the Trade Union Accident and Health Insurance Company, later the
Mount Vernon Life Insurance Company. We wrote mainly group accident and
health insurance for unions, so I know something about accident and health
insurance, its problems, limitations or possibilities.
I personally and the NAACP favor enactment of the Kennedy bill, because he
knows that we are not now getting -as good health care as we should have, and
the cost of it for those who have accident and health insurance is unnecessarily
high.
We should, but do not, have the best medical care. Those who have opposed
government health insurance, mainly the AMA, argue that we now have the
best medical care. We don't.
We are the richest country in the world. We have potentially the best medical
care in the world because we can afford it. We can and do spend more on
medical research than -any other country. But, we break down in delivering good
medical care we would have the lowest infant mortality. We don't. We are 15th
ineffective fee-for-service system.
Tle best test of good medical care is infant mortality. If we had the best
medical care we would have the lowest infant mortality. We don't. We are 15th
from the lowest. The facts are set forth in exhibit A attached hereto. Every
country, including two asiatic countries and one communist country, that has
lower infant mortality than our has some form or other of government health
insnlrance or actual state medicine. Eurtherfore, our position has worsened. A
dozen years ago we were 5th not 15th from the lowest.
This is a fact which cannot be argued away. We can ignore it, as the opponents
of government health insurance do. But, they do so at the expense of the nation's
health.
We don't deliver medical care to those who need it.
I have heard it argued that the reason for our too high infant mortality rate
is the high rate among Negroes. It is true that the general life expectancy for
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Negroes is between 10% and 11% lower than that for white and their infant
mortality rates are higher by that much or more. But this is added proof of our
lack of proper and reasonable delivery of medical care. For negroes are basically
as healthy and hardy as whites if not more so. If you doubt that, you have only to
look 'at the figures for the olympic games. In the 1964 Olympics, one college, Tennessee A & M in Nashville, with 15,000 negro students, had 7 gold medalists. No
other college had more than one gold medalist except the University of California,
which has some 90,000 students, over .90% of them whites; and it had two
gold medalists. When 15,000 negro students tur.ted out 7 gold medalists and
nearly 90,000 white students won 2 gold med-als,.no one can say that negroes are
not healthy and hardy. They are. If they don't live quite so long-and they
don't-and have a higher infant mortality rate than whites-which they do--it
Is because of the harder economic conditions under which--on an average--they
have to live, and part of these harsher economic conditions is poorer medical
care.
The 1968 Olympics told the game story. The proportion of negro to white gold
medal winners on the American team was far higher than their proportion to the
general population.
GOVERNMENT HEALTH

INSURANCE

MAY REDUCE THE SOCIAL COST OF MEDICAL C iRE

There is nothing in government health insurance that will increase the cost
of medical care, though it will add to the Federal budget. That is why the statement by Mr. Veneman of IIEW that the cost would be far too high is absurd.
The cost of ill health is already borne by the members of the community. If a
man becomes ill or injured in a non-industrial accident, the cost is borne by
himn if lie can afford it. His family pays part of the cost. His employer suffers
the loss of his work, and ina sense the whole community loses from the loss of
his productive labor. Some of the financial cost may be borne by an insurance
company which means In the long run by the prenilumns of the policy holders. If
lie is indigent, or the illness forces him to become so, the State and local taxpayers,
who pay for pub'ic welfare relief, carry the load. The cost is there, someone In
the community pays it. All that health insurance does is to distribute the cost
around in a more just and equitable manner.
Part of the trouble with health care is that the availability of it Is very
unevenly distributed. If you live in a poor community, the chances are that there
Is not good medical 2are readily available even if you can ,afford it. Most physicians, like others, want to live and practice where the money Is.
We recognize this fact by trying to stimulate building hospital and health
care centers In places which lack them through the Hill-Burton act. This has
reduced somewhat but not eliminated the present maldistribution of medical

care.
If you are unfortunate enough to be on relief, the situation is worse. Most
relief costs are paid for by local taxes, mainly real estate taxes, with some
subsidies from the state. This means, if relief is to be adequate, that the poor
would have to be taxed heavily to support the destitute living among the poor,
of whom there are many, while wealthier persons living in richer conimunities are taxed only lightly to support the destitute living among the rich, of whom
there are few. This is clearly unjust. Also, it intensifies the maldistribution of
medical care because the poorer localities simply cannot pay the taxes to provide adequate relief including medical care for those who need it and cannot
pay for it. Here, too, we have recognized this to some extent by medicare, by
substantial federal contributions to specialized forms of relief like aid to dpendent children, aid to the blind and disabled, and it is the idea behind President Nixon's proposal to establish through federal funds a guaranteed minimum
Income.
There are additional reasons why the social cost of medical care would almost certainly be less under a system of government health insurance than it
is now.
Too many people, when they begin to get sick, put off going to the doctor
because of the expense. Inevitably, when they finally do have to go, the disease
is apt to have a stronger hold and the cure is likely to take longer than would
have been the case had he or she sought medical care earlier.
PRESENT ACCIDENT AND HEALTH INSURANCE COSTS ARE TOO HIGH

A good deal of accident and health insurance costs are now carried by private
insurance companies. Most of the policies are not sufficiently comprehensive.
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Some are only for disaster insurance, paying the cost of hospitalization if it
goes above a certain fairly high level. Nearly all the group insurance policies
that I know exclude mental illness and dental care. Nearly all individual )olicies exclude the cost of care for illness growing out of a pre-existing physical
condition. The cost of maternity coverage is very high for those in the marital
and age 'bracket that neet it most.
Above all, all the policies are unnecessarily expensive because of the high
acquisition costs. These acquisition costs are mainly broker's fees and advertising expense. They are totally unnecessary from a social point of view, and would
be eliminated entirely by government health insurance.
Just what these acquisition costs are, for the industry as a whole, no one can
tell precisely. The companies do not publish such costs as a separate item of
expense, and do not even tell the insurance departments of the states where they
operate. They lump all their costs together. In the company Y was connected
with we had very low acquisition costs compared with other tomipanies, because
we dealt mainly in group accident and health insurance for unions, and where
we gout a policy there were frequently thousands of persons Insured. Nonetheles,s.
our acquisition costs were on an average about 10% of the premium. At a guess.
I believe for the industry as a whole, the acquisition costs would run somewhat
over 15% and -perhaps 20%. But whatever the proportion of such costs, they
would all be cut by a government health insurance system.
We can get some idea of th acquisition costs from the difference In the proportion of benefits paid out to premiums taken in those states which have
an exclusive state fund for workmen's compensation liability insurance compared
with those states where private companies write the policies and compete with
each other for doing so.
In Ohio and West Virginia which have an exclusive state funl for workmen's compensation, more than 90% of the premium collected Is paid out in
benefits. In Connecticut and New York where private companies, either mutual
companies or stock, write such insurance, the amount paid out in benefits is
only about 2/ of the premium. Not all the difference of course Is acquisition costs,
but a good 'deal of it is.
So, the conclusion is clear that government health insurance would be a good
deal less expensive than private insurance. And, it could and would, in the proposed 'bill, cover practically all health needs, which private insurance does not do.
EXHIBIT

A

The infant mortality rate for the United States Is 22.1 per 1.000 live births.
The rates for other countries 'having lower infant mortality rates than ours are
as follows:
Japan
--------------------------------------------------------Taiwan
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Denmark
------------------------------------------------------Finland
France
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------East Germany
------------------------------------------------------Iceland
Luxembourg
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Netherlands
------------------------------------------------------Norway
Sweden
------------------------------------------------------United Kingdom (England) -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Australia
New Zealand
---------------------------------------------------

20. 2
13.3
16. 9
15
17. 1
21.2
13.7
2.4
14.7
16. 8
12.6
18. 8
18. 2
17. 7

In addition, Canada, which also has government health insurance, has a lower
death rate than ours; namely, 7.3. Ours is 9.4. Canada's Infant mortality r.te
is slightly higher than ours; namely. 23.1.
(The figures are from the 1970 Encyclopedia Britannica. They get them from
the United States Monthly Bureau of Statistics for October 1,968; population
and vital statistics report, July 1, 1968, and demographic year book, 1967).

The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Dowding.
Mr. BROTZMAN. Mr. Chairman?

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Brotzman.
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Mr. BROTZMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
It is my distinct pleasure to be able to introduce Dr. Charles Dowding, who happens to reside in Boulder, Colo., and has a very distinguished career of service out in our region. He has served the city of
Boulder and the county of Boulder and he is appearing here today as
chairman of the Colorado Health and Environmental Council, Mr.
Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. We appreciate Mr. Brotzman's introduction of Dr.
Dowding. We are 1)leased to have you with us, sir, and you are
recognized.
STATEMENT OF DR. CHARLES H. DOWDING, JR., CHAIRMAN,
COLORADO HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL COUNCIL
Dr. DOWDING. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman and members
of the House Way and Means Committee.
I would like to have these statistics in the record, which are not in
my written statement.
The ChAIRIAN. Without objection they will be included.
Dr. DOWDING. They are for statistical' information which we felt
that we are basing our presentation upon. Today we estimate that one
out of 10 people who are in the hospitals for medical or surgical reasons
can be helped by being referred for early discharge to home health care.
Also we estimate that one out of 10 people residing in nursing homes
in the United States today does not need to be there if there was a
comprehensive home health care and a community preventive medical
program.
Third, it is also estimated that at least one out of 10 people who are
in hospitals today are in the hospitals for diagnostic purposes and
many of these diagnostic procedures can be given on an expanded hospital outpatient basis.
Fourth, we feel that we can prevent at least 10 percent of the potential people going to nursing homes and hospitals if we have a home
health care and comprehensive community preventive medicine
program.
With this information we are presenting a new approach to national
health care. It is based upon a total utilization of all community health
services and resources, in a cooperative effort, decentralized to the community level, as well as building on present strengths and improving
on the present health system.
To date most national health care plans place too much emphasis
on acute health care and not enough consideration on the following:
Continuing health protection, community preventive medicine, home
health care, keeping people out of hospitals and nursing homes,
separating the over 50 percent of well or worry-well from the sick who
need medical care, community health education, and environmental
health protection.
Our society today is "sick" oriented with primary emphasis on
acute health care. It should be "well" oriented or "health" oriented
with emphasis on prevention, rehabilitation, and continuing health
protection.
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COiMU NITY-COOPERATIVE-DECENTRALTiZED PLAN

This plan provides tie mechanisms and concepts by which Congress,
administration, private practice, other health care 1)roviders and
public health must combine their efforts in developing the most effective and efficient national health care program for the least amount
of money.
The decentralization mechanism would establish the county-region
corporate body, which would be the prime contractor for Federal

funding, utilizing maximum private insurance plans and would f-urn ish the cooperative and coordinative managing organization.
Health care components of the, county-region corporate body would
consist of the following representation: (1) solo and group medical
practice; (2) home health care; (3) health departments (community
preventive medicine and environmental health) ; (4) hospitals; (5)
nursing homes; (6) solo and group dental practice; (7) mental health
and mental retardation programs; (8) alcohol-drug abuse control
programs; (9) comprehensive health planning; (10) voluntary
health organizations; (11) labor and management; (12) insurance
businesses.
ADVANTAGES AND BENEFITS OF COMMUNITY-COOPERATIVE-DECENTRALIZED
IIEALTII CARE PLAN

1. Effective utilization of existing community official, voluntary,
private agencies and providers of health care;
2. Continued use of local and State health financial support;
3. Would allow gradual changes, when indicated, for delivery of
health care;
4. Maximum utilization of community preventive health care and
home health care with subsequent minimum use of hospital and nursing home care;
5. Eliminating duplication and overlapping of health care;
6. Provide health care for all residents within the county-region
geographical area;
7. Provide a community mechanism for separating the over 50 percent well or woriy-well from the sick;
8. Maximum utilization of outpatient care;
9. Total community approach with consumer, labor, and management participation in planning and evaluating health care.
National health care laws would establish guidelines and standards
for maximum efficient and effective participation for all components
of the county-region community cooperative health care corporate

body.
Thie community-cooperative-decentralized national health care plan
emphasizes three basic concepts which are: (1) private medical practice; (2) community preventive medicine; (3) home health care.
PRIVATE MEDICAL PRAClICE

Private medical practice must be, retained within the framework
of free enterprise which provides freedom of choice by both physicians
and. patients. The physician's office, which is basically a health facility,
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must be given the tools whereby he can improve his efficiency in giving
medical care. He should be able to refer patients directly to home
health care from his office and be paid for this service through all
health insurance policies.

There should be available community multiphasic screening srvices
developed jointly by medical societies, hospitals and health departments, for all his patients upon an office referral. Also there should

be available the services of a public health sanitarian and public health
laboratory when there is a problem with the physician's patients regarding communicable disease, housing, food sanitation, water supply,
sewage disposal, et cetera. In a similar manner, the private physician
should be able to refer patients to the health department for immunization, infant-child and adolescent health counseling, prenatal care,
family planning, venereal disease clinics, alcohol and drug abuse
control programs, well-oldster clinic service, et cetera.
Paramedical personnel in the physician's office would enhance the
efficiency of delivery of health care.
Expanded hospital outpatient diagnostic services such as laboratory
and X-ray should be readily available to the private physician and
paid for by all insurance policies. Many people are hospitalized for
diagnostic purposes because insurance pays for hospitalization while

oftentimes insurance will not pay for diagnostic outpatient services.
Health services must be available to all in the county-regional
geographic area. Cost of national health care must be a combination of
coinsurance, catastrophic insurance, employee-employer health insurance, and there must be a provision for payment of health care to the
poor, medically indigent and the elderly. Medical quality control
procedure through peer review must be conducted by physicians on

the local level. Distribution and availability of medical and paramedical man power and resources must be made through accelerated
training programs and assigmnents to poverty and needed areas.
C0M UNITY PREVENTIVE MEDICINE

Community preventive medicine must be a total community neighborhood home-based program through the local health department in
order to reach each family member of all segments of our society.
Public health nurses and health field workers have the capability of
taking preventive medicine into the home, to develop trust, confi-

dence,, and understanding between health care providers and consumers while providing family counseling services. Otherwise, many
low socioeconomic people will not take advantage of preventive medical services.

Health education through home contact and neighborhood health
clinics assists each family member to develop positive health habits
and to place a higher priority on his or her own health, and also to
develop a self-evaluation screening ability. Multiphasic screening procedures and mechanisms, developed jointly by medical societies and
health departments, represents a second level of screening. The first
and second level screening separates the over 50 percent of the total
population which are well or worry-well from the sick. If this screening mech'aism is not developed, the overwhelming demand for medical
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care resulting from national health care will disrupt the health care
system.
Environmental health services are vital community preventive
health measures, such as food sanitation, nutrition education, housing
sanitation, personal hygiene education, potable water supply, sewage
disposal, trash and garbage disposal, rodent and insect control, et
cetera. Personal health and environmental health are inseparable.
Community clinics through the local health departments for immunization against communicable disease; infant, child and adolescent
health counseling; prenatal care; family planning; venereal disease
clinics; alcohol and drug abuse control programs; well-oldster clinic
service, et cetera are vital community preventive health services.
I had the opportunit-y to attend the National American Public
Health Association meeting in Houston in 1970 and on the last day
of their program they had a reactionary group representing many
ethnic groups. I am sure that many people felt that they were going
to get up in total mass and demand a national health care program.
Surprising to me, surprising to everybody who attended, they did not.
They said, "Why should we have good medical care when we go home
to poor housing, to communicable diseases, to general diseases, to drug
abuse, and so forth and so on."
This points out that people think beyond acute care.
11031E HEALTH CARE

Home health care provides part-time therapeutic nursing service
(visiting nurse service), home health aide service, physical therapy
and speech therapy given in the home under the direction of the private physician. Home health care facilitates early hospital discharge,
prevents unnecessary admission and readmission to hospitals and nursing homes, provides continuity of care from hospital to home, helps
the family meet its own health needs under the direction of the physician, helps to maintain family unity and self-identity by keeping patients at home, and home health care enhances physician and emotional recovery through preventive, rehabilitative, and supportive care.
Over two-thirds of the 2,300 home health care agencies in the United
States are either in local health departments or a combination of Visiting Nurse Association and local health department services. Most
home health care services report less than 1 percent of total hospital
admissions are referred for home health care, while recent studies
reveal that at least 5 percent of hospital admissions can benefit from
early hospital discharge to home health care. The average referral to
home health care results in the savings of 10 to 20 hospital days.
You can realize what this means at the present cost. The national
average of hospitalization is $81 per day.
Most health insurance policies do not pay for health care in the
home. Every private insurance plan should be required to pay for
physician services as well as home 1.ialth agency S'.:vices. Patients
should be eligible for home health care delivery directly from the
physician's office as a part of all health insurance policies, instead of
hospitalization being a prerequisite for home health care eligibility,
which is a requirement at the present time of medicare par, A.
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Many stabilized chronically ill people can be maintained in their
homes with appropriate utilization of home health aides and nursing
services. The visting nurse or public health nurse, through her expert
observation, supervision, of druotaking, identification of adverse drug
effects and early identification deterioration can alert the attending
physician in order to change the medical care plan, thus preventing
hospital or nursing home admission or readmission.
All health services should be directed toward keeping the patient
as healthy as possible, preventing recurrences of disease, rehabilitating to the highest possible level and fostering independence of the individual. This is what we call secondary prevention. It isn't easy. It isn't
easy to understand and many people don't realize the effectiveness of
secondary prevention.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to refer to the front page very briefly
in my summary sheet, if I may.
The first paragraph pretty well summarizes the purpose of this new
approach. It combines the total efforts of (1) private medical practice, (2) public health community preventive medicine, (3) comnprehensive home health care. Tilhis plan is based upon a total utilization of
all community health services and resources, in a cooperative effort,
decentralized to the community level, building on the present strengths
and improving on the present health system. This new approach shifts
the emphasis f romn acute care to continuing health protection, community preventive medicine and to comprehensive home health care.
Also this plan establishes the private physician's office as a major
health facility, and would provide him with tools whereby he can improve his efficiency in giving medical care.
Community preventive medicine enables the public health nurse and
other health workers to bring preventive medical services into the home
and to the community through neighborhood health clinics. These
services would include the following: family health counseling and
education; teaching self-evaluation procedures; multiphasic screening
service which would separate the over 50 percent well or worry well
from the sick; environmental health services; clinic services such as
family planning, venereal disease clinics, alcohol-drug abuse control,
immunization services, and well-oldster clinics services. Many elderly
people over 65 years of age live alone in their own homes, boarding
homes and hotels. Many of these people need health counseling and
guidance.
Comprehensive home health care facilitates early hospital discharge,
prevents unnecessary admissions and readmissions to hospitals and
nursing homes, provides continuity of care from hospital to home.
In closing, I would like to say that this new approach of the community-coop)erative-decentralized national health care plan effectively
utilizes existing community official, voluntary, private, health agencies
and providers of health care, allowing gradual changes when indicated
for delivery of health care for the least amount of money.
Mr. ULLMAN. (presiding). Dr. Dowding, thank you for the most
helpful testimony. I know that the committee will benefit from it.
It has a fresh approach to the problem. We appreciate it.
Are there questions?

Mr. BROTZMAN. Mr. Chairman?
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Mr. ULLMAN. Mr. Brotzman.
Mr. BRO'LZMAN. Thank you, Mr.

Chairman.
I merely wanted to express my gratitude to the doctor. First of all,
Doctor, I appreciate your continuing interest professionally and as a
person in this very complex problem of trying to improve the health
facilities and health care for our people.
Secondly, I appreciate the innovations that you have devised and
brought to the committee; and, thirdly, we are very grateful that you
came all the way 'back here to give us the benefit of your study and effort.
Dr. DOWDING. Thank you very much, Congressman Brotzman.
Mr. Chairman, last May our organization researched this question
of comparing health care of the United States with a health care of
the European countries and I would like to place in the record five
reasons, and the title of this is "Discrepancies in Comparing Vital Statistic Rates of the United States with European Countries."
If you would like for me to do so, I would be glad to read these
now.
Mr. ULLAIAN. Without objection, it will be placed in the record. We
will give it consideration.
(The document referred to follows:)
1)ISCREPANCIES

IN COMPARING VITAL STATISTICS RATES OF TilE
UNITED STATES WITIh EUROPEAN COUNTRIES

(Charles H. Dowding, Jr., M.D., M.P.H., Director, Boulder City-County Health
Department, Chairman, Colorado Health and Environmental Council, May 13,
1971)
(1) Since the United States registers fetal deaths of 20 weeks or more, any
comparison of fetal deaths 28 weeks and over with the European countries would
be biased against the United States.
(2) In the United States, England and Wales, Scotland. and Norway, firstday mortality includes deaths within 24 hours after birth. However, in Denmark
and the Netherlands, first-day mortality includes only deaths occurring on the
calendar day of birth.
(3) Denmark, and until recently England and Wales, used only the criterion
of breathing to determine a live birth, while other countries used the criterion of
any signs of life, such as, breathing, pulsation of umbilicll cord, heart beat, movement of voluntary muscles and so forth.
(4) The United States provides a more comprehensive care for prematures
than most of the European countries. This will affect the post neonatal mortality rate.
(5) In relatively heterogeneous countries, death rates between regions are
likely to differ widely. This is illustrated in the United Kingdom where the mortality rates recently reported for Scotland were more than 20 percent higher at
ages 4ri-61 than in Eng'and and Wales. Similarly, in the United States in 195961, white males in the West North Central states experienced death rates at
ages 15-64 that were about 10 percent lower than for the country as a whole; in
several states, such as North Dakota, Nebraska, and Minnesota, these death
rates were about 15 percent lower. It is not. surprising, therefore, to find that
some small nations in Western Europe, such as the Scandinavian countries, have
recorded distinctly lower mortality rates than the average for the United States.

Mr. ULLM,1fAN. Thank you again for your vely fine testimony.
Our next witness is Mr. Gordon Chase.
Mr. Chase, if you would further identify yourself and your colleague for the record, we would be happy to recognize you.
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STATEMENT OF GORDON CHASE, ADMINISTRATOR, NEW YORK
CITY HEALTH SERVICES ADMINISTRATION; ACCOMPANIED BY
DR. JEFFREY WEISS, DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR, PROGRAM
PLANNING AND BUDGETING
SUMMARY

I. Impact of major National Health Insiurance Bills on N.Y.C.
A. Unique features of N.Y.C. that must be considered in evaluating alternative

plans:

(1) Most extensive public health sector of any city.
(2) High cost-of-living in N.Y.C.
(3) Current Medicaid benefit levels relatively generous.
(4) N.Y.C. well endowed with health resources.
B. Assessment of the Administration Plan: Worse for N.Y.C. than no plan at all.
(1) Would perpetuate two-class system of health care, with neither "class"
receiving what the plan purports to provide.
(a) Service levels under FHIP much less than present Medicaid.
Necessary maintenance of Medicaid service levels at City expense would
be fiscal nightmare.
(b) "Catastrophic illness" provisions for the nonpoor are meretricious.
(c) Consumers under National Health Standards Act liable for charges
over and above "reasonable cc2:" of services.
(2) HMO "e igihility" criteria unsuitable for N.Y.C.
C. Assessment of Kennedy-Griffiths Plan: Sound, but open to possible improvement.
(1) Should rely more heavily on financing via income tax, which is more
progressive than Social Security tax.
(2) Details of cost control mechanism need to be more explicit. Congress
should consider legislating a "cost-minus" reimbursement method for
hospitals.
I. Proposals for Immediate Congressional Action Pending Adoption of Overall
NHI Plan.
A. Develop accurate cost projections of alternative National Health Insurance
plans. HEW report is inaccurate, misleading.
B. Force productivity increases via Medicare/Medicaid. Possible "cost-minus"
hospital reimbursement and per diem rates that vary with length of stay.
C. Implement with adequate appropriations the Comprehensive Health Manpower Training Act of 1971 and the Nurse Training Act of 1971. Mount effort
to train health care managers as well as manpower.
D. Inventory chronic/convalescent care facilities and adjust reimbursement
patterns to reflect the need for such facilities and stimulate their development.
E. Enact "Truth in Health Insurance" legislation.
III. Funding for fighting urban health problems must not be ignored in the heat
of the debate over National Health Insurance.

Mr. CHASE. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my name
is Gordon Chase. I am New York City's health services administrator.

Accompanying me is Dr. Jeffrey Weiss, deputy administrator at the

health services administration for program planning and budgeting.
In this role, I also serve as chairman of the board of New York City's

Health and Hospitals Corp. which operates our 18 municipal hospitals, and as chairman of New York City's Comprehensive Health
Planning Agency, which is responsible for areawide comprehensive
health planning in New York City under Federal partnership-forhealth legislation.

I am going to discuss today my appraisal of the implications for
New York City of two national health insurance proposals which have

received widest publicity-namely, President Nixon's health insurance
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bill, H.R. 7741, and the Kennedy-Griffiths health security program,
H.R. 22.
HEALTH

CARE IN

NEW YORK CITY

In appraising the impact of any health insurance bill upon New
York City, it is important to bear in mind that although New York
City has certain characteristics that are common to all major urban
centers, it -alsohas some important differences with respect to its health
care system.
Like health care consumers elsewhere, New York City's residents
have experienced sharp increases in health care prices in recent years.
Like other major cities, New York City has a high concentration of
poor people and a variety of urban health problems including drug
addiction, alcoholism, lead-paint poisoning, rat infestation and
venereal disease.
New Yorkers face, with other urban dwellers, major !,raps in health
care services like nursing homes, and home care, while short-term
hospital beds are in oversupply. A recent HSA study showed about. 15
percent of the surgery, pediatrics and medicine patients in our municipal hospitals don't need the high cost services of a short-term general
hospital but are hospitalized primarily because appropriate alternate
facilities are not available.
Let me point out now some important features of the New York City
health scene which tend to differentiate us from most other major
urban centers.
New York City has the most extensive public health services sector
of any major urban area. The city budget allots more than a billion
dollars to health care this year,,and it is estimated that public expenditures for health care are about 30 percent of the total health care
expenditures in the city.
New York City's average family income and cost of living tend to
be higher than most other urban centers. This is an important consideration when we evaluate the impact upon the citizens of our city of
various income limitations and exclusions in health insurance plans.
The citizens of New York City and the State have available to them
a medicaid plan which, despite cutbacks over the past few years, remains more generous than those available in most other States.
Finally, New York City is relatively well endowed with health resources and services. It has been estimated, for instance, that almost
one-third of all the psychiatrists in the country reside in the New York
City metropolitan area.
PRESIDENT NIXON'S HEALTH INSURANCE PLAN

I have chosen to emphasize my appraisal of the impact of President
Nixon's health insurance plan upon New York City for two reasons:
First, I know that any proposal by the President will be seriously
considered by the Congress, and therefore we in New York City must
seriously consider its implications for the city and its citizens. Second,
our appraisal of the President's plan indicates that it would fail to
provide adequate health insurance protection for our citizens while
worsening our mounting fiscal crisis.
President Nixon's health insurance bill would tend to perpetuate the
two-class system of health care. The low-income or welfare family
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would receive completely inadequate health insurance benefits. The
30-day limit on hospitalization for family health insurance plan families-that is, nonworking families of four with incomes of less than
$5,000-means that a.child hospitalized for 60 days could nost this family $4,000 or more. Even "routine" expenditures such as a tonsillectomy
or appendectomy could reduce the meager resources of a welfare family
by 10 or 15 percent.
These are clearly catastrophes for a poor family. Yet, poor families
will not be covered by any catastrophic illness provisions such as those
at least ostensibly available for the nonpoor.
I have ample reason to say "ostensibly available." The catastrophic
illness provision releases families from copayment for health care of
family members for 2 years once a $5,000 expenditure limit is met for
one individual. But the expense limitation clause is written so that expenditure must fall within a calendar year. Thus, if an individual were
afflicted with a lingering disease which requires only intermittent hospitalization costing up to $4,999 per year, the family would have to pay
a significant share of the health care bill, year after year. And a family
could be burdened by copayments totaling thousands of dollars so long
as the expenditure is less than $5,000 for each individual family
member.
The variety of health services excluded from coverage in the administration plani-either intentionally or inadvertently-makes for a
greater chance of economic catastrophe for the working family. An example is the blanket omission of psychiatric services. If a member of a
family suffers a mental illness, neither the family health insurance plan
nor the National Health Standards Act can offer financial assistance
in paying bills. Weekly consultations could cost the family upward of
$2,000 a year.
Furthermore, while the insurance under the Nixon plan would pay
the "reasonable cost" of medical services, the Nixon plan would not
prevent a physician or hospital from charging more than "reasonable
cost" and requiring someone insured under an employee plan to pay
the excess. People would be burdened with this excess on top of insurance premiums, substantial coinsurance payments, and deductibles
that the Nixon plan would require them to pay as a matter of course.
Given all these inadequacies in coverage, it is shocking that the Nixon
bill actually would discourage employers from providing supplementary insurance costs for employee health insurance plans beyond the required minimum are not tax deductible.
In addition to the defects I just noted which are relevant regardless
of where a person lives, there are certain defects in the plan which are
particularly important to New York City. First, is that nursing homes
and other convalescent facilities are not covered under the National
Health Standards Act, and therefore additional fiscal incentive is
absent to create and expand such needed facilities. Further, the Nixon
plan generally does not provide benefits for the poor in New York
City that maich even present medicaid standards, which have been
reduced progressively over the last several years.
For example, the family health insurance plan would limit inpatient
coverage to 30 days, and to eight physician visits annually. Medicaid
has no such limits in New York City. In New York, an obvious need
would exist to restore the benefit coverage for the poor at least to
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match the level available under the present medicaid law. As a minimum indication of how this would exacerbate our fiscal crisis, we estimate that the inpatient provisions of the Nixon bill alone might cost
New York City an additional $40 to $50 million in city tax levy funds
in the first year of the plan.
Furthermore, the I MO feature of the Nixon health insurance plan
was certainly not designed with New York City, or, I suspect, other
large cities in mind.
In absence of a widespread waiver policy, the 50 percent quota on
the number of FIHIP enrollees permitted as a proportion of total enrollees in an HMO is totally unworkable in New York City. We have
a number of neighborhoods of several hundred thousand people, where
more than 50 percent. of those 1)eople are eligible for welfare or medical asistance. Under the Nixon plan, we cannot set up HIMO's in areas
of greatest need, and still be eligible for the special HMO benefits
unless we secure a special exception.
I can summarize my views of the Nixon health insurance plan by
stating that the Nixon plan would neither provide all Americans with
access to health care, nor protect them adequately against catastrophic
loss. From the point of view of New York City, we might well be better
off with no plan than with this one.
Clearly, with careful study a plan can be devised, unlike President
Nixon's plan, that would meet its announced goals.
KENNII)Y-GRIFFrrIS

PLAN

In comparison with the President's plan, the Kennedy-Griffiths plan
would certainly do more for New York City and its citizens than the
administration's proposal. While the Nixon plan would exclude millions of people from health insurance coverage-such as unemployed,
childless couples-the Kennedy-Griffiths plans would cover all Americans. While the Nixon plan would worsen the financial squeeze on
States and cities, $3 billion of their 1970 burden would have been paid
by the Federal Government under the Kennedy-Griffiths plan. In New
York City, this plan would reduce the local tax burden for health
services by more than $400 million.
The Kennedy-Griffiths plan would establish an administrative apparatus which would attempt to administer prices and costs, and
rationalize the distribution of health care, resources among geographic
areas and health service categories. I think that the extensive administrative apparatus proposed under the plan is necessary if prices and
costs of the health care system are to be controlled without greatly
hampering quality of care.
However, I think it must be recognized that the establishment of
this large bureaucracy is one of the costs that society will have to bear
if the rise in health care prices and costs is to be moderate. In some
industries like the steel industry, where there are, perhaps, 10 large
firms instead of tens of thousands as in health, and where there are,
perhaps, 20 important products instead of thousands of different
health care products, it may be possible to control prices and costs
in a rational manner without a large bureaucratic administrative apparatus. In health care, this is clearly impossible. A large administrative apparatus is needed to evaluate health care information on a local
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basis not only through the systematic analysis of available data, but
also through periodic on-site medical audits and inspections. This is
the only way I know of that we can control the built-in inflationary
bias in the 'health care system and still maintain the high standards of
quality of medical care that most Americans expect.
While the Kennedy-Griffiths plan bears close scrutiny much better
than the administrations proposal, I believe that there are a number
of ways in which it could be improved for Fhe benefit of the citizens of
New York and all Americans.
First, the Kennedy-Griffiths plan could be improved by relying
more heavily for its financing upon the Federal income tax system.
The current payroll tax under the Social Security Act is already regressive, and yet the Kennedy-Griffiths plan would significantly increase the rate of these taxes.
Second, the plan could be improved upon if the details of its cost
control apparatus were further developed. For example, I have elsewhere called for Congress to eliminate the cost-plus method of reimbursing hospitals, in favor of a method of reimbursement which
explicitly encourages productivity increases in hospitals. I have suggested that this might be done by establishing a method of reimbursement which I have called cost-minus method. The cost-minus
method of reimbursement differs in one crucial way from the costplus method: The rate of reimbursement for the forthcoming year
or years would be determined on the basis of an allowable anticipated
cost increase minus some percentage for anticipated productivity gains.
For example, if it is anticipated that the hospital's costs will go up
12 percent because of wage increases, increases in staff and equipment
and other factors, the insurance program might only reimburse the
hospital for a 9-percent cost increase. The hospital would be expected
to make up the difference of 3 percent in productivity gains.
For years hospitals have been reimbursed in ways that encourage
inefficiency, and mask the real costs of services. Consumers of servicesor taxpayers on their behalf-pay the same prices for hospital insurance whether the institution at which the service is dispensed is efficient or inefficient. Systemwide inefficiencies are averaged out by the
insurer. It is incumbent on Government, which in one way or another
has sanctioned these insurers, to somehow motivate productivity increases which are not induced by the action of the market. In view
of the many years of allowing hospitals to raise their prices under the
cost-plus method of reimbursement, I believe there are great potential productivity savings which are obtainable if hospitals were gradually put under the appropriate kind of pressure that something like
a cost-minus reimbursement mechanism would provide.
This would be especially important during the first years under a
new national plan. Thus, when Congress ultimately designs a new
health insurance plan for the country, I think it might spell out, in
greater detail, the methods by which cost-control would be attempted,
and not leave the specifications of these important features to the
administrators of the plan.
SOME INTERIM MEASURES
If our current experience with welfare reform is any guide, we can
look forward to several years of national discussion and study before
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Congress finally enacts a national health insurance plan which overcare in this country. In the interim,
of health
hauls
thethere
present
are, asystem
number
of useful things the Congress can do withI think
out much further study that will be helpful, regardless of the precise
nature of the national health insurance plan which is ultimately
adopted. The )oint is that we. could take some action now which will
lay the basis for a better and smoother running health care system
in the future.
1. There must be much better analysis than now exists of the implications of various national health insurance proposals, particularly
respecting cost projections. For instance, it is my view that the well
publicized HEW study of national health insurance proposals is mis!cading and does not accurately project the total cost of various health
insurance plans.
In its report, HEW assumed that the primary determinant of
health care price inflation will be the growth in demand that results
when consumers pay for care indirectly-through insurance premiums
or taxes-rather than directly through out-of-pocket payments or
providers. Since the Kennedy plan transfers almost all health expenditures to insurers, the public sector, it must, by definition, come
out badly. In contrast, the Nixon plan does not greatly alter the
current system of financing health care, and it, by definition, must
come out well.
Yet, the HEW report ignores the fact that the Kennedy-Griffiths
plan contins a potentially powerful administrative price control apparatus which could alter dramatically the inflation in medical care
price patterns of recent years.
I believe that the cost of medical care over the long run will depend
more on the method of public cost control than on the increase in the
proportion of health expenditures paid for by insurance. If ever a
sector called for administered prices and wages, the medical sector is
the one. Health insurers and providers now have no real incentive to be
concerned with the cost of medical care. Thus, health care providers,
especially hospitals, have raised their prices continuously.
While the HEW report may have been useful to stimulate public
dialog, I think that this report exemplifies the need for responsible
analyses of the many proposed health insurance bills. These analyses
should be based upon a more realistic set of assumptions than the HEW
report, and they should specify to the last detail how every calculation
was arrived at. We will learn about the ultimate cost of various health
insurance plans and their effects through careful analysis, experimentation, and experience, but not through a biased set of assumptions
and unspecified calculations.
Thus, I truly welcome the deliberations of this committee with the
expectation that they will stimulate a sharp increase in our knowledge
about the costs and effects of the various health insurance plans which
have been proposed, and about others which may be proposed to
Congress.
2. The current medicare and medicaid systems can be used imaginatively to find new ways of getting productivity increases from the
health care system, and put a lid on unnecessary cost increases. For example, per diem reimbursement under medicaid and medicare could be
adjusted for length of hospital stay. The "cost-minus" method of re-
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imbursement I have described herein could be integrated into the
current medicare/medicaid reinbursemnent provisions on either an
experimental systemwide basis. The Congress cotild indiue the States
to follow the Federal lead with their own ratesetting agencies for
Blue Cross and other private insurance carriers.
3. The Congress should provide substantial appropriations for the
new Comprehensive Health Manpower Training Act of 1971 and the
Nurse-Training Act of 1971. These two pieces of farsighted manpower
legislation are a real landmark for the improvement of the health care
system, and they indicate that the Congress is clearly aware of the
health manpower crisis that exists.
Given the likely advent of some form of national health insurance
in the coming years, it is even more imperative that we prepare now for
the increase in demand which national health insurance will certainly
bring about, by taking steps to substantially increase and redistribute
the health manpower resources of this country.
In addition, there must be a concerted effort mounted to train health
care managers. My experience in New York City has taught me that
the shortage of good health care managers is at least as serious as the
shortage of doctors, nurses, and other key health care personnel.
The creation of a sizable administrative apparatus necessary to administer health ca-re prices, costs, and resources under any national
health insurance plan, and the possible rapid growth of health maintenance organizations and other institutional forms providing health
care, make it more imperative than ever that this country begin to pay
more attention to the tasks of training our new health care managers
and retraining the administrators who now run th ystem.
I believe that many of the improvements in the ;.iality of care, and
in the use of health care resources, that Americans will ultimately
expect to be achieved under a national health insurance scheme, will
not be achievable, unless we engage in a systematic effort to upgrade
the quality of management available to run the health care system and
its various institutions.
4. The Congress should undertake a major study inventorying existing cnaronic and convalescent care facilities, determining the extent to
which third-party reimbursement patterns adequately reflect the need
for this kind of health care, and adequately stimulate the development
of facilities to provide it. We must get patients who do not require the
high-cost facilities of short-term general hospitals, into more appropriate sources of care.
5. The Congress should develop and enact "truth in health insura1nce" legislation. Consumers cannot generally tell what coverage they
have bought under any health insurance plan. It seems self-evident
that the individual should know in advance what he gets and what he
doesn't get from his insurance.
Only then will consumers be informed enough to insist upon equitable treatment by insurance carriers and health care providers alike.
In order to remedy this problem, in New York, the Health Services
Administration sponsored a bill which passed the State senate in the
last State legislative session. For your interest, I would like to submit
for the record a copy of this bill.
Mr. ULIMAN. Without objection, it will be placed in the record.
(The bill referred to follows:)
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STATE
Cal. No. 2095

OF NEW

YORK

6708-B

1971-1972 Regular Sessions

IN SENATE
May 5, 1971

Introduced by COMMITTEE ON RULES-read twice and ordered
printed, and when printed to be committed to the Committee on
Insurance-reported favorably from said committee and committed to Committee of the Whole, committee discharged and
said bill recommitted to Committee on Insurance and restored
to Committee of the Whole, Committee of the Who1e discharged,
ordered to a third reading, amended and ordered reprinted,
retaining its place in the. order of third reading again amended
and ordered reprinted, retaining its place in the order of third
reading

AN ACT
To amend the insurance law, in relation to providing for specified disclosure requirements in connection with the sale of
health insurance
The People of the State of New York, represented in Senate and
Assembly, do enact as follows:
I

Section 1. The insurance law is hereby amended by adding

2 thereto a new article, to be article IX-E, to read as follows:
3

ARTICLE IX-E

4

HEALTH INSURANCE

DISCLOSURE

5 Section 290. Health insurance disclosure; short title.
6

291. Health insurance disclosure; declaration of policy and

7

statement of purpose.
EXPLANATION

-

Matter in italics It now; matter in brackets [] is old law to be omitted.
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2
292. Health insurance disclosure;definitions.
293. Health insurance disclosure; delivery of information

2
3

statement.
294. (health insurance disclosure; contents of information

4

statement.

5

295. Health insurance disclosure; regulations.

6

296. Health insurance disclosure; cooperation and assistanec front dcpatjl'nt of health..
9

§ 290. Health insuraiee disclosure; short title. This article shall

10 be known and may be cited and referred to as the "health insurance
11 disclosure act".
12

§ 291. Health insurance disclosure; declaration of policy and

13 statement of purpose. One of the largest and fastest growing
14 expenditures by the residents of this slate is for health care and
15 health insurance. Yet the average consumer of health insurance

16 neither knows the basic facts regarding his coverage nor has the
17 information to make an intellige)t choice between policies. This
18 act requires that health insurers disclose, in clear and concise
19 language, specified items about the policies they are selling in order
20 that the consumer ntay make an informed decision concerning his
21 purchase of health insuranec.
22

§ 292. Health insurance disclosure; definitions. As used in this

r,) article:
24
,5

1. "Approved information slate.mn't"

''icans

a statement which

has bect approcd by the supcr0iellcat purtiant to subdivision

26Gtwo of section two humdred ninetyl-thrce of this article.
27

2. "Health .insurance policy"

means aniy policy or contract of

28 accident and/or health insurance, as defined in subdivision three of
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3

1 section forty-six of this law, including group accident and/or
2 hcilth ivisuraneer polici-s or contracts, and subscriber contracts of
I rorporftio0)l

4

orY/l

nv-eel under article nine-c.

3. "Jtealth inured" means any p( rson covered by a health insur-

5 ance policy but excludes any person covered by reason of being the
6 spouse or dependent of another person,
7

4. "Health insurer" means any person, firm, association or cor-

8 poration doing the business of accident and/or health insurance,
9 as defined in subdivision three of section, forty-six of this law,
10 including stock conipauiies, mutual companies, medical c.,pense
11 i-ndemnity corporations, dental expense indemnity corporations,
12 health service corporations, hospital service corporations,fraternal
13 benefit societies and employee welfare funds, as defined in section
14 thirty-seven-a of this law.
15

5. "Premium" means all amount.s received as consideration for

16 health insurance, including premium deposits, assessments, policy
17 fees, membership fees and any other compensation.
18

§ 293. Health insurance disclosure; delivery of information state-

19 ment. 1. Before soliciting, negotiating or effectuating any health
20 insurance policy, a health insurer (or an authorized insurance
21 agent or insurance broker) shall deliver to each. prospective health
22 insurance purchaser (in the case of a group policy, the person or
23 entity in whose name the policy would be written) the appropriate
24 approved information statement or statements. Upon the delivery
25 or issuance for delivery of any health insurance policy, every health
26 insurer (or an authorized insurance agent or insurance broker)
27 shall deliver the appropriate approved information statement to
28 every health insured who has not received one in accordance with
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1 the requirements of the preceding sentence. At least thirty but
2 no more than sixty days prior to the renewal date of any health
8 insurance policy, each health insurer (or an authorized insurance
4 agent or broker) shall deliver the appropriate approved informa5 tion statement to each health insured.
6

2. Each health insurer shall file in the office of the superintendent

7 annually, on or before the first day of March, copies of forms of
8 information statements which contain the information required by
9 section two hundred ninety-four of this article, except that the
10 information required by clause (i) of paragraph a of subdivision
11 three of such section and by clause (i) of paragraphb of subdivi12 sion four of such section shall be furnished to the health insurer by
13 the superintendent. Such forms shall be accompanied by the health
14 insurance policy, any endorsements and riders, and such other
15 material as the superintendent may deem necessary or appropriate.
16 No information statement shall be delivered unless previously
17 approved by the superintendent as conforming to the requirements
18 of this article and not inconsistent with law; provided, however,
19 that such approval shall not be deemed a finding by the superinten20 dent that the information statement is true and accurate on its face
21 or that it does not contain an untrue statement of fact or omit to
22 state a material fact, or be held to mean that the superintendent
23 has in any way passed upon the merits of, or given approval to,
24 such health insurance policy. It shall be unlawful to make, or cause
25 to be made, to any prospective health insurance purchaser any rep26 resentation contrary to the provisions of the preceding sentence.
27

§ 294. Health insurance discl, sure; contents of information

28 statement. 1. Each information statement shall be in clear, concise
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5

1 and specific language, shalt be printed in a readily legible manner
2 and shall conform to a uniform format prescribed by the superin3 tendent and furnished to each health insurer.
4

2. Each information statement shall include the following mat-

5 ters with respect to the health insurance policy:
6
7
8
9

(a) the annual premium and any-commission, compensation,
fee, allowance or other sales charge;
(b) whether the policy is a group or individual one and the
financial consequences thereof to the policyholder;

10

(c) who is covered by the policy, the ages at which minors

11

gain and lose coverage and the consequence of possible over-

12

insurance and duplicate coverage by another policy providing

13

similar benefits;

14

(d) the procedures and services that are covered by the pol-

15

icy and to what extent, including the terms and conditions of

16

any deductible, coinsurance and maximum coverage provisions;

17

provided that the body of the information statement shall con-

18

tain only a summary of the basic and most commonly used pro-

19

cedures and services, with a full list of the covered procedures

20

and services to be incorporatedin an appendix to the informa-

21

tion statement;

22
23

(e) a summary of any basic and commonly used procedures
and services that are not covered by the policy;

24

(f) in what type of facility, in what location, and by whom,

25

the procedures and services must be provided to be covered by

26

the policy;

27

(g) how claims are made, the period in which claims may

28

be made, to whom the claim,is paid and, with respect to the
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6

I

preceding fi-sal 11ar, (1)

2

claim is pr.sentcd to the health insurer and is paid and (2)

3

the peretaOqe nf the total dollar rat111 of claims paid by the

4

hc ath insurcr to tle total dollar value of claims paid ald

5

claims denied; and

the avrraqe time between when a

6

(h) any probationary period (whether general or for a spe-

7

cific procedure or service), the term of the policy and the terms

8

and conditions of any renewal, termination and conversion

9

provisions.

10 Each information statement shall contain such other relevant in for11 mation about the health insurance policy as may be prescribed by
12 the superintendent. No information statement shall include any
13 untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state any material
14 fact required to be stated therein or necessary to make the state15 ments therein, in light of the circumstances under which such
16 information statement is to be use.d, not misleading.
17

3. (a) For the purposes of this subdivision, the superintendent

18 shall establish an appropriategeographicalregion or regions (which
19 may include areas outside the state) for the compilation of data
20 called for by this subdivision, and, for the purposes of this para21 graph, the superintendent shall establish not less than six and not
22 more than twelve classes of persons with different needs for health
23 care. With respect to the geographical region in uhich it will be
24 used, and for each such class, each information statement shall con25 tain a table indicating the following information:
26

(i) an estimate of the total per capita expenses during the

27

preceding calendar year for health care procedures and ser-

28

vices; provided that in the case of a specialized policy, such as
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1

denzal insurance, the estimate shall only relate to procedures

2

and services which could be covered by the type of health

3

insurance policy in question;

4

(ii) the per capita dollar amoutl of claims paid to all hold-

5

ers of the particularpolicy or most similar policy written by

6

the health insurer during such ycar; and

7
,8

(iii) the above item (ii) as a percentage of the above item (i)
(b) The superintendent shall establish a list of at least ten gen-

9 eral health care procedures awzl services which involve any sub10 stantial expense and are used with at least some degree of frequency
11 and shall establish similar lists with respect to specialized types
12 of health insurance, such as dental insurance. Each such list shall
13 consist of some of the most frequently used procedures and services
14 and at least one of the most expensive procedures and services.
15 With respect to the particularpolicy in question, each information
16 statement shall contain a table indicating the following informa-

17 tion, for each procedure and service on the appropriate list estab18 lished by the superintcndent;
19

(i) the estimated median aud ninetieth percentile (the

20

amount which would be equalled or exceeded in only ten per-

21

cent of all cases) costs in the appropriate geographical region

22

as of December thirty-first of the preceding calendar year;

23

24
25
26
27

(ii) the dollar amount of such costs which would be paid by
the health ,insurer;
(iii) the above itum (ii) as a percentage of the above item
(i); anml
(iv) the dollar amount of such costs which would not be paid
by the health insurer.
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1

§ 2,95. Health insurance disclosure; regulations. The supcrin-

2 tendent shall have the power and duty to promudgate any rides or
3 regulations necessary or appropriateto carry out the provisions of
4 this article.
5

§ 296. Health insurance disclosure; cooperation and aspistance

6 from department of health. The New York state department of
7 health shall cooperate with and assist the insurance department in
8 the exercise of its rights and powers and the fulfillment of its duties
9 under this article.
10

§ 2. Section two hundred seventy-three of such law, as amended

11 by chapter two hundred ninety-six of the laws of nineteen hundred
12 seventy, is hereby amended to read as follows:
13

§ 273. Unfair methods of competition and unfair or deceptive

14 acts or practices defined.

The following are hereby defined as

15 unfair methods of competition and unfair and deceptive acts or
16 practices in the business of insurance viz.: The commission of any
17 one or more of the acts prohibited by sections seven-a, eight, nine,
18 subdivision ten of section forty, sections forty-a, forty-b, forty-c,
19 forty-d, fifty-nine-b,

sixty-.3ix,

seventy-seven-a,

seventy-eight-a,

20 ninety-seven, one hundred twenty-six, one hundred twenty-seven,
21 one hundred forty-nine-a, one hundred eighty-eight, two hundred
22 nine, two hundred ten [and], two hundred eleven and article
23 nine-E of this chapter and sections 135.60, 135.65, 175.05, 175.45,
24 175.50, 190.20 and article one hundred five of the penal law.
25

§ 3. This act shall take effect on January first, nineteen hundred

26 seventy-two, except for the provisions of subdivision one of section
27 two hundred ninety-three of article nine-E which shall take effect
28 on April fifteenth, nineteen hundred seventy-two.
70-174 0 - 72 - pt. 8 - II
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Ml'. CHASE. Tank you.
Our proposed mechanisin is easy to implement, inexpensive to im)lelment, and is plainly right to implement. It ought to be made into
law.
In addition to the actions I have outlined, it is vital that Congress
not lose sight of the fact that New York and other cities are starved
for funds to combat growing urban health problems like alcoholism,
drug addiction, venereal disease, lead-paint poisoning, and rat inferstation. Similarly, health education in our schools, especially on such
important topics as family planning, and the preventive health services in our schools are generally not covered by the health insurance
proposals before the Congress. Moreover, the various health insurance
plans do not provide benefits for the treatment of people awaiting trial
or serving time in our urban prisons and other correctional facilities.
Enactment of any. of the health insurance bills so far proposed
would leave important gaps in health care financing which must be
met from either increased support from categorical sources or special
provisions in any new health insurance law. And certainly while the
inevitable debate that will precede enactment goes on, the cities must
receive funds for their desperately needed public health programs.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ULLMTAN. Thank you, Mr. Chase. We appreciate your expeditious handling of the testimony.
Are there questions?
Mr. Carey?
Mr. CARNY. Mr. Chase, I regret that the time available is such with
the Ifouse in session and a quorum pending that we cannot explore
more of your very detailed statement.
I would like to say that it will be most helpful in my deliberations
and I am sure in deliberations of other members of the committee as
we go over the variety of i)lans with special regard to how they will
affect major urban health systems or systems that need to be in the
major urban areas.
Mr. ULLMAN. Thank you, again, Mr. Chase.
The committee will stand in recess until 2 p.m.
(Whereupon, at 12:15 p.m., the committee recessed, to reconvene at
2 p.m. the same day.)
AFTrERNOON SESSION

Mr. UTLL ,AN. The committee will be in order. Our next witness is
Mr. Clifton Cole. Would you further identify yourself, sir, and we
would be happy to recognize you.
STATEMENT OF CLIFTON A. COLE, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF NEIGHBORHOOD HEALTH CENTERS
Mr. COLE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman and members of
the committee.
I am pleased to have the opportunity to testify before this committee
today, as president of the National Association of Neighborhood
Health Centers, and also director of the Watts Ilealth Center located
in The
Los Angeles,
Calif.
association,
just 2 years old, is composed in excess of 105 health
centers nationwide, which provide health services to underserved com-
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munities. Many of the centers are funded by the Federal Government
through the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare and/or
the Office of Economic Opportunity; a few are privately financed or
self-supporting; and some recently have been supported by local
municipalities.
As an association, we are very concerned about national health policy, particiularly as it affects the poor. Therefore, I will restrict my
comments today to the impact on poverty communities of H.R. 22, the
Health Security Act; and H.R. 7741, the National Health Insurance
Partnership Act.
I would like to begin by briefly reviewing for you some statistics
concerning poverty and health in this country, which certainly document the need for more and improved health services in poverty
communities. I do not mean to imply by this that the more affluent in
our society do not also have problems in getting quality health care, but
I am sure you have heard, or will hear, much about those problems
from others more expert than I.
Recent data from the National Institutes of Health show nationwide:
More than twice as many poor families have someone in their family seriously ill, as compared to families in the highest income group;
The poor have eight times as many visual impairments as those in
the highest income group, four times as many heart conditions, six
times as much arthritis and rheumatism; and six times the number of
cases of high blood pressure; and
Half of the poor's children have never been immunized against polio
or other diseases, over six out of 10 poor children have never seen a
dentist, and the risk of dying before the age of 35 for the poor is four
times higher than the national average.
Ethnic comparisons which reflect poverty, since many poor persons
are nonwhite, also show striking differences in health and utilization
of services.
The infant mortality rate is almost twice as high for nonwhites as
whites; the death rate for adults aged 55-59 is almost 70 percent higher
for nonwhites; whites make almost 50 percent moro visits to a physician each year than nonwhites.
Basically, that is not because they use services more, but because services are more available and more accessible.
The present methods of financing health services, as I am sure you
ladies and gentlemen realize, have tremendous influence on what health
services are available, where they are available, and in what quality
they are available. Private providers of health service, and they are
the majority, are concentrated primarily in areas where there is considerable assurance of being paid a sufficient amount. This means
affluent communities: In Beverly Hills, for instance, there is one physician for every 700 persons, while in Watts, there is one physician for
every 7,500 people. In rural areas, there are some additional problems
besides assurance of dollars, but a stable dollars funding base would
alleviate many of the problems in attracting physicians to rural areas.
Public providers have become the institutions that only those who
cannot afford to pay for services on their own, or through third parties,
use. Thus, we have a dual system of health care in this country: one
system for the rich and another for the poor.
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Federal efforts to date, by both payinent for services and direct support of projects which provide health services such as neighborhood
health centers, have not significantly changed this duality in resource
availability. Our constituency-that is, the people we serve-is a sample of the poor across the country totaling about 2,500,000 patients
who are served, which is about 10 percent of the people who fall under
the OEO or title XVIII definition of poverty.
Furthermore, the direct supl)ort programs provide funds for 2 years
at most. As you might, imagine, that makes it difficult to attract topquality staff because there is no job security, and several programs have
been cut back or completely eliminated, and no retirement programs
are )ossible. In addition, with an assurance of only 1- or 2-year
funding, it is difficult to borrow money or to enter into long-term leases
which are always more economical for facilities and equipment.
For example, many health centers are operating in temporary structures, as we are in Watts, and, in the near future, will need to move to
permanent facilities. Although there is a Federal grant program designed to provide grant and guaranteed loan assistance for construction of such facilities, the States, which administer the program, want
to be assured that funds will be available to operate the facility over
the long run, before they will approve giving a loan to such as neighborhood health centers.
I do not need to point out to you the difficulties we anticipate in
getting banks to loan us substantial funds-and I am talking about
several millions of dollars-even with a Federal guarantee. We need $8
million to carry on our work.
The future ,of Neighborhood Health Centers, as well -as the future
of other private providers in poverty communities, is uncertain. Neighborhood Health Centers are able to exist only because they are not
dependent upon patients' resources, including medicaid and medicare,
for financing. Since medicare covers only a portion of the poor, and in
some communities there are very few aged, medicare cannot be relied
upon as a financial base for providing services.
The present medicaid program with its constant changes and extremely limited coverage cannot be depended upon, either. The Watts
Health Center used to count on the California medicaid programMediCal-for about one-seventh of its revenue, although, I night add,
reimbursement is about 6 months after billing, which makes it impossible to operate without other funds to tide you over while you wait
for reimbursement. But, during the recent cutback, MediCal only provided one-twelfth of our revenue. Clearly, we cannot depend upon such
a fluctuating financial base for anything, nor can we depend upon
MediCal exclusively because many people and services are not covered.
If MediCal at its best only paid one-seventh of our costs, and we serve
only people who meet the same income guideline as MediCal, you can
see there is a tremendous gap both in people covered and services
provided.
In California, for instance, the persons between the ages of 19 and
64 are not covered unless they are totally disabled or blind. Thus,
medicaid, presently, does not meet the health needs of the poor. It meets
only some of the needs of some of the poor. The needs of the poor are
four times -as great as the affluent -and the scope of services broader.
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Private providers who were attracted to poverty communities with
medicaid and others who decided not to flee with their colleagues
because of medicaid also have problems with the fluctuating financial
base medicaid offers. Although the private providers are not starving,
they have no assurance of what, their income will be, and I am sure, this
is one factor which stimulates the frequently low quality of health
care one finds in poverty communities because the only way for a
physician or dentist to make a reasonable income in a poverty community, compared to an affluent area, is to see as many patients as
possible and perform as many reimbursable services and tests on
each patient as possible. This has led to an overutilization and abuse of
the programs.
The private hospitals react to this uncertain, inadequate financing
by providing only reimbursable services to covered patients and sending other patients, often regardless of their condition, to public hospitals which may be a considerable distance. Therefore, we who provide
health services in poverty areas look to a national health financing
mechanism as a solution to many of our problems-not all of them, that
is true, but this mechanism has to provide stability over the long run
or it really won't make any appreciable difference.
It is for this reason that the association strongly favors passage of
the Health Security Act and vehemently opposes the National Health
Insurance Partnership Act.
I hope what I have previously said has made it eminently clear that
the only way to attract the number and quality of health resources into
poverty areas is at a minimum through provision of a stable financial
base to pay for services. As long as payment for services is dependent
upon the vagaries of the private profit system, or a fluctuating welfare
base, there will always be a shortage of health resources in poverty
areas in this country. Unfortunately, the family health insurance program continues the present fluctuating welfare base by being tied to an
income means test although it does remove some State variability.
The means tests results in an unstable financial base. Clearly, a
family's income rising above the limit does not automatically result
in the family having other means to pay for health services. It is
estimated thtt there are 50 million near-poor with family incomes less
than $10,000. Likewise, providers have no assurance that the income
limit will remain constant, and, therefore, onlv providers with other
sources of financing, such as neighborhood health centers, will be attracted to poverty areas. But, as I pointed out earlier, these are not a
long-term solution because they, too, have no stability. Furthermore,
the patient in a poverty area would have no free choice of provider
with little assurance that the services given are meeting any of the
services needed.
In addition to the fluctuating financial base the family health insurance program provides, it also perpetuates a two-class system of
health care by limiting the services available to FHIP beneficiaries.
The striking discrimination against the poor in the administration's
bill is shocking. FHIP allows only 30 days for hospitalization, eight
physician visits 'a month, and nothing for catastrophic illness, while
the National Health Insurance Standards Act provides no such limitations. I do not know what rationale there is for implying poor people
will not be as sick as those more well off. Statistical evidence is clearly
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to the contrary. Furthermore. as an associationn, we believe that everyone, regardless of income, has a right to the health care. he needs.
Health care is a right, not a privilege. FHIP does not assure this.
I understand that the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare
has said that area health education centers would be established in
poverty communities and other shortage areas to attract health providers. There is no evidence that these direct intervention efforts will
work. As I pointed out earlier, their short duration, instability and
limited impact do not result in significant changes in the number of
health providers in medically deprived areas.
I would also like to discuss the health maintenance organization
option in FHTIP and also in H.R. 1. While the association favors the
development of health maintenance organizations, it is concerned that
no Federal minimal standards are spelled out in the legislation which
could easily lead to another raping of poverty communities by unethical providers of health services.
Furthermore, the HMO option has no requirement for consumer
participation which we feel is essential to assure that health services
are responsive to needs, the needs of the various subculture areas that
will be served. We do not believe standards nor required consumer
participation should be left up to departmental regulation without
specifically being mandated in the legislation; regulations are rarely
more stringent than the legislation on which they are based and this
may be entirely appropriate.
I would like to point out that section 628(b) (4) which requires
"demonstration to the satisfaction of the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare of proof of financial responsibility and proof of
financial capability to provide comprehensive health services * * *"
could be interpreted to exclude federally-funded organizations such
as neighborhood health centers because they lack independent financial
responsibility at the present time.
There are two other main points that I would like to make. I think
some of my colleagues earlier in their testimony made both of these
points.
One is related to America's dismal picture of health care when
compared to other countries who admittedly are not as sophisticated,
in terms of the quality and technical expertise of the health care in
this country. The second point is related to local property-tax
assistance.
Regarding the first point, infant mortality is one of the widely accepted tests of society's standards of health. In 1969. as related in
social trends, a statistical annual, the infant deaths in Great Britain
were 18 per 1,000 live births. In the United States, it was 20.7 per
1,000. The maternal deaths per 100,000 births was 19, and in America
27.4 per 100,000. The British figures are significantly better today than
ever before and this was achieved over one generation which so happens to be the period in which the British National Health Services, a
system of national health care, was put in effect.
If these statistics, as well as the death rates from various categories
of illnesses, are any indication on where America stands in the world
health picture, it is indeed a dismal picture. We are no better than
tenth of any of the health indices that are used for comparison pur-
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poses in determining how well a country does in meeting its people's
health needs.
Recently, 10 random death rates were compared between the United
States and Britain for the period between 1950-52 used as a base of
100, and 1967.
The death rates for tuberculosis, diabetes, arteriosclerosis, hypertension, heart disease, influenza, pneumonia and bronchitis, and all of
these are diseases which hit the poor worst, were all higher in the
United States than in Great Britain. Either our rates had risen or the
British rates had fallen to make their health picture look better than
in this country.
It is 'a known fact that the death rates for the poor for all of these
above categories are at least four times greater than the rest of the
population. Since there are 23 million poor people in the United
States by Department of Labor statistics-defined in their poverty
guidelines-it is obvious that as long ,as the poor people do not have
adequate health care, the overall picture for the United States will
remain dismal in comparison with other nations. This is particularly
true when compared with the 10 European countries who 'have provided equal access to health care by funding national health services
for everyone.
The second major point which should be taken into serious consideration, particularly when the comparative cost is related between the
National Health Security Act and the National Health Insurance
Partnership Act, is that the Security Act is rejected, basically, because
it costs three times as much to finance.
But, Nwhat everyone fails to recognize, but I did hear it this morning,
however, is that providing such a uniform base for payment of health
services will relieve many States and local municipalities from much
of the present outlay of local property taxes and other tax dollars for
the operation of public health facilities for the poor.
In California, we 'have seen in recent years, majority resistance to
increasing local taxes to the extent of sacrificing local school construction, as well as local public health facilities construction. The
Health Security Act would provide a study and assured finding
base for operations which would be an underwritten guarantee to
health providers that part of the cost for 1)ioviding health services
to all people, poor and near-poor, which total nearly 75 million persons in the United States would be assured and 'a more equal distribution of health manpower resources would almost inevitably follow.
The disbursement of health manpower currently is in direct proportion to where the health dollars are located. "Where your money is,
your doctors are also." The redistribution of funds 'through the Health
Security Act would also enhance better planning in local areas for
serving poverty communities.
The Association of Neighborhood Health Centers firmly believes
that there should be a uniforn health purchasing power to achieve an
equalization of resources which is desperately needed in this country
to make the right to health care for everyone a reality and not a matter
of happenstance, dependent upon financial circumstances.
Thank you.
If you have any questions, I will be glad to answer them.
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Mr. ILLMAN. Thank you, Mr. Cole, for a very interesting and
stimulating statement.
Are there questions?
Mr. Schneebeli?
You say on page 2 that half of the )oor's children
Mr. SCIINEulEI'I.
have never been imnunized against polio. is this fact still true?
Mr. CoLm. Yes, it is.
Mr. SClINEI'lU. I thought our recent experience in connection with
polio was very gratifying and that the ratio was up to 95 percent or so
for immunization.
How limited a group are you talking about?
Mr. CoLtE. I ain speaking of the inner city groups across the country
where the recent health statistics indicate, that half of the children
have not been immunized not only against polio but any communicable
disease.*
That is the children of the so-called poor.
Il many instances, according to State law, don't
Mr. SCIINsElI.
they have to be immunized before they go to school?
Mr. COLE. Yes and no. That law is enforced in some states and not
in others.
In California, for instance, which I would consider a more populous
State, in the community in which we live, it is truly that community
and we make a big effort to help the school system to immunize the
children, but in most States the school districts say the parents must
sign a waiver which they don't sign and therefore do not get their
children immunized. Some reasons are because of lack of information,
lack of proper knowledge about immunization. There is a need for a
health education program to go along with an immunization program.
Merely setting up a facility to immunize all of the people in the
inner city areas will not get all of them immunized.
Mr. SCIINEIELL. In Pellnsylvania, the children have to be immunized before they go to school.
Mr. COLE. That may be true in Pennsylvania, but that is not so in
California per se.
Mr. PFTTIs. As a fellow Californian, I wanted to welcome you to the
committee and the witness table.
Mr. ULLTAN. Tlank you very much.
Our next witness is Dr. Warren Carmichael.
Dr. Ca mnichael, if you would further identify yourself and your
colleague, we would be very happy to recognize you.
*American Journal of Nursing, November 1969, "The Dimensions of Poverty," by J. T.
English, M.D.
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STATEMENT OF DR, WARREN CARMICHAEL, MEMBER, CENTRAL
OKLAHOMA ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT HEALTH COMMISSION; ACCOMPANIED BY LEON NOSS, CHAIRMAN

I)r. i 'llI(I,. I am 'Warren Carmicllael, superintendent of Cleveland, O)llhoma School System and with me is Leon Noss, chairman
of COEDD Health Commission.
MA'[r.
ITIA.MAN. V
welcome you here and you are recognized, sir.
Dr. (ARAH1mAEm.
The C()EI)D Health Commission is honored in
)resenting testimony before t:he Ways and Means Committee and
expresses its gratitude to Wilbur 1). Mills for making this democratic
process possible.
The Central Oklahoma Economic Development District, hereinafter referred to as COEI)I), was organized in 1966 through the
provisions of the inter-local cooperation act. The initial motivating
forces behind this organization were the local problems of' high unemt)loyment, poverty, and outm igration of population . Through monies
administered through the Economic Development Administration of
the U.S. Department of Commerce, assistance was provided in planning and action to help alleviate these above-described problems.
However, it soon became apparent to the 215,000 citizens living in
this eight-county rural area, and in the forty cities and towns within
this area, that more jobs were not necessarily the solution to all of
the needs identified in the planning process. It became further apparent that a comprehensive process involving planning for total development of the region including functional areas of physical, social and
economic needs had to be implemented immediately if the planning
process was to e responsive to the problems of the local people.
In 1968, COEDD was funded through the provisions of Public
Law 89-749, referred to as the "partnership for Health" legislation.
COEDD, being a ruml depressed area, recognizes the likelihood of
a health crisis in the near future. Our health needs are many; our problems are critical. Limited human and financial resources demand that
a comprehensive process be developed whereby maximum utilization
of our scarce health facilities, services and manpower may be attained.
During the past 3 years, the COEDD Health Commission has been
organized. Consisting of 41 members, which are elected by 13 grassroot, health planning task forces, this commission has, by working
with the public and private sectors of health care, as well as consumer
interest, studied and documented many of the health needs of the
area.
We make no pretense of having analyzed the dozen sickness care
insurance systems that have been proposed. Our role is that of an
advocate of the public interest of our COEDD citizenry. We have
studied their health problems including the leading causes of death,
major illnesses, preventive health indicators and health related environmental factors.
(Exhibit C follows:)
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EXHIBIT C

COEDD INFANT MORTALITY BY RACE-
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We have asked questions and listened to our peoI)le as they discussed
their health problems, including the cost of health care, the quality of

the services, and their suggestions on improvement of the delivery
system.
In 1970, a survey was conducted throughout our area which indicated that a significant percentage of the population was not being
covered by a health insurance plan either government sponsored or
private and the a surprisingly high percentage of the population
favored a national health insurance program.

(Exhibit A follows:)
EXHIBIT A
TABLE OF RESULTS.-COEDD HEALTH INTERVIEW SURVEY, JUNE 1970 1

Socioeconomic

stratum

High ----------------Middle ---------------Low------------------Rural
..-----------------

Opinions of household respondent
regarding national health insurance
(percent)

Percent of households with health insurance
--------

Private Government
- 58
51
37
55

24
32
40
24

Both
13
12
11
13

None
5
5
12
9

Favor
24
42
57
46

Oppose
48
32
24
36

Undecided
28
26
19
18

I Sample population selected at random from households among rural and urban areas of COEDD. All communities
above 1,000population were stratified into socioeconomic frames in accordance with a precise, valid methodology developed
by NCDC, USPHS, DHEW. Collectionof data was adoor-to-door prcess by teams of experts formally trained in proper interviewing techniques.
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Hou8eholds

I. Size of COEDD survey population ---------------------------II.

2, 500

Composition of sample

A. Urban:
1. High socioeconomic stratum -----------------------------2. Middle socioeconomic stratum ---------------------------3. Low socioeconomic stratum ------------------------------B. Rural
--------------------------------------------------

348
348
768
1, 036

We have reached consensus among our commission membership on
several basic points regarding national health insurance:
1. National health insurance is inevitable. If health care is a basic
right, then universal coverage must be developed.
2. The benefits must phase-in over a lengthy period of time to
prevent collapse of the delivery system. This principle is especially
critical in "scarcity areas" such as COEDD.
3. The plan should be comprehensive. Mental and physical health
care benefits should be embraced. Greater emphasis should also be
placed on preventive measures, ambulatory care, and should include
prescription drugs.
4. All practitioners of medicine, dentistry, and related healing arts,
as licensed by each State, should be eligible as providers of health
services under the )lan.
5. Coinsurance features should be included. We believe that less
abuse will result if individuals pay a certain amount of the cost of
coverage and also miiinimnal fees for services.
6. Freedom to select physician of choice should be preserved.
7. Development of incentives to change the system from the present
crisis oriented position toward one where major focus will be placed
on the well and near well rather than on the sick.
Pawnee and Lincoln Counties neither have health departments.
Only three of the COEDD counties have community mental health
services. Minimal services exist in the area for alcoholism, drug abuse,
emergency care and ambulatory care.
Health manpower has been identified as the major health problem.
Our dentist ratio per population is only 60 percent of the national
average; our M.D. ratio only 49 percent, and our registered nurse ratio
only 44 percent. Our availability and supply of paramedical personnel
has also been limited.
Several of the COEDD hospitals are outdated and they need replacement. Continued modernization of these facilities has been difficult
because of the local tax base and limited operational budgets.
The people in COEDD do not desire to travel to Oklahoma City
or Tulsa for health care. They wish to maintain the availability and
accessibility to primary health care services within this geographical
region. Unfortunately; our capability to provide primary health care
is decreasing. Three area hospitals lave closed since 1967. Many of
our physicians have migrated to metropolitan area.
Our exhibit B summarizes some major discrepancies documented
last year by COEDD in regard to reimbursement practices of title 18,
title 19, and Blue Cross.
(Exhibit B follows:)
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EXHIBIT B
SUMMARY OF 3D-PARTY REIMBURSEMENT EXPERIENCES AMONG COEDD HOSPITALS, JULY 1,19701
Under
30 beds
Average cost paid pet patient-day:
Blue
Cross
-----------------------------------Medicaid -------------------------------------Medicare --------------------------------------

$45.44
38.57
40.67

30 to 50
beds
$55.24
45.65
44.28

Average percent occupancy per total patients:
Blue
Cross
-----------------------------------10.6
11.7
Medicaid --------------------------------------8.9
11.7
Medicare -------------------------------------59.6
55.8
Average percent of billed charges paid byBlue Cross
-----------------------------------99
97
Medicaid -------------------------------------89
85
Medicare -------------------------------------86
87
Regional median average of reimbursement fromBlue Cross ---------------------------------------------------------------Medicaid ------------------------------------------------------------------Medicare ---------------------------------------------------------------

50 to 100
beds

100 to 150
beds

$53.59
50.70
51.27

$57.80
53.80
44.57

17.0
7.0
46.0

16.0
5.0
42.5

99
90
94

95
85
85

97 ------------87 ------------88 --------------

I Figures taken from most recent annual audit.

Only 87 percent of the billed charges were being paid area hospitals
by medicaid while Blue Cross was acknowledging 97 percent of the
billed charges. Unless Congress or HEW takes corrective action to
alleviate these discrepancies, additional COEDD hospitals will be
bankrupt and be forced to close their doors. The hospitals in COEDD,
because of their excessive number of people over 65 and the medicaidwelfare patient load, depend upon titles 18 and 19 for the majority
of their operational budget.
We ask your help in responding to this problem immediately. National health insurance will be too late. The Oklahoma cost containment plan was proposed to the Social Security Administration over
1 year ago. It called for uniform reimbursement policies, as well ,asa
prospective reimbursement formula. It has not been accepted.
Another problem testified upon by Aurthur Rollette, who until
recently was chief of the Absentee Shawnee Indian Tribe, was the
health care of the 11,073 American Indians residing in COEDD.
. He talked about the needs of these 11,000 American Indians living
in COEDD. The Indian citizen is denied access to adequate levels of
care because of inconveniently located facilities and shortages of
health personnel. Continuity of service is nonexistent for Indians
living in COEDD.
Mr. Rollette further raised a point which I think is very vital to
the health issue before us: "Why does the Federal Government continue to duplicate facilities and services and to operate a completely
segregated system of health care for Indians?"
The COEDD Health Commission recommends that in communities
such as Pawnee, Okla., that future consideration be given toward
building and equipping a joint community health facility that will
meet the needs of all area citizens and that the different levels of
government discard any plans for continued duplication of facilities
and/or services for the Indian and non-Indian populations. We also
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recommend payment for services rendered, whether provided by the
private segment or public, be made to all levels of'government or to
the private, segment through such a national health insurance plan.
In summary, the COEDI) Health Comumission maintains that an
effective and workable partnership must be developed between the
public and private segments of health care. It is important that both
partners, as well as consumers of health services, have an equal voice
in shaping the destiny of Anmerica's health care system.
The system must be responsive to the people. Problems differ among
people and between geographical areas. Areawide health planning
must be continued and expanded. We welcome the opportunity to
expand upon try of the points which we have outlined. Please call
upon us if we can be of benefit to the Ways and Means Committee as
you continue to deliberate upon this important national issue.
We realize that there are many questions that could be raised concerning health issues. We realize that we will not have all of the
answers.
Mr. Noss represents the providers in the medical area in our COEDD
district.. In previous testimony he has stated, concerning the financing
of Federal programs, that we are forcing the closing of a number of
community hospitals and that local physicians would be driven from
urban centers.
This testimony was given before the Senate subcommittee and it
might interest you to know that since his testimony three community
hospitals in our district have been closed.
Dr. Lloyd Williams, a practicing physician in Wetumba from our
district has stated recently, "I could not practice without a local
hospital."
On a recent trip trying to reeruit doctors to come to the rural area
the question that is repeatedly heard from prospective doctors is,
"Do you have a hospital?"
We feel, gentlemen, that the local community hospitals that are now
serving rural areas mast be considered as you look into the problem of
legislation.
We feel it is vital that we have care in the rural areas to meet the
needs of the people who are there; that they cannot nor will they
migrate to the metropolitan center for medical care.
We realize that this task we are asking the committee is almost
impossible.
Recently in one of our committee meetings one of the members was
talking about creating a universal comprehensive program. I simply
asked the question of this person if the meaning of his word "create"
might be termed in a Biblical mense?
Does le mean such as the creation of God, that is, "to form from
nothingness?" Maybe we are asking you, gentlemen, to form a comprehensive program out of nothing.
It has been a pleasure for Mr. Noss and I to be here today.
Thank you for your time and we would be glad to try to answer any
questions concerning the COEDD District.
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Mr'. UITTIMAN. Thank you, Dr. Carmichael. You have given us interesting testimony and statistics associated with rural areas. Certainly in
any comprehensive medical program, we must think of the problems
of the rural areas as well as the problems of the cities.
Are there any questions ?
If not, thank you very much.
The committee will stand adjourned until 10 tomorrow morning.
(Whereupon, at 2 :35 p.m., the committee was adjourned, to reconvene at 10 a.m., Tuesday, November 9, 1971.)

NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE PROPOSALS
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 9, 1971

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMI'EE ON WAYS AND MEANS,

Washington, D.C.
The committee niet at 10 a.m., pursuant to notice, in the committee
room, Longworth House Office Building, Hon. Wilbur D. Mills (chairman of the committee), presiding.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will please be in order.
Our first witnesses this morning are Hon. Bruce King, Governor
of the State of New Mexico and Dr. Boyden and others.
Will you please come to the table, Governor King.
We appreciate so much having you with us this morning. We know
of the very fine record you are making in your own State as chief
executive officer. We appreciate you bringing along our colleague
Congressman Runnels as well as the others.
If you will introduce the others at the table we will be glad to
recognize you, sir.
3OINT STATEMENTS OF HON. HAROLD L. RUNNELS, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NEW MEXICO; HON.
BRUCE KING, GOVERNOR, STATE OF NEW MEXICO; DR. GEORGE
M. BOYDEN, PRESIDENT, NEW MEXICO FOUNDATION FOR MEDICAL CARE; RICHARD W. HEIM, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NEW
MEXICO HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICE DEPARTMENT; AND DR.
WALTER WOOD, PRESIDENT, THE DIKEWOOD CORP., ALBUQUERQUE, N. MEX.
Governor KING. Thank you very much, Chairman Mills.
It is certainly a pleasure to be in Washington. We know of the
great work you do and we are proud to appear before your committee.
We are very proud of Congressman Runnels in New Mexico. We are
also very proud of Mr. Dick Heim who is our health and social service director in New Mexico. He started with me January 1. We think
that we have done a tremendous job with a very complex problem.
Dick, if you will kind of look around where the people know you
I will say that you are testifying immediately following me. We are
also very appreciative of Dr. Boyden who has donated his time to
the State of New Mexico and has certainly done a tremendous job.
Doctor, it is nice to have you with us Woday. We have from the
Dikewood Corp. in New Mexico, IWalter Wood, who is also working
with us. That, Mr. Chairman, constitutes our group today.
(1755)
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I would like to read for the record a short statement, with your
permission.
Mr. Chairman, and members of the Ways and Means Committee, I
am grateful for the opportunity to appear before your committee today
during your hearings on national health insurance.
Our purpose in appearing before, you this morning is neither to sup)ort nor oppose the concept of national health insurance or any of the
approaches or specific bills which have been introduced on this very
important subject. Rather, we should like to describe in brief form
the efforts the State of New Mexico has initiated this year to manage
our medicaid program, a program which up till now has appeared to
be unmanageable. A lengthier written statement has been presented
to the committee for inclusion in the record. We think our medicaid
management system, although as yet too new to be subjected to critical
objective evaluation, may indicate either a necessary prerequisite to
national health insurance or, perhaps, even a viable alternative.
Unless we can demonstrate that existing Government-supported health
care programs can be so managed that the intent of Congress in passing
them is, in fact., being realized, I certainly fear what will happen to
our system of delivering health care and providing financing for it
when a greatly expanded p)rogramn is introduced.
At the outset let, me stat, clearly that I support the, objectives of
title XIX of the Social Security Act. I believe, however,'that there
was insufficient planning for its implementation and too little concern for the impact that this program would have on the States'
abilities to finance their share of the cost. I think the history of the
medicaid program in New Mexico is a good case in point.
New Mexico, which ranks in the lowest quartile of per capita income
among all States, entered medicaid in December 1966, with the broadest scope of services offered. New Mexico was acclaimed as having
one of the more progressive programs in the country. Our pride
unfortunately became short-lived as numbers of persons served and
the cost of the services escalated so rapidly that recurring financial
and program crises became routine. In the full fiscal year preceding
our entrance into medicaid, we served 40,498 persons under the old
medical vendor proginams at a cost of $6,043,697. Five years later we
served 70,869 at a cost of $20,396,087 for a percentage'increase of 75
percent in persons served and 237.5 percent in costs. During the same
period, State general fund appropriations for health and welfare
programs, including medicaid, increased only 60 percent. The disparity between the two figures has resulted in two actions, neither of
which are acceptable to me.
First, other worthwhile health and welfare programs in the State
have been drastically reduced to subsidize medicaid; secondly, the
program has required large deficiency appropriations from the State
legislature, which is a violation of our constitution and statutes. When
I took office on New Year's Day this year and asked Dick Heim to
Join me as director of health and social services, we were told that
the department's total operations were overexpended $7.5 million,
most of which amount was in the medicaid program. During the
60-day session of the 1971 legislature an updated estimate of the
deficiency revealed that the department was overexpended by ap-
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proxirnately $13.5 million, the State's share of which was $4.3 million.
After the legislature adjourned we learned that even this estimate
was underestimated and a, more precise estimate of the overexpenditure approximated $18 million, only $2.0 million uiore tham the entire
medicaid budget for the previous fiscal year.
The legislature appropriated the funds to cover the known deficiency so that the medicaid program could continue uninterrupted
through the fiscal year which ended June 30, and appropriated a
small increase for the fiscal year beginning July 1, with the proviso
that all services be kept within appropriated amounts and that no
further deficiency appropriations would be granted. In effect, the
legislature mandated that either we manage the program within the
budget or that we get out.
I did not think then, nor do I now, that the latter alternative was in
any way acceptable. Therefore, the only option open to us was to
attempt to manage the program within the financial resources available to us.
To describe what we did and the preliminary results I should like
to call on I)ick Heim and Dr. George Boyden. Before doing so, I must
congratulate the health care providers of New Mexico and esnec iallv
the physicians for their splendid cooperation in working with the
State agency in developing the program which Mr. Heim and Dr.
Boyden are to discuss. Without this cooperation, the efforts we are
making would be impossible. Now, with your permission, Mr. Chairman, I should like to call on Dick Heim.
Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Heim, we remember you as a former assistant
to our very fine friend Senator Anderson for a number of years. We
welcome you to the committee, sir.
Thank you, Governor.
Mr. Hfi~u-i. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my remarks this
morning will summarize the more detailed description of what is
going on in New Mexico that is provided in the full written statement.
I will try to cover the situation of the New Mexico medicaid program
as it was about a year ago, what we have done about it, some of the
problems we have faced, and where we stand today.
In February 1971, a complete evaluation of the medicaid program,
title XIX, was done by the health and social services department
who had primary responsibility for directing this program. The findings were disturbing. Dissatisfaction with the program was expressed
by the State legislature who viewed the skyrocketing expenditures as
a runaway situation that could bankrupt the State. Providers were
unhappy because the awkward administrative policies and procedures
were thought to be unnecessarily restrictive. Claims payment was
uneven due to the nonavailability of a steady cash flow sufficient to meet
rising costs. Hospitals and institutions were borrowing money to
meet payrolls because of the untimely and irregular payment schedules. Of course, this also increased the cost. Professional supervision of
the program was at a mininmm. Physician participation was very
passive and, in some areas, nonexistent. The ability to assess the quality
and appropriateness of care was extremely limited. The State had
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entered the program with insufficient information and planning. Sys-

tems grew of necessity as a reaction to requirement and not on a
preplanned and designed basis.
As Governor King stated, the State legislature funded the program
with the proviso that all services be kept within budget limitations
and no deficit spending would be tolerated.
With these factors in mind two plans were implemented. The first
was to put limitations on the scope, and types of services offered to
the extent that fiscal limitations could be met and the program remain
solvent. The program was reduced in scope from unlimited services
to these representative coverages.
In hospitals we restricted coverage to 30 days per year per patient.
In skilled nursing homes to 120 days, subsequently extended to
240 days.
For outpatient physicians visits 18 per yea r per patient.
For dental care, emergency care only, and for stricter adherence to
medical necessity requirements for all other services.
In effecting these program reductions we knew full well that the
objective of medicaid to provide quality medical care to the poor of
the State on a free choice basis was seriously degraded. We hoped,
however, that these restrictions would serve as a temporary expedient
until a more satisfactory control program could be developed.
In desigrning the second plan, we recognized that the key to the
control of medical services was the physician who ordered them. We
felt that any plan to be effective required active physician participation not only in the delivery of services but in the planning and
educational stages of the program.
Since our department has such a poor image in the State, it was
felt that a professional, self-standing physicians' organization would
be the best vehicle to secure the statewide involvement which was so
necessary if we were to upgrade medical services in the program.
Fortunately such a vehicle was in existence.
In April 1970 the New Mexico Medical Society had established the
New Mexico Foundation for Medical Care, patterned after the San
Joaquin Foundation. The purpose of the foundation was to encourage
the delivery of medical services at reasonable cost, to preserve freedom
of choice between physician and patient, and to assure high professional standards of care to the people.
In April of this year a contract was signed by the New Mexico
Foundation for Medical Care and New Mexico Health and Social
Services Dei)artment * * * "to l)rovide services to New Mexico Health
and'Social Services and its other medicaid contractors by establishing
and operating a claims review system utilizing professional personnel
and electronic data processing systems to monitor the quality, utilization, and cost of health care given beneficiaries of the medicaid
program."
By this contract the New Mexico Foundation for Medical Care in
effect was set up as a professional standards review organization along
the terms of Seitator Bennett's amendment.
To provide the statistical data needed to support a Professional
Standards Review Organization, a new claims processing system had
to be developed, a computer supported system with sufficient capacity
and flexibility to acco,1 amodate changing policies, continuous updating
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of data and programs, and able to yield management information in a
variety of configurations. To supply this administrative expertise a
contract was signed with the l)ikewood Corp. located in Albuquerque,
N. Mex., a subsidiary of rPRACOR, Inc., a company experienced in

systems design, computer programming and operation.
Both contracts stipulated that actual operations were to begin no
later than September 1, 1971. We recognized that this was an unreasonable target date, but the seriousness of the problems and the political
climate in the State did not permit us the luxury of time.
Physician involvement was immediate. Volunteer unpaid physicians
served on verious subcommittees assisting in the development of programs. A total of 770 hours of donated physicians' time were reported
up to October 31.
Hospital administrators also gave freely of their time and efforts in
workshops and meetings.
In broad categories, the foundation activities can be divided into
professional review, communication and education, and certain claims
processing responsibilities.
The prime function of the foundation is in the area of peer review,
which in New Mexico we call professional review. The Professional
Review Committee has developed guidelines for the clerical review
examiners to use in selecting claims for professional review. Guidelines provide statements of the standards of accepted practice for services and procedures as a function of diagnosis. Generally, guidelines
indicate a length of stay in hospital, frequency of physician visits
recommended, laboratory tests and diagnostic X-rays, and parameters
of therapy. When a claim indicates services not within guideline
recommendations, the clercial review examiner refers the claim to
a review physician for determination of the medical reason for
variation.
As a part of guideline development a close review of institutional
care was conducted by the Department. We suspected that skilled
nursing homes and intermediate care facilities were being improperly used, so a survey was made of each recipient in an institutional
care category. Current medical information on the diagnosis, condition, anid treatment of the patients was given to a volunteer group
of physicians working under the auspices of the foundation to determine the appropriate level of care needed by each one on the basis of
medical necessity.
As a result of this survey new guidelines for institutional care were
written 1y the foundation and another group of volunteer physicians
reevaluated each patient survey form. To validate the findings a third
group of volunteer physicians conducted a final evaluation. These
efforts resulted in many changes in assignment of patients to lower
cost levels of institutional care specified by the guidelines.
We have been temporarily enjoined by the Federal court in Albuquerque from carrying out this program. The arguments in the case
will be heard next month.
At the current time, 54 physicians in the Albuquerque area are performing review of physician and institutional claims. The 18-member
professional review committee made up of physicians from throughout the state meets to consider problems found by the reviewing physi-
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cans; to set precedents; to evaluate tie methods of review; and to
evaluate the effectiveness of individual reviewing )hysicians.
The hospital admission precertification plrogran (JIA PP) uses the
hospital staff and hospital utilization review committee to make decisions on the al)prol)riateness of admission and length of stay while the
)atients is still in the hospital.
The claims processing system has been designed in such a way that
accurate and complete information in the form of patient and prior
history profiles is quickly available to the reviewer on a, cathode ray
tube display terminal connected to the computer.
In summary, Mr. Chairman, an extensive and detailed automated
data system provides the basis for professional review of medical
necessity and conformance to high professional standards in the delivery of health care services in New Mexico. Minor changes in the
data collection procedures are plannedd that will permit extensive
evaluation of the impact of this professional review on the quality,
accessibility, and effectiveness of health care delivery and point the
way toward further development of the professional review system.
We firmly believe that our efforts in the area of professional review
will improve the. quality of patient care. Although this prototype
system currently covers only 8 percent of the State's residents, we
fully anticipate that this improvement will carry through to patients
not covered by the program and will have a beneficial effect on the
overall care provided New Mexico residents.
Now, Mr. Chairman, with your permission I should like to ask Dr.
George Boyden who is the president of the New Mexico Foundation
for Medical Care, to discuss from the physicians viewpoint, professional review as it is practiced in New Mexico.
The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Boyden.
Dr. BOYDEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Governor King and Mr.
Heim have described the situation that led to the formation of the
Foundation for Medical Care.
In briefly describing the activities of the Foundation for Medical
Care. I woild divide them into four areas:
Establishment of guidelines; review of claims from hospitals and
nursing homes; review of claims from other providers and provider
education.
In the area of physician guidelines, our professional review committee has developed review examiner kickout points for 206 diagnoses.
We're currently in the process of refining these.
Additionally, we have developed guidelines for classifying patients
into skilled nursing home, high intermediate care facility, low intermediate care facility, and boarding home levels of care.
We're working with the Visiting Nurses Association to define their
services and are working with podiatry and dentistry to develop review
criteria for their services.
In reveiw of claims from facilities, we're using the PAS 51st percentile as a guidepoint for hospital utilization review committees to
monitor length of stay and then we're reviewing both manually and
by computer the effectiveiess of these individual hospital utilization
review committees. This is based upon Sacramento)'s certified hospital
admission program commonly known as CHAP but has been modified
to fit New Mexico's geography.
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In nursing homes, we are using the guidelines established, exploring
expansion of these guidelines and we are beginning to take a look at
medications and the overall medical care being given to patients in
nursing homes.
Elective surgery, which is primarily done on an inpatient basis,
requires prior authorization. A panel of 12 physicians is meeting once
a week to review elective requests that have been approved and elective
requests that have been denied.
In the review of claims from other providers, we are extremely
fortunate in the computer backup) that is availal)le to us. Our claims
processing system is on an on-line basis with instant input and instant
access. In effect, this means that two claims can. come into the shop on
the same day and we will know of the first claim when we review the
second one. Our review examiners can call up a 12-month history on the
patient, arranged by date of service, or by diagnosis or in several other
ways and have this information displayed in front of them within 15
to 30 seconds. This computer system provides a high degree of visibility. The information that we are reviewing is as current as any information can possibly.be.
Our review examiners then use the past history plus the diagnostic
guidelines that I have previously mentioned and evaluate the claim in
front of them to determine whether it's payable, or whether it should
go to review. Roughly 15 percent of our claims are going to physician
review at this time, but we anticipate that this number will decrease
as time goes on.
Some examples of things that we have picked up through this system
follow:
1. Patient overutilization, such as the patient that received 326
sleeping pills and 452 darvon pills in a 3-month period on orders from
four different physicians and dispensed by six different pharmacists. I
think it is iml)ortant to note that this abuse was identified within 14
days after this system went into effect and that the previous system
would not identify the problem. Patient abuse of this nature will be
handled by a patient identification program developed by the social
service department in the foundation.
2. Y. have picked up a few instances of patient underutilization
such as the patient that first sees the physician for prenatal care just
a few short weeks before delivery. We will pick up more of these cases
and will work with the State health and social services department, regional medical program, comprehensive health planning, and
other voluntary health agencies to find ways of resolving patient
underutilization.
Physician and institutional overutilization, improper utilization, et
cetera can be picked up through both the prospective review through
the cathode ray terminal and through some rather sophisticated retrospective analyses by the computer. These analyses would be such things
as injectables used for a aiven diagnosis, ratio of prescriptions to office
visits, average length of hospital stay, ratio of elective admissions to
emergency admissions, et cetera.
Mr. Chairman, at this point I would like to give a few additional
examples of inappropriate utilization that are not a pait of the written
testimony.
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There is the example of a hos)it.al charging $580 for a sheepskin
used as a I)rotective pad on the bed of a 1)edridden patient.
Another example is that of a physician frequently prescribing
orthopedic shoes from one store and thel prescriptions are for oxfords
with a stiff shank, in other words, ordinary walking shoes available in
any store.
Another example is that of a podiatrist who submitted seven individutl claim forms for seven visits in a 5-week p.eriod. This is significant since at the present time podiatry services are limited to
emergency care only, and only on referral from a physician.
Another example is that of a $26 charge for materials that cost $3.
Another example is that of a hospital utilization committee that
determined five cases to be emergency when later monitoring of the
work of this committee showed that these were not emergency cases.
We have a continuing program to monitor the effectiveness of utilization committees to make them effective.
In developing our program we have found that most utilization
committees do not function but we have also found that, giving them
guidelines and assistance, that they will carry out their intended
function in a responsible manner and relate services to medical needs.
Back to my pr-epared statement.
The fourth area of activity of the foundation is providing, eduation.
This is an extremely broad area with many different facets to it. Initially, our major efforts will be directed at physicins inasmuch as
they provide or prescribe between 80 and 90 percent of the health care
dollars.
In New Mexico we have a State law that mandates continuing physician education, and we will be. able to identify areas in need of
up-to-date professional education. We anticipate using the medical
school, the professional associations, and the regional medical program
to provide most of this education.
The process of reviewing itself is educational. Currently, all of our
review is done in Albuquerque, but we will be expanding review activities into other areas of the State both through fixed locations and
through the hand carrying of claims that require review.
Some degree of educational progress has been achieved with other
providers through developing guidelines. We anticipate being able to
determine areas of weakness for other providers and, working through
their associations, develop educational programs for correcting these
weaknesses.
Historically, the control of utilization has been carried out first
by the ability of the patient to pay. If he couldn't afford to pay, he did
not go to the doctor. With the advent of health insurance, control of
utilization was exercised through exclusions, riders, and selective
underwriting. Then Federal and'State supported programs came into
being without exclusions and without the controlling influence of
the patient's ability to pay, which of necessity resulted in rules that
are arbitrary, rules that limit services on a basis not related to medical
needs.
The New Mexico Foundation for Medical Care and the Health and
Social Services Department, working with the computer support of
the Dikewood Corp., are attempting to relate services provided
to medical necessity of these services and to the priorities that can be
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covered within the funds available. A professional review organization
such as the New Mexico Foundation for Medical Care is essential as a
part of any health care legislation.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CIAIRMAN. Tlank you, Dr. Boyden. Does that complete your
statements?
Mr. HIfuhn. Yes sir.
The CIIIRMAN. Without objection the additional material included
with the statements that have been presented will appear in the record
at this point.
(Material referred to follows:)
STATEMENTS OF I-ON. BRUCE KING, GOVERNOR, STATE OF NEW MFXICO; MR. RICHARD
V. HEiM, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NEW MEXICO HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES
DEPARTMENT;

DR. GEORGE MI. BOYDEN, PRESIDENT, NEW MEXICO FOUNDATION FOR

MEDICAL CARE

THE NEW MEXICO PROBLEM
The Title XIX Program In New Mexico is administered by the state's Health
and Social Services Department. The Department is responsible for three major
program areas: Public Health, Public Welfare, and Environmental Improvement.
Medicaid Administration is the responsilility of the Medical Ussistance Division
in the Welfare Agency of the Department.
When I assumed the Executive Director's post at the start of Governor King's
administration in January 1971 and analyzed the programs and problems of the
Department I quickly came to the conclusion that all was not vell with the
Medicaid program. I therefore ordered a complete evaluation of this operation
which in dollar outlay was second only to financial assistance to welfare recipients.
The findings were alarming. Dissatisfaction with the program was expressed by
the state Legislature who reviewed the burgeoning expenditures as a runaway
situation that could bankrupt the State. Providers were unhappy because the
awkward administrative policies and procedures were thought to be unnecessarily restrictive. Claims payment was uneven due to the nonavailability of a
steady cash flow sufficient to meet rising costs. At the time I became Director
payments to providers had not been made for a two month period.
Hospitals and institutions were borrowing money to meet payrolls because
of the untimely and irregular payment schedules. Professional supervision of the
program was at a minimum. Physician participation was very passive and in
some areas nonexistent. The ability to assess the quality and appropriateness of
care was extremely limited. The State had entered the program with insufficient
information and planning. System. grew of necessity as a reaction to requirement
and not on a preplanned and designed basis.
At this time the State Legislature funded the program with the proviso that

all services be kept within budget limitations and no deficit spending would
be tolerated.
INTERIM PLAN

With these factors In mind two plans were implemented. The first was to put
limitations on the scope and types of services offered to the extent that fiscal
limitations could be met and the program remain solvent until the second plan
could be implemented.
The program was reduced in extent and scope from unlimited services to the
following coverages:
In Hospital-30 days per year per patient.
Skilled Nursing Homes-120 days per year per patient.
Outpatient Physician Visits--18 per year per patient.
Dental Care-Emergencies only.
Stricter adherence to medical necessity requirements for all other services.
In effecting these program reductions we knew full well that the objective
of Medicaid to provide quality medical care to the poor of the state on a free
choice basis was seriously degraded. We hoped, however, that these restrictions

would serve as a temporary expedient until a more satisfactory control program
could be developed.
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THE LONG RANGE PLAN

Inldesigning the second plan, it was recognized that the key to the control of
medical services was tile physician who ordered them. It was apparent that
any plan to be effective required active )hysiciain )articlpatlon not only in the
delivery of services hut in the planning and educational stages of the program.
Since the I)epartment has such a poor image, It was felt that a professional,
self-standing physicians' organization would be the biest vehicle to secure the
statewide involvement which was so necessary if we were to upgrade medical
services in the program.
In May 199, The New Mexico Medical Society House of Delegates has estaborganize, define, and establish
lished a Mission and Planning Committee to "...
goals and programs to cover all phases of medical care in New Mexico." The
president of the New Mexico Medical Society, Hugh B. Woodward, M. )., served
as the chairman of this committee. Officers of all affiliated Specialty Societies,
New Mexico Academy of Family Practice, and the president of New Mexico
Physician's Service, George M. Boyden, M. D., comprised the committee
membership.
Included in the instructions to the committee from a concerned House of
Delegates was a directive to study Foundation programs. Following a visit to
the San Joaquin Foundation for Medical Care in August 1969, a report was
made to the Mission and Planning Committee recommending that a New Mexico
Foundation should be developed patterned after the San Joaquin Foundation.
A study of the Medicaid Program was made for the committee by an independent
actuary. His report revealed that the premium costs of a prepayment plan
exceeded the amount being budgeted for the minimum program of medical
services. Therefore, it was decided that a prepayment program was not possible.
In November 1969, the House of Delegates instructed the Council to cause
the development of a Foundation program to concern itself with standards and
utilization review for medical services rendered to patients in New Mexico.
In April 1970 the Articles of Incorporation of the New Mexico Foundation for
Medical Care were filed with the New Mexico Corporation Commission, and
the Bylaws were approved by an overwhelming majority (60-7) of the Delegates
to the New Mexico Medical Society in May 1970.
The Bylaws provide for an 18 member Board of Directors consisting of 15
Doctors of Medicine and three Doctors of Osteopathy elected for staggered threeyear terms by :the House of Delegates of the New Mexico Medical Society. The
Executive Secretary of the New Mexico Medical Society serves as the Executive
Director of the New Mexico Foundation for Medical Care.
Following the May 1970 Annual Convention of the New Mexico Medical
Society, many meetings were held with the New Mexico Health and Social
Services staff and Blue Cross-Blue Shield exploring. various methods for the
Foundation to participate In professional review of the Medicaid Program with
no satisfactory resolution.
Shortly after I became Director, I resumed negotiations with the Foundation.
Following several months of intense cooperative study and planning I signed a
contract with the New Mexico Foundation for Medical Care on April 28, 1971
to ". . . provide services to New Mexico Health and Social Services and its
other Medicaid contractors by establishing and operating a claims review system,
utilizAng professional personnel and automated data systems to monitor the
quality, utilization and cost of health care given beneficiaries of the Medicaid
Program."
In order to provide the statistical data needed to support a professional standards review organization it was obvious that a new claims processing system
would have to be developed which would involve computer support with sufficient capacity and flexibility to accommodate changes, updating of systems
and programs, and able to yield data in a variety of assortments and conflgura-
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tons. In addition, there would have to I)e a compatible fiscal agent relationship
which would support and augment Foundation capabilities as part of the overall
design requirements. To supply this administrative expertise a contract was
signed with The Dikewood Corporation, a subsidiary of TRACOR, Inc., a company
experienced in systems design, computer programing and operation to ".
serve as Fiscal Agent for the State with regard to processing and payment of
Medicaid claims. The Contractor will be completely responsible for drug claims
processing, subject to review by HSSD consultants. All other claims will be
subject to medical Ixer review and coding by the New Mexico Foundation for
Medical Care prior to final computer processing by the Contractor. Payments are
to be computed in accordance with HSSD regulations, which are subject to change
from time to time. The legal authenticity of all claims is to be validated, complete files maintained, periodic statistical and special reports are to be provided,
and correspondence necessary to resolve questioned claims carried out. Warrants
will be written on the State Treasurer for distribution of funds to valid
claimants."
Both contracts stipulated that actual operations were to begin no later than
September 1, 1971. We recognized that this was an unreasonable target date but
tihe seriousness of the problems and the political climate in the state did not
permit us the luxury of time.
Using the experience gained from the San Joaquin ventures, HSSD, Dikewood, the Foundation, and American Health Systems, Inc. worked out the
details and design of the overall operation including hardware and software.
Computer programs were developed by Dikewood to support medical information
requirements needed by the Foundation to develop standards, patterns of treatment, length of stay, recipient and provider profiles and a variety of review
data which would yield information on the quality and quantity of medical
services. Hospital Admission 11re-certiflcation Programs were developed and
guidelines and standards for review physicians documented.
Physician involvement was immediate. Volunteer unpaid physicians served on
various subcommittees assisting in the development of programs. Hospital
Administrators gave freely of their time and efforts in workshops and meetings. A
total of 400 hours of donated physician time was recorded prior to July 1 and
750 hours from July 1 to October 31.
The thrust of this new plan is to involve physicians statewide with local and

regional physician's utilization review committees taking an active part in the
conduct of the program.
THE NEW

MEXICO FOUNDATION

FOR MEDICAL CARE

In broad categories, the Foundation activities can be divided into professional
review activities; hospital review; skilled nursing home, intermediate care and
shelter care facility review; home health agency review; and other provider
review. Additionally, the Foundation has communication and education responsibilities and certain claimed processing responsibilities.
PROFESSIONAL REVIEW ACTIVITIES

The prime function of the Foundation is in the area of professional review.
Subcommittees of the Professional Review Committee have developed guidelines
on 206 diagnoses for the clerical review examiners to use in selecting claims
for professional review. Guidelines provide statements of the standards of accepted practice for services and procedures as a function of diagnosis. Generally,
guidelines indicate a length of stay in hospital, frequency of physician visits
recommended, laboratory tests and diagnostic x-rays, and parameters of therapy.
When a claim indicates services not within guideline recommendations, the
clerical review examiner refers the claim to a review physician for determination
of the medical reason for variation. The complete claims examination procedure
and physician's appeal procedure is shown in the accompanying table.
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CLAIMS EXAMINATION
Examiner

Criteria

Computer

Eligibility, (dupliCation, State IISSD policy
constraints

Claims Examiner

Guidelines

Review Physician

Medical reason for variation from guidelines and situations not covered by
guidelines

May direct:

Pay
Adjust
Reject
Ask for more information
Refer, to specialist
Refer to full committee
Medical reason for variation from guide
lines and situations not covered by
guidCelinCs

Full Committee

May direct.

Pay
Adjust
Reject
P sk for more information
Refer to ethics committee,
Medical E:]xaminers

Hoard of

APPEAL PROCEI)URE
(at Physician's !Rcquest)
Re -review

Full c committee
Fountallot

Boa d'(I(if, l)re ct-iO's

New Mexico Professional Association ('ouncils
IISSI)

Medical Assistance Divisioi

IISSI) B board rf

directorss

Cou rt s
Over the next few nionthq, as these guidelines are tested against actual
claims sent. to review, continuous modification and refinement will be made.
Claims selected for review )y the clerical guidelines constitute a broad spectrum of medical practice and will necessitate (levelol)ing new methods for review
and new methods for handling problems that will be seen for the first time.
At the current time, 54 phy.icians in the Albuquerque area are performing
review of l)hysician claims. The 18 member Professional Review Committee
made up of physicians from throughout the state is meeting at two week
intervals to review problems found by the reviewing physicans; to set precedents;
to evaluate the methods of review; and to evaluate the effectiveness of individual
reviewing physicians.
HOSPITAL REVIEW

A hospital admission 1)re-certification program has been developed and is
currently In operation in approximately 35 percent of the hospitals of the state.
This, however, represents over 60 percent of the hospital beds.
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The hospital admission pre-certiflcation program (HAPP) uses the hospital
staff and hospital utilization review committee to make decisions on the appropriateness of admission and length of stay while -the patient is still in the
hospital. The staff and utlilization review committee are assisted by the PreAdmission Survey (PAS) Length of Stay Guidelines, computer generated comparisons, and both the HAPP and Field Coordinators of the Foundation.
Some hospitals in the state are too mall to participate in the HAPP Program; others will probably not desire to participate In HAPP. For these two
groups of hospitals, a non-HAPP Program is being developed that will provide
for limited pre-certiflcation as well as encourage a recognition of the PAS 50th
percentile length of stay.
Currently, elective procedures under the Medicaid Program require prior
authorization. Requests for prior authorization, both in- and outpatient, are
handled by the HAPP Review Panel. This panel, consisting of 12 Albuquerque
physicians, is meeting weekly to review all problems and all denials so that a
degree of consistency can be achieved from one reviewing physician to the next.
The HAPP Panel is also reviewing the appropriateness of decisions made by
hospital utilization review committees.
Skilled Nursing Homes, Intermediate Care Facilities,and Shelter Care Facilities
Concurrent with these activities a close review of Institutional care was conducted by HSSD. It was recognized that Skilled Nursing Homes and Intermediate
Care Facilities were being improperly used. A survey was made of each recipient
in an institutional care category. Current medical information on the diagnosis,
condition and treatment of the patients was given to a volunteer group of physicians working under the auspices of the Foundation to determine the appropriate level of care needed by each one on the basis of medical necessity. As a
result of this survey new guidelines for institutional care were written by the
Foundation and another group of volunteer physicians reevaluated each patient.
To validate the findings a third group of volunteer physicians conducted a final
evaluation which resulted in marked changes to a lower level of medical services
than was previously used before the survey took place.
The initial survey showed that 510 patients were being cared for In Skilled
Nursing Homes and 608 in Intermediate Care Facilities. After the evaluation was
completed on this population, four levels of care were identified decreasing in
patient needs and in cost from Skilled Nursing Homes to non-institutional care,
i.e., home, room and board, or sheltered care. The findings showed that 25 patients
needed Skilled Nursing Care, 467 patients belong in High Level Intermediate
Care, 258 l)atients in Low Level Intermediate Care, and 378 recipients could have
their needs satisfied by non-institutional care.
Guidelines to assist in the objective placement of patients in these various levels
of care have been developed and recently published. A. copy Is attached. While
these guidelines have been tested on numerous claims, It is anticipated that
further application of the guidelines may produce modifications.
The Foundation sees a need to develop a pre-certification program for skilled
nursing homes and is currently seeking methods in which this may be done.
HOME HEALTH AGENCIES

The Foundation has met with all home health agencies in the state to review
covered and non-covered services of the Medicaid Program. This is the first step
in developing guidelines that can be used by both the agency and the Foundation
to determine what benefits the program will cover.
The Foundation is working with physicians on an educational basis to assist
them In recognizing the abilities and limitations of each level of care, and with
providers at these levels of care to assist them it recognizing those patients who
should be at either a higher or a lower level of care.
PhIARMACIES

Drug claims are processed by The Dikewood Corporation subject to review by
the State HSSD drug consultant. Although drug claims are not routinely subject
to the Foundation professional review procedure, the computer system display
available to the Foundation provides patient profiles that show services from all
providers including pharmacies. This system establishes -a focal point where the
total care being given to a particular patient may be analyzed as a function of
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diagnosis. Of particular interest to the Foundation is the usage of drugs for a
given diagnosis including evaluation of the possible inappropriate utilization of
pharmaceuticals and the interaction of pharmaceuticals. While only linitod emphasis has been placed on ,the use of pharmaceuticals so far, continued developmeat of automated and manual review procedures is planned.
OTHER PROVIDERS

The limitations of the state Medicaid Programs are such that comparatively
few claims are generated by other providers, such as optometrists, ambulan 2e
services, and sul)pliers of prosthetic devices, oxygen, and the like. A provider
consultation committee assists in developing guidelines for other providers and in
resolving problems as they arise.
CLAIMS PROCESSING FUNCTION

In order to do effective professional review, the actual claims processing system
has been designed in such a way that accurate and complete information is
quickly available. Additionally, the Foundation has redesigned claim forms so
that information submitted will be more accurate and more easily usable by the
computer.
A summary of the steps in claims processing follows. The organizational unit
performing each step is identified by the initials FMC or DW following the
description of each step.
(1)
Mail is received and sorted; aims are microfilmed. (All claims are
microfilmed at the end of processing as well.) (DW)
(2) Drug claims are inspected for completeness and accuracy and the
physician's number is added in preparation for entry of the claim data in the
computer. (DW)
(3) Physician and hospital elaluwk Jr inspected for completeness, accuracy, and adherence to guideiini-..
.'hecedure and diagnostic codes are
added, all in preparation for enthy nf the claim data into the computer.
Coding instructions and manuals have ;txen provided to physicians, dentists,
and optometAsts encouraging them to begin to do their own coding. (EMC)
(4) Data Entry CRT terminal operators enter claim data in the computer,
which checks for: eligibility of patient and provider, duplication of a
previous claim, service within time allowable time period, and whether services
are covered under Medicaid. The computer prices all valid claims and
operators instruct the computer to pay ,accepted claims. (DW)
(5) Review Examiners use their CRT's to review physician and hospital
claims in the light of patient profiles on file in the computer. Review Examiners also use their CRT terminals to tell the computer to pay as billed,
to adjust and pay, or to reject claims. Examiners also designate claims and
profiles for comprehensive medical review as described in Step 8. (FMC)
(6) The computer responds to the Data Entry operators and the Review
Examiners through their terminals. If the computer rejects a claim, it displays the appropriate reject code on the operator's CRT, as a guide for claim
rejection or remedial action. (DW/FMC)
A claim may be rejected at any of a number of places in the execution
of the processes described in (1) through (5) above. If rejected, it is routed to
an audit group where an attempt is made to correct erroneous data using
manual techniques. A telephone call to a provider is made if that appears
to make processing possible without returning the claim. If a claim fails
the recipient eligibility check, it is placed in suspense for 30 days to await
a possible delayed indication of eligibility at the time the service was
rendered. Claims may also be rejected as a result of the review pro(cses
carried out by the Foundation and its associated Professional Review Committee (Step 8).
The computer retains in memory all pay orders from accepted claims.
On warrant writing day, a special program pulls out all pay orders, batches by
provider, and prints out a warrant and a detailed statement of remittances
for each provider. (DW)
(7) A trimmer-imprinter imprints the appropriate signature on each
warrant. Then the continuous roll of completed warrants and remittance
statements are microfilmed, "burst" or separated, and mailed to the providers. (DW)
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(8) Claims for review are arranged by specialty. Practicing physician
members of the Professional Review Committee spend three to four hours
per day evaluating these claims for medical appropriateness. (FMC)
(9) Requests for prior authorization to hospitalize a patient are evaluated
in the light of his medical history. In addition, claims from hospitals that
have joined the Foundation-developed Hospital Admissions Pre-certification
Program (HAPP) are reviewed to evaluate the effectiveness of their Hospitalization Utilization Review Committee. (FMC)
The Foundation currently accepts the responsibility of administering the
interpretation of rules and regulations governing the Medicaid Program. The
Foundation is working with Dikewood to develop computer administration of
these rules and regulations; with providers to help them to understand the rules
and regulations; and with the state to clarify rules and regulations where uncertainty exists.
The computer system as It now exists is more than adequate for processing
claims on a timely basis and in providing the Foundation with extensive review
data. Nonetheless, refinement of the system will continue in developing procedures
that are compatible within the basic framework of the computer system than
can improve both claims processing and claims review activities.
Refinements to be developed and tested include automation of institutional
claims input to the system thus eliminating two data keying oprations, increasing
accuracy, and reducing processing time. This compatibility between the computers at Dikewood and at health care institutions throughout the state may
also be used to exchange unit medical record information.
COMMUNICATION

AND EDUCATION

The Foundation carries on an educational program for non-drug providers
intended to reduce the number of incomplete claims forms submitted an to improve the quantity and quality of the information submitted on claims. Over
40 meetings have been held with hospital staffs, medical societies, billing clerks,
hospital administrative people, and others to explain the program and answer
questions. This has been supplemented by written communications.
Additionally, the Field Coordinator of the Foundation is routinely hand carrying claims that illustrate a problem pattern back to the provider and then working
with the provider to eliminate the problem.
Guideline development and implementation followed by analysis of practice
patterns will aid in identifying educational needs of physicians. This information
will provide valuable input for the New Mexico physicians' postgraduate education program. The State of New Mexico requires 120 credit hours Of postgraduate
education every three years for physicians licensed in the State. This program is
administered by the Board of Medical Examiners in cooperation with the
Regional Medical Program and the University of New Mexico School of Medicine.
The professional review process Is not only a fact-finding analysis but also
serves to educate the reviewer. Becoming aware of the content and administration of guidelines, differences in practice between providers, problems caused
by incomplete Information, and the sheer magnitude of the review process should
influence the practice of the physician reviewer.
Decentralizatlon of professional review in New Mexico will allow more physicians the opportunity to participate in the process and become aware of the
latest generally accepted patterns of practice.
Regionulizing professional review has the further advantage that local factors
that may modify generally accepted patterns of practice can be incorporated
better by those familiar with the region. However, in New Mexico. it is expected
that regional groups will review claims selected more or less randomly so that,
wherever approprIate, uniform, statewide criteria for decision will be followed.
The Foundation plans to estal)ish two, or three regional review offices within
the next year. Central record files will remain at Dikewood and the computer
will be connected by tie-lines to terminals at the regional suboflces.
GENERAL SUMMARY

In summary, an extensive and detailed automated data system provides the
basis for professional review of medical necessity and conformance to high professional standards In 'the delivery of health care services in New Mexico. Minor
changes in the data collection procedures are planned that will permit exensive
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evaluation of the Impact of this professional review on the quality, accessibility,
and effectiveness of health care delivery and point the way toward further
development of tlhe professional ru<iew system.
We firmly i;elieve that our efforts in the area of professional review will
il)rove the quality of patient care. Although this l)rototyl)e system currently
covers only ,ight percent of the state's residents, it is fully anticipated that this
iml)rovement will carry through to patients not covered by the program and
should have a beneficial effect on the overall care provided New Mexico residents.
FOR SKILLED NURSING HOMES (ECF), CUSTODIAL CARE AND NONINSTITU'i IONAL CARE DEVELOPED By TiE Niw MEXICO FOUNDATION FOR MEDICAL
CARE
INTRODUCTION

GUIDELINE

Advances In the science of medicine have brought about marked changes in
many aspects of the medical care delivery system. Nursing has not escaped this
change. At one time, a nurse filled the role of treating the ill and providing the
daily necessities for patients unable to care for themselves. Today, of necessity,
the once general practice of the nurse providing the total care for all patients
has l)een modified in order to recognize the multiple levels of care that now exist.
The levels of care within the hospital range from intensive care to general
care. The levels of care within the nursing homes have much differing terminology identifying them, but range from the situation where medical needs
predomninate to the situatim where assistance in meeting the daily 11-eds of
living )redominates. The differing terminology used to identify the vrious
levels of chronic care has resulted in confusion. For I)Urlposes of these gdidelines, levels of chronic care may be broadly defined as follows:
EXTEi-iDED CARE FACILITY-SKILLED NURSING HOME

The acute problem has been resolved but continuous skilled nursing observations or special treatment procedures, including active rehabilitation are still
required. An R.N. should be available on all shifts to provide skilled care.
IIIGH LEVEL INTERMEDIATE CARE FACILITY

The patients has a chronic stable disability requiring a great deal of assistunce with the necessities of living and may continue to need an occasional intravenous to combat dehydration, catheter irrigation, dressings, restraints and so
forth. An R.N. is necessary during one shift to direct the care, provide In service
training for staff and provide the occasional skilled care.
LOW LEVEL INTERMEDIATE CARE FACILITY

The patient needs assistance of moderate degree In meeting the needs of
daily living and no skilled care is required.
NON-INSTITUTIONAL-SHELTER-FOSTER HOME

This level of care is essentially room and board in a sheltered environment
with or without guidance and direction.
The above levels of care can be divided Into two groups: those that of necessity require skilled nursing care and those that primarily are for meeting the
needs of daily living. The first level above requires skilled nursing care while
the last three levels are based primarily on how much help is required to meet
the needs of daily living.
In evaluating whether the services required by the patient are the continuous skilled services which constitute "extended care," several basic principles
must be kept in mind.
Extended care represents skilled nursing care on a continuous basis. Therefore, the need for a single skilled service, for example, an occasional intramuscular Injection or daily administration of Insulin, would not justify finding
that the care constitutes extended care services.
The classification of a particular service as skilled, is based on the technical
or professional health training required to effectively perform or supervise the
service. For example, a patient following instructions can normally take oral
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medication, consequently, the act of giving an oral medication to a patient who
is too senile to take it himself would not be a skilled service even when a licensed
nurse gives the medication.
The importance of it particular service to an Individual patient does not necessarily make it a skilled service. For example, a primary need of a non-ambulatory patient may be frequent changes in position in order to avoid decubiti or
applying dressings to the decubiti. These of themselves would not be a profes-

sional service.
The possibility of adverse effects from improper transfer of patients from
bed to wheelchair does not change to a skilled service.
These guidelines are provided to assist in objectively placing the patient in
the appropriate level of skilled nursing home or custodial care for purposes of
reinbutsement under Medicaid (Title XIX). Because of the confusion in terminologY used in defining chronic care, four levels of service requirements have
been defined and the various terms used can be placed in these four categories.
Essentially, Level I is the extended care facility or skilled nursing home;
Level II is a high intermnediate care facility; Level III is a low intermediate
care facility and Level IV is the sheltered or non-institutional level of care.
EXTENDED CARE FACILITY-SKILLED NURSING HOME

The extended care facility or skilled nursing home is usually a brief period
in the progress of an illness where skilled observation and treatment or active
rehabilitatin is still required, but immediate access to diagnostic facilities or
daily visits to a physician are no longer necessary.
Certain procedures require a level of care that can only be given In the
exten(led care facility or skilled nursing home. These include: tube feedings,
continuous need for naso-pharyngeal aspiration, the initial use of medical gases,
early post operative care and training of the patient with an ileostomy or
colostomy, medications requiring professional (R.N. and M.1,.) observation to
Identify the immediate need for change in dosage anticoagulantss in the unregulated patient, anticonvulsants in the uncontrolled seizure disorder, narcotics)
and frequent intravenous or intramuscular medications.
Level I care (ECF-SNII) in brief, is care defined as that requiring continuous skilled nursing care, which includes need for skilled professional observation, intravenous feeding or medication. This level of care is restorative service
In which the l)atient is in a dynamic state and stays only long enough to regain
his health or where skilled nursing care is necessary above the level which can
be obtained in custodial facilities.
CUSTODIAL CARE AND NON-INSTITUTIONAL

CARE

To assist in identifying the H1, III, and IV levels of care, a point system has
been developed to allow consistent and objective measurement of the intensive
care that a patient needs.
Level I care Is determined on the basis of need for skilled nursing care and
the point system is not used to determine this level of care.
The point values for the levels of care have been determined following considerable study, review and a period of use. The levels are as follows:
Level II-10 or more points.
Level III--6 through 9 points.
Level IV---O through 5 points.
Level 1.-This level of care is for the patient with a chronic condition requiring complete help in meeting the necessities of daily living. In general, the diagnosis has been established and there is little or no chance for recovery or rehabilitation. Periodic visits of a physician and maintenance medications may be
required.
Regardless of point values, a patient with complete Incontinence, continuous
need for restraints or completely bedfast would automatically be placed In a II
Level of care.
Level II.-This
level of care generally is required for patients who need
assistance, but not complete help as in Level II, in meeting the necessities of
daily living.
Level IV.-Thls level of care is that which will give minimal help that a patient
may require in providing a protected environment, room and board (or home).
These l)ersons require assistance purely in performance of general activities as
opposed to nursing care.
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Medications that are ordinarily taken byia competent patient as a prescription
or medication s-old over the comiter, (c1n be, given in imy of the four levels of
care; daily injections such as insulin for the stabilized diabetic can be given in

all four levels of care.
TITE POINT SYSTEM

The point system used to determine the II, III, and( IV levels of care Is outlined below.
Gcncral Care
Food
Can feed self -------------------------------------------------0
Needs limited help --------------------------------------------1
Special diet --------------------------------------------------1
Considerable help in feeding ------------------------------------2
Completely fed ---------------------------------------------------3
Dressing
Can dress self without help -------------------------------------0
Partial hel) with dressing --------------------------------------1
Complete help with dressing -------------------------------------2
Personal Hygiene (Bathing)
Requires no help ----------------------------------------------0
Requires partial help ------------------------------------------1
Requires complete help ----------------------------------------2
Bowel and Bladder Control
Usually continent ---------------------------------------------0
Occasionally bowel or bladder incontinence ------------------------2
Complete bladder incontinence (with or without catheter) ----------3
Complete bowel incontinence -----------------------------------3
Amubulatory Status
Ambulates alone ----------------------------------------------0
Ambulates alone but unsteady-needs assistance at times-------------1
Ambulates with crutches, cane or walker ------------------------1
Ambulates only with an attendant (including blindness) ---------2
Wheelchair only ----------------------------------------------2
Lifted from bed or chair ---------------------------------------3
Mental Status
Usually clear ------------------------------------------------0
Confused, no behavioral problems ---------------------------------1
Significant behavioral problems ---------------------------------2
Severe behavioral problems (destructive to self or others) ----------3
Dressings
Dressings changed daily ----------------------------------------1
Dressings changed more than daily-------------------------------2
Soaks or Packs or Sitz Bath
Daily treatment ---------------------------------------------2
Oxygen and IPPB
Required less frequently than daily -------------------------------1
Required daily -----------------------------------------------2

TOPICAL OUTLINE
STATEMENT OF GOVERNOR KING

Introductions
Richard Helm
Dr. George Boyden
Dr. Walter Wood
Purpose of Appearance
Not to oppose or support national health insurance
To describe Medicaid Program management in New Mexico
New Mexico Medicaid Program-Problem
Escalating Costs-Deficit Spending
Restrictive Policies-Unhappy Providers
Legislature Mandates Budget Limitations
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STATEMENT OF RICHARD HEIM

New Mexico Medicaid Program-Evaluation
Interim Plan-Arbitrary Limits on Services
The Long Range Plan-Managing Delivery of Services by
Professional Review-Medical Necessity-High Quality of Care
Physician Involvement
Management Information System
The New Mexico Foundation for Medical Care
Professional Review Activities
Hospital Review
Skilled Nursing Homes Review
Other Providers

Claims Processing Functions
Communications and Education
General Summary
STATEMENT OF DR. GEORGE BOYDEN

The New Mexico Foundation for Medical Care
Activities
Examples of Problems
Patient Over-utilization
Patient Under-utilization
Physician Over-utilization
CONCLUSION

An extensive and detailed automated data system provides the basis for professional review of medical necessity and conformance to high professional standards in the delivery of health care services In New Mexico. A
professional review organization such as the New Mexico Foundation for Medical Care is essential as a part of any health care legislation.
The CIIAIRMAAN. We appreciate very much, Governor, you and the
others bringing this testimony to the committee. Your presentation
shows how medicaid can be made to work, I believe, when there is an
all-out effort made at local levels to see to it that it does work.
Let me ask you just a few specifics if I may. As I recall, the New
Mexico medicaid program was using Blue Cross/Blue Shield, was it
not?

Mr. HEIM. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Heim, what were the circumstances which led
to using another mechanism?
Mr. HEM1. When we first explored this new system, Mr. Chairman,
we contacted Blue Cross and Blue Shield and sat down with them and
with the foundation, with every thought of having Blue Cross and
Blue Shield provide the computer support which Dikewood is now
providing.
I must say that we had less than an enthusiastic response from Blue
Cross and Blue Shield. The head of the local organization in New
Mexico told me after the meeting that first of all, we should be cautious about putting too much confidence in the physicians; and second, he was concerned that this would put Blue Cross and Blue Shield
in purely a service role, and he was not sure that this was in line with
their charter, and he told me that they would have to reevaluate their
position and perhaps give the State a 90-day notice of termination of
contract.
At this point in the new administration, we couldn't afford having
such a 90-day turnaround time. That is when I went out searching and
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contacted Dr. Wood to see if it would be possible for a research and development organization with computer expertise to take on this type
of function.
The negotiations did lead to a successful contract. In all fairness, I
must admit that Blue Cross and Blue Shield was very cooperative in
helping the transition to the new system.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Helim, would the facilities of Dr. Wood and
Dr. Boyden's operations be able to do the same job for medicaid in
other States, in your opinion?
Mr. 1-EiM. We have a unique situation in New Mexico. I think
we had all the ingredients present to put such a system in operation
in a very quick period of time. But I firmly believe that what we have
done is possible to be done in other States as well.
The CHAIRMAN. Could it be done with respect to medicare, in your
opinion?
Mr. HEmTr. Yes, sir.
The

CHAIRMVAN.

If you are given enough time?

Mr. HEIM. Yes, sir.
The ChAIRMAN. As I recall, the committee staff suggested earlier
this year that a professional services review organization would find
underutilization as well as overutilization, and I note that you, too,
have found underutilization as well as overutilization?
Mr. HmM. Yes, sir. This is one of the objectives of our program
but, with your permission, sir, I would like to 'ask Dr. Boyden to
comment on that.
The CHAIRMAN. Would you give us some additional examples, Dr.
Boyden, if that is the case.
Dr. BOYDEN. Yes, sir. I think, as to examples of underutilization
that can be identified, a good example would be diabetes, a patient
who has an established diagnosis of diabetes and perhaps sees the doctor once or twice a year only, or maybe not at all. We feel that a
person with diabetes should have a little closer supervision than that
to prevent really serious complications and very expensive complications at a later date.
Another kind of an example would be high blood pressure, to have
a diagnosis established of high blood pressure and very little or no followup. I think those are a couple of specific examples.
The CIIARMAN. I just wonder, Dr. Boyden, if you have found evidence of underutilization in the case of pregnancy.
Dr. BOYDEN. Yes, sir.
The CIAIRMAN. Many of them?

Dr. BOYDEN. Quite a few; yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You used the term "physician education," Di'.

Boyden. Describe that just a little bit more and give us a few examples of what you mean.
Dr. BOYDEN. Yes. An example would be relating to medical necessity. In many physicians'
no:s, the term "medical necessity" is really
not well understood. In other words, a social need that can be met in
less expensive ways, opposed to a medical need, often leads to expensive hospitalization. In addition evaluating medical needs that can be
met in an outpatient or physicans office setting must be emphasized.
These are examples: bringing these concepts to their attention.
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Another kind of an example that we have had in our own utilization committee is relating to such a relatively new procedure as the
use of prosthetic devices in the treatment of fracture of the hip. In
selected cases, we have found that this can shorten the stay of the
patient by as much as 2 weeks.
In other words, it is not unusual with a properly fitted prosthetic
device to have the patient ambulatory and out of the hospital in a 2week period rather than the average or usual length of stay of closer to
4 weeks with older methods.
Of course, patients have to be selected, so that you can't apply this
shorter length of stay across the board. It applies to selected cases.
But on the other hand, bringing the physician groups' attention to this
in a study in the utilization committee, allowed several of the orthopedic surgeons to adapt to this change resulting from new developments in medicine.
Another kind of an example that I would use would be the coronary
care unit. Discussions relating to the utilization of the coronary care
unit has helped our physician group to accept the new concepts that
have been developed in the treatment of myocardial infarction in
just the last very short few years.
The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Boyden, what has been the general reaction
of doctors within the State of New Mexico to the activities of your
foundation?
Dr. BOYDEN. We have amazingly good support. We are constantly
amazed at this. I would say first we know that every physician in the
State knows of it because we have had numerous debates and discussions on this at every medical society meeting at the State level and
also in every county association in the State. We do have a few that
are opposed but the majority are going along.
Out of the licensed physician group of approximately 900 we had
more than 200 with active involvement, active input into the program,
and I would say that we have three-quarters that are quite interested.
The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Boyden, I understand that in some other areas
when this type of peer review is started, that some doctors are surprised at what other doctors in the same area have been doing. Have
you detected that in New Mexico?

Dr. BOYDEN. Oh, yes, very much so.
The

CHAIRiAN.

Give me some illustrations, if you will, or one at

least.
Dr. BOYDEN. Doctors tend to relate to what they do themselves. The
good doctor, I think, makes an assumption that other doctors perform
in the same way lie does. In contact with a broad picture and the
actual performance of others, they can identify problems, such as
misuse of antibiotics, particularly the injectibles. They identify instances of abuses in the use of other drugs, such as hypertensive drugs,

for instance.
Tre point of this, though, I think, is that while there are a few
abuses and we tend to get overly carried away with the abuse aspect,
we are finding that the majority of our problems really relate to a
lack of continuing education, that the physician when ie leaves his
training program ceases to keep up and falls behind a little bit. We
can call attention to this.
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When our physician groups find these problems they are very anx-

ious to get out and identify them for the individual who is not quite
meeting the standards.
The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Boyden, I note that you are also medical
director of the Presbyterian hospital in your city.
Dr. BOYDrEN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. What relationship does the peer review of your
foundation lhve to the utilization review conmnittees in hospitals
throughout your State?
Dr. BOYDEBN. I think I referred to it in a general way in the testimony, but we are trying to place the responsibility for the precertification program and'the continuing review of medical necessity in the
hospital utilization committees. We are working very closely with
them in this respect, with each of the committee.
The CHAIRMAN. I had in mind when I used the word "relationship"
perhaps ,a opportunity for ou to brag a little bit about the foundation's peer review compared to the review committees in hospitals.
What I was getting at is do you think your foundation peer review
system is better than that within your hospitals or if you want to plead
the Fifth amendment, it is all right?
Dr. BOYDEN. I will answer that. Yes, sir, I believe it is and the reason
that it is is that we are developing guidelines in advance. We are using
the physician group to deveop these guidelines and this in a sense
informs them of the need to determine medical necessity and relate
what is provided in the hospital to medical need.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much for responding to my questions. This has been very interesting testimony. AgainI we thank you,
Governor, for bringing to us the operations of your plan under
medicaid in New Mexico.
Governor KINO. Thar 1 : j ou very much, Congressman Mills. It has
been our pleasure to have the privilege of testifying before your outstanding committee and we hope that it will be of assistance to other
States and greatly appreciate the assistance that you have been able
to offer us.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. Are there any other questions? Mr. Gibbons?
Mr. GBBoNs. Yes, sir.
I want to know how the foundation works. How long has it been in
existence, Doctor?
Dr. BOYDEN. We got the concept of this when several leaders of our
medical society heard a presentation by California foundations at a
medical meeting about two and a half years ago. We reviewed this
repeatedly at the State medical society level and were directed to form
a foundation about a year and a half ago, May 1970, as a matter of fact.
Mr. GinloNs. How does the foundation differ from the old medical
society?
Dr. BOYDEN. The purpose of the foundation is to relate itself to
medical necessity, review of quality of care and relate to some of the
issues involved in the performance of the practice of medicine.
Mr. GmBoNs. Is this for all patients or just for Government-financed
patients?
Dr. BoYDoN. It can be for any group. Right at the moment we are

limited to medicaid patients in New Mexico.
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Mr. GIBBONS. Are there any public members of the foundation or
is this all members of the medical profession, MD's?
Dr. BOYDEN. Not at this time. We have considered this. In fact, it
has just happened to develop along the lines of the professional review
organization or the professional standards review organization of
Senator Bennett's concept and yet we do have involvement at workino: committee levels from other groups, such as hospital administrators, for example.
Mr. GIBBONS. Who sued you?

Dr. BOYDEN. I will refer that to Mr. Heim.
Mr. I rthI. We were sued by two legal aid attorneys representing
classes of velfare recipients.
Mr. GIBBONS. And that comes up next month?
Mr. HpuM. That comes up next month, yes, sir.
Mr. GIBJONs. That is al the questions I have,'Mr. Chairm-an.
The CIAIRMAN. Yes, Mr. Pettis.
Mr. Prris. May I pursue the question asked by my colleague from
Florida one step further. Did I understand that you were originally
stimulated to do what you have done by a foundation in California?
Dr. BOYDEN. Yes, sir.
Mr. Prwis. May I ask, have you gone beyond the parameters of
that foundation's activity? I am somewhat familiar with that foundation. If so, in what area?
Dr. BOYDEN. We have not gone beyond that. In fact, at the moment
we have confined our efforts more to a professional review organization type of activity, whereas some of the other foundations that have
been in existence longer have developed broader programs. As you
know, some are involved in such things as migrant worker programs,
blood banking and programs of that nature.
I think any one of these things answering a need to the community
can be done by a foundation. At the moment our total effort has been
to Medicaid as a professional review organization. We are just now in
a position to begin to relate to other needs of New Mexico.
Mr. PEris. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Are there any further questions? Mr. Burleson.
Mr. BM1LESON. Mr. Chairman, you gave some examples of violations. Do you have a system of followup or a system of disciplinary
action toward these violators?
Dr. BOYDEN. Yes, sir, we do. I must bring out that we are vperational just a little over 2 months and some of our methods ana procedures are still in the developmental stage, but we find that in the
patient abuse area already a majority of this is not really abuse, but
it is a person relatively uninformed who really doesn't know how to
use the system. We are developing a patient management program
that would give the information to a social worker in the county of
origin of that patient. The social worker would then contact the
patient and make some kind of adjustments. This is the procedure
for patient abuse.
In the physician area we find, as I mentioned earlier, that the majority of the inappropriate utilization is not an abuse as such. That is
too strong a word. It is more a lack of keeping current and having a
peer talk tothis person, relate developments, many of the abuses seem
to clear up.
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Mr. BtnLEsoN. I assume in the professional end if there was a continued violation or abuse, whether by design or otherwise, that there
would be that certain well-known list established that would be referred to later.
J)r. BoYD,,N. We don't want to develop a list. What we would rather
do for those who continually abuse, and I mean downright abuse the
program, is to proceed to handle this at the professional review committee level first, and if that fails, then to turn this problem, welldociimented, over to the health and social service department.
Mr. BUrLr
4 oN. Thank you.
The ChAIRMAN. Mr. Corman.
Mr. CORJMAN. Mr. Chairman.
Doctor, you indicated that at the moment this is used only for
medicaid patients, but that it might be potentially useful across the
board for all consumers?
Dr. BorD.N. Yes, sir.

Mr. CORMAN. I am wondering how this would work. You take the
patient who pays for his medical care out of his pocket. Do you anticipate that you might be able to monitor what happens to iim and
then notify him if he is being abused as you now try to help the Government, if it is being abused.
Dr. BOYD)I. No, sir. I think the individual who wants the privilege
of attention and has the ability to pay should be allowed that privilege.
I feel that if there were wrongfulor inappropriate medical care that
might be harmful, that this should be called to his attention.
Mr. CORMAN. Let's look, for instance, at, the abuse of the injection
antibiotic. You are concerned about that for the medicaid patient
because that comes out of the taxpayers' pocket?
Dr. BOyDE.N. Yes, sir.

Mr. COJMAN. What about me as a consumer? I don't know that
the doctor is abusing the system if he gives me three shots a week and
charges me $10 a shot. Are you concerned about him?
Dr. BOYDFN. Yes, sir. In the sense of meeting ,an acceptable standard of medical care, we certainly are.
Mr. CORMAN. Would you anticipate that the system mifrht be used
to monitor mv care and to notify me just as you now notify the taxpaying provider?
Dr. BOYDEN. Yes. My beginning remark relating to this question was
related to the utilization, in other words, the number of visits or the
extent of stave in a hospital or something, but not related to quality.
We would expect everyone to meet a certain level of acceptable care
in the provision of a medical service.
Mr. HrliM. Mr. Corman, the big problem here is getting information to the foundation to get it into the review system, where you have
a system like medicaid or even medicare or even in other third party
?)ayer's insurance policies you have a claim form which can move
'through the system.
If you have an individual who is not covered by a group plan which
would have a claim form which would enter the system, there would
be no way of knowing right now unless the individual himself brings
this to the attention of the foundation.
Mr. CORMAN. But you could use it in a situation where there is i
surance coverage, but'it is limited.
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The

CHAIRMAN.

That is being done.

Mr. CORMAN. The patient has to pay whatever the doctor's con-

science decides.
Mr. HEint. A number of insurance companies have approached us,
Mr. Cormian, and expressed al interest in the foundation performing
the same type of review as they are now doing for the medicaid
program.
The CHAIRMAN. Are there any further questions? Mr. Brotzman.
Mr. BROTZMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

If I understood correctly, you have only been in existence for about
2 months.
Mr. 11 ,M. We have only been in operation for 2 months.
Mr. BIlrzMAN. In operation for 2 months. I wonder if in that period
of time you have had any indication of reduced hospital stays. Do
you have any figures on that as yet?
Dr. 3oYj)'N. No, sir. We don't have figures that lend themselves to

comparison at this time. We just haven't been in operation that long.
We are aware though of several instances of requests for admission
that have not been approved on good medical grounds because these
requests are reviewed by a committee, a group of physicians. In fact,
there is an interesting story here.
One of the members of the committee found that they were reviewing one of his cases that had been turned down. After a moment of
argument, he saw the light and said, "Yes, that would have been an
instance of overutilization, thank you." That was his response.
Mr. BTIOTZMAN. In that particular case, was the determination that
that patient did not need to go to a hospital and could be taken care
of on an outpatient. basis?
Dr. BOYDEN. This happened to be an instance of an 18-year-old who
was to be admitted for a tonsillectomy. On review of the reasons,
there was really not evidence that this patient had had obstruction,
had not had recurre nt tonsillitis, abscess, chronic disease, and perhaps
the surgery at least might be delayed or even not done at all. This
just happened to L,, an instance of a physician bringing himself up
current to recent concepts.
Mr. BROTZMAN. Thank you very much.
Tle CHAIRMAN. Mr. Ullman.
Mr. ULLMAN. I want to congratulate

you, Governor and Mr. Runnels, for bringing this group here and for your program. But when
the Stockton group was before the committee, they showed how they
monitored all of the patient calls to the doctor's office, monitored the
number of injections of various kinds. Do you do this in your program?
Mr. HpuM. Yes, sir.
Mr. ULLMAN. In other words, you have a 100-percent monitoring

system? Do you monitor the drugs prescribed?

Mr. Hlmm. Yes, sir.
Mr. ULLMAN. So that you have a 100-percent record?,

Mr. 11pmu. We have a 100-percent review and 100-percent record
vJhich is available to the reviewing physician within seconds on this
cathode ray tube terminal.
Mr. ULLMAN. Can you punch out the categories?
Mr.HInm. Within seconds an operator can get the 12 months' history
of the physician's practice in medicaid, or a 12 months' history of the
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patient's record iii this program, which identifies the dates of service,
the diagnoses, tlie services wiich have been rendered, tiie prescriptions
which the patient mis purchased and where the prescription was

brought with tie price of the service and the amount that we have
paid for it.
Mr'. ULLMAN. Do you have your computer set up so that you call
punch out and get various kinds of information? If you want the numbe(1r of office, calls or the, nuiiber of injections, can yol get that directly ?

Mr. I-h.xr. Yes. Could I ask I)r. Wood, the head of our computer
organization, to answer that?
Dr. Woon. Yes; there areia variety of methods of presenting the
data. For example, a reviewer can call for the data to be grouped in
aCcordance with a particular l)roce(dlure or diagnosis. Ile can have a
chronological listing of things related to that p)articular subject, or
he can look, as is generally the e(s(,
at a chronological listing of all
events so that lie sees this l)itlire, in front- of lirnand can form the
iamge, hiiiself of the service that has been performed.
Mr. ULILMAN. Tllis has (cHainly unlimited possibilities. Tell me, if
we would man(late in any overall'health program this kind of service
for medicare, nlahn(late it, in the, case of group or individual insurance
coVerages, could you ha ndlle. that, kind of operation in your State?
I)'. WOOl). Yes ; I )elieve that tells approach can be made to any
medical programm where, the l)asic data does come through some
formalized procedure where it, can be cal)tured, such as processing of
Mr. I TIMrN. HIow big an organizational job does it take? I)oe s it
take quite au realu(ratic, organization to do this?
Dr. Wool. W'Tell, I (an only speak for myself in this case. It
doesn'tt take anything excel)t an existing dedicated group of cool)erative people. We in this ease had the State, the physicians group, and our
company working very closely together foria very arduous 4 months to
get something rolling.
Mr. hLLMAN. But if you have the dedication, it doesn't take a vast
bureaucracy to do it.
)1r. WooD. Not that I can tell. Maybe Mr. Heim can comment on
that.
Mr. Hmist. Mlr. Ullman, we have not added a single person to our
department payroll to handle this operation.
Mr. ITrarr, N. That certainly is a significant fact. It is because of that
dedication, however, that you are able to do that, and I congratulate
you for it. Thank you.
Th'e CJM1,11MAN. One final question, Mr. Hleim. You have had this
in ol)eration now for a short period of time. Have you 'mmde any estimates of thle percentage savings in. the cost of your progrin in New
Mexico since you initiated this program , versus the old program I lit
was in operation .

I

/
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Mr. I-FJf. The new system has been in operation such 'a short period
of time that I am reluctant to project any gross savings. IIn my testimony, I in(licated that we approached this problem in two ways: First,
to put restrictions on bhe existing program until we could get this
thing going. So we did tailor a program to stay within State-appropriated funds.
The CnAIRMAN. And the program is staying within that?
Mr. lH nt. For the first time in its history; yes, sir.
The CHAIIMAN. )oes theft ,mean that your probable saving to the
State of New Mexico is $18 million?
Mr. Ilplm . No; that wits an accumulation, sir, going back to the beginning of tihe prograinl.
'1r1e CHAIRMAN. 1 know in tine you will 'make some estimate. I

would ap))reiate very Much if you would droi)me a letter as to what
you estate your savings might
I
e cOrl)a red to the (old system.
Mr. Hfii.
We think within 6 months, Mr. Mills, we will have that.
The (ClI,11MAN. I would like to hlIve tlt. 11ihauk you.
Mr. Cmu.:r. Mri. ('11 l) till'?
'he CJnUItM,%N. Mr. Carey.
Mr. (NuEY.' Thank you, NI r'.(Ohairman.
I have just two brief questions. Your drug chluims are processed by
the I)ikewood Cor). I assume that what is done is a clerical processing, and that no evaluation of (lositge, or cost, or any infornilmttion like
that would be available yet from that (drgprocessing. It is melranical,
ill otlier words, at, this'tine. You (d0 )ot SUi)ject that-ac cording to
your testimony, you (1o not subject this processing to review by the
foundation at present. Is it, your intent in the future to do a greater
eOvaluation on drug dosage, utilization, and (ost for the patients?
Mr. I [EIM. We are Imlakqing a review of drug claims right nlow, sir.
Since the (ung claims ire the most numerous, and since these are usually
small in dollar amount, we rni those through the computer operation
for payment, but provideda retrospective review. 1]very drug claim becomes a part of the history profile of both the patient an( the physician.
Mr. Cmm,.m. So that when a reviewing l)'hysic(ia looks at a claim
for hospitali ation or for office visits, and ,he calls for the related history profile, it will include all the prescriptions which a particular
lphysician ordered, as well as tmll the l)resiptions which a particular

patient has received?
Dr. WooD). Sir-, tie drug olainis as they are processed are reviewed
for their a(lherence to the regulations iald there

ire a nullber of
regulat-ions controlling drugs, for example, the number of refills and
things of that sort. They are automatically reviewed for that. But,
for medical nec('ssity, the foundation looksit them retrospectively.
The State also looks at thei retrospecti vely.
Mr. CAIIY. It may be too soon to judge this, but are the pharmnaceutical providers satisfied with this system? Are there many complaints

'about paperwork or processing under this system?
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always soe people wiho complain for having
1). 1VWoo. Tlier are
to file any kind of rel)ort, I thiink. 'Phere isnot any minsial coml)laint
about tlis system so far.
one final (Iliestion.
'Mr.
(1 .\ii. I ha 've
On your point system where you partially classify cases, you do
cover mental status and go on down to the most severe cases of behavioral problems and so forth. l)oes the foundation plan to do more than
l)atienits?
provi(le )lhvsi'ian care for mental
o lWovi(h;,More tlhanl l)hysi(' iln Clare?
l)V. BOYvDEN. 1'
IM1
r. ( ,\m,:. In ot her woris, as contrasted to sye'hiiat/ric (care?
I)r. lOYIW.N. No,sir. Tie )oint, systa(,i tillat was develold and tlt
to dlefie tlhe itilioti ut of additional care
it rel rates to is to atevlpt
ie(cessa ry for tile 1)l1ti ent, whose behavior is slicl that, he requires
it lot of ittlention, or even rest rtints. No, sir; this is 1ot, intenleo to be
for t'meatlnemnt of l)syl iatric illness.
Mr. (nRY. It is a s(reening rather than a referral procedure? If you
oleteI'l Iine tlere is at behaviora! pohlem So that elisto(lial care is
nee(e(l, is thalt tle,e1 of the foul'ndation's res)otsi)il ity ?
Ovm,:N. No, sir. 'T'llis really al)plievs as follows: For instance,
l)u'.
5nd
e
te, el)rsoll N'hlo has 'a(1 two or three (,erm'al- vas an aa'(,idenis
has lost some of hiis lisie. control] and becomes irritate(I or iIrrational
or even ohst-i'ucti ye at tiunms and(I(levs neeia lot of gui(Ianee and assistailCe Or i'estraiits to prw)t('ct, hll), it relates to him, not to the psyc(hiatrically ill.
I)iagnosis, inother words?
N1.r. ('.iu,:.
I)r. 3 OYDEN. Yes, sir.
Mr. CAREY. I see. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I think we have profited greatly front the presentation offered by Governor King and our
dist.ingiiisled ('olleage, Mnr. Runnels.
'11he ('IIAIRMAN. Again we think you gentlemen for your very fine
testimony and appreciate you coming to the committee.
G)Veror

INot. 'hIlIk you.

The CuiMI ,AN. Our niext witlneSS is Mr. (Cotaish, the National
Association of Manufacturers representative. We appreciate having
you with us.
You are recognized, sir. You are from Cleveland, Ohio?
STATEMENTS OF MATTHEW I. COTABISH, MEMBER, EMPLOYEE
BENEFITS COMMITTEE, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MANUFACTURERS; ACCOMPANIED BY KENNETH E. SCHWEIGER, DIRECTOR, EMPLOYEE RELATIONS; KENNETH CALDWELL; AND THOMAS WELCH
MNIr. Co'r'Aisu. Mr. Chairman, members of the House Ways and
Meafls Committee, my name is Matthew I. Cotabish, director of labor
relations for Gould, Inc., with general offices in Cleveland, Ohio. I
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am substituting today for Mr. William S. Simpson, who, unfortunately, cnnlot he present. 1 an1 acconhl)anied by Messrs. Kenneth Caldwell, princi)al, Ernst & Ernst; Tlhomas Welch, coordinator, compensation and benefits, Humble Oil & Refining Co.; and Kenneth E.
Schweiger, director, eml)loyee relations, National Association of
Mani facturers.
r1' ('jl,\lml\,%N. Wo are pleased to llave all of you with us. Yoll are
recognize(d.
Air. (Xri'( rsii.
Tl
l you, sir.
I wClvoiii( anid al)l)re('iatdv the Oll)ortuid.i'y to al)lar and l)rPsvnt
tli
lvews of thi
Nationalil Assi.iol of Ma1iiifilUt'lircs. I s-rve
NAM as it neiber ol its employee benefits committee.
NAM,\ inivinber (vOilantiiies- -large, lidilini, fid siiall ill siz(--accolilit for a substajitial J)ortiol of ti Nation's )ro(luction of manufactured goods, as well as for te ill)oyll ielt of millions of people in
iiia li t'it 1.1 ng in(lustri.s.
IN''TRODl)'1'ION

'There is little doubt thai, we face a major livalth care problem in
0111 counitiy and our ability to piovido adequate leilth care and deliver essential health services at reasonable cost is severely in dispute.
Our total spending oil hIealth are has risen from 5.4 percentt o our
tr-oss national product ($27 billion in 1960) to 7 percent of our gross
national product ($70 billion in 1970). Unfortunately, approximately
60 permt of that imire'ase has merely nmet price inflation and has not
produced additional services. Nevertheless, there, was a 40 percent
real growth
in services ($17.2 billion) over tie 10-year period.
Today over 92 percent of civilian noninstitutionalized Americans
under thme age of 65 are l)rotAwt4'.i in varying degrees against the cost
of hospitalization. A another 10 millI ion of the poor have actually
received benefits under medicaid during the, most recent fiscal year.
It is indicated tlat sone 20-10 million Americans are eligible for
medicaid under lpresent regulations.
W1rith resl),ct to the 170 million Amiericans under age 65, the 92 percent who are covered for hospitalizationi are for the most part covered
by group llans. Further, over 60 percent (100 million) have some
form of catastrophic ('overage. Benefit payments taid under group
plans amount to almost 85 percent of all health insurance benefits
paid by private, insurers. The preponderance of premium cost of such
group plans is paid by employers.
Whi le this recordcof ratl ier impressive growth for health care coverage in the private sector along With a similar growth in the public
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sector (as a result of medicare and other programs) would seem to
indicate satisfactory l)rogr(%s, there are still serious problems in the
provision and delivery of health care which irust be resolved if we
are to get lirxiIuI return for our health care dollar and before we
further burden the existing health care delivery system. One of the
most serious pro)lemUs is the fact tlat the cost of health care ha risen
fax in excess of other sector r, of our economy. This is due to many
fators ime Iiluig imore solphistic-ated treatment of disease and injuries,
the ra)i(lly ac('lerati fig tA'cli ological iiflpOvelieiits in. equipment,
!Iiglly ('.oil flex and expensive (iagnostic procedures, rapl)idly increasing w"age set tlelments for hosl)ital workers, all of which are at part of
and COtibtlte to te general inflation.
Another serious problenl is the, fact that private insurance policies
generally eml)hasize "in-hospitd" requirements for reimburselmment.
This is equally true in the public sctor umler medicare and medicaid.
)nly.YaI)proxi matoly 50 pl)m((int of those, )ersotns havi ig private health
1suan'

i)olicies are cover(ed for outpatient and laboratory Services

and less than half are insured for treatinent in the physician's office
or in tirly own hiomies.
This results in unnecessary and expensive over-utilization of hospital
b(,(l facilities. Softie studlies have shown that more than 25 percent of
hospital Ix(is arc occupied by patients who do not really need to be
there and wvho could iave been satisfactorily treated elsewhere. A
third probleni is that relatively few lpesoins in the 1tnited Stattes lve
an Ol)ortunity for participation in Itealthi Maintenance Organizations (IIX1s) or similar group practice arrangements. While we do
not view this type of care as necessarily a panacet for all the Nation's
health care ills, we do believe that given an opportunity to develop and
l)rosleo , t hefy could make a sign iflic-ant contribution to tie alleviation
of many of tlhe l)roblemis of health calre delivery.
Finely, NAM believes that a more effective means must be found
to assist "thepoor in gaining access to adequate medical services. Preventive medicine appears to hold promise in this area and could break
the vicious cycle between poverty and illness. A more detailed discussion of this situation is contahIned in NAM's publication entitled
"Financing Health Maintenance, Care and )elivery," a copy of which
is attached and we respectfully request that it be made a part of this
testimony.
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection it will be made a part of the
testimony.

(The document referred to follows:)

Financing
Health Maintenance,
Care and Delivery

AN
NAM POSITION PAPER
Preparedby the
Expenditure Process Subcommittee
Government Operations/Expenditures Committee
(1785)
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NAM Policy Statement
on
Financing
Health Maintenance,
Care and Delivery

T

for health care and delivery
should be a competitive industry capable of providing in,
entivcs
foi maintaining health, as well as necessary services for the sick.
National policy should give maximum encouragement to the private
health and insurance industries to develop incentive-oriented methods of health maintenance, care and delivery which are designed to
provide better and more comprehensive health services and bring
costs under control without sacrificing quality.
The federal and state governments should: (1)encourage the removal of legal and other barriers to the introduction of new or
improved health care and delivery systems; (2) avoid providing and
financing health services to the entire population; and (3) assure that
federal and state income assistance intended to enable the needy to
obtain adequate health care be used exclusively for that purpose.
IlE GOAL OF NATIONAL POLmCY

-Adopted December 2, 1970
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INTRODUCTION
In the past several years, the problems of providing adequate medical and
health services have been compounded by the enactment, and apparently
uncontrollable expansion, of medicare and medicaid. As a result, a period
of "retroactive planning" with respect to these programs began early
in 1970.
As this re-examination progressed, it has involved much broader issues
of financing health care delivery in the United States and public-private
roles therein. The public policy debate which is developing will center on
the choice between a compulsory national health insurance and a pluralistic approach to the problems of providing more comprehensive health
services without sacrificing quality. The new NAM position is addressed
principally to this issue.

The Public and Private Costs of
Medicare and Medicaid
Congress enacted Titles XVIII (medicare) and XIX (medicaid) of the
Social Security Act in 1965. There seems little doubt that these major
federal programs have been important factors in accelerating the demand
for more and better health care services and in crystallizing the problems
of health care delivery throughout the nation.
While medicare and medicaid are different programs, they are related
and can be considered jointly at least as far as overall cost impact is concerned. Both programs involve federal payments for health care services
to the poor and aged: medicare currently pays for health care services
for 20 million aged; medicaid coverage extends to more than 10 million
poor. This aid to the general population is in contrast to older health programs directed toward such specific categories of federal beneficiaries as
members of the armed forces, veterans, merchant seamen and American
Indians. From the point of view of financing, it was stated in a recent Congressional debate that medicare and medicaid now pay 72 percent of the
health bills for the nation's aged-a dramatic change from only 4 years ago
when 70 percent of the health expenses of the aged were privately paid.
Table I summarizes the increase in federal health outlays in relation to
total federal outlays and to total expenditures for health. Between fiscal
years 1960 and 1965,.federal outlays for health increased but remained a
relatively stable portion of total federal spending. Between fiscal 1965
and 1969, the amounts spent on health increased both absolutely and

TABLE I
FederalOutlays for Health Related to
Total FederalOutlays and Total Expendituresfor Health
Fiscal Year

Total federal outlays
(billions)
Federal outlays for health
*" (billions)
Federal health outlays as
percent of total federal
outlays
Total national health
expenditures (billions)

1960

1965

1967

1968

1969

Est.
1970

$92.2

$118.4

$158.4

$178.9

$184.6

$197.9

$200.8

$ 3.5

$ 5.2

$ 10.8

$ 14. 1

$ 16.6

$ 18.8

$ 20.6

3.8

4.4

6.2

7.9

8.2

10.0

10.5

$26.4

$ 38.9

$ 48.2

$ 53.9

$ 60.3

Federal health outlays as
percent of total national
health expenditures
*Not available
Source: "Federal Health Programs" in Special Analyses, Budget of the United
States, EY.1971, p. 147.

Est.
1971

00
00
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proportionately. The percentage of total federal spending allocated to
health is expected to level off in fiscal 1971, although actual spending is
estimated to increase by $1.8 billion again.
There can be little doubt that, as the Budget for fiscal 1971 ,tated: "The
major factor in the yearly increase continues to be Medicare and Medicaid." Outlays for these two programs were estimated at $11.6 billion in
fiscal 197 1--and are expected to account for 83 percent of the increase in
federal speiJing for health in that period.
The original cost assumptions for both programs fell far short of actual
experience.
* In 1965, it was estimated that medicare costs in calendar year 1970
would be $3.1 billion; the current estimate is $5.8 billion.
" In fiscal 1965, medicaid expenditures amounted to $1.3 billion, of
which the federal share was $555 million. For fiscal 1971, the. estimate for total medicaid outlays is about $6.2 billion, with the federal
share amounting to $3.1 billion. Recent estimates indicate that the
federal share for medicaid may be as high as $12 billion by 1975,
with the states contributing an equal amount.
The unexpected demand for more and better medical services and increased utilization of health facilities resulting from the enactment of medicare and medicaid has affected the health costs of the entire population.
Some authorities blame the architects of these programs for ignoring the
fundamental laws of supply and demand. Vast new demands were created
for medical services without any real understanding of the impact on the
supply of health care services. This helped fuel an explosion in medical
care costs that is even more aggravated than the general inflation currently
plaguing the economy (see Table II).
In addition to their impact on spending and on the' total economy, these
programs, are also beset by administrative and management problems
resulting from legislation which was enacted in haste, without adequate
planning and analysis, and which imposed complex problems and systems
for reimbursement. Therefore, the first question has been how these existing programs could be made more effective and their costs brought under
control.

Medical Economics and Proposals
For Changing Medicare and Medicaid
There is a growing recognition that the facts of medical economics, heretofore of relatively little general interest, provide essential clues to the question of what went wrong with medicare and medicaid. For example, one of
the traditions of medical care is free service to the needy by both doctors
5
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TABLE 11
Consumer Price Indexes for Food, Rent and
Medical Care, 1960-1969
Year
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969

Food
..............
101.4
..............
102.6
..............
103.6
..............
105.1
..............
106.4
..............
108.8
..............
114.2
..............
115.2
.............. 119.3
..............
125.5

Rent

Medical Care

103.1
104.4
105.7
106.8
107.8
108.9
110.4
112.4
115.1
118.8

108.1
111.3
114.2
117.0
119.4
122.3
127.7
136.7
145.0
155.0

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics

and nonprofit (voluntary) hospitals. When funds were made avajable
through these programs to pay for medical care to the aged and the poor,
could the practitioners and the institutions be expected to continue to provide services at no cost?
To cite another instance, between 1946 and 1970, the supply of hospital
beds was increased by the construction or modernization of 467,000 beds
at a cost of approximately $12 billion. The federal sh.re was $3.7 billion,
or roughly 30 percent. However, the increase in hospital costs was even
steeper than that of medical care generally. A good deal of this results
from the increase in wage costs, particularly for non professional personnel, and the continuing low productivity of the industry as a whole.
Although these trends were already discernible in the mid-1960s, both
medicare and medicaid were so structured as to encourage hospitalization.
Further, the "reasonable cost" reimbursement formula provided no incentive for increased economy or efficiency. In fact, insofar as it encouraged
the building of excess bed capacity and, in some places, the duplication of
expensive equipment, it tends to raise the cost of hospitalization.
Further, the increased demand for medical services, arising in great
part from third party payments (private insurance, medicare, medicaid)
raises questions about the adequacy of the supply of medical manpower.
On the general assumption that there is a shortage of physicians, registered
nurses and other professionals, there has heen an effort to increase the
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supply and shorten the training cycle. The federal government is now the
dominant force in medical education insofar as it contributes so large a
portion of the funds that go to medical schools. In addition to the matter
of supply, however, there is the problem of relating manpower needs to
the structure of the health industry. Professor Eli Ginzberg, an economist
specializing in manpower problems, has raised interesting questions summarized in the comment: "There is no point to increasing the supply without altering the pattern of utilization."
Similarly, Dr. Paul M. Ellwood, Jr., consultant to the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare, believes that merely increasing the supply
of physicians, without changing the structure and organization of the
health industry, would further increase demand and escalate costs:
"Further, it's doubtful that more physicians would solve the
problem of availability of medical care anyway, unless unacceptable steps were taken to simultaneously regulate the specialties they choose and the locations where they establish practice.
For example, 53 counties in the United States have no available
physicians, while some urban areas have more doctors than can
be efficiently utilized. Present rigidities in licensing procedures,
constraints of malpractice, and other barriers to medical practice in the various states, also restrict optimal utilization of available health personnel. Maldistribution and suboptimal utilization
of health manpower are the result of conditions which cannot be
treated by simply increasing the supply, and in fact, may be
aggravated by this approach." (Unpublished paper, 1970)
The major proposals which have been made for improving medicare
and medicaid have recognized the implications of these aspects of medical
economics, some of which require long-term solutions, as well as the need
to make immediate improvements in the administration and management
of these programs. As the MeNerney Task Force on Medicaid and Related
Programs stated in its Report of November 12, 1969:
"Recommendations at this time are focused largely on what can
be implemented essentially within the framework of the present
Medicaid system. Let it be clear, however, that the Task Force
sees many weaknesses in this framework. Fundamental changes
may well prove necessary in the long run. But when human
services are at stake, no purpose is served by continuing to live
with inefficiencies and inequities that can be remedied, particularly when the short-run improvements can be designed to fit or,
at the least, not run counter to probable long-run courses."
The chief recommendations that have been made to date with respect
to medicare and medicaid are embodied in the Administration's budget
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proposals for fiscal year 1971, the Social Security Amendments of 1970
(H. R. 17550), and the President's Family Health Insurance Plan, which
will not be detailed in legislation until early 1971. These are summarized
below.
The Fiscal 1971 Budget Proposals
The President's Budget Message recommended revisions of medicaid
"to stimulate the use of proper, but less expensive, medical treatment
outside hospitals and long-term care institutions." In the budget document
proper, the Administration proposed legislation that would:
" Shift 0.6 percent of the Social Security combined payroll tax from
the retirement system to the hospital insurance part (Part A) of
medicare, effective January 1, 1971.
" Increase the monthly premiums for Supplementary Medical Insurance (Part B of medicare) from $4 to $5.30 on July 1, 1970.
" Limit medicare and medicaid depreciation reimbursement to facilities
whose capital improvements have been approved by an appropriate
health planning agency.
" Exclude from the program those physicians, hospitals, and other
health services providers found guilty of flagrant abuses.
* Expand utilization review authority to include the initial need for
hospitalization.
" Require long-range construction planning by providers of services as
a condition of program participation.
• Expand the Department of Health, Education and Welfare's authority
to experiment with and install financial incentives to efficiency and
economy.
* Direct medicaid more toward preventive and acute medical treatment programs and away from long-term residential care which has
represented almost one-third of all medicaid outlays.
There were also proposals to shift medical facilities construction funds
(largely Hill-Burton) away from direct grants and the "quantity of beds"
approach and toward more funding for ambulatory facilities, reliance upon
guaranteed loans with interest subsides for construction and modernization of private non-profit hospitals and long-term care facilities, and direct
loans for public institutions. These requests were so transformed in the
Medical Facilities Construction and Modernization Amendments of 1970
(H.R. 11102) that the President vetoed the bill. The veto was overridden
by both Houses. However, the Bureau of the Budget's views on the relationship between the Hill-Burton approach and present health care needs
is of interest:
"... new conditions and changing needs make sole reliance on
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grant program! or emphasis on additional hospital beds inappropriate. With medical price increases and the inability of the
health system to deliver services effectively, there is growing
recognition of the need to develop ambulatory care facilities
(hospital outpatient departments, clinics, and community centers), particularly where they can serve as more efficient and
economical alternatives to hospital care. In addition, the growth
of third party payments (e.g., private insurance, Medicare, and
Medicaid) to cover the costs, including depreciation, of hospital
and skilled nursing home care, has improved the ability of these
institutions to finance needed capital improvements through
borrowing." (Special Analyses of the Budget, Fiscal 1971,
p. 153)
Social Security Amendments of 1970
The health care amendments comprise Part B of Title II of the Housepassed H.R. 17550. These are intended to improve the operating effectiveness of medicaid, medicare and maternal and child health programs. At
the time of writing, this legislation had not been enacted.
There is potential for improved administration in recommendations
that, if enacted, would:
* Encourage experiments and demonstration projects to develop incentives for economy in the provision of health services.
* Extend utilization review requirement to hospitals and nursing homes
under medicaid.
* Require institutional planning in the form of overall plans and budgets for hospitals under medicare.
* Expand utilization review to include the question of the initial need
for hospitalization.
* Establish incentives through variable federal matching rates for states
to emphasize outpatient care under medicaid programs.
" Provide incentives through federal grants to the states to install and
operate claims processing and information retrieval systems under
medicaid.
The bill also included provisions addressed to the problem of controlling the inflationary factors inherent in the present "reasonable cost" reimbursement practices. These appear to raise as serious problems as they
may solve. For example, it is generally recognized that disallowance of
costs after services have been provided by institutions creates uncertainty.
Therefore, the solution offered is to set limits on a prospective basis, evaluate necessary costs on a class-rather than a case-basis, and provide that
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extra or more expensive services be charged to the beneficiary if he is so
advised prior to admission. These steps seem to be logical guidelines for a
systematic approach to the definition of "reasonable cost."
Because there appears to be no adequate body of timely cost data for
making the necessary comparison of costs of health care institutions or
measuring the efficiency of health care delivery, the House Ways and
MNeans Committee suggested that the Secretary might be able to set
"reasonable- limits" for a class of institutions so that only extraordinary
expenses would be subject to any limitations. This does not seem to be an
effective approach to control of inflationary tendencies nor does it provide
any real incentive for the institutions to control their costs or reduce the
length of hospitalization.
One of the findings highlighted in the Senate Finance Committee's staff
report on medicare and medicaid was that medicare payments are usually
significantly higher than those made by carriers under their own programs.
This suggests that another approach to the matter of "reasonable costs"
would be to require that these two sets of reimbursements be brought into
line-instead of considering "customary and prevailing charges," as in the
present statute. This would provide a direct guideline without introducing
a clumsy administrative apparatus or rigid controls.
The attempt to implement this approach to the "reasonable cost" issue
in H.R. 17550, as it applies to services under the supplementary medical
insurance program, is both less direct and more complex. The present
administrative policy of using the 83rd percentile of customary charges
as the limit of "reasonableness" would be modified by using the 75th percentile as the standard after June 30, 1971. Beyond that, beginning with
fiscal 1972, increases in fees would be recognized as reasonable in terms
of their relationship to two economic indexes: Consumer Price Index (exclusive of medical care) and earnings in the area as reported to the social
security program. The compulsory regulation of fees does not seem to be
a substitute for incentives for more efficient delivery of health care services.
In fact, this approach might merely discourage practitioners from caring
for medicare patients..
One of this group of amendments goes beyond both the administrative
improvement and the direct cost control approaches. That provides for
payments to health maintenance organizations for persons eligible for
benefits under medicare. Such payments would be on a prospective per
capita basis. Premiums would be determined annually, taking into consideration premiums on non-medicare enrollees, but would be no more than
95 percent of the estimated amount that would be payable if such covered
medicare services were furnished outside of the health maintenance organization framework. The Ways and Means Committee's Report noted that
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there is sufficient authority in the present medicaid program to permit
states to arrange for medicaid coverage through a health maintenance
organization if beneficiaries are guaranteed freedom of choice of health
providers.
Family Health Insurance Plan
In June, President Nixon proposed a Family Health Insurance Plan.
The details will be transmitted to the Congress early in 1971. The proposal
came as part of the Administration's response to the Senate Finance Committee's request for amendments to the Family Assista.,ce Act. Therefore,
it is directed at elimination of: (1) state by state variations in coverage,
benefits and eligibility; (2) categorical inequities arising from the exclusion of male-headed ("working poor") families; and (3) the abrupt termination of benefits when income reaches the welfare or the "medically
indigent" cutoff points.
The program the Administration is developing is a form of graduated
contributory insurance with family contributions scaled by income. Coverage might be mandatory for families receiving benefits where their cash
benefits were equal to or in excess of the required premium.
According to Administration statements, benefits under this proposal
would be tailored to provide encouragement of: (1) the use of lower cost
outpatient services; (2) prevention and early care; and (3) reimbursement policies designed to encourage efficiency, economy and utilization
control. It could, according to their estimates, be provided without significant increases in federal outlays beyond medicaid expenditures projected
for fiscal year 1972.
The health maintenance organization proposal for medicare beneficiaries in the pending Social Security Amendments and the Administration's
proposed Family Health Insurance Plan for some medicaid beneficiaries
indicate the probability of fundamental changes in both programs. Because
of the magnitude of these programs and their impact on health care generally, such changes would affect all health care services and costs.
To say that the federal programs are moving in the direction of "insurance" is an oversimplification. On the one hand, Part B of medicare and
the cost sharing or deductible provisions of medicaid already have some
of the qualities of insurance, as does the financing of Part A (hospital
insurance) of medicare. On the other hand, the proposals for national
health insurance vary greatly, as do the types of private health insurance
now available. What is really being discussed is how to achieve better and
less costly health care delivery.
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The Federal Role
It has been suggested that the Administration must make a major decision
on its strategy for dealing with the "much proclaimed health crises" by
choosing between:
" reliance on continued or increased federal intervention through regulation, investment and planning, and
" promoting a health maintenance industry that is "largely self-regulating and makes its own investment decisions regarding resources such
as facilities and manpower." (Dr. Paul M. Ellwood, Jr.)
Obviously the Administration is moving in the direction of the second
alternative. In Secretary Richardson's words: "One of our goals is to open
the market place and provide opportunities for new delivery systems."
The nature of the health care industry, British experience with its nationalized health services, and the basic attitude toward federal intervention in the provision of basic services all appear to make that the more
attractive choice.
The Administration's preference for the second alternative also is related to the larger issue of substituting an "income strategy" for a whole
slew of service-type programs. The Family Assistance Plan, if operative,
would give. the poor, including the working poor, a better basis for buying
medical services which are now provided to those "on welfare" through
medicaid. The Administration's proposal to transform medicaid into a
prepaid medical insurance coverage for the same population, with "premiums" based on a sliding income scale, appears to be a logical extension
of the "income strategy" approach.
Some observers look for significant overall cost saving in the "income
strategy" approach, assuming that much more selective use of medical
services would be made with more consumer discretion (and financial responsibility) for the extent of those services. Unnecessary and costly overtaxing of hospital facilities, of course, has been one of the main criticisms
of the medicare-medicaid programs.
As the national debate on health care policy continues, however, the
alternatives of federal intervention or a self-regulating health industry are
likely" to become less clear as a variety of subquestions are raised. For
example:
" There is great interest in prepayment as a method for improving the
quality and controlling the cost of health care, but should prepayment be on a capitation or a services-rendered basis?
" If prepayment is a synonym for insurance, does that mean a national
insurance program financed through taxes? a dual system? a private
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system with government subsidy to those unable to afford to pay
their own premiums? a system of tax credits?
* If prepayment is on a capitation basis, is it likely to require or favor
group rather than individual practice?
Such questions-to some extent even the basic choice as to the federal
role-in turn go back to the fundamental issue of what it is that we are
trying to accomplish. Clearly there are two major goals: (1) improving
the quality and accessibility of health care; and (2) controlling the cost.
Almost all people who are discussing the issue want to do both: to provide
quality care at reasonable cost.
"Quality" in health care is something which the majority of patientsor consumers-are unable to evaluate. As is frequently pointed out, it is
usually health care practitioners, rather than those who pay the bills, who
are the consumers of health services in the sense that they select what is to
be done for the individual. It is probable that the individual patient, or his
family, respond to subjective criteria-a private room or a private nurse
are pleasanter than being in a ward or sharing the attention of floor nurses
with others; there are more amenities in a private hospital than in a city
hospital; the elderly patient in a nursing home enjoys the attention of
frequent visits from "his" physician, and so on. Therefore, the judgement
of "quality" from a technical point of view must depend on peer review
by professionally qualified people.
The financing of health care delivery and the approaches to cost control, beyond specific administrative reforms of medicare and medicaid,
are the areas in which debate over the federal role will be concentrated.
There are four major types of financing proposals before Congress and
the public:
1. national health insurance
2. catastrophic health insurance
3. tax credits for private health insurance
4. federal subsidies for purchase of health insurance by low-income
families
Implicit in the discussion of "income strategy" is the possibility of a fourth
approach which would work toward replacing medicaid and, eventually
medicare, by income additions to allow purchase of health care services
on the open market.
Health insurance is already a familiar factor in health care. What will
be debated is not its value but its financing.
" About 85 percent of the American population have some form of
private health insurance, which covers about one-third of.health care
expenditures.
* Coverage is most complete for hospitalization for all income groups,
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followed in a declining scale by inpatient and surgical ,;ervices and
outpatient services.
0 56 percent of the population with incomes under $5,000 have some
coverage.
* Only 36 percent of those with incomes under $3,000 have some hospital insurance coverage.
* Medicare provides hospital insurance under Part A for people over
65 and voluntary insurance for health services under the optional
Part B for almost all of them.
National Health Insurance
The idea of converting the Social Security system to provide a national
health insurance is not new. This broader definition of "social insurance"
is prevalent in other countries and the idea has been discussed time and
again since the enactment of the Social Security Act. Medicare gave the
concept a new impetus.
Three closely related proposals were made in the 91 st Congress and are
likely to be introduced again in the 92nd.
The National Health Insurance Act (H.R. 17806), sponsored by Rep.
Martha Griffiths, would extend and adapt the Social Security mechanism
to provide comprehensive medical care for the total population and comprehensive dental care for children under 16. Eye care and prescription
drugs would also be included.
To finance this program, employees would pay 1 percent of payroll and
employers 3 percent, with the federal government matching the employers' contribution from general revenues. There would be a minimum costsharing (e.g. $2 per visit to the doctor after the first visit) by the patient.
A rough beginning cost is $40 billion per year.
The Health Security Program, a similarly comprehensive program, was
announced on July 7th by the Committee of 100, a private group formed
by Walter Reuther. Senator Edward M. Kennedy introduced it as S.4297,
the Health Security Act, and it has a bipartisan group of sponsors.
The program would be financed through a health security trust fund,
similar to the Social Security trust fund. The fund's income would come
from three sources-40 percent from general revenues, 35 percent from a
3.5 percent tax on employer's payrolls, and 25 percent from a 2.1 percent
tax on individual income up to $15,000 a year. In addition, the bill would
"allow" the employer to pay all or part of the employee's tax. On the basis
of data fpr fiscal year 1969, the program would have paid for $37 billion
-or 70 percent-of the, $53 billion in personal health expenditures. Its
sponsors have estimated that the cost of the program at present would be
$40 billion; others have, placed its cost at about twice that amount.
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The NationalHealth Insuranceand Health Improvement Act (S. 3711)
is sponsored by Senator Jacob K. Javits. It would provide for a new trust
fund, in addition to the one providing benefits for the elderly under medicare. The total cost would be financed from payroll taxes reaching the rate
of 3.3 percent on a $15,000 earnings base by 1975. The estimated cost by
1975, excluding savings on medicare and medicaid, would be $22.7
billion.
This plan would be implemented in steps with the total population eligible for basic benefits now provided by medicare by 1973. The first step
would be the merger of Parts A and B of medicare and their extension to
include the disabled under the age of 65. After coverage became universal,
prescription drugs, dental care for children under 8, and diagnostic services, including eye and ear examinations, would be added.
Catastrophic Health Insurance
The Senate Finance Committee approved an amendment to the Social
Security Bill, proposed by Chairman Russell B. Long, adding a Catastrophic Health Insurance Program. This would provide coverage against
the cost of catastrophic illness for about 95 percent of the population under 65. The plan would pay 80 percent of covered medical costs after a
family had spent $2,000 a year, and about 80 percent of hospital costs
after an individual had been hospitalized for 60 days. The program would
cover the same services included in medicare and would be financed
through social security taxes. First-year costs are estimated at $2.3 billion.
Tax Credits
A number of proposals have been made to provide a tax credit as an
incentive for the purchase of private health insurance. This proposal is
most closely identified with the American Medical Association. The
A.M.A. proposal, originally offered in December, 1968, was modified in
1969. Testifying on medicare and medicaid before the Anderson Subcommittee of the Senate Finance Committee in June of 1970, Dr. Gerald
D. Dorman, A.M.A. President, summarized the Medicredit program:
...

To meet the problems of Medicaid, each low-income person

would receive a certificate for the purchase of a qualified and
comprehensive health insurance plan. The cost would be completely federally financed.
. .. For the middle and higher levels of income, tax credits would

be offered, on a sliding scale, favoring lower-income groups,
based on the tax liability of a family for the purchase of qualified
health benefits coverage.
A draft bill, the Health Insurance Act of 1970, is available but it has not
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been introduced. The American Medical Association has been coupling
its proposals for professional review with its financing proposals. Senator
Wallace Bennett has proposed a professional standards review amendment
t6 the Social Security Amendments of 1970.

An Incentive System
A self-regulating health industry would be designed to provide economic
and professional incentives toward maintaining health, rather than just
providing services for the ill. It depends on an element of competition and
a variety of approaches to the matter of financing.
Medicare and medicaid have disappointed almost everyone. The most
obvious problem, which was responsible for much of the attention focused
on these programs in the past year, is their skyrocketing costs and related
inflationary pressure on all health care services. The emphasis of medicare
and medicaid has been almost entirely on institutional care of the sickspecifically hospitalization-rather than on preventive medicine and the
maintenance of health.
The proposals for compulsory national health insurance, although they
may recognize the importance of health maintenance, are otherwise extensions of the basic approach of medicare and medicaid, which simply has
not worked. Government has not proved to be an effective purveyor of
services-particularly of such individualized services.
The present problems of health care, maintenance and delivery require
more than one approach. The development of alternative systems should
be encouraged and their results evaluated and publicized. In this connection, the federal and state governments do have roles to play. There are
some laws and practices-the prohibition of group practice, unwillingness
to license paramedical personnel, insurance programs that encourage hospitalization are examples-that are barriers to the introduction of new or
improved health care and delivery systems. Government should encourage
the removal of those barriers.
Although government should avoid financing health services for the
general population, it should provide a substitute for medicaid to enable
the needy to obtain adequate health care directly from the funds they
receive in the form of federal and state income assistance. Procedures to
assure its use for medical purposes will be necessary.
In summary, national policy should give maximum encouragement to
the private health and insurance industries to develop incentive-oriented
methods of health maintenance, care and delivery designed to provide better and more comprehensive health services and bring costs under control
without sacrificing quality.
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The National Association of Manufacturers
is a voluntary organization of industrial and
business firms, large and small, located in every
state, which vigorously support principles that
encourage individual freedom and which
through the Association develop and engage in
sound programs for the advancement of the economic well-being and social progress of the
American people.

National Association of Manufacturers
277 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017 (212) 826-2100
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Mr. CorAmsn. Recognizing the fact that these and many other
problems currently exist alid will continue to grow worse if remedial
action is Hot soon taken, NAM's board of directors adopted the following statement of policy on I)eceinber 2,1970:
The goal of national policy for health care and delivery should be a competitive industry capable of providing incentives for maintaining health, as well as
necessary services for the sick. National policy should give maximuni encourageinent to the private health and insurance industries to develop incentive-oriented
methods of health maintenance, care and delivery which tire designed to provide
better and more comprehensive health services and bring costs under control
without sacrificing quality.
pihe Federal and State governments should: (1) encourage the removal of
legal and other barriers to the introduction of new or improved health care and
delivery systems; (2) avoid )roviding 11d financing health services to the entire population; and (3) assure that Federal an(l State income assistance intended to enable the needy to obtain adequate health care be used exclusively
for that purpose.

This statement represents tie attitude of the thousands of manu-

factoring companies belonging to the National Association of Manufacturers and further recognizes that maximum cooperation between
Government and industry must be realized in order to begin to solve
the problems.
GENEiL\r

CONCEPT AND API'ROACIH

NAM believes that any overall approach to health care must involve four basic considerations:
1. Continuation of medicare for our citizenry over 65 years of age.
This continuation, however, should be subjected to critical study to
detrmine ways in which to make the prograni more efficient,, more
economical, more innovative and with considerably less emphasis on
in-hospital requirements for benefit payment.
2. A minimum standard of health insurance which would be required of all employers to provide their employees and their employees'
dependents.
3. A federally operated family health insurance plan for low-income
families.
4. The medicaid program to be limited to the aged, blind and
disabled.
The four considerations which I have just related would, together
with other Federal programs, provide a minimum standard of protection for practically all individuals in the Nation. This would be
accomplished by building without destroying existing private programs, without overloading the existing systems, without destroying
a significant segment of an industry and without creating a chaotic
situation with respect to existing collective bargaining agreements.
We urge this committee to give maximum consideration to these vital
areas during their deliberations.
NAM in the light of these considerations would like to make the
following observations with respect to pending legislative proposals,
particularly with reference to benefits and financing of health care.
BENEFITS

NAM supports a minimum standards approach to providing health
care to all employees and their dependents, as contained in the Na-
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tional Health Insurance Partnership Act, HI.R. 7741. We recommend
that the principles of deductibles and coinsurance be employed as
provided in this bill. These are in the best interest of employers and
employees alike since they work toward the most effective and econoinic utilization of hospital and medical facilities.
NAM also believes that any minimum standards approach should
include protection against catastrophic medical and hospitalization
costs and we support this concept as a part of the overall program.
We do not believe that a catastrol)hic plan alone would solve current
problems that confront us. We are particularly concerned with the
financing of any such plan under the social security system because
of the undesirable precedent it would establish. By this we mean it
could lead to total health care coverage under social security rather
than the minimum standards approach outside of social security,
which we believe to be far more desirable.
FINANCING

NAM believes that the financing of a health care plan should be on
a contributory basis with both employers and emi)loyees participating.
As a matter of fact, this is true of most of the plans that exist in industry today. There are wide variations in the share of premium
costs which are paid by employers and employees and the variation
is even more pronounced with respect to the premium cost for an
employee's dependents.
NAM concurs in l)rinciple with the provisions of I.R. 7741. We do,
however, have some questions with respect to the financing as contained in this bill. Specifically hI.R. 7741 would require the employee
to pay 35 percent of the premium costs and the employer to pay 65
percent for the first 21/ years of the program. Thereafter the employee
would be required to pay only 25 percent and the employer 75 percent.
This would be true 'with respect to the premium costs for both the
employee and the employee's dependents. It is in this area in particular that a financial burden would be imposed on employers. NAM
recommends that instead of the 35 percent payable by an employee
for his dependent's coverage, the employee should pay 50 percent for
the first 21/ years of operation and thereafter 35 percent.
In other words, an employee would pay no more than 35 percent of
the premium cost for his own coverage, but he should be responsible for
a maximum of 50 percent of the premium cost for his dependent's
coverage. After 21/2 years this could be revised downward to 25 percent
and 35 percent, respectively. This kind of premium breakdown is
consistent with current general industrial practice and would soften
the impact of burdensome costs on employers (particularly marginal
and smaller employers) during the first few years of operation.
NAM seriously questions the sudsidy provision of H.R. 7741. This
provision would grant subsidies to employers if their premium costs for
the required health care plan exceed 4 percent of the average wages
paid to employees. As we understand it, the subsidy would be paid
with respect to a maximum of 10 employees and would, therefore, be
discriminatory. NAM believes that the subsidy provisions of this bill
should be eliminated. Our recommendation to permit a larger employee
contribution for health insurance benefits for dependents would pro-
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vide some expense relief to an employer finding it difficult to meet
the cost imposed by H.R. 7741.
OTHER BILLS

NAM has carefully reviewed all the other bills now being considered
by this committee and recognizes that each represents a sincere and
thoughtful approach to attempting to solve the manifold problems
involved. We particularly question the wisdom, however, of those bills
such as the Grifliths-Corman bill, IJ.R. 22, which would in effect
destroy our current system of health care and replace it with a totally
untried and prohibitively expensive Federal health care program.
lhis bill wou d destroy a significant segment of an industry, thereby
dislocating thousands of employees without any guarantee that improved health care would result. In fact, the projected costs would
be overburdened resulting in poorer rather than improved health
service. This kind of legislation promises far more than it can deliver
for a long time to come.
SUMMARY

To summarize, NAM supports a national health care program which
builds on those aspects of our existing system which are good, provides a minimum standard of protection for practically all individuals
in the N-ation and accomplishes those objectives without destroying a
significant segment of an industry or creating a chaotic situation
with respect to collective bargaining agreements.
NAM believes that the National Health Insurance Partnership Act
of 1971, 1.R. 7741, as modified by our suggestions, embodies most of
these principles and we urge ihis coijnittee to give it serious
consideration.
Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. We thank you, sir, for your testimony and for
coming to the committee.
Mr. Corman.
Mr. CORMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. May I inquire if you support catastrophic illness insurance? There has been some suggestion
that that ought to be on a sliding scale depending on the income of
the beneficiary, and that when his medical expenses ran over 10 percent
of his annual income, it would then be covered l)y catastrol)hic insurance. Would you support that kind of apl)proach? What specifically do
you prescribe?
Mr. Co'ruisir. I believe it is common in industry that the catastrophic type of illness is covered under major medical programs and
things of that sort. We have several of those among our employees
presently.
Mr. WELC I I am not quite sure whether your question relates to
the fact that the employee would have no coverage until he paid 10
percent of his income or whether he would be covered under some basic
plan and then would have coverage.
Mr. CORMAN. Well, the proposal for catastrophic illness would be, of
course, monolithic in its coverage. It would take care of everybody. I
assume that is what we are talking about when we talk about catastrophic coverage. It wouldn't be limited to different groups of people.
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Mr. WELCH. Well, I think what NAM is really supporting is a
basic plan which would immediately provide some coverage to an individual when he incurs medical expenses, even though they do not
amount to as much as 10 percent of his income.
Mr. CORMAN. Yes, sir. That is another part of the administration's
proposal.
Mr. WmTLCi. Then on top of that, they are supporting a major medical plan which would cut in, and I believe the bill that we were supporting here talks about, tivt cutting in after the individual has
incurred some $100 of expenses for himself or $300 in excess for his
family.
This typically is the way a number of plans that we have operate.
When the individual has incurred a certain amount of expenses, he
immediately is covered for the catastrophic insurance.
Mr. ColdMtAN. You do support compulsory health insurance for all
employees, is that correct?
Mr. Co'rmisit. Yes, sir.
Mr. COTIMAN. So that you would remove that element from the bargaining table between employer and employee?
Mr. COTAISn. Yes, sir.
Mr. CORTIAN. Do you think if we require employers and employees
to buy a commodity that we are ob.liated to regulate the price of it?
ir. Co'rAmsul I am sorry. I didn't hear your question.
Air. CORCMAN. I say if we are going to require people by law to buy
a particular service, are we also obligated to regulate the cost of that
service?
Mr. COTABISH. I think it is in our best interests. I lnow in dealing
with bargaining groups, we bargain, say, on a benefit level of something, but we are also concerned about the cost of that benefit that we
are providing.
Mr. COrrAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. CoTABnIS.
I think the one goes with the other.
Mr. CORAAN. I would agree with you, but we get ourselves into this
thicket. We are suddenly going to require by Federal law that all
employers and employees but medical services. Now, must we couple
that with a regulation of what those services are going to cost?
M[r. WELCHI. I understand the question that you are raising and it
is a difficult one 1)bcause obviously trying to legislate the cost of each
pill or each doctor's visit or each operation is a most complex problem.
'I think I would say you are not required, even though I understand
the problem, to legislate the cost of care, but I think it also is incumbent upon the Congress to establish some basic standards which would
have to be met, such as the prevailing, and make sure that these standards are fo'lov-'d in the actual administration of any health care plan
so that you do no(. have people being charged in excess of what the
services reasonably should cost.
Mr. CoIINMAN. B ut then that, begs the question. Somebody has to decide what is reasonable cost. Either we do it or delegate'it to somebody or leave it open ended. If we leave it open ended, it seems to me
that it may very well lead to financial ruin for a number of marginal
employers and small employers, because obviously the insurance companies are merely a conduit'for funds. They are not going to have any
authority to place the benefits.
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Mr. WViCi. I agree with you that the insurance companies are primarily a conduit. However, one of the advantages of the bill which
we. support or the approach which we support here is that you do interject the third party that does have some interest in the costs and in the
quality of care provided the employees.
Mr. CORMAN. Who is that?
Mr. W
VxLmI. Which is the employer, who then is policing and lie continually is policing to make sure that the insurance company is adhrering to whatever principles lie. has established in his plans. rhe
insurance company will respond to the pressures from the employer
to turn down claims that are in excess of the standard costs for a
particular area.
Mr. CORMAN. But unless we are going to say that the doctor can't
surcharge the patient, that doesn't help the patient arty. If we do say
he can't surcharge the patient, we are fixing prices for the doctors.
Which route do we go?
Mr. Co'rABIs. Mr. Cornman, we have had some experience with substantial medical expenses under our major medical 1)lan such as open
heart surgery on some. of our eml oyees where the amounts of the medical expenses were in thousands of dollars. The incidence of this type
of thing does not happen freqiiently
so far. " enough to upset the premium
level that has been charged us
Of course, if everyone develops this type of ailment, naturally the
premium experience would get out of hand.
Mr. COCrxIN. That's right.
Mr. Conkmsii. But we have not had an unfavorable experience
under our major medical programs and I believe that, even though
there may be isolated cases of extensive medical costs, that the frequency of them is not so great that it would upset whatever our
premim costs are.
Mr. CORMAN. We are talking about two separate things. I started
talking about catastrophic illness, but laid that aside. I am worried
about the average run-of-the-mill care of the average worker. We are
talking here about compelling the employer or employee to buy something that they may or may not decide to buy right now, and they are
going to have to pay for it whether they use your formula or the administration's forniula. We say which percentage each has to put in,
but don't say how much that has to be. We say under the law you
have to buy it. The employer might say, "If I have to buy that and
there is no control over what it is going to cost, I just can't meet it."
The other thing that worries me is the problem of having older
people and others with chronic illness. They are going to be a tremendous burden on any insurance system. I would suspect that there
will be insurance available for people who normally fall in a healthy
category and they are going to be the people who are going to be more
attractive in the labor market.
I am wondering if compulsory private health insurance isn't going
to make it tremendously difficultt to hire older people and chronically
ill people who may be productive in society if they have an opportunity, but who would be ruled out because of the cost of insurance.
I know there. is going to be a pooling of those people, but when you
start pooling older people and ill pe)cple, the costs are going to have
to go up.
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I)o you have any thoughts on that?
Mr. Co'rtAmsi. I beliee that there is a portion of the bill that covers
tie people who are not in 1)rivate employment under the Federal
I)ort-ion of the plan.
Mr. COCNIALN. I am thinking about the 50-year-old man who has
asthma.
Mr. WE,,'ci. Mr. Corman, this problem exists today really.
Mr. (OMA
k
..

'lt is wlt

worrieS me.

Mr. Wj .mcii.It exists in most of our companies in the sense that
ANmerican industry ty-)icaly, for examl)le, has pension 1)lans and,
when ,youemmploy an older nmni, it costs you mmUlch more. to provide a
tliana a. younger man. Medical (.are and life insurance
pension tfor 111111
are other fields where tis is true.
We do lave all of t hee:( costs which exist, with the employment of
older people. On tie other ialnl, today I see more eillployment of
older l)eol)le, because of legislation l)erIaps, but also I tlink )ecause
of more awarieness t hat we cant discrimi mate in emnploynmint of peol)le
over age 45 and also I think becalse of nmore social awareness of the
need of employers to employ people'
and I tllink the pooling of these
eol)le in your elploy with all dle other eillloyees doesn't haLve that
sig,,nifiat an inimeYt. It would (lloy be if you'lad a total group of
elderly you had in your emp)loy where you would run into this cost.
if you get, a dis)ersal of the older people in your other groul), I
doift think this impact, is going to be so great.
Mr. CORM-AN. Tie other olbjectionl thlt you have to H.R. 22 is that
it will overburden the system. I am wvondei-iog if the way we are. preventing tIe system from'being overl)urdeied now is that we are keeping
out those who can't afford good health care.
Mr. oYramsiI. I think at least the studies that I have read regarding
the overloading of the system go to the point of providing payment
for amounts of service'where, once individuals feel they lave no
financial obligation personally to make use of certain services, there
would be an overdemand for'types of service that existing hospitals
and medical staffs would just not be able to take care of.
The volume of the thing would overburden the existing medical
and hospital staffs that we have in this country.
Mr. CORMAN. You think it is more that the patients would just be
getting something they don't need rather than the fact that, they would
be getting something they (to need, but cannot now afford?
Mr. Co'rABmisi. There is one other question that you raised, sir, if I
might go back. On this question of surveillance of charges, we have
some of our group insurance policies which pay the usual and customary charge of the 1)hysician and those are policed by groups of the
doctors of the county medical association or whatever happens to be
in the particular area. If the carrier feels that a particular charge is
inl excess, on occasion they do refer these to these county groups and
if there is a satisfactory explanation for the charge such as a particularly difficult operation or something of that sort, the reason is
given and the charge is Paid.
The mechanism is devised so that if a doctor has charged an excessive amount and his colleagues think that lie has sort of overstepped,
he adjusts his charge accordingly. So that there is that device at least
that I aim aware of among our insurance carriers.
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Mr. ConrAN. Kind of a soft sell price control. Thank you.
Mr. ( rn',msl. Yes, sir.
Mr. S('1Nr:rLF:.
Mh'. (thairma?
Mr. CIIIRl MAN. Alr. S('lne(beli.
ri. (entleiien, on page, 7 on financing you say that
Mr. SciinF
for the fit'st. two and a halt' years it should be 50-50 and when the
II EW people were here I asked theni the e'X experience of industry relative to lroi)ortlion ot1payment at the present, time. They said it was
alboimt 65-3 and that, is lhow tiey come li ) with their recommended
figures. Could you tell Ilme relatively from your exI)erience what is the
ratio of payment between the employer anld employee generally?
1 know it is all over tile lot amd lroba)bly goes fr-oiii 30 )ercent 1l)
to 10) percent, kit, is tlre any general average? Would HEW be
correct, in tihe (5-35 enll)lover-epl)loyee ratio?
MI. CAl, wEI. It is diiticlllt for us to answer thbat because we took
pretty much tile consensus of tie grou p) involved in the actual hearlngs at that l)oililt in t ilne.
STr. SAllN'E.II. What is the ratio in the companies that you
ie l resent ?
Mr. ('ALDWEL. It falls within this general range that we are talking
about at this l)oiilt in tiiime.
Mr. Sc I'NEI"I"Ll. What is it, for Iflumible ?
Mr. Wlr:,tcit. We have a flat. contribution so that it varies again.
Right, now we are paying $20, which ha)pens to be the petroleum
industry pattern toward the cost of hospital medical care. That is
$20 per month. Tie e)loyer's premium varies depending u)on
what the cost of his particular plan is. It could be $20. It could be $10.
If lie is a single employee, lie is not paying anything.
Mr. ScnNj;,:'mvT. Where would HEW have gotten their figures
that they gave me of 65-35? I)o you know?
Mr. WVLcI. No, sir. I would guess they probably got it out of
some Bureau of Labor Statistics numbers that have been compiled.
Mr. SCIHNEEMLI. Would you object to going to the industry average
at the present time, if it is 65-35 ? If that happens to be the industry
average,
it would seem to me that it would meet with your approval?
t7r1.WLc.
I think you are right. We would agree with the industry average. The concern we had was the problem of the small
employer and not trying to hit him too hard where lie doesn't have
anything. This is why we were trying to come up with some way of
helping him without getting into the subsidy problem.
Mr. SCHNEEBELT. Some of us have introduced a bill wherein small
employers of less than 10 employees .where they don't necessarily
have to go along with this and it is at their option. If you have any
figures relative to the present proportion that have any authenticity,
or any national average, I would appreciate having them.
Mr. CALWVELL. We( would be very glad to supply them.
(The information requested was not available at the tine of the
printing of the hearing.)
The CHAIMAN. Mr. Betts.
Mr. BE'1's. Along that line what is the rationale of reducing or
changing the formula in 21/2 years from, say, 35-50 to 25-35 as
far as the employee is concerned?
Mr. CorABIsH. I didn't understand your question.
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Mr. BE'-rs. You have a suggestion that in 21/2 years the employer's
contribution increase and the employee's contribution is reduced.
What is the rationale of doing that? You said you were interested
to some extent in the small btisinessinan.
Is his burden going to become less in 21/2 years?
Mr. CALDWNE1LL. Mr. Betts, I believe this was intended to give the
employers reasonable time to live within the framework of their collective--bargaiinijg agreements and make the necessary administrative and other changes required.
Mr. BE'rrs. I understand that, but I don't see how in 21/2 years
the average small biusinessinan's burden is going to be reduced to
the extent that he can afford to pay more. It seems to me that it
would be the same continuously.
Mr. W.,rxii. I think the difference is that he can anticipate what
is going to happen to him and is not hit all of a sudden.
Mr. Bm-rs. Anticipation doesn't mean a whole lot as far as the
small businessman is concerned, because he can't usually compete
with the big businessman by raising prices. I don't know what good
anticipation does as far as tme small businessman is concerned.
Mr. VEr('mI. Well, it could give him the opportunity if lie knew
to hold back a little on a pay increase that lie might otherwise give.
Mr. 3mn'mr's. I don't think that means anything either, because
whenever big business wages are increased, the ressure is on for him
to increase his wages. He is caught in a bind. I don't understand
the rationale of changing it in 21/2 years.
M11'. SCHINEBIuIu. it is acceding, I presume, to the demands of
increased social welfare benefits. It is the same basis on which we
increase social security payments.
The ChAIRAAN. Don't you really think that the answer must
come from the sponsors of" the bill, the Department of HEW, because you didn't advocate the 21/2 years, did you?
Mr. CorAmmsH. That is in the bill.
Mr. BE'yrs. I understand that, but I don't think the administration answered it too well. I questioned them on this subject.
The CHAIRMAN. Maybe that is something for executive session.
Mr. SCIINEmiELI. If you have any figures that you can give me, I
would appreciate having them.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Corman.
Mr. CORMAN. There were some people here the other day, all of
whom were on kidney machines, who indicated that it cost somewhere between $7,000 and $25,000 a year to keep each of them alive.
In your approach to catastrophic illness would you think that the
Government ought to take care of people like that in toto-assuming
that they are not people with extreme wealth and who have some
need? Would you suggest that when we write the catastrophic illness
feature we take care of those people?
Mr. CoTABsmi. I don't believe that we quite heard your question.
Mr. CORMAN. There were some people here the other day, all of
whom were on some kidney machine. These machines cost 7,000 to
$25,000 a year to keep each of these persons alive. When we draft
whatever we do in the way of catastrophic illness costs, should be
select out people like that and out of the Nation's treasury take
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care of all of their costs or all above a certain percentage of their
annual income?
Mr. 1Wi,:,cii. I think you are wrestling with the same problem we
wrestle with where you lave an individual who incurs these tremendously high expenses aid Ave pay up to $30,000 under our plan
for this, but also the emnployee has to pay a,proportionate share so
that when his costs get, up to $25,000 and lie is paying a quarter of
that, then lie has paid $6,000 out of his pocket.
Your question is when a man gets to the point where ieis actually
having to spend a certain amount of money should the plan take over
and pay the full cost?
Mr. c(mMAkN. That's right, with no lifetime limitation. That is
my Worry, how long should we decide they can stay alive, or should
we make it unlimited?
Mr. Wlr:ixu. In actual fact we have had this $50,000 in for a long
time and we haven't had a case that has gone over $6,000 so far, so
that I think even with a kidney machiine fortunately these provide
some service to the individual over a period of time, but usually the
individual doesn't survive long enough to use up the full amount of
the $50,000.
Mr. (ImONS. I have one question.
The CjAIRMAN. Mr. Gibbbons.
Mr. GImONS. Gentlemen, you all do businesss in, I guess, most of
the 50 States. low (10 you think we ought to regulatte these insurance
Coml)anies? S110111(d we leave tie regulations to the States or should
the Federal Governeient step in and begin to regulate them ?
Mr. CuWErr. We are quite hopeful that this regulation might
come al)out inseveral ways: One, to a degree through self-regulation
within the industry to some extent stemming through tme introduction of alternative methods of health care delivery suoh as the more
comprehensive health care concepts embodied in the kind of institution
generally referred to as a -health maintenance organization. I guess
most of us at least don't see any tremendous diminishing in the role
of the Federal Government as far as providing some general guidelines within which the private sector must operate as is pretty much
the case at the present time. I assume some degree of Federal surveillance and regulation here is necessary.
flow about it, Tom ? What is your view1j)oint?
Mr. WVELCL. You were asking the question really whether somebody
should substitute for the State insurance departments?
Mr. (muioN,s. Yes, sir, fixing rates and terms of policies and benefits
and things like that. You are dealing on a 50-State common market.
Should we have 50 different people regulating the insurance business
or have one entity?
Mr. IVELCHt. Well, actually what happens when you deal across the
United States is that you write a contract in a particular State 'and
generally speaking that state's laws apply to your writing across the
States with some vAariations, so thalt it doesn't pose serious problems
in working across the United States. However, I think you will find
that the insurance industry itself works very hard to try and get standardized rules and regulations throughout the States in'these areas and
we don't find this a difficult problem in operating across the country.
Mr. GIBBONS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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rhe CxIMAN. Again we thank you, gentlemen, for coming to
the coirmmiittee.
Mr. COTAmS ii. Thank you ver much.
'PlIe CILAINMIN. 'lhe next witness is Dr. Wallace Reed.
While )r. Reed is coining to the witness table it is my pleasu'e to
recognize our colleague from Arizona, our able friend, the Honorable
John Rhodes.
STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN J. RHODES, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF ARIZONA
All'. 1? IIODES. Thank you, Mr. (Ahairman. 1 appreciate the opportunity
and the honor of introduciing Dr. Reed to the committee.
Dr. Reed is a constituent of mine, a good Arizonan of long standing,
all a nest'hosiologist, a,- lractitiolier of the art of medicine, and former
president of the Ma ricopa County medical Association.
My acquaintance with Dr. Reed is hoth long and favorable. It has
become, I think, more intimate quite recently because of the fact that
he has established, with the aid of a colleague, a surgicenter in Phoenix,
across the street front the (jood S'amaritan I lospital.
'Phis is an innovative thing. It is working well. The conununity has
accepted it, and I think Dr. Reed is to le congratultted for the fine
work lie has done in this innovatioii whili we all hope will allow
the medical 1rofessioii to perform )etter services and do them cheaper
for the publ ic.
So, Mr. Chairman, it is my distinct pleasure to introduce to you
my good friend, Dr. Wallace 'Reed, of Phoenix, Ariz.
Tile CIIAxRMxAN. 'lThank you, Mr. Rhodes.
We do appreciate Dr. Reed, your coming to us because your operation )roml)ted us to add ai prov,ision to II.R. 1 in which we are going
to experiment further with your type of operation on a pilot basis
throughout the Nation. You are recognized, sir.

STATEMENT OF DR. WALLACE REED, CHAIRMAN, PREPAID CRITERIA COMMITTEE, AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF FOUNDATIONS
FOR MEDICAL CARE; ACCOMPANIED BY JAMES BRYAN, WASH1 "GTON REPRESENTATIVE; AND JOHN NORRIS, PRESIDENT,
AMERICAN HEALTH SYSTEMS
Dr. REED. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. lhodes.
Mr. Cliairman and minembers of the Ilouse W1ays and Means Colmittee, I am Wallace A. Reed, M.D., a practicing anethesiologist in
Phoenix, a vice president of the board of the Maricopa Foundation
for Medical Care, a past president of Maricopa County Medical Society, and cofounder of the Surgicenter, an in-and-out surgical care facility in Phoenix, Ariz.
A surgicenter is a place where a person can go in and be operated
on and go home the same day.
I have with me on my left Mr. John Norris, president of the American Health Systems, an expert on health insurance matters, and on.
my right James Bryan, Washington representative of the American
Association of Foundations for Medical Care.
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The CHrA11rAN. Thank you, Dr.Reed, for bringing these two gentlemen with you to tfle conniitftee.
testimony for tile American Assoiation of
Dr. REE). I offer tillis
Foundations for Medical Care, as a member of its board of trustes,
and as chairman of its prepaid plains committee. On behalf of the
association, I wish to thank you for giving us this o1)l)ortunity.
1 wish first to describe tie 'oiIwel)t of the Founidationl for Medical
Care and how this cow(elt. plays an important part in making our
Pluralistic medical care system more efficient anid efiectixye in serving
the Amlericall peol)le.
The Foundatiomi for Medial Carie movement originated in California 18 yeais ago, ai(d iii recent years has spiread to some 30 Californ ia counties anld 16 otler States. tacll passlig mouth l)rings Itews
of additional foundations for medical care being initiated in various
areas. These to In(lations are growing" oit of a plracticIal recognition
that tile l)I)fessio is vitally 'liallenged, today to deillonstrate its
ability to moit itor, to evaluate, and to assure the highest possible qualitv of l)plolessiomal 1l1'or ance )y every l)hysicia.
might also say that the sligr'estions iadh by some of our critics
have ('aused us todo some concentrate soul searching. What this has
accomplished is bringing l)hysicians to the point of assuring physician
accountability.
TI Foundation for Medical Care is a nonprofit corporation, spolsored by the local plhysicians through the county or State medical
soviet,. Mr. Gibbons asked al)oimt this earlier. I would like to say that
it isnot limited to lnml)ers of the county society. In Maricopa there
are many osteo 1 aths who are mneml)ers of the foundation. They are
not members of the county medical society.
We have an advisory gr-oup made u1) of citizens of the community.
The foundation serves as an administrative medium between the local
medical profession and individuals, groups, insurance carriers, and
governmental agencies.
The foundation caii provide anything from a peer review service
to a completely underwritten Iprepayment program. Foundations are
expected to qualify as Professional Standards Review Organizations
(PSRO) and in iany places as Health Maintenance Organizations
(IMO), depending oil wording of legislation now being studied by
various congressional committees.
Since the Foundation for Medical Care is organized as a "clinic
without walls" and utilizes existing manpower and facilities more efficiently, it is proving to be the quickest way to improve the delivery
of health care at a reduced cost. It is making our delivery system
Imlore efficient.
On time subject of relieving the nmanpower shortage, it is well perhaps to note 'thatini ncreasin" thfe amount of work done outside the
hospital-and that is one of the things we accomplish with the foundationi-we are having"to informi patients to a greater degree about their
illnesses and ]ow to cope with them. This niakes "activated patients"
out of them. ThIe family is brought into tHie picture, too, especially in
the case of parents caring for their children. At the Surgicenter for
example where infant hernia operations are performed we have found
the parents very happy not to be separated from their children over-
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night and they are glad to assume the added responsibility of caring
for the children at home the night of the operation.
Thus the manpower shortage is relieved in the best possible way;
that is, by obtaining the now-educated help of the people most intimately concerned, the patient and his immediate family.
This, as you can readily see, is a valuable source of paramedical help
already.
Through the Foundation for Medical Care the local practicing physicians band together to make sure that everyone has access to all that
modern medical care offers. Its emphasis is on a comprehensive, balanced prograin of in edical coverage.
Foundations for Medical Care bring to solo practitioners factors
of quality control and efficiency equivalent to those described for practitioners in large group I)ractices.
Through the foundation the profession exercises control of the
quality of medical service provided; ascertains that the service is
rendered in the least expensive, al)j)ropriate facility; determines that
the scope of service is sufficient to the need but not excessive, and that
the price is reasonable.
A method of controlling the cost has been introduced and is effective
as will be shown by an example later on. What I have discussed to this
point represents the first step taken by medical professionals; that is,
the development of a method of keeping our own house in healthy
order. The foundations are proving to be an exceptionally good method
of accomplishing this. And these objectives speak to the questions
raised by the staff of your committee in the booklet entitled "Basic
Facts on the Health Inlustry."
In this booklet there are several questions raised:
Can efficiency in the health industry be improved to slow down the rising
cost?

The answer is "Yes, through the foundation."
Can innovations in organization an(] delivery of health care services be developePd to promote economy in the health care industry and discourage price Inflation?

We are demolistrating this in Phoenix, Ariz., and in other places
where there are active foundations.
Can financing methods be devised to encourage cost consciousnesss in tile decisions made 1)y patients, doctors and hospital administrators?

Yes, we are doing this through the foundation in Maricopa County
right now and wherever else there are foundations working.
One of the most important ways we are. doing it is to broaden the
health care benefits available through insurance companies. The
foundations have done this b.y insisting oil meaningful minimum
standards which insurance companies have to meet to qualify for endorsement by foundations.
Various foundations have been working for many years with health
insurance companies, local Blue Cross/Blue Shield plans and directly
with consumer groups to iinprove the quality of care and the range
of coverage offered so that these programs can become more comprehensive in scope.
It was apparent early in the life of the foundations that to accomplish these objectives, ambulatory care and out-of-hospital care
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must be stressed. Ileiee o1 coimprehensive plan includes outpatient
diantosti' services, incl hiding l)hysician consultation ill
every specialty,
X-ry and laboratory l)Iocedil res. By incorlporatinfg elletivye peer review Inacli ery into te progi'alli, tinnecessary ex senses are elimiauted. We 1ave beenI able, illCOOpelration witl tile haltll insurance
industry, including the Blues, to implement very innovative, basic and
major.Ilwdieal pr-ograllis. It is thirouigh l'oundation efforts tlat third
party payols have been able to ofrer l)1oader benefits to consumers,
including diagnostic X-ray and laboratory and consultative services
involving all specialties of mInedicine, ill
or out of' ie llospital.
It; is mily ol)inion that if tHe Federal employee program had had an
elective neclanisiim built, into it,it,
wouldn't lhave suffer-ed the loss it
hl last year.
I'lee isanother'key ioint.connected wit.l broadened benefits: Over
the years tie f'olmidatlous mve 111 )roved tleirP benefits by insisting on
CoVelirPiw depenlenls froi birth rather than after tihe fii'st 14 days of
life. Many of the serious diseases of inifamts have' been historically
conlsidere(d izjinstirable ad there fore coverage under nmst insuirance
policiess was exclu(led )y the, li-day clause. These, diseases include
erytllrol)lastosis fetalis, premnat urity, hyaline menlrane (isease, and
other serious conditions requiring immediate care. These conditions are
covered in founidatiom-endorsed plals.
Benefits for persons of all ages were l)roadlened iany years ago
through our mininumn standards, to include X-ray therapy, radioactive
isotopes,and chemotherapy for malignant disease.
As medicine has become more, com)lcx as well as more. )roficient in
caring for people, our foundation p)og'ams have reflected theses advances by immediately ieacting to cover' the "intensive care unit,"
"corollary carille unit" and other modern modalities of therapy.
In broadening benefits, the foundations help patients to get better
health care. To avoid increasing the costs in accomplishing their objectives the foundations have felt an obligation to third party payors
to strentch the effectiveness of health eare dollars to the limit. The
foundations have helped to control costs in three important ways:
One, they have guaranteed 1)redictability of physicians' fees.
Two, they have instituted effective systems of peer review.
It has been shown repeatedly in var-ious foundation areas that coinprehleinsive contracts are financially feasible when coupled with ade(liate peer review 1)rogramns.
Tie association feels that along with comprehensive coverage,
spelled out in the contract, there should be a requirement for peer
review. This isn't peer review in the sense that it was understood 2
years ago or mome when it was a retrospective study of complaints
al)out the cost of a particular service. This is mote like a prospective
peer review in which we determine whether or not, people should be
hospitalized and the cost control is much more effective.
Foundation peer review 1)rograms tre intended to cover not only
tile. review of physicians' services but also all health services with
strong emphasis on proper utilization of those services.
This iswhy the American Association of Foundations for Medical
Care supports the efforts of Senator Wallace Bennett and others to
bring into being an effective peer review mechanism.
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Our experience shows that this is an effective way of saving money,
improving teli quality y of care a nd enlianin l professional isu.
A third ilthlod of controlling (osts whicT, shows tremendous promiso is CllAP, the certified hospital adiiissioi program. This iinoative j)rograill, which incorporates this kind of prior authorization, was
introduced first in Sacramento, Calif., and provided a model for others
to follow. One of the ioosts slccssfuI programs now operational is in
Maricopa County, Ariz., where 45,00() Motorola (nlployees and depeIldenlts as wvell as employees of many other companies are covered.
The. program has been in operation sice July of this year, through
our Foundation, and we are now begiling to dei ve somie meaningful

figures.
This morning you heard the New Mexico grotip describe how it is
working with the, I1edicaid plrograiii. I would like to emhiasize that
liere is a program that is work ig with indlustr'y. It is not a goermnlent
program at all. It, col(d be adapted to a gov-ermniwntal )programn.began,
Last year, a year ago, before the Foundation program

Motorolins wvere hospitalidzed for 28,50() days, an average of 2,375 days
p)er iiiomth,. For tle mmotls of ,Jily, Augusi, an(d September, this year,
since the institutions of tle (11 [A1) p".1rog'ram, t,he monthly rate has been
1,788 days per iionth. This is less tlan the rate foi la;st year by 587
(laysper month
l
Tlhe a\,erage daily cost to(day in P phoenix hospitals is
running at $105.
I have multi)lied the sa vings days by $105 and in fact it is a savings
of bette r than ,$60,000 per montl, w hich is a lot of money. IE\en allowing for reduction for Motorola's work force, and I don't know how
much it was, but I am sure it was not. more than 10 percent, but Oven
allowing for that the number of dollars saved was impressive. Think
what this program could accomplisll if it were applied on a national
scale. And we think we could (to it.
In summary, the Foundations are not simply a "new name for the
same old way of practicing medicine," as some have claimed. I have
had an opportunity to review much of the testimony which has already
been presented to this committee. A great deal represents an ideological
strugoole between what used to be and what could be down the road in
the future. Very little has been said about what is attainable now in a
practical way.
Your chairman has been quoted as saying there will not be time to
report out a new bill in this session. I hope this proves to be true
becausee what I ha e explained to you today is a met bod of getting off
(lead center. In another 0' months I think we will have, some clinching
facts which will really be convincing to you. This is how this new
ferment is working.
Tio summ-rarize these points again, the foundations provide the
physicians wvith anl effective, method of keeping their professional house
in They
order.broaden health care benefits available to patients.
They make health care costs predictable and offer effective methods
of controlling these costs.
Foundations will be able to offer peer review under the Bennett
amendment, and it appears they will be able to qualify as HMO's.
We ask that you study our proposals and our accomplishments carefully as you consider methods of modifying the present system of
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health care delivery. We firmly believe that you will find the foundation (olIcel)t a significant (leveloplent in the right direction, and
one that should he encouraged.
Let it not be forgotten tlat these significant and praiseworthy
changes are being accomllisled by physicians who are voluntarily
letting their should,
to the wheel. I am certain that the members
of this committee are well aware that time contril)uted voluntarily
is many times as valual)le as commandeered time.
Tie situation is suhli today that a lot of time is being contributed.
Again we wish to express the al)l)reciation of the American Association of Foundations for Medical Care for allowing us to present
this testimony y. We would l)e miost, l)leased to make available more
detailed information concerning what we believee to )e the essential
elements of compre hensive health care l)rograns and to be of whatever
other assistance that may fall within our area of exl)erience.
The CHAmR AN. Your testimony, Dr. Reed, has been very helpful
as has other testimony this morning.
We al)l)reciate you coming to tie committee and giving us the benefit of the operation within your county and within your city.
I assume you know the manager of the Good Samaritan 'Iospital
in 1Ihoenix ?
I)r. RoED. Yes, sir.
The C1m1AIMRN. I have known him all his life. Give him my best
when you see him, will you?
Dr. REED. Yes.
1he CIAIRMAN. Are there any questions?
Mr. Pullman?
Mr. ILI MAN. Dr. Reed again I want to join in congratulating you
for your effort but I am slightly confused about your relationship
with th e IIMO concept.
Normally the IIMO's that I know involve salaried doctors rather
than fee doctors. Have you found a way to establish IMO's under
the fee system?
Dr. RiE). Yes, sir, we think so. In a quick summary this would
be capitation-in and fee-for-service out. We would have a ceiling
that we would work below.
Mr. IJLAAN. I certainly would like to know more about how that
works. Are you able to cover patients on a monthly charge basis for
a full schedule of needs--irrespective of how many calls might be
required? Can you cover them under one basic monthly amount?
Dr. RFED. 117e are not sure what the IMO requirements will be
when they finally come out but at present we are sure that we can
qualify. We right now have put in our grant to ,the regional office
of IEW for approval and we have every indication that our request
will be approved.
Mr. ULT,\N. Just tell me on what basis, then, you will be able
to serve the public. You obviously would have to have a membership,
would you not?
Dr. REED. Yes.
Mr. UTLMAN. And you would sell the membership on the basis of
a fixed amount per month ?
Dr. REED. That is right.
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INMr.
,LL-.N.
And you would covera schedule of benefits ait a, fixed
month ly fee?
Yes, sir.
1)r. RI;E.
Mr. ILMAN. I t think this is probably the most- significant thing
that 1 have heard in the testiniloiiy for a nuiiber of days. The -M1
concept in turnliug the inucentiyes around is a treinendously vital thing
and 1 t hinl essential to aniy basic reforin of our medical program.
If you call do it, as you suggest; you ('a, within the fee system, then
indeed you have coutrbl)ute(I.
I want to know more about (Iiis 1)tp'o)sal, because tiis is a very, very
interesting concept.
we are confident, that through our peer
I)r. REED. 1M. UJlnu11,
rev-iew mechanisin at ('I AP we can sa'e a significant amount of
money and that it. will inake it )ossible for us to make this bargain
and work beneath that. ceil ing.
nLL,\N. Covering hospital costs?
Mr. I
Dr. RE. Coveringhospitals.
Mr. ULLm,AN. The whole range of clinical and outpatient services,
whatever schedule of benefitss you night set forth on a monthly fee

basis?
I)r. REE). Yes, sir.

Mr. ITIUANAN. T hat is fascinating.
The CHAIMAN. Mr. Brotzman ?
Mr. BROrTzAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to thank you for your excellent testimony, Doctor.
I wanted to ask one more question -about CHAP which isn't quite
clear to me. I would understand that it is a kind of prior authorization
program.
Now, who determines who shall go to a hospital? I would assume
that the possible patient has already paid for the right to go to a
hospital under certain circumstances, is that correct?
Dr. REID. Yes, that is correct.
Mr. BRo'rz TI'AN. Who determines which l)atient goes to the hospital'
and which one does not?
Dr. R Fui. The attending doctor determines this and there is never
any challenge where there is a clear-cut reason for the patient to go
to the hospital.
We are trying to avoid those situations where a patient goes in for
simply a work-up when it can l)e accomplished on the outside. This
requires patient education. They don't always realize this can be done.
Mr. BRorIrFAN. You didn't exactly say this is your formal statement but this is where the savings is occasioned, is that correct?
Dr. RiEn). A tremendous amount of the savings is accomplished
there, but a significant amount is saved through peer review. I think
the question caine up earlier about how do you do it. I believe it was
Mr. Corman who asked how do you do this in the case of the ,ipriate
individual.
Every foundation not covered by a government plan, every foundation-sponsored plan, has a provision to review every doctor's performance so that this then will come under their review, whether or
not there are too many shots being given or unnecessary shots being
given. This is where we have found already in our peer review machin-
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cry that there has been a tremendous reduction in the amount of
IuieC(essa ry shots ilflnd llllecess'lry treatiielnt gi vel.
Mr. IWI zMN. I think these facts are very llolpful to tile comiiiiittee
b1ecallso tilis is soinethinIg that actually has l)een acconi) islied. I want
to .hanlk you for conhihig down here.
That is all, ri'.Chairman n.
Til (1r1i, RMN. Mr. Gibblns.
INIr. (IBB(ONs. A while ago you described these foundations as being
a clinic without walls. I assume they do have at geographic limitation,
these foulldations; is that, right?
)r. Rnr). Y(S, sir; tlat is correct.
Mr. GImONS. Iflow (1 you select your membershi p? Is every doctor
within a geographic area automatically allowed tA)join that foundation?
I)'. REED. No, it is not automitic. An ai)1)lication is nmade and, if
a)l)roved by the, board of trustees, the doctor is accel)ted. In our own
instamIle, in 'Maricopa County there were two (loctors who were denied
nenIlberslii 1) because we already knew of instances which vould pl)robal)ly make themil ihleligible to join.
SMr-. GIm,,ONS. 1)o you exercise any kind of peer review over the
nolleolibers?
I)r.
Trel(,
e is a peer review exercised over these nonmemllbes.
Thiey are not obliged to abide by the fee ceiling that members abide

by. In our area tilere are 1,000 Iemlbers of tile, county medical society
and 900 of the tare members of the foundation, so that there is just,
a small Ilnuber who are not obligated to this fee structure.
Mr. GIBONS. I don't know what this committee is going to finally
decide about how we finance t medical program, but it. seems to tie
that doctorss amnd hospitals will be dealing either with some monolithic
govermlmnentfal agency or, )erlhaps, a state agency or they will be dealing
with a private insurance company, one of the Blues or one of the
other private insurance compan-ies. How do you think ill the legislation
we proposed we should work out a system of paying doctors? WIlo
is going to decide ]how much a particular service is wort h?
)r. REZEo. Well, we think that it is probably going to be impossible
to al)ly this over a national distribution because if you have studied
these reports, and I am sure you have because some of these reports
are atvallable to the committee, there is a different )ayment iJIone
plart, of the country from what there is in another, and I tlink the
decision will probably have to take into account these, differences
a] rea dy ill the lees that are being paid.
But 'whatever decision the committee comes to, I am sure you call
count ona , peer review mechanism sucl as we have pioneered ill the
foundations to be helpful in controlling these costs.
Mr. G0InBONS. But fees for different procedures vary widely within
a State. How shoul(1 we go about buying professional services? What
method should we us, to pay you in your profession ?
We have eventually to decide how we are going to pay you. Are we
going to let you, as a group of professional people, set tle fee or is
the Government going to set the fee or is some third party going to
set the fee?
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Dr. REED. I think we can work along the program that I described
in answer to Mr. Ullman's question. We can bargain for a total price
for whicli we will give the care, and we will work within that total
payment.
Mr.
When you say "bargain for the price for which you
1mmoNs.
will )rovide the total care," are you talking about bargaining for the
professional fee, bargaining for the professional fee and the hospitalization, or bargaining for the professional fee and the drugs and
other things?
Tell me what you mean.
Dr. RiEEDn. I mean the whole package.
Mr. GiBBONs. The whole package?
I)r. RiiuED. Yes, sir.
Mr. Glmioms. In other words, you will take this on a per capita basis?
Dr. REED. Yes, it would be per capita into the program and any
other )ayment method going out.
M'. GinBoNs. Is that going to be selective per capita or just run-ofthe-mill per capita ?
Dr. REM. Well, here is Mr. Norris, an insurance expert who can
answer that.
Mr. Noimis. I am not sure I understand the class of selective as
opposed to run-of-the-mill.
Mr. GmioNs. By selective I would say you are just going to take
the good risks, or not take the bad risks.
Mr. NoRRIs. In some of the programs which Dr. Reed suggested now
exist in foundations, for example, in some foundation insured medicaid
programs in California-where they surely couldn't be accused of
having the cream of the risk crop-the foundations have bargained to
provide total care for the whole package of the medically needy, the
families with dependent children, the old age security group and the
blind.
So it is a question of having an organization from which to purchase
the care to bargain with, and the price and fees are arrived at over the
bargaining table.
Mr. GiBBoNs. Let's just take my neighborhood that I live in. You
find a neighborhood populated with, of course, professional people,
people who have pretty good jobs and, I assume, most of them would
be covered by some kind of program usually through their business.
But you have maids in that area. You have filling station attendants
in that area. You have people working in grocery stores in that area.
How are all these people going to get into a program that you
envision?
Mr. NoRRIS. If we embark upon a program again such as Dr. Reed
suggested, a foundation HMO concept, the program would feature an
individual care package.; that is, a package which the organization
would offer to individuals, who wouldn't be purchasing it on a group
basis, for a preestablished premium, creating a class of individuals
and spreading the risk among themselves, the notion being that there
should be no one without care.
Mr. GnmoNs. Do you think that there ought to be a different premium rate for, say, all the employees of Motorola versus all of these
casuals that I talked about a while ago, the maids and the filling station attendants and people who work, say, at a shoe repair place?
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Mr. Nomuis. Much of that depends on the other party to the contract. I would think if, let us say, a private employer is purchasing
care from an organizations, he is going to want to lrchase the care
in a. way that is cost-related to his employees. III other words, if he
has a very young white-collar group, he is only going to want to pay
the rate required for that sort of group.
If the purchaser of care is, let us say, a governmental agency so that
you are crossing the barriers now of employer groups, then it is more
rational to expect that you could sell your care on a capitation rate
that included a true community mix of people from the well-employed
to the Sick ulemployed.
Mr. (IlmoNs. And if a foundation undertook this kind of work,
do you thinc the foundation ought to be able to charge different
groups different per cal)ita amounts ?
Mr. NoIms. I think that depends on where the source of funds is.
If the source of funds is g,,vernmental, or public tha-t is, you have a
different problem than if it is private. If the source of funds is private,
that is, the foundation selling its services to private employers or to
private individuals, you must allow for the fact that the rates are
going to raly from situation to situation because that is what the
marketplace demands.
If it is public, you have a totally different situation.
Mr. GmBONS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMIAN. Are there any fuil,.her questions?
Mr. CAREY. Mr. Chairman ?
The CHAIRM[AN. Mr. Carey.
Mr. CAREY. As the representative of the Association of Foundations would you tell ne -if, aside from professional pride, whether
foundations offer any special incentives or benefits to practicing
)hysicians to join foundations? Is there any benefit they receive aside
from their professional association? II other words, how do you
increase membership?
how do some foundations increase membership or make it more
attractive for doctors to join in foundation work?
Dr. RiED. In many ways it is less attractive. At the present time
many physicians in Maricopa County have accepted less than their
usual and customary fee in order to get the program started.
We think that this is our contribution, it is our response to the
demand on the part of Government for doctors to do something about
the costs of medical care. This challenge has been thrown at us long
enough and we are taking it seriously enough to believe that we ought
to get busy with some kind of a response. So there is a satisfaction in
being able to say now, when somebody asks the question, "Are we
doing something about it?" We are doing something. That is the satisfaction that I get out of it.
We can say, "We are trying to control costs and we are just at the
beginning. We are going to do more."
Mr. CAREY. But there are no incentives in terms of group insurance
policies for doctors or annuity plans 6r anything like that foundations offer; nothing of that kind anywhere in the association group?
Dr. REEin. No.

Mr. Noimis. In some foundation programs-and particularly again
cases come to mind in California in foundations which are working
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in prepayment programs with medicaid-the foundation physicians
receive their usual anid customary payment for service in a particular
area whereas the non foundation plhysician receives a rolled-back fee;
that is to say, the 75th percentile of the usual and customary scale of,
perhaps, several years ago. Yet the foundation delivers the goods to
the State overall in a more efficient manner.
The motor force there is the basic premise of foundation doctors,
that it is not a question of the cost per unit of service, but it is a
question of the number of units of service. 1 think the lesson that we
all learned perhaps from workmen's compensation legislation, where
there were very small unit charges permitted was that doctors could
still make a living prac icing in the workmen's compensation environient and they didn't make it on $3 office calls. They just had a lot of
office calls.
If you set that kind of an enviromnent, if you set different rules for
the game and the game is going to be played differently, the foundation
story is that the cost per unit of service is much less impotent you
can control the number of units of service. They have demonstrated in
California that they can offer programs more efficiently paying doctors
their usual fee and provide considerably fewer units of service and
yet high-quality care.
Mr. C(AREY. I have no further questions.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Che
Cmm.iuAImN. Are there any further questions? If not, we thank
you again, Dr. Reed and those at the table with you, for coming to the
committee.
Without objection the committee will recess until 2 o'clock this
afternoon.
(Whereupon, at 12:25 p.m. the committee recessed, to reconvene at
2 p.m. the same day.)
AFTERNOON SESSION
The committee reconvened at 2 p.m., lon. Wilbur 1). Mills, chairman of the committee, presiding.)
The CiImm rAx. Tle committee will 1)lease be in order. Our next
witness is I)r. Harvey Sloane.
We are pleased to have our colleague from Kentucky with us today,
Mr. Mazzoli. )o you want to present our witnesses?
STATEMENT OF HON. ROMANO L. MAZZOLI, A REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF KENTUCKY
Congressman iNIAZZOL. Ihanl you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman and distinguished committee members, it is my privilege to introduce Dr. Harvey Sloane, a physician who lives and works
in Louisville, Ky., in my congressional district. Dr. Sloane is here to
testify on behalf of the Kentucky Ilealth Security Action Council.
I might add that lie is accompanied in his WVashington visit by a
delegation of people whom lie will introduce, himself.
Dr. Sloane is director of the Park-DuValle neighborhood health
center, which was established in 1967 in a low-income section of Louisville with assistance from the Office of Economic Opportunity. The
center now receives support from IJEW.
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Prior to coming to Louisville in 1966 to plan for the development

of the. Park-I)uvalle health center, 1)r. Sloane served as a U.S. Public
Health Service physician in the Appalachian region. In 1964,
Mr. Chairman, lie was a member of President Kennedy's relief team
for eastern Kentucky.
le currently is prIesident of the Kentucky Public Ilealth Association and a member of the action board of the American Public Health
Association. Ile is a member of the Jefferson County Medical Society
and the American Medical Association, and is an assistant clinical professor of comprehensive medicine at the University of Louisville Medical School.
Dr. Sloane has been active in health affairs of the community, including programss dealing with drug abuse. I personally think,
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, that Dr. Sloane is quite
capable tind is exceptionally well qualified today to discuss the medical needs of the community of Louisville and the Commonwealth of
Kentucky.
Mr. Chairman, I would like also to mention that Congressman Carl
Perkins, and Senator John Sherman Cooper both of the Commonwealth of Kentucky join me in introducing I)r. Sloane and his friends
and colleagues.
With that, Mr. Chairman, I commend to your attention the statement of Dr. Sloane.

The

CIIAIRMAN.

We thank you for coming to the Committee and

presenting these Kentuckians.
Dr. Sloane.
STATEMENT OF DR. HARVEY I. SLOANE, KENTUCKY HEALTH
SECURITY ACTION COUNCIL
Dr. SLOANE, Thank you, Congressman Mazzoli.

I would like to introduce our delegation, if I may. On my extreme
right is Mrs. Sylvia, Gober, who represents the National Consumers
Health Council and Park 1)uvalle neighborhood health center. Next
is Mrs. Mary Sell, who is chairman of the Kentucky Health Security
Action Council, also representing the Lexington Urban League and
the Lexington Family Counseling Service.
Next to me is Mr. Eugene Land, who is the Kentucky legislative
representative for' IAW in Lexington.
On my left is Father Louis Miller, who is coordinator for Health
Affairs, Catholic Archdiocese of Louisville. Next to Father Miller is
Mr. Harold King, who is the sixth area UAW-CAP council chairman from Lancaster. Next to Mr. King, to his left, is LeVerne McCummings from the University of K~entucky College of Social
Professions, Lexington. In addition, Mrs. Sam lRzelle accompanied us
to the testimony, although there are not enough chairs for hmer- to actually sit at the table. She represents the Kentucky Association for Older
Persons, the National Council of Senior Citizens, and the Kentucky
State AFL-CIO.
The CHAIRMINAN. I am pleased to have you all witl us.
Dr. Sloane, you are recognized.
I)'. SLOANE. rhaik you, Mr. Chairmaii.
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We welcome the opportunity to be here today to testify on behalf
of the Kentucky llealth Security Action Council. We want to share
with you some of the facts from Kentucky which have a, direct relationship to what is proposed in I.R. 22, introduced by .your colleague,
Congresswoman Martha Grifliths. The health crisis this Nation faces
is most acute in many areas of Kentucky.
In Iecemiber 1970, Mrs. Marilyn Osborne went to the Prestonsburg
General Iosl)ital in eastern Kentucky. Although she was in active
labor at the time, she was refused adiiission because her family was
unable to furnish a cash deposit of $250. In fact, hospital officials
called the local police and had Ms. Osborne removed from the premises. Mrs. Osborne wrote a letter al)out the incident to the editor of
the Floyd County Times in Prestonsburg, saying: "I think it is awful
to call the city l)olice and run us off. Tlis will conie to them one of
these days." Tragically, Mrs. Osborne's prediction came true. She died
a few days later after delivering her child at home.
Mr. Everett Napier knows about the financial barrier too. Recently
his wife was visiting her home town in eastern Kentucky where her
twin l)rothers were buried who had been killed in the Hyden mine
disaster. She became ill and was found to have cancer. If she has
surgery, she may live. But Manchester Memorial Hospital requires an
advance deposit of $425 for the surgery scheduled by her doctor tomorrowv (Nov. 10). The Napiers have borrowed to the hilt for previous
hospitalization and could not come up with the money.
Incidentally, these two hosl)itals have received over $6 million of
Federal support for construction of new facilities in the past 3 years.
Mr. Chairman, these are not isolated tragedies in Kentucky. Many
people who don't qualify for Federal health insurance programs still
can't atford private insurance. A 1970 survey by the regional medical
programm of residents in the Appalachian region of Kentucky showed
that one-third of the people there have no medical insurance coverage.
Consequently, medical care is sought on a crisis basi? only.Of the
4,126 individuals surveyed, about half had not seen a physician in
the preceding year, and 80 percent had not seen a dentist. Less than
1 percent of the visits to physicians and dentists were for preventive
care.

The experience of the medicare and medicaid programs, which pour
a combined total of more than $150 million annually into Kentucky's
medical economy, has dramatically demonstrated that the provision of
payment for care does not assure accessibility and availability of
service.

For example, in and around the western Kentucky city of Bowling
Green, it has been found that rather than bother with administrative
problems invol-ed in medicaid, most doctors are simply treating
indigent patients as charity cases. Only 23 percent of the county's
physicians have signed 1)articipation agreements required by that program. . similar reaction by physicians is reported in central Kentucky
by the Fayette County Welfare Rights Organization.
It is our opinion that treating indigent patients as charity cases
doesn't provide the same level of care as is received by those who call
pay. Medicaid is not reaching its objective in Kentucky.
The Kentucky Health Security Action Council believes H.R. 22
can break through this paper wall-of dollars stuck together with
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redtape-between good health care and many of the people who need
it. In contrast to the eml)hasis on sick care and hospitalization by
)resent insurance companies and Federal insurance programs, H.R.
22 provides comprehensive coverage that encouraged preventive care
and early detection and treatment of disease. Unlike other national
health insurance proposals, it does not impose economic barriers to
early care through deductibles and copayments. The bill allows a
single, uniform financing nuchainism which will prove as great a service to the providerss of health care as to the recipients of health care.
Oin Th1anlksgiving Day 1969, as most of us in Louisville were getting
ready for the traditional family feast, newspaper headlines told us
about Robert. Ellis. Bobby Ellis, a 9-year-old boy, had been found
dead of starvation in Louisville. As the investigation of his death
unfolded, it was learned that. Bobby Ellis and his family had been
followed for three and a half years, at one time or another, by most
of the public agencies in Louisville. They included the school system,
the local and State welfare departments, and General Hospital. It was
discovered that medical observations of malnutrition were made at
xGeneral Hospital almost a year prior to his death. But those medical
findings were never communicated to the school system or to social
agencies for followup services.
Mr. Chairman, we submit that until a comprehensive system of
care is developed whereby health services are closely coordinated and
interrelated with other social services, we will continue to provide
fragmented, spasmodic, and ineffective medical care to our people.
H.R. 22 encourages comprehensive health-care centers not only to
deal with the medical problems of its enrolled population but also
to become involved in the delivery of total health care which includes
mental health, nutrition, dentistry, and especially social services.
Such comprehensive Iealti-care centers afford an organized setting
that is more conducive to the utilization of ancillary persorlnel to
extend the expertise and availability of the physician.
Kentucky's rural and urban core areas both suffer from a scarcity
of physicians. Throughout, the State, the physician-to-population
ratio is only 70 percent of the national average. In the Appalachian
portion of Kentucky, the physician-to-population ratio is just 38.5
percent of the national average. In one rural county, a dedicated
pliysician saw an average of 135.8 patients a day in 1969-for a total
of 49,209 visits for the year. A study of general practice, predominantly in urban areas, made by the University of Kentucky in 1967,
showed that the median time a doctor spent with the patient was
4.7 minutes. No one can pretend that adequate care can be given in
this short a period. The rural doctor's concern for this problem was
evidenced by a University of Kentucky study of eastern Kentucky
which found that a primary reason for physician departure was excessive demands of his practice coupled with inadequate resources
which resulted in deteriorating standards of care.
In the inner-city core of Louisville, the number of black physicians
in private practice per black population is one to every 5,800 people,
and the ratio of black dentists is only one for every 10,890. This is in
part due to the fact that the Louisville medical and dental schools
have the disgraceful record of graduating only eight black physicians
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and one l)lack dentist since 1837. That's right--a total of nine blacks
graduated in the last 134 years.
We believe that l.R. 22's provisions for funds to assist iii the recruitment, education, a ld training of health personel, with supplemental funds for minority groups or for practitioners who agree to
practice in urban or rural areas of acute shortage, are needed before
the situation becoiies worse than it already is.
InI Louisville, as in many communities, we are plagued with what
might be called tin edifice conp)lex. Many medical professionals believe
thatby building 1uore hospital beds, we will solve our medical crisis.
Louisville presently has more than $75 million in hospital construction, as well as a new 400-bed general hospital in the planning stages,
in spite of the fact that a study by the local medical society indicates
that 23 percent of the existing acute-care hospital beds are being misused. There is no atteml)t to produce a coordinated system of levels of
care which would include ainbulatory, inpatient, and home care that
would eml)lasize disease prevention and health maintenance.
In contrast, 1H.R. 22 has financial incentives for developing comprehensive health care centers and systemizing the delivery of health
care. The rural areas especially will never be able to resolve their
health crisis without a regionalized system of health care delivery.
This bill focuses on guaranteeing services to the patient instead of
just developing a financing mechanism that only guarantees payment
to dcct o s and hospitals.
In September, the Kentucky Public Health Association, of which
I am president, conducted a 3-day tour of Kentucky in an attempt to
assess health services. We heard'of the inaccessibility of health care
and the almost total lack of preventive and rehabilitative care for
many of our citizens. But most frightening was the crisis of emergency
service. During the last few months, ambulance service has been discontinued in over 40 Kentucky counties. Side by side with the lack
of ambulances is the fact that many rural hospitals do not, have 24hour emergency coverage. The passage of H.R. 22 is essential to
correct such disastrous conditions.
Our committee supl)Ports many other provisions of the bill, such as
requiring participating providers to attain and maintain designated
training and standards as well as continuous education. We are particularly pleased to note the predominant listing of drugs by generic
names, since the consumer has long borne the expense of inequitable
pricing of drugs.
The Kentucky Council does have some concerns about the bill in its
present form. While we feel the modest consumer involvement which
H.R. 22 allows is a positive step, we feel community involvement in
program administration needs to be strengthened.
We ask tHie committee to consider the concept of a local health
authority, which would be constituted in much the same manner as a
local school board: nonpartisan, with the members elected at large.
The health authority would be responsible to the Health Security
Board for administration of the plan in its subarea, and would include
determining the distribution of, ald payment, for, facilities and services. The only persons who would be ifieligible to serve on the health
authority would be those receiving income through the Health
Security Act.
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We believe that even with the incentives to develop and locate
health manpower in scarcity areas, care will not. be adequately available to all Kentuckians. This bill should be accompanied by an expansion of the Emergency Health Personnel Act of 1970. iThe Governmeant must, be the final guarantor of service, and this guarantee can
be realized in isolated rural and inner city areas only through assigning a Government corps of health workers.
We also believe the bill (toes not have adequate perfonnanice standards. There should be a continuing analysis of patient satisfaction and
participation on the one hand, and a m edical audit of all care, especially solo practice, on the other.
In conclusion, the Kentucky Iea lth Security Action Council
strongly supports this excellent bill whose time for implementation
has come. We favor the moderate approach visualized in H.R. 22
which encourages gradual change through traditional American evolutionary processes.
In our opinion, IJ.R. 22 is the only bill which will significantly reduce the increase in health costs. For example, a noted medical economist, Mrs. Agnes Brewster, estimated that if a rational health
services (elivery system, as envisioned in H.R. 22, was developed,
apl)proximately $14 billion or 23 percent of our current annual health
expenditures could be saved. The 1967 Presidential Commission on
Health Manpower noted that, an organized health delivery system,
much as the prepaid group practice plans developed by KaiserPermanente, delivers high quality care at one-third less cost than the
general population is paying for fee-for-service arrangements.
As a member of a provider organiaztion-a neighborhood health
center-TI would consider it a blessing to receive capitation prepayment
instead of wading through the jungle of third party fee-for-service
reimbursements and categorical grants for remuneration. Furthermore,
I retain my membership in the American Medical Association with
the faith that organized medicine and individual physicians will adapt
and participate in such a national health insurance program. I am
sure they will maintain their role as healers, as opposed to entrepreneurial self-interest.
We are extremely disappointed to read that the Ways and Means
Committee almost certainly will not report out a national health insurance bill this year, and maybe not even in 1972. Mr. Chairman,
thousands of Kentuckians and 20 to 30 million Americans are suffering and dying because of our inadequate health care system.
How long do we have to wait to join the rest of the Western world
and develop what, is truly comprehensive national health insuranceand by doing so, fulfilled the American ideal that everyone has a right
to receive quality health care.
Mr. Chairman, I have an addendum I would like to include in the
record.
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, it will be included in the record.
(The addendum referred to follows:)
ADDENDUM

TO ORAL TESTIMONY BY DR. HARVEY

I. SLOANE

In addition to our oral testimony, the Kentucky Health Security Action Council would like to briefly respond to some of the major criticisms leveled against
HR 22.
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Administration witnesses have said that implementation of the bill would
cause the development of a giant, unmanageable bureaucracy. These critics
seen to be saying that American government is a failure in that it cannot develop
administration for its own programs. These critics do nlot seem to take into
consideration present inefliciency of the )ureaucracies already in existence to
administer the multiplicity of programs, both )rivate and public, which are
currently involved in financing health care for Americans. This includes over
1,000 or so insurance bureaucracies. We believe the present functioning of the
Department of Health, Education and Welfare, whose spokesmen admit to not
having a health policy should not be used is criteria for an efficient bureaucracy.
Of course the imp)lementation of National Health Insurance woul(l require a
large number of administrative personnel--"bureaucracy" if you will. But we
point to the successful performance of the bureaucracy involved in the Social
Security programias proof that .simply because a program is large in scope
it need not be "unmanageable".
The second great criticism of the bill is that it will cost too much. We are
sure the Committee is aware of the administration's analysis of the total cost
of the various national health insurance proposals.
We believe that when public and private health care expenditures are tallied
HR 22 compares favorably with the other national health insurance proposals,
with the important added benefit of being the only bill, in our opinion, which
would significantly reduce tlte increase in health costs. We agree with the
Committee for National Health insurance that the escalation of health and
medical care costs at rates faster than for other costs of living has been going
on for decades. It has been very steep in recent years and has become one of the
most acutely disturbing aspects of the current "medical care crisis". Projections
reflect that, unless there is massive program intervention, there is no end to these
cost escalations in sight. We feel that the rate of cost increase and increasing
dissatisfactions with the adequacy of medical care for large and apparently
expanding proportions of the population means that l)rogram intervention as
envisioned in HR 22 is unavoidable.
The U.S. Chamelr of Commerce, in its report on improving our nation's health
care system, pointed out that non-profit voluntary and profit-making hospitals
have earned rising net incomes to the tune of 340 and 268 percentt respectively between 1961 and 1969. These monies go either into expansion of facilities and
equipment (which may or may not be needed) or to stockholders. According to
a Blue Cross report the 800 commercial health insurance companies made a
profit of $2 billion in 1969. These costs are eventually borne by the consumer
through higher insurance premiums or taxes. We request the Committee in its
consideration of HR 22 to take into account the private cost as well as the public cost of health care which the consumer must always bear in the final accounting. Also, one must consider carefully the cost of the 4.4 billion disability
days per year (an average of 22.8 disability days per person) Americans experlence in addition to the incalculable price of a shorter life expectancy. Those conditions exist in spite of the fact that the United States currently is spending
more of Its gross national product on health care (or "sickness" care) than any
other nation in the world.
On another matter which our oral testimony did not allow time for, the Kentucky Health Security Action Council has some concern about the strictly medical orientation of HR 22. This concern is exemplified by the payment on the
one hand of psychiatrists for private mental health consultations, and on the
other hand, the exclusion of psychologists and social workers from remuneration if
they are in private practice. It is estimated that 65% of the mental health care
in the nation now is being provided by non-psychiatrists. The fact is that there
is need for greater utilization of not only non-medical but also non-professional
personnel. Under our present system almost all responsibility for patient care
falls on the physician. This concentration of responsibility is resulting in figures
such as mentioned in our testimony which show the median time a physician
spends with a patient in a single visit is less than five minutes. There needs to
be further consideration as to how non-medical and non-professional personnel
can assume some of the burden in areas such as nutrition, health education for
consumers, outpatient and home care services, etc. Such utilization is one way
to achieve the dual goals of extending health services and reducing costs.
We also feel that this legislation would stimulate further study of ways to
develop a system of protective health services, tied to a system of rewards to
medical personnel for practicing preventive medicine. There is much already
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known that could be utilized to help people keep well which in the long run
would strengthen our society and reduce both the social costs of illness and the
costs of medical care.
The Kentucky Council hopes the Ways and Means Committee will not succumb to the temptation of passing a less costly but ineffective catastrophic illness bill. Catastrophic health insurance wouhl not only delay the implenentation of truly comprehensive coverage, but it would also undermine efforts now
under way to give new emphasis to primary and ambulatory services and to
overcome fragmentation of services. It would in essence turn health care back
to costly hospitalization and institutional treatment. Mrs. Ann Soiners, an
authority on health financing, stated that such a bill would "exacerbate the
current inflation of health care costs."
We further urge the Committee to resist President Nixon's program which
perpetuates the pattern of multiple levels of benefits and degrees of protection.
The imposition of economic barriers through deductibles and co-payments to
preventive, early diagnosis and treatment service will seriously limit health
maintenance services and seriously defeat the purpose of the bill.

The CIIALArAN. In the last part of your statement, you said you
doubt if the committee will have a chance to report a bill in this year,
but I am not as pessimistic as you are about a bill being reported and
passed in this Congress.
Are there any questions of this panel ?
We thank you for your very interesting testimony.
Our next witnesses are Reverend I)elaney and others from the Arkansas Committee for National 1-Tealth Insurance.
Reverend I)elaney is a constituent of mine and a friend, and one
of our very fine ministers within our State. Ile has some other good
friends of mine with him at the table.
11ould you present them before you begin your statement?
STATEMENT OF REV. W. GUY DELANEY, CHAIRMAN, ARKANSAS
COMMITTEE FOR NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE; ACCOMPANIED BY J. BILL BECKER, PRESIDENT, ARKANSAS STATE AFLCIO; MRS. GLORIA WILSON, CHAIRMAN, ARKANSAS COMMUNITY
ORGANIZATIONS FOR REFORM NOW LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE;
MRS. JUDITH ROGERS, LITTLE ROCK; AND GARLAND HAMM,
UNITED AUTOMOBILE WORKERS INTERNATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
Reverend DELANEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
On my right is Mrs. Judith Rogers, a Little Rock attorney.
The CHAIRMAN. Before you go any further, remember she is a
member of the State Democratic committee as well.
Reverend DELANEY. She is national vice president of the Young
I)emocrats. On her right is Garland lammn. Garland is a ITAW international representative. On my left is Mrs. Gloria Wilson. She is
chairman of ACORN Legislative Committee. And on her left is Mr.
Bill Becker, Arkansas State AFL-CIO president.
If I may, Mr. Chairman, let me just say a personal word of appreciation to you. It is a pleasure to be one of your constituents, and those
of us from Arkansas know of the great contribution that you are making, not just to the State of Arkansas but to our whole Nation. We appreciate that.
The CItAIRMAAN. You see why I think so much of my constituents,
don't you?
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I am glad to have you with us.
Reverend DELANEY. In addition, I wish to express appreciation
to the Committee on Ways and Mleans for this opportunity to testify,
not from the point of view of those who )rovide health care or of those
who insure liealth care, but from the point of view of those who may
or may not receive health care--thA
l)atient, which at one time or another is every person in the United States. We are here to urge passage
of H.R. 22.
The movement for national health insurance in the United States,
as you all know, has a long history. It was an issue in the 1912 campaign of Theodore Roosevelt, emerged again as an issue in 1935 when
the Social Security Act was being debatedd, and was among the most
controversial and hardest fought of all issues before Congress in 1949
under President Harry Truman.
In all of the years that national health insurance has been discussed,
the patient has gradually grown sicker. Living sick is a prevailing
condition of many Americans. We need no long introductory statemnent about how poorly the patient is now served. The system is inefficiently, uneconomical, and poorly organized, leaving millions of
Americans inadequately served, if at all.
The concept of medical and heal-tih care as a right rather than a
privilege has almost universal acce)taince, as a princil)le. Yet the
barriers to achieving this principle are not decreasing, they are
increasing.
Until now, there has been no public constituency to raise the crucial
issue, tie issue that strangely enough has not been the major item on
the ,agenda in all of the years thait national health insurance Ias been
discussed, and that is the right of every person in the United States
to effective care at a price he can afford within a system whose services are orgraliized.
T1Ihe trouble with our present health care system, as you may know,
is that we never stop paying for it. We pay for it with dollars that
cripple us financially because of runaway medical costs. We pay for it
with endless waiting and often hours of travel because of a shortage
of manpower. We pay for it with constant movement 'because of the
disorganization of services. And we very often pay for it with our
health because of poor quality medical care. The performance of
our medical care system will increasingly be judged, as it should be,
on the basis of access of every person to effective care at a price he
can afford within ,asystem whose services are organized.
Over 60 years ago, the president of Bell Telephone System, Theodore Vail, recognized that his corporation had to accept and cooperate with strong public regulation or it would be nationalized. As you
might guess, lie \\'as fired as soon as his view becanie known to the
board of (irectors. Many months later, however, lie wIs rehired whein
rising public demand for nationalization of Bell Teleplhone made his
view of a regulated private corporation seem conservative. Today,
Bell Telelhoine operates under the slogan: "WVe imay be the only telephone company in town but we try not to act like it."
The medical profession and the insurance companies have long
feared the nationalization of 'health car'e. Yet they have failed to provide the necessary self-regulation to give 'the American people the
feeling that we are being well cared for. The staggering increase in
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the number of malpractice suits is not some get-rich-quick scheme.
It is a genuine expression of at very nasty mood that melany Americans
now have toward the medical professioni.'It is clear evidence tha,t many
Americans are outgrowing the naive attitude that the doctor always
knows best.
The AMA, no doubt, will continue to label every variation from its
holy trinity of solo practice, freedom of choice, and fee for service as
socialized medicine. But when the shouting has died dowin -and the
arm waving has stopped, the Louis Harris poll will very likely still
show, as it did in April 1971, that 55 percent of the American public
favor a comprehend ive Federal heal th insurea nce.
What we need is legislation bhat will get to the heart of our Nation's health care problems. This may mean interfering with medicine
as it has been traditionally practiced. It may also mean interfering
with those companies that presently sell what is inaccurately called
health insurance.
It would appear that, such interference is long overdue because
more and more people in tihe United States are no longer able to live
with our present health care system.
Many people in Arkansas ,are not living very well with our present
system. In Arkansas, the latest figures available show that 51.2 percent
of all young men who are initially examined for induction into the
Army are rejected. This compares to 41.6 percent nationally. An
additional 20 .percent are rejected at the second examination immediately prior to induction. More recent figures, which cannot yet be
documented, indicate that not only is the percentage of young men
rejected for military service rising in Arkansas, but also the gap between Arkansas and the national average is widening.
The elderly are also having problems staying 'healthy in Arkansas
in spite of medicare. In Arkansas, 12.3 percent of the total population is over the age of 65, which is 2.5 percent above the national
average. These people not only have more frequent need for care
but have less money with which to purchase it. It is easy to see how
deficiencies in the health care system strike directly at tihe elderly
in terms of dollars and cents. Less apparent, however, but certainly
of major importance, are other difficulties caused by disorganization
of services. Elderly people usually have more than one 'ailment at a
time. If they cannot get one-stop service, they very quickly are defeated
by tie system.
For the low-income elderly, the problems can be even more intensive.
Ill Arkansas, the per capita income is $2,791. This is 49th among the
States. The low-income elderly are almost always faced with a health
crisis. This is especially true of those -who live in rural areas.
WV hen you consider that 50 percent of the population of Arkansas
lives in rural areas and that in 16 counties of northern Arkansas apProximately 25 percent of the population is over 60, you can begin to
glimpse the serious problems that many elderly people in Arkansas
face in getting adequate 'health care.
Another barrier to effective health care in Arkansas is the distance
people must travel in order to reaci 'a point, of access into the health
care system. The population of Arkansas is almost equally divided
between urban and rural areas. In "Survival in Adversity," which is
"A Study of Family Health and Poverty" made by t/he Arkansas
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health planning program, distalice is 'an absolute controlling factor
for many rural families trying to get medical care. Fewer and fewer
people are receiving early detection and treatment because distance
Js such a factor.
Emergencies are even worse. Ambulance service which 'at one time
was available to most rural commun ities 'is for the most part disappeariug. people without ca.1 must walk, depend upon a neigrhbor or friend,

or hitchhike. "One woman," according to tbhe study I just mentioned,

"hit-ohhiked with hier son, who was ill with a ruptured appendix,
over 30 miles to the nearest hospital that would admit him. Nine hours
elapsed between the tim he collapsed in so'hiool and when he finally

went under the knife." This study, "Survival in Adversity," is such an
important study that I brought enough copies for each member of the
Ways and Means Coin inittee, and I would request that its contents
be printed as part of my testimony.
T'Ihe CAIRMAN. Without objection, it will be included in the record.
(The document referred to follows:)
ARKANSAS HEALTH

PLANNING PROGRAM

SURVIVAL IN ADVERSITY-A STUDY OF FAMILY HEALTH AND POVERTY

(By Kent Rice, Ph.D.)
INTRODUCTION

Since 1968, a major priority of the Comprehensive Health Planning Office,
United States Public Health Service, has been the health needs of disadvantaged
citizens especially minority and poverty groups with high health-risk rates.
In Arkansas, this priority has particular significance since the state has 146,645
poverty families' (or an estimated 570,000 citizens) living at or below the
poverty level.
Accordingly, in September, 1968, the State Office of Ilealtb Planning established a task force to study the health needs of the poor and to make recoimendations for development of services to meet these needs. From the outset,
the work of this task force was hampered by lack of information, both about
poverty families and about the services aimed at helping them.
For instance, little useful informanion was available on the health status of
Arkansas' disadvantaged population, and there was consequently no way to
determine what kinds of illness the poor suffered from, how prolonged and
severe these illnesses were, or how many of the poor experienced a serious health
deficit.
Similarly, in looking at services, the task force could discover no satisfactory
answers to some basic questions. What variety of services do the poor use? How
and to what extent are available services being used to )revent the breakdown
of good health? What impact do utilization patterns have on the maintenance of
health? To what extent does the absence of essential health services contribute
to a generalized accumu'ation of illness among the poor?
Beyond these basic uncertainties about the availability and impact of existing
services on the health status of the poor, lay more complex questions about tie
relationships l)etween health and other conditions in the lives of the disadvantaged. Information was needed on such things at the quality of the personal
environment an(d the habits (including those pertaining to health) of the poor,
their dietary practices, and economic barriers 'to maternal and infant care.
Since planning could not proceed without some knowledge in these matters, two
studies were begun immediately-one on nutritional needs and one on maternal
and infant care.

I William Walker, State Director, Office of Economic Opportunity, "The Time is Late," in
Focus on Poverty, publication of addresses during a two-day conference sponsored by The
Arkansas Rehabilitation Research and Training Center, University of Arkansas, February, 1970, pp. 3-6.
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However, the lasic questions on health status and services remained inanswered. Although tile task force heard considerable secondary testimny and
expert opinion, much of it was conflicting amid equivocal. When asked about
client characteristics, representatives of health, welfare, an( related agencies
reported variously. "The poor are receiving all the services agencies have
to offer." "Tile poor are uncooperative and do not effectively use the services
available to them." '"The poor have such self-defeating health habits that only
massive educationaIl ca ipaigns offer any solution."
These cla ins were countered by those of other lay and agency personned who
focused primarily oi tei system of services. citing examples of "barriers to
services," "lethal shortages of health services," and "bureaucratic indifference
amounting to aa unconscious policy of neglect."
Tihe only certainty arising from this dialogue of claims and comter-claims
was that the issues cou'd not be resolved without better information. The most
rational long-range (and preferred) solution to these uncertainties would be,
of course, time establishment of multi-stage probability sitainples representative of
the state pl)opulation (to include disadvantaged groups), and then the compiling
of needed planning and evaluation information through a combination of studies
from clinical and hospital records; from personal health interviews; and, where
possible. from comlrellensive niedical screening by professionals. Unfortunately.
proba)ility sainpl i ng studies require resources not currently available in Arkansas
and certainly beyond the resources of any one agency. The preferred solution
was therefore clearly infeasible. Yet the priority to Identify and l)lan for tIme
health needs of the 1)oor remained.
One feasible alternative was to substitute a less ambitious mode of informationgathering which would yield imniediate and usable, though restricted, data.
The Health Planning Office decided to conduct an interview study using a more
limited definition of the critical issues regarding the health status and services
for the poor. Since aa inimediate and practical concern of health services is
not the total poverty llopulation, but rather those with health problems, the
decision was made to gather information on a small nonprobalbility sample of
poor families having such serious health prolelems that neither the resources of
the families themselves nor the combined resources of community agencies
could effectively deal with them.
The study concentrated on 1002 representative Arkamisas families that were
clients in the system of community services to the poor; experiencing multiple
economic, environmental, social, and health problems: and defined as failures
of the existing system of services. This report presents the findings of that
study.
METHODS OF THE STUDY

All features of sampling design were based on purposive or judgmental sampling
techniques. These include:
(a) Selection by location
Selection of ten Arkansas counties to represent a cross-section of families
living in basically rural areas (including small towns) as well as inl urban
settings (Pulaski. Jefferson, Miller). The cluster of counties was further diversified to represent different sectors of the state-Ozark Mountain (Stone, Newton),
Mississippi River Delta (Chicot, Lee, Mississippi), the Arkansas River Valley
(Yell), and the Ouachita Forest Range (Montgomery). Counties were se'ected
in consultation with personnel in the state Welfare, Health, and Office of
Economic Opportunity Offices.
(b) Selection by, agencies.
The sample of families was again diversified by requesting representatives
of county Health and Welfare offices to screen their active case files for five from
each agency representing their most difficult and "frustrating" families. In a
few instances, local OEA, Model Cities, and school system l)ersonnel furnished
cases.
VARIABLES

OF

TIIE STUDY

A central concern of the study is to identify some of til more relevant nonlnedical factors associated with patterns of self-reported morbidities. These
2 Because of incomplete information, most of the tabulations in this study are based on
a sample size of less than 100 families, usually 70 to 90 families for any specific count.
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include traits of I)ersonal physical environment ach as housing conditions, sanitation, sewage, an(1 diet, i1s well as socio-eceoi,
ie characteristics of individuals
and families--age, sex, Income, education, occi
t,,ion, race.
tly dIo ,ot represent professionThe self-reported illnesses (iscussd( ii this
ally diagnosed (lisea.es. They shoul K vie , y,1 rather as Ixerceive(l "morbid
episodes" which respondents reported because swich episoes w'ere interruptions in
the pattern of health which they felt was the "usual" or ' normal" physical state.
A rel)orted morbid el)isode thus represents it c
monSeseSsent
of a
physical malfunction.
CONTENTS OF TlE B'TUDIY

The main body of this report contains sections on lrsonal environment; dietary
practices; morbidities; health, education, and emnployment; preventive treatment an(l access to service.. The final section af 'pt.s
to, assess the implications
of these findings in ternis ,,' anticipated fu"
needs which this sample of
families has for health service s.
1.

Q-''-IATY

OF ENVIRON MENT

A family's health is inextri, d)ly bound to its physical environment. The typical
poverty family has woefully inadequate housing, in terms of both available living
Sl)ace and the quality of that space. The number of bels, for instance, Is never
sufficient, by any calculus, for the number of sleepers. The conditions in and
around the homes of the poor are so unsanitary as to contribute significantly to
the illness and injury of family members. This section surveys the major elements ill that environment.
HOUSING

Housing is an urgent )roblem among disadvantaged families. Only one poor
family in live lives in housing which is basically sound, well-mnaintained, or of
more durable construction at the outset (See Table 1). Most families live in
deteriorating houses with broken sills and frames on windows and doors ; cracks
in the doors, walls, floors, and roofs; broken or loose steps or stairs; and shaky
porches. Thirty-two, or almost one in two, families live in such a residence. The
remaining 25 families (over three in ten) live in even worse, dilal)idated houses
with holes in walls, floors, roofs; no glass in windows; no screens; rotting sills
and frames. Several of these homes have been seriously damaged by storm or fire.
Specific deficiencies are present in 20 to 40 percent of the houses, but some combination of substandard housing conditions is found in four out of every five
residences.
TABLE 1: HOUSING CONDITIONS AMONG POVERTY FAMILIES BY RACE
BLACK FAMILIES
WHITE FAMILIES
Condition
Above
Below
Above
Below
of
Median
Median
Median
Median
Residence
N
%
N
%
N
%
N
%
Sound
3
25.0
1
4.8
6
23.1
5
26.3
Deteriorating
6
50.0
10
47.6
14
53.8
8
42.1
Dilapidated
3
25.0
10
47.6
6
23.1
6
31.6
TOTAL
12
100.0
21
100.0
26
100.0
19
100.0

AND INCOME
TOTAL
N
15
38
25
78

%
19.2
48.7
32.1
100.0

Racc.-.More blacks live in substandard housing, regardless of income than
do whites (87.9 percent compared with 75.6 percent). About half of all families
regardless of race, live in a deteriorated residence, but a higher proportion of
black families live in dilapidated housing (37.4 percent compared with 26.7
percent).
Income.-The analysis according to per capita income shows that money is a
major factor in choice of housing, especially among black families. Only four
black families live in sound houses, and three of these have above the median
per capita income of $24 per month; 3 five out of the eight black families living
in deteriorated housing have below median income, as do over three-fourths, of
those living in dilapidated housing. By contrast, only three above median income black families live in the most inferior type of housing.
3 This figure, $24 per month, is the basis for all analyses by income In this study.
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Number of room.-The physical and psychologicall realities of living in
cramliped, substandard quarters are difficultt to grasp without experiencing these
(on(itions; however, the extent of crowdilig affords some perspl)ective. A total
of 602 le'r;o)ns, living in 78 family (vellings, occupy 305 rooms, for a ratio of
2 persons to each eciilosed rooml of living space.
The actual extent of crowding is even worse. Since about me-fourth of the

living space is used for kitchen space, cooking, eating, and storage:
Six hundred two persons live and sleep in 228 rooms (almost three persons per
room). The most typical l)attern is to use the "living room" for sleeping quarters
its well.
The typical poverty dwelling (though varying from one room shacks of no
more than 12x20 feet to larger, older residences of several hundred square feet)
is the "shotgun'" housing unit, a substandard frame construction averaging
14x24 feet or 336 square feet in all. In these cramped quarters an average family
of 7.8 lpersmis must conduct all domestic activities. Each person has, at best,
about 43 square feet to call his ovn (though suih lictious divisions do not exist),
a total indivi(ual living area of 6.5 feet in each direction. The tyl)ical 6x9 cells
in obsolete jails are larger.
Sleeping acconmmodations for large and even medium size families defy belief.
Frequently two or three beds must do for families of ten or more. One youngster
in a family of nine said, eyeing the two beds in the house, "In the summer I get
down on the floor to sleep; it's cooler down there." In a number of instances, the
survey team estimated that adequate bedding for all family members, two to a
bed, would leave little or no floor space in which to conduct any other daily
activities. In several of the larger families, both black and white, the older
children acquire extra l)e(l(ling by sleeping on the molding seats of junked cars
scattered about the yard. In the summer time, the children also sleep on porches
or on the ground using a soiled quilt. In the winter their alternatives are more
restricted. The smaller children and their parents curl up in available beds; the
older children sleep in bunches on the floor, close to the typical wood stove, and
to one another, to overcome the cold.
The degre, of crowding varies, of course, with income and race. Still, almost
one-half of the families occupy four room dwellings-each room averaging
slightly under ten feet in each direction (see Appendix I, Table A). Another one
in five families lives in three-room houses with correspondiigly smaller areas,
and almost the same number live in five-room dwellings. For the rest, about
eight percent live in one and two-room houses, and the same number enjoy six
andseven room dwellings.
The negative con.sequences-of which more later-of sheer numbers of humans
compressed in inadequate living space is only slowly coming to light. The means
to eradicate such crowding, however, is more obvious. At bottom, the problem
is money. Although only a small )roportion of these homes are fit for human
occupancy, the poor clearly use marginal increments of available money to
obtain, at least, more unfit space per occupant. Thus, black families with above
the median income occupy dwellings with 2.8 persons per room (kitchens excluded), while black families with below the median money income have 3.2 persoIs per room.

For white families the pattern is similar, although, as a group; they are better
off than their black counterparts (in part, because their average family size is
smaller-6.9 coml)ared with 9.2 persons). Above median income white families
have 2.2 persons per room, compared with 2.6 persons for families with below
median income.
These fractional differences in the amount of human pressure on living space,
on the surface not impressive, are significant for their consistency. For the human occupant the figures mean a precious grant of more square feet in which to
attempt life adaptation. Clearly, one strong motivational drive of the disadvantaged appears in the way they allocate their scarce dollars for improved
housing.
Occupancy status.-Whether a poverty family rents or owns a home is particularly interesting in the light of these housing conditions. A surprising number own their houses (29.5 percent). Here, again, there are differences according
to race and income (see Appendix I, Table B). Of the few black families with
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above median income, one-third ovn houses, but none of tile bIlack families vith
lower income live in their own house. Six in teil black families rent; and seven
in ten with low inioite rent, conipared wit h four in ten of those with above
median income. Thus, in black families those with the most ineager resources
rent their houses, while those with relatively more resources buy their homes.
Among white families tle pattern is lhe opposite. Those with al)ove median
income (61.5 percent) tend to relit, whie those with below mnedial income show
a .strong tendency to own their ow i homes (6S.4 percentt.
Nine of he black families live in rent-free houses, either sharecropper shacks
or (leserte(l farm-tenamnt homes. This pattern is not as strongly in evi(lence
among white families; only six families occupied their residences without
charge, three of these being deserted houses and the rest quarters provided to the
sha recropp er.
A mount jt('tnt on RIcnt.--Hlack families that rent spend an average of $21.90
a month on housing, or a little over tell per cent of their total consumable inconme. The reit these families pay ranges from $6 to $49 a month, but only nine
families pay about $20 a month, and lhe inajority pay $10 to $20. Predictably,
more black families with below median income pay under $20--42.9 per cent,
compared witl 16.7 per cent, of those with higher income.
Although only one in live of the white renters pays $20 a month or under,
roughly two-thirds of these are above itedian income families. The average
amount of rent is about equal to thlt of black families-$21.85 a month, but
white families spend a smaller percentage of their income (7.2 per cent) on
housing.
Mobility.-In overview, almost two ill live black families have no housing expense, while over one-half of the white families have none. Tie reason for this
difference is suggested by taking a look at the motivations families have to move
from tleir present residence. As Table 2 slhovs, less than ten per cent of the
black families with above me(liat income are planning to itove to another residence, while almost one-half of those wit It below ittedialt income have such plans.
By contrast, three in ten of the white families with above merian income want
to move, while only ten xr cent of those below the mIediat o. Black families
above the median vho are renting or own their home are relatively satisfied
with their housing sitmtion, or have no thought of obtaining it better residence.
Most of those who rent, however, live it it public housing project. Among those
black families with lower income, most have to rent; and, since many of these
homes are in a bad state of repair, these families are constantly seeking to improve their living conditions.
TABLE 2: FAMILY PLANS TO MOVE IN NEXT YEAR BY INCOME AND RACE
BLACK FAMILIES
WHITE FAMILIES
TOTAL
Above
Below
Above
Below
Median
Median
Median
Median
N
%
N
%
N
%
N
%
N
%
1
8.3
10
47.6
8
30.8
2
10.5
21
26.9
One in three black families with below median income has moved within the
last year, and another one-third has moved within the last three years, while tie
other third (tenant farmers and those living in deserted shacks) have lived in
their present homes four or more years. Thus, the renters of substandard "shotgun" houses are the ones who move most often.
Among above the median income black families, the 50 per cent who have
moved within the last three years become residents of housing projects, while
the five families not having move for five years are predominantly those who own
their homes.
Among white families, the pattern is somewhat different. Almost seven in ten
of the below median income families own their homes, and none of these families
plan to move. In the above median income groul), white families show about the
same pattern of residential
obililty as blavk families. About one-half have lived
in their )resent quarters three years or less, the other half for more than four
years.
For the poor, moving -away from or staying in their present physical environment is a function of several different kinds of factors. The basic negative reasons are an intolerable physical environment or inability to meet monthly pay-
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ments. The prime positive reason is the hope of a better physical environment,
at the same money, or an opportunity for better housing because of a modest
increase in income. Suitable home conditions, whether in a sound unit of public
housing or their own home, are the key factors in residential stability.
Among the less itinerant below the median income families, however, other
factors operate. These are black families who live free on the land, and who see
very little means of improving their physical environment without a drastic
change in income; these are the white families who own their houses, usually on
a rock-strewn hillside, and do not intend to leave the only possession they have.
Both racial types constitute an extreme of the non-mobile, indigenous poor of
Arkansas.
Although about one-half of all families have moved in the last three years,
most have not moved very far. In over eight in ten families, both the mother and
father are native Arkansans (see Appendix I, Table C). Of these, almost 60
per cent have always lived in thie
nmearea within or adjacent to an Arkansas
municipality, and only four families have one parent who has ever moved away
from the county where he was born. Another 23 per cent have moved from an
adjacent county at some period in their life: less than one in ten has one parent
who was not born in the state. In only 7.7 per cent of the families were both
parents born in another state.
Within this limited frame of geographic mobility, a considerable amount of
moving does occur, and as previously stated, primarily among families who rent.
To pick up and move the meager family possessions presents no major I)roblem : a
common enough sight on Arkansas highways is an old pick-up truck, loaded with
a mattress and a few pieces of furniture, moving slowly along with a cloud of
black smoke coming from the exhaust. The more interesting question, however, is
why families move, even if only a short distance from one part of the town or
county to another, and, seemingly, from one hovel to another.
Basically, the rental families move whenever some combination of factors in
their physical environment is reduced to an intolerable level. In some cases, it is
lack of water-the well or spring goes dry, and there is no other source of water
close enough to carry: in others, it is an accumulation of human sewage and
garbage, with attendant contamination of the water, which finally compels the
family to move. Other reasons for moving include fire or storm damage, bad
neighborhood influences, poorly maintained rental houses, and, more seldom, a
slight improvement in economic status.
The impact of negative environmental factors these families daily confront is
not fully revealed by housing defects alone. In many cases the water they dr,-k is
contaminated with their own sewage and garbage, creating a disease-bearing
cycle of interaction with their physical environment. This unsanitary cycle is undoubtedly a partial cause of the high morbidity rate reported by these families.
And, although a certain amount of environmental innoculation must certainly
result, the filth and contamination carry with them a pervasive accretion of
human discomfort.
Water. Since approximately one-half of the black families live within the limits
of an Arkansas municipality, a higher prol)ortion have access to safe water than
do their white counterparts. Two in three black families with above median
income have a faucet in their house, though only a third have both hot and cold
water; one family uses a faucet located in the yard and, by running a rubber
hose through a window to a nearby kitchen sink, enjoys a semblance of modern
plumbing.
Three-fourths of the black families with above median income thus have
"running" water in the house. No other group has as high a proportion of families with access to sanitary water. About one-half of the below median income
black families have some form of water piped into the house, but five of these
use a faucet in the yard, and only one has hot water. Among white families four
in ten have water piped into the house.
The rest of the families-six in ten white families and four in ten black onesuso wells, cisterns, springs or creeks, or carry water from a neighbor's well or
other source.4 One-half of the black families with below median income use one
of these sources, with ahnost three in ten drawing water from a well and the remainder carrying it from a neighbor's well.
4 Some of these families, though living In rent-free quarters, not only walk considerable
distances for water, but also must buy what they use.
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A majority of white families rely ol more primitive sources of water supply. A
little less than one family in tea carries water from a neighbor. About one in five
either carries water from a spring or creek or pipes water in from a spring,
using pressure flow from an uphill source. About three in ten use a well or
cistern. There is no apparent association between differences in income and type
of water supply among white families.
Although the disease-bearing effects of these primitive water sources cannot be
related to particular families, only three of twenty families using wells and
cisterns had them tested. Aside from two cases where water was brought In
from uphill, the nine families using a spring or creek invariably had privies,
trash, garbage dumps or animal pens positioned above the drain and settlement
troughs of their water supply.
BATHING

Patterns of personal sanitation closely parallel the basic sources of water
supply. Only twelve families (14.3 percent) have a modern indoor bathtub for
bathing. A little over four in ten families heat their water on the kitchen
stove and bathe in a galvanized tub. Three families have a bathroom with porcelain tub and stool, hooked to a drainage system )ut with no water connected.
('they reportedly make use of these fixturog by hand carrying water to them.)
About one in ten families had no means of taking a bath, and three in ten
were very vague about how, and, possibly, if, family members ever bathed; some
spoke of taking "spit" baths, using a pan of water and some soap; one mother
said the children got out in the backyard after dark with soap and a bucket
of water. The races show no particular differences in distribution of bathing
habits.
LAUNDRY

Less than twenty percent of the families use the laundromat, in -town, to
wash their clothes, the rate being higher for white families (21.3 percent), than
for black ones (10.8 percent). This is interesting in light of the fact that more
white families live in a rural setting, and relatively more have cars. The black
families, living closer to or within city limits, do not have as far to go but
may not have access to a laundromat. The predominant pattern of washing
clothes in both groups is the electric washing machine (63.8 percent for whites
and 48.7 percent for blacks). About six in ten families have a machine. However,
in most cases these machines do not appear to be in working condition; a common sight was to see a machine standing on the back porch or in the yard, full
of grewish clothing soaking in a murky broth.
After washing machines, the tub and rub board is the most frequent method
black families use to wash clothes (35.1 percent), but this method is not used
often by white families (4.3 percent).
ELECTRICITY

A high number of all families have electricity in their homes, with a rate of 91.9
percent for black families and 86.7 percent for white families. This slight difference, it turns out, is not related to race per sc, but rather to the joint effects of
per capita income and the pattern of rural-urban settlement. Black families with
higher per capita income are evenly divided between rural and urban locations.
More of the below median income blacks live in a rural settling (57.1 percent),
and the trend is even more pronounced for white families. About three-fourtls of
the above median income white families live in a rural setting, and almost eight
in ten of those below the median reside outside of a city.
The result is that black families. residing primarily in middle, southern or
eastern counties, are more likely to have access to electrical power supplied
by a private or city utility company. White families, living more frequently
in a rural Ozark county setting, have access to distribution lines of private
utilities only if they live within city limits or where there is some concentration
of population. Otherwise, they either obtain power from a rural electrical cooperative, attempt to purchase and maintain their own generating equipment (which
occurred in three cases), or, as in six white families, do without. Although the
frequencies are quite small, the data suggest that white families with below
median income are more likely to be without electricity than those above (21.1
percent compared with 7.7 percent).
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RFRIELATION

Some means of refrigeration, which is closely related to the ability of these
fI nmilies have () store l)(rislhbl foods, was found in 8-1.6 percent of all families.
Al)out six in ten have at least a refrigerator that is \vorling, and slightly
over one family in live owns a freezer as well as a refrigerator. The remainder,
a liltle over one iii ten, have no mnans of refrigeration. There are no differences
in tlie relative number of black and white families with refrigeration-about 84
l)ercent in eaich case, but black families have a slightly greater tendency to own
a freezer also-27.3 percent compared with 20 percent.
Since tihe amount of marginal consumpion income is directly relate(l to
ownership) of home appliances, exl)ectable, but slight differences in access to refrigeration do occur with differelices in per capita income. In white families with
below im(edian income 15.8 percent, (10 without compared with 11.5 l;ercent above
the median. Also, whites above the median are about twice as likely to have a
freezer-2.9t percent compared vith 10.5 l)ercelt.
Among black families the same pattern is in evi(lence- 14.3 percent below the
mediani do without compared with 8.3 percent above; and 41.7 percent above the
n(edian have both refrigerator and freezer, compared with nineteen percent
bmel owv.
lleat-AlIlost one-half of tile families heat with wood. l)ifferences similar to
those relportel for other facilities exist in the distribution of heating methods
by race and incolle.
Most black families with above median income, about six in ten, heat their
homes with gas, although two families reported using both gas and wood stoves.
Only one in four of these families heated vith wood.
Almost one-half of the lower income black families heat with wood, howeverat few using a wood cookstove along vith another vood stove. Only one in live
uses a gas heater. Three families said they used coal.
The major patterns of heating anmig white families is wood (57.8 percent),
with the second leading method of heating being gas stoves (28.9 Iercent). No
particular relation to income is apparent. The famct that most white families use
wood is predictable because they tend to live in rural counties that have abundant timber, and many of the breadwinners either are or have been employed in
cutting timber.
About half the families are able to heat all their rooms in the winter; the
other half leave one or more rooms cold, typically bedrooms. A slightly higher
l)roportion of white families heat all rooms than (1o blacks (51.1 percent compared with 43.2 percent).
The usual type of cookstove employed by all families is gas-71.8 percent.
Although a slightly higher proportion of blacks cook with gas than do whites,
the major differences in type of cookstove are correlated with income. Among
black families, all upper income families cook with gas, while about one-fourth
of all black families use wood. Although not as pronounced, a similar pattern
occurs among white families; about nineteen percent of upper income families
cook with wood coml)ared with 26.3 I)ercent of those below the median. One
upl)er income white family uses an electric stove for cooking-the only ease in
the total sample.
SANITATION

The typical family does not have access to any modern type of sewage disposal system. Over two-thirds either use an outdoor privy, use their neighbor's
toilet, or have no toilet facility at all (see Appendix I, Table D). This latter
group of almost one in five families uses nearby fields, creek banks, or woods.
Nor does the presence of a privy constructed of decaying wood imply any
superior sanitation practices. The primary advantage would seem to be one of
privacy. Viewed from the standpoint of sanitary risk, however, these privies
are little more than concentrations of contaminating human excrement. The survey team observed no "outhouse" which was not full to over-flowing; very few
were dug below the ground; none had been recently treated with lime. They
are all placed too close to the houses, and, typically, the seepage from the overflow is all about the place, often commingled with the garbage and used water
(]rained from or thrown out of the house. In one case within tile city limits, a
shared privy had been rapidly filled by three black familes-a total of 38 persons. The landlord refused to dig another pit or to move the privy.
Some are more fortunate. Thirty-one percent have an indoor toilet with dminage either connected to a city sewage system or a septic tank. Comparisons by
race and per capita income parallel previous distributions of water supply.
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Among above median income blacks, one-half have modern indoor toilets,
while all of the rest but one have outdoor privies; the one uses his neighbor's.
In families below the median income of the total group, over seven in ten
black fniilies use outdoor privies, but over a third of these use their neighbor's,
or nearby woods or fields.
White families fare less well. Sixty-nine l)ercent of those above the median
income either use a privy or fields an(1 woods. Among those with below median
income almost three-fourths have no lnodern toilet facilities, with one-third
using a privy nd one-third using the "great outdoors." As in the case of water
supply sources, white families have relatively poorer quality of sewage disposal
facilities-indeed, none at all in niany cases. This circumstance is partially cancelled out, however, because the rocky slopes of the typical white habitat afford
better drainage and natural filtration, while the spoiled earth on which black
delta families decant their garbage and excrement has little chance to be purified
by natural processes.
THE SPOILED

ENVIRONMENT

The putrefying physical environment which characterizes the poor household
builds by degrees to an overwhelming accumulation of filth and decay. Within
the houses garbage lies all about, but especially around the kitchen floor, in
various stage of decomposition; a baby on the floor or a bed, swaddled In rags
stained with feces and urine, whimlers its protest at the swarm of black flies
on exposed surfaces of its body. Used water drains through a hole in the flood
to stagnate under the house or in the yard; or alternately, this water, along
with garbage, is thrown toward the back door; sometimes it hits the yard, but
more often it misses and is left to rot the floor.
Everywhere, both within the houses and out, tile odors of decaying food,
mingled with those of urine and feces, colnbine with tile smell of bodies and
clothing drenche(l with soured hunan perspiration, with the smells of past meals,
and with those of foods cooking oR the stove to produce a strong gas of varied
chemical make-up. These odors serve notice that the poverty family is unconscious host of teeming cultures of micro-organisms, numbering in the billions;
and through lack of even the niost or(linlry defenses of cleanliness and sanitation, the surfaces of their bodies, both internal and external, interact with their
l)hysical environnient to serve as way-stations In a grand cycle of microorganisms.
The evidence of poor environmental quality does ont stop here. As Table 3
indicates, over one-half of the families have poor drainage under their houses
and in the soggy strips of sour ground that serve as yards where children play
and where many of the daily household activities are carried oil, especially
during warin weather-preparing food for cooking, washing clothes, bathing,
sleeping.
TABLE 3: PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT BY INCOME AND RACE
BLACK FAMILIES
WHITE FAMILIES
Above
Below
Above
Below
Median
Median
Median
Median
N
%
N
%
N
%
N
%
Poor drainage
5
41.7
17
81.0
14
53.8
6
31.6
Trash, garbage
5
41.7
16
76.2
16
61.5
11
57.9
Junk
8
38.1
13
50.0
9
47.4
Old cars
4
15.4
2
10.5
Farm animals
running free
2
16.7
4
19.0
8
30.8
6
31.6
Inadequate
yard space
1
8.3
7
33.3
4
15.4
2
10.5
Grass, flowers
4
33.3
4
19.0 10
38.5
5
26.3
Trees
6
50.0
3
14.3 14
53.8
8
42.1
Part of yard used
as garden
6
50.0
7
33.3
14
53.8
8
42.1
Neighborhood
Rural
6
50.0
12
57.1
19
73.1
15
78.9
Urban
6
50.0
9
42.9
6
23.1
4
21.1
No information
1
3.8

TOTAL
N
42
48
30
6

%
53.8
61.5
38.5
7.7

20

25.6

14
23
31

17.9
29.5
39.7

35

44.9

52
25
1

66.7
32.0
1.3
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As mentioned al)ove, white families generally have betterr drainage than black
ones. About four in ten above median income black families have poo-r drinage
coml)ared with four in live of those below the median. By contrast, a little over
half of the white families with above n(lian income have bad drainage about
the house and yard compared with three in ten white families below the median.
Although relatively more improverished in other respects, these rural whites derive an accidental advalitage from the lay of the land where they live, one that
undoubtedly l)roduces a shar) contrast in the expectations of infectious diseases.
For the half of the families living on flatter ground, the same habits of living
in the midst of their own refuse increases the risk of diseasee. When it rains, the
area around the house and yard is transformed into a stagnating cesspool where
the separate sources of waste are mixed and diluted with water; although considerable run-off occurs during the heaviest rains, an inevitable sludge is left
to sink back into the ground.
Added to this sludge activated with unseen micro-organisms are the more
obvious forms of debris composed of trash, garbage, broken glass, rusting cans,
scrap) metal and lumber, and, in some cases, the hulks of old cars. Six in ten
families pile their trash and garbage in the yard; four in ten have junk scattered everywhere; slightly under one in ten has a yard full of old worn-out
cars; about one quarter have farm animals, especially chickens and other domestic fowls, running free; only one in five has anything like an adequate yard
space; only three in ten yards show any evidence of care, such as grass or
flowers; only four in tell have trees in the yard; four in ten use part of the tiny
clearing described as their yard for a garden.
The breakdown of these physical characteristic-s according to race and income
in Table 3 shows that differences in income create some advantage for those
al)ove the median, especially with regard to the amount of trash and junk scattered about. White families, as a groul), are more prone to live in the midst of
their own garbage and trash, and they excell in piling junk and old cars around
the yard. These differences, however. are primarily correlated vith the lack of
sanitation services for rural families and not vith race. Stated simply, urban
families tend to have less concentration of waste lying about, regardless of race,
though even here there were numerous exceptions for both races.
Other forms of life, more visible than the unseen world of bacteria add to an
environment already choked with filih and trash. Rats, mice, flies, cockroaches,
and mosquitos occur in some combination in 80 percent of these households (see
Al)endix I, Table E). Families complain about common pests and vermin in 40
to 60 percent of the cases. A few families also complained about bed bugs, ants,
and lice. In every instance, a somewhat higher proportion of black families
reported I)roblems with pests and vermin, differences again associated with rural
versus urban living further affected by delta versus mountainous locations. One
black delta farm mother said that the rats were so bold that they had repeatedly
chewed into the electrical wiring. While examining the places where the wiring
had been spliced and rebound with adhesive tape, the interview team remarked
that the electric shock from biting into the wire ought to teach the rat a lesson.
"Oh, it's killed a lot of big rats," she replied, "but their brothers and sisters don't
learn anything." In several homes we saw large rats scamper across the floor
as we talked. In three families, small children had recently been bitten by rats.
Since many of the problems reported here are, by definition, defects common
to a total neighborhood, we questioned urban families about the quality of sanitation services they received from the city. Only one in ten reported satisfactory
city garbage and trash collection service. Another two in ten said they were
sul)posed to have city collection services, but that they were poor and unreliable.
The remaining 70 percent of the families, including most of the rural residents,
said they took care of their trash and garbage themselves. Just how they take
care of it has been reported above. About one-third said they hauled their trash
away, t)ut it was usually apparent that this had not happened within recent
memory.

II. FooD

SUPPLY AND DIETARY PATTERNS

There is a tendency to think of all "welfare" or poor families as having similar
economic resources. IIowever, data from this study demonstrate that per capita
monthly incomes vary considerably, and that even modest differences in income
generate important consequences for the members of poverty families. We have
already seen how relatively small variations determine quantitative and qualitative differences in housing for the poor. Similar differences appear in the
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way scarce resources are allocated for food. If anything, however, these differences produce more serious an(l immediate consequences.
In general, about half of the families with above median income have adequate
volumes of food, but among larger families with relatively less per capita income,
inadequate amounts and quality of diet are the rule. any of these latter families live on such meager rations as to suggest near-starvation and certain
malnutrition.
The arithmetic of starvation is a direct function of family size. Especially for
Welfare AFI)C families, any children beyond three or four increase the risk of
malnourishment, which grows with each additional family member. These general findings are reflected in many different ways.
OUTSIDE FAMILY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS

A little over seven out of ten poverty families receive sonic food supplementfood stamps, commodities, emergency supl)lements. The most frequent supplement is food stamps, which about 45 percent of the families receive. Below
median income black families get the most help from such supplements; over
90 percent receive aid (in fact, only two below median income families do not).
The most interesting difference in race-a associated lxatterns is that fifteen white
families get commodities while only three black families receive them.' About
one in four families participate in no sort of food supl)lement program ; fourteen
of these nineteen families have above the median income.
FOOD STRATEGIES

Obtaining supplements and shopping pose real problems for poor families,
many of whom do not have cars. Many use "food taxis," a service run by enterl)rising neighbors or acquaintances who will pick up commodities for the families at 50¢ or $1.00 a trip. Several families reported that some "taxi" drivers
held out milk or butter as an added tax.
A more sensible "taxi" is a sort of pool; several poor mothers will go in the
ear of one and shop the advertised bargains at supermarkets. This kind of
practice can result in considerable savings on food. However, as one mother
reported, "We Shop the big places at the first of the month when we have money.
Later on, we go to the neighborhood grocer; his prices are higher, but he lets us
charge."
One father summed up the problem of the poor when lie said, "We want to go
on Food Stamps, but we can't get enough money ahead to buy them. So we just
go on charging at Chinaman's Market. I wish they'd let us pay out stamps."
TABLE 4: AMOUNT SPENT ON FOOD BY RACE AND INCOME
WHITE
Average
Family
Size

G,
G2
G3

G,

G5

4.4
6.9
7.5
8.5
6.2

Average
Average
Amount
Per Capita
Per Meal
Monthly
Income
Per Person

$61.3
41.8
32.9
25.9
16.0

31.1c
22.8
19.9
18.4
13.2

Average
Percent-

BLACK

age
of Income Average
Family
Spent on
Size
Food

44.5
54.0
52.0
62.4
81.6

6.6
9.8
10.5
11.5

Average
Percent-

age
Average
Average
of Income
Amount
Per Capita
Spent
on
Monthly
Per Meal
Per Person
Food
Income

$55.7
25.4
19.8
15.3

24.8c
17.8
14.0
12.8

41.6
61.0
65.5
70.4

5 At the time of the study, the conditions which determined the data on food expenses
were highly fluid, and the over-all picture may be somewhat Improved by now. Food
stamps had been introduced only a few months prior to the study and were in use primarily
in southern Delta counties. Therefore respondents (primarily black) were more likely to
be on such programs and facing all the initial difficulties of adjusting suitably to benefits
of the program. Counties in which commodities were still in use were those where whites
comprised the majority of poverty families. (See Appendix II, Table A)
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AMOUNT SPENT ON FOOD

The average amount spent on food for all families was about 60 percent of
total monthly income.' Generally, the lower the per capita income, the greater
the percentage spent on food. For instance, the poorest one-fifth of white families, with an average of six people per family an(1 a per capita monthly income
of $16, spent four out of five of these scarce dollars for food. By comparison,
the lowest income groups of black families, with an average of 11.5 per family
and a monthly per capita income of $15, spent seven in ten dollars for food.
Table 4 shows that about 60 percent of all persons in the study live in households where half or more of the total monthly income goes for food (387 people).
Fourteen of these families spend even more--three-fourths or better--of their
income on food; these latter families include 110 people. From the standpoint of
nutrition and health, a fact of primary concern is that three in ten families spend
less than the 160 per meal welfare standard; these families account for almost
40 percent of the sample.
More detailed evidence on the relationship between income and diet appears
in the average amount spent per person per meal. While the average for all families is about 19¢ per person per meal, generally, the higher the total income (and
the smaller the family), the better poor peol)le eat (see Appendix 11, Table B).
The top fourth of the white families, with 4.4 persons per family, spend 310 per
meal. The poorest families, with more people, spend considerably less-whites,
with 6 people per family, spend 13.20 per meal; black families with 11.5 persons
per family, spend 12.80.
Clearly, poor people spend most of their money on something to eat. Almost
three out of five dollars of a poverty family's income go for food, regardless of
whether the family participates in a food supplement program. Tills leaves only
two out of five dollars for all remaining expenses-rent, maintenance, clothing,
medical expenses, transportation.
DIETARY PRACTICES

One might assume that with so much of their income going to food, poverty
families eat well, but the evidence is to the contrary. Though many of the adults
were overweight, their daily fare consists of starchy, filling, but not necessarily
nourishing food. The children, as a rule, were thin. In a poor household when
food is scarce, the adults often consume more than their share.
NUMBER OF MEALS PER DAY

One-third of the poor families eat two or fewer meals a day. Among white families about three in ten eat only two meals; almost four in ten black families
eat two meals-and two black families eat only one.
These percentages do not give the whole story, however. Tie typical poverty
family does not eat formal meals; whatever food is available is usually out most
of the day in a sort of perpetual subsistence feast. In most households, at any
time of day, a pot is on time stove and cold cornbread, greens, pork, or other
edibles are on the table. Family members, particularly the children, simply go
to the kitchen and take whatever is out. The poorer families report that they
usually have about half what they want to eat. The typical pattern is for a family to eat relatively well the first half of the month while money lasts and to
taper off toward starvation as money begins to run out.
BREAKFAST FOR CHILDREN

When asked about breakfast for the children, only about 45 percent of the
families reported anything like an adequate breakfast diet. Table 5 shows that
children of white below median income families were least likely to have a
good meal in the morning (only 31.6 percent did), and children of of white above
median income families ate best (57.7 percent of these families gave their children adequate breakfast).
6 The equivalent dollar value of food supplements was included in computing per capita
monthly income for each family.
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TABLE 5: EVIDENCE THAT CHILDREN GET ADEQUATE BREAKFAST
BY INCOME AND RACE
BLACK FAMILIES
WHITE FAMILIES
TOTAL
Above
Below
Above
Below
Median
Median
Median
Median
N
%
N
%
N
%
N
%
N
%
8
38.1
15
57.7
6
31.6
35
44.9
6
50.0
Total Black Families
Total White Families
N
%
N
%
14
37.8
21
44.7
ADEQUATE MILK FOR CHILDREN

iess than one in three poverty families give their children milk as often as
three times a week. Almost 20 percent get it rarely, if at all; another 26.9 percent
have milk when there is money, usually toward the first of the month.1
FREE SCHOOL LUNCHES

With inadequate home diets, do the children at least get one hot meal a day
at school? Table 6 shows that about 36 percent do. But 28.3 percent do not, either
because the lunches are not available where their children go to school or because the children simply do not get them. In about ten percent of the families
the elementary school children get free lunches, but the older children do not.
Significantly this pattern is not related to income differences, but rather to the
policy differences of school districts in various counties.
TABLE 6: AVAILABILITY OF FREE SCHOOL LUNCHES BY INCOME AND RACE
BLACK FAMILIES
WHITE FAMILIES
TOTAL
Above
Below
Above
Below
Median
Median
Median
Median
N
%
N
%
N
%
N
%
N
%
No school age
children
2
16.7
2
9.5
2
7.7
2
10.5
8
10.2
Not available for
school age
children
2
16.7
4
19.0
4
15.4
3
15.8
13
16.7
Available, but
children don't get 3
25.0
3
14.3
2
7.7
1
5.3
9
11.6
Elementary children
get, others don't
2
16.7
1
4.8
2
7.7
3
15.8
8
10.2
All get
1
8.2
6
28.6
14
53.8
7
36.8
28
35.9
No information
2
16.7
5
23.8
2
7.7
3
15.8
12
15.4
TOTAL
12
100.0
21
100.0 26
100.0
19
100.0
78
100.0
OTHER FOOD SUPPLEMENTS

Poverty families do not buy all their food. About one-half have at least one
home supplement such as gardens (43.6 percent) ; 8 chickens (25.9 percent);
hogs (17.9 percent) ; cows (9 percent) ; and in rare cases, wild game (2.6 percent).
Yet slightly over half of the families have no home supplement, and the lower
income families are more likely not to have supplements (see Appendix II. Table
7Some families were apparently embarrassed by what they had to report about their
children's food. Several white parents said the children liked "Jest coffee" for breakfast.
One mother said her children would drink only Kool-aid. Another mother, Instructed by a
physician to put her children on fruit juices for vitamin C, said she fixed her children a
gallon of orange Kool-aid every day.
8 Gardens are not a reliable source of food for the poor. Since most families do not have
running water, whetbr a garden "makes" or not depends upon the amount of rainfall. In
the summer of the survey, a long dry spell had "burned out" most of the home gardens.
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0). Over three out of five black below median income families have no supplements; ' white below median families have no supplements in almost 60 percent
of the cases.
A sizeable number of families (slightly over half) use some means of food
preservation. The means of preserving food differ depending on race and income
(,see Appendix II, Table D). Freezing is the most popular method for those who
can afford a freezer-almost half of the back above median income families and
about a third of white above median families." Canning is a frequent method of
food preservation for white families (about 42 percent above the median and
26 percent below), but not for black ones (only three families). Another difference
is that white families practice much more dry storage of potatoes, apples, etc.;
fourteen of the 21 families using this method are white. The data show that
the better-off families preserve more food than the lower income families who need
it most.
DIETARY PATTERNS

When asked what they usually ate, four out of five poverty families mentioned
beans and peanut butter; over three out of four consume milk, eggs, pork and
bacon; about the same number eat potatoes and chicken. Relatively fewer families eat gravy (about 14 percent) ; canned fruit (15 percent) ; margarine or
butter (19 percent) ; or rice and oats (about 36 percent). Over half eat some
green and yellow vegetables and bread regularly.
SUM MARY

Most families receive some supplements from food programs, but the presence
or absence of these is not the determining factor in how well they eat. The differences in dietary l)atterns are most obviously related to income. The above
median income families eat better and have more home sources of supplementary
food. The poorest families eat worst of all, with little apparent differences between white and black families.
Although data from this study provide no proof of a direct relationship between diet and health, the incidence of self-reported stomach pains, ulcers,
diarrhea, food poisoning, anemia, malnutrition, and dehydration tends to Sul)port
a hypothesis that the dietary patterns of the poor affect their general well-being.
Add to these reported conditions, the many observed instances of obesity, bad
teeth, poor eyesight, mental retardation, crippling conditions among children,
etc. and it is difficult to dismiss the suspicion that poor personal environment
and inadequate diet contribute significantly to the high rate of reported illness
in poverty families.
III. ILLNESS AND HEALTH
This section presents the self-reported "morbid episodes" of 100 poverty families in Arkansas. Among the families studied, morbidity rates varied according
to where they lived, the number of members in a household, age, sex, race, income, dietary patterns education, and usual life-time occupation. It is thus
apparent that many factors affect the health of poverty families and that illness
must be considered not as an isolated incident in the life of the poor but as a
multidimensional variable influenced by their total physical and social environment.
9 One black mother laughed when asked if the family had any supplementary sources of
food and replied, "Yeah, one dog."
10The quality of this food is open to question. In one poor black household the mother
proudly opened the freezer to show the interview team how well stocked it was. A complete
unwrapped, hog's head was on top-tusks, bristles, eyes and all-with rancid smelling
hoarfrost clinging everywhere. Families with freezers usually puttup meat, but most of
the food is inadequately packaged, and its nutritive value Is thereby diminished.
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TIE MORBID EPISODE

The self-reported illnesses or "morbid episodes" discussed here reflect a "felt
difference between the reported (acute) functioning of health and its previous
or usual functioning." " The reported episodes do not measure diagnosed diseases
as such, but rather provide suggestive evidence of the variety and magnitude of
the perceived health deficit within the population under study. 2
The survey team used three types of probes to elicit health information: 1) an
open-end question asking for an account of family illnesses in the past eight
months, 2) a check-list of acute and chronic conditions, which presumed some
lay understanding of the name of the reported illness but no relation between
this perceived condition and a medical diagnosis, and 3) a list of illness symptoms.
METHODS OF PRESENTATION

The self-reported morbidities of the families in the study were classified in
two ways:
I. A count of the total sample of family members to show the duration
of health interruptions and the perceived severity of these episodes.
II. A survey of the two most serious self-reported illness in relation to
certain variables such as personal environment, age, race, sex, etc.
I. DURATION

AND INTENSITY OF ILLNESS

The first general classification views the health status of the persons in the
sample .as reflecting a) general good health, b) acute episodes with no lasting
impairments, c) persistent illness for which diagnosis and prescribed treatment
had reportedly been received, d) persistent illness for which diagnosis and treatnent had not been received, e) chronic conditions which had reportedly Impaired the respondent's ability to lead a normal life."
This classificatory method reveals something of the magnitude of the health
deficit among these most disadvantaged families and provides beginning measures
-1 John Kosa and Leon S. Robertson, "Social Aspects of Health and Illness," in Poverty
and Health, A Sociological Analysis. ed. John Kosa, Aaron Antonovsky, and Irving
Kenneth Zola (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1969), p. 51. "One may argue that
physiological normality does not exclude repeated occurrences of symptoms, illnesses, and
disabilities, but . . . the health behavior of people seems to be governed by the belief in a
desired state of health rather than by the teaching of biological sciences," p. 50.
12The reported episodes still do not provide a full count of total morbidity because of:
1. Under-reporting due to
(a) the tendency of respondents (adult heads of household) to report the illnesses of other family members less fully than their own.
(b) the exclusion of many forms of illness and physical malfunctioning which
the poor do not always define as impairments (for instance, decayed or missing
teeth; blood in stool; recurring fever; seeing impairments; speech deficiencies;
obesity ; mild mental retardation).
2. Excluded counts. The survey team did not record self-reported colds, influenza,
and minor respiratory infections because they were so numerous that all the interview
time would have been used up on these counts alone.
'3 For a definition of these categories see Appendix III, A.
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of their specific health care need patterns. The data in Table 7 present ageadjusted rates for the health status of 633 individuals. Almost 65 percent of
the persons in the sample reported some type (or combination of types) of health
interruption. The distribution of these health conditions by category follows."
A.

GOOD HEALTH

Total counts: Out of 633 persons, 223 (or a rate of 35 percent) reported no
illness within the eight months preceding the interview, and no history of
serious illness that left chronic effects or permanent impairments (see Table 8).
Age. Figure 1 shows that the morbidity rates (liffer significantly with age. The
very young, infants and children under live, report a 50 percent rate of general good health. This rate drops to a little over two in five for school age
children (ages six through eighteen), and the rate falls to almost zero for
adults. That is, only nine of 170 adults reported general good health. Comparatively, school age children are about eight times more healthy than their elders,
and children under six were reported to have good health ten times more often
than the adults.
The data in Figure 1 also enable comparison of health rates by sex and race.
Although the differences are not as striking as those associated with age, some
interesting trends are apparent.
Race and Sex. Among black families, females report a slightly higher rate of
good health than black nmales for every age group except the adults. Even here
the difference is relatively small, in that three of the 38 males reported general
good health while none of the 43 black females did. It is also apparent that
younger black school age children are almost as healthy as their smaller preschool siblings (47 percent compared with 51 percent).
White youth under six report a slightly higher rate of good health than
do blacks their age, but these differences are associated primarily with sex.
That is, almost seven in ten of the very young white females report good
health, while the rate is only slightly under the average of 50 percent for white
males under six years.
This same advantage of white females continues for the six to eleven age
group, but the difference is only three percent. Notably, this six to eleven age
group of whites report a lower good health rate than blacks within this age group.
The rate for whites ranges from 36 to 39 percent, with an average rate of 37
percent, while the rate for blacks of both sexes is about 47 percent.
A reverse trend occurs, however, for adolescent children. White youths
report about a 49 percent good health rate while black youth report relatively
more illness, or only about 39 percent in good health. Little difference exists in
the rate for those 19 years and above. Only three blacks (4.2 percent) and six
whites (6.1 percent) report no recent illness or previous incapacitating illness.
One further trend appears in the data of Figure 1. Females under thirteen
report slightly better rates of good health than do males. Thereafter, the trend
is reversed for older age groups, with a slightly higher rate indicated for males.
14The distribution of these conditions sums to more thtn 100 per cent because only
general good breath is a naturally exclusive category; among the two-thirds reporting an
illness, the same Individual often experiences more than one type of sickness.
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Age
and
Race
Black
0-5
6-12
13-18
19 TOTAL

TABLE 7: HEALTH STATUS OF 633 PERSONS BY AGE
AND RACE (PERCENTAGES ONLY).
Diagnosed
Undiagnosed
General
Acute
Persistent
Persistent
Good Health
Recovered
Symptoms
Symptoms

Chronic
Illnesses

50.6
47.0
38.9
4.2
36.9

16.7
21.6
16.7
14.1
17.7

13.2
15.7
23.6
33.8
20.7

22.9
20.6
34.7
63.4
33.5

3.6
13.7
11.1
62.0
21.0

White
0-5
6-12
13-18
19f
TOTAL

55.0
36.8
48.7
6.1
33.4

1C.7
7.4
14.1
22.2
15.7

16.7
22.0
4,4.1
54.5
29.5

18.3
36.8
35.9
75.8
45.6

6.7
22.0
14.1
63.6
30.5

Total
0-5
6-12
13-18
19-4TOTAL

52.4
42.9
44.0
5.3
35.2

16.8
15.9
15.3
18.8
16.7

14.7
18.2
18.7
45.9
25.0

21.0
27.0
35.3
70.6
39.3

4.9
17.0
12.7
62.9
25.6

TABLE 8: TOTAL NUMBER OF PERSONS AND PER CENT OF ALL PERSONS
WITH NO ILLNESS WITHIN PREVIOUS EIGHT MONTHS
REPORTED BY SEX AND RACE AND AGE
Male
Female
Total
Black
0-5
6-12
13-18
19TOTAL

144

50.0
46.5
38.7
10.7
38.9

38
45
44
46
173

47.4
35.6
50.0
4.3
33.5

184

51.2
47.2
39.2
0.0
35.3

328

50.6
47,0
38.9
4.2
36.9

22
23
34
53
132

68.2
39.1
47.0
7.5
33.3

60
68
78
99
305

55.0
36.8
48.7
6.1
33.4

White

0-5
6-12
13-18
19+
TOTAL
Total
0-5
6-12
13-18
19ATOTAL

48.8
40.9
45.3
6.7
317

57.1
45.1
42.7
4.2

52.4
42.9
44.0
5.3

FIGURE 1: PER CENT OF 634 PERSONS WITH GENERAL GOOD HEALTH AND WITH NO INCAPACITATING
ILLNESS WITHIN PREVIOUS EIGHT MONTHS BY RACE, SEX, AND AGE

AGE

0-5

6-12

13-18

BLACK

19+

0-5

6-12 13-18
WHITE

19+

0-5
6-12 13-18 19+
MALES AND FEMALES

0-5 6-12 13-18 19BLACKS AND WHITES
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AGE AND

RACE PATTERNS OF MORBIDITY

The crude typology of health status, based on length and reported persistence
as well as seriousness of the illness, affords some interesting morbidity trends
associated with age and race (see Appendix III, Table B).
B. Acute
Among the 106 reported acute episodes, the rates are roughly similar for black
and white individuals, 18 percent compared to 16 percent. With two exceptions,
there is little difference in acute illness rates associated with age. However,
the six to twelve age group among blacks has the highest rate for their group
(22 percent) while adults have the lowest (14 percent). Among whites, the
reverse l)attern appears. Young whites six to twelve years have the lowest rate
of acute illness (7.4 percent), while adults have the highest (22 percent).
C. Diagnosed, Persistent Conditions
In this group of 151 conditions, age and race make a difference. The number
and severity of complaints and maladies increase rapidly with age. The pattern of increase of )ersistent diagnosed symptoms with age is more regular and
not as steel) among blacks, ranging from thirteen percent for the youngest
group and climbing steadily to 34 percent for adult blacks. The age specific
rates are more irregular among whites. The curve reaches a peak of about one
in five for children ages six to twelve, drops eight percent for white teenagers, and then climbs markedly to over one in two for adults. Overall, the rate
for blacks is lower than for whites, or about two in ten compared with three
in ten. Most of this difference, however, lies in the sharp contrast among the
adults, where one-third of the blacks reported such conditions compared with
over half among white adults.
D. Undiagnosed, Persistent Symptoms
The rate of complaints from undiagnosed, persistent symptoms is even higher,
Two in five persons in the total sample complained of such problems. The rate
is, again, higher for white families than for black, or 46 percent for whites and
about one-third for blacks. Adults of both races again claim the major share
of complaints. Black adults report almost three times the number of complaints
as their infants and young children, or 63 percent compared with 23 percent.
The curve for six-to-twelve-year-old black children remains at the two in ten
level, but climbs to 35 percent for black youth in their teens. The pattern for
white families is even more steep. Their infants and young children have about
a two in ten rate, liut the curve increases to about 36 percent for school age
white children, and about three-fourths of the adults report undefined symptoms.
E. Chronic Illness
There is, again, a higher rate of reported chronic illness among white families than among black ones. These conditions occur infrequently for children
under six, or four to seven percent for black and white children respectively,
and they range for both races between one and two in ten for progressively
older children and youth. For adults the rate rises abruptly to 62 and 64 percent
for black and white respectively. Although white families report a higher rate of
chronic illnesses in every age category, most of the margins are very small with
the exception of the six to twelve age group where white children have a rate of
22 percent compared with fourteen percent for black children. These higher
rates among whites produce a net result of three in ten reported chronic conditions among these families compared with two in ten among black ones.
SUM MARY

There is thus a slight, but definite superiority in the reported health status
of black families compared with white ones. The small overall advantage in
general good health does not, however, reveal the true picture.
(1) Under six years, five percent more white children are in general good
health, but among those with illness, white children report twenty percent
more multiple problems. (Black ratio is 1.1 to 1.3 for whites.)
(2) In the six to twelve age group, ten percent more white children report
problems, but the rates of multiple complaints are equal (1.4 for each).
(3) In the thirteen to eighteen age group, ten percent more black children
report problems, but among those who are ill, white teen-agers have relatively
more multiple problems than black. (1.4 for blacks and 1.5 white)
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(4) Among adults, a few more whites report good health, but of those with
illness, the rate of multiple problems is considerably higher than for black
adults. (1.8 blacks compared with 2.3 whites)
The only outstanding reversal of this trend is among black children between
the ages of six and twelve. Their higher rel)orted rate of acute illness is of
interest, and can be related to differences in personal, environment (see next
part of this section).
II.

RATES

FOR SPECIFIC ILLNESSES RELATED TO CERTAIN KEY FACTORS

Two basic )atterns lave been established in the preceding discussion. First,
the concentration of reported multiple illnesses and symptoms becomes progressively higher with age; second, some distinct differences appear between the
morbidity patterns for white and black families. The following discussion of
specific illnesses " considers some of the differences in illness rates in terms
of such factors as race, age, and sex, and relates health problems to differences
in environment."
This count of specific illnesses resulted in a reported 668 morbidities for the
411 persons in the sample who had exl)erienced illness in the previous eight
months (see Appendix Il1, Table B).
An overview of morbid episodes by race and age shows: (See Appendix III,
Table C).
Race 1.1-The races report low and about equal rates of
meningitis
obesity
worms
l)alsy
sores
stroke
grovfths
blind, one eye
asthma
deaf, one ear
malnutrition
injury to nerves or spinal column
diarrhea
rehumatic fever
stomach pains
low blood pressure
fractures
toothache
open wounds
appendicitis
hernia
bursitis
eczema
cleft palate
arthritis
1.2-The races report high and about equal rates of
heart trouble
high blood pressure
trouble hearing, seeing, speaking
1.3-There are also a number of illnesses reported with very low frequency
(one or two cases) in the sampling of the two most serious conditions, which
occur exclusively in one racial group of the other.
BLACK

venereal disease
salmonella
trichinosis
encephalitis
injury from foreign bodies
blind, both eyes
nephritis
prostate trouble
cancer of larynx

WHITE

tumor
Huntington's Chorea
varicose veins
hemorrhoids
pyorrhea
trouble sleeping
stammering, stuttering
edema
burst eardrums
deaf, both ears
dehydration

1 The reports of illness are subiect to several sources of error, including many medical
illiteracies. The counts presented here were selected on the basis of the two most serious
illnesses reported for each person. In cases of a single reported morbidity, that condition
was included. Thus the rates result in under-reporting of many of the more minor illnesses
for a given individual. In some cases, even major illnesses are under-reported; particularl
among adults, the number of conditions reported for a single person was often so high
that we focused only on those two which were more easily defined as basic conditions.
10 Other differences
in Illness rates may be related to employment patterns, life styles,
and health habits; still others may be due to differential sensitivity of the races to a given
health problem ; yet other differences appear to be a function of the patterns of access and
barriers to professional sources for diagnosis, treatment, and medical care. Some of these
variables are considered in later sections.
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1.4-Black persons report more
tuberculosis, 17 of 18 cases
diabetes, three of four cases
emotional disturbance, four of six cases
crippled, four cases
tonsilities, three cases
pneumonia, eight of twelve cases
impetigo, six of seven cases
nosebleed (persistent), six of seven cases
insect bites (infected), seven of eight cases
1.5-White persons report more
boils, three cases
anemia, six of nine cases
epilepsy, five of seven cases
hearing impairments, six of eight cases
bronchitis, four cases
emphysema, five cases
ulcer, four of five cases
gall bladder, three cases
kidney, 21 of 28 cases
hepatitis, three cases
slipped disc, five of seven cases
periodic blindness, three of four cases
"fits," six of seven cases
persistent cough, ten of eleven cases
laceration, four cases
burns, three of four cases
mental retardation, 31 of 56 cases
headaches, ten of sixteen cases
AGE-RELATED

ILLNESSES

2.1-Adults are more likely to report
diabetes, all four cases
obesity, nine of twelve cases, other three teenagers
anemia, seven of ten cases, three teenagers
emotionally disabled, five of six cases, one a teenager
alcoholism, all three cases
palsy, all four cases
epilepsy, six of seven cases, one teenager
stroke, ten of twelve cases
heart, 20 of 26 cases, three others teenagers
high blood pressure, 25 of 27 cases
low blood pressure, all twelve cases
varicose veins, one case
hemorrhoids, one adult, one teenager
emphysema, all five cases.
ulcer, all nine cases
gall bladder, all three cases
kidney, sixteen of 28 cases, seven teenagers
arthritis, all eight cases
slipped disc, all seven cases
bursitis, two cases
persistent cough, all ten cases
periodic blindness, three of four cases
edema, two cases
fractures, seven of thirteen cases, one teenager
Injuries to nerves and spinal column, five of eight cases, one teenager
operations, twelve of nineteen cases, five teenagers
ENVIRONMENT-RELATED ILLNESSES

(BY RACE AND AGE)

A major difference in age and racial composition of reported illness patterns
may be seen in Table 9,17 where the higher rates of infections among black youths
11The count of these illnesses is based on the total number of persons reporting them
and Is not limited to the two most serious conditions for each individual.
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appear in detail. Black youth twelve and under report a higher incidence of pneumonia, diarrhea and dysentery, sores and boils, impetigo, rashes, infections, tuberculosis, and (in another category) dietary deficiencies. The over-all-rate of
reported infectious, parasitic diseases together with dietary deficiencies amounts
to 37 in 100 for black persons of all ages, contrasted with only twelve per hundred
among all white persons. We cannot escape the conclusions first, that poor whites
have a better diet for their young-a fact conditioned no doubt by the smaller
average family size, which means there is more food to distribute among family
members: second, that the personal environment of the poor black families, living
in delta areas, leads to a much higher expectation of infections spread both
from one another and from their environment 8
Though they report a lower rate of infectious diseases than their children,
adult blacks were nevertheless afflicted by infectious and parasitic diseases at a
rate of one in four, compared to a rate of only eight per hundred for white
adults. Thus, the higher reported rate of infectious and parasitic diseases for
blacks in this age group is three times that for whites.
TABLE 9: SELF-REPORTED INFECTIOUS AND PARASITIC ILLNESSES AND DIETARY
DEFICIENCIES WITHIN PREVIOUS EIGHT MONTHS BY AGE AND RACE
WHITE
BLACK
TOTALS
0-5 6-11 12-18 190-5
6-11 12-18 19White Black Total
Pneumonia
0
0
1
2
3
3
1
0
3
7
10
DiarrheaDysentary
2
0
2
0
2
5
2
1
4
10
14
Sores-Boils
2
2
1
1
6
4
8
4
6
22
28
Infected
wounds
0
2
2
1
0
2
2
0
5
4
9
Worms
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
1
2
Impetigo
0
0
1
1
2
4
0
0
2
6
8
Salmonella
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
Trichonosis
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
2
2
Rash
2
1
2
2
4
3
1
2
7
10
17
Infections
3
0
0
0
4
7
1
2
3
14
17
Dietary
deficiencies
1
4
0
0
12
8
5
1
5
26
31
Tuberculosis
0
0
0
1
3
6
4
4
1
17
18
Meningitis
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
1
2
Venereal
Disease
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
1
TOTAL
11
10
9
8
39
42
24
17
38
123
160
Per cent rate/100
Age-Rate
specific
18.3 14.7 11.5
8.1 47.0
41.2 33.3 23.9 12.5 37.2 25.3
When dietary deficiencies (largely verified by health nurses and welfare
workers) are added to the list, the extent of affliction among blacks in younger
age groups is even higher. In every age category, blacks report between two and
a half to three times more of these diseases than do white families.
The age specific trends affect both races alike in one key respect, however. Progressively older age groups report progressively lower rates of infections and
dietary deficiencies. Thus, white children under six report a rate of eighteen
per cent, which drops off to fifteen per cent and then to twelve per cent for successively older children. Among black children, the reported rate reaches an
astounding 47 per cent among those under six, dropping to 41 per cent for beginning school age children, and then to 33 per cent for older youth.
In short, the reports suggest that such disorders are manifestly those which
affect younger children (and progressively so the younger the child) ; in the
IsThis latter difference is largely accidental. Despite the fact that the white poor have a
tendency to contaminate their surroundings (mostly because a predominant number of
them live In rural environments), they nevertheless have a more salutary rocky and hilly
environment, one which the weather tends to scrub clean, and an elevation more favorable
to better filtration and run-off of contaminating waste.
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total sample, pre-school children report two and one half times the rate of
adults. This group of diseases is also a type of health problem particularly concentrated among black families whose incidence rate ranges between two and
three times higher than that of white families.
TABLE 10:

0-6
7-12
13-18
19+
TOTAL
0-6
7-12
13-18
19+
TOTAL
0-6
7-12
13-18
19+
TOTAL

NUMBER OF REPORTED IMPAIRMENTS OF SIGHT, HEARING, AND SPEECH
BY AGE AND RACE
Type of Impairment
WHITE
Per cent
Totals for
of Total
Age Group
Speech
Hearing
Sight
10.8
7
2
4
1
33.8
10
3
9
22
8
4
2
14
21.6
13
8
1
22
33.8
32
17
16
65
100.0
BLACK
3
0
1
4
9.1
16
36.4
8
5
3
10
22.7
6
3
1
9
5
0
14
31.8
100.0
5
44
13
26
TOTALS
11
10.1
4
2
5
18
8
12
38
34.9
14
7
3
24
22.0
22
13
1
36
33.0
100.0
21
109
58
30
SEEING,

HEARING,

SPEAKING

DISORDERS

Seeing, hearing and speaking disorders among poverty families are reported
with relatively high frequency (see Table 10). Ninety-five persons in 56 families
(of which 32 were white families, and 24 black) reported a total of 109 of these
impairments.
Among white famililies, 55 persons reported a total of 65 such impairments:
hearing (seventeen), seeing (32), and speaking (sixteen). Among pre-school
white children speaking difficulty is the first ranked problem, followed by hearing and seeing. However, the very young have only eleven per cent of these
problems. While the next age group (six to twelve) reported 34 percent of
the total count, older youth had 22 per cent and adults had 34 per cent.
There are some interesting trends in specific sense disorders associated with
age. Reported speaking disorders are more prevalent among white children
under twelve years, and then all but disappear for older age groups. By contrast,
both seeing and hearing difficulties increase with age. Thus, of 36 diffleulties
reported among white persons over twelve years, 57 percent were seeing difficulties, 34 percent were related to hearing, and only nine percent were related
to speech.
Among black families much the same trend occurs. There were 40 persons
with a total of 44 reported impairments. One difference appears in that black
families are apparently much less sensitive to problems of speech and articulation. Black children under twelve years report seeing difficulties the most often,
with an age adjusted rate of 5.9 percent. But over twelve years the rate increases
to 10.5 percent. Similarly, the rate of hearing difficulties for children under
twelve years Is quite low, only 2.7 percent, while this rate increases to 5.6 percent for those over twelve years.
In the total sample the reported rate of seeing impairments is the highest of
the three sensory disorders, or nine percent of the total population, but the
rate is lower for younger children under twelve years (seven percent), increasing to eleven percent for those over twelve years. Hearing impairments rank
second with about five percent of the total population reporting such a problem. Again the rate increases with age from 3.2 percent for those twelve years
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and under to 6.2 percent for those over twelve. About three percent of the total
population report speaking problems, but the rate is believed to be arbitrarily
low because black families do not tend to define inarticulate children as a problem. Nevertheless, in both rases the ternd shows the age-adjusted rate liin the
sample decreases with age from 5.4 percent for those under twelve years, to 1.2
percent for youths and adults.
In this context, it is interesting to relate the incidence of these problems to
average per capita income. Vhile there is no relation between income and
either speech or hearing difficulties, the data suggests a definite trend among
reported visual difficulties. T1wenty-one of the cases were above the median in
income while 36, or 63 percent, are from families with per capita income levels
below the median. The implications are obvious. The case records of these
families show numerous instances in which l)overty children have been diagnosed
at school and Ihead Start Clinics as having visual defects requiring glasses.
Very few, however, have ever had glasses. Among adults there is more likelihood
that persons with visual difficulties have had glasses at some previous time,
but haven't the money to have the lenses changed and are thus unable to wear the
glasses they have.
SPECIAL COUNTS BY RACE AND SEX

As previously indicated, many of the reported adult health conditions, and
their symptoms, are not only more prevalent in one of the racial groups but
are also more prone to occur among one of the sexes (see Table 11). Thus,
white males report all cases of emphysema; obesity, occurring with about equal
rates among the races, is an affliction found predominantly among black and
white women; kidney injections, with a higher rate reported among white
persons, appears to be more l)revalent among black women than black men,
while among whites such disease is split evenly among the sexes; high blood
pressure, more prevalent among white families, is reported more frequently
among women, while heart disease, about evenly split among the races, is
reported more frequently among adult males.
TABLE 11: SPECIAL ILLNESS COUNTS SELF-REPORTED BY
BLACK
WHITE
Kidney
M
F
M
2
0-5
6-11
2
1
12-17
2
3
7
4
18 and over
1
TOTAL
3
9
10
Low blood pressure
2
5
3
High blood pressure
2
3
3
Heart
7
4
10
5
1
Obesity

RACE AND SEX*
F
-

1
2
8
11
2
10
5
6

TOTAL
2
4
7
20
33
12
18
26
12

;This coun t ncludes oil reported cases.
PREDOMINANT VAGUE, UNDIAGNOSED SYMPTOMS

The full extent of undiagnosed persistent symptoms as associated with other
known problems is not fully revealed by any of the sampling methods reported
above. Since such conditions represent absence of diagnosis and therapy, it is
worthwhile to review a few of these (see Table 12). For instance, there are
sixteen reported cases of passing blood in the stool; 37 persons report persistent
stomach pains; 32 complain of back pains so severe that activity is considerably
impaired; sixteen persons reported periodic fainting spells; recurring fever,
implying sequestered infections of unknown origin and location, is reported by
fifteen persons. These uninterpreted recurrent symptoms occur primarily among
adults and, except for fainting, which seems to be a particular problem among
white females (fifteen of sixteen), they are evenly divided among the races.
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TABLE 12: UNDIAGNOSED
PERSISTENT COMPLAINTS BY RACE*
TOTAL
WHITE
BLACK
16
9
7
Blood in stool
37
18
19
Stomach pains
32
17
15
Back pains
16
15
1
Faints
15
7
8
Recurring fever
50

TOTAL

66

116

*This count includes all reported cases.
-MENTAL

HEALTH PROBLEMS

Given the conditions which poverty families face, the overt symptoms of
reported mental stress are rather infrequent (see Table 13). Only 5.8 per cent
of the total population reported such symptoms. This figure represents 37 persons
all adults, with such problems as alcoholism, chronic depression, and extreme
aggressiveness, nervousness, and irritability. Undoubtedly under-reporting of
these conditions occurred. Only three persons reported having been in a mental
hospital, the reported instances of being sent to prison or to a youth reformatory
were limited to four families.
Apparently the predominant mental health symptoms are evidence of agitation
provoked by prolonged experience of the discomforts of physical illness. Support
for this argument lies in the fact that most of these symptoms were reported
among adults and, to a lesser extent, older youths.

TABLE'13:
SELF-REPORTED
MENTAL HEALTH PROBLEMS BY RACE
BLACK

Alcoholism
Chronic
Depression
Extreme
Aggressiveness,
Nervousness,
Irritability
TOTAL

WHITE

TOTAL

1

2

3

3

4

7

9
13

18
24

27
37

Also, the rate of nervous symptoms for white adults (as for morbidities generally) is two times that for black. Further analysis of the relations of these
vague symptoms demonstrates that they are not isolated conditions, but rather
affected persons who were also suffering from other reported illnesses, most of
which were chronic. Again, we suspect that this category of problems is underreported. For instance, only three alcoholics were self-reported, but we saw ten
to twelve other instances in which there was evidence of a high intake of
alcohol-e.g., numerous wine and whiskey bottles and beer cans scattered about
a yard.
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This study did not attempt to gather the )ublic evidence of aggressiveness
and offenses which had resulted in civil action. Informally, however, we learned
of several families (rural white ones especially) that had repeatedly come to the
attention of the authorities because of child abuse, child neglect, or altercations
within kin of neighbors. Evidence of this latter lattern of deviance was largely
supl)ressed by white families; and, in fact, their single greatest fear of the
health interview was related to a suspicion that the information might be used
as evidence to remove their children. In an instance or two. the wounds observed
on children might well have been inflicted by parents or older siblings, but it
was rare for a parent to admit, as (lid one white mother in explaining a six-yearold's two black eyes, "He provoked me, so I hit him with a skillet-" The data
sul)port a suspicion that white poverty families evince patterns of interpersonal
aggression which are undoubtedly deviant by middle class standards.
SUMMARY

The data of Table 14 drunatically sum up some of the major questions pursued
in this section. In a sample of 358 persons we computed, for each race and each
age group, the number of persons with only one reported illness within the
previous eight months, the number reporting two illnesses, and the number reporting three or more illnesses. (Note, the samnile number is reduced by eliminating those with only vague, undefined conditions.)
TABLE 14:
Age
Category
0-5
6-11
12-18
19 and
over

NUMBER OF REPORTED ILLNESSES PER PERSON WITHIN PREVIOUS
EIGHT MONTHS BY AGE AND RACE
Number of Illnesses
One
Two
Three or More
Total
Black
White
Black
White
Black
White
28 50.9 12 21.8
8 14.5
7 12.8 55 15.4
25 29.1 19 22.1 20 23.2 21 24.4
0
1 1.2
86 24.0
14 20.3 18 26.1 16 23.2 16 23.2
3
4.4
2
2.9
69 19.3
16
83

10.8
23.2

14
63

9.5 31
17.6 75

20.9
20.9

36
80

24.3
22.3

19
22

12.8
6.0

32
35

21.6
9.8

148
358

41.3

This sample shows that children under six years report only fifteen per cent
of the illnesses and 73 percent of these are single morbidities. Further, black
children and infants under six have one-half of these. They are, for the most part
infectious diseases. The single morbidity rate thereafter decreases rapidly with
age for older groups. Among the nineteen years and older, those reporting a
single illness comprise only one-fifth of the sample. Among children ages six
to eleven, virtually all the instances of morbidity are about evenly divided between one and two illnesses. The reported rate for both races between these
middle are limits ranges between 20 and 30 percent, although there are beginning signs of multiple health problems among older youth. By contrast, adults
report almost all of the multiple illnesses, and white adults report slightly more
double illnesses, and considerably more multiple illness. Forty-one percent of
all illness is reported for adults.
Some insight into the nature of these multiple conditions can be gleaned by
taking a look at the data in Table 15. There, we have isolated the number and
variety of "complaints" reported by persons who said they had a heart disease
or high blood pressure (grouped together), kidney, stroke, injuries to nerves and
spinal column, including ruptured or slipped disc, anemia, ulcers, and emphysema.
Twenty-nine persistent or recurring complaints were tabulated and matched
against each of these illnesses. The table indicates that 134 peol)le reported 340
attendant complaints in addition to their )rimary illness. The data show that the
53 persons with self-reported heart disease and hypertension, had a total of 137
attendant health complaints. With an average of 2.6 complaints per person,
individuals with these circulatory problems reported fatigue, dizziness, headaches, and shortness of breath, in some combination, a high proportion of the
time, with various pains in chest, stomach, and back; indigestion, poor appetite,
palsy, fainting, insomnia, and periodic blindness combined with these conditions
less often.
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TABLE 15: SYMPTOMS ASSOCIATED WITH CERTAIN
SELF-REPORIED CHRONIC ILLNESSES
Heart and
High Blood
Pressure

Kioney

Stroke

Injuries io Anemia
Nerves and
Spinal Coiurrin.
Ruptured,
Slipped Uisc
N-15
N-10

Ulcers Empnysema

Total

N-53

N-28

N-14

N-9

N-5

N-134

Tires easily
26
Dizziness
16
Heaoacnes
21
0
Spits up blood
Persistent cough
0
Shortness of
breath
18
Chest pains
9
Obesity
0
Weight loss
0
Stomacn pains
9
Indigestion
3
Poor appetite
6
Paralysis
0
Palsy
4
Restricted
mobility
0
Weakness in
hands and legs
0
Back pains
6
Leg pains
0
Muscles and
joints ache
0
Blood in stool
0
Blood in urine
0
Eneuresis
0
Fainting
6
Trouble sleeping
9
Periodic blindness 4
Trouble seeing
0
Trouble hearing
0
Extreme
nervousness
0
Recurrent fever
0
Total
137

10
10
5
0
0

5
4
4
0
0

4
1
3
0
0

3
2
3
0
0

5
3
1
0
0

3
1
0
1
2

56
37
37
1
2

3
0
6
0
0
0
2
0
0

2
0
0
1
0
0
3
3
2

5
0
0
0
0
1
2
0
2

1
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
0
2
0
4
1
0
0
0

3
2
0
1
0
1
1
0
0

33
13
8
2
13
6
14
3
8

1

3

2

0

0

0

6

0
11
1

3
2
0

0
8
1

0
1
0

0
1
9

0
0
0

3
29
2

3
0
1
3
3
3
0
1
0

1
2
0
0
0
2
0
2
2

1
0
0
0
4
4
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
2
0
0
1
1
0
0
0

2
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0

7
4
1
3
15
20
5
3
2

1
3
67

1
1
43

0
1
39

0
0
12

0
0
22

0
0
20

2
5
340

We do not attempt here to isolate the patterning of symptoms associated with
the basic reported diagnosis, but rather to catalog the exreme degree, of incapacitation, discomfort, and debilitation the victims suffer with these continuous illnesses. Those afflicted with stroke and emphysema report the righest average
rate of multiple health complaints. The five cases with emphysema reported
twenty conditions, or an average of four complaints per person, consisting of
fatigue, dizziness, spitting up blood, persistent cough, shortness of breath, chest
pains, weight loss, upset stomach, poor appetite, aching muscles and joints,
fainting, insomnia, and periodic l)lindness. The fourteen stroke victims, with 43
complaints or a rate of 3.1 person, report most of the symptoms mentioned above,
plus paralysis, palsy, restricted mobility, weakness of hands and legs, blood in
stool, trouble seeing, trouble hearing, extreme nervousness, and recurrent fever.
Persons reporting kidney infections parallel stroke victims in many respects.
With a symptom rate of 3.1, they too report hearing and seeing disorders, extreme nervousness, recurrent fever, fainting, trouble sleeping, blood in urine,
and eneurisis (unique to kidney disease victims), a high rate of back pains, and
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obesity (primarily among females), in addition to the more common symptoms
of fatigue, dizzin..ss, and lieadaches.
The record of illness aIinlong the poor goes on and on. A ranking of symtomatic
reporting for these 134 adults provides some perspective. Fatigue is more often
reported, followed by dizziness, lea(lacles, and shortness of breath; other coml)laints report ed vith intermediate frequency are trouble sleeping (difficult
because of other discomforts), back pains, fainting, poor appetite, and stomach
and chest pains.
IMPLICATIONS

Although inconclusive, the foregoing inventory suggests that:
(a) blacks report more moribid episodes directly reactive to insidious
vironmnental agents.
(b) whites report a more sophisticated array of health problems, implying
that they get more diagnosis though not necessarily more treatment, and
that they believe they have more diseases of internal organs, and a creator
variety of persistent undiagnosed con(lition-;.
IV.

RELATIONSHIPS BgTPvEEN EDUCATION, INCOME, EMPiLOYMENNT. AND ILLNESS

This section l)resents the major findings on relationuships between education,
income, illness, and employment. Tie results show that average educational
achievement among poverty families is significantly lower than among the general
population ; that the employed ipxxr work at low wage, unskilled or semi-skillec
jobs; that households with more unemployed adults tend to have lower pe,
capital incomes; that tle unemployed tend to be less eucated than the employed;
and that illness limits eml)oyment. There is also some indication that those
who are ill but have relatively more education enjoy a be-tter chance at all the
rewar(ls of the economic system than do the, well who are employed, but undereducated.
EDUCATION

Levels of educational achiewvment among the poverty families show mixed
trends. A promising sign is that the youth of this generation are getting more
schooling than their parents (lid. On the negative side, they are lagging behind the
educational levels of their middle class school mates by an average of almost
two years. Comparison of the chronological age of 350 children between the
ages of six and eighteen and the number of grades completed shows that 256
children, or over seven in ten, have fallen behind in grades completed (see
Appendix IV, Table A). Broken down by race, three-quarters of the black children are behind while 86 per cent of the white children are.
Since education is strongly linked to employment opportunities and earnings,
this pattern of low educational attainment for poverty youth sets the stage
for perl)etuating poverty across generations, and, like their parents, these youth
face a life-time of limited employment opportunities and inferior earnings. Interruption of the educational pattern of th se poverty youth is conditioned by
a number of factors-lack of positive example, encouragement, and incentive
at home; no money for clothes and books; inaccessibility of schools for rural chilldren in bad weather; and the frequently reported tendency for ill parents to
keel) their children home from school to do housework and to take care of the
pre-school children when adults are unable to perform their usual activities
(a common practice).
The irregular attendance, the frustration of dropping behind their classmates,
the insolul)le difficulties of trying to keel) up, the lack of encouragement and
I)hysical facilities conducive to study at home, all lead to loss of interest
to a tendency to drop out of school oi or before the legal age limit of sixteen
years for mandatory attendance in Arkansas.
Even if they are behind the children of middle class families, many of the
older youth do reach the ninth or tenth grade despite the difficulties they face.
The gain in education over generations is therefore an improvement; but there
is a relative loss all the more aggravated by the increasing demands of society
for highly trained and sol)histicated skills. Whereas literacy, once to be desired
as an acceptable goal, is now within the reach of most poverty children, the
increasing levels of sophisticated skill characterizing the present la)or market
mean that a high proportion of these children will continue to be denied access
to the major occupational structures of society.
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In comparison wifhi their parents however, the (.1ildren aire quite acconJ)lilIe(l.The average schooling (o)inlete(d by their 1irents, or other head of household, is only 4.6 years. Sixteen of the sainle of 203 persons above sixteen were
illiterate, never Iaving atten(led school. The( average grades comldeted by
black heads of household was 4.5 years coml)ared with 4.7 years for whites.
A study of the relationship between average per capita income, education,
and ( mployment status for 72 adult heads of household reveals several trends
(,,eev Table 16). First, with the exception of one group, beilg omll)loye(l is positivc-ly related to number of grades (.omplted. For examl)le in black households
with above median income, the I)rinci)al wage-earners had an average of 7.0
years of schooling colpare(l with 5.4 y,.ars for unemployed heads of household
above the median. Similarly, in black families with below median income the
employed had 4.5 years education compared! with 3.4 years for the unemployed.
The same trend is aPpareit for white heads of household in below median income
families, with 6.0 years education among the employed (ompared with 4.3 years
among the unemployed. One reversal, discussed below, shows up in white families
with above median per 'alpita income, however, where the employed had an educational level of 4.0 years, and the unemployed 4.8 years.
TABLE 16: RELATION OF INCOME. EDUCATION AND EMPLOYMENT STATUS
FOR 72 HEADS OF HOUSEHOLD
Mean Years
Black Heads of Household
0-4
5-8
9-12
Total
Education
Above median income
0
3
1
4
7.0
Employed
2
4
1
7
Unemployed
5.4
TOTAL
2
7
2
11
6.2
Below median income
4
3
1
8
4.5
Employed
9
5
0
14
3.4
Unemployed
TOTAL
13
8
1
22
3.8
Mean Years
White Heads of Household
0-4
5-8
9-12
Total
Education
Above median income
Employed
5
2
1
8
Unemployed
8
5
3
16
TOTAL
13
7
4
24
Below median income
0
3
0
Employed
3
6.0
8
1
3
12
4.3
Unemployed
TOTAL
8
4
3
15
5.3
Total above median
5
5
2
12
5.00
Employed
Unemployed
10
9
4
23
4.96
Total below median
Employed
4
6
1
11
4.9
Unemployed
17
6
3
26
3.8
9
11
3
23
4.96
Total employed
Total unemployed
27
15
7
49
4.37
Although inconclusive, these results imply that, regardless of income levels,
even modest gains in education result in a somewhat greater tendency to remain
employed. Thus, the average grades completed by all employed heads of household
is 4.96 years, while the level of all unemployed heads is 4.37 years.
But education also tends to make a difference in average per capita income of
fanmiles. Heads of household with above the median income have an average of
4.97 years compared with 4.16 years for those below the median.
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The data also suggest, but do not confirm, that higher education relates to
higher per capita income independently of present enl)loynment status. This finding raises several possibilities of interpretation each supportedl by )ne or more
cases in the sample, but no over-all trend to suggest which factor predominates:
The positive association of higher income and education, regardless of
present employment, may be a function of retirement, representing past
employment; of past employment which has resultedl in or is associated
with present chronic incapacitation and inability to work; of Superior per
capita income available to smaller families; or of greater ability on the
part of those with more education to overcome the administrative barriers
and economic hurdles of the welfare, commercial, health, and other systems
from which they obtain money and services, and in which they spend their
limited resources.
Whatever the explanation, higher education tends to create a greater earning
and bargaining capacity in dealingg with various organizational systems, producing a net result of somewhat elevated income regardless of present employment.
These low educational levels are reflected in restricted opportunities for
employment found within poverty families. A study of the usual lifetime occupation of 85 males above the age of sixteen (see Appendix IV, Table B), disregarding for the moment pr-esent employment, reveals that 35, or 41 percent, had never
done anything other than coammuon farm labor (chopping cotton, etc.) ; an additional twelve males reported non-farm common labor as their most significant
employment. Thus. 55 percent of the males had unskilled common labor as their
highest employment ,status. The remaining males were little better off: seventeen, or one-fifth, had worked in timber-also a form of common labor (cutting
stave bolts, working in saw mills, etc.). 14"ifteen males, or about nineteen per
cent. reported semi-skilled occul)ations. Seven had been tractor drivers, while
eight reported working in construction jobs. Only six )ersons, or seven per cent,
had( done work bordering on skilled or professional activities. Among professionals were a preacher and an underta ker, both black; the rest represent a
scattering of skilled trades such as carpenters, plumbers, and construction equipment operators.
If education restricts the scope of employment opportunities, bad health and
chronic illness first interrupt and finally terminate even these minimum wage
work careers. This trend can be demonstrated both in the morbidity l)atterns
associated with the usual lifetime occupation of males (Appendix IV, Table B),
and in a review of how the decline of good health and )hysical stamina affects
the age and sex employment and unemployment trends of all adults in the
sa mple.
MORBIDITY PAVrPERNS ANI) USUAL LIFETIME OCCUPATION

Since so very few of the adult males over sixteen, the normal family wageearners, are gainfully employed, evidence of work-related illness becomes central.
As Appendix IV, Table B shows, of 85 miles over sixteen who are not in school,
over 65 percent reported a total of 98 ill-health conditions-a rate of 1.75 maladies per person. The most common illnesses are heart or circulatory problems,
injuries and hernias, and undiagnosed symptoms. The remaining 40 conditions,
or 40.8 percent of the total, consist of diseases of the senses and nervous system,
respiratory system, kidney. dietary deficiences, and infections.
Some suggestive evidence indicates that the poor health of adult males is
related to their occultation. Among six occupational groups, those engaged in
farming activities had the highest rate of physical breakdown. For instance, all
of the seven tractor drivers had incapacitating health problems, as did all but
one whose highest occupational status had been common farm labor. Among
these eighteen farm laborers, two-thirds reported heart and circulatory disorders or stroke, and a little under a third reported Injuries (fractures, hernias,
slipped discs). Other conditions reported by farm laborers less frequently are
arthritis, diabetes, gall bladder, ulceration of the stomach, and mental disorder,
along with congenital defects.
The work group with the next highest morbidity rate are those who have
worked in cuttin; or processing timber. Fifteen (88.2 percent) of these men
reported a high rate of chronic difficulties (1.6 per person). Here too, the major
problems are heart and circulatory illness, injuries, and undefined conditions,
with less frequent occurrences of arthritis, emphysema, ulcers, alcoholism, infection, congenital defects, and blindness.
Those classified as non-farm common laborers, by contrast, reported the lowest percentage with health problems. Only thirteen, or 37.1 percent, had Inca-
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pacitating illnesses. However, among those who were ill, there was the highest
number of ,onditions (24 maladies among thirteen persons, or a rate of 1.85
per person). Injuries and hernias were the most common sources of impairment
and heart-circulatory prolblems the next most common. The diffieulties of these
thirteen men are roughly .onllmraable to those reported for farm and timber
workers. They report such other problems as kidney, stroke, ulcer alcoholism,
Infections. congenial defects, deafness, and undefined conditions.
Non-farmi comnzaon laborers have a relatively low percentage of persons reporting illnesses becau.,-, young males are most likely to enter the labor market as
unskilled common laborers. Thus, this groul) of 35 persons is comprised of a
majority of young nmen whose health and physical stamina have not yet deterlorated. The average age of the thirteen common laborers reporting health problems is more than fifteen years older than that of common laborers without
health problems, or 39.6 compared with 23.6 years.
The few senmi-skilld, skilled, and professional workers in the sample report
the highest rate of individual maladies, or 2.25 per person, but an intermediate
1)rol)ortion of such workers with illness (67 per cent). The high rate of problems among those with illness is lssibly due to the older average age of this
groul). Four of these six males were retired. One man, an undertaker of 79 years,
was the oldest person in the sample. Although the numbers are too small to
Sul)port an inference, it. seems that skilled crafts and professional pursuits are
less likely to produce physical breakdown at an early age, thus making the survival rate greater than that for any of the other occupational careers so markedly associated with abuse of health.
The predominant illness in this work group was again heart conditions, with
bronchitis, anemia, injury to the spinal column, and alcoholism reported once
each.
The remaining eight workers were employed in construction trades, with threequarters reporting health problems. The range of maladies are roughly consistent
with tile primary concentrations among the other work groups--heart and circulatory l)rol)lems, injuries to bones and spinal column, fractures and kidney,
and undetined conditions.
ILLNESS AND EMPLOYMENT-AGE, SEX, AND RACE DIFFERENTIALS
A little over a fourth of the 192 adults over sixteen and not in school are
employed (see Table 17). But two in five of the employed have only part-time
work. If these part-time persons are subtracted from the total employed, only
sixteen percent of the sample have full-time jobs.
Mal's.-More males than females are employed. About two in five of the
men iave jobs, but only 26.8 percent of the total were employed full-time. The
rest have l)art-tinie work doing such things as seasonal farm labor, odd jobs,
and janitorial tasks.
About the same proportioms, thirty percent, of white and black males are
employed full-time. However, more black than white nmales work part-time (13.1
percent coml)ared to 8.6 percent), so that a few more of all 'blacks males than
whites are employed.
TABLE 17:

Males
White
Black
Females
White
Black
All males
All females
All persons
Among employed
N Employed
Female
Male
Total

PERCENTAGE OF PERSONS EMPLOYED 16 YEARS AND OVER
BY RACE AND SEX
Percentage
Percentage
Total percentage
with employment
Part-time
Full-time
31.4
30.4

8.6
13.1

40.0
43.5

5.9
6.3
26.8
6.0
16.1
56.6

3.9
10.4
15.1
70
10.9
43.4

9.8
16.7
41.9
13.0
27.0
100.0

6
25

7
14

31

21

13
39,
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Fcntales.-Females,by contrast, have little employment. Thirteen of 99 (thirteein per cent) are eml)loyed, and only six per cent of these have full-time jobs.

A few more black than white females are employed, or about seventeen percent for blaek women eoml)ared to about ten percent for white females.
ILLNESS

1'ahs.--The number of working males with bad health amounts to about 44
percent. More black than white employed males were lll--Lx in ten compared
to three in ten.

Feniales. Five females (five per cent of 99) reported working with bad health,
three black women and two white.
SUM MARY

It is thus apparent that the majority of those who work at all are males.
Therefore, the effects of illness on employment can be seen only among the
predominantly male work force.
Generally, those who are in good health are more likely to work full-time
(72 percent full-time compared with 28 per cent part-time). Those in bad health
are more likely to hold part-time jobs (60 percent part-time compared with 40
percent full-time).
THE UNEMPLOYED

The question of what the other 140 persons, above sixteen and not in school,
do with their time is intriguing. Their eligibility for work is more apparent
than real (see Table 18).
TABLE 18: UNEMPLOYMENT AND HEALTH PATTERNS FOR PERSONS
SIXTEEN AND OVER BY RACE, AGE, AND SEX
IIIHealth Unemployed
Total
Males
Females
All
All
Total UnemWhite
Black
White
Black Males Females Numberployed
18.2
25.0
0.0
36.4
21.7
20.0
43
9
37.5
16.7
50.0
40.0
28.6
55.0
34
13
37.5
37.5
60.0
33.3
45.8
33
14
50.0
37.5
33.3
41.7
46.7
38.1
36
15
75.0
50.0
66.7
50.0
65.0
63.6
31
20
75.0
50.0
66.6
6
4
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
10
10

Age
16-20
21-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
61-65
66+
Total
Number
Per cent
16-20
21-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
61-65
66Total
Number
Per cent

29/55
52.7

14/39
35.9

23.7
12.5
-

50.0
33.0

-

-

8/39
20.5

23/48
47.9

42/94
45.2

Good Health Unemployed
77.8
54.5
39.1
50.0
40.0
21.4
42.9
20.0
66.7
25.0
33.3
50.0
-

.-

4/55
7.3

19/51
37.2

27/51
52.9

-

17/48
35.4

-

12/94
12.9

42/99
42.3
65.0
55.0
33.3
47.6
36.4
-

44/99
44.4

193
100.0

85

43
34
33
36
31
6
10

22
12
8
10
4
0
0

193
100.0

56

Per
Cent
20.1
38.2
42.4
41.7
64.5
75.0
100.0

51.2
35.2
24.2
27.8
12.9
-

-

First, only 56 are sufficiently free of lingering illness, disability, or chronic
conditions to qualify for work. Moreover, of these only twelve are males, and
three in four are youngsters sixteen to twenty who should be in school but
have dropped out with few, if any skills. Thus, only four males (all in the
21-30 age group) are eligible for work, but unemployed.
Second, healthy females do tend to be unemployed, but of the 44 in good
health all but four are under 50, and (aside from a few younger women, neither
married nor mothers) they all have children to care for as well as the domestic
responsibilities of housewives.
Third, Table 18 shows that the number of unemployed adults in good health
dwindles rapidly with age. P1he rates of good health decline from 51 percent in
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the sixteen to twenty age range; to thirteen percent of those In the 51-60
group; and falls abrul)tly to ,ero thereafter. Further, the race reduces to zero
for ntales al)ove 30.
Fourth, the relation of health levels to employment levels suggests that reduc..
tions in einployment and decline in good health are jointly related to age. For
progressively older groups most of the unemployed are joining the ranks of
those with por health. Thus, the rates of those with good health who are unenil)loyed to all unemployed (see Appendix IV, Tal)le C) starts with a peak of 71
pere ent for the sixteen to twenty yealr group, thereafter falls rapidly for suc(essive ge groups to 48 percent, then, 30', then 40, sixteen, and finally zero. In
the youngest group of uneillployed persons only nine are ill, and 22 are well,
but in the 41-50 age range of the unemployed fifteen are ill and ten are well.
In the 51-60 group, twenty are ill and only four are well. Of the sixteen people
over 60, o1ly two are employed and aull are ill. (f tlhe ten adults in the total
sample above (5, none are ell)loyed and all are ill. However, it would be misleading to imply that the age-graded process of increasing ill health invariably
causes the poor to join the ranks of the unemployed. Although this is obviously
the major trend, two other patterIns intervene. One is the kind of work the poor
do; the second is the amount of education they have. These two factors have
already been discussed.
A review of the foregoing analysis of the relation between education, health,
and eml)loyment reveals an unsettling )icture. Barred from all but the most
physically demanding forms of employment because of education, the young
find that low skill keeps them off the labor market initially. Most of the males
attempt to get work, and all but a few do find some kind of job, usually common
labor which amounts to high-morbidity risk employment. Several years of such
labor induces a process of physical breakdown. The inevitable loss of health has
already been pre-conditioned by a lifetime of improper health care, improper
nourishment, unusual exposure to harsh environmental conditions, the ravages
of infectious diseases, and a habitual proneness to ignore even a minimum of
health maintenance-all these factors combine to bring the young to their work
careers with dubious health and generally poor stamina to endure the hardships
of jobs they can obtain. They join first the ranks of those with ill health still
trying to work and finally the ranks of the sick unemployed. For all but the
heartiest, no more than twenty years of difficult manual labor combines with
continued lack of proper diet and sleep to )roduce physicall breakdown. By age
40, only one of the eight still working is in good health. Beyond 40, a few still
try to work, but are generally able to hold only part-time jobs because of their
precarious health.
The question of whether the poor, especially the males, attempt to escape a
life time of unremitting, hard physical labor before their health is destroyed is a
frequent subject of debate. There appear to be several answers to this question,
although ; in the main, most stay with their families, work themselves to exhaustion, undergo a period of chronic illness, and then (lie. Consider what has happened to 34 of the black fathers and 40 of the white fathers. In the black households, thirteen of the fathers (38.2 per cent) stayed at their jobs long enough to
become chronically ill. Ten of them were still attempting to work at least parttime. Six of them (17.6 per cent) had died-the -most frequent cause of death
(four of them) was from a heart attack while driving a tractor; twelve had divorced or deserted their families; and three, all employed, were in good health.
Among white fathers, the picture is different in several respects. Threequarters (30 of 40) were chronically ill, and seven were still trying to work;
two were dead (both reportedly from cancer) ; six (15 per cent) were divorced
or had deserted; and two were still in good health.
Among female heads of household, fifteen of the black mothers and thirteen
of the white mothers were chronically ill; five were deceased (four white and
one black-the leading reported cause being cancer) ; two were well (one blackone white) and the rest were at home attempting to meet their responsibilities,
but all had persistent, recurrent conditions and symptoms not explicitly identifiable as chronic.
Thus, only seven of the heads of households possessed good health, of which
five were fathers and two were mothers. No household, in which both parents
were present, had both parentss il general good health.
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V. PREVENTIVE TREATMENT, FACTORS AFFECTING AccEss TO HEALTHY SERVICES, AND
1JFALTI[ CON'rAc'r RATES
T'his section presents information oil preventive health services to 1)oor families
the central factors
(shots, PAlS smear test, birth control, dental (are) an( o
which affect the poverty family's access to service. It concludes with a discussion
of health contact. rates among the poor.
PREVENTIVE TREATM ENT

The evidence of l)reventive health care for the poor shows that such (are -s
largely a function of age. Most school age children have received shots for )olio
snmll)OX, and mneasles; a sizal)le nuniber of younger children have had the MI)T
series 1n( nee( only boosters. Many of the children have also had diagnostic
screening (eyes, ears, teeth, speech).through school or neighborhood programs.
This much is encouraging.
By contrast, the adults have had little basic diagnosticc screening and, in such
areas as birth control and routine PAPS smear tests, the rate of preventive care
is low.
Examination of a total area of servic--dental-looking at the relationship between dental need an(l treatment patterns, attests to the generalization that even
when the poor get diagnostic screening, they seldom get the follow-up treatment
necessary to correct the deficiencies uncovered in screening. (Evidence on
other areas of service like speech, hearing, or sight sul)ports the same conclusion). This lack of follow-up care prevails among all ages, and linked with the
morbidity counts and other factors discussed earlier, serves to document the high
health deficit in these poverty families.
PREVENTIVE SHOTS BY FAMILIES FOR PRE-SCHOOL AND SCHOOL AGE CHILDREN

One of the positive aspects of the study reveals that, on the whole, the children of poverty families are getting better care than their parents. Part of this
improvement is due to new programs such as Head Start and OEO Day Care
Centers; some is linked to established, continuing programs such as the public
education system in this country. The fact that preventive shots are a requirement for continued )articipation in programs (usually educational) which these
parents value for their children results in perhaps the most encouraging findings
from the survey.
Among pre-school age children 51.3 per cent had begun or completed their
series of preventive shots; among school-age children the figures were even higher,
75.6 per cent. In the total sample only nine ('hildren had never had shots- eight
pre-school age and one (lower income black) school-age.
Interestingly, more white than black children had failed to have shots in the
pre-sehool group. This may be explained lby the greater isolation of the rural
white families from health services and by the position taken by two or three
white fathers who had religious objection to inoculations for their children
(objections which apparently vanish when the children reach school-age).
PAPS

SMEAR

About two in five of the mothers in the sample have had a PAPS smear test
(see Appendix V, Table A). The rate is higher for black mothers than for white
by almost ten per cent. Six of the mothers do not know if they had had the test
or not, and two in five have not had it. These figures (1o not, of course, reveal the
more pertinent fact of whether the mothers, even those who had the test, are
regular in their check-ups. Apparently, those who had a PAPS did so as part of a
work-up when some abnormality in the reproduction system was present (or
when, as some remarked, a friend had died of cancer and they had taken the
test). A certain amount of grape vine misinformation about the nature and aftereffects of the test occurs. One white mother had never had the PAPS because,
"My sister-in-law took it, and it made her nervous."
BIRTH CONTROL

Thirty-five per cent of the families do not practice any form of birth control
(32.4 per cent, black; 19.2 per cent, white). In six of the black families and thirteen of the white families, the question was not applicable (dead mothers,
mothers past child-bearing age, grandparents raising the family). Twenty-one
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per cent of the black families and 8.5 per cent of the while ones did practice
some form of the birth control (or 1.1.6
lwrernt of the sample). Among those not
presently using birth control, 8.1 lp'r cent. of the black families and 6.4 per cent
of the white families were interested (see Appendix V, Table B). Several users
of II1) complained of discomfort, and most reported a belief that the coil would
lead to infections. Several inothers reported they had had the coil removed because of bladder infections.
DINTAI,

TH,'aI'

l

About a third of th sample report a current dental problem (see Table 19).*
Thesm )robleins increase sharply with age :children between six and eighteen have
a rate of one in five. Persons nineteen years and older have a rate of almost three
in five.
TABLE 19: CURRENT UNATTENDED PROBLEMS WITH TEETH AND GUMS
BY FAMILY AGE GROUP AND RACE
AGE GROUP
TYPE OF PROBLEM
6-11 years
12-17 years
18 years and over
Black
White
Total
Black
White
Total
Black
White
Total
N
%
N
%
N
%
N
%
N
%
N
%
N %
N %
N
%
No problem or
evidence of
disease, decay
16 43.3 20
No problem reported.
but evidence apparent 2 54
1
Decayed teeth. 1-2
5 13.5
7
Decayed teeth,
3 or more
8 21.6
9
No information
3
8.1 5
Sore gums
False teeth don't lt
Not applicable
3
8.1 5
TOTAL

37 100.0

426

36

2.1 3
14.9 12
19.2
10.6
10.6

42.9
3.6
143

17 202
8 95
8

9.5

47 100.0 84 100.0

15 40.6
2
3
7
3

5.4
8.1

15 31.9
1 2.1
9 19.2

18.9 11 234
8.1 7 14.9

7 18.9
37 100.0

4 8.5
47 100.0

30

35.7

4

10.8

5

10.6

9

10.7

3
3.6
12 143

4
1

10.8
27

5

10.6

4
6

48
7.1

18 21.4 25
10 11,9 3

67.6
8.1

11 131
84 100.0

37 100.0

26 553 51 60.7
1 2.1
4 4.8
2 43
2 2.4
6 128
6
7.1
2 4.3
2 24
47 100.0 84 100.0

For the 528 persons over six years, the overall rate is about th same for
both races. However, fewer black children reported a dental l)roblem than did
white children between six and eighteen, or over one in ten as compared with
over one in four. By contrast, almost three in four black adults over nineteen
had dental problems, while about half the white adults did.
The rates of reported dental morbidity for white and black families are approximately equal for children under nineteen (occurring in about two out of
five families). Most of these children with dental problems had a mouthful ofdecayed teeth.
Among black adults, nineteen years and older, 50 persons had three or more
-adly decayed teeth ; two had one to two playedd teeth; and eight had unreported.
but obvious decays. Among the white adults, six had o(ie to two decayed teeth;
31 had three or more seriously decayed teeth; two reported sore gums; and
eight had false teeth but did not wear them because they do not fit.
In sum, seven in ten black families had at least one adult reporting a current
unattended dental problem, while almost the same number (65.9 per cent) of
white families had adults with similar problems; in addition, about 17 per cent
either had problems with gums where teeth had been extracted, or from false teeth
that did not fit. Thus, over eight in ten of the white families reported adult
members with current unattended dental problems. While the situation was considerably better for children and youth between the ages of six and eighteen,
still about four in ten families had children with serious unattended dental
problems.
The reasons for such poor dental care among the 178 persons described above
are the obvious ones-lack of access to dentist and lack of money to obtain
access (see Appendix V, Tables D, E, F for age specific information). Only six
of the families with children aged six to eleven had recently obtained an examination for them, with no problems indicated. Another 25 families, almost
three in ten, reported their six to eleven year old children had no problems, but
*Appendix V, Table C shows those reporting no current problems with teeth.

no recent examination or treatment had been obtained. Another ten families reported this age group of children hadia "few problems," but, hadl obtained no examination or treatment. Seven more families a(lmitted their younger chi(ren

had a few dental problems, liad obtained some treatment for them, wanted to
get more, but were short on money. Twenty-one families, one in four, acknowledged their younger children had many albcesses and(l decays, but they ha(d had

treatment and t here ws no lnlosey to purchase treatment.
little or no r event
The l)attern is not much different for older children twelve to seventeen
year; fifteen families reported older youth with niany abeesses, and decays,
no recent treatment. and no money to obtain it. Another eight families had
children in muc.h the same shape. they liad obtained some treatment, but had
run out of money. An additional eighteen families relorte(d their older youth had
a few problems, and one half of these had obtained some treatment for their
youth, wanted more, but could not afford it. The remaining one-half knew their
children had a few problems, needed treatment, but could not ilurchaso it. Like
their younger siblings, the older youth in about thirty per cent of the families
had no apparent dental problems and had had no treatment or examination;
only four families had no known problemss but had had their youth examined
recently.
Fully two-thirds of the families reported adults nineteen years and older
with multiple abeesses, decays, but little or no treatment and no money to
buy it. About 16 per cent had adults with a few dental problems, six of which
had obtained some treatment and wanted more, but all fourteen families reported no current resources with which to obtain further treatment. Nine families, about one in ten, had no adults with any apparent dental problems and had
had no recent treatment or examination. In none of the families were adults
r(,ported free of problems as a result of recent examination or treatment.
linsummary, in only about a third had adult family members received any
recent dental treatment, all of it partial and insufficient to the need, with no
money to buy any more. Seventeen of the families with older youth recorded
the same pattern, as did nine of the families with younger children. In addition,
ten of the families with children under twelve had obtained examinations and
found their children free of trouble, as hlad four families with older children.
UTILIZATION

OF DENTAL

SERVICES

The preponderant picture of dental service for all family members under
nineteen is total absence of service (see Appendix V, Table G and Figure 2).
Among the children ages six to eleven, almost six in ten white families and about
half the black ones reported children never having been to a dentist. For children in the twelve to seventeen age bracket the rates are even higher-two
in three black families and over one in two white families had older children
who had never been to a dentist. Even among adults, over one in ten families
had members who had never seen a dentist.
A closer inspection of dental services within the last year shows that only 56
of the total 528 persons (about one in ten) have seen a dentist at all. Of these,
thirteen, all children or youths, had received an examinaton, but no treatment
at a Head Start or school clinic; fifteen, had one to two teeth extracted; seventeen more (31 per cent) had 3 or more teeth pulled (all but five cases involving
persons over nineteen) ; seven had cavities filled; two had teeth cleaned; and
two had all teeth removed.
Despite the fact that 178 persons had obvious dental problems, only 43 (or about
one in four) received any dental service, the dominant service being extraction
of rotting teeth.' Since only seven persons had teeth filled and only two had
teeth cleaned, the probability of obtaining preventative service or sustaining dental service is very low. (It should be remembered that these data do not include
young children under six. A large number of these younger children also had
serious dental problems, but since they are losing their milk teeth, there was
no attempt to enumerate their difficulties.)
39 The number of adults reporting self-extractions was high. One black father reported
treating his wife's toothache by burning out the decayed hull with baling wire heated
white-hot over a flame. Another man had pulled all but five of his teeth with a knife and
pliers. "It don't hurt ; jest kindly tickles."
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PERCEIVED iARIiERS TO HEALTH SERVICES

When families were asked about the things that, they felt could be impro 'ed in
health services, most reported that, they had to travel too far to get them. Absolute physical distance from care facilities is obviously a limiting factor, particularly among white rural families. In many cases, however, the distance
traveled means the nearest place (not necessarily the closest) where these families can receive treatment. Certain doctors and hospitals refuse them, and they
have to go farther to gain access to treatment. Four in ten of the families feel
that they have to go too far to get service (see Appendix V, Table II).
The two other most common complaints are that they are Ibadlgered about their
ability to pay, and that they are refused treatment. Less frequently, families feel
that they are treated discourteously, referred away with no money to pay, cannot
get needed treatment, or do not understand the diagnosis (between one and two
in tel).
These findings indicate the most. common
complaints, but do not show the
human factors behind them. For instance, a common pattern among physicianss
a)l)ears to be to refer the poor to the Iniversity Medical Center at Little Rock
whenever expensive or protracted treatment seems indicated (particularly an
operation). Treatment at this facility is, of course, cheaper for the poor, but
they have the problem of getting to it. In an emergency, access is almost impossible because of the distance to be traveled. Even when the )atient gains entry
to the Center anld receives treatment, he is usually unable, because of time and
distances involved, to take full advantage of his outpatient status later. Also,
because of tie load this hospital bears since it is the only thing approaching a
"free" facility in the state, patients report waiting l)eriods of from six to eight
hours, and frequently, even after such waits, they ai', told to return at another
time because the doctor they need to see is unavailable.
The other commonly reported barriers to health care-refusal to treat and
badgering about ability to pay- -are a fact of life the poor face constantly. Many
doctors, and most hospitals, will not take poor patients (even those on Welfare,
wilo have some, though limited, medical resources under this l)rogram) unless
they pay ca.oll. Other doctors, though not hospitals, will see the poor if they can
make some payment "o account" at each visit. Still other physicians simply have
their office workers turn the poor away until their outstanding balance is fully
paid.
I)ISTANCES TO HEALTH SERVICES

Since distance is the most frequently cited barrier to service, how far families go to get dental and medical treatment is of primary significance. Most
families go over five miles for such treatment. For mentall service almost one in
five families must travel fifteen miles or more; for me(lical treatment, ahnost
two in five families go fifteen miles or more (and one in tell must travel over
35 miles).
MEANS OF ACCESS TO TREATMENT

These distances alone are prohibitive enough, but a further difficulty is presented by finding tralnspolrtation (see Appendix V, Table I). Only about two in
five families have a car, the rest must depend u)on some other source of transportation. A common mode is the "health taxi": a neighbor or acquaintance
will take a sick person to services for a set fee, usually $3 to $5 a trip. 20 About
one in five families depend on such transportation. Another one in five can get
free rides from neighbors. The rest must walk. call a taxi or ambulance, take
a bus. or hitchhike (three families said they did just that-one woman hitchhiked with her son, who was ill with a ruptured appendix, over 30 miles to the
nearest hospital that would admit him. Nine hours elapsed between the time he
collapsed in school and when he finally went under the knife ").
20On. of the most bizarre instances of the healthh taxi" was reported by a man who, after
a stroke in 1963, was being cared for at home. Ilehad to make trips to the doctor for

check-ups twice a month, twelve miles each way. For five years, le said, he hired a "health

taxi" at $4 each way (or $16 a month, or $192 a year, or $960 for the five years-this out of

a total yearly income of $2040 for a family of six.) Ile was spending almost ten per cent
of his yearly Income on the "taxi." The family finally moved "closer to the doctor."
21 In certain rural areas, families use school buses to get to services, especially young
mothers. They ride In, spend the day without food, and ride back on the afternoon run.
One family reported trying to put a fourteen year old son, who had had a "fit," on the bus

to go for treatment. The driver refused to take him but notified the Superintendent who
came out later in his own car and took him In.
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METHOD OF PAYMENT FOR TREA' MENT AND MEDICATION

About one in four families pay their own medical treatment bills and report
them paid in full (see Appendix V, Table J). Another three in ten pay themselves, but still owe. The rest use Welfare (although tw:ro families had and used
insurance).
Over three in ten families pay for their own drugs and keep the bills paid up
(see Appendix V, Table K). Almost four in ten pay themselves, but owe. A little
under o)e in tell families uses Welfare. As with food, many families were trapped
in what they knew was a bad economic situation with drugs. As one family
said, "WNe could save about 200 on the dollar by paying cash at Walgreens, but,
we don't have cash. So we charge at the neighborhood druggist and pay more."
With rare exceptions families report that paying for drugs is a major problem,
2
even greater than that of paying for inedical treatment. Their solution is typically not to take drugs but to use home remedies and over-the-eounter patent
medicines. In cases where prescribed medication is indicated (diabetics, heart
patients, arthritics, those suffering from high blood pressure), the poor try to
hoard the medicine and take it "only when absolutely necessary." Sometimes
what they take for the illness they report seems unbelievable until one remembeis it is all they can get. One man takes BC tablets for heart trouble: an
eniphysema patient uses Primateen and nose drops; a mother with gull bladder
problems uses Black Draught. Young children's wounds are frequently treated
with alcohol or coal oil : their influenza with aspirin ; their diarrhea and coughs
with patent medicine.
REPORTED SOURCE OF ADVICE OR HELP WITH HEALTH PROBLEMS AND MEDICATION

With all the barriers to service and continued treatment, the poor turn to the
most tru.sted health ally Nvhen they need help. Almost four in ten families would
ask a doctor or a hospital about health problems (though only about one in ten
could nanie a specific (1octo or hospital-the rest siml)ly said they'd ask "some"
doctor). Over half the families feel that the Public Health services would be
aole to help with such lprobllens-two in ten would ask at a Clinic, the rest
would ask the Public Healtl nurse. A few families say they would consult
chiropractors, faith healers, midwives, or ministers; six families do not know
where to get advice.
About two in five families feel that doctors or hospitals could give them
advice on medicine (though, again, only one in five has a specific doctor in mind).
.A iut threo in ten families would turn to the Public Health Service, either
Clinics or a Public Health murse. Seven families would ask friends, neighbors,
or other paralmedical people such as pharmacists. Three families do not know
where to turn for help.
NUMBER

OF HEALTH

CONTACTS

Despite reports of high aggregate morbidity rates, poor families reported relatively few contacts with any provider of health services. One count of 610 persons, for whom data are available, shows that these persons cumulated a total
of 506 health contacts of all types during the previous eight months (see Table
20). This total contact count includes not only physician visits, but also visits
to health clinics. Head Start clinics, ,;chool health nurse, out-patient visits to
hospitals, hospitalizations, home visits by health nurses, and visits to allied
medical professionals such as optometrists and dentists. Projections of the yearly
rate of contacts from the eight month period thus runs an average of about 1.2
contacts each year for each member of a poverty family.
22As one father said, "The (ruggist will let me charge, but it takes mae months to pay
a bill off. I only get caught up in the suinmers when the kids can chop cotton."
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TABLE 20:

Age
Category

NUMBER OF HEALTH CONTACTS BY RACE AND INCOME
FOR AN EIGHT MONTH PERIOD
WHITE FAMILIES

Above Median Income
Number Number
Rate
Persons Contacts

0-5
6-12
13-18
19 t
Total

34
23
67
51
175

16
20
36
92
164

.47
.87
.54
1.80
.93

0-5
6-12
13-18
191
Total

26
16
33
20
95

16
20
18
34
88

.62
1.25
.54
1.70
.93

0-5
6-12
13-18
194Total

60
39
100
71
270

32
40
54
126
252

.53
1.03
.54
1.77
.93

Below Median Income
Number
Number
Rate
Persons Contacts

35
34
18
18
16
39
42
34
134
102
BLACK FAMILIES
67
27
42
46
64
30
33
49
152
206
ALL FAMILIES
61
102
64
60
46
103
83
75
340
254

Persons

Total
Contacts

.97
1.00
.41
.81
.76

69
41
106
93
309

50
38
52
126
266

.72
.93
.49
1.35
.86

.40
1.10
.47
1.48
.74

93
58
97
53
301

43
66
48
83
240

.46
1.14
.49
1.56
.80

.60
1.07
.45
1.11
.75

162
99
203
146
610

93
104
100
209
506

.57
1.05
.49
1.43
.83

Rate

Unfortunately, there are no comparable data on total utilization of health
services by other socio-economic sectors of the state population. However, there
is every reason to believe that these families are receiving only a small fraction
of their per capita share of available health services. At least two different standards afford some perspective on this question. Consider, for instance, the total
health contact capacity of Arkansas' 1700 physicians.
(1) Even at the unreasonably low standard of two patient contacts per hour
for each physician in the state, the "average" )hysician could see a minimum
of sixteen patients in an eight-hour day, 80 in a five day week, and about 4000
each year. The state's 1700 physicians thus have a total patient contact capacity
of 6,800,000 visits per year. Since the state )ol)ulaition is currently about
1,900,000, if the average citizen consumed his "share" of physician visits, he
would expect to obtain, on the average, about 3.6 annual visits to a physician.
According to this standard of service delivery capacity, the poverty families
under study received roughly one-third of their expected share of physician contacts. The actual rate is smaller than that, however-only two in three contacts
were with physicians and allied medical specializations.
There is also reason to believe that the share may be even lower because physicians l)robably average higher than two patient contacts per hour. rThus, any
increase in the capacity of medical manpower to deliver health services implies
that poverty families are receiving even smaller fractions of their per capita
share.
(2) Another PersIpective is afforded by looking alt the contact rate for these
families in terms of the maximum number of visits each family member on
welfare is eligible for. Under this standard each person who qualifies under the
welfare program is entitled to one visit per month to a physician. Thus 610
persons would have been entitled to 4880 physician visits during the eight month
period, whereas their total health contacts numbered only 506---or 10.3 percent
of the total number of contacts they could have had with physicians alone.
Again this standard is only for purposes of illustration, because all of the
cases In the study were not on welfare, and there were many instances where
certain family members were qualified for medical assistance, but others, not
on welfare, either had to request special medical assistance from welfare or
pay for a physician's service with their limited funds.
Any discussion of average health contacts, or the "fair" share that should be
available to any individual or group of persons. is a useless abstraction if the
purpose is to illuminate discussion on the quality of patient care or the particular pattern of health service required to insure maximum health service for
patients with particular patterns of illness. But as a measure of the ability poor
70-174 0 - 72 - pt. 8 - 19
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families have to obtain entry into the existing system of health services, there
call be little (houlht tlit the average of a little over one health contact per persoi per year is abnormally low. This low rate is further thrown into stark contrast vln (Nl ('on 1si(len
the high rate of self-reported morbidity (liseulsed in
a previous se(t ion, or tle fact that the poor are consuming loss than one-tenth
of the permitted Nvelfare standard, or that they are obtaining only 20 to 30
peIrcent as many health srvices as middle class, l)rivate-pay families enjoy.
The main focus and intent of the information discussed in this section is
therefore not on quality of patent (are, but on narrower quantitative iil)lica tions of health services, of how many contacts, the distribution of such contacts
according to type of health services. and the types of factors that enter into
discussions of barriers to health services.
The data in Table 20 shows a break-down of total health contact., by age, race,
and income status. As would be expected froiu our previous examination of
reported morbidity rates, health service utilization rates also vary with such
factors. Inspection of Table 20 reveals a number of significant trends :
First, lit the total population, adults over nineteen years of age (who represent a little under one-fourth of the saniple) consume 41.3 percent of all health
contacts. With it rate of 1.4 contacts for the previous eight months, this group
consumes roughly two to three times more health services than do their children
under five years and youth between the ages of t-h-i-rteen
and eighteen, and about
under one-third more services than do school age children ages six to twelve.
The six to ,welve age group has an inflated rate of health contacts because of
the diagnosticc screening they receive in connection with beginning school age
status- i.e., Head Start clinics, and mandatory immunizations, eye and ear
and dental health c'inics at school, etc. It should be noted that most of these
contacts amount to (iagnostic screening, which, more often than not among
these particular families, resulted in pointing up t need for correction in vision,
teeth, and so on. but seldom resulted in correction of the defect because of
economic barriers.
Nevertheless, a certain rational picture emerges from the fact that adults
consume the greatest amount of health services. This is the group with an exceedingly high reported morbidity rate, and in any allocation of initially scarce
contact opportunities, it makes sense that adults would have the highest utilization rate.
Second, comparison of the total eight month health contact rate for the two
income groups shows little variation for infants and children under twelve,
implying that the aforementioned (ower -ffrbidity rates for those under six
and the standard screening and vaccination requirements for all beginning
school age children produce few differences in health service utilization. However, above age thirteen a difference begins to appear which shows superior
access to medical services for those with greater average per capital income.
The difference, though only slight for the thirteen to eighteen age group, becomes substantial for adults. Those with above median income reported an
eight-month average of 1.77 health contacts coml)ared with 1.11 for those below
the median.
Third, with slight variations, income differences (with attendant differences
in economic access to the system of health services) are much more consistent
predictors of the rate of entry into the health system than in race. The data for
the eight month period show that families with above median income have .93
contacts per person, regardless of race and that those with below the median
income average about .75 health contracts.
By contrast, white families, regardless of income, had an average contact
rate of .86 coil)ar,(d with .80 for black families. Thus, when we control for
income to compare the effects of race, an average rate difference of only .06
appears; when race is controlled to compare for income differences, the average
rate difference increases to .18. In short, money differences appear to be about
three times more I)owerful than racial differences in determining access to the
health delivery system. Of course, these differences are academic, because all
rates under discussion are dwarfed by the discrepancy between contact rates
and the threshold of need for medical services evidenced by the morbidity rates
these families report.
VT. TirE COMING

CRISIS

It was a hot day in southern Arkansas. The interview team had just left the
home of a poverty family and was driving back toward town. The case worker
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who had introduced us to the family asked, "Wasn't that about the most shocking situation you've ever seen?" Indeed, we agreed, it had been terrible, and
for the rest of the trip the occupants of the car maintained a depressed silence.
There were many other things we could have agreed on, but they seemed
not worth saying.
The agency worker had done well ; she ha(n at our request, selected a family
which was receiving every available service chat resources and rules allowed,
but which still had l)roblenms beyond al)pparent remedy.
The (lying father; the obese, chronically ill mother who looked twenty years
older than she said she was; the grown daughter chain-smoking, her dull eyes
dividing attention between us, her dirty illegitimate baby, and the dusty road-as if she expected something or someone to come down it; the pale, painfully
thin children lining up to show their festered cuts, sores, blackened teeth, an
improperly set broken arm, umbilical hernias; the glaze in their eyes, their
dirty clothes and bodies; the rancid little cage of a house, the dank, bare earth
outside; the garbage, the sewage, the smell, the flies.
We had stood at the lip of a small, shallow pool, fed by a seep spring, a hundred yards from the house. The well at the house gone dry, three of the children
had taken a small bucket and led us down through the weeds and rocks to
show where the family got its water. A few feet upstream, the bleached bones
of a small animal were partially visible at the water's edge. "That was our
puppy," the smallest girl exclaimed ; "lie got sick and (lied."
This remarkable family, with its unspeakable poverty, illiteracy, illness, and
filth-too many children and not enough food.
The worker had wanted us to be shocked, even outraged, by what we had
seen. There had been grim frustration in her voice. She had done all she could
for the family, but it was not enough. She had too many cases to care for
properly ; she was supposed to find services for her clients, but there were never
enough. Most of the families in her case load were in situations roughly comparable to that of the family we had just left-some )erhaps had not had quite
as much illness-not yet at least. We had met workers facing the same frustrations and had seen such families all over the state, each new family's situation
seeming more intolerable than the last. But it would do no good to tell her;
so we stared out the car windows and did not talk.
THE SEARCII

FOR PERSPECTIVE

There comes a time in the lives of most human beings when some event so
offends our senses and values that we recoil in anger, hurt, and aversion. During our summer-long odyssey among poor sick families in Arkansas, this point
of view had at one time or another prevailed on each of us. One health planner
had reacted his first day In the field.
The aging mother with sad, angry eyes looked at the dirt floor and told how
her daughter had hemorrhaged and bled to death following childbirth in a small
delivery room maintained in a doctor's office. The baby delivered and alive,
the doctor had gone; the grandmother, too, had left to get a medical payment
form from the welfare office. When she returned, the new mother was dead.
The grandmother had finished her story and was crying and shaking her head.
Every few seconds, she moaned, "I jus' can't understand it."
Shouting his outrage, "Why do you stand for it?" the planner, and his emotion,
had gone off in the car, not to return for several hours.
Surely, his indignation was a human enough response, but does such a response
translate or convert into any form of solution for the poor? The summer of investigations netted such a cacaphony of desolate stories of health crises that
we now understand why the task force testimony had been both so contradictory
and so laden with emotional fight. The endless cases of Arkansas families living in poverty were bound to produce a number of glaring exposures-the mer.
description of which would sound like half-truths, distorted by the emotion
pathos of those who speak as advocates for the poor.
"The bizarre, almost unreal lives of these alien citizens and their broken
existences; the frustration of agency workers trying to help; the strange dignity
of families so hard beset; the desire of the middle class to retreat from their
offensive situations, to explain them away, to justify their wretched conditions,
rarely to wonder that these poor somehow survive; the reasons for recurrent
devaluation of the total "assistance" program; the mocking ineffectiveness of
health measures presumed to be available."
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At such a moment, one could briefly Ielieve himself capable of measuring the
grandinother's-crisis. But such belief is illusion. The emotion can be only brief
and synthetic; once spent, it is largely forgotten. The true agony and(lcrisiss belong to and remain with the poverty grandmother and the children of her (lead
daughter who live with her. Those of us who sat in that room and heard the tale
were moved, but the pain was not personal ; we would forget the fleeting,
vicarious hurt.
On such occasions, however, another response grows, unnoticed at first, but
strengthened with each new exposure to instances of neglect and need. We grow
in our resolution that This mnust ever happen again. Case after case of suffering
compounded by unmet need fortifies the conviction that never again should the
needs of any group of citizens so far exceed society's ability to meet them.
Neither the poor, nor any other human group, should require so much and get
so little.
The planner's outrage can have outcome only if such a quality of purpose
remains after contact with human misery. If lie transforms his emotion into
reasoned resolution for change, then the basic astringent, the "reality" seasoning, lhas become part of his point of view. In his role as advocate for the health
needs of the poor, lie can now start looking at the health delivery system through
the wary eyes of a consumer de.,rived once too often with life-damaging results;
it comess easier to break with misguided choice patterns dictated by the past, or
authority, or the rigid status quo responses which current health institutions and
professionals seem to have to all worrisome problems. Having been in the homes
of the poor and having heard their stories, the health planner can afford to put
aside ideologies in favor of facts.
ONE HUNDRED

ARKANSAS

FAMILIES

Personalcnvironlnent
The poor families referred by agencies as their most frustrating cases are
mostly indigenous, nonmobile Arkansans, who, however, do considerable moving
locally. Much of this shifting at)out represents attempts to escape from intolerable
environmental risks-e.g., housing which fails to protect from the elements,
contaminated water, excessive accumulations of sewage and garbage.
A remarkable relationship exists between adverse environmental conditions
and health:
(a) Lower elevations,, independent of other factors, expose families to higher
risk from infectious diseases. White families, concentrated in rural hill areas,
though they pile up more domestic litter, trash, and junk, have a lower rate of
infectious illness es than black families, living on flatter ground with inadequate
drainage. The differential rates of infection apparently derive from the superior
tendency of the hilly environment to be purified through natural weather
processes
(b) Inadequate waste disposal patterns and the abundance of vermin and
pests in and around houses add to the health risk of poor families.
(c) Extreme crowding in housing (and especially inadequate sleeping arrangements) increases the risk of rapid transmission of infectious disease. Such
crowding may also contribute to the emergency of "hysterical" symptoms among
family members-headaches, pains in different parts of the body, periodic
blindness, etc.-through constant exposure to noise, loss of sleep, lack of privacy.
The unavoidable compression of many people into limited household space violates minimal human needs for "personal space," thereby contributing to a
cumulative health deficit.
(d) Inferior housing, with attendant poor ventilation and with ,a necessary
frequent exposure to severities of weather to carry on daily functions, requires
that these families expend greater mental and physical energy In coping with
the immediate environment, thereby lowering their resistance to disease and
otherwise increasing the health risk.
(e) In cold weather, the uneven heat, the smoke from wood fires, and the
fumes from open gas burners improperly ventilated produce a household version
of air pollution which predisposes the poor to their apparent pandemic rates of
respiratory diseases.
(f) Where families have adequate facilities for bathing and washing clothes,
their achievements In personal cleanliness improve sharply. However, most
families have inferior facilities, a condition which further Increases exposure
to health hazards.
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(g) Faulty food management in both preparation and storage patterns, as
well as the likelihood that many families drink spoiled water, increases the
probability of stomach ailments, inf(tions, and fevers.
(h) The debris lying in and around poverty homes, especially shards of broken
glass and jagged edges of rusting cans and scrap metal, is a direct cause of cuts
and wounds. particularly among children. Poorly attended, many such injuries
become infected and refuse to heal properly even when given professional
treatment.
Diet
Inadequate diet is one of the most serious hazards these families face, in spite
of the fact that the cost of eating to stay alive is their major expense. On the
average, about 60 percent of a family's total monthly income goes for food.
About half of the families-those with lowest per capita incomes-subsist under
perpetual risk of malnutrition and near-starvation. Yet most of these families are
recipients of eK.her commodities or food stamps, leaving little room for optimism
about claims that the hunger crisis among the poor is being "solved."
The "arithmetic of starvation" is a direct function of increasing numbers of
children. Offiq.ring beyond the safe bound of three or four generate a food
shortage which threatens the health not only of the mother and the unborn child,
but also of the rest of the family. If emergency food is the only short-range
solution, the long-range solution is an effective program of population control.
Frankly, using these families as criterion cases, we could not judge agencies
to be effectively meeting either need. Families with members suffering from
malnutrition and with evident over-population, referred repeatedly by agency
personne), are signs of system failure, not of success.
Considerable manifest evidence indicates that certain symptoms of illness
co-v iry with poor diet. For instance, those with the highest incidence of selfreported stomach pains, ulcers, diarrhea, food poisoning, anemia, malnutrition,
and dehydration were also more likely to have less income and to spend three
quarters or more of what they had for food. Thus, the amount, variety, and
continued availability of adequate diet seem directly related to health.
An important point in planning policy is obvious here. An inferior personal
environment can easily contaminate the food chain, even where a family has
an adequate amount and variety of food. This should forewarn ipolicy-makers
not to expect the best results from a poverty food program when the negative
effects of such factors as poor housing and poor food management may destroy
the positive achievements expected from the assistance program. A similar lesson can be drawn for those who would try to generate massive infusions of
cominrehensive health services for the poor without paying attention to the nonmedical factors-i.c., social, cultural, and environmental-which inhibit the fillpact of health services.
Patterns of Illness
A basic assumption of this study is that explanations of the health status of
poverty families cannot rest on a number of overly simplified models of single
cause-effect relationships. The over-all variety, and level of health deficit among
these families suggest rather than an initially less precise search for multivariate models of causation will prove more fruitful.
Most studies of the relation between poverty and health have assumed that
poverty conditions cause poor health. The trends seen among these families suggest a number of refinements on this basic assumption.
First, poverty factors produce a differential impact on health, depending upon
the age of family members. For instance, comparatively few of the very young
may suffer either from congenital birth defects or problems arising from malnutrition, but their most usual state of health is absence of any illness or occasional
acute episodes. Progressively older. family members, however, show increasing
signs of health risk. Thus, beginning school age children are most likely to be
healthy, have occasional acute diseases, or have persistent diagnosed conditions.
Teen-agers, by contract, have less chance of being healthy, with progressively
higher rates of undiagnosed, persistent symptoms, acute illnesses, and increasing
signs of chronic illnesses. Among the impoverished, adulthood is a sure predictor
of multiple illnesses. Associated with maturity are high rates of acute illnesses,
persistent diagnosed conditions, persistent undiagnosed conditions, and recognized
chronic illnesses.
Second, illness suffered at earlier ages interacts with other poverty factors to
produce susceptibility to multiple illness at later ages.
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Third, the high rate of infectious alnd parasitic diseases and dietary deficiencies
reported among black families (and especially among black children) suggests
that 1) poor whites have a rehltively better diet for their young, a fact conditioned by le smaller average size of these families and 2) black families
have a Il)ersoal environment, which leads to a higher expectation of infectious
all(l (olunicable diseases
Fourth, not only (1o multiple and more serious illnesses increase with age,
)ut the onset of su(h conitio1s occurs prematurely among the poor. The morbidity pattern found among the young adults of this sample would be matched
only Iby the morlidities of a national age cohort of persons 60 years arid older.
Fifth, a major difference in the patterns of rel)orted morbidities appears to be
associated with race. Blacks. report more morbidities directly reactive to insidious
environmental agents. Whites, by contrast, report a more sophisticated array of
health problems, implying that they get more diagnosis, though not necessarily
more treatment, and that they think they have more diseases of internal organs
and a greater variety of Ipersistent undiagnosed conditions.
Sixth, analysis of the relations of illness to such socio-economic factors as
education, income, adl(1 employment shows two major trends: a) Illness progressively reduces employment as males and bread winners of poverty families grow
older arid b) those who are ill, but have received higher education enjoy a
better chance at all the rewards of the economic system than do those who are
well arid employed, but under-edu(cated.
Seventhh, illness among parents helps to perpetuate poverty across generations.
Ill l)arents, frequently unable to perform normal daily functions, keep their
children home from school to (o household chores an(d to care for I)re-school children. Every (lay sent at home, out of school, increases even further the educational lag these children struggle constantly to overcome. Thus, one of the hidden
social costs of disability days among poverty adults is opportunity deprivation
for their young.
The emergence of day care centers for very young children, which is occurring
at a fairly rapid rate, together with community-wide homemaker-housekeeper
programs (presently more theory than reality), would go far toward solving
these problems. Both programs te costly, but they ae cheap compared to the
expense of perpetuating another generation of poverty parents from every household that l)resently has an ill mother and/or father (and in this sample only
seven households had a breadwinner in good health).
Eighth, poverty adults may expect both early onset of incapacitating illness
and early mortality. Put simply, these poor adults get sick sooner and (lie younger
than does the average American citizen.
Utilization
Preventative health services were strongest among poverty children and generally limited arid ineffectual among adults. Children usually get preventive shots
and some screening for sensory defects and dental l)roblems. However, there
is little follow through with resources for correction of hearing, seeing, speech,
or dental and related defects. By contrast among services for adults, maternal
and infant care varied significantly in quality depending on the county, arid,
geneally, Paps smear and birth control programs were ineffective.
As with other preventative services, access to dental care is very low. Among
adults. about seven in ten have serious, unattended problems. Among children
six to nineteen years old, about four in ten have serious, unattended problems.
Since few, if any, community services finance dental care, the extent of care
reported ranges from little to none. Without variation, lack of money appears
as the single and totally effective barrier to utilization of dental services. Though
infrequent, the chief service the poor buy from dentists is the removal of rotting
teeth.
Three out of four poverty families are all but totally denied access to the system of medical and hospital services. Without money, they stand little chance of
entering the patient care system. The typical pattern physicians use throughout
the state is to refer away poverty "crisis" cases to the state's Medical Center-a pattern the Medical Center itself attempts to curtail.
Considerable evidence supports the conclusion that families living in rural,
isolated areas of the state have less effective access to health services than those
poverty families living in or adjacent to urban areas. The generalization, in fact,
is considerably more simplified. The only comprehensive diagnostic or treatment
services available to the poor within Arkansas are in Little Rock. Therefore, the
closer the family lives to Pulaski County, the greater the utilization of compre-
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pensive health services; regardless of the community or type of service, however,
families living near or within larger incorporated areas have higher utilization
of services than those living in small towns and remote rural areas.
tatc of the present health care system
The components of the Arkansas lhalth care system cannot serve the total
state population for which they have responsibility-already there are more
people finneed of service than the system can imndle. Most private care facilities
have appolntmnt schedules two to four weeks in arreas and people in crisis
pressuring to break this already tight schedule; public facilities have long waiting Iliues, erratic s(le(ldules, ald limited resources. The natural consequences are
that:
(1) Tie private care systeni pragmatically chooses to serve first those who
can llpay the "'fee for service" and wiho are already flavored clients of the system.
(2) Since it never totally miets the demands of this group, in one way or
another, the private' (ire system shunts those who (arnot pay to public service
(or to no service at. all).
A subtle result of this Inadequate state of the system is that all health services,
overwhelmed by clients and limited by tisl(- and alternatives, tend to class
patlelits in terms of 1) th(me for whom an hliimedlate solution, however arbitrary,
directing them away from a need for services is possible; 2) those for whom some
attention is necessary but with a good clliuce of a solution that niakes minimm (lemans(l on tline and resources; find 3) those who demand more time and
attention and for whon solutions are not so easy. Though unlerstanmdable, such
a procedure gets rld of short-range demands on tine and reuources by, In effect,
laying the groui(l-work for a build-ui) of a'cuisiulated healtll crises in time lives
of Arkallsals whlo end u1tp
1i trouble beyond the boln(hs of system capability
to remedy when thit-.* uiight have been helped at an earlier lrlodi. Short-range
eXldlelcy aild( deprivatho
thus leads to long-rangsge problems for the system
an(d to a great (leal of hunman sUtfferuig, inuch of which could be avoided.
As results of this study indicate, the poor, above all others, have the greatest
dliflculty I entering the health care system and in maintaining themselves In
it for aiy ('Ilgtli of tline. 'Ilh increased quest of Arkanmans for higher standards of care, tie greater ability of segni(nts of the population to purchase such
('are, the growing number of contacts that persons have with the health system
have sill ocurre(d against tihe background of a relatively stable and only slowly
expanllding system of health
,services.This increase in demand without corresloi(ling expallislon
l
delivery capacity has created a familiar imbalance between
sul)ply and (eman(. This lmbalance hoth drives the cost of care up 1nd creates a
system of rationing tlnt affects lower Income groups most severely.
We have no 1)re('lse data whereby to measure this imbalance, but Inferential
estisiiates based on extesldv(, study of different groups of consumers and the
testlhnony of various )rovilders working in Arkansas' heallth system are possible.
Below Is such an estimate of tie extent to which persons in given income brackets
are receiving the health care they require. The aged, 65fand over, have beeii
considere(l a s1parato category because all SUl)l osedly have adequate access to
health (care through Medicare, though, no doubt, the aged 1)oor receive a lower
amount of needed care, while those with higher soclo-economic status receive
more.
A

TABLE 21: ESTIMATED PERCENTAGE OF NEEDED HEALTH SERVICES OBTAINED BY
DIFFERENr POPULATION GROUPS
Income or Sector of
Population
Aged
$3,000 and below
$3,001-6,000
$6,001-10,000
$10,001 and over

Number of People
226,000
423,599
700,879
410,462
162,357

Percentage of Needed
Health Care Obtained
25-75
0-10
20-55
60-75
75-100 (limited only
by availability)
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The future
Even though these estimates of needed care are imprecise, they make it clear
that the health planner seeking a solution to the p:'oblems of the poor cannot
limit himself to planning for this group alone. The changing demands for services
are affecting our health delivery system so swiftly that the problems of the poor
become only one of the components in a much larger a)proaching crisis.
So far, Federal funding for health programs has given no attention to problems
of wale. Il Arkansas, the scale of hospitals and services is relatively gimall. Traditionally, these components have responded largely, if not solely, to that part of
the state's population with I)urchasing power. Ilitile last decade, sizable increases il tile number who have such economic resources have occurred without
l)arallel growth in the capacity of the health institutions to deliver services.
Throughout the sixties, a total of 175,000 new industrial and managerial wage
earners and their families, all of whom have sharp increases in expiectations of
medical services, have added their demand. After 1965, there followed tile increased demands of heneiclarles of Medicare. Starting in 1970, Medicaid recipilents further swelled the voi
;(,
of clients. Thus, throughout the middle class,
and in the population generally, both demand for service and expectation of
better service have increased signiflhantly.
The combination of these increases has all but saturated the scale of health
resources available to a state like Arkansas. True to its tradition of non-innovation, the delivery system which is already overburdened would, if left alone,
probably adjust by improving service volume to paying clients and rationing
services to tile poor even more severely-barring any further increase in economic demand for health services. However, the sponsors of Federal programs
seem strong in their determination to change the economic status of the poor.
There Is little doubt that sone version of the family assistance plan or the proposed national health insurance l)rogramn-and l)robably both-will be instigated
in the next decade, The irony is that programs designed to help the poor will
prove to be the critical strain factor that will first innundate and then destroy
the integrity of the already overtaxed system of health services in Arkansas. It
is for this reason that solutions to the health problems of the poor, insofar as delivery of health services call modify their situations, affect the total system of
delivery and all of its clients.
Yet a curious inertia seems to inhibit the reactive capability of our health
leaders and health professionals in accepting and working toward tile necessary
change. It is as though we have not learned to plan for the future; and, in this
respect, we seem no different from men of centuries ago.
"Those who govern, having much business on their hands, do not generally
like to take the trouble of considering and carrying into execution new projects.
The best public measures are therefore seldom adopted from previous wisdom,
but forced by the occasion." Benjamin Franklin, Autobiography
The occasion is upon us.
Actually, the goals of health planning-goals to be pursued by all who hope to
get, or give, health services in the future-should be quite straightforward.
Health services rest oin a rapidly expanding base of scientific discovery, technological progress, and social change. The delivery system which survives will be
that which anticipates this swiftly approaching and uncertain future correctly.
The good planner, much to be desired by the coming generation of health professionals and their patients, will be the one who can simultaneously forecast
the direction of health science, its technology, and the health needs of its task
environment; integrate these trends into the planning process; specify the design
of suitable systems of delivery; and suggest how to carry these design features
into execution.
APPENDIX I.-QUALITY OF ENVIRONMENT
TABLE A: NUMBER OF ROOMS ENCLOSED (EXCLUDING BATH)
BY INCOME AND RACE
BLACK FAMILIES

Above
Median
N
%
1
2
1
3
2
4
5
5
2
6
7
2
No information
TOTAL

12

8.33
16.7
41.7
16.7

WHITE FAMILIES

Below
Median
N
%
8
9
3
1

38.1
42.8
14.3
4.8

Above
Median
N
%
1
4
14
5
2

3.8
15.4
53.8
19.2
7.7

TOTAL

Below
Median
N
%
2
2
2
8
3
1

10.5
10.6
10.5
42.1
15.8
5.3

1

5.3

16,7
21

26

19

N

%

2
4
16
36
13
4
2
1
78

2.6
5.1
20.5
46.1
16.7
5.1
2.6
1.3
100.0
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APPENDIX II.-FOOD SUPPLY AN)

DIIITAIY PArrENS

TABLE B: OCCUPANCY STATUS AMONG POVERTY FAMILIES
BY RACE AND INCOME
TOTAL
BLACK FAMILIES
WHITE FAMILIES
Below
Above
Below
Above
Median
Median
Median
Median
Status
N
%
N
%
N
%
N
%
N
%
16
61.5
4
21.1
15
71.4
40
51.3
Rent
5
41.7
23
29.5
23.1
13
68.4
6
33.3
Buying or own 4
Furnished to
10.2
8
16.7
3
14.3
3
11.5
sharecropper 2
Deserted house,
3
14.3
1
3.8
1
5.3
6
7.7
1
8.3
no charge
1
1.3
1
5.3
Other
21
26
19
78
100.0
12
TOTAL
TABLE C: MOBILITY OF FATHER AND MOTHER BY INCOME AND RACE
TOTAL
BLACK FAMILIES
WHITE FAMILIES
Above
Below
Above
Below
Median
Median
Median
Median
N
%
N
%
N
%
N
%
N
%
Father and mother
never moved from
area, county, city 5
Mother never
moved; father from
nearby county
Father never
moved, mother
from nearby
county
Mother never
moved, father from
another state
I
Father never
moved; mother from
another state
I
Father and mother
from nearby county 5
Mother from
nearby county;
father from
another state
Father from
nearby county;
mother from
another state
Mother and
father from
another state
No Information
TOTAL
12

41.7

41.7

13

5

2
100.0

21

61.9

23,8

9.5
4.8
100.0

17

65.5

1

3.8

2

7.7

2

7.7

7

36.8

42

53.8

2

10,6

2

2.6

1

5.3

2

2.6

3

3.8

1

1.3

6

31.6

18

23.0

2

10.5

2

2.6

1

1.3

6
1
78

7.7
1.3
100.0

1

3.8

3

11.5

1

5.3

26

100.0

19

100.0
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TABLE D: TYPE OF TOILET BY INCOME AND RACE
BLACK FAMILIES
WHITE FAMILIES
Above
Below
Above
Below
Median
Median
Median
Median
N
%
N
%
N
%
N
%
Indoor, no bath
2
16.7
2
9.5
4
15.4
1
5.3
Indoor and bath
4
33.3
4
19.0
4
15.4
4
21.1
Outdoor
5
41.7
11
52.4
14
53.8
7
36.8
Usp noighbor's
1
8.3
1
4.8
No toilet-uses
field, stream, woods
3
14.3
4
15.4
7
36.8
TOTAL
12
100.0
21
100.0
26
100.0
19
100.0
TABLE E: REPORTED PROBLEMS WITH PESTS AND VERMIN
BLACK FAMILIES
WHITE FAMILIES
N
%
N
%
Rats
43.2
17
36.2
Mice
45.9
19
40.4
Flies
64.9
24
51.1
Cockroaches
56.8
18
38.3
Bed bugs
16.2
2
4.3
Mosquitos
62.2
21
44.7
Lice
10.8
Ants
10.8
3
6.4
Others
18.9
4
8.5

TOTAL
N
9
16
37
2

%
11.5
20.5
47.5
2.6

14
78

17.9
100.0

BY RACE
TOTAL
N
%
33
36
48
39
8
44
4
7
11

39.3
42.9
57.1
46.4
9.5
52.4
4.8
8.3
13.1

TABLE A: OUTSIDE FAMILY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS BY INCOME AND RACE
BLACK FAMILIES
WHITE FAMILIES
TOTAL
Above
Below
Above
Below
Medirn
Median
Median
Median
N
%
N
%
N
%
N
%
N
%
5
41.7
16
76.1
6
Food stamps
23.2
8
42.1
35
44.8
3
14.3
9
Comrmodities
34.6
5
26.3
17
21.8
Emergency food
supplement and
food stamps
1
1.3
Emergency food
supplement and
commodities
1
3.8
1
1.3
Emergency food
supplement
1
3.8
1
1.3
No food
supplement
5
41.7
1
4.8
9
34.6
4
21.1
19
24.4
No Information
1
8.3
1
4.8
2
10.5
4
5.1
TOTAL
12
100.0
21
100.0
26
100.0
19
100.0
78
100.0
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TABLE B: AVERAGE AMOUNT SPENT ON FOOD BY INCOME AND RACE
WHITE
Percentage
Per Capita
of Income
Number of
Amount Spent For
Person Per Meal
Monthly income
Spent on Food
Persons
59c
$88
60.0%
2
G;
87
41
42.0
3
45
66.0
61
3
19
61
29.0
4
37
61
55.0
3
28
59
43.0
4
17
52
29.0
8
50
25
44.0
6
42.0
22
48
6
18
46
35.0
5
16
44
32.0
G.
7
40
10
23
51.0
40
6
21
49.0
39
11
20
39
48.0
11
24
39
55.0
3
24
38
58.0
5
18
38
42.0
5
36
27
68.0
6
32
80.0
35
5
19
35
49.0
G,
7
41.0
16
35
7
46.0
17
34
5
81.0
11
30
33
18
50.0
33
6
49.0
17
32
11
63.0
22
32
5
65.0
23
32
5
17
31
46.0
8
20
30
61.0
10
15
45.0
30
G4
12
57.0
18
29
11
51.0
28
29
4
48.0
15
29
6
84.0
7
24
26
26
25
95.0
6
43.0
10
25
11
63.0
16
23
7
22
93.0
22
11
10
45.0
21
10
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G,

G

G,

G,

G

TABLE B: AVERAGE AMOUNT SPENT ON FOOD BY INCOME AND RACE
BLACK
Percentage
Number of
Per Capita
Amount Spent Per
of Income
Monthly Incor'
Persons
Person Per Meal
Spent on Food
$1bo
2
33.0%
6
63
22.0
58
8
35.0
52
5
54.0
4.5
6
42.0
43
8
50.0
5
40
50.0
8
39
33.0
8
34
58.0
10
33
3
32
82.0
5
28
57.0
7
28
70.0
11
27
66.0
13
25
73.0
6
23
57.0
9
23
57.0
10
23
40.0
13
23
46.0
21
22
10
22
55.0
13
21
62.0
10
21
56.0
13
21
58.0
7
21
71.0
11
20
57.0
9
19
88.0
9
18
88.0
18
11
72.0
12
17
48.0
7
16
77.0
16
10
63.0
7
16
18
15
54.0
15
14
80.0
13
14
78.0
7
20
64.0
4
19
80.0
18
9
64.0
12
5
100.0
11
6
100.0
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TABLE C: SUPPLEMENTARY SOURCES
INCOME AND
BLACK FAMILIES
Below
Above
Median
Median.
N
%
N
%
Keeps chicken
1
4.8
1
8.3
for meat
Keeps chicken
4.8
1
1
8.3
for eggs
Raises hogs
for meat
4
33.3
Raises cows
1
8.3
for meat
Raises cows
for milk
Hunts wild game
33.3
50.0
Grows a garden
At least one
supplement
50.0
8
38.1
6
13
61.9
No supplement
6
50.0

OF MEAT AND VEGETABLES BY
RACE
TOTAL
WHITE FAMILIES
Below
Above
Median
Median
N
%
N
%
N
%
9

34.6

2

10.5

13

16.7

11

42,3

2

10.5

15

19.2

7

26.9

3

15.8

14

17.9

1

3.8

-

2

2.6

5
12

19,2
3.8
46.2

5.3
42.1

5
2
34

6.4
2.6
43.6

15
11

57.7
42.3

42.1
57.9

37
41

47.4
52,6

1

8
11

METHODS OF FOOD PRESERVATION BY INCOME AND
BLACK FAMILIES
WHITE FAMILIES
Below
Above
Below
Above
Median
Median
Median
Median
N
%
N
%
N
%
N
%
Freezing
8
30.8
15.8
47.1
4
19.0
5
11
2
9.5
1
8.3
42.3
26.3
Canning
1
5.3
4.8 Curing
Other (dry storage,
8
42.1
6
23.1
5
23.8
drying, etc.)
8.3
At least one
method of
preservation
16
9
42.9
5
47.1
57.9
61.5
43.1
39.5
12
57.1
10
7
58.4
No preservation
TABLE D:

RACE
TOTAL
N

%

25.6
24.4
2.6
21

26.9

41
37

52.6
47.4

APPENDIX Ill-ILLNESS AND HEALTH
DEFINITIONS OF CATEGORIES

A. General good health
Absence of serious illness was reported for 35.2 per cent of the population (as
described above--colds and Influenza excluded).
B. Acute episodes
A recent episode of acute illness, (within the previous eight months) reported
by the individual, or, by proxy, by an adult member of the family. By definition,
the individual was presumed to be cured of the episode, and free of any residual
or lingering effects. Typical problems In this category were broken bones,
infectious disease (tuberculosis, hepatitis), pneumonia, operations, bad wounds,
diarrhea, blood poisoning, tonsilitis, bites, sores, boils, and so on. The age specific rates of acute episodes range between sixteen and nineteen percent, with
the highest rate occurring among adults, and an average rate for the total sample
of 16.7 per cent.
C. Presence of one or more persi8tent diagntsed diseases or symptoms
About one-fourth of the total sample reported such conditions, most of which
had been sufficiently diagnosed for them to speak of their problem with some
apparent lay knowledge. These were corLditions which had had their onset at some
time In the past, in many cases longer than eight months, and which still bothered
the individual at the time of the interview. Conditionij reported in this category
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Include botl high and low blood pressure, anemia, diagnosed eye and ear problems, infections which hald not healed, injuries and wounds still giving trouble,
allergies, infections still under treatment but which alidnot responded well
over a prolonged period, diagnosed kidney l)roblems, worms (a persistent problem), obesity for which special diets or other treatment had been prescribed,
diabetes, prostrate disease, p)yorrhea, edema, ulcers, and bronchitis.
8ome of these conditions might he viewed as protracted acute episodes;
others quite possibly represent the early stages of chronic lmpalinient, or syruptoms of malfunction which has already become a permanent defect.
1). Vague,undiagnosed persistent symptoms
Ahnost two in five of the total sample reported sucl complaints (39.3 per
cent). In this category, individuals reported recurrent or persistent conditions for
which they had not sought professional diagnosis or treatment an 4 which they
could not relate to any associated acute episode, to recognized chronic conditions,
or to diagnosed persistent conditions. They represent, in short, uninterpreted,
vaguely understood, but nevertheless recognized signs of possible ill health. As a
class they are comprised of back pains; stomach )ains; chest pains; aching
muscles and joints ; acute indigestion ; dizziness; rapid onset of fatigue ; feeling
of lifelessness; inability to eat well; Inability to sleep well ; blood, in urine or
sto)l ; r(-trrent nosebleed ; heart flutters; shortness of breath ; recurring fever;
hot flashes ; rashes ; hacking cough ; obesity unrelated to any pattern ; fainting;
menstrual )ains ; toothache ; headaches ; and possible mental retardation, undiagnosed but of some concern to family members.
B. Chronic il8l8Cssc
One-fourth of tihe sample reported one or more chronic illnesses or associated
blood
pressure with
conditions. These conditions included crippling injuries ; high
many symptoms ; heart condition ; stroke ; emphysema ; hernias ; epilepsy ; cancer; asthma ; apparent physical handicap; severe emotional handicap; serious
speaking and hearing disorders including deafness; severe limitation of vision
including blindness; alcoholism ; cleft palate; severe mental retardation; crippling conditions; and arthritis.
TABLE B: TYPOLOGY OF HEALTH STATUS WITHIN PREVIOUS EIGHT
MONTHS REPORTED BY 634 PERSONS
Acute Recovered Persistent
Vague
Good
(no persistent
Symptoms
Undiagnosed
Chronic
Total
Health
symptoms)
Diagnosed
Symptoms
Conditions,
Persons
223
-.223
43
43
9
9
9
26
26
26
48
48
27
27
27
96
96
27
27
27
.31
31
13
13
13
.....
6
6
5
5
5
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
10
10
10
10
16
16
16
10
10
10
10
10
34
34
34
34
Total Illness for
411 Persons*
106
151
249
162
668
'Of 034 perNis,
, 411 rMPOrredd totfl of 668 illisses,while 223 reported
good helth during the previous eight months
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TABLE C: SELF REPORTED MORBID EPISODE COUNTS BY SPECIFIC ILLNESSES
AND BY OCCURRENCE WITH ONE OR MORE OTHER CONDITIONS BY RACE
Type
Tuberculosis
Venereal Disease
Salmonella
Meningitis
Hepatitis
Trichinosis
Worms
Boils
Sores
TOTAL
Cancer of Larynx
Tumor
Growth
TOTAL
Asthma
Diabetes
Malnutrition
Obesity
TOTAL
Anemia
Huntington's Chorea
Emotional Disturbance
Alcoholism
Crippled
Mentally Retarded
Mild
Moderate
Severe
TOTAL
Palsy
Stroke
Encephalitis
Epilepsy
Blind-1 eye
Blind-2 eyes
Burst Ear Drum
Deaf-2 ears
Deaf-1 ear
Hearing Impairment
TOTAL
Rheumatic Fever
Heart
High Blood Pressure
Low Blood Pressure
Varicose Veins
Hemorrhoids
TOTAL

Black
17
1
1
1
0
2
1
0
6
29
1
0
3
4
6
3
5
5
19
3
0
4
1
4

White
1
0
0
1
3
0
1
3
5
14
0
1
3
4
5
1
0
7
13
6
1
2
2
0

Single
11
0
0
1
1
2
1
0
6
22
1
1
3
5
5
0
3
3
11
6
1
2
1
0

Double
5
1
1
0
1
0
1
3
5
17,
0
0
3
3
6
0
2
8
16
2
0
2
0
4

14
8
3
34
2
7
2
2
1
1
0
0
2
0
17
1
11
14
7
0
0
33

17
13
1
36
2
7
0
5
2
0
2
1
2
1
22
1
15
13
5
1
2
37

18
7
2
31
0
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
13
0
2
8
4
0
0
14

11
13
2
32
3
3
0
3
2
0
1
1
1
0
14
1
14
8
2
1
1
27

Triple
2
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
4
0
0
0
0
0
4
0
1
5
1
0
2
2
0
2
1
0
7
1
8
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
12
1
10
11
6
0
1
29

Total
18
1
1
2
3
2
2
3
11
43
1
1
6
8
11
4
5
12
32
9
1
6
3
4
31
21
4
70
4
14
2
7
3
1
2
1
4
1
39
2
26
27
12
1
2
70
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Type
Tonsilitis
Pneumonia
Bronchitis
Emphysema
TOTAL
Pyorrhea
Toothache
Ulcer
Appendicitis
Hernia
Gall Bladder
TOTAL
Prostate
Nephritis
Kidney
TOTAL
Impetigo
Eczema
TOTAL
Arthritis
Bursitis
Slipped Disc
TOTAL
Cleft Palate
Diarrhea
Dehydration
TOTAL
Trouble Sleeping
Periodic Blindness
Fits
Stammering-Stuttering
Trouble Hearing, Seeing,
Speaking
Edema
Persistent Cough
Nose Bleed
Headaches
Stomach Pains
TOTAL
Fractures
Laceration
Open Wound
Insect Bites
Foreign Bodies
Burns
Injuries to Nerves and
Spinal Column
TOTAL
Operations

Black

White

Single

Double

Triple

Total

3
8
0
0
11
0
3
1
3
6
0
13
1
1
7
9
6
2
8
5
1
2
8
1
4
0
4
0
1
1
0

0
4
4
5
13
1
2
4
3
6
3
19
0
0
21
21
1
2
3
3
1
5
9
1
3
1
4
2
3
6
2

1
5
1
0
7
0
2
0
5
5
0
12
1
0
6
7
5
3
8
0
0
1
1
0
4
1
5
0
1
4
1

2
7
2
1
12
1
3
5
0
5
1
15
0
1
12
13
2
1
3
6
0
3
9
2
3
0
3
2
3
2
1

0
0
1
4
5
0
0
0
1
2
2
5
0
0
10
10
0
0
0
2
2
3
7
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

3
12
4
5
24
1
5
5
6
12
3
32
1
1
28
30
7
4
11
8
2
7
17
2
7
1
8
2
4
7
2

32
0
1
6
6
7
54
5
0
6
7
2
1

29
2
10
1
10
7
72
8
4
7
1
0
3

27
1
3
6
4
5
52
2
1
5
4
1
0

32
1
6
1
9
8
65
8
3
7
4
1
2

2
0
2
0
3
1
9
3
0
1
0
0
2

61
2
11
7
16
14
126
13
4
13
8
2
4

5
26
9

3
26
10

3
16
3

2
27
12

3
9
4

8
52
19
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APPENDIX IV-RELATIONSIIIPS BETWEEN EDUCATION,
ILLNESS

INCOME, EMPLOYMENT, AND

TABLE A: LEVEL OF SCHOOL ACHIEVEMENT FOR SCHOOL AGE
CHILDREN (TO 18 YEARS) BY RACE*
TOTAL
WHITE CHILDREN
BLACK CHILDREN
EDUCATIONAL
N
%
%
N
N
%
ACHIEVEMENT
Normal grade
94
26.9
41
24.7
28.8
53
achievement
Year in school
214
61.1
62.7
104
110
59.8
lags behind ago
School age,
6,0
6.6
21
11
10
5.4
not In school
In school:
slow learners
6.0
21
6.0
10
unable, to read
11
6.0
350
100.0
100.0
166
184
100.0
TOTAL
*Data are for all school age children ages 6-18.

70-174 0 - 72 - pt. 8 - 20

TABLE B: USUAL UFETIME OCCUPATION OF MALES SIXTEEN YEARS AND OVER AND PATTERN
OF ILLNESS

Type of Disease

or Impairment

Arthritis
Palsy
Dietary:
Anemia, Diabetes,
Gall Bladder
Emphysema
Bronchitis
Kidney
Heart
High Blood Pressure
Low Blood Pressure
Stroke
Injury:
Bones
Other
Hernia
Ulcer
Mental Disorder
Alcoholism
Infections
Congenital Defects
Deaf
Blind
Fits
Undefined Condition
Total Problems
Total Number with Problems
Total without Problems
Total in Work Group
Percentage with Problems
in Work Group
Rate of Illness Among
Those with Problems

Type of Occupation

Common Labor
Farm
Non-Farm
2

1
1
2

2
4

1
1

1
2

3
2
3
1
1

2
1
1
1

2
3
2

Semi-Skilled
Farm Equipment
Operator
Construction
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1

Total

Timber

Other Semi-Skilled
and Professional

2

5
1
1

2
1
1
1

3
1

1
2
2
1

3

2
2

1

2
1

1

1
2

3
3
1
4
14
4
4
4
9
94
4
4

2
24
13
22
35

1
19
11
1
12

12
7
0
7

2
10
6
2
8

4
24
15
2
17

2
9
4
2
6

3
7
2
1
1
11
98
56
29
85

37.1

91.7

100.0

75.0

88-2

67.0

65.9

1.85

1

1

1

1

1.73

1.71

1.67

1.60

2.25

1.75
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TABLE C: RATIO OF UNEMPLOYED WITH GOOD HEALTH TO ALL UNEMPLOYED
FOR THOSE SIXTEEN AND OVER BY AGE GROUPS
Per Cent
Number
Unemployed
Total Number
Unemployed
Unemployed
with Good Health
Age
Good Health
31
70.9
16-20
22
25
48.0
12
21-30
36.4
22
31-40
25
40.0
41-50
16.7
24
51-60
0,0
61-65
0.0
66

Yes
No
Not Applicable
Don't Know
No Information
Total

TABLE A: PAPS SMEAR TEST (MOTHER)
Black
White
Number
Per Cent
Number
Per Cent
17
45.9
17
36.2
14
47.8
20
42.5
2
5.4
6
12.8
2
4.2
4
10.8
2
4.2
37
100.0
47
100.0

Total
Number
Per Cent
34
40.4
34
40.4
8
9.5
6
7.1
2
2.4
84
100.0

TABLE B:

Uses
Does not use,
interested
Does not use,
not interested
No information
Hysterectomy
Not applicable
Total

FAMILY ATTITUDE TOWARD BIRTH CONTROL
Black
White
Total
Number
Per Cent
Number
Per Cent
Number
Per Cent
8
21.6
4
8.5
12
14.6
3

8.1

3

6.4

6

7.1

9
11

24.3
29.7
16.2
100.0

6
18
3
13
47

12.8
38.3
6.4
27.6
100.0

15
29
3
19
84

17.9
34.5
3.6
22.6
100.0

-

6
37
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APPENDIX

V-PREVENTIVE TREATMENT, FACTORS AFFECTING ACCLdS
SERVICES, AND HEALTH CONTACT RATES

1'(i

-EA*',TI

TABLE C: NUMBER REPORTING NO DENTAL PROBLEMS
BY FAMILY AGE GROUP AND RACE
WHITE FAMILIES
BLACK FAMILIES
TOTAL
N
%
N
%
N
%
Children 6-11
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
9 or more
Total

40.6
8.1
13,5
13.5
10.8
2.7
2,0
2.7
5.4
100.0

Children 12-17
0
1
2
3
4
6
9 or more
Total

46.0
5.4
13.5
16.2
8.1
2.7
8.1
100.0

Adults 18 and over
0
1
2
3
5
Total

56.8
29.7
13.5

37

100.0

40.4
27.7
12.8
6.4
4.2
4

8.5

47

100.0

40.5
19,0
13.1
9.5
4.8
3.6
1.2
5.9
2.4
100.0

4.2
100.0

52.5
14,3
9.5
10.7
5.9
1.2
5.9
100.0

66.0
17.0
8.5
6.4
2.1
100.0

61.9
22.6
10.7
3.6
1.2
100.0

57.5
21.3
6.4
6,4
4.2
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TABLE D:

DENTAL NEED/TREATMENT PATTERN BY FAMILY AGE GROUP AND RACE
BLACK FAMILIES WHITE FAMILIES
TOTAL
N
%
%
N
%
Children 6-11
Many abcesses, decay, no
recent treatment, no money
10
27.0
9
19.1
19
22.6
Many abcesses, decay, some
treatment, no more money
2
4.2
2
2.4
Few problems, some treatment,
4
10.8
plan more, short on money
3
6.4
7
8.3
Few problems, some treatment
5
13.5
5
10.7
10
11.9
no money
No problems, no treatmePt
or examination
11
29.8
14
29.9
25
29.8
No problems, recent
4
10.8
2
4.2
6
7.1
examination
Not applicable (no one in
2
5.4
9
age group)
19.1
11
13.1
1
2.7
3
No information
6.4
4
4.8
Total
37
100.0
47
100.0
84
100.0

TABLE E:

DENTAL NEED/TREATMENT PATTERN BY FAMILY AGE GROUP AND RACE
BLACK FAMILIES WHITE FAMILIES
TOTAL
N
%
N
%
N
%
Children 12-17
Many abcesses, decay, no
recent treatment, no money
8
21.6
7
14.9
15
17.8
Many abcesses, decay, some
treatment, no more money
2
5.4
6
12.8
8
9.5
Few problems, some treatment
plan more, short on money
2
5.4
7
14.9
9
10.7
Few problems, no treatment,
4
10.8
5
10.6
9
10.7
no money
No problems, no treatment
or examination
11
29.7
13
27.7
24
28.6
No problems, recent
3
8.1
examination
1
2.1
4
4.8
Not applicable (no one in
13.6
6
age group)
12.8
11
13.1
5
No information
5.4
2
2
4.2
4
4.8
37
Total
100.0
47
100.0
84
100.0

TABLE F: DENTAL NEED/TREATMENT PATTERN BY FAMILY AGE GROUP AND RACE
BLACK FAMILIES WHITE FAMILIES
TOTAL
N
%
N
%
N
%
Adults 18 and over
Many abcesses, decay, no
recent treatment, no money
21
56.8
17
36.2
38
45.3
Many abcesses, decay, some
4
10.8
15
31.9
19
22.6
treatment, no more money
Few problems, some treatment,
plan more, short on money
2
5.4
4
8.5
6
7.1
Few problems, no treatment,
4
10.8
no money
4
8.5
8
9.5
No problems, no treatment
or examination
6
16.2
3
6.4
9
10.7
4
No information
8.5
4
4.8
37
100.0
47
100.0
Total
84
100.0
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TABLE G: TIME SINCE LAST VISIT TO A DENTIST BY FAMILY AGE GROUP AND RACE
BLACK FAMILIES WHITE FAMILIES
TOTAL
%
%
N
%
N
N
Children 6-11
Within last 8 months
1-2 years
3-5 years
Never
Doesn't remember
No information or
not applicable
Total
Children 12-14
Within last 8 months
1-2 years
3-5 years
Never
Doesn't remember
No information or
not applicable
Total
Adults 18 and over
Within last 8 months
1-2 years
3-5 years
6-10 years
10 years and over
Never
Doesn't remember
No information or
not applicable
Total

6
7

16.2
18.9

18
4

48.7
10.8

2
37

5.4
100.0

3
5

8.1
13.5

20
5

54.1
13.5

4
37

10.8
! 00.0

2

37

7
47

17.0
10.6
10.6
46.9

14
12
5
40
4

16.7
14.2
5.9
47.7
4.8

14.9
100.0

9
84

10.7
100.0

2
47

4,2
100.0

10.8
32.5
18.9
2.7
16.2
13.5

19.2
14.9
27.7
4.3
17.0
8.5
6.3

5.4

1
2.1
37
47100 100.0

100..
0-o6

11.9
14.2
5.9
47.8
13.1

14.9
14.9
10.6
42.6
12.8
6
84

7.1
100.0
15.5
22.6
23.7
3.6
16.7
10.7
3.6

3
84

3.6
100.0

FIGURE 2: TIME SINCE LAST VISIT TO A DENTIST BY FAMILY AGE GROUP AND RACE

Within Last
Year

One to Two
Years

Three to Nine
Years

Ten Years
and Over

Never

Per cent of
families
with a
visit
to a
dentist

68%
60%

32%
19%
16%

85%

17%

15%

12-18

15%
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~~
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I

6-11
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6-11
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*No families in Category
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6-11
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TABLE H: PERCEIVED BARRIERS TO HEALTH SERVICES BY INCOME AND RACE
TOTAL
WHITE FAMILIES
BLACK FAMILIES
Below
Below
Above
Above
Median
Median
Median
Median
%
N
%
N
N
%
N
%
N
%
42.3
6
31.6
34
43.6
10
47.6
11
Too far to travel
7 58.3
9
11.5
3
11.5
2 10.5
Discourteous treatment 4 33.3
6
31.6
21
26.9
19.0
9 34.6
2 16.7
4
Refused treatment
Referred to another
14
17.9
4
21.1
5
19.2
9.5
25.0
2
3
source, no money
Badgered about
30.8
36.8
24
34.9
7
19.0
9
4
4 33.3
ability to pay
Didn't understand
1
5.3
13
16.7
3
14.3
5
19.2
4 33.3
diagnosis
Couldn't get
15.8
13
16.7
3
11.5
3
6
50.0
1
4.8
needed treatment
TABLE I: MEANS OF ACCESS TO EMERGENCY MEDICAL TREATMENT
BY INCOME AND RACE
TOTAL
WHITE FAMILIES
BLACK FAMILIES
Above
Below
Above
Below
Median
Median
Median
Median
%
N
%
N
%
N
%
N
%
N
47.3
32
41.1
1
4.8
18
69.3
9
4
33.4
Family car
Telephone neighbor,
1
5.3
3
3.8
2
9.5
ride for fee
Walk to neighbor,
31.6
18
23.1
5 23.8
4
15.4
6
3
25.0
ride free
Walk to neighbor,
2
10.5
13
16.7
6
28.6
3
11.5
2
16.7
ride for fee
Hitchhike with
3.8
1
5.3
3
2
9.5
III person
Walk to nearby
3
3.8
2
9.5
1
8.3
treatment facility
3
3.8
1
8.3
2
9.5
Call taxi
1.3
1
8.3
Take bus
1
1
1.3
4.8
1
Call ambulance
1
1.3
1
3.8
.
.
.
.
Don't know
78 100.0
26 100.0
19 100.0
21 100.0
12 100.0
Total
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TABLE J: METHOD OF PAYMENT FOR TREATMENT BY INCOME AND
BLACK FAMILIES
WHITE FAMILIES
Above
Below
Above
Below
Median
Median
Median
Median
N
%
N
%
N
%
N
%
Private pay,
2
16.7
5
23.8
9
34.7
4
21.1
paid out
Private pay,
4
33.3
3
14.2
6
23.1
9
47.3
still owe
Welfare medical
4
33.3
5
23.8
3
11.5
5
26.3
payment
Welfare medical,
2
16.7
5
23.8
7
26.9
drug self-pay
1
4.8
1
3.8
Insurance
Not applicable
1
4.8
1
5.3
No information
1
4.8
Total
12 100.0
21 100.0
26 100.0
19 100.0

TABLE K: METHOD OF PAYMENT FOR MEDICATION BY INCOME AND
BLACK FAMILIES
WHITE FAMILIES
Above
Below
Above
Below
Median
Median
Median
Median
N
%
N
%
N
%
N
%
Private pay,
paid out
4
33.3
6
28.6
11
42.4
6
31.6
Private pay,
still owe
4 33.3
5 23.7
8
30.8
12
63.1
Welfare medical
payment

3

25.1

2

RACE
TOTAL
N

%

20

25.6

22

28.2

17

21.8

14
2
2
1

17.9
2.6
2.6
1.3

78

100.0

RACE
TOTAL
N

%

27

34.6

29

37.1

9.5

1

3.8

-

-

6

7.7

-

1

3.8

-

-

1

1.3

28.6

4

15.4

-

-

11

14.1

-

1

3.8
-

-

-

-

-

1
2
1

1.3
2.6
1.3

78

100.0

Special welfare
medical grant

-

Welfare medical,
drugs self-pay

-

1

Insurance
Not applicable
No information

-

Total

12

-

8.3
-

-

100.0

6
-

1
1

4.8
4.8

21

100.0

-

26

100.0

1

5.3

19

100.0

-
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Montgomery County
County Health Department, Mrs. Mary Talley, R.N., Mrs. Margaret Moudy.
Welfare Department, Mr. Milton Dreyer, Director, Mrs. Nell Sheffield.
Necwton County
Ovark Opportunities, Inc., Mr. Don Young, Director, Mr. Mitch Salmon,
County Director, Mrs. Bonnie Brown, R.N., Mrs. Barbara Shelton.
County Health Unit, Mrs. Mildred Ware, R.N., Mrs. Betty Jo Putree.,
Pulaski County
Pulaski County OEO, Miss Patricia Morley, Mrs. Alice Sue Morgan, Mrs. Frances Brooks.
Stone County
Mountain View Public Schools, Mr. B. J. Rosa, Superintendent, Mr. Bill Whitfield, Title I Project Director.
North Arkansas Development Council, Mrs. Daisy Norman, Mrs. Zeddle
Foster.
County Health Department, Mrs. Juanita Coleman, R.N.
Yell County
Welfare Department, Mrs. Lucinda Buford, Director.
ARVAC Community Action Agency, Mr. Bob Atkinson, Director, Mr. A. E.
Woods, Community Organization Specialist, Mrs. Malrie Bagby, Mrs. Erma
Crow, Mrs. Dora Couch.
Health Planning Program also expresses its appreciation for the cooperation
of the fa milies interviewed.

Reverend DELANEY. It will come as no surprise to any of you, I am
sure, that another barrier to effective health care in Arkansas is poverty. A moment ago, I pointed out that the per capita income in Arkansas is $2,791. This is $1,130 or about one-third less than the national
average. Arkansas, according to the 1970 census, has a population of

1,923,195. Of this almost 2 million people, an estimated 570,000 or
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about 30 percent, live at. or below the poverty level. If the study,
"Survival in Adversity," represents a cross section of poverty families
in Arkansas, the poor iii Arkansas have no real chance for effective
care.
Three out of four poverty families in Arkansas are all but totally
denied access to medical and hospital services. They are badgered
about their ability to pay and are frequently refused treatment. A
common l)attern is for the px)or to be referred to the University Medical Center in Little Rock. Most hospitals in Arkansas will not take
poor patients unless they paxy cash. 'his puts the burden of care for
the poor on the University Medical Center which is understaffed,
underbudgeted, and overworked. Yet is the only hope for the poor.
Manpower is another critical problem in Arkansas and cannot be
overlooked as yet another barrier to health care. In 1970, Arkansas
had 1,697 full-time non-Federal 1)racticitig physicians. This is a ratio
of one doctor per 1,133 people, as compared to the national average of
one per 675 people.
Most of these doctors have settled in the urban areas of Arkansas,
which leaves the southeast district of Arkansas with one doctor per
1,793 people and the White River district with one doctor per 1,660
people. Governor Bumpers has repeatedly made known the shortage
of doctors in rural areas of Arkansas, but as yet has been unable to
make even the slightest move to improve the situation.
There is also a critical shortage of nurses in Arkansas. The most
recent figures indicate that Arkansas ranks 50th among the States
in registered nurses.
A new middle-class constituency is now feeling the health care
pinch. Most people living in Arkansas, even if they have good incomes,
know that they can be reduced to misery by the cost of medical care.
Even money (toes not guarantee them rapid entry into the health care
system, nor does it guarantee quality care. It is not surprising that
a larger and larger segment of people from among the middle class,
who n ave traditionally taken their medicine the way the doctor prescribes it, are now demanding better access, more services for their
money, more accountability from those who deliver health care, and
a system that is organized. A health care system that will not serve
the young and the old and the poor and those who live in rural communities will not long serve the middle class.
What we need in Arkansas is an improved health care system. We
need a national health insurance that will help Arkansas solve its
problems. We believe that H.R. 22 will provide the kind of resources,
incentives, and reforms needed to put Arkansas back on the road to
recovery.
The resources development fund, the budgeting of medical and hospital cost, the elimination of the need for private insurance, the incentive for group practice, the move to solve the manpower shortage,
the comprehensive benefits, the universal coverage, and the public
accountability of H.R. 22 have been carefully thought out and should
restore American health care to its rightful place among the nations
of the world.
We, therefore, urge you to give H.R. 22 your favorable support.
Thank you.
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The CmIrAN. We thank you very much for your very fine statement.. We are delighted that you brought the other fine people with
you to the witness table.
Are there any questions of this group?
We thank you very much.
Mr. Biohn, the Wisconsin group.
We are glad to have you with us. We would like you to identify
yourself and those with you.

STATEMENT OF RODNEY C. BOHN, NORTHEASTERN WISCONSIN
CITIZENS COMMITTEE FOR NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE; ACCOMPANIED BY TED VERHAAGH, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, MENTAL HEALTH SERVICE OF MARINETTE AND MENOMINEE, INC.,
MARINETTE, WIS.; MRS. LORA EIKENBERRY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, UNITED FUND, BROWN COUNTY, WIS.; REV. JAMES W.
SAMTER, RECTOR, CHRIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH, GREEN BAY, WIS.
Mr. BOJIN. Thank you. It is a )rivilege to be here. We come from
Congressman
Byrne's
The CILMAIJMAN.
He.district
asked in
meWisconsin.
to apologize for his inability to get
back by the time you testified. Ile thought he would get to you this
morning.
Mr. Boi N. May I introduce the members of my group?
To my right is Mrs. Lora Eikenberry, executive director of United
Fund, Brown County. To my left is Father Samter, rector of Christ
Church of Green Bay, Wis., in Brown County. To my far right is
Ted Verhaagh, executive director of Mental Iealth Service of Marinette and Menominee, Inc., in Marinette, Wisconsin.
The CHAIRM-AN. We are glad to have you all with us.
Mr. BOjN. I myself am a pharmacist in community practice in
Sturgeon Bay, Wis., Door County.
I will give oral testimony but additional written testimony is included for the record and further testimony will be submitted by
members of the delegation.
The CnIIA3YN. That testimony, plus that which you have with
you, will be included in the record immediately following your oral
statement.
Mr. BoHN. The nine counties on northeastern Wisconsin have 32,666
households with annual incomes below the poverty level of $3,000.
This represents 23.4 percent of all households and compares with 15.5
percent in Wisconsin and 16.9 percent in the Nation. We do have poverty and we do have a high death rate among infants. It is interesting
to compare us with Milwaukee, the nearest large city. Milwaukee inner
city had 29.6 deaths per 1,000 live births in 1969 and Northeastern
Wisconsin had 33.3 with one county, Menominee, having 95.9; almost
1 out of 10 babies died before reaching age 1. The national average is
20.7 and Sweden's is 12.9 per 1,000.
Our present ratio of practicing physicians to population in the nine
county area is 1 to 1,516 with a range of 1 to 1,381 all the way to 1
for 2,370 in one county. No physician is located in Menominee county,
largely Moneminee Indian population. We are far short of the Wis-
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consin ratio of one physician to 592 people or the national ratio 1
to 818.
Figures are hard to visualize. Perhaps another measure of the need
is the burden on practicing physicians. A week ago Saturday afternoon, a man in need of medical attention inquired at my pharmacy if
a physician might l)e available. In small towns like Sturgeon Bay, our
l)hysicians do try to squeeze in )atients between 11 and 12 noon on
Saturday morning if unable to schedule earlier. On checking with the
p)hysiciai's office, I found out that he not only was busy at the time I
called, 1:30, but it would be at least 2 more hours until his office
would be eml)ty of waiting patients. Our ratio is 1 physician to
2,011 population. Several physicians have attempted to limit their
1ractice and are not accepting iew l)atients. Although we have an
attractive new hospital with 125 beds and an area with fabulous natmral beauty-we were called the Kingdom I)elicious by National Geographic several years ago-we have, not obtained any change in the
ratio in the last 10 years and our physician is retiring shortly.
In general the northeastern Wisconsin area has all of the services
considered necessary for health care, many finely equipped and staffed
with dedicated physician and other health professionals. Wisconsin
has a forward medical assistance prog 1)rogram. We are in the top
five or six States. Yet each of the members of our delegation knows
of many examples of those not receiving and not able to pay for adequate medical care. Immunization levels are very low in some counties
due to lack of public health programs.
It seems you must "fit" into a category in order to receive health aid.
You must be over 65, have only so much property, have only so much
income, be a widow or have dependent children, and so forth. Not
everybody fits nor do they want to "fit." We have proud people that are
not looking for "something for nothing." We have some examples.
We know of a widow who was notified last week that her Blue
medical bills instead of eating and ended up in a hospital largely
because of malnutrition.
We know of a widow who was notified last week that her Blue
Cross-Blue Shield coverage would be raised from $63.60 to $82.05 for
a 3-month period. Her income is very limited and all she has is her
home. She doesn't want to consider medical assistance as long as she
can work, but does wonder what will happen if some major health
problem arises. Her coverage is minimal and of short duration.
We know of a person who refused proper and necessary psychiatric
care simply because of cost.
We know of elderly people who either cannot afford the deductible
of medicare or find it a great burden.
We know of a family with over nine children and more on the way.
They try to live on a monthly income of $400. Neither running water
nor a flush-toilet is available. The wife will seek medical attention
about 1 month before expected birth. The family needs prenatal and
postnatal care. They wish to go without their allotment of food stamps
because of their family pride and independence.
We know of a middle-income person with a family of fairly large
size, who when terminal illness was diagnosed refused the hospitalization and treatment which would have made his last days more toler-
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able because of the cost it would impose on the family and danger
to that young family's financial future.
We. know of a diabetic unable to see a doctor for a foot injuryserious for a diabetic-because of inability to pay for office fee. This
person is still paying on hospital bills of over $1,000 left after payments were made by two costly but inadequate private insurance policies. This person has been paying for 20 months on the hospital
bill with income less than $200 a month.
It seems strange that we are the only industrialized nation without
a national health insurance program. We have looked at health care
as a privilege for a few rather than a right for all.
Good health is not a favor for a few but. the foundation on which all
happiness depends. Our delivery system is wanting.
Henry George had a quote: "For we cannot supl)se that some men
have a right in this world and others no right.." I have always respected
that message.
Private health insurance programs seem to require hospitalization
in order to obtain benefits-an extremely expensive feature-while
outpatient, visiting home nursing services, and rehabilitative facilities
are often overlooked. For the most part, we are offered inappropriate
and expensive benefits, so expensive that one must be wealthy to et
adequate coverage. Benefits are limited and payment is uncertain because of preexisting condition riders. Prevention is at a minimum and
usually amounts to a short examination. Most are just payment inechanisms without controls on behalf of the consumer. Recently the prepaid health maintenance organization such as the Kaiser plans, IP,
and others have shown that some alternatives are available to some
of our citizens. In Wisconsin, Milwaukee and Marshfield have started
similar plans.
I believe our people -are concerned and want adequate health coverage. They do not wish to be deprived of home, savings, children's education funds, and a full and enjoyable life because of a single unbearable illness. By contributing with wages and taxes I believe that our
citizens will participate willingly as long as it covers everyone.
We need a program planning budgeting system that allows contracting for services rendered. Quality, flexibility, economy, and accountability should be built in. We can t put more burden on our property tax base. We need a national nonproperty source for financing.
I believe that H.R. 22 allows an alternative.
One of the'outstanding features of H.R. 22 is the freedom of choice
for both provider and consumer to either join a prepaid health maintenance organization and elect a fee for service position. That freedom
is important because the element of competition is kept alive.
A major need is more manpower and better distribution. We need
changes in the law to allow more free entry and practice in the overly
rigid hierarchy of the health professions. For example-we speak of
training physician assistants and the physician is already surrounded
by highly trained nurses and pharmacists. We already have trained
1)eople ready to hell) if given legal sanctions and acceptance from
physicians. It is said that the pharmacist of today is the most overeducated and underutilized member of the health team. Physicians
normally give carte blance to various therapists like physical, occupational, speech, etc., but only recently have a few physicians re-
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quested the full services of a pharmacist. Pharmacists ure determining
the drug of choice, best dosage form and proper time and route of
administration and after taking a history of drug use are following
through to see that the drug is working and toxic reactions are kept
to a minimum with the potential dangerous drugs of today. Some of
my nursiilg friends indicate that they too would like a larger role
on the health team.
As mentioned by the previous group, transportation is an underestimated problem in health care. Many patients cannot or are unable
to get to where attention is given. We have portal to portal transl)ortation for consumers of health services in one of our nine counties. Patients are picked up and delivered to the door step of M.D.'s
and dentists. Transportation is an underrated problem to adequate
health care.
Preventive care must have a high priority and must derive local
support if progress is to be made. How I wish we could go back to
the ancient oriental practice of only paying for medical attention
when well.
Presently Upper Michigan does not include psychiatric care in their
medical assistance programs. Wisconsin does. Michigan does not condone drug dispensing and Wisconsin does.
In summary I support the health security program because:
1. It takes a tota] view of the problems with overall planning and
budgeting, not just stopgap measures.
2. It is for all people with easy entry into the system. It requires
no means test, no coinsurance, no deductibles and no waiting periods.
3. It provides the most comprehensive benefits. Of special interest
is the limited dental, psychiatric, nursing home and drug care.
4. Controls are provided for quality and economy.
5. Funds are isolated at the start to explore and finance new answers.
6. It provides an alternate choice for the consumer and provider.
No one is forced into another system.
7. It provides for consumer participation and voice in administration.
8. It attempts to provide incentives for preventive care and
rehabilitation.
(The documents referred to follow:)
MENTALL HEALTH"

AS THIE PATIENT

"I know Billy has a learning problem but maybe he'll outgrow it-anyway,
we can't afford hell) now even on an 'ability-to-)ay' basis because we are buying
a house" . . . Mental Health staff are confronted each day with priorities.
Patients, taxpayers, government units, insurance companies, all have priorities
that affect Mental Health programs directly or indirectly.
The time has come for mental health services to treat themselves in order
to increase their effectiveness. The time has also come for a higher priority of
help from those responsible for systems of health care.
Our Mental Health Program systems are sick. Sick programs systems are not
effective. A major retooling has to take place. An evaluation and plan of action
is needed not unlike procedures found in business administration. Total health
care systems should be the overall objective. Quality, flexibility, economy,
accountability, and all other standards should be components of this system. Mental Health is but one dimension of an individual's health needs.
Current mental health programs are illness, not prevention, centered. Most
financial support is for tangible, illness-centered services. Since mental health
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is -in abstract tern, retentionn services are not. readily sought by potential
patients nor can service costs be i(entilied as readily.
ihiie basic overall need is to develop) a program-)tning-budgeting system
for health (are. This PI'BS system, if correctly prepared, will illustrate the
penalties that will be experienced if preventive progrtis are not iii)'emented.
Mental Health prevent ion programs should d(ovetail with school and physical
health services. Experience has shown that private enterprise and out-of-pocket
payments are insulticient to meet the needs of comprehensive mental health
prevention costs. "Putting off"' is not a prevention plan. Our society has too many
adult "Billies" limping along in life.
Basic mental health treatment and prevention programs should be provided
at no cost and administered via a coml)rehensive system. "Ability to pay" and
block grant reimbursement systems currently in use are costly and proportionately ineffective. Subcontract systems with built-in controls and accountability would be much more effective. Continuity of care should be provided
by the "general contractor," that being tlie regional health planning authority.
I have had and continue to have the unique experience of administering mental health programs across state lines utilizing simultaneously county, state,
private, and third party vendor payments. Our rural area simply cannot support all programs envisioned as necessary. A "job shop" contract format seems
most appropriate. Our experience has shown that reliance on out-of-pocket
payments are impractical. We need a new and comprehensive tax supported
contract system. We need this delivery system NOW.
lion. WILnU MILLS,
Chairman,Housc Ways amd Means Committee
Registering as an individual citizen favoring the Health Security Program
(S. 3) (lI.R. 22-23), November 9, 1971.
(Mrs.) LORA EIKENBERRY.
My specific experience in health matters includes:
Staffing Public Health Department Library, Yale University, 1948;
Staffed community organization efforts: phasing out of Nutrition Service and placing Visiting Nurse Service under Public Health Department
auspices. Community Welfare Council, St. Joseph, Mo., 1960-63, Executive
Secretary ;
Compile Directory of Health & Social Services. Implementation of Health
& Hospital Survey recommendations. Community Welfare Council, Madison,
Wis., 1903-66, Assistant Executive Secretary;
Studied Rehabilitation Facilities and Services, London and Stockholm,
Sept.-Jan. 1968; and
Supervising, currently, compiling of Directory of Services for Northeast
Wisconsin 9-county area. United Fund & United Community Council of
Brown County, Green Bay, Wisconsin, Executive Director.
The Northeast Wisconsin area which I represent is a 9-county area, with a
population of 472.885 and 139,600 households. Of these households, 32,666, or
23.4% are be!ow poverty level of $3,000 annual income, as compared with
15.5% for Wisconsin and 16.9% for the nation. The buying Income per household is $7,923 as against $11,155 for the state and $10,565 for the nation.
(Exhibit A)
Whereas the focus has recently been on health conditions of the densely populated ghetto areas, statistics, including the death rate in this sparsely populated
area, warrant comparison.
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\Vhile the infant del h rate per 1,000 live births in Milwaukee's inner city
(19619 Wisconsin Vit al Statistics) stood at 29.6. tihe average for Northeast Wisconsin was 33.3, four counties excee(ling Milwaulkee, ranging to a high of 95.9
in Menoiine, largely a M enomine( Indian countyy . This can be compared with
the na tlnl
averagee of 20.7, or witi Sweden's 12.1) per 1,000.
The crude (leath rate ii tie same year for the city of Milwaukee of 10.1, was
exceede(l by 5 of lie () counties, ranging froii 10.6 to 12.01. (Exhibit B)
Abra ham Ribicoff, in dispensing with the "'1lealtliest Nation Myth", (Saturday Review. August 1970) testified( to the inadequtcy of number of physicians
for te
current population, and the present trend which would supply only
1/., of 1%, increase in the iiniber of physicians projected through 1975, a total
of 1,(i(0 over the 5-yvar period. The current ratio is about 1 for 770 customers.
The current population of Northeast Wisconsin is served by 313 physicians, a
ratio of 1 to 1.516. The over-all raiige anong the 9 counties is 1 for 1,381 persons,
to 1 for 2,370 persons. Based oi l)rojecte(d population estimates for 1980 of
537,265, to acquire ai conservative ratio of 1 for 1,000 persons would necessitate
an additional 26 M.).'s per year for this area alone. ( Exhibit C.)
A 19)65 survey of' 1,500 towns in the upper Midwest showed 1,000 which had
no doctor at all, another 200 had only 1.
Tlise in metropolitan areas most in need of advice on services available may
havel diticulty in locating the information and referral centers. The rural areas
have virtually no information and referral sources, and few directories of services even for a professional guide. A highly percentage of the desperate calls for
advice on where t o turn are caused by the dual problem of medical and financial
need.
Rural people are proud. A program with a means test would not assure good
health care.
A number of factors are l)roving the voluntary insurance programs to be
inadequate even for those who are insured. The high costs, the riders that make
payment uncertain because of pre-existing conditions, the increasing rates where
high-risk persons are included in coverage, and the built-in incentive for undue
use of high-cost hospital services, afford real concern for even middle and upper
income families. Hospital costs and insurance rates are rising faster than income.
The I{eformation spearheaded the new (oncel)t thlat every child should be educated, a concept that took firm hold in the new country. Germany soon followed
with charging the state with responsibility of tie health of the child as well, as
a known prerequisite to education.
The rest of Europe followed. Today the U.S. is virtually the only industrialized country that treats health as a privilege of the few, rather than a right of
all.
I favor this bill since (1) it provides for comprehensively dealing with the
major concerns, in an orderly fashion, to provide adequate health care for all the
people;
(2) it recognizes the deplorable current situation and It provides for action
now, not awaiting further degeneration and spotty uncoordinated efforts to resolve problems piece-meal;
(3) It gives attention to the delivery system, adequate manpower and facilities;
(4) it takes precautions against escalating costs by setting limits on fees and
requiring al)proved budgeting for institutional care; and
(5) it provides for the voice of and the dignity of the consumer, allowing for
choice through alternate plans, and requiring no means test.
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1970

County

Population
(1970 census)
final

Brown ---------------------------------Door -----------------------------------Kewaunee ------------------------------Manitowoc ------------------------------Marinette -------------------------------Menominee
to ----------------------------Oconto ----------------------------------Shawano -------------------------------Sheboygan ------------------------------Total -----------------------------

Population
to physician
ratio

1980

Practicing
medical
doctors'

Medical
doctors
needed
(1:1000)2

158,244
1266:1
125
20,106
2011:1
10
18,961
2370:1
8
82,294
1524:1
54
35,810
1432:1
25
2,607 --------------------------25,553
3194:1
8
32,650
2512:1
13
96,660
1381:1
70
472,885

1516:1

313

1 Physicians over 70 years of age were not counted.
2 The national physician to consumer ratio is about 1:770. Therefore, a ratio of 1:1000 is not only
reasonable but conservative.
3 The 1980 population estimates were obtained by applying straight line methods to the 1970 census
field counts, assuming constant rates of migration.
4Estimated 1980 medical doctors were obtained by applying 1970 "population per physician"
ratios to the estimated 1980 population.

158
,123
520
32

Vacancies

Population
estimate 3

Estimated
medical
doctors
practicing 4

4
5628
535
97

33
13
12
28
14
4
20
22
27

200,970
159
19,503
10
19,719
8
89,700
59
36,884
26
2,607 --------------26,320
8
33,303
13
108,259
78

486

173

537,
265

58s3

361

Medical
doctors
needed
(1:1000)2
201
5 23
21
90
2843

64
5629
535
108
554

Vacancies
42
13
13
31
17
4
21
22
30
7 193

1970 actual,
1980 needed
73
16
13
36
18
4
21
22
38
241

3 A slight correction was made due to the fact that a relatively high percentage of the county's
population is over 65 years of age.
8 Assuming an individual physician's region of practice should not exceed 30 to 50 square
miles,
a slight correction wasmade.
7 Equal 26.78 medical doctors per years.
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EXHIBIT A
POVERTY INDEX, 1970 CENSUS, NORTHEAST WISCONSIN
Percent of
households
cash income
under $3,000
County:
Brown ------------.-------------------------------------------------Door -----------------------------------------------------------------Kewaunee ------- ----------------.----------------------------------Manitowoc ----------------------------------------------------------------------------Marinette -----------------------------------------Menominee -----------------------------------------------------------Oconto--- _-------.-------------------------------------------------Shawano -------------------------------------------------------------Sheboygan ----------------------.----------------------------------Total, northeast Wisconsin ----------------------.----------------------Wisconsin ----------------------------------------------------------------United States ---------------------.--------------------------------------

13.5
22.0
20.9
15.5
23. 1
48.6
26.0
26.1
15.2

Buying income
per household

$10,594
7,828
7,732
9,906
7 751
3,558
7,256
7,069
9,618

1 23.4

7,923

15.5
16.9

11,155
10,565

Of total of 139,600 households.

iMf'. IJLLtN. Thank you, Mr. Bohn, for a very fine statement.
There are 110 qlIestions. Again we would like to express o1r app'eciation for your appearance.
It is iy pleasure to call as our next witness Mir. I)ennis Thompson
from my State of Oregon.
We are extremely pleased to have you back here, Mr. 'hompson and
Mrs. Smith.
Both are constituents of mine, well versed in the social problems of
the State of Oregon and very good people on some of our particular
medical Problems.
We welcome you to the committee and look forward to hearing your
testimony.
STATEMENT OF DENNIS W. THOMPSON, CHAIRMAN, OREGON
COMMITTEE FOR NATIONAL HEALTH CARE; ACCOMPANIED BY
MRS. KENNETH SMITH

Mr. Tifo-tpsoN. Thank you. It is a pleasure to be here today before
this committee.
Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, Mrs. Kenneth Smith, sitting to my right, is a representative also of the Oregon Committee for
National Health Care.
We are pleased to have this opportunity to speak in behalf of house
Resolution 22. We believe that the spirit of this bill is of critical importance to our State and the Nation, as its assumes one important
factor: Adequate health care is the right of all Americans, regardless
of economic or social status.
Barbara and John Ehenreitch in their book, "The American Health
Empire," have said:
For the great majority of Americans, the "health care" crisis is not a TV show
or a Presidential addre. s; it is an ongoing crisis of survival. Every day 3 million Americans go out in search of medical care. Some find it ; others do not.
Some are helped by it, others are not ; another 20 million Americans probably
ought to enter the daily search for medicinal help, but are not healthy enough,
rich enough, or enterprising enough to try.
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The State of Oregon has long been a pioneer in working toward obtaining effective' health care programs for its citizens. In 1917, the
Oregon Legislature passed the hospital association statute, making it
the first State to authorize corporations to provide prepaid medical
practice. Today, it is time to pioneer in the health care field, again.
HEALTII CARE, PROBLEMS IN OREGON

The State of Oregon has been involved in comprehensive health
planning since 19671. While the goals are high, attainment of them is
difficult, as shown by this example: Present State board of health rules
and regulations discourage organizational mergers of two or more
existing facilities by requiring separate licensure and standards of
service for eacl iuilling operated by the unified organization. Present
Federal medica re certification an(1 reimbursements make it impossible
to effect, complete mergers, also. Certainly, the need is clear for coordination to save mon(y, as well as to allow a quality delivery of services.
For examll)le, in I'otlaid, Oreg., the. are three cobalt X-ray tierapy machines. These machines cost approximately $500,000 apiece,
the cobalt source consisting of approximately $150,000 of this cost per
machine, with an exl)ected life the same whether it. is used 1 hour per
day or 24 hours per day. One of these therapy machines is being
utilized on an almost around-the-clock basis, with the other two being
utilized approximately 8 hours per day.
During this same period of time, a hospital in the city of Salem,
a)proxinately 45 minutes travel from Portland, obtained a similar
cobalt X-ray therapy machine with the same attendant costs. Shortly
thereafter, a facility in the city of Eugene, approximately an hour's
drive from Salem, also obtained similar equipment. Neither machine
is operating at anywhere near its capacity. As a consequence, the costs
involved in obtaining cobalt X-ray therapy are approximately twice
what they could be by strategically locating and utilizing effectively
a lesser number of machines for -i savings of at least $1 million in
capital expense in this specific instance alone.
The health care manpower shortage in Oregon -is well documented.
The physicians to population index, as shown in the accompanying
table, illustrates improvement in the past 10 years. This can be misleading, however, because not all active licensed physicians are
engaged in direct )atient care.
Physician distribution is not uniform. Physicians tend to settle
in areas that provide attractions, such as modern, well-equipped hospitals, colleagues complimenting their specialties, sufficient population to utilize and compensate them for their skills and physical, educational and cultural attributes desired by the )hysician and his fainily. This results in geographic maldistribution of physicians, and
indeed, for the most of the principal health occupations. There are
many factors contributing to a shortage, not the least of which is an
adequate number of training programs for allied health personnel
(to whom the physician would be able to delegate some functions)
and failure to coordinate existing training programs with one another,
or with current management needs.
Approximately 366,160 people in Oregon (18 percent of the population) are financially unable to provide for their own health care. Of
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the total amount spent for health care for age 65 and over, about $414
(70 percent) was finan('(d through public sources; however, the el(lerly still hav'e to pay $176 from tleir own limited incomes. The
median annual income of the aged who live alone or with nonrelatives,
was only $1,734. One out of four elderly persons live below the poverty
level. In addition, because of inherent limitations, medicare covers
less than half of the me(lical ('are costs of the elderly.
It is estimated that betwen 31,000 and 44,000 interstate workers
and families migrate to Oregon each year. It should also be noted
that the health problems among migrants are many and significant;
morbidity rates are considerably higher than among the general
l)ol)ulation. In I()9), 29 percent of the 18,500 migrant workers and
their families screened by public health nurses needed medical care;
and ap)liox imately 3 percent requires hospitalization.
The cost of services provided by health facilities in Oregon and
elsewhere in the Nation is rising faster than most other consumer
services (13 percent in 1970). Health facilities have been slow to adopt
more sophisticated technological improvements and professional management techniques which might have reduced the rate of increase.
In the absence of sufficient capital and an appropriate organizational
device, however, little progress has been made to incorporate modern
automation technology which might help contain the increasing costs
of health care services.
Existing health facilities have not always been developed in clear
response to demonstrated needs, and clearly demonstrated needs have
not always resulted in the establishment of facilities. Health planning
agencies capable or identifying facility needs and reviewing development proposals do not yet exist in all areas of the State, nor do those
in existence have the requisite authority to function effectively.
There is not a single focal point at the State level for total facility
planning. iThere are many State, Federal and local certifying, licensing, accrediting, and financing bodies; each with its own goals and
objectives, definitions, limitations, criteria, standards, rules and regulations and reporting systems.
For example, only 64 (slight more than half) of the institutions
licensed as hospitals in Oregon were accredited in the year 1969.
According to the 1971 State Hill-Burton plan, there is an unmet need
for new nursing home beds; of those that already do exist, nearly 50
percent of these do not meet minimum Federal standards. Yet, the 194
licensed nursing homes in the State average only about 80 percent
occupancy (nursing homes, unlike hospitals, can effectively be operated at more than 95 percent) and the occupancy rate seems to be
going down, even though the percentage of our population 65 years
of age and older is steadily increasing.
In Oregon less than 15 percent of the 137 health-related occupations are presently required to be licensed/certified by Oregon statute.
These consist mainly of the classic professions licensed only by their
individual boards and registered annually. State policy is inconsistent
in the exercise of regulatory functions pertaining to the qualifications
and competence of health workers entrusted with some facet of patient
care. Furthermore, the State does not have the capability to determine
the quantity, quality, distribution, or utilization of its health workers.
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Since the well-being of the patient is at issue and accepting the
premise that most health workers function in extension of the physician's care, the expanding complexity of health problems and health
care demand some regulation of standards of education and training
for health occupations. The degree of regulation of educational and
training standards should be proportional to the degree of responsibility of the health occupation.
We believe that of all the bills dealing with the problems of cost,
delivery and manpower, only the Health Security Act of 1971 provides adequate means to solutions by combining comprehensive planning with broad financial provisions. We ,believe that only the Health
Security Act attempts to deal with both major issues in the health
care crisis in America: those of providing adequate financing for health
care, as well as comprehensive 1)1 aiming and strengthening the delivery
of services.
Only the Health Security Act provides solutions to Oregon's health
problems. I.R. 22 provides incentives for group practice for increased
efficiency. Advanced planning and coordination are essential in order
to meet the budgeting requirements of the bill.
ri he Health Security Act provides funds for education and training programs. It provides incentives for distribution of providers to
areas where there is a shortage.
The ability to pay will not be a criteria in obtaining complete medical care. Costs will be controlled by advance budgeting, coordination and consumer participation in the distribution of funds, as well
as the previously mentioned incentives to utilize existing resources
more effectively.
While we of the Oregon Committee for National Health Care believe strongly in the major concepts of the bill, we believe the following areas bear some modification.
First, we feel the administration of this program could be more effectively carried out through the establishment of a unique public
corporation which would be funded and subject to general policies as
established by the Congress, but otherwise allowing for an independent organizational execution of health care programs on a regional
basis.
We believe that it is critical to maintain the availability of the expertise of health insurance industry personnel in order to operationalize the Health Security Act since many of those involved in administrating current health insurance lrogranis would not easily accept a
transition to Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.
Furthermore, we suggest that in the financing procedures for the
program, some provisions be made requiring a higher percentage of
p)ayment from those who have a larger number of beneficiaries under the program.
It is impossible for us to completely enumerate or discuss all of the
health care problems of the Nation, our State, or even a community in
the brief time allotted to us today. We do believe, however, that the
basic concepts embodied in the Health Security Act provides the only
reasonable and the :most hopeful opportunity for a resolution of tle,
health care crisis in Oregon.
Thank you.
Mr. ULLMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Thompson.
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Do you have anything to add to that, Mrs. Smith ?
Mrs. Sitiri. O)nly that I would like to say that on behalf of the
beginning of a ('oiinittee that represents a public outcry in Oregon,
the beginning of a demand for an improvement in the health care faeilities that we have to (leal with there, our committee intends to educate the people of the State in order to let the consumer know what
the l)roblnils aire anid let tlme consiimer 'have a place in determining the
solutions for tle health problelis in our State.
Mr. ITAAF\N. Thank you, Mrs. Smith.
Mr. Thomlpson, I learned a lot, about my own State in your testimony anld I was pleased that you are doing some independent thinking witl respect to modlifihcations of .R. '2' and I think your suggestions are most wortlhwihtile.
ThJis coiliilit.eel Jus the lluge task of putting this together. We just
cammot sit down and write a bill. We have to write it after months of
long testimony. T'llt is why are are hearing you and others like you.
A re there any questions ?
Thank you very much for coming here today.
(ur next witness is Mr. Earl N elson.
1
Mr. (0
mr~Nuwu,.IN. Before Mr. Nelson proceeds, I would like, in
an ilitro(li'tory way, to say that Mr. Nelson coies from Lansing,
Mich., and is a nieinl)er of our house of representatives from the Lansing area. 'I'lis beiig iy home also, I particularly want to welcome him
and Mr. Can', who is al))eariiig with him.
Mr. Nelson serves on the al)prol)riations committee of the house of
representatives and I know, from my own experiences, tihat he has
been most diligent in his efforts to communicate with the people of
our area and I ant sure that his testimony will be most valuable to our
committee as we seek the answers to the prol)leis of 1)roviding the
best l)ossible health care for the people of America.
Mr. I TIIE,kN. Thaiik you, Mr. Chamberlain.
Mr. Nelson, we can always benefit froi the expertise of some of you
who are working so effectively on the State legislative level. So, we are
particularly pleased to have you here today to give us the benefit of
your thinking. lWe are also happy to have Mr. Carl here with you.
You may proceed.
STATEMENT OF HON. EARL NELSON, REPRESENTATIVE, MICHIGAN STATE LEGISATURE; ACCOMPANIED BY M. ROBERT CARR,
ATTORNEY (FORMER ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL OF
MICHIGAN)
Mr. N],LsoN. Thanki you N'ery much, Mr. Chairman. And thank you,
for those kind remarks. I should also
Congressman (iamnberlain,
thank you for making available to us the information so we would
know what date and how we could make our feelings and our expressions known to the Ways and Means Committee.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to introduce Mr. Carr because I want
him to make some comments later on, immediately following my comments dealing with another part of the issue, as we try to present the
fullest testimony in the time allowed.
Mr. Carr is a former assistant attorney general in the State of
Michigan and he is a member of the citizens committee that I am
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sp)eaking for today. le is also a, public interest advocate and he is
C1lC.('Cne( with the l)rol)lems and lie is working every day with the
l)roblenls that are related to the national heaIth insurance kind of
legislation.
Mr.
We are pleased to have you here today, Mr. Carr,
1JLri1o.
also.
You may l)roeed.
Mr.Ni,1;soN. I represent a,group of citizens in Michigan who believe that a national health care system should not be predicated on
the idea of a job, 1)ut rather on the idea of the rights of citizens to
the wealth of educated meedical talent and facilities within our country. Many of the proposals this committee is considering would exem)t the muienil)loyed, the part-time worker, or employees of State
and local governments, or enl)loyees of religious organizations. Phe
only health care plan vliich approaches tie equitable system we believe must be enacted is the Kennedy-Grifliths health security planH.R. 22.
We believe that the health care system cannot continue to utilize
the methods which have been provenn failures. There is continued
stress on-and lobbying l)y-the Blue Cross-Bue Shield interests. In
the State of Michigan, the public health department has in the last
2 weeks announced their plans for taking over the operation of the
medicade program from the Blues system for the very simple reason
that the State will save money by doing so.
I was talking the other day to the executive office, the budget director. We believe we can save a mmninum of $1 million the first
year. That program is being phased out right now and by April of
next year, the Pul)lic Health Department of the State of Michigan
will be conducting this operation and I am pleased to make that
announcement. I think it is very relevant to what is going on in the
private insurance industry where medicaid and medicare programs
are concerned or health insurance is concerned.
Here is an example of a corporation which, under the guise of
nonprofit, pays no taxes. Their operation is based on costs plus 2
percent. IhO l'higher the costs, the greater the rate of return to the
operators. T hey have advertised extensively in newspapers and on
the air, "the fact" that their corporation has kept health care costs
down. Ye,, the State of Michigan finds them too expensive. Your
House bill No. 22 would eliminate the need for advertising, and has
built-in cost controls.
Also, while the Blues advertised their efficiency, there were introduced into the Michigan Legislature more than 20 bills to correct
that system. These bills cover the various problems of: (1) makeup
of the board of Blue Cross-Blue Shield, (2) the fee system, (3) the
delays in payment of fees, and (4) the problem of participating
hospitals.
In the matter of delays of payment, I would like to point out that
physicians many times deny services to eligible recipients of medicaid
because of a backlog of unpaid bills. This inequity would be solved
by the health security plan.
At the present time in the State of Michigan the insurance system
and the physicians have the power to decide which hospitals may
participate under Blue Cross-Blue Shield. Although a hospital may
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1)o 1iceised by the St ate and nationally accredited, there is no guarantee
it- will 1e iilulhlildd as a l)articij)atiIg hospital. Ii l)etroit, for example,
wo ha1eas
('es where one llospital is overcrowded while another in the
,anil area has vacant )e(ls because there is no payment guaranteed for
their use, a1(d residents of )etroit are denied treatment.
We (t1 not leed 20 bills or more iin each of our State legislatures.
1Vo ieed o 11)iIl-the national health security bill, I.R. 22.
All plans NlNcich place ellphasis on the voluntary insurance system
put 1)ui(eins oil the )oorest of us, and on the middle class as usual. An
obvious burden is iil)Ose(l by those plans which mandate that a purchaser of a plan muiust also "voluntarily" wait a year or more before
l)einig reiihlbursed for the cost of whatever private health insurance
Ile nIiglit. (.hoose to 1)lircllase.
The AMAs niedicred it plan contains tile suggestion that ned is
l)ro)oIrtioilal to Federal income tax liability. A person who is wise and
lucky enough to receive his income in the form of interest on municipal
bonds would hrave no tax liability and, therefore, under this plan,
the Government would pay the full amount of his family's health
illSlrance preniin.
The voluntary insurance concept is not coml)atible with the "right"
to medical care. A right, by definition, cannot be abridged for some
and not for others. If there is not enough to satisfy everyone, then
equity demands that the shortages be shared equally with the benefits.
While the reality of shortages in some fields is recognized, we point
out that those who may not find the health care they need, nevertheless
must not be denied the means of seeking it. When those with the means
can demand entire suites in hospitals for checkups, then in our opinion,
shortages are not being shared, they are being compounded.
W\e endorse national health security because it is the only plan with
built-in incentives to reduce costs all around.
Tlie nursing home situation in Michigan is an example of a costincentive program. At the present time, there are about 200 skilled
nursing homes in Michigan while there is a need for only 110. However, 400 to 500 basic nursing homes are needed. The present system
makes it more profitable to operate a "skilled" nursing home at the
$15 daily rate. Since no budgeting is required, a higher profit can be
realized l)y cutting back in services; and the national nursing home
scandal is evidence that services are cut back.
According to a citizens for better care group which researched the
information, 31 of 46 nursing homes, in Detroit, receiving medicaid
payments have 10 or more outstanding violations of the State health
code on their records. Because of the legal proceedings necessary to
close a home, many stay in oI)eration with violations unchecked. A system of financing with budgeting requisites is needed.
Michigan is characterized by an unusually large amount of insurance holders as a result of the contracts in the auto and related industries. While organized labor has had the means in some instances to
help their members prepare for medical expenses, this has also helped
drive medical costs up, making a wider gap between the haves and
the have-nots. And private health insurance companies including Blue
Cross-Blue Shield have never been noted for their successes in keeping
medical costs within reasonable limits. Therefore, it is difficult to understand why some health-care proposals would place an even greater
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reliance on the failing system. The denial of basic medical care to the
poor (and poor will be left out in most of the bills except T.R. 22)
has a multiplier effect resulting in greater social costs which the more
fortunate must ultimately pay.
Continued stress on the voluntary insurance plans, and their payment for sickness instead of health relegates preventive medicine to
a lower priority; logically, we must question our value system which
allows this to happen.
I have brought along a copy of the study conducted by the Michigan
Department of Social Services entitled: "Health Care and Income:
TheiDistributional Impacts of Medicaid and Medicare Nationally and
in the State of Michigan," and ask that it be included in my testimony
before this committee. I would like to point out chapters II and IV,
as especially pertinent to the delibe rations of this committee.
I would like to save the rest of the time we may have for Mr. Carr.
Mr. ROSTENKOWSKI. Without objection that will be placed in the
files.
Mr. CARR. I would like to take a few minutes to direct the committee's attention to what I feel is a dire health-care consumer protection
problem.
We endorse the National Health Security Act for, among other
reasons, it will draw a sharper line between th general practitioner
and the practicing surgeon. This is especially important .in
rural areas
where there are a high number of hospitals of marginal financial
ability, and where there are also relatively large numbers of general
practitioners realtive to surgical specialists.
Presently, without national health security, with a lack of effective
regulation in the State of Michigan, the consumer is left without a
remedy. The general practitioners tend to dominate the medical community of the small rural towns and the dictates of general surgical
economics encourages fee splitting. I need not tell you gentlemen and,
pardon me, Mrs. Griffiths, what a bad thing fee splitting is, it leads
to itinerant and, perhaps even more important, incompetent surgery
on the part of general practitioners. It also leads to unnecessary
surgery.
We feel the National Health Security Act specifically section 28-(h)
and sections 42(a) and (d) would go a long way to alleviate this
problem.

Mr.

ROSTENKOWSKI.

Any questions?

Mrs. GRIFFITIS. I would like to thank you for appearing and supporting my bill. I would like to say also that if we cut Blue Cross or
any other insurance company out of health-care legislation, another
thing we will cut out is the cost of lobbying by insurance companies.
Thank you very much for being here.
Mr11'. CHAMBERLAIN. I, too, want to thank you for your appearance
today.
Mr. ROSTENKOWSKI. Our next witness is Mrs. Marian Schwalm
Furman.
Mrs. Furman, please identify yourself for the record and those
people that are accompanying you for this discussion and then pro.
ceed.

We are very happy to have you here.
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STATEMENT OF MRS. MARIAN SCHWALM FURMAN, MEMBER, EXECUTIVE BOARD, PENNSYLVANIA COMMITTEE FOR NATIONAL
HEALTH SECURITY; ACCOMPANIED BY MANUEL SEGAL; BONNIE
SEGAL, INTERNATIONAL LADIES GARMENT WORKERS UNION,
EDUCATION DIRECTOR; NORMAN LOURIE, DEPUTY SECRETARY,
PENNSYLVANIA DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WELFARE; JOHN
TAYLOR, CHAIRMAN, COMMUNITY ACTION COUNCIL (PENNSYLVANIA), UNITED AUTO WORKERS; AND WILLIAM ZELEZNOCK
Mrs. IFtU
,AN. I\[y name is Malrian Schwalm Furman. I am here to
testify on behalf of Pelsylvania Committee for National Health
Security.
S ei
rs of the Ways and Means Connittee, we are honored and
delighted to have this op)portiiity to present to you our concerns
and feelings today oii this very important proposed legislation.
I have with mIe several members of the lPennsylvania committee. To
my right alnd your left is, at the end, Manuel Segal; Bonnie Segal,
who is with the lPeisylvania IL(WLJ; Norman Lourie, who is deputy secretary of l)il)lic welfare in lPennsylvalnia; John Taylor-and
I must read'his title-he is Stte chairman of the Community Action
Program Council of Pennsylvania, United Auto Workers; and next
to him is Bill Zeleznock, who does not have a formal affiliation but
lie is a deeply concerned individual citizen and has lent his support
and efforts to the Pennsylv-ania committee.
I am by 1)rofession a lawyer and serve as general counsel and director of research for Pennsylvania Rural Electric Association. I am
also by avocation a member of the Citizens Advisory Committee to
the Insurance Department of Pennsylvania and I serve on the board
and I suppose you would say I am chief volunteer staff assistant to
the Pennsylvania League for Consumer Protection, which is a voluntary citizens organization.
In these capacities I personally feel and share the feeling of many
consumers in Pennsylvania whose anger and frustration and despair
we have discerned. The conditions in Pennsylvania are not too much
different from what you have heard the other witnesses testify to
here today and so I am not going to read the testimony because it
would be to a large extent a repeat of what you have heard.
1-lowever, I would like to try to put some of these factors together
in some kind of logical relationship hoping as an advocate to convince you that endorsement of H.R. 22 is the route to go. It is not
just the wherewithal, the ability to pay for medical care that is at
issue here.
Several programs have been adopted halting partial programs in
order to alleviate the worst of the inability to pay for health care
service. What has happened? I heard statements that medicare and
medicaid and Blue Cross and Blue Shield programs have been some
of the prime factors in the startling inflation that as occurred in medical care costs.
Why? Certainly these are good programs and they have provided
the possibility of medical care for many people who would not have
otherwise received it, but I am sure that you gentlemen are aware
that originally the medicare program, the legislation as introduced,
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provided for cost and quality control features and, as passed, those
were absent.
Now, in the administrative makeup of the "B3lues," you know the
consumers do not have controls of the administrative boards, and
you know the relationship between the vendors and the insurance
carriers here, even though nonprofit. You know the spiralling cost
because the consumer does not necessarily feel the immediate impact
of the cost because of the insurance but then insurance goes up and
that relationship has come, to the point where even the insurors now
are panicking because it has gone right off the scoreboard.
The problem I think that concerns us here, as much as anything,
is what you have heard every other witness tall about-the inadequate health care delivery system. The whole thing. The doctor who
puts the patient into the hospital for a relatively minor surgical procedure that he could do in his office, or in a clinic, or in the outpatient portion of the hospital, but he admits the patient for overnight because it is the only way that the patient can have insurance pay
for it. I personally have heard physicians and many physicians'
office personnel tell me that this is routine. They are trapped in this
inefficient disorganized system. This raises the cost. This is another of
the inflationary factors.
We hear so much about 1)'reNentive health care, "stay healthy, don't
wait until you have a serious problem," but try working your way
through the maze of medical care systems even if you have the financial means. You just become inhibited l)ecause you are sent from specialist to clinic to another vendor and you don't know when your
insurance is going to pay for it and when you must pay for it. You
finally just give up because there is just no organization, no overview
Now, to say that the only realistic, only appropriate plan at this
point is a subsidization of insurance just is not going to go to the real
problems that we have and the causes for the average individual's
inability to meet his health care costs.
In my work with the Citizens Advisory Committee and also in my
occupation responsibility, I have recently been doing a good bit of
examining of various health insurance programs trying to come up
with a suitable group insurance for in-hospital cash benefits for a large
segment of rural population that generally does not have access to
this type of insurance. My eyes were opened, really opened, to what
goes on in the insurance industry. I am not philosophically opposed to
insurance companies making a profit, but making a reasonable profit,
and the profiteering-the individuals in our State who have become
millionaires from nothing in less than 5 years, the fraudulent promotional schemes that I have personally reviewed, the deception of the
average citizen who reads promotional material so cleverly worded
that he thinks lie is really getting something, and when the time comes
he has nothing of value to him but he has paid out a good bit of
money.
Are you gentlemen prepared to continue to actually subsidize that
kind of a system for providing the wherewithal for payment of medical care in America? I hope not.
I hope you are prepared to have the vision and the daring to go a
few steps further and really give the American public what I can tell
you the American public is getting restive and ready for.
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I hear my owil compatriots, people who would be classed ais conservative and n id(ile of the road ill tie political spectrum, becoming
much lore awalre of why they are (issatisfie(! with their own me(lical
care Services. TIey , re begimiii ig to I)ecoime a little inore' so)l isticated.
We have ]lot beeln al)le to correct tlese situltiois at tlhe State level.
Take, for instance, a few specific sittnations that illustrate.
if you were to look at the obitiary column in our Iarrisburg metropolitan newspaper in ti last ( weeks-I noticed quite an inordinate
nlimtl)er of inlfunt, deatlis. It h its you. There they were, (lay after day.
Somiethilig ji111st l)e goingoio.
Wlat is calsinig th is iiiordinate llnmber of infant deatls--and Pennsylvania o(es 1o better than time national average? We had in 1969, 20.9
deathss of infants per 1miulmber of thousand live I)irtls. lPerhaps it will
go down for 1971. It olos as if it, iiny by less than one per thousand.
But the poi ut is that there is nowhere, privately or governmentally,
where the kinds of studies are being done which are looking at why
this is happening so that a rational plan can be develop( to attack it
Peol)le make all kimis of assumptionis about infant deaths and other
facets of lack of medical care. Some people say, well, people just don't
care about their health. They don't care enough to take care of themselves. The answer is not that simple. But our Government has not,
our State government has not beeni willing to make the commitment
to allow, for instance, the I)epartment of Health to make the kinds
of studies that could allow either public health officials or private
practitioners to attack these kinds of problems. It is the same with
prime of life mortality rates. Central Pennsylvania again has an inordinately high prime of life mortality rate.
But people only guess at the answers causee nobody is in any organized fashion going after it to see the causes and what can be done
to correct it.
Now, we believe that of the proposals before this committee there
is only one that really can get at all of the problems that you have
heard discussed here today and so the Pennsylvania Committee for
National Health Security strongly endorses, they have acted-and
this committee, by the, way is made of various government, religious.
labor, and civic leaders-and they have formally resolved to support
and endorse this bill because of these extra features we talked about.
I would like to ask you gentlenmeni a question, not for you to answer
now, of course, but to ask yourselves.
Which do you think is more important for a public, governmental
commitment, health and life itself, or education? Which of those is
more fundamental and basic?
Now we have accepted the publlic responsibility for education for,
I am sure, almost at century. Where are we in the more basic need?
We ask you respectfully to make a commitment on this need also in a
rational way.
I forgot to mention I want to acknowledge the substantial help that
was given in the preparation of our written testimony. As you will
see, I departed extensively from it, but the personnel under Mr. Lourie
in the Department of Welfare and also personnel from the Department of Insurance in Peminsylvania really gave us wonderful help in
putting together this testimony. We want to acknowledge it.
You will find some statistics at the end of our testimony which may
be helpful to you and we would like to submit-if you don't care to
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make it all active part of the printed record, at least for your availability-a study that was done by the Southeast Philadelphia Neighborhood Health Center sponsored by OEO.
Mr. ULLMAN. Are there any questions .
Your oral statement will be preceded by your formal statement
which will be printed in the record and the other document will be put
in the committee file.
(The statement referred to follows:)
S'TATEM EN'T OF MAIRIAN SCIIWALM FURMAN, RE'PRESENTING PENNSYLVANIA COMFoit NATIONAL, 11EAL'I'l SECURITY

Mri'rmE

SUMMARY

I. Health care in Pennsylvani(
A.
B.
C.
I).
E.

Rising costs of medical care/services.
Uneven distribution of health care services and facilities.
Inadequate health care delivery system.
Lack of cost and quality control.
Lack of consumer control of deliveryy system.

If. Som specific Conditions
A. High infant mortality.
B. Lack of rural health manpower and facilities.
C. Medicare and Medicaid costs escalating rapidly.
III. Inadcquacics and abise8 in cxistinl private health insurance
A. Lack of universal avlilability.
B. Seriously inadequate coverage.
C. Lack of effective coordination.
1). Deceptive adevrtising and promotion.
E. Profiteering.
IV. Advantages of 1.R. 22
A. Provides for consumer representation.
B. Provides means for restructuring health care delivery system.
C. Establishes national standards of care.
D. Attacks inequitable geogral)hic distribution of services.
E. Permits preventive health care on mass basis.
P. Provides financial maieaim for all health c.are consuimers.
PENNSYIVANIA

COMMMI'T'IE FOR NATIONAL Ii EAL'I'l

SECURITY

Patrick M. Greene, Director, Pennsylvania AFL-C(0-('SA, Harrisburg.
Julia Maietta, Pennsylvania AFL-('IO-COPE, Harrisburg.
Bill Coup, United Auto Workers 787, Williamsport.
)on Eck, U'nitel Auto Workers 787, Montoursville.
Stan Williams, Pennsylvania AFI,-('10. Harrisburg.
Betty Iooley, ('ommittee on Natiomal Health Insurance, Washington, D.C.
John Taylor. IUnited Ait , Workers-(ALP, Eddystone.
Warren T. ('orbin, lI1ite(l Auto Workers, Philadelphia.
Msgr. Donald Adams, R.C. Diocese of IhIg., Harrisburg.
William Zeleznock, Engineer, Iea ver Meadows.
(harle,- E. I)eaner, Teamsters 770), Hlarrisburg.
Robert Tj. McIntyre, Pennsylvania AF 1 -( 'It). Harrisburg.
Norman Lourie, Pa. )cpt. of Public Welfare, llarrisburg.
Ronald Alman. International Ladies Garment Workers Union, Harrisburg.
Fergus Monahan, Marywood College. Scranton.
Marian Sclhwalhn Furman, P1a. Rural Electric Assn., Pa. League for Consumer
Protection, Harrisl)urg.
Carol Frew, Student, State College.
James McHale. Department of Agriculture, Harrisburg.
Msgr. Philip J. Dowling. R.C. Archdiocese of Philadephia, Philadelphia.
Julius Uiehilein, United Steelworkers, Harrisburg.
James Patton, Department of Agriculture, Harrisburg.
Dr. Ernest J. White, Pa. Public Health Association, Harrisburg.
Gloria Hendershot, Director-1tbg. AFL-CIO Community Services Activities,
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Harrisburg.
Harry Block, Pennsylvania AFI1 C I (, 1Iarrisburg.
Earl C. Bohr, Pennsylvania AFL-CIO, Harrisburg.
Mrs. Ruth Mitchell Tucker, ('ommnility Organizer for Adullt Services, Pittsburgh.
Charles J. Sludden, United Transportation Workers Union, Harrisburg.
George Feeney, l1a. State ('oun('il of Senior ('itlizens, Wilmerding.
James Noon, Pa. State councilil of Senior (itizens, Vilhnerding.
FElizabeth Mater, 1'a. State (C'ouncil of Senior ('it izens, l'hiladelphia.
Peter J. Swoboda, Amalgamated (lotling Workers of Aierica, Pot tsville.
l)evelopment, Pennsylvania State
Edward V. Ellis, l'hl )., Ccollege of IInia
University.
Sr. Rose Anihony, M.S.I'T., Catholic Social Services, Harrisburg.
STATEMENT

Mr. Chairman and Members of the House Ways find Means Committee, I am
testifying today on behalf of the Pennsylvania Committee for National health
Security, compOse(d of :33 individuals anod representatives of labor, government,
religious an(l civic groups il Pennsylvania who are concerned about the lack of
adequate health care for nost. Anierica-s and who strongly endorse 11.R. 22 and
2", which would establish a coni)relbeisive, universal health care system.
My name is Mariani Schwaln Furman. I am by )rofessioni a lawyer and am
general counsel and director ot' research for the Pennsylvania Rural Electric
Association, the statewide trade association for the consumer-owned, non-profit
electric cool)eratives serving a half million rural people in Pennsylvania.
Several of my voluntary citizen activities are closely related to my l)rofessional
responsibilities. I serve on the Citizens Advisory Committee to the Pennsylvania
hIsura lce departmentt ill(s a
board miemiiber of tie l'ennsylvania IA'agile for
Consumer Protection. I recently completed a term as Assistant Legislative Chairman of the Pennsylvania Division of the American Association of University
Women.
All of my various past occupations and volunteer activities have been directly
related to public welfare in its broader snse ald government.
Although Pennsylvania has many health care resources, it reflects the general
situation throughout the United States of rising costs of hospital and physician
services, uneven distribution of health manlwer and iiedical facilities, aind a
system of health care delivery which is not meeting the needs of most of its
eitiens.
The passage of this legislation would he t landmark in assuring the rights of all
Americans of adequate, quality health care services.
Since infant mortality rates are an indication of the health of a nation, we are
alarmed that, in Pennsylvania, our infant mortality rate corresponds with that of
fhe I'.S., which ranks high in infant death in relation to other industrial nations.
Included in the State's 1970 estimated infant death rate of 20.0 per 1,000 live
births is the shocking rate of :38.3 for non-whites, according to prov.ional figures
from Ihe Pennsylvania Department of Health. Also, the fetal death rate has risen
from 19.5 in 1969 to 23.0 in 1970.
Many of these deaths are directly attributable to the fact that the mother has
little or no l)prenatal care. A recent study conducted in Philadelphia revealed that
20 per cent of all expectant mothers hai no l)renatal care before delivery. As the
result of a special demonstration project by the Philadelphia Delprtment of Public Ilealth to promote pIreital care in three ghiet to neighborhoods, the percentage
was reduced to 10.6 lpr cent in tho e areas where these S'ecial health services
wvere given.
But lack of manpower aind finances l)revent these services fromn being provided
uniformly in Philadelphia and elsewhere in the State. Health care is not just a
problem in the big city. sulih as Philadelphia or Pittsburgh, with it,; large concentration of medical practitioners and facilities. It i' ,s mich a roblem, if not
more so, in rural areas. where health personnel and facilities are sparse.
In 1964. the State Health Department conducted a study in rural Sullivan
County to determine health needs an( utilization of health s-ervices and facilities.
The county, with a population then of approximately 5.800. had two physicians
to serve the citizens, no hospitals or clinics within its borders, one very small
licensed nursing home, one state public health nurse and only one bus daily
lpassing through the eountv. IPreventive medicine was virtually nonexistent in
this county, because of a hortage of physicians and medical facilities, and the
residents rarely sought medical help unless they were extremely ill. What has
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happened since that 1964 survey? Based on Pennsylvania licensure of physicians,
Sullivan County still has two physicians serving 2,980.5 each (based on 1970
Census l)opulation of 5,961 for the county).
h'lere are 13 other counties among
the 67 in the State which have a ratio of more than 1,500 persons per physician.
(Source: Pennsylvania Delpartment of Ilealt h, Feb. .), 1971).
We believe that I.t.
22 would correct these situations by making available
preventive, as well as treat l('ilt, servi('es nIore suitablele throughout the state
and nation in a manner that would reach .all segments of the population.
Because of the rapidly rising costs of medical care, only the very rich can
be aSsure(d of adequate mledic(al care. Private health insurance programs are not

providing adequate coverage for our citizenry. Many an individual has entered
a hospital confident that his hospital insurance will cover the bill, only to find
he should have read the line 1rint ill the contractt . For example, one insurance
plan offere(l to pay for maternity expenses-after the fifth day of hospitalization.
hospital insurance llans (lifter from one part of the state to another (In Pennsylvania, there are five separate Blue Cross Programs) and from state to state
as to coverage, exeill)tiolns. linlitltions and benefits. Belnefits su('h as major
medical plans to cover cat astr opihic illness ,uld injury requiring prolonged hos-

pitalization are virtually unavailable to individual subscribers of Blue Cross
anti other insurance l)rl'og1'lls. 'These benefits a(re available only ill group 1)lans
(wAith ole ext('lion ill I',llnisylv-lania ). Thus, if ai l)erson retires or changes
employment, wIlle being able to ('ontlille as an individual subscriber, he may

find tImt his 12) (lays of hosdtalizat ion provided tnder his group plan has 1been
reduced to 60 (lys. lIe Nvill probably lose Ilis major medical benlefits and other
attractive features reserved for grotip 1l s.
We know tInt we are mot gelting our nloney's worth in hospital health care.
(Ionlnercial healtll insurance pays out for health ca re only 60 cents of each
dollar collected on lpremiums. It is estimated tlat only 50 to 60 per cent of the
hospital bill is being covered throuigli commercial 1)oli(ies.
And it is a well-known fact that hospital costs are increasing at a rate far
exceeding recent cost-of-living and inflationary tren(ls.
Peillsylvalial's Insurance ( commissionerr Iherbert S. Denenllberg, at a news
conference in September of this year (announcing agrecnilt of a new Blue Cross
contract with 10 Philadelphia hospitals) said :
"Iospital costs ill tle

hilead'll)1i1 arIea h;ave been increasing at the alariming

rate of about 20 per cent )er year. Reducing this to a maximum increase of 12
per cent per year iuder a new two-yelar contract running from. July 1, 1971, will
save health ('are consumers more than $100 million."
We are indeed fortunate in 1ennsylvania to have had Commissioner Denenberg al)pointed earlier tis
year to head 111) our State Insurance Department,

be('ause he represents tilt first insurance commissioner who can truly be called
a consumer advocate. li, is trying to keel) down hospital costs and is urging
hospitals andllhealth insurance companies to do likewise. In August of this year,
he called on hospitals to cut their daily rool charges and to take into account
the wage-price freeze in their dealings with Blue ('ross plans.
Only last week, ('Cmanmissioner J)eneberg said, il his opening statement at a
commission hearing for a $5 million rate increase requested by Capitol Blue
Cross of Pennsylvania :

"The most important step we (.an take to deliver better health care to all of
our citizens is to bring ibout more consumer control and liarticipation in Blue
Cross plans and hospitals. We .are not sa|tistie(i with the present composition of
the board of Blue Cross. Nor are we sattisfied with their method of election. The
Blue Cross suiys'liber should take over control of his organization. Hospital
administrators, doctors and others have no business o1 a Blue Cross board."

Egven Blue Cross officials themselves recognize that health cost.%have skyro'keted to the point. where something must le done. At the same hearing last
week before the Pennsylv ilnia Insurance Commission, Richar( D. Rife, president
of Ca itol Blue Cross, w-hich has nearly 900,000 sull)Sribers, warned that
continuing escalation of hospital costs might be threatening the integrity of
the entire health care deliveryy system. Rife, as quoted by Carmen Brutto in
The Harrisburg Patriot (Nov'. 4, 1971), said :
"We recognize that if escalation (of cost.) were allowed to go unchecked, it
might present the very real danger that health expense protection would have
to be priced beyond the reach of iany persons. Needless to say, there is still
a long way to go. but we knoaw that most hospital exettitives aire keenly interested in developing and implementing methods that will bring about greater
efficiency and cost control. In some areas, however, changes 'that are indicated
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can be affected only by action of society in general, not Just by those persons
who control the hospital."
This Pennsylvania spokesman for Blue Cross realizes that the problem Is
bigger than Blue Cross, bigger than the insurance industry, bigger than the
hospitals, bigger than the medical profe&gion.
Under Pennsylvania's federally-aided Medical Assistance (Medicaid Program,
costs-particularly hospital costs-have risen very ral)idly.
Total costs in Fiscal Year 1966 were $8-1 million in this program. Fstimated
costs in Fiscal Year 1972 are $4-19 million. For the same period, hospital costs
increased from $47 million to an estimated $253 million in the Medicaid program (according to data from the Peiimnylvania I)epartment of Publie, Welfare).
Numerous workers who are stricken lby catastrophic or chronic illnesses or
injuries from accidents quickly exhaust not only their hospitalization but all
their accumulated resources, as well as those of their families. One Pennsylvania
family man, who had been earhling $9,000 a year as a radio announcer, found
himself hopelessly in debt in just four months. His young daughter, born with
a congenital (lefeet. required extensive surgery. Ilis hospital bill came to more
than $14,000. And the hospital refused to admit the child for further necessary
treatments until he made arrangementeil
for l)ayment. This man had no major
medical benefits. Such benefits are not included in most individual plans of
Blue ('ross and can be obtaie(l only through group hospitalization plans.
Here is an excerlnt from a letter received by the Pennsylvania Department of
Public Welfare in April of this year: "It was cheaper for my father to (lie. A
kidney niachine had been invented, but my father chose death, because he could
not afford its use and he did nlot want to burden us with his debts."
Who knovs how many thousan(ls of persons (lie each year because they cannot afford treatment, don't know where to obtaiin it, don't want to put theft
families in debt or some other similar reason? This legislation would do away
with such tragedies whi'lih are multiplied many times over because of lack of
money to nieet costs of care. Costs will be spread over the total population and
will be paid for by a co mbimu tion of contributory payments and tax revenue.
Our Committee strongly endorses the comprehensive and innovated features
of HR 22. It will provide means for restructuring the health delivery system
by the develolient of nationwide planning and the encouragement of prepaid
group practice through health service organizations. It also provides for consumner representation vhich has been notably lacking in much of our present
organization of health services.
This bill establishes national standards for l)roviders of service and supports
trailing of health lnal)over and encourages systems to efficiently organize and
utilize available manpower at all levels. If services are to reach rural areas
and center city populations where there is the greatest need manpower training
and utilization must le a major lart of any comprehensive health program.
We knowv that this legislation will, in the long run, save untold billions of
dollars to ourselves and our econiomy-in preventive medicine that will result
in less lost time for sickiless. better prenatal and post natal care which will
result in fewer doctors' bills, better health, fewer deaths and fewer preventable
physical and mental disorders: less time in hospitals, more and better treatment facilities, more lInofessional staff and para-professionals.
One cannot put a price tag o1 good health. Anyone who bas it, but especially
one who has lost it, knows it is lpriceless. We cannot afford not to take decisive
action to provide decent health care. We cannot expect private health insurance
to bear the burden. Any plan which would provide comprehensive lalth care
through these insurance carriers would be adding insult to injury. We cannot
expect our already mushrooming Medicare an( Medicaid Programs to carry
their load.
Literally millions of Americans are agreed that our system of health care is
in critical condition and that something more than patent medicine is needed,
not just a transfusion of noiey as proposed by some health care plans. not some
major surgery which may eliminate some maladies but kill the patient-but
an all-out effort to establish, once and for all. a health care system which will
serve all Ameri('ans-inot merely the poor but the nid(lde-income citizens, who
l)robably need proper hotalth care as much as, if not more so, than the disadvantaged.
Gentlemen, what we need now is an all-out program, a new program. The
medical profession may lot like it. Thehospitals may not like it. The insurance
industry might not like it. But 99 per cent of our population will welcome it. We
are convinced that House Bill 22-23 is the answer; at least, it's that first giant
step in the right direction.

EXHIBIT A
Population
(1970
Physicians
census) (M.D.-D.O.)

County

Total

...

...--------------------11,793,909

18,274

Out of State---------------------------------------------7 91
44
Adam s.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
56,937
Allegheny
-------------------------, 605, 016
Arm strong ---------------------------2,686
75, 590
44
Beaver
208,418
Bedford . . . . . . . . .
167
44,353
28
Berks-----------------------296,382
386
Blair---------------Bradford .. . . . .-. . . . . . . . .
135,356
160
57,962
90
Bucks-----415,036
Butler . . . . . . . . . . . 432
127,941
88
Cambria----------------------Cam eron.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
186, 785
209
7,096
3
Carbon
50,573
Centre .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
49
99,267
87
Chester----------------------278,311
Clarion .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
283
38,414
31
Clearfield
74,619
45
Clinton
Colum bia.. . . . . . _- ._
37,721
26
_" 55,114
47
Crawford
81,342
Cumberland . . . . . . . . . . . . .
69
158,177
217
D
au phin ---------223,834
Delaware..
. . . . -----------399
. . . . . . -----. . .600,035
1,335
Elk
E
rie --------.-- "- -----------_ 30
237,770
263,654
316
Fayette. ----------------------------Forest
1154,667
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
113
Franklin
est
------------------------4
I 4,926
.00,833
90
Fulton
10,776
Greene..
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4
36,090
28

Dentists
(D.D.S. or
D.M.D.)

Registered
nurses
(R.N.)

Registere,
pharrn cists
(R.P.)

Physical
therapists
(P.T.)

Practical
nurses
(P.N.)

Doctors of
optometry
(O.D.)

Podiatrists
(D.P.M.)

Chiropractors
(D.C.)

Dental
hygienists
(D.H.)

6,525

92,614

8,348

964

36,471

1,314

800

878

1,553

...

....
2,607
161
4,700
152
1,014
74
903
575
137
39563
825
5
122
258
640
46
164
118
219
292
434
615
1,762
66
714
346
11
360
38
89

128
1
94

45
5
103
4
27
6
15
5
2
38
14
13

785
7
183
7
8
3
39
18
7
53
7
6

Ann.
19
1,077
28
95
15
165
53
19
173
57
99
3
24
43
130
18
29
12
27
39
73
130
428
12
154
68
1
45
2
10

l,

O

289
13,654
566
1,661
230
2,513
1,349
460
2,867
1,211
1,929
40
568
708
2,275
168
696
267
673
700
1,512
1,385
5,340
369
2,027
1,105
31
608
40
177

Z, VJ

393

14
3
1,478
184
25
1
132
11
20
3
119
22
69
6
28
2
206
28
64
5
83
34
4
29
6
34
10
128
28
11
27
2
17..........
23
6
38
3
66
15
255
16
475
74
6
4
135
12
81
6
35
5
2
11..........

787
4
161
5
22
5
25
11
9
46
12
17
1 _.
6
8
18
5
7
2
6
7
15
31
56

Vete rinarians
(D.V.M. or
V.M.D.

928

471
3
57
3
8
2
10
27
21
7
9
3
17
21
49
6
10
6
5
S
1
-----------4
6
13
1
2
7
10
13
13
13
71
89
12
2
3
3
4
8
2
5
3
1
6
4
6
16
9
11
9
30
32
14
33
19
25
147
61
1
3 .........
29
39
19
14
6
4
16.........
...........
6 - - - - - - - - - -5- - - - - - - - -.
16
3
16
1
1
- - - - - - - - - - - -.
2
1
3
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Population
(1970
Physicians
census) (M.D.-D.O.)

Dentists
(D.D.S. or
D.M.D.)

Huntingdon -----------------------39,108
27
Indiana --------------------------79,451
49
Jefferson -------------------------43,695
36
Juniata -----------------------------16,712
11
Lackawanna ----------------------234,107
283
Lawrence ---------------------------107, 374
85
Lebanon --------------------------99,665
113
Lehigh
-----------------------------255,304
418
Luzerne ----------------------------342,301
411
Lycoming --------------------------113,296
136
cKean ----------------------------51,915
36
Mercer -----------------------------127, 175
162
Mifflin -----------------------------45, 268
47
Monroe ----------------------------45,422
63
Montgomery ------------------------623, 799
1,930
Monour- ------------------------16,508
123
Northampton---------------------214,368
267
Northumberland ---------------------99, 190
74
Perry ------------------------------28,615
15
Philadelphia ------------------------1,948,609
4,713
Pike -------------------------------11,818
7
Potter ------------------------------16,395
11
Schuylkill --------------------------160, 089
154
Snyder -----------------------------29,269
19
Somerset ---------------------------76, 037
43
Sullivan ----------------------------5,961
2
Susquehanna ----------------------34,344
21
Tioga
------------------------------39,691
24
Union ------------------------------28,608
31
Venango --------------------------62,353
60
Warren ---------------------------47,682
59
Washington -------------------------210,876
177
Wayne -----------------------------29,581
34
Westmoreland ----------------------376, 935
307
Wyoming ---------------------------19,082
15
York -------------------------------272,003
331
Persons per health personnel -----------------------645

18
30
19
3
143
55
43
153
199
60
25
62
19
20
465
8
100
47
5
1,243
4
4
70
10
27
1
15
12
13
32
21
76
19
167
8
131
1, 808

County

Registered
nurses
(R.N.)
286
571
331
85
2,867
962
720
2,712
4, 122
1,047
445
1,056
402
357
6, 082
388
2, 610
797
156
8, 500
41
72
1, 645
157
500
25
179
222
171
595
449
1,620
278
3,204
147
1,651
127

Registered
phariacists
(R.P.)

Physical
therapists
(P.T.)

1
10
36
3
21
4
1
16
190
4
62
29
5
109
26
241
22
66
15
23
61
71
2
34
86
657
18
3
101
9
53 -----------8
174
2, 182
6
1
7
93
3
11
4
281
2
8
13
3
9
8
21
27
3
13
93
1
12
212
27
9
126
12
12,234
1,413

Practical
nurses
(P.N.)

Doctors of
optometry
(O.D.)

66
261
156
52
913.
281
428
743
1,135
396
206
379
73
87
1,217
196
561
239
125
7, 248
14
45
360
95
382
12
74
126
58
474
278
570
104932
63
719
323

3
6
3
1

Podiatrists
(D.P.M.)
1
1
1
-------- ----

14
21
9
7
9
6
30
16
40
22
5
9
4
2
13
7
9
3
4
3
76
61
2
1
21
10
15
9
1 - - - - - -- - - - - 337
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3 -----------17
7
3
1
8
1
0 ...........
3
6
2
4
2

1

--------- ---

26
8, 976

15
14,
742

Chiropractors
(D.C.)

Dental
hygienists
(D.H.)

Veterinarians
(D.V.M. or
V.M.D.

5
6
4

3
7

2
3
3

15
5
13
65
22
16
8
7
6
3
189
1
27
7
1
185

7
5
15
14
11
11
3
10
6
4
85
2
13
5
4
85

21
13
14
21
26
15
6
13
5
4
44
1
24
15
1
61
1
1
7
1
3
2
10
4
191
53
4
20
13,438

.

3

4
7
14
7
3
2
3
8
.
.1
10
4
9
7
2
5
2
4
3
9
14
21
2
6
28
13
7
5
82
22
7,594----------

-0.
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EXHIBIT B
COMPARISON OF 1970 EXPERIENCE FORCOMMONWEALTH BLUE CROSS
AND BLUE SHIELD PLANS (AS OF DEC.13,
1970)

Philadelphia
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Western
Pennsylvania

Northeastern
Pennsy.lvania

Lehigh
Valley

Capital

Pennsylvania
Blue
Shield

Underwriting income - . $172, 018, 699 $170, 780, 270 $27,635, 000 $19,804,727 $50, 808, 789 $146, 724, 651
Claims incurred
176, 064,542
1------161,373, 057 27,930, 000 20,526,822 48, 935, 703
134, 048, 113
Operating expenses...... 7,113 725
8,058,941
1,181,000
1,027,550
2,503,420
17,444,323
Net underwriting gain - -- 11,159: 568
1,348,272 -1,147,000 -1,749,645
-630,334
-4,767,785
Other income -----------, 505, 557
2,529,754
531,000
424, 364
775, 909
3,830, 525
Total net gain
-----------9, 654,011
3,878,026
-945, 000 -1,325, 281
125,575
-937, 260
Reserves
------------ 3, 422, 731
16,344, 378
3,146, 000
4, 146,
812
4,950,762
46,
868, 582

8. Months of claims and
operating expenses ..
9. Reserve as percent of
underwriting income.
10. Number of subscribers -

22
2
2,372, 587

1. 16
9.6
2,263,413

1.30
11.4
514, 126

2.31
20.9
390, 131

1.15
9.7
879, 384

3.71
31.9
5,775, 978

The next witness is l)r. Kenneth Platt.
Dr. Platt ?
Would you identify yourself for the record and then proceed.
Mr. Brotzman?
Mr. BROTZItAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
It is a great pleasure for me to have this opportunity to welcome
Dr. Kenneth Platt to the committee, also to very briefly introduce him.
le resides, I think, in a very fine congressional district in Colorado.
He is from Westminster. Ile currently serves as the president of the
Colorado Medical Society and is here today in that capacity and also
as the president of the Colorado Foundation for Medical Care. le has
distinguished himself professionally. le has made a great contribution to his own area and also to the State of Colorado, and many other
civic endeavors.
I am glad to welcome you here, I)Dr. Platt.
Mr. ULLMIAN.

STATEMENT OF DR. KENNETH A. PLATT, PRESIDENT, COLORADO
FOUNDATION FOR MEDICAL CARE; ACCOMPANIED BY PETER
SAMAC, VICE PRESIDENT, PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT
Dr. PLA T. Trhank you, Congressman Brotzman.
Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, thank you for the opportunity to participate in your deliberations. I am Kenneth Platt, a practicing physician from W"estminster, Colo., and the current president of
the Colorado Medical Society, representing a membership of 2,600
physicians. I am also president of the Colorado Foundation for Medical Care, which was incorporated under the direction of the house of
delegates of the Colorado Medical Society.
To my right is Peter Samnac, vice president of that corporation for
research and planning.
Since this committee reconvened at 2 o'clock, you have heard the
profession I represent and the system in which we operate indicted
in the strongest possible terms. You have heard the problems faced by
the laity in dealing with the system presented with clarity, eloquence,
and passion. Let me say at the outset, as a leader of a large group of
professionals, I share their concerns. I am aware of our deficiencies
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and I am dedicated to meaiiiiigfil change. I[owever, my pl)pose here
today is Hot to debate the pliilosol)liy of national health insurance or
to speak to aiiy of the, proposals directly before you.
Iy l)Ipurose here today is to inform the conmnitte that the organizations which
I1 represent1. Support the principle of professional peer review, and that
throug'l the Colorado Foundation for Medical Care we intend to demoistrate that peer review can work effectively.
2. Support and are developing a cooperative effort between various
disciplines iiivolved in the health care delivery system, and the governinental admlinistrative agencies responsible for administering
health care programs.
3. Believe thliat organizations such as the Foundation for Medical
Care are an effective organizational meclanism for cost and utilization control, for quality assurance. and are aimechainism to help bring
about needed changes in the medical system.
4. Believe that, the Colorado Foundtation for Medical Care has the
organi zatiomal capability to implement tie mandate contemplated for
a professional services review organization.
Prior to anid since its incorporation, tie foundation recognized that
the establishment of effective cost and qualityy controls, of that segment of health care costs which the physician can influence, is one of
the greatest challenges facing medicine today, and that the preservation of quality medical care is the, rightful jurisdiction of organized
medicine.
It is these premises that motivated us to assign a high priority to
peer review and to take the leadership in developing an organization
capable of implementing its execution in all areas of the State of
Colorado.
Iaving expressed support for the principle of professional review,
and having stipulated that foundations can be effective organizations for cost, control and utilization, quality assurance, and a mechanism for effecting changes, I would like to briefly describe the
structure of the Colorado Foundation for Medical Care.
One of the premises adopted by the Colorado foundation wis that
there be one corporate entity for foundation activities in Colorado, and
that regional councils be developed to carry out statewide and regional
programs of health care.
The concept of one corporate entity for foundation activities is based
on the desire to avoid necessary fraginentation in administration.
The foundation can thereby utilize key personnel more effectively and
thus be able to provide broader areas of service, more so than would
result if individual counties or regions were to form legal corporate
entities to undertake the administration of foundation activities.
The activities of the foundation are governed by a board of directors of 21 health professionals, of whom 12 are always medical doetors. Other members of the board are a hospital adniinistrator, and
one representative from each of the five regional councils. The board
has overall policymaking and contractual authority over foundation
matters.
Five regional councils have been created as regional arms for the
board of the Colorado foundation. Regional divisions of the councils
have been structured so that no region should have less than 200 phy-
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sicians. Every component ni(lical society within the region is assured
at least one represeltative ol a regional council. Each regiolial council
has 15 iedicial doctor's, o1e (1oct01. of osteol)athy, a, hosl)ital adininistrator, a i111sing 1o1e a(duiiiistrator, and a plharmacist. Each of
the regiollnil council's rel)resentatives are chosen by their respective
associations.
In structuring the regions of the Colorado foundation, we were
cognizait of' tile colitelliplated re(qiirelneiit of 300 pihysicians for purposes of the professional services review organization. However, we
feel that in less populated States su(hl1 as Colorado, the grouping of
'200or more l)hysici is wvolld permit an objective allot broad approach
to )ro)leis (,llcotilte ted ill the p~eer review l)r)cess.
Second, the board of' tie Colorado folin(lation recognized that
withill tile fi\ve regions cicated, there exist large medical and retail
marketing centers. Ninety percent of the State population reside
within these centers.
'Phe functiolal resl)olsil)ilities of the hoard of the Colorado Foundation for Medical Care anid the responsibilities of its regional councils are appended to this statement. It must 1)e stressed that the organization has been designed to serve both the private and public medical
programs. It. should further be not,,(d that the Colorado Foundation
is working in close cooperation with other provider groups, hospitals,
doctors of osteo)athly, plharmacists, nursing homes and home health
agencies. Should the need develop to expand to include other providlers, the mechanism exists to accomplish this.
This brief description of tie foundation organizational concepts
does not explain the reasons for such a structure, or answer many
of !he questions which may arise about it. In summary, tihe foundation in Colorado feels it is necessary for us to develop an organization which can and must alccommodate the following:
1. The mutuality of interest in peer review shared by providers,
health professionals, Government agencies, and third party payors.
2. The existence of organizations with both statewide and regional
membership, such as the Colorado 1osp ital Association, medical societies, Osteopathic Association, Phalrmaceutical Association, and the
Nursing Home Association.
3. The geography of the State and the essential local and regional
nature of the delivery of medical and hospital care.
4. The necessity of incorporating professional judgment. from other
disciplines of health into the direction of tle foundation.
Since its incorporation, the Colorado Foundation has found itself
heavily involved in cooperative endeavors with the public ,sector and
private and voluntary providers of health care, both locally and nationally. For -purposes of this testimony, we will but briefly narrate
this inolvement, but reiterate that organized medicine in Colorado intends to assume a most active role in dealing with health and medical
problems in our State.
On May 7, 1971, the foundation entered into contract with
ISMHA's division of research and development. Basically, the immediate objectives of this contract are:
1. To explore acceptable and effective methods for expanding the present level
of organizations and coordination of activities at local and State levels among
physicians' organizations and other public and private provider groups, institutions, health care financing organizations, and consumer representatives for the
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pllil~o)'

of giuidinig develolunnet and illemlita1ion

of chaiiges in the health ciare

system ; and d(lcumelit the processes and lLolhlems ivol ved in the organizatimal
effort :
2. D)evelop a techiical systeiii for leer review of effecti\'eness
nd111
costs of
health care, which will have tle I)otential for serving both public assistance
an1id 1)livaite inu
hralice
beieficia ries 111d a sta ewid(e network of provi(hr groups
to admilister lie ilans
3. To c(olidu(.t a consumer survey of mot

aid

unret he Ith nee(ls in Colorado

4. To test a Lniforii lIo.-I)itil D)ischarge Abstract for common billing.

Our goal is to (lerive from these objectives the information and
interdiscil)limary working relationship) necessary to enable medicine
and other providers of healtll services to address themselves to the
problem of cost,, quality assurance, and access to medical care. We
silncerelv believe that, the eclhanisni ot tile ('olorado Foundation for
Medical (lare can I)e eliective in monitoring nIledical care.
In f amary of this year, the ('olora(d) Medical Society initiated an
informal workitig relationship to monitor a modified hospital admiion program for me(licaid patients. The working relationships is
described as informal because there has been no contractual arrangemenit for the doctors of osteol)athy and the doctors of medicine to
carry out this )rogram. It has been a. joint cool)erative endeavor to
monitor hospital admission using national PAS-MA1P data as guidelines. 'The results have been most gratifying: According to the Social
Services Departbnents data, the average length of stay for medicaid
patients in fiscal 197-71 was 6.15. For the period January 18 through
September 3, 1971, the stay has been 5.1, which indicates 1.05 day less
per a(lmission, or 7(3 days saved per week.
Prior to January 18, 1971, the average admissions totaled 770, subsequently admissions have averaged 727 l)er week, even though tle total
average eligible recipients increased during the same period by approximately 8 percent. The exact budgetary impact. has yet to be deternine(, )It. is est inmated to be saving currently $67,404 )er week.
As a, result, of this informal endeavor, the Department of Social
Services and the Golorado Foundation are negotiating a formal arrangement, whereby the foundation will monitor inpatient and outpatlent physician services. In addition, discussions have been initiated
by the Department of Social Services to solicit, the foundation's assist ance in evaluating their nursing home patients.
In summary, the Colorado Foundation for Medical Care welcomes
the opportunity to become an effective partner with Government and
private carriers to monitor medical care, and become an organization
that can effect constructive change in the delivery of health care.
(The document referred to follows:)
DELINEATION OF 1)UTIES
A. THE COLORADO FOUNDATION FOR MEDICAL CARE: FUNCTIONS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

1. Develop criteria subject to the approval of the Board of Directors for defining the boundaries of Regional Divisions of the Foundation and Professional
Services Review Organization. Hires such personnel as necessary to administer

the program and negotiates contracts for Foundation sponsored programs in cooperation with Regional Divisions.
2. Encourage and assist the formation of Regional Divisions and provide specialized assistants (i.e., legal counsel, actuarial experience etc.), if available,
on request of the Regional Divisions or the Component Medical ,Society.
3. Provide statewide guidelines concerning Foundation membership, interfoundation reationships, relationships among Regional Divisions and Component
Medical Societies.
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4. Develop procedures for hearing and negotiating settlement of disputes
among Regional 1)ivisions and/or Component Medical Societies concerning memberships and programs etc.
5. Develop, in connection with Regional Divisions, basic health care standards
required for Foundation endorsed health insurance i)ro grains, which affect more
than one Regiomal D)ivision area. Such basic standards of care should not exceed
the standards already established in any Regional Division involved unless the
higher standards are agreed to by that Regional Division.
6. Provide for the development and administration of Foundation programs
including Review of Professional Services in all areas of the state not covered
by an ol)erating Regional Division or a Professional Review Organization. Provides personnel for Regional Divisions, upon request and when necessary.
sulppinist for tny legioial )ivision on request.
rative sport
7. Provide
8. Develop and administer statewide programs such as Medicaid and Medicare
in cooperation with Regional Divisions and tJe Component Medical Societies.
9. Provides the tehnical data processing "11d entry system.
10. Carry out statewide planning, research and educational programs and
act as the coordinator, catalyst, and incubator for new health care programs.
13. REGIONAL DIVISIONS OF COLORADO FOUNDATION FOR MEDICAL CARE: FUNCTIONS AND
RESPONSIBILrrIES

1. Coordinate and integrate, where possible, the Colorado Foundation prograis witli special local, public and private health programs.
2. Establish minimum standards for health care, in cooperation with the State
Foundation, which will be required for Found-zition endorsed health insurance
programs underwritten by the Blues and the commercial insurance carriers.
3. Establish maximum fees for reimbursement for services provided by Foundation members under Foundation endorsed health care programs.
4. Provide Peer Review Services in accordance with the State Foundation
guidelines, and by organizing the peer review staff.
5. Assist insurance carriers, employees, unions, associations, and consumer
groups in the development of prepaid care health programs for which tle Foundation call provide Peer Review and associated administrative services.
6. Research and dveop. in cooperation with the State Foundlation and Medical
Societies and other providers, new systems for health care delivery.
7. Establish liaison with consumers and other providers in the area to assure
that the Foundations' programs are meeting the local needs, and that the Foundations' programs operation and administrative system consider the requirements
of the total health care system.
THE COLORADO FOUNDATION FORMEDICAL CARE
Medical society
County
REGION I
Larimer-- --------------Weld ------------------Morgan ---------------------....
Logan -------------------------Sedgwick --.-----------------....
Phillip--------------------------Washington ----------------------Yuma --------------------------Total (8)-------------------

Population

Number Members Hospitals

93
89,900
1
89, 297
1
80
20, 105
1
10
18,852,1
21
3,405
1
4,131
5,550
1
9
8,544 -------------------239,784

5

213

BedsL

Nursing
homes

2
2
2
1
1
2
1
2

177
372
69
136
26
45
26
45

13
6
3
3
1
2
1
3

13

896

32

Beds I
961
655
251
?23
32
66
17
128
2,333

REGION II
Boulder ----- -------------------Adams ---------.---------------Arapahoe -----------------------Douglas-----------------------Sum mit- --------------------- Lake ----------------------------

141
4
335
7
696
131,889
1
6
649
185,789
1
37
2
297
1
129
1
252
11
1,013
162,142
8,407
.-----------------------------------1
41
2,665 -----------------------------------------------------------1
8
8,282
1
7
1
30

Clear Creek ---------------------Jefferson ---.------------------Denver----. ---. ---------------

4,819
233,031
514,678

Gilpin ------------ --------------

Total (10) ........
.......

1,272

1, 252,974

1

231

1

237

1

1,086

19

5,637

6

1,624

2 28

6, 788

3

17

1,632

32

3,582

75

7, 621
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County

Population

Medical society
Number Members

Hospitals

Beds?

Nursing
homes

REGION III
Park ----- _--------------------- 2,185
3,316
Teller .........................
235, 972
El Paso .........................

1

1
8
204 ....
---- 4...
----- _5

241,473

1

204

Subtotal (3) ----------------

18,665

Subtotal (4) ---------------Total (7)----------------REGION IV
Chaffee -------------------------Fremont -----------------------Custer --------------------------Huerfano ------------------------Los Anim as ------..-----.........
Pueblo .........................
Subtotal (6)..............

5

3, 903
4,836
7,530
2,396

Elbert --------------------------Lincoln -------------------------Kit Carson----------------------Cheyenne ------------------------

260,138

.
1
1
1
2

3,086
Crow ley .........................
23,523
Otero ...........................
6,493
Bent ...........................
2, t29
Kiow a --------------------------18,258
Prow ers -------------------------Baca ----------.
-----------.... 5,674 1
Subtotal (6) ---------------- 54,063
Saguache -----------------------Mineral -------------------------Rio Grande ----------------------A lam osa .........................
Conejos -------------------------Costilla .........................
Subtotal (6)................

5

1

12
30
1,036

766

18

1,078

.

1
2
1
1

24
73
50
24

7
44
31

3

82

5

171

210

8

848

23

1,249

1
6

27
308

1
1
8

50
235
720

17

1,340

1
4
1
1
1

50
212
27
9
66

8

364

183

1
57
2
94
... . .. .. . . ... .
38
1
1
75
746
2
7

1,010

19 ----1------.i
123..
151
2

2

I

6

14
1
10,162
1
15
21,942
. .. ... .. . . .. . . . . . .. .. . ..
1,120 _..
1
4
6, 590
6
1
15,744
144
1
118,238
173.79b

.

Beds

28

3,827
786
10,494 I
11,422
7,846
3,091

29

29

18
63
51
50

7

269

21
1

9
3
94
1
50
108
32 ...................

4

234

4

144

37,466

1

Total (18)------------------265,325

8

240

18

1,513

29

1

9

1

60

1

19

1

30

2

156

1

96

2

39

3

216

2

115

REGION V
Dolores -------------------------Montezuma ....................
San Juan -----------------------La Plata ------------------------Archuleta ------------------------

1,641
12,952
831
19,199
2,733

Subtotal (5) ---------------- 37,356
Delta ---------------------------Gunnison -----------------------Hinsdale ------------------------Ouray --------------------------San Miguel ----------------------Montrose -----------------------Subtotal (6)---------------Garfield -------------------------Pitk
in--------------------------Eagle --------------------------M esa --------------------------

1,848

3
156
28
7
1
1
15,286
1
24 -_----------------7,578 -------------------202 -----------------------------------------------------------1,546 -----------------------------------------------------------1,949 ----------- _-------------.-------------------------250
3
1
75
10
1
18,366
2
44,927-----------14,821
6, 185
1
7,498
1
54,374

Subtotal (4)t---------------- 82,878

2

3
127
17T-30---------------74 1
74

52
5

97

8

6

406

127
3
68
479--------30
8------479
36
i
---- --- ---- - 606
11
462

~
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Medical society
County

Population

4,842 1
Rio Blanco --------------------- 6,525
Moffat ------------------------6,592
.----------------Routt ------4 107
Grand -------------------------1,811
Jackson --------------------------

Nursing

Number Members

Hospitals

f
1

13

13

Subtotal (5)..---------------

23,877

1

Total (20) -----------------

189,038

7

166

Grand total (63) -----------

2,207,259

28

2,453

Beds

homes

Beds I

26
1
46
2
74
2
1
34
1
20 -----------------21-------------1
-------------------------5

121

3

100

19

926

22

1,227

86

10,971

181

14,278

Survey capacity.
2 Includes: Craig Rehabilitation Center, American Medical Center, Spalding Rehabilitation Center National Jewish
Hospital.
Includes Long-term unit in hospital.

Dr. PLATT. I would like to make one rather informal conclusion
remark; that is, as you go through these deliberations you will hear
more and more about peer review both from governmental and from
professional organizations. Two things about peer review I think
should be kept in mind. The emphasis is often on cost control and
utilization control with monetary figures used to judge the effectiveness of true peer review. Although that is of significance, certainly,
the third-1)arty payer, sucih as yourself, and the concern of the )rofessional, is toward quality assurance, and the thrust should be primarily toward monitoring the quality of care a patient receives rather
thian just adjudicating the fees charged. Not to negate the economic
importance of fee adjudication and appropriate reimbursement
formulas.
Any peer review mechanism that does not address itself to the quality
of care that a physician renders in all settings in which a physician
operates, including his office, outpatient faciTities, and in the hospital would be ineffective.
Second, the thrust of peer review should not be punitive. The thrust
of peer review should and must, be educational. If physicians working in a peer review setup can educate their conferees when they find
them outside their normal practice, then peer review will truly have
been an effective mechanism in bringing about the needed changes
that you and I both agree are there and need to be implemented.
Thank you.
Mr. R0OSTENKOWSKI. Are there any questions?
Mr. BROTZMAN. The question was asked this morning, How widely
supported is the foundation by the medical profession in the State of
Colorado? By that, I mean, do you have good group support of this
particular concept?
Dr. PLAT. Twice this was brought before the house of delegates
of the State medical society, its activities were delineated, and twice
it was voted unanimously, without a single dissenting vote, to pursue
the formation of the foundation. There are people in the State and
the professions who have certain reservations about how effective the
mechanism will be, but so far they are willing to work within the
system to effect a change envisioned by the foundation.
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Mr. ROSTENKOWSKI. Thank you, Doctor.
The committee will stand in recess for 10 minutes.
(Brief recess.)
Mk{r. IOSTEN KOWSKI. The committee will resume its hearing.
Tle next witnesses are I)r. Rol)erta F. Fenlon and I)r. Jean Crum.
Would you, I)r. Fenlon, identify yourself for the record, and the
gentleman that is accompanying you.
The Chair recognizes Mr. 1Pettis.
Mr. IPiTTrris. I was hoping that my colleague from the State of Michigan, Mrs. Griffiths, could be here,' and maybe she will be here before
you have finished, because I wanted to let it be known publicly that we
in California have no hanoups about electing, women to the highest
offices we have to offer, an(? our next witness is proof of that.
She is not only an excellent physician but she is the president of the
California Medical Association. As another Californian, I welcome
you, Roberta, to the witness table.
STATEMENT OF DR. ROBERTA F. FENLON, PRESIDENT, CALIFORNIA
MEDICAL ASSOCIATION; ACCOMPANIED BY DR. JEAN CRUM,
PRESIDENT-ELECT

Dr. FENLON. Thank you, Jerry.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee.
As you know, I am Roberta Fenlon. I am in private practice of
internal medicine in San Francisco. As president of the California
Medical Association, I speak for an organization representing over
25,000 doctors of medicine in California. There are 27,000 practicing
physicians in our State.
We thank you for this opportunity to speak.
Accompanying me today is my colleague, Dr. Jean Crum, presidentelect of CMA. Dr. Crum is a surgeon practicing in the Los Angeles
suburb of Downey.
Behind us we have our staff and other physicians from the Los
Angeles area who will testify tomorrow.
In our accompanying written statement we have given you what
California physicians have accomplished in the realm of health and
medical care, what we plan for the future and what currently is in
progress in different methods for the delivery and financing of care,
in t e field of manpower, efficiency, professional education and peer
review. I respectfully ask that you read this carefully because it will
give you the reasons why we believe we can speak with knowledge
and experience.
Mr. ROSTENKOWSKI. Without objection, your statement in its entirety will be inserted in the record, following your oral testimony.
Dr. FENLON. We have sought and solved many of the health care
problems but unfortunately some cannot be solved by medicine alone.
They are not in our area of expertise. Specifically, inadequate general
health education; automobile and home accidents; poor housing sanitation and nutrition; obesity; alcoholism; drugabuse; environmental
pollution-to name a few-can only be solved by all of us working together as citizens. Yet within this group I have just listed are most
of the problems for which our critics denounce the health care system
in the United States today.
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I would like to ask this committee if you have had an opportunity
to visit a rural migrant health area or, rather, a rural migrant area
in which these people are living under conditions which are not conducive to any sort of health maintenance.
I had an ol)portunity last year to see one of these which they told
me was one of the better one,-. When I went there these were one-room
bungalows. The children, the chickens, the pigs, the garbage, the flies,
the dogs, were all ruling around in the same area. They were )icked
ul) by sone of our physicians who had started a clinic in this area to
give them better health care and medical care. They were taken and
given( good medical care but they had to go back to the same environment.
This is why we say we must have, something done about some of the
areas in which the people tlicmnselves are living under conditions
which are not conducive to health.
We can give them medical care, but we cannot supply the necessary
background for their health. This is where the highest cost occurs.
Here is where catastroplhic illness primarily occurs. Here is where the
delivery of health care breaks down for accessibility and availability.
We as citizens must solve this together-engineers, educators, legislators, )usinessmen, social planners, everyone. If we placed our best
hospital and physicians in the center of a depressed area, we could
not solve the health care problems. If we had well-equipped ambulances on every highway, we couldn't save all the lives of those in highway accidents.
Senator Edw ard Keni-dy recently conducted a national health-care
hearings tour. I wish that. every member of this committee and every
of them had been going to a clinic-type or-if you will-an lIMO-like
organization. Two of these described in great detail the difficulties
they encountered in: (1) seeing the same physician more than one
time; (2) getting appointments when needed; (3) their feeling that
there was no concern for them as another human being. Both ended
their statements with the comment that they were going to seek their

own private physician.
The third indiividual only expressed concern about the catastrophic
hospital bills for his baby who required long hospitalization for cardiac surgery. He reiterated many times tho great warmth he felt for
the surgeon in charge.
A fourth gave long testimony regarding her husband, who had to
consult unknown physicians-instead of his own doctor-because of an
industrial accident. They had asked originally for their own doctor
but were refused. She testified that the ensuing long and serious illness
could have been avoided if they had only been allowed to go originally
to the physician who knew them.
The fifth was in the medicaid program in our State-Medi-Cal-and
had multiple diagnoses of high blood pressure, diabetes, and cardiac
failure. When the Medi-Cal cutbacks occurred she was allowed only
two visits with her physician a month and this necessitated her physician to intervene for her. She had nothing but praise for him.
I am reporting this in some detail because these are citizens who
were picked to show the inadequacies of the present health care sys-
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teni. What did they really say ? "I want to be treated as a human being.
I want tile freedom of choice for my health care and 1 want my own
physician."
This, M[r. Chairman, and members of the committee, is why we are
here. Because we work with patients. We.' k1ow their 1)rol)lems, their
fears, their anxieties, their family and social situations and their
needs for health and medical care. Tlus, we believe we can speak for
them better than many others.
Even in these days-wlmn mteitdicine is tnder scurrilous attack from
many sources-press, radio, TV, certain legislators, labor, social reformer, et al-thle individual patient retains his faith and affection for
his own physician.
At the present time tlere is a great pusl by the Department of
Health, Education, amid Welfare throngi Gov'ernment subsidy to
have every citizen in this country belong to a closed panel prepaymnent
type of organization called a health maintelnace organization. Why
is this ? This type of organization has been available for our citizens
to choose, had they wished to do so, for the past 30 years. Less than 5
percent have taken advantage of this. Why is this now going to be the
only option or the preferred option? Because it will receive Govermnent money? Congress has not set any standards, regulations or
even passed a law regarding them.
We, as physicians, as well as citizens-believe this is a serious mistake. Why ? First, the state of one's health is dependent upon really
factors, most of which cannot be controlled by physicians or by
allied health )ersonnel, and some of which cannot be changed by the
patient himself. Genetic makeup---including intelligence and p)hysical and emotional stainmna-occupation, education, nutrition and diet,
social and economic status, religious beliefs, emotional stress, personal
habits, and the quality of the environment are examples. Therefore,
one cannot realistically promise comprehensive health maintenance
nor guarantee the success of medical care.
American people on the average do not want assembly line medicine. This impersonal type of care ii large clinics has been denounced
time after time. The inability to sce the same physician, the waiting
line for appointments, the drop-in clinic waits, the depersonalization
for both patients and physicians are frequently heard complaints.
Some people do choose this method for their delivery of health care
and some physicians prefer group practice. But to push everyone
into one mold is a disservice and un-American.
The health-care system in this country is a pluralistic one and California is a prime example. CMA has encouraged innovation and experimentation. In our State we have closed panels, we have clinics, we
have medical outreach programs, neighborhood health systems, we
have foundations and we have migrant labor programs in order to
grow and change as the need arises, allowing for experimentation,
allowing for regional area needs, allowing for social and economic
changes. That is the way we believe that medicine should go.
Another aspect of a pluralistic system is freedom of choice--both
for patients and for physicians. Obviously, a.successful national health
care plan must be acceptable to patients and physicians. For patients,
national health insurance must allow free choice of physicians, institutions, and whenever possible, alternative health plans. It must be
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volnt'ry. PIhysicians must be allowed to follow their own best judginent ill i)ra'ti'c'ig medicine, subject to pel review assessment. They
must be free of those restrictions that interfere with providing for
their medical needs of their l atients-quality health care can never
be delivered by lblreatlcratic fiat in this country.
Second, a successful pini for national health insurance must include adequate coverage. It must provide for comprehensive benefits so that no area of necessary medical care is omitted. These benefits must include a broad range of outpatient services, coinsurance,
a1d deductibles. Anld primary responsibility for care of the patient
must, renlain with the physician.
Th ird, our experience with medi-cal-outined in ouir written stateinent--has demonstrated that when health program budgets become
troublesome for Goveriment, decisions are often made on the basis
of fiscal rather thami health considerations. Ifigh-quality care must be
foremost, therefore uldgets must )e directly related to the number
of peoplee covered. An important aspect of ainy national health insuramuce plan must, be to provide for nonpolitical administration and
funding.
Jie system of public education in this country is an example of this
point,. ft isn't, doing the job it was designed to do; in many ways, it
is not fulfilling its expectations, and always in a precarious position
financially.
Fourth, we feel that a national system of health care must be
based on the voluntary private health insurance concept. When-- for
economic reasons-the cost of health insurance premiums cannot be
paid, at least in part, by the patient, they should be underwritten by
Government. The cost of such premiums for the economically disadvanta.ged should I)e met in much the same way as other basic needs
are paid for through the public sector.
Fifth, peer revimw-physician reviewing physician, for exampleis essential to national health insurance. How-ever, it is the appropriate function of State and county medical societies and their own
organizations, hospital staffs and other similar organizations-and
not a function of Government. In addition, accreditation and utilization review committees should be required for all institutions participating-again, as a responsibility of the health-care prfesgions.
Sixth, demonstration and experimentation in the provision and
financing of health-care benefits, particularly with respect to manpower utilization and the delivery of care, must be encouraged. The
community and local medical societies should be involved in the
development of these programs-uand criteria affecting cost and quality should be met.
Seventh, it is essential that any new Federal health care program
does not add to the present fragmentation of Government health programs but should serve as a vehicle for coordinating the disorganized
and overlapping pattern.
And, lastly, those problems that are beyond the scope of the medical profession-as we have discussed-must be solved before a plan
for national health care insurance can be successful. This will act as a
major force for preventive medicine and, therefore, for further cost
containment.
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The Cali fornia Aiedical Association Itas (hv,\lol)ed a spc)C(ific plan
for latiol al ]ealtIl cilre. 'I'llis 1)ro)osl is conlia ie(1
I . . 11351,
ilitro(hlice( 1YlReltesentati ye I)Dallielsoln.
TheI'l anielson iilI (leals (liirectiN, with the pliobleill of how to lake
al)I0e id accessible to all Alliericans.
(Itality n medical cv'e b)tI l
In several ways , tIlis proposal repriesents a new al)l)poaclt to national
IealtIt instlra ie. -I sleci iis co)vc' oe wi litl pt()l)tes a\ail utility to
care, 1)ased on 011r professional jii(lL ttte. Ill o'eneral way, out )lan
is 1)Utt(Ir ( a ft'er t le Fededla 1 e 1lpl, ,ve.es liealill Ieniefits lro(gralt1111forml national levels of' benefits wonlId be established, Silpetv ised by
Federal aH-d State olics to insilre that prescribel ilisr
talce benefits
were being included.
What are some of the other major features of the plan ? It would
be open to all families and individuals on a volmitary basis-regardless of il cone, a e.or eltI)lovNttelt status. I silot • l)1-ate itist]raice
teclianisnis, there would be a sliding scale of Federal subsidy to pilt,chase acceptable coverage. Those at low inc-!me levels would pay
nothing-thouglm
everyone woltld be offered an incentive to )articipate. Each patient would be able to choose his own pliysician and the
particular prograitt that best fits his needs.
Benefits mnder the l)lan would include all areas of health care: professional medical services, surgical, hospital, extended care, home
liealtlh and outpatient rehabilitation, ambulance, prosthetic aids, d rli:
prescribed on an outl)atient basis, acute l)sycltatric care, .9nd dental
care. The bill also provides for coverage of catastrophic ilIness.
The program also would have nonpolitical administration, supervised bv the U.S. Civil Service Commission. To provide a realistic
basis of Governntent financing, the health care component of the individual family for our program would be updated annually for all
areas of the country on a basis allowing for inflation and varying
regional costs.
Another important feature-our plan provides for demonstration
and experimental a approaches by health care professionals. These
would include programs in the organization and delivery of health
care, including the utilization of new types of manpower and taking
into consideration the needs of the local area. In addition, it recommends certification of all facilities, includes provision for peer review, provides for a, study of professional liability, and would establish National and State advisory councils for setting standards and
regulations.
Certainly one of the most significant aspects of CMA's proposal is
the fact that it is a comprehensive, long-range program. Today there
are more than 100 Federal health programs for specialized sections
of the population. Our plan would immediately incorporate the functions of medicaid and many other Federal health programs. In regard
to medicare, our plan would not eliminate this program. However, it
provides for a joint study by the Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare and the U.S. Civil Service Commission as to how the functions
performed by medicare might be transferred and merged into the new
program. The results and recommendations from this study would
be submitted to Congress.
On a long-range basis, our plan is designed to promote the unification
of most Government programs providing or financing medical serv-
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ices. In other words, it would seek to create a single, coherent, integrated approach to health care. It would iot )e a stopgap measure
treating only the symp1)tois of the healtll problemss as they confront
us. On the other land, it wNould not, requirecel)endence on an entirely
new and untried system of healt-h and medical care.
I ani sure you and your committee realize you have a tremendous
job ahead and an awesome responsibility. The decisions you make the
American people will have to live with for many years to come.
Our California physicians are appreciative of your work, and we
offer you our assistance at any tinm you wish.
Thank you very much.
(The statement referred to follows :)
STATEMENT OF I)R.

F. FENLON, IPIRIE)I:ENT, (ALIFORNIA
ASSOCIATIox, NovEM.NE
9, 1971

ItOIERTA

M MEDICAL

The California Medical Association, founded in 1856, represents more than
25,000 doctors of medicine in California. In our state there are 27,000 practicing
lplhysician1s.
As one of the largest state medical associations in the nation, we are pleased
to present some of (ir observations regarding the vital issue of national health
insurance. In addition. wre will discuss 1I.. 11315, the proposal develol)ed by the
('alifornia Medical Assoviation and introduced into Congress by Representative
October 20th. On behalf of California's doctors, we thank
(George IE. l)anielson Oil
the committee e for the opportunity of submitting this written statement as a
sulldemelt to our
(oral testimolly.
Since we are an organization of doctors, our first and our overriding concern
is that oill patients-tthe peolple of California-receive the best possible medical
care. In its 115 years of existence, the California Medical Association has never
lost sight of this. Historically, we might point out that this "sense of obligation"
to our patients was the very reason for the founding of our association. And
today-as practicing physicians treating the sick and injure(l every day-the
patient remains our primary concern.
With these hearings, this distinguislied Committee continues what we feel
Sure will be regarded in the future as an historic dialogue on medical care in
the United States. But certainly it is hardly necessary to remind the members
of this Committee that the outcome of these discussions will have a most fundamental effect on generations of Americans to come. The decisions that result
will not soon lie forgotten.
WIY CMA IS TESTIFYING

Why have we felt obliged to travel all the way across the continent from
California to alpl-:,r before this Committee? Frankly, we are here today because
we feel it imperative that any program of national health insurance should
benefit from lessons )f the recent past and to give you the opinions of our
patients, the people you represent. We have watched while government health
plrograms-progranis enacted vith the noblest of intentions-failed to fulfill
their promises. We have seen badly needed money for health care spent with
appalling inefficielicy. We have seen government health care programs depart
from their stt((t goals into patterns of political exi,,iency. New program after
new program has been added to an already long list-and too often we observe
each additional one acting to comlpoun( or add to the fragmentation in the
.solutions to health care problems. Worst of all for us as doctors, we have heard
our patients' complaints and we have seen how these progralns adversely affect
the patientss we treat. We are here today because we feel our obligation to these
patients requires us to give you our views as they are expressed to us and as
we know them.
Existing Federal Hlcalth Programs
In 1970, as you know, the Senate Subcommittee on Executive Reorganization
and Government Research issued its two-year study on the Federal role in health
care. The Subcommittee reviewed Federal health programs and spending in the
24 separate government departments and agencies involved in health. Their con-
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ciu..iilis lmie particular applications for us here today. A (onlensation of the
study states :
"'Tle ulli(o rdi i'llte(d iol iferotioll of health l rIg'aillis resul.s ill I sitiiitioi in
are hot related to liealti ire<, d(isiolns that
p
hVo.: 1)riorities
,l(gelicis
whii(.
alffet tile liealti of tile I) ll'itioll. I literageii'y coordilnati n is a ]lit-all(-1iss
lr(Il .iti l. Sonie a geliies lit'e little unlaerstaldihig of si lilar programs in other
agelvies or act as if t hey were 1u101\are tllat such prograins exist outside their
o\'li a lgelicy.

and h(ealthl dollars, the sub"Viti regulrd to tile illii(t of Federal l rInigais
'.re tillile or uinwilliig to judge
Ite
colilillitt , lolid tlit Fetderatl lgelcies either
Illsby tletllillgfull Stlhdarl 'is. Tile agelley rograill cval Wtiolls suglivIr' igra
geshed thatI (,a(.l lrog aul was an island unlito itself. Each program iii and ea(.l
liive 'oc(ll'r'o(l IS a llecessitry reslponse to a
1geil(my's illv(Vllivllt ill heIalt Iiay
certain l robill. But \'lel viewedl ill collillaitions or as a whole, both programs
(gehicy la lti missions, suichi as Iliy were, appeared tol have little relation.it1d
(f
Il(, AIuericali people.
i(lo
alth nehi
or It I li
ship tIo ea11 tierr
Iirelit ,ff(ct (f the $18.8-billioti Federal heialti budget for fiscal
"Ilius tie pia
l(,
1970, a1nd presunaibly Ilie $2(.6i-billion budget fort fiscal 1971. is to . . . ('O1)11
lit her tihit help resolve the (urrelit crisis in health care."
The Subvoallllitlee's (.airlinnai. for:oeX Secretary of Health, EdIucatioin, and
Welfare Abralli Ril)ic)ff. noted:
"'T'flreaire s tI iaIy X'ogralls adiii illist ere(d in suili bureaucrat ic colfusion that
111 ote..... ot1 tl.', l)e'llrtllelnt of IlealthI, Eduicatiol, alld Welfare, not the Bureau
of the Budget. not any of the private orgaili'hations-w-as able to tell the subcoiilittee eveIl how many lIpogl'il 115 tlhere arie.'"
('MA'S QUALIFICATIONS

AND EXPERIENCE

At this point, we sliould in.lswer an obvioul.s question. Whiat qualiies the California Mclical A association to collillenlt oi1 titional health matters, sl)ecifically oni
the Subje('ct of national hctltih inuralice,?
ways. California acts is a representative cross section of the nation
lit 'nlily
as a w\-lme. I',rhiitls iiore tMain iny other stite's, ('klifornia's population represents virtually every section of the country, every social and political view, and
every economic level and ethnic background. In California, one can find examples
of all ile lieltl (ire problenis of this illtioll.
Ill addition, the fact that olie-teniti of the population of the United States-20-niillion people--lives within California's 15-thousand square miles is a singrll- Iealthi care situationn in itself. It is estimated that California's population may
reaith 40-iillion by the year 2000. California physicians realize that the size of
ou job a1(d the Comllexity of the problems , will increase as our population grows.
wIvolved ill planning for ti future.
We are tt present deellly
We have had wide experience studying the health care problems associated
with such a large and diverse population and such an immense area. It is our
feeling that familiarity with these problems cannot help but provide sound information for the whole country. We have arrived at many innovative solutions.
Yet, in spite of some dramatic progress made il the past few years, we recognize
that the job of assuring efficient and effective health care to all our population is
massive. We would hope that government at every level would cooperate with
us in planning to devise innovative and workable solutions to problems of
health care.
CM1A Pioweered in Socioeconomics
The socio-economic problems of delivering medical services of high quality to
all who need it have increasingly occupied the energy and resources of the California Medical Association.
As early as 1929, the CMA Council studied the feasibility of a plan devised
for government to provide care for medically needy individuals of limited income. Tills early proposal, which never came to fruition, dealt with medical care
for people having an income of $2,-500 or less.
Another example of our experience with government health insurance was a
1935 state legislative bill developed by CMA. The bill, dealing with a plan for
administering health inmrance, was defeated by the California Legislature in
1937.
California Physicians' Service, the forerunner of the present California Blue
Shield, was founded by CMA in 1939. It was the first plan of its type in the
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nation. It is noteworthy that this new plan provided a means of assistance in
meeting medical costs. by offering full service coverage to families whose total
earnings did not exceed $3,000--nmade possible because physicians underwrote
this care at a loss, realizing tlat these people needled the care. It also provided
that families with income over $3,000 were eligible for nienibership, but subject
to additional charges for professional services.
As the health insurance concept grew andl spread, it became evident that a
regional method was needed to identify, define and determine values for a wide
variety of physicians' services. In addition, a means of acquainting the consuner with the basis for charges made was needed. As a result, CMA developed
the California Relative Value Studies, which has now undergone it number of
revisions, each of which was adopted widely in other l)arts of the country. The
most recent revision is the basis for the Current Procedural Terminology (CPT)
recently adopted by the American Medical Association and extensively used in
this country and abroad.
Many years ago the CMA, recognizing the need for more and more accurate
information on quality and cost lit health care, established the first socio-economic research (lelartinent in any medical society, the CMA Bureau of Research
and Planning. This CMA activity has achieved national distinction and its
monthly Socio-Economic Reports are authoritative, and are widely read and
utilized throughout the United States. As part of its long-range planning prograin, the CMA also created a Committee on the Role of Medicine iilSociety
which, in live reports to (late, has addressed itself to many of the problems
which concern the public and the medical profession.
Peer Review in California,
"Peer review" is another iml)ortant activity l)ioneered by the doctors of California. It can be defined as review by a doctor's colleagues of the medical care
he provides, its quality and cost. Today. California physicians are among the
acknowledged leaders in the Inedical peer review process. It should be emnlhasized that the medical profession is the only group that, "polices" itself.
How does peer review work? T"he CMA and the county medical societies have
standing peer review conmittees-hundreds of experienced physicians who
volunteer a part of their time to cheek on the quality and a)l)ro)riateness of
the medical care other doctors provide for their patients. Another role for peer
review is to assure that medical charges by a )hysician are reasonal)le. A third
objective of peer review activities is to guard against overutilization-unnecessary laboratory tests or excessively long hospitalization, for instance-or underutilization which calI be as serious for patient care.
Hospital tissue committees present another aspect of peer review. Here,
physicians examine the pathology reports on tissue taken during surgical procedures. They are alert for signs of unnecessary removal of healthy tissues, as
well as any indications of malignancies. They also check the appropriateness
of presurgical diagnoses.
In addition, CMA is working on a statewide peer review program to coordinate further and strengthen peer review activities. Under the plan, the scope
of the existing peer review niechanisms--which have proved highly effectivewould be enlarged, using a variety of local approaches to assure quality care
for the public in the most economical ways. This plan is an illustr-ation of how
peer review provides a mechanism capable of constant improvement and change
to meet changing needs.
Peer review activities take many forms. Members of CMA's Committee on
the Medical Staff Survey Program visit local hospitals to review the quality of
care provided by the hospitals' medical staffs, as well as their organizational
structure to fulfill their responsibilities to patients. This program is currently
beginning its 11th year of operation. During this period it has made 644 surveys
of hospital staffs.
In a somewhat similar activity. CMA has just embarked on a program of
review to inspect the quality of care in nursing homes. This step has come about
only after extensive work-with the California Joint Council to Improve the
Health Care of the Aging-on preparing and adopting the "Long-Term Care
Review . . . a Statement of Principles." This document might be seen as an
equivalent to CMA's "Guiding Principles for Physician-Hospital Relationships"now a national standard in its field.
To strengthen even further the recommendations forthcoming from "peer
review" committees, the California Medical Association has strongly supported
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several legislative Ieasures i this area which have been enacted into law.
ExaIIIines deal Witbi disclosure of possible conflicts of interests in referral of
l)atielts to facilities carrier r autliority to lla(e a provi(ler on prior atuthorization; ma king false or fraudula it claiiins a felony; and making suspension of a
provider from participation in Medicaid a ground(1s for suspension or revocation
of his professional license.
Th' I'hcs')icia" 6 har(t' of laith ('arc (osts
Tile ('saliniig cost of lealti (are tolay is perlmps the illost criticizedl and
leasi 51 understood asl eet of our nation's health (are sit uatioi. lit this regard,
ve ('alllo,) ell)hasize too strongly ilt lealilh (arle all (1liedlieal care are not the
same thing. Medical care costs--a l(I lus ti cost of physicians' services-accoult for oily a simall p)rolortion of health cre
.costs.
Il 1960, for example, 21.1
lercelit. of eahIleith
(' are dIollar i Ihis (')mmtry went for pliysiciains' servicescoiiim1ar(
wm lih 33.5 per('ent for lios dlal care. Ii 1969, using the most recent
available data (I)epartmiit of llealth,
E(hcation id Welfare), only 19.6
percent of tile natimil lialtI care dollar went for physiciaiis' services-an
actual (hrevase of 1.5 percent (Iurinig tluat period. li ('omparison, the proportion
spent, for hospital ca re-tle most costly 'cinliimit-rose to 37A1 percent. The
cliart below illustrates tile percentage amiunt devoted to the various health
car e copollents il t liese years.
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The rate of increase for physicians' services also makes an interesting comparison. Using figures for the above year-1969--the average American spent
approximately $256 annually for personal health care. This total represents an
increase of 10.9 percent over the previous year and 39.8 percent since 1966.
Of the total, an estimated $58.04 went for physicians' services, compared with
$44.60 three years earlier. This increase of 30.1 percent was considerably less
than the 39.8 percent increase in all types of health care expenditures for the
same period. Again, the most costly component-as well as the one showing
the fastest rate of increase-was hospital care, for which per cal)ita expenditures
amounted to $10.).75, or a three-year increase of 54.1 percent.
The annual average percentage increase in physicians' fees for the fiscal years
1965-69 was 6.0 percent. This factor accounted for approximately 70 percent of
the total increase in expenditures for physician services during the same period,
with the remainder attributed to increased utilization by the patient population.
To further understand the physician's share of increased health care costs,
it should be noted that the medical community is no more immune from the
economic forces at work today than any other segment of our society. Appended
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to this report (Appen(lixes A, B and C) are three tables giving statistics on
with earnings figures in other
physicians fee increases and their coiplaris(1
sectors of the labor force. We urge that this coimlittee review these statistics,
noting that the rate of physician fee increases compares favorably with the
increases for other groups in the population.
Efforts to Lower Health (are Costs and Improve Accessibility
Of significant interest are various approaches taken in California to experiment
with different methods for the delivery and financing of care. I'll give two
examl)es. The Saii Joaquin Medi-Cal Pilot Program was established to determine
whether the state could realize savings by putting physicians' services on a
prepaidi"
basis. A preiiiiiiiiim'ate per recipient per month was established for
all physicians' services within a specific geographic area. A system of medical
claims and utilization review by profiles of providers and recipients was put
into effect. The project is desiglied to determine whether a greater percentage
of the eligible beneficiaries would be seen by a greater proportion of physicians
under this approach. If so, then in this way quality medical care would be
assured and-at the same tinie-perhaps supplied for less cost.
In Sacramento, the Medical Care Foundation of the Sacramento County
Medical Society is trying to (leterluine whether health care costs can be lowered
appreciably by cutting hospital stays to the shortest feasible length. Its pilot
)roject, CIIAPI-for Certified Hospital Admission Program--establishes norms
for hospitalization related to medical and surgical situations-hospital stay
following surgery, for example-and thereby seeks to assure the provision of
quality medical care at the most reasonable cost.
California doctors also are working in other ways to make more and better
health care readily available to everyone in the state. A few examples will
illustrate the point. CMA maintains a Physician Placement Service created
specifically to place physicians in locations where medical services are needed.
The service handles approximately 1,000 requests for physicians a year. Unfortunately, it has not had the success we might wish because needy areas are not
conducive to living and raising families, just as they are not conducive for businessinen or other professionals.
The San Francisco Medical Society is working with the Office of Economic
Opportunity in bringing medical care programs to the inner city. Kern and
Sacramento Medical Societies, as well as other societies, are operating mobile
clinics for the treatment of rural migratory workers. Monterey is the fiscal agent
for an innovative rural health project in King City using the health team approach. Other county medical societies-in the ways they find best suited to
local needs-are seeing that health care is brought to migrant agricultural
workers, into rural areas and urban ghettos.
Health Manpower
The California Medical Association made an all-out effort in behalf of Proposition One in California's June 1970 election with financial aid and staff services.
Unfortunately, California voters narrowly turned down this bond measure that
would have provided funds for completion of three medical schools and facilities
to train dentists, nurses, public health professionals and other needed health care
experts. The CMC will continue to support such bond measures in the future,
including a similar issue set for statewide vote next year.
In tle meantime, other things are being done to meet the challenge of providing more physicians and other health professionals. We are giving four-year
nierit and achievement college scholarships to many deserving high school graduates who plan careers in the health field. Wherever practical, we are urging medical schools to expand their enrollments and to actively seek out and financially
assist interested and potentially qualified minority students who desire educations
in health fields.
The CMA is also moving ahead with establishing the new occupation of "health
care assistant"-also sometimes referred to as the "physician's assistant." The
Santa Clara County Medical Society pioneered in this field with a unique training program for recently discharged medical corpsmen. It is hoped that this new
type of trained and certified health care professional, working under the supervision of a physician, might handle much of the routine-freeing the physician for
critical diagnoses and treatment that only a trained l)hysician can render.
The California Medical Association also is working with such diverse groups
as hospital administrators, dentists, health care assistants, nursing home administrators, ambulance drivers, nurses-to name a few-to solve mutual problems.
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We are making definite progress toward effective coordination of efforts among
all healthIi professionals as a matter of course-some exaiplles are coordinated
research and sharing of information, coordinated lozig-range planning through
joint, committees of CMA with other professional organizations an(l interagency
councils. In fact. there exist at least 75 different, committees of the Assoviation
which concern themselves with the manifold problems relatinig to health care
services and delivery.
Educa
tionil-rofcssioiial amnd Public
Another area of CMA leadership) is illustrated by our recently launched program in Continuing Medical Education. It consists of "certification" for physicians l)articil)ating in a minimum of 200 hours of continuing medical education
in a three-year period.
An important aspect of the program is its accreditationn" of the continuing
medical education programs of ltalth facilities, making the California program
unique. Instead of merely counting hours, the emphasis has been placed on actually improving the quality of such education, oi making it responsive to the
needs of pract icing physicians, and on making it effective as a means of improving
patient care.
The California Medical Association also holds five annual regional postgraduate institutes, three circuit courses in rural areas, and extensive annual scientific sessions.
III addition to tile activities we have outlined, ('MA seeks to improve the public
health 1through a comlprehensive irograia of l)rinte(l health care material and
radio health care news aild public service ainnoniiicemeits in the ('alifornia media.
Also, there are a great many specific ('MA programs dealing with specific health
and safety problems-maternal and child health, drug abuse, alcoholism, highway safety, aviation safety, ad initinitum.
Lessons of Mcdi-Cal
Our state's Medicaid )rograln-MIedic-('al-provides a specific examl)le of what
can happen when government attempts to solve health problemss without adequately considering the impact on the health care system generally, without providing tile essential indel)eidence from political considerations il a program's
operation and funding, and without planning for related health care problems
which are not in the area of medical expertise.
It must be emphasized that from the very beginning CMA sponsored and
strongly supported the state bill which enacted our Medi-Cal program. One reason
for our suIport was that the bill cited as one of its objectives : "to allow eligible
persons to secure basic health care in the same manner eml)loyed by tle public
generally and without discrimination or segregation based purely on their ecotinmi disability."
However, in the first five years that Medi-Cal o)erated, the conipassioiate intent of the program was ignored. Political expediency, fiscal restrictions, and unrealistic administrative regulations actually resulted in a health program restricting patients' access to quality care rather than encouraging it.
In any federal-state program where literally billions of dollars of tax monies
are expended, it is necessary to have a workable system of safeguards to assure
fiscal integrity. Furthermore, in a program which in a very real sense affects the
health standards of the whole nation, certain guarantees of quality care are necessary. All l)arties including federal government, state and comity governments,
carriers and l)roviders of health care must share this responsibility under the
Medicaid program. The California Medical Association and its componet county
medical societies have been successful in initiating an extensive and comprehensive system of "peer review" geared to the Medi-Cal program.
Nonetheless, Medicaid in California has been plagued from the first by a continuing series of governmental financial "crises". To a great extent, these crises
resulted-as the chairman of this committee has pointed out-because the budget
for this program was not based on the number of welfare recipients. While the
welfare budget is open-ended, the budget for Medi-Cal was closed-emded. This was
coupled with an apparent disregard by state government for the medical requirements of patients and for professional medical judgments when they impose
regulations detrimental to patient care.
Throughout these recurring financial difficulties and in spite of discriminatory
fee cutbacks, the medical profession in California sought to preserve the basic
intent of Medi-Cal-health care for all "in the same manner employed by the
public generally." The CMA, for example, repeatedly urged the state to consider
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a specific list of cost-cutting measures that would not impair patient care. Our
advice and our lrol)osals were largely ignored. In August of 1967, again in Septemhber 1967, again in November of 1967, in January 1969, in March 1970, in
April 1970, in June of 1970, and again in November and l)ecemiber 1970, CMA
offered its COolperation, resources and experience in an effort to hell) the Medi-Cal
program solve its problems. Each time, our offer wvas not accepted.
Finally, after the state's Department of Health Care Services announced on
December 2, 1970, that services under Medi-Cal would be sharply curtailed again.
After several CMA attempts at solution had been rebuffed, our governing Council
determined to take action. Filing suit against the state in the early part of this
year, the OMA waged a court action on behalf of California's poor to restore the
administrative cutbacks in the Medi-Cal Irogram. Joined by other health care
groups and some agencies of local government, the CMA contended that the state's
cutbacks were illegal, prolonging illness, causing discrimination and hardship
for the )atients. This suit dealt only with the denial of needed health care to
Medi-Cal patients. The action was successful. The ruling of the court stated that
California's D)epartment of Health Care Services had acted illegally in restricting
Medi-Cal services last December and declared "the regulations . . . invalid and
enjoins their application or enforcement hereafter." Furthermore, the court referred to the department's method of restricting services under Medi-Cal as "unreasonable, arbitrary and often contrary to the teachings of the medical sciences."
In an effort to make our Medicaid program operate effectively, CMA developed
a reform proIosal that was introduced in the California Legislature. The proposal
was designed to remove Medi-Cal from the political interventions referred to
earlier. Briefly explained, the state's Department of Health Care Services would
have been replaced by an appointed 15-member Medi-Cal Authority, responsible
for administering a prepaid health care program for the poor. The Authority
would serve as a contract agency for the state and would provide no medical services itself. It would contract with a carrier or carriers to provide a scope of
medical benefits. Possible carriers would be insurance companies, Blue Shield,
Blue Cross, county Foundations for Medical Care, counties directly, health maintenance-type organizations, and so forth. The state authority would also be responsible for obtaining operating funds from the Legislature and accumulating
adequate reserves to take care of financial peaks and valleys from year to year.
The CMA reform proposal was not adopted. Instead, an inadequate compromise
bill to guide the Medi-Cal program was passed and signed into law last August.
But regardless of the specific difficulties now plaguing Medi-Cal-and Medicaid
generaly-our experience with this program provides us with two important
lessons.
First, any new government health care proposal must receive extensive and
adequate review before implementation. This is a way to avoid those mistakes in
planning which later can lead to complex and serious problems. For example,
if provision had been made for separating political expediency from the funding
of Medicaid-if the welfare load had been correlated with the program, budgets
being based on the number of people overed-many subsequent problems would
have been avoided.
Secondly, before any new health care program is put into practice, greater
attention should be given to the knowledgeable opinions of health care professionals who actually work with patients and respond to their medical needs. A
number of the present Medicaid difficulties were accurately predicted by physicians and other professionals in their testimony when the program was first being considered. For example, it was repeatedly pointed out that Medicaid would
prove to be far more costly than anticipated. It was also stated that this program
would greatly increase the utilization of health care by recipients and would not
solve the health needs of the potential recipients.
CONCEPT OF 'IEALTII MAINTENANCE

ORGANIZATIONS

The CMA considers that the current thrust toward the implementation of the
"health maintenance organization" approach should be essentially experimental
in nature. This is evidenced by our recent statement "that the lIMO concept
should be implemented only in carefully selected areas on a pilot basis, with well
publicized evaluations in terms of cost effectiveness, efficiency and quality of
patient care, before any effort is made to implement HMOs nationally."
Why is there such a great push by the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare through government subsidy to have every citizen in this country belong
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to this closed panel lrepayment type of organization? This type of organization
has been available for our citizens to choose, had they wislied to do so, for tile
past 30 years. Less lhan 5% have taken a(lvanltage of this. WVhy is this now going
to be the only option or tie preferred option? Because it will receive government
nioney. The Congress has not set any standards, regulations or even passed a law
regarding them.
We,as physicians-as well as citizens-believe this is a serious mistake. Why?
First, the state of one's health is dependent upon inany factors, most of which
cannot be controlled by hliysicians or by allie(l health personnel, and some of
which cannot )e changed by the patient hiniself. Genetic xnakeulp-including intelligence and physical and emotional stamina-occupation, education, nutrition
lnd
diet, social and economiic status, religious beliefs, emotional stress, personal
habits, and the quality of the environment are examples.
Secon(dly, the cost inevitably will be higher under IIMOs than with our pres(,at system and its built-in competitive eleiients. The (latity
of service will he
greater in lIMOs, thus quality can lie inaintained only at a greater cost. The
patient will demand inre service, it will be necessary to increase staffs, more
laboratory services will be added lbecalse clinical judgments will be bypassed.
In addition, 1)rolit-making groups could enter the fheld-and this might well be
catastrolphic for both patient care and cost. It al)pars tlult official plans for these
organizations are not geared to areas of need, as with nursing homes and extended (are facilities in the past. What problems will they solve? It is essential
that this be (leternmined before their iiillementation.
ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS FOR NATIONAL

IEALTIH INSURANCE

)rawing upon our background and study, we have determined that certain
elements are essential to any workable system of national health insurance.
A Plhiralistic Approach to Health Care
The health care system in this country is a pluralistic one-a composite of
private and public programs which grew to meet needs as they arose. Such a
system offers opportunities for innovation and competition, incentives for organizational change and improvement of quality. Medical services, under a lluralistic system, are better able to grow and change with the times than they would
be under a monolithic system-too oftei, inflexible with management unable
to cope with local problems and highly sensitive to political pressures. In fact,
a pluralistic system tends to encourage evolutionary change in response, to all
ty pes of efforts and social or economic forces. CMA feels that our nation's health
care must continue to be pluralistic. Any system of national health insurance
should encourage this approach. There must be freedom for individual initiative
and local change. Collective government regulations cannot be made to apply in
every part of the country. The country is too large and too diverse--local areas
and their problems are different and thus require individual approaches.
Another aspect of a pluralistic system Is freedom of choice--both for the
patient and for the physician. Obviously, no one mode or organizational form
of practice is best suited to all patients or to all physicians. A successful national health care plan must first be acceptable to patients and physicians.
For the patient, national health insurance must offer the right of free choice of
physician and of institution, as well as the right to change. Also, our diverse
patients must be given the freedom to choose the sort of plan best suited to their
diverse wants and needs. We feel strongly that any workable health insurance
concept must provide alternative plans or programs whenever possible, and I)atients should be provided the opportunity to change plans annually if they wish.
In regard to the physician, it is essential that lie be allowed to follow his own
best judgment in practicing medicine, subject to peer review assessment. He must
have the right to select his method of practice. He must have the freedom to Iarticipate or to refrain from participation in any medical care program he individually chooses. He must be able to employ his finest skills and judgment,
along with the available knowledge and facilities. In short, the physician must
be free of those controls and restrictions that interfere with his providing for
the medical needs of his patients.
Standards of Coverage
Secondly, a successful plan for national health insurance must include adequate standards and components of coverage. It must provide for comprehensive
benefits so that no area of necessary medical care is omitted. These benefits must
include a broad range of ambulatory (outpatient) services.
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In determining the specific benefits necessary to quality health care, health professionals must lie given the primary voice because they have not only listened
to patients but have the knowledge of their needs. In other words, standards for
national health insurance must be based on professional judgment. It is necessary, furthermore, that a good national program for health care also contain a
provision for a broadly based advisory medical body.
A dnin istration of National Health Insurance
Our experience with Medi-Cal--which we have outlined-has demonstrated
the necessity of separating the administration of any government health program
from politics. Therefore, an important aspect of any national health insurance
l)lan must be to provide for nonpolitical administration and funding.
Political expediency or political pressures must not be allowed to dictate health
care principles. For example, we have learned that when health program budget,,
Ibecome troublesome for government, decisions are often made on the basis of
fiscal rather tlmn health considerations. This situation can have tragic consequences for the patient; it cannot be tolerate(d. Once again we emphasize that
bu(lgets must be directly related to the number of people covered.
Methods of Financing
As previously indicated, we feel that a national system of health care must
be based on the private voluntary health insurance concept. At the same time it
must le made advantageous for the individual citizen to maintain his good
health, and he must be discouraged from abusing the system.
These factors are necessary for a successful health care system because-to
be realistic-not everyone is willing to plan for future difficulties or pay for
them when they occur. When-for economic reasons-the cost of health insurance premiums cannot be paid, at least in part, by the patient, they should lie
underwritten by government. The cost of such premiums for the economically
disadvantaged should be met in much the same way as their other basic needs are
paid for through the public sector.
Peer Review
Peer review-physicians reviewing physicians, for example-is the appropriate and essential function of state and county medical associations, hospital
staffs, and other similar organizations-and not a function of government. California's progressive record in the field of peer review indicates that a program
for national health insurance should recognize peer review as a responsibility of
the medical community.
Particularly inappropriate would be a federally structured peer review mech.
anism, with persons other than M.D.s judging M.D.s. If a peer review concept
is written into national legislation, recognition should lie given to ongoing efforts
of the medical profession; a nationwide "blanket" approach must be recognized
as unsuitable for some areas. The most appropriate apl)roach would be the design
nation of a responsible statewide organization in each state to provide a cohesivi
and coordinated program.
To be acceptable, a program would enable the medical profession to demonstrate its capabilities with peer review and utilization review. It would utilize
peer review activities to evaluate how appropriate and how reasonable is the care
provided. CMA feels that a workable program must seek to assure that professional services rendered will conform to accepted community practice, as established by peer review. In addition, accreditation and utilization review committees
should be required for all institutions participating-again, as a responsibilty of
the health care professions.
Demonstrationand Experimental Approaches
Demonstration and experimentation in the provision and financing of health
care benefits, particularly with respect to manpower utilization and to the delivery of care, must be encouraged. Consumers and local medical societies should
be involved in the course of development of innovative and experimental programs. Such programs must:
(a) Provide good quality medical care at reasonable costs.
(b) Meet the health needs of the population served.
(e) Provide assurance that professional services rendered will' conform to
accepted community practice, as established by peer review.
(d) Offer patients a choice of alternative plan or program wherever possible.
(e) Provide existing health professionals in the areas served by the programs
or plans with an opportunity to participate in them.
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Aot to Unify FederalProgranis
As indicate(d earlier, we feel it is essential that any new federal health care
program not add to the present fragmentation of government health programs.
Furthermore, a successful national health insurance program should specifically
serve as a vehicle for coordinating the disorganized and overlapping pattern that
now exists. In other words, it shou l represent a coordinated approach within a
pluralistic framework.
Health Education a id Health Information
W\e have sought out and solved many important health care problems but
unfortunately some cannot he solved l)y ne(licine alone. They are not in our area
of expertise. Specifically: inadequate general health education; automobile and
home accidents; poor housing, sanitation, and nutrition; obesity ; alcoholism ;
drug abuse,
environmental pollution-to name a few-can only be solved by all
of us working together as citizens.
Before a plan for national health insurance could 1)e successful, a broadly based
health education and health information prograin to deal with these problems
must )e iml)lemented. This program should also act as a major force for i)reventive health ('are and therefore, for further cost containment.
CMA'S PROPOSAL FOR

NATIONAL IIEALThr

CARE

The Danielson Bill, HR 11351, was recently introduced in this House. This bill
incorporates our specific proposals for national health care.
The bill deals directly with the I)roblem of how to make quality care both available an(l accessible to all Americans. In several ways, this proposal represents a
new apl)roach to national health insurance. For example, one major portion incor)orates our independently developed "Guidelines for Components of Adequate
Health Care Coverage." In this way it specifies provisions for levels of coverage
which l)romote accessibility to care, based on )rofessional judgment and on
patient needs for ti attainment and maintenance of a good health status.
What are some of the other major features of the plan? It would offer benefits to all families and individuals on a voluntary basis, with financial assistance geared to adequate but moderate living costs as estimated by the Bureau
of Labor Statistics, Division of Living Condition Studies. Using private insurance mechanisms, the plan would create a sliding scale of federal subsidy to
purchase or help I)urchase coverage defined as acceptable under our specific
"guidelines" just mentioned. Thus it would promote pluralistic approaches to
health care, while at the same time encouraging the insurance industry to provide increasingly comprehensive insurance programs. In a general way, the plan
is patterned after the Federal Employees Health Benefits Program-uniform
nationa! levels of benefits would be established, supervised by federal and state
offices to insure that prescribed insurance benefits were being included.
The plan would l)e open to everyone-regardless of income, age, or employment status. Every family and individual-of whatever income level-would be
offered incentives to participate. Those at low income levels would pay nothing.
The Bureau of Labor Statistics would determine annually the budget level of
income necessary to qualify a family for the full subsidy.
An inverse siding scale of coverage for health care costs would be utilized,
related to the percentage of insurance premiums paid by the government. The
minimum coverage allowable under the plan would take care of 75 percent
of health care costs, but a ratio would be established in which the percentage of
costs covered would increase in direct proI)ortion to the larger subsidies allowed
for those persons at lower income levels.
Benefits would include all areas of health care: professional medical services,
surgical, hospital, extended care, home health and outpatient rehabilitation,
ambulance, prosthetic aids, drugs prescribed on an outpatient basis, acute
psychiatric care, and dental care. The bill also provides for inclusion of catastropic coverage in the health plans. And each patient would be allowed to choose
his own physician and choose the programs that best fit his needs.
Additionally, the program would have non-politlcal administration. It would
be supervised by the United States Civil Service Commission, a non-political
body with more than a decade of experience in the Federal employees' health
insurance program. In order to avoid problems of unrealistic funding-as encountered in Medi-Cal and many other government health programs-the budget
for our program would be updated biannually for all aias of the country on
a basis allowing for Inflation.
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Under CMA's l)rolx)sal, all pIlans or program ms miust furnish evidence of effective peer review activities. In addition, it reconiniends certification of all facilities, provides for a study of professional liability, and would establish national
and state advisory councils for setting stan(lards and regulations.
Another important feature -. our plan provides for demonstration and exi)erimental l)Il)roaches by health care professionals. These would include programs
in the organization and delivery of health care, including the utilization of
new tyles of man power . . . such as the health care assistant. Liaison with
coinl)relensive health planning agencies in inaugurating these new programs
woul l)rovid(e for conminunity participation.
Certainly one of the most significant aspects of CMA's proposal is the fact
that it is a comprehensive, long-range l)rogramn. Today there are more than 100
federal health l)rograms for sl)(cialized sections of the population. Our plan
would immediately incorporate the functions of M.1lic.aid and many other federal health programs. In regard to 3Medicare, our plan would not eliminate
this program. However, it provides for a joint study by the Secretary of Health,
Education an( Welfare and the United States Service Commission as to how the
functions performed ly Medicare might be transferred to and merged into the
new program. The results and recommendations from this study would be submitted to Congress.
On a long-range basis, our plan is designed to promote the unification of most
government programs providing or financing medical services. In other words,
it would seek to create a single, coherent, integrated approach to health care.
It would not he for a stop-gap measure treating only the syml)toms of the health
problemss as they confront us. On the other hand, it would not require dependence on an entirely new and untried system of health and medical care.
In conclusion, we urge this committee to give 1HR11351 careful consideration. It has been designed with a constant awareness of our nation's health care
deficiencies. We think this plan would go far toward providing workable solutions. At the same time we emphasize that no single system will magically solve
every social and economic problem contributing to (leficiencies in health care.
Such factors--largely based in ignorance and poverty-must be given special
and independent attention.
We also emphasize to this committee that no one has a deeper concern about
health care than the physician. We live with our patients' health problems and
illnesses constantly. Over the past years we have devoted our energies to inproving the medical care that they and others receive. The Danielson Bill represents an important part of this work. Of all the proposals for national health
care, we believe this bill coies closest to the goal of quality health care for
the people of the United States. We respectfully ask the support of this committee.
APPENDIX A
U.S.PHYSICIAN FEEINDEX AND DATA ONWEEKLY AND HOURLY EARNINGS FOR SELECTED OCCUPATIONS WITH
PERCENTAGE INCREASES, 1950-70

Occupation

1950

Mining: I
Weekly ------------------------$67.16
hourly -------------------------1.77
Construction:I
Weekly ------------------------69.68
Hourly -------------.------------1.86
Manufacturing: I
Weekly ------------------------58.32
Hourly ------.------------------1.44
Trade: I
Weekly ------------------------44.55
Hourly -------------------------1.10
Finance, real estate, insurance: I
Weekly ------------------------50.52
Hourly -------------------------1.34
Physicians' annual income -------------- 12,324.00
Physician fee index --------------------

76.0

1970

$105.44
2.61

$163.97
3.84

57.0
47.5

55.5
47.1

113.04
3.08

195.23
5.22

62.2
65.6

72.7
69.5

89.72
2.26

133.73
3.36

53.8
56.9

49.1
48.7

66.01
1.71

95.66
2.71

48.2
55.5

44.9
58.5

75.14
2.02
19,493.00

112.98
3.07
231,764.00

48.7
50.7
58.2

50.4
52.0
363.0

106.0

167.0

39.5

57.5

I U.S.Department of Labor, Monthly Labor Review, Washington, D.C., April 1971.
1 1969 figure.

Increase, 1960-69.

Percentage increases
1950-60
1960-70

1960

1944
APPENDIX B
U.S. PHYSICIAN FEEINDEX AND INDEXES OF UNION HOURLY WAGE SCALES FOR SELECTED OCCUPATIONS WITH
PERCENTAGE INCREASES
Percentage increases
Occupation
Building trades -------------------------------Journeymen,
Electricians -------------------------------Plumbers --------------------------------Sheet metal workers ------------------------Carpenters --------------.----------------Printing trades --------------------------------Local trucking --------------------------------Physicians' fees --------------------------------

1950

1960

1967

1950-60

1960-67

68.0

109.0

144.9

60.3

32.9

69.2
69.0
67. 0
68. 2
75. 1
64.9
76.0

109. 3
108.3
109. 7
109.0
106.3
109.3
106. 0

143.0
143.8
146. 7
145.4
131.9
144.9
137.6

57. 4
57.0
63. 7
59.8
41.5
68.4
39. 5

30.8
32.8
33. 7
33. 4
24. 1
32.6
29. 8

Qnrirce: U.S. Department of Labor, "Handbook of Labor Statistics 1968," Washington, D.C., 1968.
APPENDIX C
RECENT DATA ON HOURLY WAGESOF SELECTED OCCUPATIONS AND THE U.S.PHYSICIAN FEEINDEX WITH PERCENTAGE INCREASES, 1966-70
Percentage increases

Hourly earnings
Occupation

1966

1967

1968

1969

1970 1966-67

1967-68

1968-69

1969-70

$3.05
Mining -----------------------3.89
Construction ----------------2.72
Manufacturing ---------------Wholesale and retail trade --------2.13
Finance, insurance, and real
2.47
estate -------------------All nonagricultural payrolls ------- 2.56

$3.19
4.11
2.83
2.24

$3.35
4.41
3.01
2.40

$3.60
4.78
3.19
2.56

$3,84
5.22
3.36
2.71

4.6
5.7
4.0
5.2

5.0
7.3
6.4
7.1

7.5
8.4
6.0
6.7

6.7
9.2
5.3
5.9

2.58
2.68

2.75
2.85

2.92
3.04

3.07
3.23

4.5
4.7

6.6
6.3

6.2
6.7

5.1
6.3

Physician fee index ------------ 128.5

137.6

145.3

155.4

167.0

7.1

5.6

7.0

7.5

Mr. ROSTENKOWSKI. The conunittee will stand in recess until such
time as we vote, Doctor. We will be back in 5 minutes.
(Brief recess.)
Mr. ROSTENKOWSKI. The committee will resume its sitting.
The Chair would like to welcome an outstanding member of the
California delegation, Congressman Danielson.
TMr. DANIELSON. I have been running back and forward.
May I inquire has Dr. Fenlon made her oral presentation?
Mr. ROSTENKOWSKI. I believe that has been concluded.
Mr. DANIELSON. I am gratified that she and Dr. Crum have been
able to come here. I have been working with the California Medical

Association for some 8 or 9 months now to put this bill together, and
I think we have a good proposal to add to the many this committee
must consider in putting out a health insurance plan.

I might point out I think Dr. Fenlon is probably the only woman
physician doctor who is president of a State medical association. She

is president of the California Medical Association representing 25,000
outstanding physicians.
Thank you for your indulgence.
Mr. ROSTENKOWSKT. Dr. Crum, is there anything you would like to
add to Dr. Fenlon's statement?
Dr. CRUM. In light of the great amount of testimony presented to

this committee regarding foundations, we would like to make a few
comments on this subject.

As you have heard many times, foundations actually began in
California. We have been aware of the f undation movement, of course,
since its inception and have supported and indicated to those counties
that were involved in foundation activity that we felt it was important that experimentation in all forms of provision of health care
be embraced.
We have felt that the foundation under the sponsorship of each
component county medical society, has in many areas done an outstanding job. We also have recognized that the principles applicable
to foundations and their delivery of health care can be peculiar to a
certain geographic area and to certain segments of the population.
Therefore, we have restrained our total approbation in terms of the
widespread growth of the foundation concept feeling that perhaps
they may be advisable and effective in certain areas, but in other areas
they would not be applicable. We feel that foundatioiis warrant experimental study and we would like to see them utilized in a limited
concept to deterinine their value before their unique concept is applied
universally.
Mr. Pm-nis. Inasmuch as we are not on a House vote at the moment,
could we have a few minutes to explore what you have been talking
about?
I know that from your presentation and from what you just said,
Dr. Crum, that you have some reservation about a wholesale adoption
of, say, the HMO concept. Could you delineate a little more what
some of the dangers are in HMO's, if we were to adopt them on the
basis of what we now know about them ?
)r. CRu.r. In many iiJsamces they are applied to the selective geographi areas with select population groups. In light of this we feel
that there would be many areas in which certain people or individuals
would find difficulty in gaining access to the health care system through
the mechanism of HMO's or foundations. In other words, it would
be difficult for them to cover the aged proprietary grocer who needed
individual coverage for himself, and his family.
We recognize in addition that foundations have no corner on the
market regarding the benefits which they provide. For example, we
have talked of peer review. Peer review is done in Los Angeles County, where no foundation exists, and it is done effectively by many of
the districts of the Los Angeles County Medical Association through
their local peer review committees. The unique factor of peer review,
which makes it so effective in terms of operation, is that it must be a
locally applicable organization that knows the reviewed physicians.
These local organizations, then, in turn, are under the aegis of the
Los Angeles County Medical Association peer review committee, so
we have accomplished in Los Angeles County effective peer review over
a large area, an area which would not really be suitable to foundation activity because of the enormous diversity geographically, economically, and philosophically of the patients and physicians.
Therefore we feel there are existing mechanisms which admirably
serve for peer review outside of foundations. These should be taken
into consideration. In other words, effective peer review can be performed in nonfoundation areas.
Mr. PE-l s. May I ask one more question,?
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We had a witness yesterday from Los Angeles who made the
statement -in fact, maybe you have a copy of his testimony-it was
to the effect that in the city of Los Angeles we have thousands of childrenl who have not received inmoculations and this, obviously, is a
)retty serious ')rolleni. I think lie made the statement tlat for such
basic immunizations as for polio that there were thousands in need in
Los Angeles. I thought it was a matter of State law that children had
to receive these, )asic inununizations, and if this is true, how can we
solve some of these problems where there are plenty of public health
facilities and there are, obviously, hosI)itals in the area and doctors
available? But., apparently, some segments of the public have just not
gotten together with the medical people.
Dr. CituAr. You are correct, Mr. Pettis, there is such a law requiring inoculations so I would have to take issue with the conclusions
drawn. by this witness in terms of the numbers of people that might
not be immunized. I do feel this applies to another problem ; that is,
the necessity for us to give certain priorities to matters that deal with
the total health care of people. I feel that education, for example, is
an extremely imlx)itant answer. We all know these facilities are available to people in many instances and for a variety of reasons, the
foremost being a lack of health education ; they are reluctant or do not
ava-il themselves of the opportunities whioh are available.
Fir. Fenlon earlier referred to poverty, malnutrition and housing.
These are some of the factors which prevent people from utilizing to
the fullest extent the medical facilities which are available.
Dr. FENLON. There is one more point to keep in mind regarding
HMO's. We believe in the free enterprise system and in competition,
but as we have seen under medicare, due to the profit incentive nursing homes and extended care facilities flourished and were not carefully scrutinized. Nor were they necessarily constructed in the areas in
which they were most needed. We feel that if HIMO's are going to be
experimental they should be tested in the areas of greatest need.
We are also afraid of Uider-utilization in HIMO's and from what we
can observe in some of the very large clinics and public institutions,
particularly, there is conversely a tendency for increased utilization,
particularly laboratory work which bypasses the physician for convenience sake because there are an insufficient number of physicians.
This increases the utilization of laboratory services and leads toward
impersonalized medical care.
There are many reasons for this. The one-to-one relationship between
patient and physician and the confidence that an individual has in his
M.D. should not be ignored. Also there is a tendency for patients to
come in with undiagnosed problems-and diagnosis as we have been
taught through all the years is one of the most important medical care
components. Diagnosis depends on the physician sitting down with the
patient. Large, impersonal screening units cannot do this. Only through
direct communication can a physician conduct a systems review and
learn a patient's real complaints, what lhis family background is, and
his past and family history.
My old professor of medicine would say, "If You take a good history,
you have the correct diagnosis 90 percent of the time," and no machine
can do this.
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Mr. PE'-rls. It is very obvious to me, Mr. Chairmian, there is no easy
answer to these lroi)leuis. I think out in California where we have
more than 20 million pol)le-virtltally a little nation, a microcosmCalifornia has not. solved all of the problems but there is no panacea,
either. rhe p1tlns has i)een thrust forward.
I wish to c()mnend Dr. Fenlon and Dr. Crum for their testimony
here today. 1 think it added a great deal to the fund of information
that we havee received, and I am sure that the committee members
will want to review very carefully our colleague's bill cnd its ramifications before we do any legislation.
I thank the witnesses for their testimony.
)r. FENLON. Thank you for your patience.
Mfr. ROSTFINKOWSKI. T17he Chair would also like to express its appreciation for the outstanding testimony that you have rendered. Congressman Cormnin sends his regrets that lie was not able to be here
during your testimony. le was, of course, here most of the day waiting
for his California constituents to testify. So, on behalf of Oongressman
Corinan, and the entire committee we appreciate the time you have
taken to come here.
The co-imnittee will stand adjourned until 10 o'clock tomorrow
morning.

(Whereupon, at 5:05 p.m., the committee adjourne(, to reconvene
at 10 a.m., Wednesday, November 10, 1971.)

